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ON THE STUDY AND METROLOGY OF
SILVER PUNCH-MARKED COINS

By

D D. KOSAMBI, Poona.

The purpose of this eaay u to attempt a statistical analysis of the silver

punch-marked corns, mainly those found in two hoards at Taxila, and des-

cribed in the .\7chxoloi<d Sunty oj India Memoir Na 59 (Jj, by E. H.

C. Walsh. It is unfortunate that this Memoir should be the foundation of

the present study, because it is full of errors and oversights
; in any case, it

is the only descripcon of large, approximately dated, boards available to me,

and I advise prospective readers to use it with caution and with my com-

mentary on it ( 4 ). Weights as well as classes are taken from App XI. XII

of the work ; where these contradict statement* made elsewhere in the work,

or contradict themsdves. the evidence of the plates in the volume was used.

So far as 1 know, this statistical method (5/, though quite well known to pro-

fessional statisticians, has not been employed for the study of punch -marked

coins. Probably, it has not hew used in numismatics at all, because the

peculiar and so far insoluble problems raised by the punch-marked coins

do not present themsdves m connection with coinage systems in general.

For the coins here investigated no method except the statistical one will

give anything like a definite result. The reader should not be misled by the

superficial resemblance of statistical terminology to the language of the race-

course. Even lor live must accurate scientific measurements, say atomic

weights, a proboble error has to be given ; the t and the t tests would have to

be used in much the same way as in this work to determine whether two dis-

tinct sets of such measurements were oompatibk.

In the first section. I review the usual discussion of the symbols on the

coins, and add my own pennyworth to the existing welter of conjecture. The

second deals with the present knowledge of their weight system. Then follow

other sections of primarily statistical content, well diluted with guesswork

and a final one giving a very brief note on the mathematical theory' and

methods underlying the work.

1—Possible Interpretations of the Marks.

“Non ragiomam di lor ma guarda e passa"
—Dante, Injano. Ill, 51.

The wide distribution and the great antiquity of punch-marked coins

was known to the very first scholars who turned their attention u> Indian

numismatics. For the rest, there is hardly a detailed statement abcut their

nature and the interpretation of the marks stamped on them that does not
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contradict itself or is not contradicted by the statement of someone dsc. In

all these utterances, one can, or is at least tempted to, read more about the

writer's psychology than about numismatics : the motives seem to range all

the way from an ingrained contempt for native craftsmanship to an intense

Indian patriotism. Cunningham saw "no difficulty in blinking that

they might mount as high as 1000 BC." ( 1 , p. 6.)

D. R Bhandarkar wants to push it further back :
" coined money must

be considered to be existing in India as early as the middle of the third mil-

lennium before Christ" (6. 71). Allan finds no evidence that coinage in

India is older than the Nanda period, and states, “ The period of circulation

of punch-marked coins may therefore be put at the third and second centuries

b.c ; that they continued in circulation later is most probable, and that they

go back to the fourth century b.c. is possible" (

2

, Iviii). These statements

span the limits of human credulity, in view of the fact that no coins have

been found at Moiitnjo-Daro ; and that the earlier of the hoards I mean to

analyse was closed about 300 B.c. and contains many very badly worn coins.

The main difficulty in dealing with these coins arises from the fact that if

their symbols represent a legend, no one has succeeded in reading a single

one, except perhaps the Taurine as the Brahmi me ; at the root of this is the

absolute lack of relevant documentation. Iti the three authorities 1 take as

the best (Allan, Durga Prasad, Walsh) one can find evidence adduced

from finds at Mohenjo-Daro. the Jalcka stories, the Arthesislra, and the

Visuddhimcggo of Buddhaghosa. But the Jotokas are written a few centuries

after the period lliey arc supposed to describe, a period not less than two

thousand years after the rise of the Indus Valley civilisation ; the Artha-

idura, taken as a document relating to the Maurya empire, is not has than

seven hundred years older than the Visuddhimogga. In all these cases, a

single word or phrase of doubtful import is the sole evidence, if any. for

supposing that we have anything to do with punch-marked coins.

Any person who attempted to follow the varying fortunes of the Roman
solidus, through the Italian soldo, down to the French sou, without the use

of a single contemporary historical document, and indeed without any know-

ledge of European history, would have a task similar to that which confronts

the Indian numismatist and archaeologist in general. Prinsep's assignment

of phonetic values to the Brdhna script, surely the brightest spot in ancient

Indian numismatics, was possible only because the equivalent of such evidence

existed in the way of Greek legends on the same coins describing known
rulers. Medieval European coinage as compared to that of classical antiquity

will show that a cruder technique does not always indicate priority in time

The use of the Maria Theresa silver coins in Abyssinia (at least down to

1936) will illustrate the danger of connecting the history and the currency of

primitive localities without supplementary data. Even now, scholars puzzle

over the fact that the Gothic monarchy in Italy ends with a king whom docu-

ments call Totila, and who issued corns inscribed Badila ; I have seta no

satisfactory explanation of this, in a large mass of speculation ; and the un-
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fortunate ruler's reaJ name is still a matter of choice for the individual

scholar.

Beginning with the unhappy conjectures of Cunningham. THEOBALD,

and Spooner, the systematic clarification and study of the coins has pro-

ceeded. quite naturally, according to the punch-marks themselves. In this,

Durga Prasad. Allan, Walsh, may be said to have succeeded in putting the

subject upon a sound footing. The analysis of these marks requires long

application, years of patient study, superior eyesight, and a powerful imagi-

nation

But when it comes to the meaning of the marks, the state of affairs is far

from satisfactory. The coins w*re generally issued with blank reverse, and

such reverse marks as occur in the earlier coins arc ignored altogether by

Allan, and treated with scam respect by FXirga Prasad. Moving a little

ahead of the older opinion that even the obveise marks were
u
shroff marks ",

i.c testing marks put on by silvcr-and gold-smiths on mere pieces of xnctal,

we have dogmatic statements of opinion as to locality-marks (Walsh, 3 ,
18-

25), ancient Hindu religious symbols (Durga Prasad), designation of offi-

cials (2, ixxii) and in general, propitiatory, votive, dedicatory, tnba!. and totem

marks. Now, these various interpretations ntt:d not contradict each oilier,

but by themselves, they and the purKh-marks arc of as little use as the mere

nanus of Catholic saints would be in determining a calendar and a system

oi dates, if nothing were known about the Christian religion or its measures

of time. Durga 1*rasad <loei cite the description of the marks in certain

TgMtos (I. 17 el. seq.) following Plan Nath, who fim saw that tantric

description* fitted Mohenjo-Daro sapis. Unfortunately the symbol can remain

unchanged over three thousand years, without retaining anything like the

original significance.

The persistence of symbols from Mohenjo-Daro on our ixinch-marked

corns signifies levs in this country than a similar survival would in any

other land. We get the ^ symbol of the Indus valley seals on wayside

temples to-day. interpreted as the tti&ula of Saiva practice ; but the crescent

on the reverse of punch-marked coins has now a definitely Islamic connota-

tion which it could not possibly have possessed in those days. We see, for

example, traits of Etruscan ongin in the paintings of some Italian Renais-

sance artists, say Luca Signorelli
; and some Renaissance sculptures could

easily fit into Graeco-Roman classical antiquity. Only an accurate knowledge

of the provenance of mo6t pieces, without parallel in India, keeps us from

confusing European work over a thousand years apart- Yet, Indokigists seem

to ignore the evidence of change in other countries, and take a leap of cen-

turies without the least hesitation. A modem Hindu like Lhirga Prasad

should think twice before ascribing Hinduism, of any variety recognizable

today, to antiquity. Between Mohenjo-Daro and the Untric works which

he cites lie at least two great epochs of entirely different type. One of a less

cultured population, probably after the Aryan conquest, in which the dcituca
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were Indra and the vedic gods and wealth measured in cattle. The second,

of Buddhist (and Jain) influence, which wiped out the worship of the vedic

deities, and was superseded by a Hinduism that Durga Prasad would ack-

nowledge without hesitation as the genuine article. The caste system and the

development of a fundamental unity in the country belong to the first of

these periods ; okujua comes into Hinduism during the second which also

sees the development of the ideal, “universal monarchy”. The beginnings

of tantnc literature, as far as we can trace them to-day. are an integral part

of makayana Buddhism, whatever their real origin or significance. While the

Jain literature has a continuous tradition antedating the Buddhist (whatever

its reliability), our numismatists and students of antiquity usually ignore it

Add to this the fact that here is hardly a classical document available with

a critically edited text, and certified chronology, and it will be seen that wc

have very little choice except pure conjecture ; an admissible procedure if it

is advanced with caution, and in a tentative manner. The only inscription

that I know of which is supposed to belong to a period between Mohenjo-

Daro and the Mauryan age is that at Vikramkhol ; and I have seen only

one (unpublished) reading of it, a dubious one by Pran Nath, who ascribed

it to a warrior king Kaipsa or f

Let us revert, then, to the punch-marked coins themselves, and regard

the symbols a littk more closely. The sun-symbol (interpretation disputed

by Durga Prasad, 1. 21) and same variety of the wheel, usually with six

spokes, oome on all the coins. There are three other marks on the obverse,

of varying nature, to make up a constant total of five. The interpretation,

as usual, is a matter for conjecture, the least possible being Bhandarkar's

(6, 102), to the effect that " one set of symbols is certainly the seven ratnes

or treasures ’’

, these certainly did not include the sun, and in any case seven

could not be expressed in five symbols. That the wheel is also found at Troy
signifies little to some people, among whom I enroll myself. The “ sun " might

be auspicious, a symbol of the ahpras dan, or signify descent from the sun
SMyavmjdo (as before Egyptian royal cartouches!. The j<*laracokra is, with

much greater likelihood, a symbol of royalty
;

its various forms might denote

separate rulers or dynasties. The larger Taxila hoard has 25 forms, (J,

plate 1 ; also p. 8) and taking later coins as well, Durga Prasad identifies

(J, 40) 32 different types. Even if each were part of the seal or monogram
of a king, and they had ruled in succession, the older Taxila hoard would not

have gone back more than three centuries, unless several kings had used the

same monogram This conjecture of mine need not be taken as disputing the

putative "great antiquity” of the coins, because, as I shall show later, the

Taxila hoard implies a relatively stable type of society over a reasonably

wide and prosperous area. For the rest, the conjecture that the iataracakra
represents a king is supported by the fact that in the very few cases where
it does not appear, it is with few exceptions replaced by homo-signs (1, 41 ;

2. 21-24), which might represent the issuing authority as an oligarchy, or
a council of some sort, perhaps for an interregnum, or regency. The mystical
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significance of the cakra given by Durga PRASAD in his otherwise excellent

work need not be taken very seriously, as the wheel can also represent the

Buddhist dkommccakkc. I can hardly imagine it to have portrayed Buddha

in a period when—as for the older Taxila hoard—Buddhism was not a uni-

versal religion, and had net Lhe sanction of ^tate authority, 1 only give the

illustration to show that the wheel was capable of many and varied functions.

What the three remaining obverse marks represent is open to still more

speculation, not to speak cf the far more numerous varieties of reverse marks.

I claim to have shown that, for the period ot the earlier Taxila hoard, the

reverse marks represent some son of periodic checking (5, and here in

section IV). Both the obverse and the reverse types persist in later coins

and inscriptions <6, clxxiv-dxxvii and almost any of the plates), as is

well known ; but this furnishes no hint as to their meaning at any date or

period. The so-called catty* symbol appears before the cattya could have

become common or revered, and persists after the caitya went out of fashion.

I have nothing to say about tln*e details, but there still remain possi-

bilities to be explored. The suggestion has already been made that some of

the symbols on the obverse could represent time marks (5), though what the

actual time might be : date of issue of the coin, or of the rulers birth, or

accession, would again have to be worked out. This conjecture was founded

on the fact that some of the zodiacal ( rdfi) symbols are to be found among

the signs, taking of course the name and not the abbreviated Sign of each

rail. It is considered, however, that the present Indian rdfi scheme was bor-

rowed from external sources, perhaps Greek ; this is borne out by the fad

that the names of the rasi list exactly correspond to the European zodiacal

names, except that makaxa = capricoinus ; moieover, the. Indian astronomers

do mention their debt to yexma scholars, and other Greek names can be

traced in our astronomical works. On the ha*is of these considerations it is

generally believed that the ancient Indian astronomical tradition is entirely

based on the naksatra \ = astcrism) system dividing the zodiac into twenty-

seven instead of twelve parts. Recent discoveries, however, show that the

twelve-part scheme is older than supposed.

There is still extant the Sino-Tibetan cycle of twelve years, each repre-

sented by an animal ;
in order, mouse, ox, tiger, hare, dragon, serpent, horse,

sheep, ape. bird. dog. hog. This was known to have been borrowed from

India, and the matter finally settled by LtDERS (10) in his characteristic

masterly fashion. A Central Asiatic document discovered by Stein* on the

site of the ancient city of Caduda and worded in a samskfta dialect which

was the local medium of intercourse in the opening centuries of the Christian

era, gives the animal list : rat or mouse, cow or ox. tiger, hare, serpent, rep-

tiles (or worms = jandunam, apparently a nominative plural of the equivalent

of ;ou'uh horse, sheep or gcat, cock, ape, dog. hog. The mo*t interesting

quality of these beasts is not their persistence over a large area—they can be

traced with minor variations throughout eastern Asia—but that in the docu-

ment under consideration, they aie labelled nak^dra 's and not associated
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directly with any period of time. This makes it doubtful that the oldest

nakfdra sdierne comprised twenty-seven, and a case could easily be made

out, even on internal evidence deduced from their present nomenclature, that

their number has been expanded at a later date.

Almost every Indian almanac (parkanga) contains a familiar table, the

avakakaijatakra, which gives correspondences between the rail and nakjOlro

scheme. Each of the 27 nakyUra'* is divided into four sections (carana)

and each rasi covers nine of these, beginning with mifa-asvod. Far more

important is the fact that for every caiatia there is a letter of the alphabet

;

all consonants except fa, bo, are represented (these can be replaced by sa, vo),

and for most of these, the five major vowels, a. e i, o, u are given. There

arc quite regular gaps ( stambho

)

where the consonants arc given without the

full complement of vowels ; otherwise, the number of 108 letters cannot be

completed. The name avakaka<}e is palpably the alphabetical order, begin-

ning with krtiika, the Vedic initial astcrism ; this has a foreign or antique

flavour, and reminds one of Creek or KharosthJ ; but I have been unable to

trace the scheme beyond the SarKorc^dja of Ramacandra Somayaji (or Vaja-

peyi), an author of the 15th century as far as our tradition goes. The whole
subject belongs to the ''science" of astrology {pkalajyotifa) as distinct from
the more rational astronomy (/yofijo). and is neglected even in this country
except by quacks ; hence, tracing anything becomes impossible. Rut it has an
important aspect for our coins because in the same table as published to-day

(though not in the manuscript of the Samarasdra) we have an animal (yoni,

14 in number, probably derived from the Buddhist niddna) associated with
each astcrism, and also a tree of worship ( drddkyavrksa). The origin of
these latter is not to be traced from available sources. But the importance
of the scheme is obvious, if tree-signs and animal signs can be associated with
letters of the alphabet. In orthodox Brahmin families, the initial letter of
a child's name must be the caran&kutra of the time of his birth

; when some
other name is given for any reason, the child gets a name with the proper
initial for iandhyd purposes. Of course, the scheme has degenerated now,
and often the initial is taken as the first letter of the no^atra name. The
symbolism would net he unambiguous, but its origin would be very interest-
ing, whatever its application to the punch-marks. 1 might add that the nine
rain-astcrisms (perjanya-na^otro) have vehicles (idfumo) which arc. in
rotation : horse, fox, frog, ram. peacock, mouse, buffalo, ass, elephant.

This brings us to the last of our possibilities : that many of the symbols
cm our punch-marked coinage, identifying the trees more closely than the
present tree-with-raUing or tree-with-fruit ”, can represent the initials of
the rulers in question. 1 offer this for what it may be worth, without excluding
other and even simultaneous interpretations. The sadaracckra and the sun-
symbol being omitted, we should have to interpret three variable symbols
as initials of names. Logically, these would he the name of the king issuing

the coin, that of his father, and that of the founder of his line. In that case,

lor a reasonably prosperous and enduring dynasty, the king who ruled longest
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would haw his symbol occurring oftenest : on his own coins and on those

of his son or sons. As the common ancestor is fixed, we should have only

one variable symbol out of the five, for a considerable group of the com :

the symbol that represents the king's father, and one or more sons who suc-

ceeded him. In some cases, this might account for the variable fifth symbol

(3, 7). The founder, or dynast, could get along even on four symbols.

Inscriptions of contemporary Persian king3 show a similar custom : edam

Ddrayataui Vistispahyd put'a, HakhamanUiyd (on the Naki-e-Rustum

inscription ; at Behistun, the whole genealogy is given).

A part of this conjecture can be given a firmer basis than most others

of the sort by a document that has already been used for the purpose of

historical reconstruction : lire Buddhist tantric work Aryatnan/uiTimulakalpa

(28, 29, 30). Here, many names are cited by the initial alone, such as king

Udayi (29, 324), Vidyaraja Uhdrakhya (28, 2841 and a scries of monks (30).

In fact. Jayaswal was able to identify many of the known later Gupta kings

by their initials (29. 53 et. seq.), and to make an ingmious guess equating

Budha Gupta with a Prakaiaditya known through his coinage. The con-

necting link was the initial U on the coins and a king with an intial U in the

Aiyamanjuinmulakalpa (29. 38-9). For our purpose, it is enough—in spite

of the millennium separating the earlier punch-marked coins from the later

Gupta issues—that the custom of placing a single initial on coins existed and

is represented by more than une example (29. GO).

It is natural, in view of the fact that tantric documents arc an untapped

source, and that Buddhist tantras are the earliest known, whether or not

they contain an earlier tradition, to see if the work mentioned gives other

information that might be useful for the interpretation of our obscure sym-

bolism. Wc see in fact, earlier in the werk. a reference to a monosyllabic

king or emperor : tk&ksere cakravartl (28, 289. 289), the cakra having

twelve spokes, dtadaSaram ; Buddha is meant here, but the symbolism

is surely transferred from royal usage and terminology to Buddhist icono-

graphy. The akyna, by the way. is the famous om. or its equivalent, tnur/t

etc. (28, 284 ). Now the word mudrd occurs very often in the text,

but usually as a posture or more particularly as a position of the hands,

used in conjunction with certain mantra’s for achieving success of various

kinds, and gaining control over superhuman beings. But there occurs one

brief passage in which other mudrtfs are mentioned, as popularly known.

These arc symbols of various sorts, and 1 quote the first three relevant itoko's

as an example (28. 430 ; also 2$. 53. 91 ) :

0# fT tllYE 3nT?ijV- II

83 utf «43i tprr-s

W 5T3T * »

ftfihn SI57WT «f%W# I

^ it ||
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The rest of the page goes on in the same manner, though not always in an

intelligible language. The svastika is mentiooed as an Aryan symbol :

Clearly, these refer to accepted usages of Mahflyflna iconography, but the

praharana referred to above arc familiar enough to students of punch-marked

coins, some being in fact components of the $adaracakra itself, which has for

its points " arrows ", i.e. chatra marks ; sometimes the fish, the oval = kumbha

or fen’cifl and others. The demerit, which occurs on several varieties of

Taxilan sadaracakrds is important in tantric literature of the later period,

but not mentioned in our source (28). The vajra I take to be the

principal part of Walsh's symbol 21 (3, pi. i), and Allan's unidentified

symbol of 2, xxxiv, Prinsep’s jayodhvajo (see also 2. 301). The curious

use of the word picharana in the passage quoted deserves mention. It cannot

mean weapons, as would be the common meaning ; I fail to find any mention

of our heroes, however archaic, fighting with water-pots, fish, flowers ! The

inclusion of dhvaja and paldka makes it clear that here piaherand is to be

taken as insignia, just as " cnat-of-arms If. however, tire original sense

of the root, to strike, be retained, these marks would be piaharancmudra,

marks to be stamped, punch-marks. This meaning would seem too good to

be true, so neatly does it fit in with our needs for the coinage problem. Yet,

after these lines were written. Dr. V. V. Gokhal£ pointed out to me that the

word hsdf actually occurs earlier in the work (28, 46) padmam vafraifl

paralu-khadga-tiiSiila-tadd- cakra- toastika- kaJaso- minis- sankha- kurujala-

dhvajo-paldkam pdia-ikant&ka-dv&TakehdkanuT-nrraca-mudgiva etatrvixn-

dhakaraprakeranomudunb. {Also. 28, 408-9).

Of course, nothing is said in the text about stamping them on coins

;

but that they had mantric connotations is quite obvious. Not only do many
of these occur on the coins, but they are still used in connection with the

umdhyd ritual, at least by some vo^nova Brahmins. The mudrd is made
of copper, and used to imprint the mark in gandka, or even to brand it.

on the worshipper’s skin. In my own collection of such mudrd's, there is one

which is also punched on Golakhpur and Paila coins (1, plates III, IV), as

an obverse mark, besides being a reverse mark in later periods ; none other

than the Pythogorcan hexagram formed of two equilateral triangles, with a

dot or small circle at the centre.

Because I have to make use of the AMMK later, a few words as to its

reliability might not be out of place here. It carries the account to a much
later period than the puraipc lists which have, taking only the common part,

been edited in the third century (27, xiii). Again, the earlier purapic

kings are net mentioned at all. not even Ik$vaku, who is known to Buddhist

pah tradition as Okkaka. The pre-Buddhist kings, i.e. before Bimbisara, are

hardly considered except the Brahmadatta of the Jdlakas. But for all later

dynasties, the account would seem to be more sensible - where it is not earned

away by religious prejudice—than the pun&oic text. Under these circum-

stances, it is necessary to use these royal names with extreme caution, if
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at all, for the purpose of identifying punch-marked coins. But inasmuch as

there is little else available, I have been forced to make use of the puranic

and the cited tantrk document, in a later section. 1 need not point out that

although the purffajic chronology can be reduced to a shorter and more sensible

duration of the reigns by taking certain alternative interpretations as suggest-

ed by Pargiier (27, xxiii-xxv for example, ialdni trim as " hundred

and three", not as "three hundred"), and that RapSON found (8, xxv-

nevi) the evidence quite useful for the history of the “Andhra" dynasty,

extraordinary mistakes can be made by relying on such evidence alone. For

example the so-called Andhra kings were rulers of the Andhrade^a when the

pujands were written, but their dynastic name is SStavUhana. and their origtn

certainly not Andhra, as was shown by Sukthankar (31), and yet the
" Andhra ” kings and their progress to the west (when they actually advanced

in the opposite direction) appear in histories like that of Vincent Smith. As
another example, K. P. JayaswaL inserts English headings in the historical

portion of tlie text of the AMMK collated with the Tibetan by the Ven. Rahula

Sankrtyayana. These have to be used with caution : we find after sloka

320 of the text, the heading Saisunalcas, whereas the word itsdf occurs no-

where in the source, and is undoubtedly derived from the Parana's, Jayaswal
believes the famous minister Vfeotlgupta Canakya to have been mentioned

twice in the account (29, 17), the first of these references (verse 454 If.)

is to Cftoakya. and the second to a harsh, irascible, unforgiving Brahmin ( v. 963

et scq.). no name being mentioned at all ! Visougupta does not occur here,

and the purfinic name rs some form of Kautilya ; I take it that the name
VigQUgupta was derived from the Mudrotakfma tradition, but there seems

to be no excuse for actually putting it in this text as a heading.

In addition to explicit references to kings, there is little doubt that some

real kings have been put in as demons by the Buddhist writer. Dr. V. V.

Gokhal£ points out that the reference, on pp. 18 and 452 of Gaoapati Sastri’s

text, to Naga kings is supposed to indicate kings of the serpents, and yet

contains names not usually associated with serpents (nor the Naga tribe) :

Nanda, Upananda, Mahftpadma, Scgara.

To revert to the punch-marks. I need not remark that some of the king-

names as given in these accounts lend themselves very readily to direct repre-

sentations by the symbolism of our punch-marked coins. For example -Su/iga

means a fig-tree
; the hare in a crescent or circular are (33, pi. II, nos. 55, 56)

could certainly be read as Sai&ika. The dog-with-puppy or hare-with-leveret

mark on Walsh's group B. (e) 2 might symbolize Sisupala. Jayaswal
read the name of a " Saisunaka " emperor as Vata-Nandi (21, 95), identify-

ing the statue as that of the puranic Nandi-vardhana (27, 22), son of the

king whom Jayaswal calls Aja-Udayin. The combination Nancfi+Vata docs

occur on two of our coins, in fact on Walsh's group A. 11, and another mark

can be associated with the Sisunaga line Yet this is a particularly unhappy

conjecture because it is difficult to account foe there being no more than two

coins of that group. In fact, if we look a little closer at Jayaswal'b sources,
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we find that Aja-Udayl is rather a doubtful form, there being very slender

authority for the Aja {27. 22). And Jayaswal fails altogether to give a

satisfactory explanation for the Aja followed by Nandivardhana at the end

of the preceding dynasty, the Pradyota {27, 19) . But as these predecessors

were kings of Avanti, their statues would not have been likely finds at Patna,

and we are back at the beginning. Much as I admire Jayaswal's ingenuity,

lament his untimely death, it must be sard that the lawyer in him sometimes

overcame the scholar.

I shall make some use of one conjecture made by Jayaswal on quite

admissible grounds : that the “ crescent-on-arches " mark is a sort of mono-

gram first used by Candragupta Maurya. and then retained by his descendants

on dynastic coins (J ; 40 ; J ; 34 ; JBORS, 1934. 282-288). Its varieties are

given here for comparison : Fig. A.

Now the curious thing about this is that wherever it occurs as an obverse

mark, it is assoaated with only one form of the ^aracakus, to wit Walsh's

1. b. This can be verified by a glance at Allan’s catalogue 2, 11-21, 25-32,

36, 40-41, 43-46 ; Allan’s index 2, 298 omits some of these, It follows,

therefore, that the particular iadaiacakux with throe chains'* (arrows) alter-

nating with three ma (taurines) is the dynastic cakra of the Mauryas, the

taurines not being enclosed in ovals, in contradistinction to other types of the

cakra. Wc now note that some punch-marked coins with this cakra carry

a pcacock-on-arches : Fig. B., it occurs on the obverse with Candragupta

monogram
;
in other cases, it occurs also as a reverse mark. For the coins

with a Mauryan cakra, this can only be taken to mean Maurya, the name
of the dynasty ; thus, live arches would signify “ decent from ", at least the

five arches. The peacock is the name mark of the founder of the dynasty

in some remote past, or the equivalent of a gatra (clan, totem) mark ; even

further, it is likely that the monogram of Candragupta proclaims descent from

the moon. A remark of Taranatha {36, 2) can be so interpreted, and if

the mark is not the one of such descent, it is difficult to explain why three

varieties of it also occur on coins of Nahapdra and SAtakamJ (JBBRAS, XXII
1908, p. 241, aho, pi. I, row 4, pi. IV. rows 1, 2 and 3). The last variant of

this mark given above, with an increased number of arches, would signify

descent from a descendant of the moon, i.c. Candragupta. We have other

marks of animals on arches : a hare (or dog) on Walsh's class A. 1,

which would, if the argument be extensible, indicate descent from iasa (or

if the frisking animal be taken as a young pappy, even from Situ), and the

bull-on-fivc-arches, descent from nauft. Walsh calls these latter marks hare-

hill and bull hill respectively, but the argument that they were locality marks
seems puerile to me.

The importance of the form of the satjaracaha is emphasized here, and
can be tested. The cakra 1. b. does occur in the earlier Taxila hoard, supposed
to be a pre-Mauryan deposit. But it occurs only on five coins, dearly on
just two (3, 40), and indicates that the dynasty was then not more than a
petty local rule if indeed it was the Mauryan dynasty. My suggestion, that
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the sadaracakra form he made the basis of a classification, has one difficulty

in iLs way : that the actual form is not easy to identify on just one or two

coins. Not only do wear and damage conceal the type, but the entire wheel

is rarely to be seen on a single coin, and as the “ points” can vary a great

deal, there is no way of determining the exact form except by reference to

other symbols on the coin as compared in a group with other coins. Thus,

the wheel 1. o given by Walsh can easily be mistaken for his 1. a or 1. c if

only two jmints are decipherable. In fact, I think that this has happened
in the case of Allan’s class 2. Group VIII, var. c, d, e (2. 52-53). In parti-

cular, all three have distinct affinities with Walsh’s class D, and I tain*

them as actually belonging to that class, the cakra not having displayed all its

points ckarly.

Of course, the cakra of one dynasty may be adnpted by some other,

but it is unlikely unless the succession is by relationship
; in case of war.

>ou do not expect the conqueror to fly the flag of the vanquished. A king

might change the form of his fadaracckra in the middle of his reiRn. but that

would be unlikely unless some extensive changes took place in the nature of

his rule—say great conquests or great los-es. It is quite possible that the

types had names. Rajuvula labels his coins opralihctacakrasQ (.2. cxiv. 1R5).

but as he does not stamp any form ol the cakra itself, this leads us nowhere.

All the foiegoing has been written only to point out some neglected

possibilities, and also to show that as far as mere conjecture goes, a novice

can compete with veterans The problem of deciphering the symbols on

U>«c coins is at least of the order of magnitude of making sense out of

medieval European coats-of arms in the absence of any text on heraldry, any

inscription on a tomb, as a guide. But it would not be fair to let the reader

wade through tilts lengthy discussion without some indication of my own

working hypothesis as to the meaning of the symbols. This I formulated

as a tentative guide, after the statistical work of the memoir was finished :

The "sun" symbol is so universal as to be devoid of any particular

significance, though its absence an coins with homo signs might indicate an

association with personal sovereignty, rule by divine right. The fadaracakra,

as has been said, is the particular mark of the dynasty. Of the three re-

maining marks, any that occurs on arches signifies descent, being a dan

mark, or a totem symbol. There are four constant marks on most coin-

groups. and the fourth 1 take to be the seal of the ruler under whose authority

the coins were issued. The fifth “ variable ” mark is probably, in spite of

my previous suggestion, not that of a son but that of the issuing authority,

whether a subordinate princeling, a minister, or a mint master ; of course

one person could hold two or more of these offices together, and even in his

father's reign. But usually, the fifth mark is not repeated in the next group

of coins. It is to be noted that the fifth mark is. in my opinion, the individual

seal or monogram, and not the mark designating the particular office.

Occasionally, the same marks occur with two different forms of the

iodaracakra {33. dass 11, gr. v). It seems to me, studying the individual
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cases, that the lesser issue was by a subordinate dynasty or ruler under the

general hegemony of the greater, such as the Mauryan ;
for homo signs, again

in conjunction with one or two cf the marks on the general coinage, some

form of restricted tribal autonomy would be indicated. The usual number

of five marks is surely derived from mantnc tradition, which always men-

tions the pafuatnahamiuird.

II—Present State or the Metrology.

Tlie most important characteristics of the coins were undoubtedly the

composition and the weight. Whereas the Arthasdstra in a much quoted

passage gives the alloy of the coins : (A. II, 12, 30 ; Meyer, 9, 120).

acrjipaw: -indd.

qvnm^i iiWHPiwft; qrtfifa ?rwFtf trtEWHi'Mi fiftvfrwcrfr'mfi# i

This alloy or its approximation is to be found only in later coins, Rich as

the second Taxila hoard, which Walsh considers "debased". In addition,

the poorer craftsmanship and increased variance of weights of this later hoard

show that the life had gone out of the punch-marked system of coinage : in

fact, the ability to alloy on such a scale without loss would also imply tire

ability to cast the coins, and contemporary Greek influence, if any, would

provide additional impetus in the same direction. If. however, use is made

of the constitution of the coin itself, it will have to be based on an assay

of many samples of every group, preferably an assay of every known coin,

and not a single representative. This means damaging the coin in some way,

though a boring edgewise into the coin might do the trick with minimum
harm. The assay of a single coin will tell very little, as also the rougher

analysis giving "traces of impurities” such as lead, gold. etc. It is precisely

these small impurities that accurately characterize the source of the metal,

and if they were determined properly, one could indicate the locality from

which the metal was imported, without relying upon the Arlhasdstra alone

(II, 13, 31. Meyer p. 123 : ,4ssom, Ike Tuitha mountain, etc.), or a doubt-

ful reference in the Bible (Jer. X, v. 9) which might have absolutely nothing

to do with India. The assay and some test-drilling can decide with accurate

density measurements whether the obscure reference above to masabtja im-

plies an alloy, as Meyer sccma to think, or a core, as would seem likely from

the mention of iron in the list erf metals to be used. Dr. S. Paramasivan
(Archarological Chemist, Government Museum, Madras), is our leading analyst

of numismatic material who will be glad to analyse any available coins.

This leaves us. then, with the most obvious quality of the coinage, the

weight. The usual study has been based an two assumptions of unequal

value : first, that the system of weights proceeds by the binary (dual) or

quadragesimal scale ; and secondly, that the basis of the system was the rati-

roktika - krifnala = gun/d, the seed of the Abrus precatorius. The first of

these is very likely indeed, as Indo-Aryan linguistic survivals of the dual

system rise to 8 units and we find it in use for all periods, from the Mobenjo-
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Daro finds (7. Chap. XXIX) to the present day. when accounts are still re-

corded in the Indian market place by a quadragesimal notation, employing

alternately horizontal and vertical strokes in place of numerals Of course,

the decimal system is also used conjointly, and the combination might be

said to characterize the Indie civilisation, just as the use of the sexagesimal

and the decimal system characterizes early Mesopotamia (Childe, 11. 112)

in the fourth millennium D C. It is the secood assumption that leads to trouble.

All known ancient standards of currency and commercial weights can

be assumed to have been bated upon cereal grains or seeds (Ridgeway, 20),

as is shown by philological survivals such as carat, gram. etc. for modem

weights. In particular, the rati is still used by our goldsmiths and jeweller*.

But it is quite ridiculous to work back from the average of these to ancient

times, and to expect our coins to tally. Yet, Cunningham's average of 1.86

grains iB cited by our numismatists, who puzzle over the fact that even un-

worn punch-marked coins are several grains underweight. The obvious expla-

nation, that the rati seeds vary enormously, and that the ancients had not

the respect for Cunningham shown nowadays, seems not to haw stiuck out

experts. Durga Prasad even makes the astounding statement (2, 13) “
. . .the

coins are Ardha Khrshapao® weighing on an average 14 Rattis of 25-2 grains,

having lost 3.4 grains by wear and tear". The coins might be hal/-fctfr$d-

ptfrios. but there is no evidence whatsoever that they ever weighed 16 of

Durga Prasad's variable ratis, and to say as he <k*s in the same passage that

a single com has lost 90 much weight by usage from what it ought to have

been had it been a dvi patxa of 32 doubtful lain is a sad commentary on the

procedure of at least one authority on punch-marked coins. In a single page

of Durga Prasad, the rati used works out at 1.43, 1.80, 1.85, 1.89 grains.

Walsh (.3, 15-17) is equally helpless in the matter. Weighing modern gold-

smith's raffs, he concludes.
M

It is therefore clear that at the present time only

the largest seeds are used as weights, and Cunningham's * full weight * is cor-

rect, and, on present practice, the theoretical and actual weight of these coin*

cannot be reconciled.’’ Yet, four lines above, he says atxxit his own experi-

ments
M
4(X) average seeds weighed 673 grains, giving an average weight of

1 68 grains". Leaving aside the remarkable procedure of obtaining the average

weight of the seed by selecting the average seeds first and then weighing

them, it would have been found that 32 of Walsh's own iali's would have

come to within a grain of the average coin in his own table* His touching

faith in Cunningham is unfortunately of very little use ;
" piwent practice

"

is based on the fact that an honest goldsmith or jeweller will choose his seeds

to conform to the mcasuic of 96 per told (of 180 or 183.75 gr.). I submit

the opinion that the rati was not used, even in ancient time*, to weigh the

coins, but rather the coins determined the choice of the seed, exactly as at

present

My opinion is based on the fact that even now, the goldsmith uses only

one or two seeds, in cither pan of the balance, to make up the weight. This,

one feels, would have been the practice in all but the most primitive times,
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and the people who punched these coins were not primitive in that sense of

the word. At Mohenjo-Daro, weights have been found which I analyse later

on in this work, and the average of class D given by HBMMY (7, 590, table I)

agrees to within a fraction of a grain with the coin weight average that 1 have

found from App. XI, XII of Memoir 59.

Our numismatists could have saved themselves a lot of trouble by refer-

ring to Sanskrit dictionaries sub the words gudrd. raktikd, mdsoka. The

indentification with Abrus fntcatorius i9 uniform, but little else. V. S. Afte

gives the average weight as 1 “/„ gr., without reference ; this is likely to be

a misprint in oopying from Monies Williams, who gives (gwi/d) the weight

as 1 •/„ gr., BoHfLiNGK and Roth give the badly needed reference (under

raktikd) to the Journal of tkt Royal Asiatic Society of London, New Series,

Vd. II, 1866. This issue contains (pp. 145-224) an article by Edward

Thomas on the initial coinage of Bengal. In the note on pp. 151-3, Thomas

quotes a letter of N. S. Maskelyne, then of the British Museum, in detail

;

1 recommend its perusal for those who write on the subject of punch-marked

coins. We read as Maskelyne's opinion (p. 152). " Nor can you get any result

from weighing carob beans to determine the carat, or Abrus seeds to deter-

mine the rati”. Maskelynb proceeds to give all averages known to him.

from the 1.318 of Sir William Jones (probably the source of Monies Willi-

ams’s standard ) to a theoritical 2.483 from Mohammedan coinage, supported

by documentary' evidence. Maskelyne obtained, by his own experiments,

an average of 1.694 gr. for the roll, which is dose to that of WALSH. In con-

clusion. let me state that any of these averages is well within the range ol

probability, as even small samples of the rati show enormous variation in

weight My experiments <xi this point are not yet complete, as I have weighed

only seven hundred of these one by one

;

but I can assure the reader that

even from a single vine one can select seeds that agree with any of these

averages. The seeds that arc the largest in appearance are by no means the

heaviest, and it is impossible to grade their weights by eye or by hand ; a

single local sample of 117 showed all weights from 0.07 to 0.16 gm., and this

spread is characteristic of such samples from any part of the country, unless

they have been specially chosen. The average, in these cases, is immaterial,

and can say nothing about the weight of the coins under discussion. 1 found

the average to be 1.864 grains, which does not indicate that Cunningham'S
is the ** true " value, but that his samples were, like mine, fresh, mostly from

the season's crop. The standard deviation is 0.2754, which means that if we

take a raktikd at random, wc are about as likely as not to get one of weight

differing from the mean value by approximately a fifth of a grain. Also, it

means that the coins could never have been weighed against 32 raktikd taken at

random, because the variances would then have been ten times the maximum
now observed in any reasonably large sample.

For the rest, documentary sources regarding ancient standards of weight

do not agree, aa was shown by Colebrooke in his Essays. It was known to

the meticulous Rafson, even if sometimes forgotten by latex scholars, that
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the mu$oka varied for copper, silver, gold
; and often, with the period and

locality (8, clxxvii-cbcxxii). Some help might have been obtained in these

matters from Government reports. but the one I have been able to consult is

(12) a most disappointing document, containing only the usual display of

bureaucratic incompetence, mixed with great contempt for native usage. The

committee making this report was more concerned with the status of the

witnesses than with the actual weight observed and its variations.

Mr. A. S. Hemmy, former Principal of the Government College, Lahore,

has devoted several papers to the study of weights and currency standards (7,

24, 25,) of ancient India. Properly done, this work would have saved me

a great deal of trouble, and enabled my principal conclusions to be set forth

without this mass of extraneous criticism. Unfortunately, Hemmy's idea of

statistics seems to belong to a school of his own, and his conclusions,

when not absurd, can be obtained by mere inspection of the tabulated data,

without any attempt at pseudo-statistical analysis He starts with the "
I -aw

of Error”, giving a distribution of measurements about a central or “ true”

value y- ice-h’**. This is father an antiquated way of putting what is now

called a normal distribution, and would not be wrong if only Hemmy showed

some consciousness of the fact that for unit area. k=h/V»- Hut Hemmy
estimates his constants in a strange fashion. First, he groups his data for

coins by the rather large steps of one grain

—

(24, 10. 25, 672). This is

permissible, and even sensible, but the next step is neither : he obtains a cum
by smoothing the points out (24, 10). He then fits a probability curve, some-

times with a further imaginary allowance for loss of weight etc., but taking

the h and k to suit himself, without being troubled by such a thing as good-

ness of tit He is. finally, quite pleased that there is close agreement between

theory and practice l As a matter of fact his grruptng gives a histogram,

and the rounding off is better applicable to a frequency polygon. Again, there

are excellent methods for the estimation of statistical parameters (13, 14,

and 15, 186 ff) ; and in any case, the central value for a normal distribution

is better estimated by the observed average than by the maximum of a smoothed

curve that Hemmy uses in all his work. In the work on weitfits of the Indus

(7, 25) system, he uses the mean deviation, apparently the mean absolute

deviation, with the average value ; but the median should be used if mean

absolute deviations are to be taken (14, 32). or the average given with the

standard deviation (or variance). If imposing technical terms are to be used

to impress archaeologists and orientalists, at least the meet useful ones should

be taken, and an attempt made to use them properly. And there are, even

for curve fitting
, far better methods available than just smoothing coarsely

grouped data. Hemmy's procedure is on the same level as ” smoothmg

the newspaper caricature of a celebrity and then expecting to get a photographic

resemblance to the original. A strongly marked feature wculd survive, but

the rest are more likely to be obhtcrated.

The consequences of this procedure are quite dear when coe regards

Hemmy's conclusions. When the sample is small, be is quite hdpfci*, though
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undaunted ;
this is seen by his approach to the tribal and aty coins (24.

16-2-1) ; and to the "aberrant'' Mohenjo-Daro weights (7. 591) fot which he

discovered a system, about the the existence of which he began to have doubts

with nunc data (25, 604 >. His analysis of the evidence for change (with

difference of level ) of system of weights at Mohenjo-Daro proceeds by com-

paring mean deviations and averages, and ignores the existence of the t and t

tests (25. 605-6). He finds little in common with Mohenjo-Daro and con-

temporary Egyptian and Babylonian weights, but docs not hesitate to state

that some of the silver punch-marited coins have an affinity with live Daric

standard (24. 25-26). Yet he found that most of the silver punch-marked

coins are weighed according to the Mohenjo-Daro system, having a theoretical

average weight close to 1/4 of the theoretical Mohenjo-Daro principal unit,

(24, 10-12). This dose correspondence between two fictitious quantities

seems quite rational and conclusive to him. Not the most ridiculous of his con-

clusions is " The uniformity of distribution of weight in punch-marked coins,

bath silver and copper, shows that those conforming to tile Indus standard

must have come from a single mint. Their widespread provenance indicates

the Mauryan Empire, and the uniformity of weight indicates strict and cap-

able administration. This points to A*oka." Walsh noted the futility of

this notion (24, 293-304). As a matter of fact, the uniformity of weight

is due more to IIf.mmy than to Africa ;
the British Museum coins, which he

lumps together in one lot. came from widely scattered regions ; a unified

provenance, such as we have for our Taxila hoards, would have given him

the conclusion, had he known of recent developments in statistics due to his own
countrymen, that the Mauryan empire was less efficient than its immediate

predecessor at least for the Taxila region. A method exists for analysing

such data (19), but the weights speak very dearly for themselves, and 1 can

draw slightly different canduswns from Hemmy's. In the first place, the

actually observed weights of his dass D, even for the earlier Indus excavations,

bracket the observed weights of most of the Taxila corns. The variances

of the weights given in Hemmy’s first report (7. XXIX) were compatible by

the t test with the first of the hoards, but not the later one. Inasmuch as

the Indus system contains both decimal and binary multiples, it would ba

worth while to look for such fractions of the lowest weights found. In fact, a

plausible oondusion is that the raktika is the basis of the system. From
the weighted averages of all groups given by Hemmy, except C, (25, 602),

this is estimated to be about 0.106 grams, which is about 1.636 grains, and

thus dose to the experimental averages obtained by Walsh and Maskelyke.
If, now. decimal and binary multiples and fractions are allowed, we find almost

all the aberrant weights that nonpluss Hemmy fall into place. In addition,

his dass C. (which he puts at the awkward fraction */, of unit A) is 20

raktika in weight, approodmatdy. The lowest weight found, 0.55 gm. is,

in my opinion 5 raktika, admissible inasmuch as it is a half of ten. Hemmy
came very near to this condusion (7, 596) when he divided the Group E
weights by GO and found :

“ the coincidence between the ratti and the dividend
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by 60 is tempting, but as there is no evidence id favour of a sexagesimal

system, I am more inclined to prefer the relation between the rice grain and

the dividend by 200." Whale admiring his manly resistance of temptation,

one is inclined to wonder why he assigned the weight 8/3 to class C ( there are

at least two dear misprints in his tabic 1. 7, 590, for that class), and why he

did not divide by 64. I might add that rice had not then (and perhaps has

not yet) been found at Mohenjo-Daro, though both wheat and barley occur

(7, 586). For that matter, no jctis have been found either, but these last

arc subject to borer? and decay very rapidly, the oldest sample I have been

able to obtain being not more than 50 years old, and mostly wormcatcn.

Hemmy’s class A seems to me to be a ntafaka of 8 raktika weight, and the

later mAsaka description of 5, 6, 7, 7 V, raktika standard would probably

indicate local usages, and show not so much that the ma$aka varied as that

at first people chose the raktika to suit it, the majaka being fixed- The various

standards for gold, silver, etc. could have developed this way. The mofa

bean of Sanskrit traditioa is the Phastvlus ratiiatus. far too tight for even the

5 raktika ma^aka.

Before coining to my own work on coin statistics, let me add that the "best

estimate ” of the raktika on the basis of the x2 test would be somewhat higher.

If w be the unit, a„ the ith weight of the /th group, #t, the number in the

/th group, r, the expected multiple of the group, in tenns of n.

a
t
“ — , its average or mean value, and = % — a

i , the residual
n
i

we can formulate X1 as

X* = S
UT^

i • UTj

The estimate of u that makes this a minimum is immediately obtained

by a simple application of the differential cakulus as

•MSMjrj - 7 + 2 -*
)J J J v r

i i Tj t

This u can be calculated even for a single group, and used in place of the

average or median, though the weighted mean rs theoretically better. For

Susan weights, which “ form a wry complex series running almost continu-

ously from -95 gra. to nearly 90 gm. before the first real break" (25, 675),

the method used by Cramer (19) in determining a Mayan unit of linear

measure would be applicable, with the caution that linear dimensions are not

bo likely to depreciate as weights. I hope that an analysis of the Mesopcrta-

mian weights will be made by this last scheme, as also one of the units of

measurement at Mohenjo-Daro

D. R. Bhandarkar (6, 120), finds that Spooner's Pcshwar coins tdl

a strange tale :
" they reveal a gradation of weights, each gradation marked

by 1,83 grains, i.e. exactly by half a MSsha." This is suspicious enough, and

*u«pioon becomes deeper when we consult his chart of the hoard (6, 123).

There, for example, we find no less than twenty-one coins weighing exactly
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45.75 grains. Even to haw a single coin honestly weighed twenty-Onc differ-

ent times an the usual laboratory scales and to have weight come out the

same each time to a hundredth of a grain would be a nice piece of work. To
find in an ancient hoard of coins originally "badly corroded" (32, 150),

21 coins weighing die same to a hundreth of a grain would be a superior mir-

acle. Here, Bhandarkak is not to blame for the data, only for his gullibility in

accepting it Turning to Spooner's report we find an imposing table (32,

159) of conversion from rolfs and Wafa’s ( = 8 rati) into grains, at 1-83 grains

per rati. Notliing whatsoever is said as to how the coins were actually weighed,

but the weights are given by ma$a-rrali and also to the hundredths of a

grain, on pp. 160-164. If SPOONER had them weighed by the maw-rati scale,

he should at least have said that he had checked them to see that the weight

was accurately transferable to grains. If he weighed the coins to a hundredth

of a grain, he surely rounded off the weights to fit the ma$o scale.

I wrote to the Director General of Archaeology in India, at his own
request, asking for accurate information about discordant Mohenjo-Daro

weights, and the actual weights of suspect coins. The reply, dated Nov. 18

(to my letter of July 12. 1940) contained a painstaking report an 4 by the

Curator of the Taxila Museum, giving among other matters the corrections to

19 misprints in the published weights of Walsh’s App. Xl-XII. None of

the coins having been actually rcwcighcd, and the information I needed not

being available, it was not possible to make full use of the revised data, parti-

cularly in view ol the fact that this paper had already gone to press. But all

figures given in tabic I and those in tabic III for group D. 2 and B(e)2 were

recalculated in haste. Thanks are due to Rao Bahadur K. N. Dikshit and

to his Curator at Taxila for the trouble they have taken.

Ill—

M

ajor Croups ; The KAr$apa4\a.

We come now to the coins themselves. By methods explained later (or

well known to those who can read 13, 14, 15, 16, 17) I calculate the neces-

sary statistics, taking as basis the weights entered in 3, App. XI. App. XII.

However, the hundredths of a grain weight has been ignored except in the

case of the minute coins. The notation is, n= number of coins in tire

group, m=mean or average value of the weight in grains, s- the variance. The
general unreliability of Walsh’s work (4) is not likely to make any serious

difference in the weights, as the weighing was, apparently, not done by him

(3, i. :
“ the examination was made from the photographs of the coins”).

Table I : General Characteristics of the Coins

Group a (number) m(mem)
—

?
—

•Ivaiiaoee) 1

median

Long Bar Coins ... 1 33 1756 4-5657 175-9
Minute m 79 2639 •037369 268
Double Obverse 64 49 47 1*5903 496
Earlier kZnZpana ... , 996 5263 16354 52-9
Both above classes ... 1059 52 44 21953 528
Later Co ns 13 App. X3TJ 162 52 71 56752 52*4

(ScRWte coinage) „ ... 1 5 49-56 4393 500
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The king-bar coins have to be compared to Persian sigloi, and will involve

a study of Penman lioards. BhaNDarkar's identification of this type with

the latamana (3, 3 : 6, 56-58) seems doubtful to me because the measure

(mana) is not specified (see UbHTLiNCK & Roth s. v. dharatus

)

; if the rati

was meant, it should have an average weight of 1.757 gr., which is more

than 1/32 karsHpana. There is r» weight of this iatandma standard b the

Indus finds.

The minute coins, the small change of the day, are taken by Walsh (3,

3) to be the paQO of two tali weighL But he quotes the ArthaSatfra to give a

dhoraia of 16 nwxjfl, which would not be heavy enough cc the average given

m table 1. It is to be noted that Walsh says, on the tame page. “ their

weights vary from 2.3 to 2.86 grains", which is definitely wrong ; App. XI
gives coins 40. 48, 49 as not less than 3 grabs. If these coins represented two

fdciika, the average raktiha would be slightly lower than the Indus standard,

though by no means impossible, being do6c to Sir William Jones's average !

But then the main coinage would represent a multiple of twenty small ones.

For this multiple, there is also documentary evidence, as we have the Norada

Smrfi whatever its date— saying : ipht fitssw WT*T: iroq The vari-

ances are such that twenty of these cobs would not, unless carefully selected,

give accurate approximation to the main cob, to within the ancient limits of

observation. But it must have been relatively much more difficult to mint

the smaller coins to weight, and they might have been more worn, having

more circulation than the larger ones ; both factors would increase the variance.

I call them V»» kdr^opma and let it go at that.

The main body of the corns of both hoards have been called kai$dpan

a

in

my table, though their actual nomenclature is doubtful. The Arthaiaslra

uses parvi for (silver) coinage in general, and by the time of our present re-

cension of the Manusmjti. the corns had become archaic : purana The term

continued as literary usage, and we get the traditional description : Ww itfl

frjNw ifw* : $TPfe: qw: This can be translated as kdr^dparM - “ copper cob

one fcorja b weight ", and cur lexicographers (see b particular the Amarehosa

with MaheSvarabhatta’s comment) give kar^a** 16 md}aka, which removes the

question to its final stage of insoluble doubt : what was the weight of their

mdraka ? The other interpretation of the above passage {I exclude tile more

fantastic ones) would be karpdpana the farmer’s copper coin. There is a

bit more to be said for this blerpretation than would appear. We never find

copper kdr$dpands b the oldest hoards—whether because there weren't any,

as I inclme to think, or because they were not considered worth hoarding then,

or because our archaeology is still in its initial stages, the fact remains that

the earliest hoards are of silvet coins. But we begin, Liter on, to get debased

and plated oobB with much the same sort of marks. Finally, we have th«

billon coins replaced by copper, perhaps the “peasant's copper coin’’. We

also hear that the cob was practically worthies : ; %

jftyri rerffol |

and this is supported by our pdli tradition. The one explanation
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that fits all this is that our coin repeated the history of the Roman solidus

and denarius (C Oman, 22, 37-60). To trace it through undated and

uncritical literary sources would be difficult, as can be seen from the example

of what happens to a known coin, the dindra. which is considered to be a

Ku*ana adaptation of the contemporary Roman denanus. The Siddkmla

Kaumudi gives : ^732 i
commentator gives the etymology

din + indra, and the Vacaspatya : di drak nu(. A glance at the dictionaries

shows that the coin is of varying weight and import, bang equivalent, among

other things, to a tuska , and is often taken as an ornament, not a coin.

Because of this, we sJwuld not be surprised at anything said of the kdrsdpatia.

From the commentary of MahejvarabhaUa to the Amarckoia, we can work

out the equation karsapana = 16 pana = 64 kabni and a kdkini is not only

the gunja but also the cowrie shell. That is, the lexicographers do net always

give a weight equivalent, but slip off into values in terms of small change.

Maheivarabhaua's comment of paisa iti kkyulasya for the copper and rupayd

ill khydtasya for the silver karsapana shows that he carries out the general

tradition of assimilating an ancient name to coins in contemporary circula-

tion. The P&li tradition is summed up in a letter from my father. Prof.

DharmJknanda Kosambi :
“ The description of a kahapana in the Vwya

Pifaka (cf. Vin. iii, 294) is older than that in the A((hasdlim. There, rojata

is given to mean kahapeno. lohemdsako, ddrumdsako, jatumdsako. On this,

the Samautapasddikd comments : kahapeno ii sovaruiatnayo vd rupiyamayo

va pdkaiiko va, lohamdsako ti tambalohddihi katamdsako ; ddrumdsako li

idtaddrund vd zclupesikdya vd anlamaso lalapannenapi rtipat/i cktndilrd

kalamdmko ; jatumdsako li lakkaya va myydsena vd rupar/t samullhdptlvd

katamdsako. . anlamaso atlhimayo pi, cammamayo pi rukkhapkaiabijamnyo

pi samuitkapita rdpo pi asamullhdpitc rupo pi. This shows that kakapana

means coin in general. Nevertheless, the term was particularly used for gold

and silver coins. Mdsaka means a small cola Lokamdscka means coins of

copper or other base metal. The wooden mdsaka was carved on pieces of sdra

wood, bamboo, or palm-leaf. Bones, leather, seeds were also used. Cowries

aie not included in the list. That is, their value was even lower than one

m/isako, and they were nut counted as coins. . . .The Jdtaka'% haw this gdlhe :

saddhassi sijp’dassa surSpitassa br&hmapa

sippikanarp sataip natthi kuto karpsasata duve [Jal. i. 426].

* he hasn’t a hundred cowries, how oculd he have two hundred bronze coins ?
'

Those who examined corns were called heranniko
,|
scr/ss : ktdranyika\

herannika's are described in the Visuddkimagga, 14, 4
”

The comment an the gatha quoted above : karpso tli kakdpono sliows that

the kdridpana had been debased by that time.

After going to press, I obtained access to a magnificent paper in the finest

tradition of German scholarship, by H. LOders : Die Sdbscken Mura (Sitz.

Preuss. Akad. Wiss., Phil-Hist. Klasse, 191&-19, pp. 734 766). It would

have saved days of work for me had it come to hand earlier. The reader
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cannot do better than to consult it himself, as it is surely the piofoundest

discussion to date of all aspects except the mantric one of the word mudra.

To revert to table I, it is dear that the double-obverse coins which Walsh

describes as greatly worn, are much lighter than the others. Assuming the

t test (13. 177 ; 14. 131-5) applicable, we have here for the 64 double obverse

as against 995 kar^dpatui t= 19.17. This indicates a negligible probability

that the double obverse coins were meant to represent the same weight as the

main karsapands of the earlier Taxila hoard The double obverse lot can there-

fore be taken as much older, and is significantly below the standard weight

The ancients must have recognized this difference, as it H ( dealing with mean

values only), of the order of two roktika's. Perhaps, this much was allowed

for in the current market value of the coins, and the second obverse is a mark

of this. Against this last conjecture is the fact that the heaviest of these.

No. 838, weighs 521 grains, which overlaps the lower range in standard

k&ri&pena weight I shall also suggest later on, a political reason for the

second obverse. The variances of double obverse and kar^Spatfc coins are not

significantly different according to the i test That is, the general method

of manufacture and allowances must have been about the same lor both.

The difference between the t test and the t test becomes dear when we

consider the case of the later coins as compared to the kar^apenas. The

difference of means is .0745 gr.. which signifies absolutdy nothing ; both com-

ages could represent the same urut of weight But the variances are signi-

ficant by the z tost and the chances are much less than one in a thousand

that the two lots were weighed by the same system. The later people were

very careless, or had a rougher set of scales, or allowed more legal variation ;

with the debased alloy and rougher punches, the evidence towards a crudcT

technique seems to accumulate Now if we take the five corns of a separate

coinage in the later hoard, the difference of means seems to be large, when

compared to the 162 just preceding. As a matter of fact, by the t test, wc

find a value of I 2917 approximately, which again carries us to a level

of significance that gives less than one chance in a hundred of the two means

belonging to coins chosen at random from the same general k* ; but by the

z test, the difference is not significant at all. t for these two groups being

0.12805. which gives better than one chance in five that the two are weighed

according to the same system. That is, the five coins of a separate coinage

belong to the later period, but are of earlier manufacture, and have been

lonjcer in circulation.

To extend this a little further, consider Allan’s British Museum list (2;.

On pp. 11-15, he gives details of a set of coins that he indicates by Class I

.

Group I. Variety a. My calculations for this lot give the statistics : n = 58.

m= 53.34. and s*=7.9476. By mean values alone, if wc ignored the punch-

marks themselves* this might belong to the period of either of the two Taxila

hoards. But the difference of variances shows dearly that if it bdcr.gs to

either, it must belong to the second group. Applying the t test to the British

Museum sample and the later Taxila hoard, we see % = 016837. approx, and
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that the value is just nut significant at the 5 per cent level. Had coins 52

and 19 not been present—they are 44.3 and 46 gr. respectively—the difference

in averages and variances would have been negligible. It is plausible then,

that the coins belong to a period ar.d manufacture comparable to that of the

later Taxila hoard. This is not quite the same conclusion as that which could

be reached by study of the marks alone, as a glance at the plates given by

Walsh (3. pL XLII-XLVU1) and Allan (2, pi- II) will show that the Bri-

tish Museum coins show better workmanship. They should have shown less

variance abo, but for the fact that the later Taxila hoard consisted more or less

of newly minted coins (3, 32). We can say. by the system of weighing, as

well as by the archaeological evidence and the marks given by Walsh and

Allan that bc<h belong to the Mauryan period.

If, however, we try to extend this to the older Taxila hoard, the method

fails altogether, and shows the limitations of statistics. The largest number

in common with the British Museum is their class 6, Group III, Var. c.

which Walsh (3, 28) puts in his own class A. 1. These are the most numer-

ous class of coins of the older hoard, and in fact characterize the older punch-

marked class by their substantial proportion in finds throughout India. But

our statistical analysis will show a significant difference in weights and vari-

ances. The reason for this is not that the British Museum coins were origi-

nally different, but more probably that they had a decidedly different history.

The Taxila hoard was underground for over two thousand years, without use

or wear. The British Museum coins of the same style (2. 66-69) were gather-

ed by various people in widely scattered localities, and have not a common

provenance. The minimum weight is 30 gr. (no. 16. 2, 67) and the maximum
52.8 (nos. 22 and 27), which shows that the coins were much more worn on

the whole. The British Museum Class 1, Group I, variety a could be dealt

with only because almost all the coins come from the Swiney collection, and

have presumably just the unitary provenance needed.

I trust that this stxnrs the usefulness of studying groups ( not individual

specimens) of ancient coins by weight. The primary condition is that their

history should be as nearly the same as possible. For this purpose, hoards

closed at an early date are the best, and it is for this reason that I have chosen

Walsh's memoir, in spite of its defects (4). If there are small errors in

weighing, they will disappear in the group statistics ; for a large number of

coins, even a comparatively serious error, or an occasional coin having an

aberrant weight will make no significant difference. It is the small sample that

needs much more careful handling, a3 I shall show in the next section. If

my study of the coin weights is valid, it follows that the people of Mofaenjo-

Daro and the older Taxila hoard had weights and balances comparable in

quality, and that they were pretty good ; better, at any rate, than those of

the Mauryan period. What the reason is I do not know, but the chances are
that the wider extent of the Mauryan empire allowed a greater latitude in

weighing, and perhaps that the older coins themselves began to he taken as
standard weights, instead of the neat stone weights of the Indus valley. The
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various standards of the raktiki and the txdsa. which had probably been loca-

lized before, must also have tended to cause a greater variation. The point

cannot be discussed property without analysing many more lwards. For all

that, the weights even in the later period were fairly good. D. R. BhaNdafkar
attempted to explain the greater variation as a deliberate deceit practised

upon the people of the empire (6, 116). His method was to blindfold people

and ask them to estimate weights, by which procedure he arrived at the con-

clusion that “the ordinary human hand. .. .cannot unaided detect a differ-

ence of even 15 grains.” This would do nicely as a parlour game, but is

of doubtful value in assessing the currency standard of a bygone age. The

difference between the lightest and heaviest corns of the older Taxila hoard is

something like twelve grains, and the light coins arc suspect for reasons that

will appear later.

The weight of the coins, before (Mauryan ?) debasement of the alloy

set in for the sake of saving wear on the coins, or to relieve the shortage of

currency in a country that had to import its silver, or on the Athenian (Solo-

nian) model to relieve the debtors—the weight. I say must have been the im-

portant characteristic. There can hardly have been any such tiling as legal

tender, except that the coin represented a certain value of metal As silver

was then relatively much rarer than now ( Meyer 9, 319. line 26), people

would have been more likely to weigh their coins than in a later age ; and

wc have seen that for the best part of three millennia B.C., they had rather

accurate sets of weights. Even as late as a hundred years ago. I fed con-

vinced that an Indian goldsmith or moneylender (the professions were not

seldom combined) would have, when a customer presented a coin of the older

Taxila hoard, valued it by taking a streak of colour on his touchstone and

weighing the coin ; and accepted it for payment accordingly. The marks would

have signified nothing. Even today. British Indian coins are current in states

like that of Hyderabad, which has a coinage of its own that is not accepted

in British India. Still better, British rupees are legal tender, or at least cur-

rent in ihe market-places, throughout Portuguese Indian territory. I remember

seeing in the summer of 1916 or 1917, in the till of a single village shop in

Goa, Portuguese and British Indian coins, Australian half-crowns. English

shillings. American cents, and in a word the small change of almost all the

world. Both shopkeeper and customer accepted the coins as equivalent to

the nearest Indian coin in appearance and weight, and this helped to relieve the

currency shortage caused by the war of 1914-18. The variety of coins was

unusual for India, but to be explained by the fact that a large number of

Goanese found employment on ships that sail to all comers of the world, and

brought back the local currency with them. Incidentally, bank-notes were

accepted only if British or Pottuguese-/«duw issue, and the notes of lower

denominations issued for Goa as small change were not wiLlingly accepted at

all. This procedure I take to be typically Indian, and the reader can draw

his own conclusion as to the ancient period. At the shop mentioned. I used

to find an occasional copper coin of low denomination, of the rough hand-
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cast type, but they all belonged to the Portuguese period, were not very old,

were comparativxdy rare ; no such silver coins turned up.

I am told on quite reliable authority that even in so important a centre as

Prexia. cast silver coins of the Peshwa period were aocopted in the marketplace

at an exchange rate of their own, down to the eighteen nineties. I myself re-

member the cowrie shell in use as small change in Poona during the opening

years of the first world war. In fact it was the pressure and the industria-

lisation of that war which ushered in a modem attitude towards currency, at

least in the larger cities.

IV—Lesser groups ; the reverse marks.

The distribution shown in fig. 1 raises our first serious difficulty, that the

coins are not normally distributed as jegards weight. But the l and the z

tests apply only to normal distributions I but see 26 for the contrary), and a

purist would at once raise a theoretical objection as to our conclusions. One

way of settling this would be to work out the theory' of such tests for abnormal

distribution* and then to show that in the present case (thr distribution being

platykurtic and skew negative) no substantial difference will be made. But if

this be possible at ail. the gain in the way of new results is not likely to be

commensurate with the labour involved. A simpler method would be to chop

off the long tail of the histogram and frequency polygon in fig. 1, as it is this

that causes ail the trouble here. This procedure is statistically unjustified,

particularly as we do expect more in the range of worn than in the range of

overweight coins.

The third way out of the difficulty, whether it succeeds or not, is mote

reasonable and attractive : to analyse the structure of the group a little closer.

We have put all sorts of coins together, without regarding the evidence of the

classification by marks, and might have lumped together too many ooins with

a decidedly aberrant history. The numismatists' analyses of hoards I have

seen arc perfunctory, and lead to rather strange conclusions. Not the stran-

gest is Allan's (2, lvi) that the similarity in the structure of the hoards " sug-

gests the period of the Maurya empire—which ruled all the regions mentioned

and suddenly collapsed everywhere at the beginning of the second century

rc—for the issue of these coins." This is definitely ruled out by the fact

that our older hoard must have been dosed at about the time Candragupta

Miurya's coronation
; and I am inclined to take references in the pali cano-

nical literature (not including the Jdtaka legends) as authentic mention of a

system of coinage contemporary with or preceding the Buddha, say at least

the sixth century B.C. Allan (2. lxxi) thinks it
*' very possible that the idea of

a coinage came to India in the late fifth or the early fourth century R.C. from

Ariuenxnid territory, being suggested by the sigloi, although its character is

entirely Indian." This smacks of prejudice, bemg just one step removed from

the mind that sees everything of .any value in India as having been introduced

by the Greek conquests. As a matter of fact Darius I ruled, in 522 B.C., a

territory extending some distance inside the lndo-Afghan frontier (kambujiyo,

ganddra, hsmlui in the Naks-c-Rustum inscription), but that would not ac-
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count for coins at the time of the Buddha in U. P. and Bihar, unless the idea

caught on with alarming rapidity. As a matter of fact, coinage appears in

Ionia and China at about the eighth century B.c., and allowing for the in-

fluence of trade, it is not clear why it should not be put at that date in India,

for die country was certainly not isolated in those days

Something could be done with a chart of find spots, but not in the accept

ed dilettantish manner. If the find spots arc accurately marked with groups,

and the numbers counted instead of just the occurrence of a single coin of the

type, we could make better conjectures. Age and distance might be shown

by loss of average weight, and the numbers or at least proportion would in-

crease as one approached the locality of issue. For this, however, will be

needed not only better grouping of information but also far more information

from new excavations and more thorough-going surface collections. Cunning-

ham's genial and wdl-mrant hut very1 destructive methods are to be deplored

in this connection. In any case, for the hoards under consideration, we can

hardly use any such method, though it would have been of value to know the

stratification of the coins in at least the older Taxila hoard. Therefore, there is

nothing left but to classify by the marks on the coins themselves, a procedure

that would have been followed without the slightest hesitation, as the most

natural, had there been some dear knowledge as to the meaning of the marks.

The reverse marks arc far more in number, and lighter in stamp, as well

as of smaller size. Occasionally, a reverse mark appears on the obverse, but

this is rare enough to be written off as an accident. Walsh cuneludes, (J,

25-7) following the practice of " Native States " until modem times, that three

might be the marks of money changers or marks put on by the state itself

after testing. It is (rouglily) obvious that the number of marks increases

with age. and the weights decrease correspondingly, as J, App. XI shows,

the coins there being arranged and numbered approximately in lire order of

irarreasing number of reverse marks The hypothesis is then worth testing

that there is some relation between the number of the reverse marks and the

drop in weight—i^. increasing wear. For this purpose. I retabulated the coins

by number of reverse marks alone, neglecting the difference in the marks and

in the obverse marks as wdl.

This gave the usual trouble to be found in trying to get information from

Walsh's work H). Taking App. XI to be the standard of information, we

occasionally find some ooms mislabelled, even without the possibility of re-

verse marks on the obverse : no. 320 is given simultaneously as blank, with

one indistinct mark ! No 474 has 2 against it in the column headed number

of reverse marks, but only one mark, no. Ill, is given in the adjoining column;

similar contradictions arise with coins 52G, 599, 661, 749, 865 {a dcuble ob-

verse) 1115, 1124. 1120. 1149. 1150. and a few othet*. 1 have tried to settle

the discrepancy in each case by reference to the platers, and have taken Un-

rest of Walsh's statements as authoritative . but his work outfit to be tho-

roughly recast by some competent numismatist.
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On my tabulation, then, I find the following results, keeping the square

and the round coins separate ;

Table II : Classification by Number of Reverse Marks

N* Urn
Marks

Square Cain* Round Coins

n m *»
No. of

’aspect c«*uv
n tn .* No. of

Buaj^u. miB

0 224 5326 11043 ... 58 53-35 6618 1

i 128 5293 05953 ••• 34 5244 7519

2

3

J
131

l 132

85

52 78
52 74

52 47

07395
0«37U

06673

558

•M

29

1 27
128

52-75

52-21

5190 }
1075

4 64 5253 E '
;l

1

• •• 25 52 29 16399

5 46 5217 1-1575 MS 10 51-67 12534

6 o 1-1973 ••• 13 51-82 05947

7 25 51-67 18364
|

M* 8 52 23 16636

8 514 16556 ••• 9 5123 10550

9 51-47 10725 K -ttK
3 501

10
51-01

50-17
890 3 5120 021

11 5116 0188 ... 1 499

12 51-25 1-2633 ••• 3 5037 1-4034

13 2 509 018 ... 1 1 544 •M

14 1 502 ••• — 1 49-5 ...

..15:' 0 ••• ••• ... 1 490 •H

16 3 1 48-93 106 ••• 0 —

The accompanying figures. 2 and 3 make the structure of the hoard,

analysed by the number of reverse marks, dear. The suspect coins are those

that differ considerably from the rest of the group. But they make very little

difference in the means. In any case, the data is hardly worth using after

10 reverse marks, simply because the number of coins in each class thereafter

is too small to give reliable averages and variances So. the regressions cal-

culated in figures 2, 3 to fit the data observed were computed from the first

11 rows, only.

The first point that strikes us (5) and is quite dearly illustrated by fig. 3

is the remarkably steady drop in average weight particularly for the square

coins. The differences of means in the riassm are hardly significant for any
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neighbouring pair, but what is significant is the relative steadiness of the drop,

The curve that follows this best—technically the line of regression—can be

fitted accurately enough by eye, and the equation is given by y-53.22—
0. 212 x, where y is the average weight in grains and x the number of reverse

marks. The best explanation of this phenomenon would be that the marks
were not put on haphazard, but at regular time intervals. It is known, in

fitting such lines of regression, that the possible errors in y would not make
much difference, if only they balanced out on the whole, as is to be expected.

But any error or omission in x {the number of reverse marks) or in the regu-

larity with which the reverve marks were put on. would be serious, and would
affect the line of regression much more, even to the extent of destroying its

linearity altogether (13, 135). This inclines me to the opinion that the

reverse marks were periodic and regularly placed in time. The departure

from the straight line, in the range x - 0 to 10, is not serious (13, 261-263)

as compared to the sampling errors. The only awkwardness is in the fact that

the variances themselves do not increase steadily with x, but this is to be ex-

plained by sampling errors, the presence of suspect coins, and for the blank

reverse class by the fact that the (almost unused) class contains many dis-

tinct issues, which we shall look into later, that had not had time to get worn
down to a common level by circulation. From the fact that an occasional

coin with blank reverse occurs in the oldest groups, it is clear that the system
of reverse marks applied only to coins in active circulation, and perfiaps

in a limited region.

A further proof, in so far as statistics can furnish one, is to be had by
considering the numbers of the coins in each group. These decrease, as is

seen in fig. 2, in a fairly steady manner, taking the natural logarithms of the

numbers of all the coins lit is dear that on the whole, there is no essential

difference between round and square, for any x. as regards weight] in each

class, wc can obtain the formula for the number y as y = 283-86 g~'r'- This
is a just tolerable fit, and indicates that on the whole, a constant proportion of

the coinage was absorbed during every interval between reverse marks ; a pro-

portion between and */« of all the coins existing at the time of the preced-

ing check by marks. Had the maiks been put on by money-changers whenever

a strange coin appeared and passed through their hand (made an unlikely

hypothesis a prurri by the fact that the same mark can appear twice) we
should have had a random distribution of the marks, and expected a Poisson

distribution (13. 56 et seq.) to fit But this is not at all even a possible fit,

and the conclusion I have given above is still further strengthened : the reverse

marks indicate a system of regular checks on the coinage. The disappearance

of the coins would be due to the fact that the coins might be used as a source

of metal by the general population
; to hoarding, loss, damage ; also to the

export of currency. 1-asiiy, the proportion of round and square coins in any

one category is about the same, which might indicate that the round coins

were made by gathering the scraps left after the square coins had been cut

out of a plate, and melting them down into pellets (or a cylinder). There is
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every danger here of guessing too much, but it is usually accepted that the

square and the round coins were respectively cut out of plates and punched

on a ready-east piece of metal, the latter shewing no signs of trimming as do

the former. As a result, the line of regression fits over square coins much

better than the round. For the rest, at a first glance, it is dear that the square

coins are not square, and the round coins not round !

It is to be noted that these remarks and statistical findings apply only

to the earlier Taxila hoard. For the later hoard, and the coins I ascribe for

the greater part to the Xlauryan age. the method cannot be used. The reason

19 that we do not gel so many reverse marks in the later period They had

become an extension of the obverse, a sort of hcad-and-tails affair
;
their re-

gularity and comparative lack of variety attest this. They might have been

the marks of local satraps, or other issuing authority. That is, the bore diffe-

rence of 70 years (between Philip Arrhidaioe and Diodotos : cf. 3, 1) marks

an enormous change in the fundamentals of the coinage system, keeping in

mind the cruder technique and the greater weight variance. With the greater

stability to be expected from a universal monarchy, we have a decaying

system of striking the coins
;
perhaps, because the stage was set for casting

coins, though this would seem a lame explanation

The question now arises, who did the checking, and far more important,

at what intervals of time ? Where was it done ? Taking into account the

coins with double obverse, we can say that the hoard contains coins of approxi-

mately 19 or 20 intervals earlier. There is no way of determining the rate of

wear. The coins would have been of varying alloys (even from the natural

incidence of other metals in native silver ; whence my contention that every

coin should be analysed), though reasonably uniform in the earlier period.

The circulation would be very much less than now, but if five touchstone were

used (A. II, 13, 31 ; 9. 124) the coin might suffer more. For modem Indian

currency i.e, the British rupee, the rate of less is not more than one grain

per sixteen years. The surest method would be to analyse weights of similar

coins found in some other hoard of different but known date, and compare
the losses in weight The trouble here is that dated hoards cannot be liad to

order. I only point out that in the Artkaidstrc, there appears to be mentioned

an official whose business it is to check the currency. What happened in the

older, more accurate, and relatively stable period, can only be a matter for

conjecture. That the period was—whatever its duration—-relatively stable

can be secu from the fact that the currency was being obtained and lost by

Taxilans at a more or less constant rate, as is shown by fig. 2. In the time

of the Buddha, according to sources like the AhguUaranikdya, we can see a

Jot of petty waning kingdoms eternally quarrelling with each other, and a

movement towards the formation of larger states, say of the later
44

universal

monarchy ", first realized for the eastern end of the Gangetic plain by Ajdta-

setru. Even in warring states, a comparative stability can be built up, if

according to the immemorial Indian custom, the general population were quite

indifferent to the strife of small prinedy armies, the trade of weapons being
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the monopoly o/ the k&Mrija caste.

To revert to the Artha^stra, we find an official mentioned in several

places, who might have done the checking {in spite of the lack of reverse

marks of the older type on later coins) : the riipadersaka. The most relevant

passage runs as follows : (A- II. 12. 30 ; 5. 120)

'wmi **iwihet eIsuhwi ^ Rtmcr— 5M;
<retr set

As MEYER reads and Shama Sastri punctuates it the taxes are clear

enough . the 8 p. c. rupika, special or individual lax (I should have trans-

lated it currency tax, but Meyer shows that rupika is also applied to a salt

tax. and it is not likely that salt was a form of currency) ; five per cent

unfair profits tax (vyifi), testing fee of l per cent., and a net penalty of

25 pane. This last is to be emitted for those who made, bought, sold, or

examined coins ; I take it that the last class, the coin dialers, were not govern-

ment officials, but a class sanctioned by the state with some sort of inspection

to see that they kept a legal currency in circulation ; their presence might ac-

count for the pejoration of coinage in the Maurya period. The rupoderrsaka

i3 to establish or adjust the pcvoyclta, or circulation of currency i Meyes :

Guldkuit ) , and his peculation# are carefully regulated in a later chapter

(Meyer, 9. 319). The whole question so far as we are concerned is : does the

expression partlyitratfi vydvahcnikbfl koicpravciyaw ca Uhipaytt indicate that

he wan to stamp any reverse marks on the coin, in token of having assessed

the taxes, or checked the coinage for fair weight ? There seems to be nothing

to indicate this, although the ofiidah of the book have to pay, in general,

special attention to the seal for octroi or customs (A. II, 21. 39) pass for

breaking the curfew order iA. II, 36, 561, and permits of all sorts. The

old system of many small reverse marks vanishes for the Mauryan period.

One would expect that the rupadarsaka would have some method of showing

whether a coin had been examined or not by him. Beyond this I cannot go

here, though it is conceivable that the functions of a rupadersaka as distinct

from the unofficial examiner of coinage (perlksitf) might be traditional, and

affect the period of the older Taxila hoard. We note in passing that Bhandar-

kah, interprets (6. 157-158) the three taxes as levied on the four classes of

dealers in coins, a rather fanciful interpretation of a passage that is not intrin-

sically very clear.

The tax that docs not explain itself is the vy&fi, which is defined elsewhere

as the royal levy upon the profits made by the trader by unfair means short

weights and measures, price-fixing and raising, etc How this could be made

out of currency is not at all dear, unless coin-dipping is meant ; and as this

was forbidden by law. and inhibited by the rupadarsaka, the one chance of

increasing a hoard of cash would be by charging interest. Here I am slipping

further into the realm of pure conjecture, but unless interest be regarded as

one of the unfair practices, it is difficult to assign an etymology to the modern

vernacular term for interest ;
vydja, which is the urtftskjta for cheating.

" Interest " in the classical language is tjddhs = growth, from which the
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modern word cannot be derived ; in fact, the Hindi dictionary prepared under

the auspices of the Nagari Prac&nrp Sabhfi derives it from vyaja. It is un-

fortunate that the Arthasastro is not critically dated, and that we have no pro-

per manual of an older age- But the merchant ( vatiya) comes only above

the iMta in the caste system, and if the taxes arc an indication, he had not

a very happy time of it under the ArlkaSaslrc code, whatever might have been

the value of an empire in maintaining law and order. His status in the times

of Buddha seems to have been somewhat higher, and if this speculation has

any real basis, it might also help account for the aridities of the Mauryan
period, as compared with the earlier Taxila hoard epoch, which has, at least

in its weight system, clear survivals from an ancient and predominantly trad-

ing age ; an age when the kyatriya, backed by the theoretical support of the

brahnuina and his monopoly of the art of war, had not as yet imposed himself

upon the means of production of the country
;
at least, not to the extent of

regulating the currency.

What was the period of the assessment ? It could hardly have been one

year, unless there was a veritable hoard oi tax-gatherers in those slow-moving

days. The longest unit of time mentioned in the Arlkaiasiro is the yaga,

the lustrum of five years (9, 165, 168). Even this seems rather short for the

examination and taxation. I should have thought that the Roman indiction

of fifteen years wruld have been a fairer period, whatever the Maurya empire

and the TaxiIans actually practised. Perhaps, the twelve year cycle was used.

With the smaller period, our coin-checking system would go back not more
than a hundred years, say to 417 B.c. For the twelve year cycle, we should get

something like 500 B.C. for the beginning of the systematic checking of coins.

I am unable to account for the tremendous number (nearly 400) of the older

reverse marks, and the precise nature, purpose, and operation of the system

is still a puxile which we cannot discuss here. It seems to me less likely that

all coins were checked every eo many years than that a coin checked once

was again checked after the lapse of the set period. Milne (.22) thinks

all the reverse marks on the Persian sigloi, (although many of them occur in

the Taxilan reverse marks) due to Levantine traders.

It should onoe again be made dear that the drop of 0.2 grains per

indiction (I use the term, without specifying its measure, for the period of

checking or stamping on the reverse marks) would be too small to be delected

in the old days. There is considerable overlapping in the distributions of

weights. But there is every likelihood of the worst coins having been with-

drawn at the time of the indiction.

Mr. T. Strcenivas has given the description of silver punch-marked coins

found in the Karimnagar district of Hyderabad state (23). It might have
been possible to determine the average loss of weight from this data had the

grouping of the coins been in conformity with that of Allan or Walsh, and
had some effort been made to date the hoard. The weights given (23, 43-66)

are rounded off to the nearest grain, which would not make it impossible to

calculate fairly reliable statistics, but some of the coins are described as
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“ cnciusted," and there is no analysis of the provenance : the description of

the marks is perfunctory. Mr. Streemvas uses Cunningham's non-existent

average of 58-56 grains, and gives an undocumented and unproved estimate of

the loss of 1} gr. per century. 1 am unable to sec how he terminates the

period of circulation of the coins at " about 150 A.C." (23, 43). But his csti

mate of the loss, if it applied to our earlier Taxila hoard, would give the

indiction as between 12 and 15 years. Without any evidence. 1 must confess

to a predilection for the 12-year indiction.



THE HUN INVASION OF HINDUSTHAN

By

K- G- SANKAR Calcutta.

The early history of every country abounds in myths and legends, and

it is the task of historians to sift the nucleus of facts embedded in them.

Some historians prefer to throw* away the baby with tire hath, and begin their

histories with historical periods. But myths and legends are not peculiar to

prehistoric periods. They have often grown in recent times, and historians

themselves have sometimes contributed to them. One such instance in Hindu

history is the myth of the Hun invasion of Hindusthfln. which has been labo-

riously built up by oriental scholars by wrong identifications and the uncritical

mixing up of various sources. The object of this paper is to discover if pos-

sible the nucleus of facts underlying the mosaic myth of the Hun invasion of

Hindusthiin.

The accepted account of the Hun invasion may be summarised in the

words of TArfi Chand {/l Short History of the Indian People, pp. 97-98)

"Candragupta was succeeded by Kumaragupta I. who ruled from 415

to 455. He successfully maintained the unity of the empire, although he

had to face serious troubles during the concluding years of his reign, which

threatened to put an end to the empire. His successor was Skandagupia,

whose reign witnessed the first irruption of the Huns into India. The Huns
(or white Ephthalites or Yethas) were a barbarous people who inhabited tlie

steppes of Asia, and who migrated in search of pasture lands towards the

Volga in the west and the Oxus in the south. They overthrew the Kushan
rulers of Kabul and poured into India. Their first inroads were repelled by

Skandagupta in a.d. 455, and till hrs death in a d. 467 the Huns did not again

disturb the tranquillity of the empire. During the next ten years throe emperors

ruled in quick succession, but in a.d. 476 Budhagupta became emperor. He
ruled till a.d. 500. The Hurts now returned to India in greater force, con-

quered CandWira, and made raids into the Gupta dominions Their leader,

ToramHoa, established his power over Western and Central India and his son.

Mihirakula. made SAkala ( Sialkot 1 his capital. The successor of Budha-
gupta lost MJUva. but his successor BftlAditya, expelled the Huns from Central
India. Their final overthrow was achieved by a confederacy of princes led

by Yasodharman of Mandasor, about a.d. 528. Mihirakula was forced to

retire to Kashmir where he died.”

The same account is found in greater fulness in V. A Smith's Early

History of India (1924, pp. 316, 317, 326-341. 425 429). But Smith shows

less caution, and his appetite for details is so immense that he supplements

the accounts of Mihirakula's cruelty found in Kalhana and Hiuen-T&ang with
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extracts from Gibbon and others relating to the Huns of Turkestan and Europe.

His chronology is also more incorrect and his sequence of events more inco-

herent. Thus he places the early Hun incursion at the end of Kumar agupta’s

reign, and their second and more successful raid in Skandagupta's own reign.

Again, while in cne place he makes Mihirakula the king of Gandhara at war

with Kashmir for three years, in another context Mihirakula becomes tire King

of Kashmir, who attacked and killed the King of Gandhara.

No one has so far cared to enquire on what sources these various accounts

are based. Every historian of Hindusthan has been content to copy them

with only minor variations. But they involve two assumptions— (1) The

Iluns invaded Hindusthin. *2) Toram&ija and Mihirakula were Huns. Let

us examine each of these in detail.

The llQoas are mentioned m the Vipfu-Purdna (it 3.) among the fron-

tier tribes of ancient Hindusthan and are supposed to have been the same

tribe who are known in Chir.ee History as the Hiungnu. in Europe as Huns,

in tire Avesia as Hunus, and in Persian history as the Ye-tha. As early as

75 a.c., the Hiung-nu are found near Kashgar to the north of Hindusthin

besieging the Chinese general Kcng Kong (Heou Han ekou. ch. xllx, p. 6).

In the RaghuvoiHia (iy. 66-68), Kalidasa mentions Hupas among the northern

tribes conquered by Raghu We do not know when they conquered Gandhara.

But in 520 a.c the Chinese traveller Sung-Yun found ruling there Lae-Lih

whom the Yethas set up as king two generations before (c. 470 A.c.). He

is said to have been an anti Buddhist and for the last 3 years to have been

at war with Kapir. (S. Beal : Si-yu-Ki, vol. I, pp. xcix-c). Kapm (Kapisa)

has been wrongly identified with Kashmir. We find further information re-

garding the Huns in Gandhara in the Ckmiian Topography of Cosmas Indi-

copleustes This work must be dated 535 A. c., as it refers to the death of

Trmotheus the younger as a recent event, ar.d to Theodosius, Bishop of

Alexandria, as resident in Constantinople (Tr. McCrindle, pp. 351-353).

Cosmas writes :
—

" Higher up in India, that is, farther to the north, are the

White Huns. The one called Gollas when going to war takes with him, it is

said, no fewer than two thousand elephants and a great force of cavalry. He

is the lord of India, and oppressing the people forces them to pay tnbute
”

(ibid, pp. 370-371). This passage has been deemed to support the current

account of the Hun invasion of Hindusthan. But Hindusthan in ancient times

included Gandhara, and a King of Gandhara might be plausibly called the

lord of Hindusthan. That the Hun rule did not, however, extend cast of

Gandhara is made quite dear by Cosmas himself, when he writes later on

“ The river Phison separates all the countries of India (lying along its course

)

from the country of the Huns" (ibid. p. 372). and the identity of Phison is

revealed in another passage. "The river Indus, that is the Phison, which

discharges into the. Persian Gulf, forms the boundary between Persia and

India " (ibid, p. 366). It is thus quite dear that the Huns were in 535 ruling

Gandhara, but not east of the Indus, and their King Gollas must have been

tiie successor of Lae-Lih >520). But oriental scholars have without reason
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identified Lae-Lih with Gollas, and Gollas with Mihirakula. apparently on tlw

bare similarity in sound between Gollas, and the latter part of Mihirakula.

Before enquiring into the identity and history of Mihirakula, we may

see what evidence is available for the Hun invasion of Hindusthan. The un-

dated Bhitart inscription of Skandagupta (J. F. Fleet : Gupta Inscriptions,

No. 13) states that the earth shook when Skandagupta joined in battle with

the invading Huns. It is evidently this same battle that is referred to in the

Junagadh inscription of the same king and the Gupta years 136-138 (ibid,

no, 14), which says that even his vanquished foes in Mlecchadeia, thdr pride

humbled to the root, sang his prabes. It is therefore certain that as early

as c.E. 136, the Huns attempted to invade Hindusthan. But Skandagupta in-

flicted on them such a decisive defeat that they had to retreat to their own

country.

The Huns arc also mentioned in the undated Mandasor inscription of

Yaiodharman (ibid, no. 33). which says in poetic language :

—
" YaSodharman

ruled over lands that the world conquering Guptanathas never won, and that

did not recognize the suzerainty of the Htojadhipas, whose edicts were obeyed

by many Kings. His sway extended from the Brahmaputra in the east and

mountain Mahendra in the south to the Himalayas in the north and the sea

in the west. His head bowed to none save Siva ; hb shoulders protected the

Him&layas like a fortress, thereby making it insuperable to invaders ; and

even King Mihirakula bowed at his feet. That King Yasodharman set up

this pillar of victory." Thus Yaiodharman claims to have ruled over the

whole of Northern Hindusthan. including lands that had never owned the

sway of Guptas and Huns, and to have subdued even Mihirakula. The refer-

ence to Guptas and Huns is separated from the reference to Mihirakula by
the mention of the extent of his realm. This inscription therefore not only

fails to support the theory of Mihirakula having been a Hun, but seems to

indicate clearly that Mihirakula was neither a Gupta nor a Hun. Unlike the

Guptas and Huns, Mihirakula was a powerful contemporary King. The
Mandasor inscription of Yaiodharman dated MSlva year 589 (532 a.c.)

informs us that Yaiodharman was the founder of his own family (atma-

vamsa), that he was also called Vishnuvardhana. and that he acquired the

titles Kajfldhiraja and PararoeSvara by conquering many eastern and northern
Kings l ibid, no. 35). But it does not refer to his western conquests, the

extent of his realm or to his victory over Mihirakula. These latter achieve-

ments must therefore be dated after 532 A.C There is no indication in either

of these inscriptions that the Huns ever succeeded in conquering lands east of

the Indus. The only other inscription that refers to the Iluns is that of the
later Gupta Adityavarman (c. 650 a.c.), who speaks of the elephants of a
Maukhari King as having overthrown the Hun army in battle (ibid, no. 42).
This Maukhari King, was probably sarvavarman (553 A.c), who might have
helped Yafodhannan in an expedition against the Huns of Gandhara. The
evidence of the inscriptions therefore points only to ooe attempted Hun in-
vasion of Hindusthan, resulting in their severe defeat at the hands of Skanda-
gupta,
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It may be asked, if the Huns never ruled cast of the Indus, who were

ToraraSoa and Mihirakula Let us examine the evidence on this point. We
have two inscriptions of Toramiuja himself and one of Mihirakula. The first

is the Erao inscription of Toramanas first regnal year (ibid, no. 36 ), which

records that Dhanyavi&iu. the younger brother of Matrivishrju, who was dead,

built a temple of Narayaga. The terms in which Toramana is mentioned are

noteworthy * famous and resplendent Maharaj&dhir3ja Sri Toramaga.'

Nothing in this inscription indicates that Toramiqa was a foreigner, much less

a Hun ; and the fact that in his very first year he is found to have been King

of Bran <C. P.h in the heart of the Gupta empire and so far from GandhSra

seems indeed to indicate the contrary. His predecessors in Eran were Budha-

gupta and Bldmigupta. as their inscriptions of Gupta years 165 and 191 arc

found there (ibid, no*. 19 and 20). In fact, the former records that in Gupta

year 165, the Dhanyivw mentioned above and his elder brother MJttri*

vi$ou who wes then living erected a dhvajastambha to Janardana. The inter-

val. therefore, between Budhagupta and Toramana could not have been more

than the period of a mans lifetime. The second inscription of Toramana was

found at Kura in the Salt Range (Epiguipkia Indira, vol. 1. no. 29). It records

the erection of a vilk&ra for the benefit, among others, of Raja MahTu5ja Tora-

mana Shiihi Jaflvla and his sorts and daughters This indicates that neither

Toramana nor his sons were persecutors of Buddhism, even if they were not

Buddhists themselves ; and the titles Raja and Mahftlfija together with Shahi

and Jaflvla indicate that he was a Hindu King of Persian origin, like the

Sakas and Pahlavas, and not a Hun. The two inscriptions taken together

lead lo the inference that Toramaga ruled from Punjab in the west to C P.

in the cast. The only inscription of Mihirakula (Gupta inscriptions, no. 37)

was found at Gwalior in Central Hindustan and is dated in his 15th year.

It refers to Toramaija as a famous king, full of good qualities, truthful, chari-

table. valiant and just
;
and to Mihirakula as his son. of unequalled valour,

famous, a credit to his lineage, a remover of others' woes arid a bull among

kings. These complimentary refercnees and the post Gupta period of these

inscriptions lead us to identify this Mihirakula with the famous king who was

YaSodharman's contemporary ; and it is certain that Toramana and his ton

Mihirakula were neither barbarians nor tyrants like the Huns. The evidence

of their numerous coin* only confirms these inferences. One of them is dated

in Toramana's 52nd year (E. J. Rapson : Indian cavrs, pi. IV. 16). He

must therefore have had a long and peaceful reign, and. as the Gwalior inscrip-

tion indicates, he left his realm intact to his son. who ruled for at least 15

years. He cannot have hcncc come as the leader of a savage horde of Huns.

The place of Toramana and Mihirakula in Hindu chronology is deter-

mined by the facts that, on the one hand Toramaoa's first year is Later than

tike Gupta year 191, when Eian was still in the hands of the Guptas, and that,

on the other Mihirakula was defeated by Ya&dhannan. Let us see if we

can determine their dates more closely stilL In the Jain Haritamio Purana

composed by Jinasena in Saka 705 = 783 a. c. (ch. 66, st 52), the Guptas are

said to have ruled altogether for 221 years, that thereafter Kalkiraja ruled
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for 42 years, and that he in tarn was succeeded by Ajitanjaya. who ruled from

Indrapura ( Indore 1 (ibid, ch. 60. st, 491-4021. Guijabhadra. in his Utlaia-

purfina, composed before Saka 820=898 AC. ch. 77. st. 35) (jives further

details regarding Kalkimja. He appeared in the year 100G after VIra-nirvana.

in P&taliputra. as the son of King Silup&b : he was also known as Catur-

muklia ; he ruled over the whole earth ;
and he lived for 70 years and ruled

for 40 years ; his son was the wise Ajitanjaya I Md, ch. 76. st. 397-401 and

428). Kalkiraja is also said to have oppressed the people ; but the only

instance of his oppression, given by Gupabhadra. is his refusal to exempt

Jain monks from taxes
;
and we an: not convinced that Kalldrfija was there-

fore a bad king. Kalkirflja is definitely placed in the year 1000 after the

VIra-nirvana, which Jinarena dates 605 years 5 months before Sakaraja. Lc.

in 528 bc. (HerivamSa, ch. 60. st. 551). Kalkiraja must therefore be dated

in 1000-527 ^ 473 A.C. He is sard to have directly succeeded the Guptas, and

to have ruled long. But from inscriptions we have seen that it was Tura-

rmna who almost directly succeeded the Guptas and ruled long. Torarrivja

may therefore be reasonably identified with Kalkiraja, and he must have

been the son of King SKuplla of RUaliputin. Sfsupiila was probably the

general of the last Gupta Icing, who used his military power to usurp the

Magadha throne, like Pushyamilra Sunga : and wo do have an inscription of

S&ipfila at Pahladpur (U. P.), which says that lie was famed for his vic-

tories. the protector of Kshattradharma. and the general of the' King's army
{Gupta inscriptions, no. 57), and was therefore issued before he became king.

If it is accepted that Torarnana was live son of sisupaln. it follows that

he cannot have been a Hun. The Jain chronicles, which dilate on the wicked-

ness of Kalkinaja, would rot have failed to allude to his Hun origin, if he

had been a Hun. The Pahladpur inscription refers to srsupnla as Parthi-

vanika pilah (the protector of the King's army). In this epithet Dr. Fleet
saw a reference to his Parthian origin, taking it to mean ‘The Parthian

general'. If this interpretation is accepted, Swupcila and his descendants
could not have been Huns, If it is not accepted, there is in this inscription

another epithet of Sisupala * Kshaltra-saddhanrw-pMah ’ (the protector of

Kshattriyadhanna), which can apply only to a Kshattriya Hindu or a
Parthian, never to a Hun. Tlie Parthian military governors were called

satraps (Kshattrapa). There is in fact no evidence of any kind that Tora-
mana and Mihirakula were Huns.

It may be argued that Hieun-Tsang and Kalhana do attribute fiendish
qualities to Mihirakula. But even they never once hint that he was a Ilun
King

; and there are reasons to think that the Toramaija and Mihirakula
they mention are different from the Toram&tja and Mihirakula of YaAo-
dharman's time. Kalhaija. in his RajatormpnL (1148 a.c.), says of Tora-
mana that he was the son of £resh?harena (also called Pravarasena I and
TunjTna), and the younger brother of Hirapya, King of Kashmir

; that Tora-
m&oa was only yuvaraja under Hirapya ; that, for stopping the circulation
\ Hirapya s coins and issuing dUna in his own name, he was imprisoned
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by his brother and died in prison
;
that, when Hiragya died without issue,

Sri Haisha Vikrara&ditya Sakftri, Emperor of Ujjain. sent MStrigupta to

rule over Kashmir
;
that when Sri Marsha died 5 years later, MStrigupta

abdicated in favour of Toramftoa's son Pravarasena II, who had been living

in exile ; and that Pravarasma II, after conquering many kings, reinstated

SilAditya PratSpasfla, son of Sri Harsha Vikramaditya. who had been expelled

by his enemies (iii. 97-330). Thus Toramfkna of Kashmir was only a yuva-

r5ja and never ruled as king over Central Hmdusthan for 52 years, and his

son was Pravarasena II of Kashmir, who reinstated SIBditya PratHpa^lla,

son of Sri Harsha Vikramaditya of Ujjain, and rot Mihirakula of Gwalior,

who was defeated by Yakjdharman cf Malva. Kalhana's Toramana was

therefore different from ToramBsa of Central HindusthAn. Cunningham
pointed this out as long ago as 1893, and in reply Smith could only say. “ I

confess that I feel sceptical as to the existence of two contemporary Tora-

manas in North India in A.D. 520." ( JASB . vol. 63. pt. 1, p 196) But there

is no evidence to date the Toramana of Kashmir in 520 A.C., even if Kal-

hana's date (90-120 A.C.) for him is not accepted.

Kalhaoa also mentions a Mihirakula of Kashmir, whom he places not in

520 a.c. but long before in 706 635 B.C. Of this Mihirakula. he says that he

belonged to the Gonanda dynasty ; that he was the son of Vasukula and

grandson of Hiranyakula ;
that he coriquertd all Hindustan as far as Sim-

ha]a in the south and L5(a in the west ; that he built the Mihiresvara temple

ct Srinagar, and founded a city Mihirapura ; that he gave agrahiiras to

Gandhara Brahmins ; that he was very cruel and killed 3 owes of men, women

and children ; that at the end of his life he repented and re-established arya-

dharma in a land over-run by Mkcchas and burnt himself ( Rajatcumg*to.

i 288-313). This Mihirakula was the son of Vasukula and not of Tora-

mana. and was king of Kashmir and net of Central Hmdusthan. He aho

lived several centuries before Yasodharman. He was therefore different from

Toramftpa’s son Mihirakula. But he too was not a Hun. but a Gonandlya.

Let us now see what Hiuen-Tsang has to say. In his Si-yu-ki (Tr. S

Beal. i. 167-172), we are told that 'some centuries ago'. King Mihirakula

ruled over Hindustliftn from Sakala (Sialkot) ; that he subdued all the

neighbouring province-; without exception , that he issued an edict throughout

the five Sindhus to overthrow the law of Buddha ; that Batiiditya of Maga

dha thereupon refused to pay tribute and retired to an island ; that Mihira-

kula pursued him. but was taken captive in an ambush ; that, at the request

of Baladitya's mother, Mihirakula’s life was spared ; that, as meanwhile,

his brother had usurped the kingdom, Mihirakula took refuge tn Kapin, whose

king received him with kindness ; that Mihirakula repaid this kindness with

ingratitude by stirring up revolt against him and usurping his throne, after

killing him; and that he then killed the Gandhara king, destroyed stiipas

and sanghArSmas. and slew 9 crores of men on the Sindhu river. This

Mihirakula seems to be identical with Kalhana’s Mihirakula. Both were

king* of Kashmir (Sialkot is on the borders of Kashmir and might have
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formerly belong'd to it), both lived some centuries before c. 640 VC., and

both were great conquerors and persecutors, killing crores of men. The addi-

tional details given by Hiuen-Tsang might have been handed down by

authentic Buddhist tradition. But Hiutn-Tsang's Mihirakula could not have

been the sen of Torarrana. who lived only one century and not several cen-

turies before Hiuen Tsang, and who, according to the Kura inscription, was

at least a patron of Buddhism, even if he was himself a Saiva, as the bull

symbol and ' Jayatu viishah * legend on his coins indicate. Anyhow there is

nothing to show that Toram&rjas son persecuted Buddhism. It has been

argued that the words ' some centuries ago ' in Hiuen-Tsang’s account of

Mihirakula might be a mistake But Waiters has proved (On Yuan

Chwang's travels in India, i. 288-290) that it is nut a mistake. He has cited

other Chinese authorities to confirm the correctness of this statement. In

Lien-hua-mien-ching (translated into Chinese in 574 AiC. dt. 2. no. 465).

Mihirakula » said to have persecuted Buddhism and to have been succeeded

by seven Buddhist devaputras in Kapia These seven devaputras of Kapin

are evidently the later Kushans. who ruled in Garvdhara and Kapisa, and

called themselves Devaputras. Mihirakula must therefore have been a later

Kushan himsdf and lived seven generations before the later Kushans became

extinct in c. 400 A.C. He may therefore be safely dated in c. 250 A.c. His

persecution of Buddhists in Kapin is confirmed by Fu-fatsangyi-yuan-

eking (translated into Chinese in 472 A.c. ch. 6, no. 1540). If a work trans-

lated into Chinese in 472 a.c. mentions Mihirakula as a persecutor of Bud-

dhists, it would be absurd to date him 50 years later in 520 A.C. The Chih-

yu-lu (ch. 3) gives the exact date, when Mihirakula beheaded the 23rd

Buddhist patriarch Simha, as 259 AC., and this agrees with the date already

arrived at.

It is therefore certain that the Mihirakula of Kalhapa and Hiuen-Tsang

was not Tciamana's son and that he lived in c. 250 A.C. and not in c. 520 A.C.

But he is said to have been defeated by Bafiditya of Magadha ; and. because

Naiasimhagupta. who ruled between the Gupta years 148 and 154, bears

the title Baladitya on his coins. Hiuen-Tsang's B&lidilya has been identified

with Narasimhagupta ; and there is a controversy among oriental scholars

as to whether Yasodharman or Narasimhagupta is entitled to the credit of

defeating Mihirakula Smith supposed a ocnfederacy to defeat Mihirakula.

Fleet thought that Mihirakula was defeated on two separate occasions, by

Yasodharman and by Naiasimhagupta. But Hiuen-Tsang's Baladitya lived

* acme centuries ago ’ and could not therefore have been Narasimhagupta. In his

passage relating to Nalanda, Hiuen-Tsang says (Si yu-ki, Tr. S. Beal, ii.

168-170), that not long after Buddha nirvana, a former King fiakrflditya

built a angfaftSma in Nalanda ; then his son Buddhagupca, Tathagatagupta,

Baladitya, his son Vajra and then a long of Central Ilindusth&n built each

a sanghfiiSma in Nalanda. Hiuen-Tsang's disciple Hwui Li in his Life of

Hiutn Ts<mg (Tr. S. Beal, pp. 110-112), places Sakrftditya 700 years before

his own time, Le. in c. 50 B.C. This date may not be correct. But BaBditya.
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who was 9akrfiditya's 3rd descendant could not anyhow liave lived only 203

years before Hiuen-Tsang. Again supposing Narasimhagupta was the Bala-

ditya of Hiucn-Tsang. how could he have ruled between only the Gupta

years 148 and 154, and at the same time have defeated Mihirakula,

who could not have begun to rule before the Gupta year 191+52= 243, nearly

a century later ? Lastly, if Baladitya is identified with Naraaimhagupta, with

whom are Sakraditya. Buddhagupta. Tathagatagupta and Vajra to be identi-

fied ? It has been proposed to identify Sakrfiditya with Kumfiragupta I

Mahendrfiditya and Buddhagupta with Buddhagupta. But the Chinese

transliterations for Buddha (avatar) and Budha (planet) arc different;

and, accepting the proposed identifications, the order of the Gupta Kings

would be Kumfiragupta 1, Budhagupta, X. Narasimhagupta and Y, while

the order ascertained from Gupta coins and inscriptions is Kumfiragupta I

Skandagupta, Puragupta, Narasimhagupta, Kumfiragupta II, Budhagupta

and Bhanugupta. Another point to be noted is that the Guptas were mostly

Vaishnavas. while the kings mentioned by Hiuen-Tsang were all Buddhists.

Bfilfiditya of Hiuen-Tsang must therefore be a pre-Gupta King, who ruled

not later than c. 250 A.c. ; and the King cf Central Hindustani wtio suc-

ceeded his son Vajra. was probably the first Gupta King. This date for

Bfilfiditya, it will be seen, agrees with the date already arrived at for his con-

temporary Mihirakula, the famous persecutor of Buddhism Wc may there-

fore conclude that YaJodharman and Biikaditya defeated two different Mihira-

kulas. that the Huns invaded Hindusthan in Gupta year 136, but were deci-

sively defeated by Skandagupta and never ruled east of the Indus, and that

Toramana and Mihirakula were not Hurts but Parthians or Kshattriyas.
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Visuddhimazta of BuddhcQhosacariyv, cdied by Dharmanand Kosambi. with a

Foreword by K, M. Munshi
;
Part I : Text (Bhlratiya Vidyi Sexi«, VoL I).

Royal 8vo xviil 512 Price Rs. 12-8-0 Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan, Andheri.

Bombay. 1940.

As the President of the Bharatiya Vidya Rhavan, Mr. MUNSHl, in hi* Fore-

word introduces thi9 Volume under review as the first of Che Bharatiya Vidyfi

Series on whidi the Vidya Sltvvi has embarked within two years of it*

career. It is doubtful if any Scries could have been inaugurated with a more
worthy or a better edited text in or outside India

.
il is indeed a fortunate cir-

cumstance that the Board of Editore of this Series could (ret the co-operation

of %o eminent a Pilli scholar as Prof. Dhamianand Kosambi in the publication of

Visuddhirudsta which he ha* made his own after a life-time’s activity on its study

and interpretation. It re doubtful if a better text of Vteuddkimau* could be

cstabBahed with the material at the disposal of thr Editor ; for even after preparing

a critical edition in Roman characters for the Harvard Oriental Series Prof. KOSAMBI
has utilixed frah material from Burma and Siam. Of course the full evaluation

of the critical method* employed in the editing of the text must await the critical

apparatus and the full variants of a significant diameter promised in thr -wind
volume with an accompanying commentary. Prof. Kosambi’b mam contribution

will essentially be in this commentary wherein he will utilize his unrivalled knowledge
of Pali sources.

The main features of the present edition consist in the numbering of para
graphs, identification of quotations as far a? possible, use of punctuation, and
preservation of manuscript usage as far as fea*ible. In a learned Preface the

Editor gives us an account of the Liie of Ruddhachosa which appeared previously

as an article in the journal Bharatiya Vidyi <1. 113-119) and among the facts

established is that Buddiaghcna could not have hem a Brahmin, that he was
originally an Inhabitant of the Telucu country, and probably a fanner.

The excellent printing and the neat get-up go a long way to establish the

present series as orm of the best produced in this country, and both the Editor

and the Editorial Board are to be congratulated upon this fine achievement in

Indian scholarship. We look forward to the publication of the second volume
which will really give us the critical pari of the Editor's work. The interpretative

aspect of aefcotanriup which is rightly strewed by the President of the Bhavan,

though an essential part of critical scholarship, may at times be purely traditional,

divorced ficen its true historical perspective. Modem jehedarehip has to rtecr clear

between the western type which sacrifices tradition at the altar of history and thr

orthodox Indian type which sacrifices history at the altar of tradition. The golden

mean between the two extremes is perhaps the ideal aimed at even by Lord

Buddha in his rational-intuitive approach to Life's problems, and it is hoped that

the Editor of this Volume will combine within himself the Pandit's knowledge

with the critical methods of the Western Scholar to give us an authoritative inter-

peetatiOA of this Visuddhsma^a which has been the mainstay of Buddhistic thought

in the Hinayara system. This first volume of the Bharatiya Vidya Series augurs

well for the future of the Bhavan and the Board of Editors will be hard put to

it lo keep up thr standard of schofenhip established by Prnf. Kosambi.

S. M. Katke
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D. R. Bhr.ndwkar Volume, edited by Bimala Churn Law ; Indian Reseaich Institute,

170 Manidetails Sti2 :t. Calcutta. 1940. Royal 8vr, xxx, H82.

It w rare in the hwtocy o! Indian scholarship that bach father ard son should

not only distinguish themselves in ctnam branches of Indok^y and particularly

History and Archzcology, but also receive the rractful tributes of their fellow scholars

all over the world in the shape of presentation volumes cnntainmg choice papers of

research value from some of the most eminent scholars specializing in different

but aliicd spheres. Professor Devadatta Bnandarkar has nobly followed in the

footsteps of his truly great father, the late Sir Ramkriahna Copal Bhandarkar,

and it is in the fitness of things that he should receive a Volume <rf Indological

papers on the occarion of his 60th year. But this is perhaps the firrt occasion

in India when the son succeeds the father in receiving this most coveted honour

which scholars can confer on arty individual. Edited by Dr. Law and printed by

the Baptitf Mission Press of Calcutta, the />. R. Bhcndinkar Up/hma' is indeed

one of the best Festschrifts produced in India, and is worthy of the «i»lar to

whnm It b presented by his admirers, friends and pupik

The initial article describe* Bmandakkar as a scholar, as an ardueologkal

officer arid a University Profcwr. Having passed his B.A in the Deccan College,

Poona, in 1H96. his attention was drawn to the Bhagwanlal Indraji Gold Medal

and Prize in the Bombay University for the year 1897 for which the topic aligned

that year was ' A brirf Survey ol llie Ancient Towns and Citirs of Miih&ra^ia

country in tlie prc-Mahomcd3n period, i f-. 1000 aj>. ' This was the brEinning of

HU interest in History and Archeology. In 1904 he joined the Archsological depart-

ment as Assistant ArducoUntiml Surveyor and took charge of die Western Circle

in 1911 as Superintendent. About this time the well-known jnimal India* Ait/njutfD'

was passing through a difficult period, and the co-editorrhip which was thrust

upon Bhandarkaf wo* not only a «gn in tho«e days of anti-Indian feeling in

all lines of scientific activity, of recognition of Indian merit, but proved also a

means of galvanizing it into activity and bringing it to a higher standard of efiximey.

He continued in this capacity till 1922. In 1912 he was awarded the Sir Jarne*

Campbell Gold Medal by the Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society and

thus became the first Indian and the second scholar to receive so great m honcur.

his predecessor being Sir Aurel Sms. In 1917 ho accepted the invitation of Sir

Asutosh Mooke&jec to Join the University of Calcutta as the fir=t Carmichael

Profeisor of Anncr.t Indian History and Culture in which capacity he retired in

1906. The stopping of the publication of the Indian Anliquorr was greatly felt

by BtlANDARtCAR nnd his attempts to revive Lxse activities resulted in the found-

ation of the Indian Culture and tbs Indian Research Institute. It is therefore

all the more fining that the Indian Research Institute should be instrumental m

bringing out this Volume under the able editorship of Dr. B. C. LAW.

There are altogether fifty contributions commencing with the short jwpex of

MM. Dr. Ganganath JHA. Epigraphy is represented by Prof. K. A.^ NiUkanta

Saatri on the Tribhuvanam Sanskrit Inscription of Kulottu/iga ; Prof. K. Ckajto

fadhyaYA nn Epigrapbic Sotea . Dr. Konow on a new Chanadda Ixiscriptic* and

Barca on the EdkU of Asoka, to mention a few only. Ardixology and Art arc

represented bv Heius on a prcto-lndian representation of the Fertility god. Hiranand

Sastw on an old Hero-Stone of KAtfiiawad-Gujarat, Acharya on Art and Science

of Architecture. Principal among the European contributors arc Prof LCdkrs,

Keith, Phzyll-ski. and F. W. Thomas. Among other subjects included in the

paper3 arc chronology. pbilcHophy, rhetorics, literary critidam and histOTy, in fact

all those wherein the learned Professor has made some distinguished contribution

during his long scholarly career. The volume w in every way worthy of both the

Frofetfor and the Editor and amply justifies the standard of presentation which
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wc have learned to associate with the Baptist Mission Press and the Indian Research

Institute. It ccntains within iLseli suggestions which will require a life-time of

work, and this xa truly its great value ; we hope that Pro/ Bhandarkar and hia

circle of fnends admirer* and pupils will themselves pave the way to a better

understanding of India’s cultural heritage and Just appreciation ot her greatness

It was the late Sir RamakrUina who was responsible for the interest now shown

in Samkritic studies in India on modem scientific lines, and it is no ksi trur that

his son has been largely responsible tor the placing of Indian history on scientific

lines. We have thus a tradition connected with the name of Bhandarkar, nm*

associated with the Institute in Poona ; let us hope ihat Prof. Bhandarkar will

amply* justify the expectation raised by this comparison and live to fulfil the many

cherished dreams of hia scholarly career for the full hundied years of the ancient

R$is of India. We must not fail to congratulate Dr. Law on his magnificent

dforts and the fmc volume which has resulted from them.

S. M. KatR£

Tfu SalkkaHiidfrifUO o\ Pufpadanla and BhutaboH with the commentary Dlwnila o\

Vhasena : YoL I Satprarupana, edited with introduction. translation, notes and

indexes by Hirabl Jain, assisted by Pandits Phoolchandka and Hiralai Shastri,

with the co-operation of Dr. A. N. Upadhye and Pandit Dcvakinandan. Super

Royal Rvo, 10, iv. 96. 410, 26. Jain Sfthilya Uddhlraka Fund Karyalaya,

Aroraoti, 1939. Frier R*. 10/%

Professor Jain needs no introduction to the scholarly world ; he is one of

our chief authorities for late Middle Indo-Aryan literature and fourwfer-editor of

two series wherein some important Apabhrarh£a literature has found a place. It is

therefore a memorable event that at last wr have in print one of the most important

and voluminous works for winch the only manuscripts in existence were at the

Jain pontifical seat c»f Mudbidri in Souih Kanaia. carefully preserved and guarded

even frem the Jain Nriiobrs themselves. It was principally due to the interest

shown by the late Seth Manikdttnd uf Bombay since hi* visit to this place in U&6

and the generous response of the Jain community to defray the expenses of making

ccpies of tbc manuscript* under the stringent condition* laid down by the pontifical

authorities that such copie* were at all available. The story of this venture is

narrated by the Editor in bis Hindi introduction and the main actors in this

important drama ara Seth* Manikchand and Hirachand. BhAHMASCTH Sastri,

Gajapati Sastii. Lokanath Sastri, Pandits Devaxaj, Brahmayy

a

and Nemiilaj,

Vuayacandra and Sjtaram.

According to the l>gumburu tradition the only surviving pieces of the original

Jain canon of twelve Angas arc preserved in the trilogy* entitled Dhot ala. Jayadh*-

vdA and MakaihavaUL The $alkhanijd£<m* summarising the teaching of the fifth

Ariga Viihapawatti and the twelfth Afiga Diltkiaad* at known to Dharasena was

reduced to writing by two sage* known as Puspadanta and Bhutabaii in Sutra

form; Puspadanta comped the first 177 sQtras embodied in the present edition

of Satprarupapii while Bhutabaii wrote out the remaining of the 6000 nOtras. H*
date of Dharasena lie* between the 1st and 2nd centuries of the Christian Era

according to the finding* of Prof. Jain.

There are altogether six commentaries cm Sa^khaodaftma. the last being Dhovola

and the first being Paiikttrma by Kimdakunda. The remaining commentators are,

according to Indxanandi's statement in hi* Smtavatam Samakunda, Tumbulura,

Samantabhadra and Bappadeva. None of the** is now available, although trace*

of the earlier five are seen in existing literature. Taking Kundakunda's penod to be

the 2nd century' aj>., Prof. Jain assign* the period of the 3rd to the 6ih centuries

to the four intervening commentaries.

As regards VIrascna Prof. Jain is of the opinion that a careful study of the
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njrrupt colophon suggests thr complrticti of the work on the 13th day of the

bright tut# of Kirttika in the Saka year 738 or Hth October 816 a*. Thus the

Dkavafa must have bem composed in the fir< quarter of the 9th century a.d. The

volume of GO.OCO Sokaa took about 21 year* to complete, since Virasma's pupil

Jimsena mentions at the end of Jayadhava’a that be completed that commentary

in the Saka year 759. Vinucrt* and his pupil JLnascna were both prolific writer*

the first completing his phitosnphrca! proje writing amounting to 92 000 $!oka* in

the course of 31 years and the second writing the fayadfiwaJa in VfO.OOO sluka-,

the beautiful jan-m PArlvdbkywdaya and the Sanskrit Atiipur&iiff

The language of Dhawld represents aroirding to the classification of PtSCHEL

Jain Saurarcnl. It is unfortunate that this important text had to be edited from a

stolen t ra-wript and *vcral copies mads from this transcript while the only old

and authentic uxt lies inaccettibk to scholar a at Mudbidri Prof. Jain has had

ample opportunities of studying the science of textual criticism from the«c modem

copies made from the single transcript and his observations on such divergences would

be welcome in succeeding volumes.

The magnificent Hindi introduction deals with the history rif thr publication

of works like the DkavatiL dr-unptien of the transcript copies utilized in editing

the Dkaittlc of which ten arc mentioned, peculiarities in the orthography of these

cw3m the authorship of $etkhau4az<tw<r. the heharchy of the fickr a% the determin-

ation of the Nirvana ol Mahavlra. the author of Dkcialo tarJler cotiuneritators.

the literature available to DhaiMlA and JayadhuroiA, introduction tn the topics (halt

with in $atkkojiJa£ama. serial introduction to Satprarupapa. the language of the

text, and conclusion. ThU In brief wmmari^M the train findings of the Editor.

The importance of Dhavaia and JaywikarM mnnot lie overestimated for our

understanding of the original Jain doctrines and for a study of Middle Indo-Aryan

a* utilizrd by Jain source*. It is a singular coincidence that Prof. Jain who hai

been responsible for publishing many ApabhraihAa texts in critical edilions should

now offer to the public this first volume of whal may eventually be regarded a<

the greatest discovery in Indian scholanhip within the Middle Indi*Aryan field

although the mss. evidence is not quite conclusive a* regards the actual hums. For

a proper survey of Jain doctrine* whether Svctambara or DLgambara, before the

schism took place, it mill prove to be in<fisjxn<»bk.

The utility o! the text ha« been greatly increased by a Hindi translation and

notes and commentary. Pnrf. Jais ha* added considerably to the already great

iMirvice hi- ha9 rendered to Jain scholarship and particularly to Indn-Aryan linguistics.

It is to be hoped that he will be given sufficient encouragement by the learned

pubBc to complete thU mapT piece of work, involving great expense and time.

Wc congratulate the Jain Sihitya Uddhiraka Fund Kiryilava and Shrimant SHh

Laxmichand Shhabilu for undertaking this publication and presenting the first

vulurne in such beautiful print. Nc scholar ol either Middle Indo-Aryan or Jain

doctrine* can afford to mis® th» lext-

. S- M KATBi

fixcaratfoiu as Hotuppa by M S. V ais. The Government of India Press Calcutta.

Price Ri. 50/6- or 77 s.

Mr. Maim Samp Vats is a senior member oi the Aretaotogical Survey in

India. He has written two sumptuous volumes on the work he has done at Hamppa

in the District of Montgomery in the Punjab The prolific ancient ste ol Harappa

was first attacked by the late R B Dava Ram SAMAXl but it eventually fell to the

lot of Mr. Madho Samp VATS to expiate it on a large scale and for a fairly ring

period He has done his work very successfully bringing credit to Indian arckeo-

legist* There will be no exaggeration in saying that be ha* suceerded in justifying

the truiL the Imperial Government had placed in Indian scholars when entrusting
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to them tht difficult work of exploring the pre-hi*toric ^tes in India on scientific

lines. There was a time when Indologists from the West used to say that Indians

were not capable of excavating ancient rites scientifically nor were they accurate epi-

graphies and editor*. There are die-hards even now. But thanks to the achieve*

menu of some of us including Mr. Vats these char#* have been falsified. I have

personally seen Mr. Madho Samp VAIS at the site digging with his own hand?

by his large knife, not the mcrril«6 dagger of a butcher ready to disembowel

the entrails of a slaughtered animal, but the blunt and still shaip knife of an explorer

opening the relics of the hoary past trout the womb r»( tfcr mother earth. The gold

ornaments irere taken out by him in my presence in 1929. How careful an excavator

he v% he has amply proved by the finds he made not only* at Harappa but at

Mohen-joDaro as well At Harappa he had to work quite independently. He

worked with laudable xeal and with rcmaikablc success. The two volumes before us

amply testify to bia rapacity for excavating old sites on scientific lux*.

The first volume describes the excavations and die find* in detail while the*

second gives the illustrations shown in one hundred and thirty-nine plater. The

illustrations arc excellent and do credit to those who produced them. The election

of photographs and the arrangement of specimens in the plates are commendable.

A glance at them will enable us to form a Ecod idea of the advanced culture of the

prc-hiatoric inhabitant* of the Indus Valley. The lucid account which Mr. Vais

has given of the various antiques which he and his collaborator* recovered from

the extensive and fascinating ancient site, the exploration of which fell Lo Inn kit,

will suflice to show what Harappa has contributed to the study of the Proto- Indian

Gvilixatiom The tora> of a nude male figure in rrd ssnd-itune would alone suffice

to illustrate the ' acme of perfection ' in plastic art which was reached by the iilpins

in ancient India. The structural remains are very few in Harappa. This u chieily

due to some of the bnekdiggers employed by certain contractors for getting readymade

ballast. The great granaries which lucidly escaped these foes of archiology have

been fully described and illustrated in these volumes and the account given will prove

of immense value to ardurologut# m understanding similar structure* outside India.

One is not sure how far the observations regarding burial customs are correct.

Burial in large urns continued in Southern India even m the 8th century of the

Christian mi. In my excavations neaj Amrcli in Kathinwad I found evidences of

it in the Kshatrapa period of Indian history. 1 excavated human skeletons buried

along with Kshatrapa coins. Owned bones in large earthen pots were aUu found

along with such coins. The seals, however, found at Harappa and Mohen-jo Daio in

large numbers mil set at rest all doubts re. the rec of these burials which must be

treated as chaJccrfithic. The remarks made about the im£a worship arc like re-

peating his master's voice Mid one ran reasonably expect experienced archeologists

to proceed further. The Aauras we know were called Stino-dcvas or the worshippers

of Sixna Le. ' iinga '. But are these pieces really firigai ? I doubt very much if

they are. Similar remain* were found from much later sites, like that of Kauttmbi

near Prayaga but they are weights and not phallic symbols. They do not resemble

a male organ even if we think of children or the four * Kumaras ’ of the Hindu
mythology. The holders of the Ssiiwr theory usually think in terms of that symbol
only. Witness the e**r of the mile-stone* set up during the Mughal rub which arc

taken to be gigantic phallic symbol® by such theories merely bt-caiue of their curious

shape ! If the Indus civilisation is un-Aryan and the people were really Skina-dtvG*

one would expect traces of circumcriion which according to VaUyayana was an osarye

or un-Aryan custom. But ;n spate of all these considerations Mr. M- S. Vats has

done his work splendidly and is to be congratulated for this achievement.

Hiranand* Sastri



ON THE STUDY AND METROLOGY OF SILVER
PUNCH-MARKED COINS*

By

D. D. KOSAMfll. Poona.

V—Classification by Obverse Marks ; I .mats Weights.

There still remains the classification by obveise matte, and the hoard

can be made to give a little more information this way. I accept Walsh's

classification of the earlier hoard, but the list given in Table D (J. 50-71)

is worthless except as a rough guide to App. XI. I have liad to take App. XI

again as the final authority, and rctabutatc the omivuons and misdasaificatiOTS

of the lists copied first from Table D. From the classification of the last

section, it is possible to conjecture too much : that if the abnormalities in

the number of coins as plotted in fig. 2 are significant, then an unusually

large number of coins reached Taxila at periods of 2-3 and 7-8 indktioos

before the hoard.

Walsh’s classes Al, Cl, D2, D.3, arc prominent in the table, the rest

being represented by comparatively few specimens. Amalgamating the data

for round and square coins, A. I is found to contain 207 coins, the distri-

butions being <by number of reverse marks, starting with blank coins), 29,

45. 39, 33. 23. 16. 7, 9. 2, 2. 2. That is. these had been checked at Taxila

over a long period, and were the commonest currency of the region. Now
C.1 has, according to Walsh's only 70 coins, the distribution by reverse marks

being 14. 11, 16, 5, 12. 5. 3. 2. Z Class D. 2 has 88 coins, distributed as

63, 16. 9. These are from Walsh’* Table D. uncorrected. Keeping in mind

the fact that coins not issued by the rulers of the territory would be quite

legal, it would seem that the A.l currency was in general use, but that its

day had already begun to pass ; that C.l was also a currency of trade but

less common. Both of tfiese were more distant in tone—and therefore, !*»

sibly in space— than D.2 {LX3 has much the same characteristics), which

seems to be a fresh and perhaps a local issue. I should like to go deeper

into this, but not on data as printed in Walsh's memoir. 1 should have

taken the i/ujeracakra as the first criterion, whereas his classes Al—A 34

contain several forms of this, Cl has the same eakta 3s A.1 but the other

marks differ. Finally, D.l, 2. 3, 4. are given with a different royal symbol

this makes me so bold as to conjecture that the difference in structure of A.1

and C.l is less significant than with D2, which is really a different issue, indi-

cating, perhaps, a new dynasty, or a change of government

The complete analysis of a single type of currency found in a hoard

like the older Taxila hoard would be of the utmost interest But for the

present, I shall have to abandon it, because it would mean a careful redassi-

* Continued from p. 35 ot VoJ. IV.
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ficatian. checking of data, particularly reweighing the coins, and also, alter-

native regrouping and recalculation, just to see which of several hypotheses

fits best. All of these are beyond the scope of the present memoir, and as

matters stand just now, beyond the means of the present writer. It would

be, however, worth white to look closer at the coins that have, as far as

possible, the same history'. For this purpose, I select the following class**

with blank reverse : A.1. A.19, B.{«)2, C.1, D.2, D3 ;
and several A.l with

various reverse marks. In this, I have had to examine Walsh's table D.

more closely, and assign several coins to different groups, on the basis of the

plates and his own classification as in App. XI, in particular, Nos. 237, 146,

247, 212, 648, 355, 370, 526, 607, 624, 636, 770, and a few others. It would

have been more convenient to pool round and square coins, but as they have

“ different histories ” at least at the time of manufacture, they are kept sepa-

rate in spite of the resulting smaller numbers and less conclusive statistics.

TABLE III : SELECTED CROUPS
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The complete table for class A.1 would be useless because the numbers arc

far too few, and the suspect coins therefore become of great importance.

I have already given a few for the larger numbers in table 11* and briefly

explain the
M method ” here, leaving the technical terms to be explained

later. We calculate the mean m and the variance s’ lor any sample of the

coins, taking them as given in the data. Then we make the -unproved- as-

sumption that the distribution should be normal, and that tiie variance esti-

mated for the sample is dc*w enough to tire actual value for our purpose.

Now' it is known that standard deviation (square root of the variance; being s

about 1/22 of the total number in a normally distributed lot should differ

from the average by 2s or more ;
about 1/370 exceed 3s. and 1/17000, 4s. If

more than the prm*i number fall outside, the ranges, particularly the 3s

and is range, there is good ground for suspicion. We can then reject the

suspected coin or coins, and recalculate the statistics. The mean will rarely

diner by much, but the variance will usually be reduced in a marked fashion.

The greater this reduction. the better the ground for rejixbua. On this basis,

auns 1075 and 390 should certainly be rejected in table II. as the recalculated

variance would make the adjusted group incompatible even with entirely in-

dependent groups having the given numbers and variances ; the same can be

said of com 958 in tabic III, at a lower -5ft- -level (in all nuas testing

compatibility by the s test as for independent groups). That is, these anna

have been treated in an entirely' different manner from the rest of their group,

and have a distinct individual history. 1 might add that the only way of

testing a single coin for loss of weight can be by reference to its group. In

particular, No. 890, weight 43-46 grains, has been reweighed (with four other

suspects) for Dt. V. S. SUK7HANKAB by the Curator oi the Taxiia Museum,

and found to be correctly entered- It & the lightest coin of the hoard, and

shows no sign of having been damaged in any way, hence its loss of weight

must haw occurred in antiquity. On the other hand* coin 212 of the blank

D.3 group, weighs 54-1 instead of 51*1 as entered in Walsh's tables, and

though it was not a bad suspect, the mistake was discovered by the method

outlined at the beginning of thrs paragraph ; so. I recommend it to Ihe atten-

tion of numismatists—in spite of the fact that it involves same circular logic

in reducing a non-normal class to normality by brute force, and that it can

easily be overdor-e. I have had to use it without reserve in one case, the

analysis of Mohenjo-Daro weights.

Ignoring Hemmy’s " theoretical ” conclusions, and taking only the weights

as actually found at Mohenjo-Daro and Harappa that come near the Kthsd-

pann weights, 1 construct the fallowing :

TABLE IV ” CLASS D" INDUS WEIGHTS (in crams)
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These weights were obtained from IIemmy’s tables (7, 591. 596-8

;

25, 602, 607, 677-8), but not without trouble. The figures to two places

of decimals are from the earlier report (7), and the rest from the later

one (25). which should have simplified checking, being given that the

final table (25. 676-8) is supposed to give values of all Indus weights found.

Unfortunately, only two weights of 3-44 grams can be traced, namely DK
1428 and HR 2191 (7, 597) although three of these are given in succession

in 25, 678. To make up for this, weight 3-367, numbered DK 4973 in

25, 607 is left out altogether in the final table of 25, 678. There arc

two weights of 3-24 gm. in both the earlier report and the final table,

but one of them has clearly been counted as 2-24 in Table III of the

first report (7, 591), to give a ficL-tious class C, which also appears in

the later reports, always with the extraordinary Label of 8/3 times the

class A weight ; in addition, class C is given in the same tables as with 2

weights, while in table I (7, 590), it is given as with 9 weights ! I have

accepted both the 3-24 gm. weights. I Itmmy ultimately breaks off his dais

D at 3-24-3-780 gm. but I have had to take all weights in the 3 gm. class,

and as there is a large gap above and below those I have chosen, these

would be sufficient for the purpose of analysis. It would have been helpful

to know what processes had been used to dean the weights, (if they needed

cleaning) and whether they are likely to have gained or lost by the long

burial which has impregnated so many of the other finds at Mohenjo-Daro

with salt and made them subject to decay upon excavation.

In the reconstructed table of weights approximating to those of «jr

coins, we notice some gaps ; between 3-12 and 3-24, and after 3-604 The

first two weights, and all the weights of the last column, are therefore sus-

pect a priori. For case of calculation, we round off the last place of deci-

mals. Calculating the mean and variance, we find : m •= 3-45, sa = -00728718

approximately, which gives s = -1931 gm., and gives four weights, when we
should not get more than two, in the class differing by more than 2j from

the mean value. We can repeat the process, discarding the two worst, i.e.

3-93 and 396 or even the latter, and repeat the process. This procedure

finally leads us to discard the first two and the last four weights, although

Hemmy retains 3-780. The final result is n = 31. m = 3417, s*% - -007353,

s -08566 m gram units. As I have said before, one of the 3-24 weights is

confused, and might be mis-entered
; I am inclined to suspect 3-604 also, be-

cause it is given (25, 607, DK 7161) as being made of paste, which would

not seem so likely to remain unchanged as chert or oilier stone. But I

must let that pass too.

In grain units, this is m = 52-73, Ss = 1-7511, approximately. We com-

pare this with the data of table I : comparing with the 995 koTyjpana, we
find t * -398, P>-6, with the 162 later coins, P>9. In neither case is the

difference at all significant That is, so far as the mean values go, both

«ets of coins ccukl have been meant to be the same as the Indus class D
weight But the i test tells a different story, and we find the corresponding
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values of z as -03417 and -58795. The first is not significant, even on the

20 per cent, level, Lc. there is mure than one chance in 5 that the Mohenjo-

Daro system persisted till the tune of the first hoard ; the second is significant

even on the 0-1 per cent, level. This means that there is every likelihood

of the earlier Taxila hoard being weighed on much the same kind of balances

and by much the same »rt of weights, as at Mohenjo-Daro some two thou-

sand and more years earlier
;
but there is about one chance in a thousand

that the Mauryan hoard was so weighed, though its average weight is actually

closer to my Indus average than for the earlier hoard. Whether due to the

fact that we have a hoard of very poor workmanship, or more probably (re-

calling the SwtNEY collection analysed in section III) because the Mauryan
period developed rougher standards of accuracy, can be decided only alter

comparing the data for several other hoards. This information, obtained

after comparing weights actually found in the Indus excavations with the

Taxila find of coins seems to me more conclusive and useful (in spite of the

curious story it tells of Mauryan crudeness) than HsuMY's result, that

the theoretical weight of the karfdparic of whatever period and locality, was

about a fourth of another theoretical weight approximately four times as

much, and that all the coins came from Asoka's mint

!

Table III gives us little new information or averages, as the significantly

low group is D(b).l, which is a double obverse group, and expected to be

well below the i standard weight. If wa retain No. 270, and test 13 coins of

B(e)2 against the ten Wank coin* of A.19 we find t = 6-4, which is signi-

ficant That is, the two sets did belong to different times, or systems

of weighing, in all probability. We have tested the extremes, however, of the

square blank coins of Table III, and the explanation would be quite simple :

the new coins would, being all manufactured at the same time and the entire

sample weighed against the same weight give smaller variances—due to the

errors of weighing alone and not to the fact that different weights were used

for different coins. Thee variances are very small, and in fact not com-

patible with the variance of the entire 995 lnhyipana, for which many dis-

tinct varieties have been pooled. The i test alone applied to the two vari-

ances, B(e)2 against A.19, would show a significant difference at the one

per cent, level and almost at the 01 per cent, : that is, there is less than one

chance in a hundred and just about one in a thousand that the two lots

were weighed according to the same scheme. It is to be noticed that the

variances for any one group with blank reverses are remaikably small. A
modem sample of 208 freshly minted rupees was tested at the Bombay
Mint, and I find the variance to be about 0-163, the sample being significantly

skew negative, though the kurtosis is trifling. Of course, the rupee weighs

180 grains as against the 52-54 grain weights of the kdrfdparuz
;
but it is

dear nevertheless that the ancients did a pretty good job of their coinage, at

least for the earlier Taxila hoard. Walsh (3. 32) takes the later coins as

all new at the time of deposit in their hoard, which would show an astound-

ing carelessness on the part of the Mauryan coiners or regulators of currency
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To verify the theoretical contusions by experiment, I weighed each specimen

of a sample of 3000 current rupee coins taken out of circulation at random.

The average weight was found to decrease with increasing length of circula-

tion, with about the same regularity as found in our square coins. The

average annual loss of weight is. from this relatively small sample, 0.06258

gr., which means, roughly, a grain in 16 years. The variances go up with

age, but the samples of each issue are too small to make the estimate of any

value. As for the rate of absorption, it could not be determined either by

direct count of my individual issues, nor by the ampler figures of the Mint's

special remittances. One reason is that the number of coins struck and put

into circulation is not the same for each issue. When the number in the

sample was divided by the number in the issue, it became dear that the

ratio was approximately constant for all issues since 1900 (Edward VII,

George V). But for the earlier coins. (Victoria Empress) the exponential rate

of decline was clearly visible. This means that the rupee was not taken by

the public as a token coin in the earlier period, but used as a source of metal.

For the earlier Taxila hoard, the coodusions are that the Taxilans received

their coins at a remarkably steady rate, and that they were absorbed with

great regularity. The balance of trade must have been in favour of Taxila,

and the form of society comparatively stable over the best part of two

centuries.

Just as a matter of curiosity, the rather arbitrary process of discarding

coins which differ by too much from the rest of the group on the baeis

of the variance of the group itself, can be applied to the classes as given

in table II. The process is not unambiguous, but a justification of sorts

can be found in that the weight even for a single coin would tend to vary

according to the normal distribution, if many distinct observations were made

(/5, 174 et d.) ;
again, all the coins discarded are invariably underweight,

and many of them decidedly underweight ;
certainly, the ancients would have

hrrm able to say that each of the coins I discard varied from the rest in its

group, though they would have been likely to discard a few more, which

I retain on the grounds that I should apply only my own j

-

criterion for re-

jection. The “ improved " table II now reads :

TABLE V : ADJUSTED GROUPS BY REVERSE MARKS.

HI
52-93

(

52 79 52 44
J

52-51
|

52 23 51-95 52-CC

5798 6677
|
-7252

I
7962 I

-8704 -9633 110

The round and square coins have all been put together, and groups with

eight or nwre reverse marks ignored only because the numbers are then
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too small. It will be seen that only eighteen out of 930 coins have been

discarded, some of which have most probably been dipped in the good old

days ; and a ecupie might have been misweighed or entered with a misprint

in Walsh's memoir. Yet, with this trifling adjustment, wc have the means
generally going down ; the variances now go up steadily, and even quite regu-

larly, as expected. It is the occasional badly underweight coin that conceals the

character of a group. In case the reader wishes to know of somewhat more
impressive and deciddy more complicated methods of selection, he will find

them in text books {17. 125-129), or Biomttnko XXV111, 1936, 308-320.

The real objection to discarding coins, or to any form of selection

—

as for the Patraha hoard (JJ, i, ii)—is that our tests are likely to be in-

validated at the wry outset Statistics takes its data and hypotheses in

the bulk. Wc test by compatibility or otherwise, at any level of significance,

the chance that two lots of coins should have been selected at random from

a general " population ” of coins whose weights were distributed according

to the normal law. Insignificant difference or ratio means that all this is

likely to be true ; by a significant deviation, we mean that this is not likely

to be true, to within the probability imposed, but in the latter case, we do

not know what portion of the hypothesis is contradicted. For selected hoards,

it is dear from the very outset that randomness has gone by the board.

Nevertheless, it must be pointed out that out of the 3000 rupee coins 1

weighed, just ten were suspect by the method given, of these, eight were

counterfeit, and two mint-defectives.

VI—Comparison with Other Finds.

Before ahy general remarks can be made, it is necessary to see what

other hoards can tell us. The information available can be put in another

table :

TABLE VI : OTHER HOARDS

Reference Description
n

(number!
m

.average wt. in grain&»

j

s*

(variance!

22, 2-4 Milne's Sjgloi 52 8495 15504

M » „ Group A 14 8512 0 2843

n •* ,0 Group B 38 84 88 2-0211

21, 16-17 Golakhpur Find 102* 51-54 3 7063

21, 471-4& Gocho Ghat Find 58 48-72 3 7316

57 48 86 2 5996

23, 43-66 Hyderabad Museum 412* 46*21 6-4745

24, 301 Paila Find 436 40-86 19701

32, 159-164 Peshawar Find 61 47*4 7-89

• Coins described as badly damaged or with missing pieces, woe emitted
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Spooner’s weights for the Peshawar find arc very doubtful. Weights are

given by Stoeenivas for the Hyderabad Museum coins and Walsh for 436

of the 1014 (originally 1245, cf. 3,7) Paila coins as rounded off to the

nearest grain, without Specification of the lowest weight distinguished. I

have taken the weight given as the central weight for each class, and applied

no correction of any sort.

The sigloi are most interesting for the problem of the king bar coins of

table 1. Clearly, Milne's class A haw a homogeneity absent from the rest,

and the comparatively low variance shows that the)- arc struck very accu-

rately, and haw all been used in the same way, ie. are in all probability

unused or less used than the coins of B Coins 21-32 of group B (22, 3),

do form a subgroup by themselves, but the variance is still large. A parti-

cularly interesting feature of these sigloi is the presence of small punch-marks

(22. 5). which arc reminiscent of the earlier Taxila reverse- marks, and

make it likely that the corns, even if hoarded in Ionia, had circulated in a-por-

tion of the Persian empire not far from Taxila. For all this however, the

double-sigk* would differ significantly from our long-bar coins. If both sets

of coins were minted by weighing against fixed weights, the variances would be

about the same, and the Taxila long-bar coins incompatible by the z-t«.t with

either of Milne’s groups. If we make the unlikdy hypolliesis that the long-

bar coins were weighed against any two siglni chosen at random, the variances

for long-bar coins should come out to be four times those given for the sigloi,

but in either case, the difference of means would be significant. That is. the

long-bar coins are too heavy for the doubk sigloi standard. Whether they

are just a souvenir of Persian influence or represent the (atamana standard I

cannot say : probably the former.

The Paila mins form a distinct system by themselves, even in the way of

fabric and punch-marks (the 4-spoke wheel and 4 marks, in place of the 6-

spokc and 5 marks). The weights are certainly not of the stand-

ard. Walsh thought that his data “ shows an actual standard of 42 grains
"

(24; 301), but as usual, it does nothing of the kmd. If the find is to be

taken as homogeneous, and Walsh's weights represent a fair sample, then

the variances are larger than at Taxila, and the coins must have been some-

what more crudely trimmed—though far more accurately than in the Mauryan

period—or have been used considerably. On the strength of the averages,

the coins arc a little heavier than */* of the Taxila coins. They could, how-

ever, represent 24 to 30 rakuka in weight or any other nearby standard,

if the raktikas were selected accordingly. There seems to be no approximat-

ing weight among those hitherto found at Mohenjo-Daro. The grouping unit

of one grain is much too coarse for these coins (13, 53, 79).

Of the remaining three finds, that of the Hyderabad museum contains,

as nearly as can be ascertained from the meagre descriptions and unsatis-

factory plates, coins of Walsh's group A. group D, and also of the later

period, characterized by the "Taxila mark". The variance is of the later

period
;
but the mean is far too low for either issue of punch-marked ooins.
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The conclusion is that the Hyderabad oocns, found in Karimnagar district, dr*

eulated /or a kng time after punch-marked coins ceased to be issued, and

that the earlier coins did not all disappear during or even after the Mauryan
period, but extended their domain of circulation quite independently of an ex.

tension of sovereignty. If the rate of loss of weight is to be taken as compar-

able with that at Taxila for the earlier board, the drculation continued for

not less than 33 indictions after Mauryan coins with the Taxila mark began

to be issued. There is no evidence whatsoever that they circulated from G50

bx. as Stress' tvas would have it.

The Golakhpur i Patna tity) hoard is quite unsatisfactory- Walsh be-

lieves that it shows definite evidence of the weights of the coins having been

brought up by pourmg molten copper (or perhaps dipping them in it) over

them : the baser metal has covered the punch-marks (21, 17). If this be

so. then the attempt was extraordinarily successful, because the average has

come up very well, and allowing for the loss of weight by corrosion and

subsequent cleaning by archaeologists cne would be inclined to think that the

make-weight system had been miraculously good. Even now, if wc omit

eight of the worst coins (in addition to those described as broken, with missing

pieces), the variances come up to the earlier Taxila standard. But this sort

of argument is spurious, because we know that in this case the loss of weight

by cleaning ofl the verdigris amounted to something like 12 per cent, most

of which might represent the metal, not dirt The “ added ” copper, however,

must be due to decuperificatkm. that is to the actual travel of the cupric por-

tion of the original alloy to the surface of the coin, by electrochemical action

of the surrounding medium. I am obliged for this information to Dr. &
Paramasivan, of the Government Museum. Madras, who supplies the refer-

ence to Fink and Eldridce, “ The Restoration of Ancient Brcnres and other

Alloys ", First Report, 1925
;
the Metropolitan Museum of Art of New York.

Dr. Paramasivan has found many such examples of decuperificaikm in coins

which he has examined himself. The coinage with this }o4aracakra occurs in

other hoards as well < 33, class iii), and my interpretation is that it become a sub-

ordinate dynasty during the earlier period. The coinage might be that of Ariga.

The (jortvo Ghat hoard has a higher mean than that of the Peshawar

coins, and a lesser variance. Nevertheless, the variance is too great for the

earlier and too little for the laid Taxila hoard. As I interpret this, the

Gorho Ghat coins are a worn mixture of older and Mauryan coins. Walsh's

description of the hoard is not accurate enough but he gives six different

forms of the $a4aracakro in his plate of marks, and only one of these is the

characteristic Mauryan form, l.b of the Taxila hoards. These coins appear

to have circulated about 20 indictions.

The weights for the Peshawar coins, as pven by Spooner, are most

unsatisfactory. But taking each group as having been “ forced ” or rounded

off to the nearest rakSika ( = 1 83 gr.) and taking the weight given as cen-

tral, 1 get the mean and variance given. The variance is dearly incompatible

with any but the later Taxila hoard. If the coins are a mixture, they must
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be predominantly of Mauryan fabric. This is substantiated by die form of

the fadarocakra, as seen on the plates. A few of the coins (in particular

plate B No. 1 of 32) might belong to or have affinities with the class D of

our earlier Taxila coins. The means show that the circulation lasted about

25 indictions after issue, so that the Gorho Ghat hoard must have been buried

the earlier of the two.

The coinage B (e) 2 might scon to be the freshest number of the earlier

Taxila hoard—all coins but one Wank -and the question will then arise as

to why this is not the immediate predecessor of die Mauryan empire. The

numbers are too small for this coinage to have been general. I take Walsh's

;adcrocokra 1. u to be the same as Bhattacharyya’s 2. o of the Pumea

hoard. In that case, it is clear that the dynasty (or king) survived in Mauryan

times. It was prosperous enough to issue quite a few coins 133, 55-63. das3

II, group XI, var. b-h, coins 1073-1252). The coinage B (e) 2 of the first

Taxila hoard is surely d. II, gr. XI, var. / of the Patraha find. The latter

find can be arranged in a tenlativt order of date as varieties : f, e, d. c. g. b,

and A. But the characteristic marks of the last two varieties are duplicated

under the Mauryan sadaracakra and the cresocnt-on-arches mark, in varieties

a and i of the group. On my present hypotheses, this signifies that the dynasty

or the king arose and enjoyed independence just after the death of MahS-

padma Xanda. and afterwards acknowledged the suzerainty of some Mauryan

emperor. The s<ufaTaoakra h almost the same as the Mauryan, with a

danuiru replacing one of the taurines. I do not know whether this indicates

any close relationship between the two dynasties, cither as to geographical

or tribal origm. One other bit of information we get is that the heaviest

standard of weight for the earlier Taxila period could not have gone much

over 54 grains, as B (c) 2 would have suffered the least by circulation.

Finally, in the Pumea coins, we note that with the change from varieties

A to a and h to i, Le. with tnmsfcr to Mauryan hegemony, the variances

jump up suddenly : from 2.9654 to 51612, and from 1.6485 to 3.9922. res-

pectively.

Let us sum up the addition to our knowledge—or at least to our con-

jectural store—that can be made by statistics. I take it that the absence of

*&* “Cuht^qlR" -nen'x -ar/fi Vnt Vrraii txim o\ Jvn*nifiaios taurifi m Hr*

older hoard (3, 1) date it approximately to a period just about the begin-

ning of the Mauryan empire. The reign of Alexander's feeble-minded half-

brother was brief, nominal, and turbulent ; for a coin of his to have reached

Tania in excellent condition under these circumstances implies rapid travel,

Walsh’s assignment of the approximate date 317 B.C. seems to me quite rea-

sonable for the earlier hoard. The second hoard is similarly placed by a coin

of Diodotos, at, say, 248 b.c. Both of these, therefore, provide very import-

ant starting points for a discussion such as the present. When other dated

hoards are found, we shall be able to round out the conclusions.

We see, first, that the system of Mohenjo Daro weights was applied for

the earlier hoard, but that in the Mauryan period, although the average
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remained the name, the variance increased enormously, showing a far cruder

system. As I have said before, I am inclined to ascribe this to the rise

of a new system of government, spread over large areas, and with a new

type of ministry that handled the actual rule and took over many of the

functions that must have been settled by common agreement by the traders

of the older period. The system of reverse marks implies some sort of

checking. Inasmuch as badly underweight coins occur in each grcaip, this

chocking need not have been primarily for the purpose of weeding out light

coins ; more probably, the marks are a token of assessment. However, it is

just possible that the occasional light coin lost its weight between checks.

If the system were official, and fully developed at P&taliputra, it is difficult

to explain why it disappears with the Mauryan period. But if the system

were local to the Taxila region or restricted to an unofficial practice, this

disappearance is natural, inasmuch as Mauryan conquest ruined Taxila as a

great city. The presence of many reverse marks of the earlier Taxila hoard

on Persian coins (22
, 5) is natural if the marks were peculiar to a region

or community which had trade in common with both Persia and India

proper.

We know tliat for the earlier period. Taxila was either part of a Per-

sian satrapy, or in the Persian sphere of influence. Any coins issued there

are likely—as tn the case of the long-har coins—to imitate a Persian standard

or fabric. But the earlier hoard ts in the mam characteristically Indian,

and identical coins are found as far to the east as Bihar, and to the south

as Hyderabad. Therefore, it is likely that such coins were not manufactured

at Taxila, but imported from the east, because of a favourable balance of

trade. Silver in India, so far as we know, was imported from the eastern

frontier, though only a thoroughgoing analysis of all coins for minor im-

purities such as lead could settle this point, when coupled with a statistical

analysis of the assay variations. All known records show that there existed

a powerful succession of monarchies, a fully developed civilization, in the

Gangctic basin
; it extended over a territory from Patahputra to Kausambi,

and at least from the time of Buddha onwards. A logical inference wculd

be tliat these monarchic* would strike silver coins that would gravitate to-

wards Taxila, and that the silver that reached Taxila was much more likely

than not to be in a minted form. Thus, the obverse marks would be eastern

in origin, while the reverse marks would presumably come into operation

after the coins readied the Taxila region or the hands of trade-guilds, and

remain in effect only so long as they circulated there. I am inclined to believe,

without being able to give direct proof, that this regulation system was

broken up with the formation of the Mauryan “ Universal Monarchy ”, and

the Brahmantcal regulations erf the Arthoidstra.

VII—Dynasties and Kings.

As I see it the prime basis of the classification should be the individual

form of the six-pointed symbol, the iafaracakra. Inasmuch as this has not
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hwji made the principal characteristic of the classes given in the sources I

use. the discussion by classes must always occasion difficulties. However,

Walsh's A. 1, C 1 and D. 2 are the most prominent classes in the cailiei

Taxila hoard, and analysis by reverse marks alone shows that D. 2 is the

latest, A. 1. C. 1 being older. This is, significantly, also the order of increasing

average weight for the blank coins of the three classes, as in Table III. It is

significant that whereas the earlier dass has quite simple marks, ie. sun.

}a4<racakTa, humped bull, elephant, hare (or puppy, or some such animal)

or five arches, the class D has marks of far greater complexity : a more compli-

cated fatjcnacakro, a tree with railing, and two symbols which are hard to

describe (Walsh's 5 and 9 c) ; one of them contains a string of taurines

(ma in Brfihmi) which would give it a tantnc or mantric character. Dating

these classes by means of the reverse marks alone is impossible, and even

their duration cannot be ascertained. For example. A. 1 has coins with

as many as 10 revere maiks, and al first sight it might appear that it was
issued over 10 indictkms, this would mean an indiction of not much more
than five yean if a single king issued the coins, or that a dynasty issued

coins with the same fire marks over at least 10 longer indictions But if

the owns were issued in the east and reached Taxila only in the course of

trade, as I believe to have been the case, then a single king may have issued

them, even at one time, and the}' cnuld have reached Taxila separately over

a king period, a period that would not coincide with that of the king's reign

or the issue of the coinage. But, in any case, it would seem reasonably dear

(hat D. 2 was newer than A 1 and C. 1.

4?

BJ>.1. Safairiga II. Al. A Sauiuniga.

$£ # mk M & I
Cl. Nandin. DZ. Ma5ifipa±na.

Tentative Identifications

The ~ sun " symbol and the iajaunakra hare been omitted. The latter i* l.o for

Mahapadma and La for the other three.

If the purfcjic lists are comprehensive and cover the Taxila region as

well (which is doubtful, as they have primarily to do with the Gangctic

plain), and in any case if the coins were issued in Lhe east (which seems

more reasonable because of their wide spread to the east and to the south),

then an attempt to collate the purapic evidence as wdl as that of the Arya-

maifuinmulakdpa with that of our coins would not be out of place. This

is conjecture, not statistics, but after all a working hypothesis can always
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be produced, to be modified by newer evidence. It seem* to me. then, that

A. 1 is a coinage associated with some of the Sisunaga kings, and that D. 2

belongs to the coinage of Mahnparima Nanda, or some of the Nava Nandas.

This can be argued out in some detail. Certainly. D. 2 cannot be associated

with any known king except (Mahapndma) Nanda because it is immediately

succeeded by and intermingled with Mauryan coins ; this much cannot be

contested, as far as I can sec. on the evidence that we possess. If there were

a large and powerful empire between O. 2 and A. 1 and C. 1, it would have

interposed a group of coins of its own. o! equal prominence. But there is

no such group available, and it would thus seem highly probable that A. 1

belongs to the empire preceding that of the Nandas, i.e. to the S&irviga

coins. This last point I mean to argue a little more closely on the strength

of the coins themselves.

It has been shown before that A. 1 was a very large and general issue,

but that its day was passing at the time of the earlier Taxila hoard (taking

the hoard as fairly representative of the currency in circulation at that time,

a plausible contention, as we have the minute coins and the long bar coins in-

cluded as well). The symbols are easy to interpret, except that of the " hare-

hill " mark, or “ puppy-cn-five-arches If we associate the coins with not too

distant predecessors of (Mahapadma) Nanda, the mark, which occurs accord-

ing to Walsh's count on no less than 485 coins of the hoard, (while the

particular form of the fa^aracakra comes on 642 coins) must signify some-

thing important But according to my interpretation of the three symbol*

(excluding the yxiarockara and the "sun'), this would be the mark of the

founder of the dynasty in question. The AA1MK says nothing on this point,

but the purinjas give the founder's name as &£uriiga. Sisu means child

in Sanskrit, which is not admissible here, even if the elephant be taken as

the equivalent of ncia. But if sisu is taken with one of its subsidiary

meanings, i.e the young of any animal, and the animal in question as a

puppy or leveret, then the mark can represent the king &£un5ga. Alter-

natively, his name might have been faheiy restored from the prdkrla which

was the original source of our puraipe lists {27, x-xi, 77-83), and could be

read as Saso-n&ga (a variant that never occurs in the puranic or any other

list 1 have seen), which would give the animal as a hare. If it is neccessary

to take the arches as a component of the name, we sliall liave to take them

as the equivalent of mka - heaven, or the firmament. This does not conflict

with my conjecture that makes the arches a symbol of "descent from''

tho totem symbolized on top. For the. rest, while wc are exploring possi-

bilities for the dynast's name, sastmdka and even ieianka cannot be excluded.

We have a foreign king of Egypt represented by the consonants 6-g-n-k whose

Greek equivalent would make his actual names something like

iaianka

;

this is not to be taken to mean that SifeuAga or whatever his name

was ruled Egypt as well but that the name occurs among Aryan chiefs over

a wide interval of time and space. I take, provisionally, my own reading

of the “ hare-hill ” mark as " descendant of Ssu."
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The humped bull is surely to be taken as a nandi, and we find two purft-

nic kings with this as a portion of their names : Mahinandl and Nahdivar-

dhana (27, 22), at the end of the dynasty in question. But as I take

C. 1 as a latter successor to A. I, and C. 1 has the same ifuiaracakra, with

a rtmdt on five arches, it would seem likdy that the kings at the end of

the Sifiuniiga line claimed descent from a Nandi or Nanda. and not from

the remote ancestor. This would imply a break in the direct line, but not

a conquest nor an entirely distinct family. Moreover, the Buddhist tantra

does not give the same list as that of the pur&rufs, which give the succession

as Darsaka. Udayi Nandivardhana, Mahanandl, with reigns of 25, 33, 40,

43 years : rather too long, I think, to be probable The Aryomanjuirimula-

kalpa seems to make Udayi the successor of Ajatasatru, and then takes up

other tales, to come back to the time and territory under consideration with

entirely different king-names from those given in the pujdr.ds : Asokamukhya,

Vi&oka, 6urascna_ I do not see how Jayaswal’s identifications are to be

justified, and I also think that there is at least the implication of an un-

filled gap after Udayi. That is, the tail end of the Sifcmaga line oould very

well contain more than two kings, and Icings who would claim descent from

Nandi, whether due to a break in the direct line after Udayi, or for some

other reason. This must not be argued too closely.

1 state again as a working hypothesis, the following : A. 1 is a 6ai$un&ga

coinage. But C. 1 and similar classes are of a latter king of a related line who

chose to claim descent from Nanda or Nandi. Finally. D. 2 is an entirely

distinct reign, comparable in power with its two predecessors, without any

other powerful intermediary. This, therefore, with other members of Class D,

must be Mabapadma Nanda 's coinage. The class B. b.l is older than

any of these, having as many as 15 reverse marks, and occurring also on 22

double obverse coins.

The coinage D. 2 is obviously of a different character from its prede-

cessors, in the complexity and mysterious nature of its symbols. In parti-

cular, the symbol 5 with its chain of five taurines and two extra marks

seems mantric or tantrie in character ; we actually know of a similar mantra :

(28) a* q q q fl g fa:. King Mahfipadma Nanda was. in fact a different sort

of king from his predecessors. He had been a wealthy minister who took

over the throne
(^ *H: 29, 434.) He was low-born

mcamukhya (ibid), and in fact supposed to have been a bastard of the last

Nandi king (27, 25) according to the purana’s which describe him as A{aha-
natvfisuia, with the addition iudtdydm Kalxkdmsajak or iudrdiorbhodbhOva.

Like Vkjudabha at the time of the Buddha, he wipes out the kfatriyo members
of the old dynauty, and apparently goes further in cleaning out all the ksotriyds

of his time ! Whether this was a form of revenge or for safety in the way of

preventing a rival to his usurpation is not known, but he is definitely a land-

mark in what survives of our historical tradition : the purands state explicitly

that the age of darkness (Kaliyuga) came to flower with him (27. 74-5).

It is, therefore, to be expected that his coinage would be distinctive in appear-
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ancc. Finally, he has a mantric connection (however late the tradition) : he

possesses a mantra of his own (29, 423) :

«ifiHl *R| fa?TRI Tigsn*^: I

fm WMrf 3 flSWN-xt II

which brought him his success. In addition, he has two Brahmin friends

similarly equipped with mantra’s : his minister Varanici {29, 430. 433) and

the great founder of utrftskrta grammar. Pacini (29, 437-438). The ab-

sence of ancestors to display, and the connection with mantra as a means to

success seem to be reflected in the coinage D. 2, The chronological evidence

is not bod : the AryamaTijusnviulaicaSpa makes Nanda ( = Mahapadma Nanda)

the immediate predecessor of Candragupta Maurya. which agrees with coins

bearing D. marks on the obverse and Candragupta s monogram as an issuing

mark on the reverse. Tile pauraxpc account (27. 25-6) gives him the improb-

able reign of 88 years, with 12 years for his eight sons, of whom only one

is given by name. This seems very unlikely, and I explain it as a confusion of

nava (Nanda) = new (Nanda) with nata (Nanda) = nine (Nandas).

The Nanda or Nandi dynasty would be the C. 1 dynasty, (or king! and nat a

Nanda would be the usurper Nanda. our Mahapadma Nanda. The identifi-

cation is generally confirmed by Plutarch's Alexander, which mentions a king

who was " hated and despised for the viciousnesa of his life and the mean-

ness of his extraction ". But to trust Plutarch in detail would be folly ; it

seems quite unlikely that the boy Candragupta ( = Sandracottos or Andra-

cattoa) could have actually seen Alexander.

The purarjic chronology is confused enough to be typically Indian, but

there :s a significant mention of astronomical details at the end of the account

(27, 74-5) which should not be glossed over From Pariksit to Maha-
padma is given as 1050 or 1015 years, and from Mahapadma to the Satavihana

king Pulomavi as 836 years. This is not borne out by the location in the 2700

year processional cycle, which gives the pointers of the Great Bear as passing

through the nafcgatra magfta (No. 10) at the time of Parik$it, pvrvd$a4ha

(No. 20), at the time of Mahapadma, and in the 24th constellation at the

time (termination?) of the Andhras As the time per naksalra is a

hundred years in this cycle, we haw about 1000 years from Pariksit to Maha-

padma Nanda. and 400 from his day to that of the Andhras, which checks

very well indeed with accepted historical data, with an allowance for the fact

that the scheme of dating does not allow smaller units than a century It is

a remarkable conclusion that the date of Pariksit, and of the Mahabharata

war would not go more than about a 1000 years before Mahapadma. say

1400 ac.. and that would be the beginning of the Kali yuga. not to be recon-

ciled with the usual beginning at 3101 B.C.. a time coinciding with the Mohenjo-

Daro period. What confusicn lies here is beyond the scope of the present

memoir to discuss, but one is reminded of the Mesopotamian “ long-chrono-

logy ” coexistent with a more plausible '' short chronology **. The “ 836 years
"

between Mahapadma and Pulom&vi are probably to be explained by the aup-
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position that tlie puraruc redactor counted his neksatra'* from kritiku and not

from csctni, and possibly, even with the extra nakfa'?a. abkijit. thrown in for

goed measure. There are not wanting those patriotic critics ;.G Bose on

Andhra Chronology, JRASB. V) who maintain that the figure of 836 yean,

from a doubtful Nanda to an unidentifiable Pulomavj u exact and snows

the general credibility of the Puranas. 'Whatever the value of this chronologi-

cal particular. T do not find it possible to attach any' great worth to an ac-

count which gives so little reliable information about the two most irr.i>onam

dynasties of the " 836 “ years, being unable even to report the Mauryan names

properly, and mentioning the Guptas as a local dynasty that ruled along the

Ganges, Saketa, Prayaga, Magadha (27, 53, 73).

All the loregoing structure has been erected solely on the comparison of

the purana tradition as collated by Parciter. and the mutilated text of the

AMMK, which existed during the 10th century A D , but is surely late enough.

Tile paii tradition daims to be older, and is certainly a good deal simpler,

without the mystical accretions and prophetic style. The period of our punch-

marked coins, i.e. from the death of BuddhS to the rise of Asoka Maurya

was of extreme importance for Buddhism, and it is not a matter for wonder

that the Buddhist tradition slxiuld be somewhat more reliable. We find even

an occasional pdli line w the Purarua, (27, 78). and the inclusion of

Suddhodana, Siddhartha, Rahula in the Aiksvaku king list (27, 11) is

undoubtedly copied from a genealogical soiree used by pdli texts (35, 2

v. 20-24). Now the available paii texts give the following list, with reigns

;

Ajatasattu (24 after Buddha's death); Ud2.yibhaddaka 16, Anumddha and

Mupda 8, NSgadassaka 24. The last of these is removed by the people, as

the whole race is charged with parncide ( pitutkatakaLarnsoycm ) . and an offi-

cial (ar.acca) Susunaga is put in his place, who rules 18 years. Then we

have his son KfU?soka 28, his sons, ten brothers (
dasabkdlukajdyino

)

22, and

then nine Nandas, supposedly brothers too. for 22 ; the last of these. Dhnna-

nanda being followed by Candiagupta Maurya. The minister Canakya is

also mentioned (34, 36).

This helps a good deal. The direct line of Ajltasatru came to an end

with Nigadassaka. the third after Udayi. One Susunfiga was then put on the

throne. This probably indicates a member of another branch of the royal

family, possibly a descendant of S&unaga 1 ; at any rate one who could have

the hare-mark for his coinage. The time of KSlIsoka is given by the tradition

that the tenth year of his reign was the hundredth after the death of Buddha.

The large number of variable “ fifth marks ” on coinage of class A is perhaps

to be explained by the “ten brothers " who ruled after Kajasoka. Now the

chronology, though reasonable for the length of each reign, is twenty-live to

a hundred years too short, if the ten brothers are at orcc succeeded by nine

Nandas who rule 22 years to be followed immediately by Candragupta Maurya.

The time of KStfsoka we may take as reasonably accurate, as the second

Buddhist council took place then, and formed a great event m the history of ti*e

religion ; also, the lengths oi the reigns from Ajitasatru add up well, though
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this may be just a matter of design. Hence, the gap comes at about the time

of the " Nine Nandas My explanation of this, based on our coins is that

when the direct line of Sisunaga II came to an end, there was a peaceful succes-

sion of some other member of the same or related family. He continued

same sajaracakra, but claimed descent from a Nanda or Nanda and struck

the coinage C (though Walsh's C. 5, 2 coins is excluded, as having a different

cckra), while the preceding kings had the coinage A (excluding A. 12, 4 coins ;

No. 205 of A. 21 ; A. 25-A 31, 24 coins). On my own hypothesis as to the

meaning of the five obverse marks, there is no evidence for a Nanda dynasty,

the coinage C with the bull<m-arcbcs mark being then associated with just

one king. The coins of Sisunaga II himsdf might be the class B. (b) 1,

which is mostly rcstruck on older coins, and contains the hare, but not on

arches. Coins B (b i l are at least 15 indictions old. as some of them contain

that many reverse marks
; A. at least 10 indictions, and indicative of the

rule of at least five monarch*. C is ruughly 8 mdictions in age. Allowing

for a 12-15 year mdiction. and the time taken to reach Taxala, this checks

approximately with our revised king-lists. The term Nava Nanda is to be

taken as now Nanda, and refers to the coinage D. 1-D. 4. which is so fresh

as to require very few reverse marks, as we have here only one ooin each

with 3 and with 4 marks. This is the coinage just before Candragupta.

The king-names I give arc conjectural, because literary evidence is un-

satisfactory, and shows at any rate that each king had more than one name.

For example, the Chinese translation of the Stmantapdsadika dated A D. 488,

has the reading Hsiu-hsiu-fo-na ko, with a variant Hliu-fo-na-ko. which would

be equivalent to Susubhanaga or Subhaniiga. The purdoic variants arc nu-

merous enough, as can be seen from Parcitkr's text. But 1 fed that on the

strength of the archaeological evidence that we posse**, wc can say—by an

application of quite elementary statistics—that the principal coinages were,

in chronological older : Bib) 1, A, C, D, Mauiyas. B(b) 1 not only precedes

A but is re-struck oa coins of an older issue. But these double obverse coins

are as a group not less than 18-20 indictions old. say the time of Ajuta&atra

and hi3 descendants. And to my mind, the second obverse does not indicate

that the coins had to be rc-struck because of wear but that a dynasty was

superseded, and coins in the treasury re-issued. A parallel would be corns of

class D. 2 with Mauryan reverse marks.

I have made little use of the Jam material, which is, however, aoaes&ible

in a rather uncritical encydopedia, the Abhuihanauijendre. There, Bimbisara

is called Scgiya
; Ajatasatru. Kuipya, Kuqika, Kouika. The nine Nandas are

mentioned as beginning with the successor to Udayi. about 50-60 years after

Mahavlra and displaced by Canakya-Candragupta. This is not very hdpful

and Jayaswal's reading Ajataiatru and Kuqika $eva$i+iaxa on a Mathura

statue (2J, 550-551) makes matters decidedly worse. Yet it is not impossible

to get some palatable conclusions by a careful and reasoned collation of extant

records. For example, the puraruc list of Siiunaga kings ends :
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ityete bhavitiro vai SaisunSgJ nrpS da£a

satani irioi varjapi sasti var^adhikani lu

Sisunaga bhavisyanti tajfmaij ksatra-bandhavafi {27, 22).

Pargiteh translates {27, 69) kfCtra baruihavoh as "with k$atriya kins-

folk But surely, there is a chance here of confusion with the " ten brothers
"

who end the direct line of the king I call Siiunaga 11 ; also, his displacing a

prcdcocs&ur (N&gadassaka) might explain why the last king of the Piadyota

line, displaced (according to the puraijaa) by Sisunaga I. is called Nandivar-

dhana, a name that occurs again in the Sfcsunaga 1st and perhaps corresponds

to the king displaced by Si&unaga 11. For the rest, there is no evidence that

BimbisSra and his line were ever called Saisunaga, except of course the puriiipc

list—which might have been miscopicd as explained. So, “ Si£un3ga I ' might

never have existed ; 1 have let him stay, solely on the evidence of the pur&rjic

list, as the original founder of the line of Ajatasatru.

Thc later Buddhist records separate Nanda from his son and successor

Mahftpadma 55). Bu-stons king Nandin {30, 106) who cxunes 108

years before Candragupta could hardly be Mahnpadma. And there is no

Mahayana tradition of nine Nandas. But Taranatha puts Candragupta just

after Mahapadma (36. 58), and this must be the Nanda of the AMMK

;

a

secondary confirmation is that the AMMK gives a description of the axial

evils of its Nanda's reign and this coincides very well with the purapic tra-

dition that the Kaliyuga came to flower with Mahapadma. Wc can proceed in

this vein forever. The Dhanananda whom Ofajakyi polishes ofl as the last of

the Nava Nandas is capable of explanation ; a wealthy Nanda. In fact the

AMMK gives such references {29, 424 as preceding : 426-427) : ttfim dJkyati

taddhanam etc. It is unfortunate that the Chinese translation of the AMMK
which dates from the tenth century, with two chapters from the eighth, should

not contain the historical (prophetic) portion at all. Taranatha mentions

Nanda as the possessor of the Pisaca-Pilu mantra (36. 53). and the friend

of PSminl. But Vararuci is the minister of Mahipadma {36, 55). With

such sources it is impossible to identify the great king (or kings) who struck

A.1 with its fifteen distinct issues and vast number of specimens.

For the Mauryan period, arrangement and identification are much less

easy, although the literary evidence, is far more satisfactory. The second

Taxila hoard is worthless because the marks are almost unidentifiable. For

the Pumea coins (33 > the surrounding medium has caused a lot of damage,

and there is no information available as to the extent of the decupurification.

Moreover, the hoard is mixed, coins of the earlier period also being present

(A. 1 = Class III, gr. HI. var b ; C 1 = d. Ill, gr. II, var. b ; D = cL II.

gr, XII, var. a. b, c ; B. b. 1 = d. Ill, gr. VII. vor. a. etc.). Now the

inaease of variance between two comparable groups might be due to greater

age. or the very reverse, to the sudden change from the older accuracy to

Mauryan crudeness. The effect of age in depressing the average weight

might also be ievened if Bhaitacharyya has removed more copper from the

later than from the earlier coins. However, on the dangerous assumption
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that there would have been no substantial change of proportion among the

coins found even if the entire hoard had been published, one can guess some-

thing from the numbers of the coins alone That is. the longest and mas*

prosperous reign should h2ve the greatest number of coins, and also the

greatest number of varieties of the fifth mark This description fits the

coins of the Pumea coins Class IT, gr. HI. var c. gr. IV var a k. There-

fore. these coins must be the coins of Aioka, and the "caduceus" 133,

pi. Ill, mark 86. perhaps 87 also) must be his personal mark. With similar

arguments, and a lictk support from the mean* and variances. I conclude

that BhattachaRYYA’s class II, gr I. var. a, b are coins of Bindusara, and gr.

II, var. a, b, the coins of Candragupta himself. This last contains the

*' peacock-on-arches ” mark, as well as the crescent-on-arches whereas the rest

only contain the cresccnt-on-arches. Moreover, the fifth mark on “ Candra

gupta’s” coins is (33. pi. 3. 104, 105) the one obverse mark that stands out

among ail the others as having the appearance of being composed of letters of

the alphabet. The mudri is more likely to be the alphabetic monogram of

a minister like Kautilya than to be a "steelyard'' (1. 52) even if something

similar, the bismar, is to be seen in Egypt. I am unable to assign the rest

of the coins to Mauryan rulers ; but there are at least three more of them as-

sociated with the marks numbered, in Bhattacharyya’s scheme. 102. 27. 121.

Only one prominent group. M. Le. that with the rhinoceros mark, seems

at first to contradict the findings of this memoir. As Walsh gives the uufaia-

cakra in the form Iff, as M. 1 ajjpears on the double obverse coins, has other

members with as many as 11 reverse marks, and contains no less than 38

coins {3, 67), we should have a group comparable in age and importance with

B. b. 1, apparently belonging to the same dynasty, but with entirely different

marks, and without a successor. The explanation seems to be that at least

in this case. Walsh’s identification of the sadaraeckra is wrong ; in fact, both

Durgn Prasad ( J. pi. 10) and Bh*ttachakya (33. 69-70) give a different

form for the cakra, one with dots or taurines enclosed in trefoils, not in ovals ;

the divergence is unmistakable. One possibility would be that the coinage

is to be associated with the final survivor of the older line, the last descen-

dant of AjataSatru ; or. it might represent some independent ruler who reigned

at about the same time as SusunSga of the Pfili records and coinage B- b. 1

and whose prosperous but evanescent kingdom was later absorbed in the

general Magadhan empire.

Statistics will give a respectable footing for conjecture. Surely, if mathe-

matical analysis tells some watcher of the skies where to point his telescope

that a new planet might swim into his ken. it is capable of rescuing a dynasty

or two from oblivion. But to expect it to reveal the name of either planet

or king is a bit too much. Of course, the names are not so difficult a matter

of conjecture as what song the Sirens sang or what name Achilles bore among

the maidens ;
but with our monstrous number of conflicting variants, even

the Valentmian law of citations is useless. Only Bimbisura. AjUta&mi. Udayi,

occur in all sources with the exception, again, of Taranatha.
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We have come far enough from statistics, but one question must be raised

nevertheless. What was the epoch and the effect of the rise of this new form

of government associated with a manlii Us distinct from the official lieutenant

arrctya 1 ? What is the etymology of the word vtxntri ? Does it not originally

signify the possessor of a mysterious ritualistic formula for success ? Allan
nntes that large clay seals of the type of Yaudheya coins occur {2 ,

clii) with

the legend “ Y&udhtyanatfi icyamanlradharan^ "
; he (or Hoemle) trans-

lates joyamantradkara as “ councillor of victory/' wlrcrcas it should be, with

a greater probability, "pase&or of the formula ( manira

)

for victory." Con-

temporary po/i records show comparatively small kingdoms directly adminis-

tered by the kfatriydt, But Susunaga is an cmaccti ; and Jam records arc

more interested in the mantri’s of the “ nine Nandas " than in the rulers them-

selves. Nanda (Mahapadma) is a mantu himself who becomes king and has

trouble with his own ministers : (29, 434. 435) ftfliTOWT and

UpsHpfa. So (ai, we have not a Brthmin of prominence, tliough mantrk

knowledge must have been the virtual monopoly of Brahmins, the witch-doctors

or medicine-men of a previous age. But with C^oakya, we have the minister

towering (at least in theory and tradition) far above the occupant of the

throne. The process culminates logically a couple of dynasties later in a

neat parallel to the Peshwa usurpation : a dynasty of Bcihmm kings, the

Kanvayanas (Surigabhjtyas. 27, 33-35). The reference to a mxmtri Kapika in

the Mahhbharata is spurious, and purged from SuKTHANKARs critical edition

of the Adiporva. It is also significant that the detailed, even unpractical, regu-

lations and penal theory of taxation of the ArlkaSdstra are associated with

CSnakya ( Kautilya) . Docs this not mean a change of quality with a change

of quantity : the spiritual and religious minister to a petty ruler transformed

into a political minister when the kingdom becomes too large and prosperous

for direct personal administration ?

In the AMMK, monki means usually the possessor of a formula : etam

mantri $ada yrdmoni provided bkiksanufivhiah (28. 99 also. p. 89). The

work of Tararfitha, late and unreliable though it might be, contains an unex-

pected confirmation. We find that Asoka (whether the Mauryan or the Sai-

sunSga Ka|asoka is immaterial) was under the influence of Brahmins of the

Bhrgu dan. and it b now known that precisely the Bkaigava s were responsible

for the rewriting of out most important ancient works, particularly the Maha-

bharata (Sukthankar, Epic Studies VI, Armak of the BORI, 1936) Such

things haw happened in other countries From Geoffrey de Beaulieu, father

confessor to Louis IX to his " Grey Eminence " Cardinal Richelieu overshadow-

ing the throne of Lours XIII is surely a natural progresrion.

No exploration is done without a great deal of preliminary spade work,

usually by others who take no direct part in the expedition. This is no ex-

ception. I have to thank my colleagues ; officials of the Bombay University

Library ; the staff of the Bhandarkar O R Institute ; senior and junior

officials of the Indian Meteorological observatory for the use of their library

and calculating machines. But this work owes most to the help and criticism
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of three friends. Dr. V. V. Gokhale of the Fergusson College helped me
with his knowledge of MahSySna Buddhism, and reinforced my hardly rudi-

mentary knowledge of Sanskrit ; he also read through the whole typescript in

all of its several stagt^ of growth. All Chirese and Tibetan references are

due to him. Dr. V. S. Sukthankar of the B Institute helped by

means of an extensive correspondence on my behalf, without which 1 should

not have been able to obtain many of the book* necessary, nor a good deal

of the data given by various officials. Prof. John Maclean of the Wilson

College. Bombay, also helped in the inspection of my bibliographical material
;

in particular, the rcfcrcrjcc to Eocn and YATES came from him ; he was also

instrumental in obtaining data from the Bombay Mint The reader can blame

Prof. Maclean for being the person who is responsible for my tricing a holiday

from tensor analyst to dabblo in the intricacies of statistics ; but otherwise,

no blame attaches to any of these three for whatever 1 may have done or

failed to do in this paper. My faults are my own, and should not detract

from their reputation ; but surely, if this paper represents any solid achieve-

ment, a good deal of the credit must go to them, and to my father. Prof.

Dharmanar.da KosaaibI, who first gave roc an interest in our classical anti-

quity.

The work of Bhattachakyya (33) came to hand too late for the fullest

use tn be made of it. It is, however, a fairly competent piece of work, publish-

ing the find of the Patraha hoard on the model of Allan's Britidi Museum

Catalogue One fault has been copied from the model : labelling the numerous

small punch-marks of the earlier period as “ various ”, instead of counting

them directly. Though the author corrects Allan's readings wherever neces-

sary. the memoir is by no means irreproachable. On page iv. wc find all Lhe

metrological fabka repeated trustingly : Cunningham’S standard raklikQ, the

Bhandawcak-Spooner gradations “by the successive and regular rise ot

a */f masha'\ and Walsh’s molten copper poured over the coins, to make

up for the weight The " new " forms of the saijoraeakra described on p. 5

have something in common with Walsh’s : 2g = Id, 2o = lu [probably], 2s

« lo, and perhaps 2p = lh or lhh. The statement at the bottom of p. v. " up

to tills time no animal turned to left has been found on punch-marked coins " is

definitely net true, as we find such animals in Durga Prasad’s comprehensive

work (i) pL 3 ; 10 ; pi. 4. 64 ; pi 5. 98-101 ; pi. 6, 4-5 ; pi. 8. 2 ; pi. 12. 39-40.

etc. From my point of view, one of the most serious faults is that a selec-

tion of the coins has been made, so that statistical analysis becomes very diffi-

cult ; in any case, the material would have been refractory, and as the author

does not specify the amount of copper removed from some of the coins, the

metrological value of the publication is low. In the preface by K. N. DlKSHIT.

and again on the opening page of the author’s introduction, we find that out

of 2873 coins, 1703 pieces were selected. This statement might be true, but

only in a very peculiar way. In fact, pp. 93-97 give an appendix which lists

the coins by serial number and their classes In this, coins numbered 589-602.

774-6, 815-16, arc omitted- But they occur in the text ; the coins bring nam-
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bered 1-1703, with an extra coin 814-a, and with the single specimen of Class I

not numbered at all, one expects the total to be 1705. But on closer investi-

gation. it will be found that the text omits, though the appendix docs not,

coins 109 and 369, without any explanation.

It seems to me highly objectionable that two such technical works as those

of Walsh and Bhattacharyya, appearing in the same press and under the

same authority within a few months of each other, and containing so much

tliat corresponds and must be compared, should contain different systems of

arrangement, and two entirely different notations. This is all the more sur-

prising in view of the fact that our Archaeological Survey can never be accused

of rushing into print The Taxila boards were found in 1912 and 1924 ; the

Patraha hoard in 1913.

I could have gone a good deal further but for the unsatisfactory1 condition

of the data. As dated boards are rare enough, and yet provide the only me-

thod of studying our punch-marked coinage, at least in the absence of literary

evidence, I suggest that our numismatists and treasure trove officers pay more

attention to numbers and weights, before and after cleaning. This does not

mean that hereafter an archaologist must also know statistics ; an acquaintance

with the elements of arithmetic and of proof-reading would do.

VIII—THroRrriCAi Considerations.

It was my original intention to add a final section explaining the technique

of statistical analysis. But the memoir has grown far beyond its initial con-

ception ;
and any numismatist who is capable of undemanding such an expla-

nation would do better to consult the works cited, particularly 13-18 of the

bibliography. A weak point of this paper is the omission of tabulated data

for the coins in a form which would make it possible for any statistician to

check my results. These tables have to be omitted not only to save space,

but also because my sources arc open to suspicion, and should be revised from

new observations. I feel confident, however, that whatever the errors of cal-

culation and even of observations recorded in my sources no important con-

clusion presented in the foregoing as definite will be upset by fresh study of

the available material.

There remains, however, one point of some theoretical interest which I

discuss here without preliminary’ explanation : Is the t test applicable to

skew distributions? The question seems to be still open {26), and a theore-

tical discussion would not be superfluous. For any particular and specified

dtstiibulion, the problem can be formulated—usually in a stupendously clumsy

manner—as an exercise in the integral calculus.

Let p (x) be a frequency function, i.e. have the properties :

CD

p (

x

) SO./ pdx = 1. The distribution function of the corresponding variate
-50

would be F (f) - fpdx, and the characteristic function can be calculated as
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usual : /(*) = fe dF\x), the integral being valid, if it exists in the Lcbesgue-
— OO

Stieltjes sense, even when p[x) is not continuous. Let us further assume that

00 00

the mean value of the population is zero, i. e. JxdF = fxpdx = 0, which in-

— oo — ao

volves no loss of generality.

The distribution function of the square of the variate is easily worked out

from the above. The probability is that 0 < x? < I i* clearly the same as for

s/f

-%//<*< + */ f, Le. Jpdx. But this integral is seen at once to be the

same as / {pC*> + #(-*)}**. 11 follows, therefore, that the distribution of

0
tlie square of the variate measured from the mean of the population is the same

. le2*
as for a normally distributed population provided p(*) + p{— *) * =

The condition is both necessary and sufficient, as ts obvious. It follows that

mere skewness of the distribution does not affect the distribution of the sum-

square, because the sum of n square* has a characteristic function which is the

nth power of the characteristic function of the distribution of a single square.

If the function p (*) can be written as e
2z* h ix), and the power senes

expansion of h (x) has no even power of x except the constant term, we see

that the distribution of the square and of the sum of n squares will be the

same as for the normal distribution. Alternatively, wc can state the result

in the form that the expansion of k (r) in Hermitian polynomials should con-

tain. except for the constant term, only polymials of odd Agree. Except

formally, the two statements arc not the same, as the types of convergence

are in genera! entirely distinct for the two expansions. In any case, all mo-

ments of even order must be the same as for the normal distribution.

The real difficulty of the problem lies in the fact that the variance cal-

culated is never from the usually unknown mean of the population. buL from

the actual mean of the sample. For a normal distribution, this means only

the Ices of one degree of freedom, the resulting distribution function being

the same as before with n replaced by n-1. (J. V. Uspensky. Introduction to

Mathematical Probability, 1937. pp 331-336 contains the best dcrivatiun of

this result). In our case, this cannot be true ; for the skew distribution, the

distribution of the mean, m m — (*, + x, -f xt + . . . x* )
not the same as

for the original population
;
and I x? - X (*

(
- m)' + nm\ So. there remain

two procedures : In die rare event of the " true ” or population mean being

known, calculate the variances of the sample* from this (dividing by n instead

of n l a* usual) and entering Fisher's table* of t with the degree of freedom
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as the actual numbers in the two samples ( instead of one less than the num-

ber, as usual). In the general case, however, when the population mean is

not known, it is dear that the usual distribution of i will be closely approxi-

mated by all but the smallest samples. It might, however, be better—when

the means of the two samples show only a trifling difference or when several

samples have to be cumpartd to each other as for analysis of variance—to

calculate a general mean from all the samples present, which can then be

taken as a reasonable approximation to the population mean.

For kurtosis, the general situation is decidedly not the same. Tlie distri-

-x*

bution of the square of a variate with the frequency function cx^ e'^'

is again of the incomplete gamma function type. Now. because the character-

istic function for tlic sum of « variates is the nth power of tlie characteristic

function tor a single variate, it follows that this " cupid's bow " distribution

has the same behaviour with regard to the z test from the population mean as a

normal distribution provided the number of degrees of freedom is multiplied

by 2k + 1. Let us, as an illustration of the procedure, consider further a lepto-

kurtic distribution with frequency function given by— *— f
‘

l {a+(l— ajx
1
}.

oo

This satisfies the conditions pix) > 0, f pdx = 1, provided 0 < a < 1,
-00

and in that range of the parameter, gives us a whole variety from the normal

to a diroodal frequency function ; litre. —12 (1-a) 9
. Of course,

no generality is lest from the fact that the origin has been chosen as tlie mean,

and the variance specialized. The question of skewness has already been

settled. Applying the methods cited, it will now be seen that the net effect

of using Fishkr'5 tables of z toe two observed samples drawn from such a

distribution will be to underestimate the significance of the result. That is,

a ratio of variances that is just on the border line could be regarded as signi-

ficant And in fact, if we take the extreme case a =0, it will only be neces-

sary to enter the tables with three times the usual number of degrees of free-

dom. Now, inasmuch as the task of fitting such distributions has to be ful-

filled from the samples themselves, the "true" or population distribution

being unknown, it is not worth while here to go deeper into this matter, parti-

cularly as the methods of CramLr reduce the entire problem tb an exercise

in integration. For platykurtosis, the opposite effect i-e. over-estimation of

the significance is to be expected.

Let the weight of a population of coins as it leaves the mint he normally
distributed with mean h and variance «,*. Let the loss of weight per unit
of time be also normally distributed, with mean ft, and varianoe, a,1. It then
follows i IS, 50) that the population t units after the time of issue has normally
distributed weight with mean ji = ji,-t*i„ and variance <»= = o,* + ta,*. This
must hold at least to a first approximation as the usual law for coin-weights.

However, inasmuch as the only possible gain of weight for a coin is by en-
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cnistatioo or the acaimulatkin of dirt both of which it is the practice to re-

mm-c before weighing one would expea worn hoards to show more and more
strongly marked skew-negative weight distributions

In general, greater variance would bt as much a characteristic of age as

lower average weight. But in case the minting process changes suddenly, the

problem becomes complicated, because the greater variance may be associated

with the new process and hence indicate the later coinage. There is a curious

parallel to this in modem times. Like the Mauryan horso/tatia, the new rupee

coin, about to be issued for general circulation, contains much more copper

than its immediate predecessor, is minted by ar.
’* improved " process, ar.d is

excepted to show a greater variance, perhaps to tlu extent of making it neces-

sary to abandon the present legal remedy.

The theoretical coinage absorption curve (fig. 2; p. 31) was obtained
lor simplicity by fitting a linear repression to the logarithms of the observed
numbers of the coins. But there are better ways of estimating the rate of

absorption. Let a exp-r be the number expected, and y, the number observed

at the r th indiction, the observations extending from zero to n indictions.

Then we must have

= lyr - N, or « - N (l-e
-
*) /(l-e”

,5"+1
)

The likelihood (13, 312) is given by

L - ly, (lo

«

A' log N+ N log (l-«
-6

)

- -6lryr.

Fot the maximum likelihood, we set the derivative equal to zero, and obtain

as the
44

best " estimate, the sole positive teal root of

(n-s)x
u + (b-i-DT 1^- + (1— s) x — s - 0,

where x - e~^, s « Sry,/ N.

Using the notation ol p. 17, the maximum-likflihood estimate of the

fundamental weight unit would be given by

» m J - ,r^ I y~ (c/ the population variances)

j
°j * i of

The best estimates of the variances would be the sampling second moments

calculated from the theoretical means The complication due to the re-

appearance of ii may be avoided by using the ordinary sampling variances sf9

which will make very little difference in practice.

In dosing, it should bt noted that there are other modern theories of

statistical estimation than that of Fisher (2J# IX and bibliography). The

most prominent of these is that of J. Ncyman and his collaborators tPhil.
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Trans. Roya] Soc. London. Scr. A. vol. 231, pp. 289-337
; vol. 236, pp. 333-

380).

A V A
The punch marked coins have led us around the full circle from pure

conjecture to pure mathematics. But I think the effort justified, however un-

readable my paper might be A Central Asiatic document ( Llders : Die

Sakischen Mura. 736-7 ) reports the Tathagata as saying :
“ With these, once

upon a time, have various beings performed significant actions ; for this single

coin have men once destroyed one another. Numerous are the beings who
have once falsified just one coin and even now find themselves in the state of

painful transmigrations, experience diverse sorrows. Some gained merit for

themselves towards the Buddha, the Order, or a preacher of the Law, and even

now sit among the grids." The attitude towards currency has changed Yet
thrae crude looking bits of metal arc the remaining drops of a stream that

flowed, then as now. for the benefit of the few, and was kept moving by the

bitter exertions, abject poverty, hunger, misery, toil, and bloodshed of the

many. These pitiful remnants of a remote and powerful but obsolete civiliza-

tion should not be without interest wltcn our own is moving so rapidly to-

wards obsolescence.
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THE POSITION OF THE DAUGHTER IN THE
VEDIC RITUAL*

By

J. B. CHAUDHURI, Calcutta.

The daughter after her SamskSra ift entitled to perform the sriiddha rites

for her parents- She cannot, however, in any case precede in her claim over

her brother. The Srdddka-mayukka thinks as the wife precedes the daughter

m her claim over the property, the former should precede in the siaddhas too. 2

The Stdddkc-kriyd kmmudl-kara also holds the same view. 3 He also thinks

that the unmarried daughter will, have the right to perform the iraddha in

precedence over the married one as the Gotra of the latter has been changed. 4

If the daughter is rendered a Putnka, she precedes over her mother in her

claim.9 Sulapoiji.4 however, thinks in case of absence of the 13 kinds of sons,

the sen of the Putrika will be the proper person. As the Putrildk is really a

substitute for the son, most probably SQlap&oi means, if the Putrika is dead,

her son should observe the rites.

GcwindAnanda 7 particularly says that the daughter will have the nght and

not her father, in performing the funeral and iraddha rites for her mother

provided she is brothcrlcss.

Just like the son, the daughter also is not entitled to he married within

one year of her father’s or mother’s death, as the Vrddhiirfiddha cannot be

performed for hex.9

So far as the Agnisaipskaia is concerned, the daughter has the same right

as the son.* If the child docs not exceed two years, it is not, as a rule. 41

L Position of the daughter in seven! other rituals, ser my articles in the

Indian Historical Quarterly, December. L938, March, 1939, etc.

2. P. 20. L L The Sraddha-vivdakSra, (F. 22a) however, mentions a long

list after whom the daughter U to have her daim.

3. Op. eit., p. 462.

4 P. 465, I. I5f

:

Tadabhave sahodara ity am duhitrabhSve'pi boddhavyam.

Patni-duhitani* caiva tU Yijfiavalkyena patny anantarajp duhitur dhanadhikara

piatipadanat tasya copokanika^-itpy-atvat pmda dftnaducahcopakarab.

5, P. 22. 1.13. 6. Sraddha-viveka. F. 22a.

7. Srdddha-kriya-kaumudi, p. 464
;
also p. 469.

8. Op. of., p. 358. I. If ; also p. 468, Pum-kanya-aamgLfiie kaDya-danidhikaripyi

jananyfipi, ava-kanyS-vivfihe \rdhi-sraddham karUivyam eva. VScaspabmiSradinarn

api matara etat

9. Pargs, III, 10. 5, p. 361, Born. According to ApaaUmba (Dk . S.

II, 6. 15, 7) the child is buried if it is below one. The parent* as well as those

who bury it take a bath (and are purified).*

10. If the parents or other relatives like, the child may be cremated ;
see

Karka, Bom Ed. of Paris, p 363, 1.4
;
JayarSma. op. ctf. p. 366. 13 ;

S’addha-

rri'cAra, F. 22b.
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entitled to haw the Agnisarpskara Le., to be cremated. Covered with an un-

washed garment adorned with flowers and scented, 1 ' it is put in a pit. No
water-libation is to be offered.-

If a daughter under two dies, the parents bdoome impute for one day or

three days only.- According to some authorities, if she dies before the Cuda-

karaoa, the Asauca (Impurity) passes away immediately ;*• if after Cuda-

karaija, and before marriage, it continues for three days. 1" For the death of

a married daughter, the parents need not observe any impurity. But if she

ditas in their house, they observe Asauca for three nights. 1 "

As the Vedic Authority is to supersede the Authority of the Smjti. the

daughter has the right to marry m her adult age at her discretion the person

whom she loves most. Adult marriage seems to have bden the rule even down
to the Sutra period. Against Prof Jolly,” Dr. Bhandakkar 1 * maintains

that the passages in question, viz., GabhgB., Ill, 46, Hirgs., I. 19. 2, and Grhya-
samgraha II, 17, do not go in support of the marriage of a “ Nagnikfi ”, The
Jaunt?* expressly say that the bride should be " AnagnikA : not one who
has not menstruated, Le.. she should have puberty The Vargs." says, the

bride should be not only Anagnika. but Asprrtamaithuna :
“ having no sexual

experience ”
; the latter adjective signifies that the girl is married at ail age

when she is able to have had previous sexual experience. Bloomfield also

accepts the reading Anagnika in ZDMGV Papdit Satyavrala SamSramin
accepts in his edition of the Grkydmmgraha the reading "Anagnika."1*

Mahflmahupadhyaya C TarXALANKARA in 1908 quotes the verse Grhyasarp-

graha II, 17 in his edition of Gobkgs.n with the Nagnika reading while the

same learned author recants his old faith in his later publication (1910) of
the Grhya-sarpgraha” itself and supports the Anagnika reading.

11. Parts, p. 377, 14 ; Vaikhp. V. p. 82.

12. According to the SeiddhavivekakSra, F. 22b, the girl alter two is entitled

to the Purvakriya till her marriage. Her lather or brother should offer this. By
PurvaknyS. he means all the rites beginning from the crcmaticn down Uj the
end of the Asauca. " Tatra dnham arahhya afemranta-dina-paryantil kriya purva.''
In case she ia cremated, the water-libauon* mutt be offered. For the offering of
water-libation and the Asaoca. sec also Vufeha, IV. 9-10; Via«tha cites the
opinion of some who think the child should be cremated after the appealing of
the teeth. Ci. Gautana, XIV, 24 ; Vi*nu. XXII, 27 28.

13. Pints. Ill, 10, 2-4. Similarly in case of the son loo.

14. See Karin. Parts. Bom. Ed. p. 363, 1. 1-2 Jayarima, op. ci/., p. 366,
1. 2 For efix-wgent opinions. see Kulhkabhatta on Manu. VIH, 72. p. 192.
Nupayaafignr Ed.

15. See Aar*a and fayarima. 16. Vmu, XXII, 33-34.
17. ZDMG. XLVI, 413 f ; XLVU, 610 f.

18. Op. df, XLVII, 143 i.

19. P. 19, L 11. For our interpretation of Anagnika cf. Ammo-hoi “Nag-
nika anagatartava ”, p. 125, 17.

20. P. II, Beroda Ed. 21. XXXV, p. 572
22 P. 10-11. C*l, Scr. I. vol. 10. 23. VoL II. p. 83.
24- P. 72.
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The two verses RV. X. 85, 40-41—AV. XIV. 2, 3.4 are found in various

Grhya-sutras.’* Here it is said that Soma. Gandharva and Agni are the three

previous husbands of the woman and her human husband is the fourth one.

Gobhilaputra says in his Grhya-samgraha™ that along with the indications of

youth Soma begins to enjoy the woman, Gandharva with the development of

breasts, and Agni after puberty. Now, if the human husband is to marry

alter Agni has enjoyed her as his w:fe, the Agni being the third husband, he

is to many her after her puberty.

The Vrata of the fourth night51 is to be celebrated for solemnizing the

marriage itself as without it the wife cannot be one with her husband in Pinda,

Gotra and Sutaka. 1* This Vrata sanctifies the female body for all purposes

and makes the wife same flesh and blood, heart and soul with her husband,^

If the husband and the wile observe penance for one year, they arc sometimes

given the assurance of having a Riji son ;•*» if they cannot restrain themselves,

they may have sexual enjoyment after 6, 3. or 1 month or even after 12, or 6,

or 3 days, or 1 day at least. As the authorities prescribe that they may enjoy

sexually even after a day. the girl must be physically fit for such enjoyment

So in the Sutra period the girl cannot be married before puberty. With the

lowering of the age-limit in later times which cam.; down and down so much
that even conception marriage became a mattur of great religious concern, the

law givers stick to the principle of the solemnization of the marriage by means

of this vrata. but they speak no more of the vrata to take place within one

year or after a few days, the reasons for which arc obvious. Even these early

law given who, unlike Manu, I’arasara and Narada, think that widows should

not be re married even when they suffer from five forms of distress, admit that

an ateatavoni (having no experience of sexual intercourse) widow should,

however, be re-manied. While there is no scope in the old times for any such

distinction, the later device is made as a concession to popular feelings, speci-

ally because Law givers as well as their followers are still immensely guided

by the influence of the Sutiakaras.

Again, the marriage ritual in the Grhya sutras has no place in it fur the

girl's father after the KanySdSna rite. The subsequent rite is entirely an affair

of the husband and wife. The mutual promises and assurances of love, protec-

tion and obedience,41 presuppose a much greater capacity in both than can be

attributed to them even in their adolescent period. The proper performance

25. Piles. 1. 4. 16 . Hiiis. I. 202 ; Hants. I. 10. 10n.

28. II. 19.

27. Cobhts. 1L 5 ; Kbits. 1. 4, 12 Hires. 1, 23. 11 ;
24 and 25 ; Afiis..

8.8 wq
.
BAdrgj, 1. 19 ; PJuts^ L II. 13 ; Songs., 1. 18, 19.

28. See Cobhts.. Bib, Ed. 29. Cf. the Mantra*. Parts.

30. Ants ; sec the Ganioentariei. of Cargya Nirayapa and HaradatLa.

31. The wile: Vans.. R-vchodias Ed, p. 36. 1.811; p. 43, L2f. etc.;

Kitkts.. p. 90, 1.1 f, part. 1.141; p. 100, l.S f, 16 f. etc., p. 110, 1-15 f ; p. Ill

L4 ff ; etc.
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of the ritual requires that the wife must understand the mantras she utters ;»

this aiso presupposes a reasonably advanced age. The Mantra-brahmana 13

expressly says the girl should be given in marriage only when she longs for a

husband.

The Kama-sQrra and Ep^s also upheld the discretionary power of the

maiden in choosing her husband. The former*4 expressly says that the

Gandharva. i.e., the Love-form of marriage is the best of ail the eight ; and it

mentions various ways by which the maiden should capture the heart of her

lover and the lover that of his lady-love. The Svyamvara“ form of marriage
of the Epics is well-known. Manu=* also recognises the Gandharva marriage,

the voluntary union of a maiden and her lover, as Dharma, sanctioned by
Religion. He also recognises the discretionary power of tile bride when he
says the consent of the maiden would be necessary' 1 ' if she is to be given In

marriage to the younger brotlier of tire person who has paid nuptial fee. The
Vedic Samhitas, too, show that there is no parental control in this respect,

though the parents help the girl to the best of their power in finding out her
hushand.” The maiden is anxious to leave her father's Gotra and family
for ever and be permanent in her husband's family. If successful in love

matters, the younger sister marries before her elder even ; if unsuccessful,

daughters grow old in the parental abode** In order that the maiden may
get the husband she wants to have, the AV. gives a series of Love charms
which pass under the name of Stif-lqtya hymns.* 0 Rival Lovers and Lady-
loves perform malicious rites to win the hearts of the desired.41 There is a

magical rite in the AV.41 in which the bride bmd9 her lover with her hair ;

this symbolically means that the lover will be truly hers and hers alone. Vari-
ous domestic rites43 are also prescribed by the AV. to be performed by the
Maiden

; these are calculated to hHp m her love affairs. While the maiden,
anxious for haring her lover, takes recourse to various Love-charms and other
domestic rites, the parents perform for her good the rites44 named RakfihnlgU,
Kumariyajfla and the Satoddharasja. As to the interpretation of RSkiliolaka,

32. The L'podgteta of Bhattoji CopInAiha Ddqita. p. 44. 1.24. “ Mantrartha-
jftana- purvalum evm karma kartavyata-kathanani ", alw 1.27

;
Vyksa, at quirted in

the same, " MantiSrtham amuandhaya japa- homadilOh kriyab
33- 2 ’ L L 34. KimasHtra. p. 233.
35. Far absolute Love-marriages, cf. those of Damayanti. Savitri. etc This,

howevw, differs from the Srayaipvara id the Smrti in which the choke of husbands
is coci.'mrci upon the girl if she is not married till three years after puberty ; cf. Maim,
IX. 90, etc

36. III. 25; d. III. 32.

37 . IX, 97 “ Yadi kanyfi anumanyeta
38. The parents take pan In the rites which the girts perform foe a happy end-

ing of their love affaire
; cf. AV. II, 36 ; VL GO. etc

39. RV. |. 117, 7 ; IL 17. 7. etc ; cf. AV. XVIII, 2. 47.
40. AV. II. 30. 2-3, etc 41. AV. VI. 138 ; VII, 90 : I. 14.
<2- V,I

> 37 43. AV. H. 36 : VI. 30 ; VI. 82. etc
44. These rites have not been mentioned by any other Sutrakara than Lau-

gaksi.
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Devapala4* dtes different opinions ; however, the rite is celebrated in the morn-

ing for the happiness of the maiden in order that the marriage of the maiden
may draw nigh. Brahmadarsana** says Ho&ka is a famous rite in the Central
Provinces as well as in Kasnura, wherein a fire is kindled near the gate of the
house

; after the Ajyabhaganta, the main oblation is offered with the Mantra
' yiste Rika ' etc. Tne Kumiriyajna- : also is celebrated for the happiness of

the maiden in the place where she dresses herself. After the Ajyabhaganta.
the sacrifice ** offered with the Mantra M

Indra.’jlrri Ssu nari$u ”, etc. The
satoddharaoa** is performed for a betrothed girl during ihe Slmantonnayana
ceremony of a pregnant wife. The symbolic meaning of tile rite is. therefore,
nothing but praying lor similar fortune of the girl also.

In this rite the hair of the maiden :s parted in a charming manner and
anointed with cosmetics and adorned with sarvosadlu (a mixture of the dif-

ferent heibs) and saffron. Adityadarsana says** herein the plaiting of the
hair should be ceremonially performed with mantras; during the Anava-
lobhana 10 (the rite for preventing disturbances bringing on dangers to the
embryo) which « to take place together with the sirruir.tonnayana of the same
pregnant wile, the hair of the maiden should be parted in a charming manner,
but this parting should be hardly seen. Thus every tender care is taken that

the maiden may get a suitable husband and be happy in marriage while she
herself prays to Agni and other gods to win the heart of her lover or if she

has none, to have a suitable husband.

Just as the mother is the highest object of veneration and the wife is of

love, so the daughter is of allection and tenderness. 01 Parents perform

Kamya-iraddhas on the Dvitiya tithis for having a daughter, 0* Desirous of

having a daughter, the husband touches all other fingers of the wife except

the thumb during PSni graha.?a rite” Hankering after a daughter, the

bridegrrom shows the bride after ^Jie has reached her new home the Dhruva

and other constellations. 15 * The parents deem it a favour of God if they can

have their sons as well as daughters by their side during the performance of

sacrifices. 55 The RV. 54 praises the father of many daughters. The daughter

claims her support from parents not for nothing, but for her devotion for

them.51 They care for her as much as they do for their son ; or it may be

said even more, as the father is found to worship the Kumfiri as an emblem

of Virginity, as an emblem of Purity, of Tenderness, and Devotion and what

45. Kafkts., p. 287, 1.231. 46. A‘a/*£t. p 288. 1.6.

47. Op. cUn 19-13. 48. Kafkp., p. 133, L 11-21.

49. Kitku-, p. 133. 1. 20-21. 50. Cf. Asvts.. 1. 13, 1.

51. Mam, rV. 185 “ Duhiu knxoam param " ; Ait. Bra VII, 13.

52. Gobhila- poriiista, Sraddha-kalpe, p. 186 : Pi’gf- P 538, 1. 21. Comment*

aiy of Gadadhara. 1.1.

53. Aivtt.. t 7. 4
,
Bom. Ed., p. 23. 1JI-12 : Apts.. IV, 12.

54. See Dcvajala on Kilhts,. XXV. 45. p. 114. 1.1-2.

55- RV. VIII, 31. 6. 56. RV. VI. 75. 5.

57. RV. II, 17, 7.
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not58 Just as the Matrka-puji is to take place at the beginning of all Vedic
Rituals, the Kumari-puja is reccmmended to be performed at the end of them
all. In the case nf the former, different Vedic Schools have divined different

Mothers ; so it may be pet formed even when the Mother is dead. But the

latter cannot be performed in the absence cf a daughter as she is to be bodily
present. The father wraps her" up with (new) garments, entertains her with
deliciccs dishes and walks round her. From her first year to the time of
puberty, she is worshipped as different deities ;

M
if she is one year old, as

Sandhyt ; if two, as Sarasvati and so on. Thus as she prows, tire father
finds in her different Deities, different manifestations of the supreme soul—all

blessing him with different kinds of blessings characteristic of them. The
daughter is the embodiment of various blessings for the parents and the
family.

Parents get her after much longing and penance as the Self of Blessing,
and it is only natural that they would rear her up with as much care as the
son B0 The supposition of Schrader*' and others01 that the depositing of the
cooking vesseis during the final bath ( Avabhftha) after Soma^ga refers to tl*
adherence of Vedic people to Female Infanticide is not tenable. In the Soma
sacrifice the cooking vessels are considered as females and the woodai vessels
named vayavyas as males. Now. the Taittiriya/* Mailtayanl- and Kathaka
samh:tis0 * make similar remarks that as the sacrifice and his retinue carry
vayavya ve«ds. depositmg the srMlfpatras in the bathing place, the daughter
is deposited after birth while the son is lifted up. The difficulty arise- in
connection with the right interpretation of the word Parasyanti. In his
article in ZDMG, Bohtungk says "As" 'As' with prepositions is used not
cnly to imply to throw , but also to mean 'to place, to lay’, we may very
well translare " Parasyanti " by ' put aside perilaps among others also by
‘ hand (the child) over immediately to the person waiting for the child '.**

As against '* Para as" meaning * to expose
', the same scholar publishes the

fragment of a letter from Prof. Roth who regrets, on his reading DelbkOck's

58. Tnvrtfiya-kriyi-kan<Ja-parldhati. p. 160. " Adycty-idi amuka drvata-pGjidi-
kannanah panponja-phala-prapti-karnab srikun*i ri-pujana-kaititSham kari$ya
iti samkalpya kumarim iniya drvi-buddhyfi pujayet *'.

59. Evnnikramcoa sampujyn yavat pu^ntn na vidyate.
60. Kanyapyevam paianiya fiiksaoija catiyatnatab-Mahj nirvnoE-tantiiL
61. SCHKAM*. Rr.aiUiu-an iIf, Intt, AUfUumsluntli. p. 52-53.

62. Won*, lad. St. IX. 48 ; Zimmer, Alt. Lfbtn. p. 319 f; cf. al*> Kaxci.
Dr, Rivrda. VI, <9

; Lrowic. RV

.

VI, 142 . Piscnn. Vtdiichr Stviita. 2. 4&
62. Weber, lad. St.. IX. 48 . Zimmtr, Alt. Uben. p. 319 f; cf. also Kaeci.

haranti. tasmSt xtriyaip jatSrji paiasyanty ut pumArjwam haranti . see Weber s Ed,
p 222-223.

frl. IV. 6 4 <85. 3): yat sthaBip rifleanti na daruiruiyaip tasmit pumin
dAy5dah stry adayadfl atha yat sthaliqi paiiayanii na dinunayam ta.«nat striynrp
jitAip parasyanti na pcm&nsam ; the last sentence in 4, 7, 9 (p. 10i, 20

1 also.

65. XXVII, 9 ; same statement as before.

66. For the original >n German ZDMG. vuL 44, p. 495.
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Die Indische Verwandschaftsnamen, that the seed of this error was planted by

him in the Dictionary' under As with ParS « T Bohtlingk also says that Del-
erUck was pleased with, and had nothing to say. against his article” Jolly
also accepts the view of Bohtlingk in his excellent work " Rerht and
Sittc The Vtdic Index-" also accepts Bohtlingk’e view. Schrader. 71

however, does not find satisfaction in the explanation given by Bohtlingk. and
thinks that in common with other Aryan people ancient Indians also practised

Female Infanticide. B6htlingktj
is surely sentiments! when he says “ It hurt

me to attribute to the ancient Indians such a piece of barbarism ", but gives

us sound reason later on. " Then I thought the matter in itself was very
improbable, because without a girl the highest blessing of an Indian, viz. the
begetting of a son, could not be achieved. As the lifting up of a boy' after
his birth is to be ccnsidered as an exprts&ion of joy, so is it easy to presume by
Parmyanti a corresponding expression of disagreeable surprise There is no
doubt that the verb " p6i&iyanti " and " ud haranti” express contraries.

Atval3yana :j uses the verb “ ud hr ” in the sense of " la lift up " when he
says " neddharet prathampatram ", etc; "Yada vfi tu uddhrtam p3ttam ",
etc ; here, too. this verb in the peiwigcs m question means the same. The
text in the Taittiriya dearly says the boy is lifted up (ut pumarpsaqi haranti)
and therefore as a contrary actiun the girl would be deposited, be kept on the

ground ar.d not thrown away ; this is only in keeping with the comparison
given—the Soma vessels are lifted up and as a contrary action the cooking
vessels are allowed to stay on the ground and evidently arc not thrown away.
These sacrificial utensils are held as pure and are the last objects in the posses-

sion of the sacrifice* to be thrown off.

The passage in the Maitrayapi-snmhita seems to have been quoted by
Yaska in his Ninikta. :* Durga :I in Rjvartha says expressly “ atha yat rtMErp
parSsyanti havankarmanc* na tay& Juhvati na dar-mayaip par&syanli havana-

karmaoo darumayenaiva juhvati tasmat striyam jatam parasyanti parasmai

prayacchanti na pumamsam ". So as the oooking vessel is deposited, in the

offering of oblations no offering is made with it and the wooden vessel is not

deposited, in the offering of oblations offerings arc made with the wooden
vessel only,—the daughter bom is given away to others and not to the son.

Skandasvamin T< also gives a similar interpretation. Sayana also understands

by “ striyam pariisyatiti
“ “ Varakule parityajanti The native commcntatois

do all think that the daughter is given away and evidently, given away to her

husbatvd's family and this act is symbolically performed after the birth of the

daughter by handing her over to a third person. In their opinion, female

67. Op. eit., p, 1, 68 Op. fit,, p. 1.

69. P. 78, 1.18-21 70. VoL I.

71. RfMlUiicon det InJ. AUmmshinde, p. 153.

72. ZDS1G. vol. 44. p.

73. Sec p. 2003, Trivandrum Edition. 1.8 and 10.

74. See p. 60. Sakii-’S edition ; III. 4.

75. Durgas commentary on .Viuitta, Bom. Ed., p. 255, 13-5.

76. Commentary, ed. by L. Saklt, p. 128. 1.
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infanticide is out of the question. This Pctcsgtm simply shows much anxiety,

cun from her birth, of the parents to do the best service to their daughter—to

make her happy in marriage and nothing more than that.

It will also be seen in this connection that at the time and in tlie place

where these Texts were composed females, probably, exceeded th$ males in

number. The MaitrayaniTT qualifies the Parasana of the daughter with the

statement “ Striya ova atirkyante
r

\ The Tait. Samh.T* says one man can very'

well have two wives but not one woman two husbands How could the females

supersede tlie males in number if femak infanticide had been the custom ?

Schrader's™ remark that the Greeks also practised exposition :s distinctly

opposed to the theory of Cook.™ who fights out his cause to show that the

current idea as to exposition is “totally unfolded." Schrader* 1 again gives

us an analogy' in favour of his theory that the oiki were aho exposed. Analogy

is no valid proof. Moreover, the reference in AV. XVIII. 2.34 is to the dead

men, and not to the old ; as regards Praskaova on whom Rtrsadvana took

pity (RV. VIII, 5!. 2. VSJakhilya III, 2) it b only to be supposed that Pras-

kanva was expelled lor some crime or other and in his exile he grew old and

decrepit. The exposure of the old is quite incompatible with the repeatedly

mentioned wish of the Vedic people tn live the full extent of life (i.e. 100

years).

The Nirukta” hulds that the excellent V
T
cdic Mantra

41 You arc produced

from each and every limb, you are bom from the heart ; verily, you are the

Self named son. so may you live hundred years ” is applicable equally to both

the children and no distinction is to be made whatsoever. Durga* in his

Qjvartha says as the same rite is observed for the daughter as well as the son

and they both are bom from each and every limb and the heart, no distinc-

tion is to be made, i.c, they are equal. Mann*4 says the son is equal to ones

self and the daughter is equal to the son and repeats the same view emphati-

cally when he says the son's son and the daughters son have no difference^

with respect to worldly matters as well 33 to sacred religious observances and
no distinction is to be made between them as the daughter’s son is equally fit

77. MS. 4. 6. 4 (p. 84, 1.4) ; 4, 7, 9 <p. 104).

78. VI, p, 6, 4 : Yad eteisnin yupc (Hasc.) dvc ra&ne (Fern.) parivayati

tasmftd eko dve jAye vindatc
;
yin naikaip rasanajp dvayor yfcpayoh panvyayati tav

man naiki dvau vsndate.

79. ReaiUjicvn, p. 153. 80. Zeu3. VoL II, 2. p. 1229.

81. CL his article “ Aite Laute ", p. 39, where be refers to Zjmker, Ati, Lrtrcn.

p. 328.

82. II, 4 ; p. GO, Sarup’s etLuoci- The Nirykta quotes this vex*c in connection
with Female Inheritance This Mantra is recited by even' Vedic school during tlie

Jatakarma and the Prasjyigatakarma.

83. Bhaxkamkar's Ed., vol I, p. 254, 15-7. Tathaiva 5ah yathaiva puman
angad ang&t ttrpbhavati hrdaya: cAdhipiyatc tathaiva duhili aps ity avisesa upa-
padyate.

84. IX. 153 : Yathaiva &tmS tatha putrab putreja duhila aaw, p. 362, 1.18,

NLrpaya-dgani Ed
86. IX, 133. op. cit„ p. 2S3. 1.4

; cL Yajn. U, 12a
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to save the grand-father (and therefore, the grand-mother too) in the other

world like the son’s son.66

Thus we see that the daughter has in no way a less honoured or res-

ponsible position than the son m Vedi: Ritual- The parents long to get her

and perform all the Samskaras for her as for the son. She has the same rights

as the son
%
to wear family locks, to have the upanayana. to utter the Vcdic

mantras together with the Pratjava and to perform all the rites in relation to

her parents. The son, has. no doubt, precedence over her in several rituals,

particularly the Antyetfi, hut this is because she is to care more for her hus-

band’s family than her parents' and cannot be supposed to have as much pri-

vilege as the son. Moreover, she belongs to the gotra of her husband after

the CaturthT-kanna for which privilege and honour she prays to Agni and per-

forms various domestic rites, the Mother-Instinct being supreme in her. This

principle is pronounced remarkably in the fact that the younger sister has pre-

cedence over her if the former is unmarried In case of her death before mar-

riage. the same rights are performed as for the sem
; but if she is married,

her own people do everything for her ; still the ceremonial shows that her

parental connection is also much cared for. In matrimonial affairs she is as

free as the son and has the same rights as he Nowhere dees the Vedic Ritual

ignore her importance. On the contrary, the unmarried daughter—Purity.

Afhctioo, Devotion and Bliss embodied—seems to he more important than

the son with regard to the welfare of the parents. Anyway, the hypothesis

enunciated by Manu and other authorities meaning M
Putrena duhitA saml "

remains true and declares the glory of the Creator who does not make any

distinction between His sons and daughters

LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS.

Ait. Bra. = Aitarcyn •brahmana-

Alt. L*b*n - A)tindi*ches I.ebm.

Afip. Apsstamba-grhya-^jtra.

Ahs. = AsvaSyana-CThya-sutTa.

Bhargs. - Bh^radvQja-gihya-sutra.

DKs. •» Dhamia-sQtras.

Gautama = Gautama-dharma-sitra.

Gabkgs. = Gobhila-gjhya Sutra.

Gss. a Grhya-sutraia.

Hngs. = Hirai^rikrsi crhya-BUtra

/wd. St. — Inditche Studien.

K’Jfkgs. = Kathaka-grhya-sutra.

Kh&gs. = Khadira-grhya-sirtni.

Mimgs. — Minax'a-grhya dtni.

Parts. = Pdraskara-grh>Ts-»utra.

KV. = Rg-veda.

Songs. = S&nkhflyana-grhya-tfGlra.

Vaikkgt. - Vaikhanaia grhya-iutJlL

VtogS. = Varahi Kthya -cutra.

Vasds = Vaa*«tha dhairoa sutra.

Vmu = Vi*7u-snrti

ZDMG. — Zcitschrift drx Drutschwi

Morgrnandischcn Cesclischaft.

86. Stami. IX. 139; p. 364. 1.10-11.



THE BUDDHISTIC AND THE ADVAITA VIEW-POINTS*

By

P. T. RAJU. Waltair.

One reading Buddhistic philosophy, especially the Mahayana schools,

cannot fail to be struck by the great similarity between it and the Advaita.

Sankara has often been called by the rival schools of the Vedanta a fnccckan-

nabawidha, a Buddhist in disguise. Bhfiskara in his commentary on the

Brabnasulua' speaks of viceknow mulam mahiiyattikabcuddhaiku!itan;

muyavddom. b&rayaqa ParjditSdiiya in his Madhicvijayc* treats the advai-

tin similarly. Aripati PaoditarAdhya in his Brakmasnlw bkisya'- calls all the

advaitins piacchama bauddkas. It is well known that in the Bhavisyat-

(mraua Sahkara is called so. This shows that many noticed even long ago

that in the Advaita there are reflections of Mahayana Buddhism. Yet in spite

of these accusations, the classical advaitin protests against the identification

of his doctrines with those of Buddhism. AH who have read Sankara's com-

mentary on the Biahnutiuirai, must have noticed that he refutes the Buddhis-

tic schools along with those of the NySya, the Viifie&ika, the Sarikhya etc.

And almost all the followers of Sankara take special pairs to contradict Bud-

dhism, not merely its religious side but also its philosophical doctrines. It

seems really worth enquiring why the advaitins were so unsympathetic towards

them.

The first reason that suggests itself is that Buddhism did not recognise

the authority of the Vedas. It started as a purely ethical religion, and in

course of time turned philosophical. It began with an indifference towards

the ideas of God. soul, and revelation, an attitude opposed to the spirit of

flic Vedas. The advaitin with his insistence on the sanctity and infallibility

of the SnUi or Vedas could naturally have nothing to do with Buddhism, and

would disclaim every connexion with it.

But when the other Vedantic schools were accusing the advaitin of being

a Buddhist, did he not think over his position ? If not, why ? Or Is it simply

for fear of being driven out of the orthodox fold that he denied the presence

of the Buddhistic doctrines in his system ? Many have observed and rightly

too, that Gaudapada's Mandukya K&rxkas owe much to Buddhistic thought

But then is the advaitin ungrateful in not acknowledging ? Or is the spirit

of the Advaita different from that of the Mahayana Buddhism ?

To the author of this article the last seems to be the reason why the advai-

tin fights every school of Buddhism. It is recognised by almost all competent

thinkers that every system of philosophy can be developed out of every other

* This paper was read at the Tenth All-India Oriental Conference, Tirupati,

l&tO.

1 . I. 4. 25. 2. 1,51. 3. I. 1. 3.
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system through constructive criticism. Even in the expositions of any philo-

sopher we find difference between what he ought to have said and what he

actually said. Taking an Indian example, wc know that Appayya

interpreted Srikaptha’s philosophy as Saividvaita, whereas Srfttfttha himself

declares in so many words that his view is VKist&dvaita. By collecting together

certain statements of Srika-^ha which do not agree with his Viftftddvaita

position Appayya DDofita has been able to show that Srlk&oth&'s real inten-

tion was to expound Advaita. and that he should have said something dsc

in some other connexion. Coming to Buddhism itself, wc read that the two

schools of the Ivlahayana were only developments out of the Sarvastivada

school, nay, even out of the TheravAda school of the Hlnayana. Not merely

so. even the latest schools of the Mahayana claim to be the true teaching* of

the Buddha and assert that the earlier schools only imperfectly understood

him.

Besides, when every line of thought is developed, and developed to the

farthest extreme without doing injustice to any aspect of our experience, all

converge and give the same result As BOSANQUET has said. the conception

of the Absolute is the highest watermark to which every philosophical specu-

lation rm ‘Ilicrc is ancXhcr view of his, which is very significant when ap-

plied to philosophical speculation It is also significant that it is he who wrote

the book, The Meeting of Ettremes in Contemporary Philosophy, in which

he points out how radical realism and the higliest absolutism meet The
present point is one concerned with logic, but which can be applied with ad-

vantage to the logic of phdusophising. He tells us in h:s Essentials of Logic

that every individual starts with his private experience and in the systematic

connexion he establishes between bits of his private experience he comes to

realise an objective world Whether it is true or not in epistemology, wc may
say that it is true in a sere* in philosophising. Every philosopher starts with

hi$ own starting point, but in his attempt to include all aspects of experience

he comes to a conception which is common to all philosophers. Hence when

Buddhistic thought developed to the extreme, it is no wonder that it showed

similarities to the Advaita. But the spirit with which it began and the method

of its development may be different from those of the Advaita. Hence the

latter's repugnance to Buddhism.

What now is the spirit of Buddhism which the advaitin dislikes ? First,

Buddhism was an unorthodox religion and philosophy which questioned the

authority of the Veda. This point is certainly not of pure philosophical im-

portance. Next, Buddha's silence when asked about the truth of the God

and the soul has been variously understood. It is by almost all agreed that

many of the earliest schools took his silence for denial, and preached the

unreality of both. This was quite antagonistic to Hinduism. Further, the

understanding of the world by Buddhism was mainly analytical. This point

forms the fundamental difference between Buddhism and the Advaita. The

Buddhistic doctnnc of the pratilyasamulpdtiii, which is bt*>t translated by

Dr. Dascupta*$ phrase
44

dependent emergence " is common in one form or
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another to all analytical philosophies. Whenever the unity that is character-

istic of the whole has to be explained, such philosophies say that the unity

is a sort of entity or quality which emerges when a number of entities com-

bine The soul, according to Buddhism, is practically nothing but the com-

bination of the five skandkas or aggregates. Bat this way of explanation is

to catch hold of the parts arul lu* the whole and its unity. Or it is to

explain the higher in terms of the lower. It is to deny the reality of the

whale and allinn the reality of the parts- This is what the earliest Buddhist

schools actually did. Certainly, later Mahayana Buddhism is interpreted by

Japanese and Chinese scholars like Suzuki, Soge.n etc., as affirming the reality

of the whole and denying the reality ol the parts. But this whole or Sunya

is an interpretation and a development of the unreality of the whole of the

Hinayana. We shall see later how this Sunya differs from the Absolute of

the Advaita. Here it is enough for us to see that the Sunya remains a

sort of negative idea with all its associations with the notion of unreality.

Hence the reluctance of the Advaita to accept it. Certainly the Alaya of

the ypgacarins is more positive and is like the Brahman of the advaitin.

But it too developed like the idea of Aunya and, Suzuki4 tells us. is treated

as Sunya.

The spirit of the Advaita is nut merely analytical. It never loses sight

of the whale and its unity, and declares the parts to he only appeal anecs of

the whole. The soul is the truth, and the parts of the body come together

only for the soul. It tells us that the soul or the sdf is identical with

the Brahman, and, like the later Mahayanists, says that the world is mdyi.

It is due to some metaphysical bhrema oc illusion. But this bhramo is

udadhisikanu. that is, has a Iccus. Everything unreal presupposes some-

thing real as its bask And this later is not a mental product but objective.

But in Buddhism bhrona is wradkitfhena. The Aflnya can be the adhitfkana

in the Madhyamika philosophy and the Alaya in the Yogadara. But the

Sunya is noc a bkdi'OpGdarlha or positive entity ; and the Alaya, tliough

more positive, is still bhavubh&valiia, that is, beyond the positive and the

negative. That is, something positive cannot be the adhisfhdna of bhramo.

Thus negation in Buddhism comes to be without a basis. There re

thus a difference between the logic of the Advaital and that of Buddhism.

According to the Advaita, every negation presupposes an affirmation. In

*bort the svarupa of abhdva is really the svatipc of the locus, which is a

bh&va
r
because negation has no ccitological validity. There b thus some-

thing on which the advaitin can stand But according to the Madhyamika,
even bhcra has no ontological validity, hence there is nothing on which be
can stand and view the universe.

The advaitin denies the ultimate tnith of the universe only to affirm the

ultimate truth of the Brahman, because both the higher and the lower cannot
be equally true for him. But the Buddhist seems to deny the reality of the

A Studies in Lankavalara Sutra, p. 260.
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world merely for the sake of denying it. What is the criterion o1 his pro-

nouncerrcnt on this world ? Is there a standard truth in the light of which

this world has to be declared untrue ? If that truth has no udtd or bkavclva
,

how can it be a truth ? SAnya may be said to be truth, but has it solid ?

The Madhyamika denies solid to it. His reason is : Sat is never seen with-

out esot, bhdva without abkdva. The nature of bhdva is to be bom and

to die, that is, to pass away and bcccmc abhdto. But Nintiup cannot have

death and so is not bhdva. The Vijnanavadin's position appears to be differ-

ent, but he too maintain that Nirvana is Sunya, and so naturally must be

beyond bkdva and abkdva. And very often the VijflBnavadin ^caks of his

Ataya as if it were phenomenal, as the store house of etc. But

how can unreal things remain in whatever form in the Alaya? Is it not

the Ataya itself that takes these forms? In fact, the word used by them

here is paritidma. transformation or modification. But how can a real thing

become unreal through pariydma? If the essential being of the Alaya is

die same as that of the phenomena, then either the Alaya must be unreal or

the phenomena must be real. Further this vijndna is usually identified with

the buddhx of the orthodox systems, and the advaitin treat* it as unreal.

Hence Buddhism in general » often interpreted as holding that the world

which is unreal is without a real basis.

But the important question of logic afrid method here is : Do bhai a

and abhdva stand on the same ontological level? The Madhyamika miw
to argue that they do But does bkdva presuppose abhdva just as much

as abhdva presupposes bhdva ? He docs not follow this line of argument.

He telb us that Nirvana t* not bkdva because it has no death, and it is

not an abkdva because no abkdva is found without bkdva. Anyway both

bhdva and abhdva belong to the phenomenal world. But does nert bhdva

occupy a higher place than abhdva by being its presupposition ? The MAdhya-

mika seems to think that even bkdva cannot occupy a higher place. The

reason for him r$ that destruction £ a characteristic of every bkdva, that

is, there is no bkdva without one form of abkdva namely dhvamso. But this

is an unpioved assumption for the advaitin Same bkdi'as may be destroyed,

but not all. Every abhdva prcsuppors some locus which is a bkdva, and

though one bhdva after another turns into abhdva, there must ultimately be

something on which all the abkdvas can rest, and which must be a bkdva.

The form of my perception of the absence of the pen on the tabic is really

the form of the table, and the table is an existence witheut which the absence

could not have been perccivd.

But the question may be put : Is not the pen also ultimately unreal

even according to the Advaita? If so. both bhdva and abkdva are unreal,

and therefore cannot express the nature of Nirvana or the Absolute. It is

true that the Advaitin. after dismissing the snake seen in the rope as unreal,

later declares the rope too unreal. But the rope is unreal relatively to the

5. The Madhyamika Kdiikds. ch. xxvi, 4 and 7.
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Absolute, whereas the snake is unreal relatively the rope. That b. ontologically

the rope occupies a higher position than the snake, and the Absolute the

highest position. But the Absolute is not perceived by our 9enses like the

rope. It is an ideal obtained by the application ol the criterion cA truth

formulated at the empirical levd. So the ontological unreality of the rope

is with reference to the ideal truth and not the perceptual truth. That is,

no empirical perception informs us that the rope is unreal. Hence so far

as our perceptual experience goes, it remains a bheva. But then when we

reach the ideal truth our ideas of bhUva and abheva have to be readjusted.

Certainly abhava is not the same thing as unreality or Maya
;
yet the lower

reality is absent in the higher, and the advaitin himself says that there is

(napaUtmtiitfibhcva in the Brahman. Just as there is the negation of the

snake in the rope at ail times, there is negation of the rope in the Absolute

at all times. And just as the rope is the kxus or support of all the ebkdvas

that, can be perceived in it and of all things for which it can be mistaken, the

Absolute too is the support of all the abhdvas that exist in it and of all

things for which it can be mistaken. And either for unreality or for abhava

the support is always bkava. The distinction between reality and unreality

ultimately settles down into that of sat and asaf With reference to the

snake the rope is sat. And we get the Absolute only when the criterion

formulated in order to determine what h sal is idealised and when applied

to the rope itself becomes inapplicable. Hence we go beyond the world to

the Absolute. The idealised criterion of sat is applicable only to it. Thus
it is cur search for a complete and perfect sat that leads us to the Absolute.

To say therefore that the Absolute is not sat is not only disappointing but

also illogical This readjusting of our idea of sat or bhova is wanting in

the Madhyamika philosophy.

But it may be asked why not fix the concept of bh&va to the phenomenal
things which are always becoming, and treat the Absolute as beyond bkdva
and abhava ? Mrs. Rhys Davids has been insisting upon treating bhava
as becoming and not as being and Nirvana as the objective of this becoming.
But then according to her Nirvana must be a positive entity and not beyond
the positive and the negative. And the MSdhyamika docs not seem to follow

her. He just treats the phenomenal world only as bhava or existence and
Nirvana as beyond it And this is a question of method. But the important
point is, if we treat the phenomenal things as bkavas then naturally our
thought irueg rest satisfied with them. What then must spur it to go beyond
the phenomenal world ? If I have true existence in my hands I do not go
elsewhere in starch of it. Only because the pherwmena do not satisfy the
criterion of ideal sat or existence, do we proceed to the Absolute and treat
them as unreal. And because the Absolute satisfies the criterion, it must be

6. STCHERbatsxy ; The Conception oi Buddhutu Savana. p. 32. Also MC-
Govkrn An Introduction to Mnhdy&na Buddhism, pp. 60 foil.

P J* f " to the Buddhists. Cf. Madhyamika Karik&s.
r. ob. Aflrtfa K) f also, du v, 8.
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regarded as sot or bhdvc. and relatively the phenomena should be regarded

as not bhdva. If we are not prepared to readjust our concepts, our thought

becomes unsystematic and so far our philosophy will be defective.

It is for this reason that the Sunya or pcjamwikasalya of NAgarjuna,

which rs neither sat nor asat seems to be simply the Maya of the advaitin.

Mayti also is neither sat nor asat and the difference between it and Sunya
k orJy in name. Furtlier, NSgSrjuna tells us that the world is SQnya and
there no difference between the two * In the Advaita the world is M&yS,
but it is not the same as the Brahman. True, it has no separate existence

from the Brahman, only because it has no reality, not because the two are

identical. The advatin too tells us that every thing is the Brahman just

as the MAdhyamika tells us that every thing is Aunya, but the reasons for

the two are different ; for the former the reason is that nothing dse exists,

but for the Madhyamika it is that nothing exists. The latter maintains that

the world is bhava but in its essence it is identical with the Sunya which

is neither bhava nor obhdva. The advaitin too holds that we start with

treating the world as sal. but when we enquire into its essential nature,

wc find that it ls neither set nor osar and is M£y&. So both treat the world

alike saying that it is not real. But the advaitin goes further and points

to something which is real, whereas the MAdhyamika is satisfied with simply

pointing out that the world is not real. He certainly speaks of paramdTtka-

setya, but that is for all appearance simply non-existence or to avoid a

negative term, it does not exist The tendency is in a piece with that of

the early Buddhists according to whom Nirvana is just the destruction of

the combination of the' skandkas. What the Buddhist is specialty concerned

with is an analytical understanding of the world in order to destroy it.

The four-fold truth of duhkha, satnudaya. mrodha, and mtfrga, is meant to

show that the world b sorrow, and it being an aggregate the destruction of

cuhkha can be accomplished by destroying the aggregate. In some earlier

schools the simplest elements are regarded as eternal bhdvas, but the Maha-

yAna does not so regard them. In spite of this difference what is wanted

by both is a state where nothing can be known or experienced. This is

achieved, according to the early schools, by destroying the phenomenal self

which is nothing but a samghdta of the various shandhas. and according

to the later schools, by realising that every thing is Sunya. The later con-

cept seems to be a purely logical development of the former. No wonder

then that the advaitin could not accept this view. A little more constructive

effort would have landed the Buddhist in the position of the Advaita.

The Mfidhyamika SQnya brings to mind the place of material substance

in Berkeley’s philosophy, and that of the spiritual substance also in that

of Hume. Both have analysed our ideal of substance, found that we can find

nothing in it but our ideas, and so declared that it is unreal. Because Berke-

ley admitted the truth of the spiritual substance, so far he may be compared

a. Madhyamika Kdjikds. di. xxvi, 19.
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to the VijBinaiftdin and Hume to the MSdhyamika. Of course, the com-
parison ends there, for the differences in other points an 1 overwhelming But

the general tendency of the Buddhistic philosophers, like that of the empirical

phiiosopliers of Europe, is analytical ; while that of the Advaita is rather

rationalistic. But here we should be on our guard, for the advaitin never

tries to deduce every thing from a single or a few first principles. He is,

on the other hand, critical and his method is transcendental like Kant's. His
intention a to find out something which is beyond the contradictions of the

world, but the Mldhyamika merely ends with pointing out these contra-

dictions, and because he could not see anything beyond them, he maintains
that nothing positive is beyend them. Ha philosophical vision seems to be
limited to this world

;
he starts with the idea of the world as bhava. analyses

it into something which is neither bkat<a nor ebhuva, and stops there.

This paper discuses only the general tendencies. For. in Buddhism every
type of philosophy can be feund, and it would be easy to point out that

Buddhism is realistic, idealistic, nihilistic, believed in the iitman and God,
does not believe in them and so forth. But it is hoped that the general
outlook of Buddhism and of Buddhism as generally understood by the Hindu
is correctly represented in this paper. Reasons can be found in the discussion

itself vrhy the general Hindu thinks of Buddhism in the way he does. It
is true that the Yogaoara philosophy and the Midhyamikn too with some
additions and alterations can be turned into the Advaita. But these modi-
fications and additions are so important that they change fundamentally both
the outlook and method of Buddhistic philosophy.



THE EAST INDIA COMPANY’S CINNAMON TRADE
(1600-1661)

By

J. C DE, Calcutta.

Among the various products of Ceylon which led the Europeans to

resort to commerce, privateering and quasi-privateering, a most important

place is to be assigned to cinnamon.

According to Father De Queyroi " Javira-Paracrama-Ban
" “ increase

(ed) his treasures by trade, especially in cinnamon, which already in times

past issued from Columbo to various parts of India and to the island of the

Caiz in the Persian Gulf between Queixome and Cape Haba6 on the coast of

Lestan, whence it passed to Syria, now Suria, thence to Greece and the rest of

Europe under the name of Caizligna

Mactsuyker recommended that an extremely conciliatory policy must

be pursued by the Dutch towards “tire (Ceylonese) King" because, their

“desire chiefly ” was " that (they), should not be deprived of the cinnamon

through which must come the payment of the great sum in which he is in-

debted to us”.

Later on, Baklaeus says, ” the Isle of Ceylon is very fertile in Rice

and all sorts of Fruits .... It abounds also in Sugar-reeds, and Mulberry-

trees, which produce a good quantity of silk ;
as in Ginger. Pepper. Cardamum

tobacco, wild Palm-trees affording vast quantities of a kind of Sugar

They are stor'd also with Calabass Trees, Cotton trees. Areck trees. long

pepper ” etc. " But the Helen or the Bnde in Contest of this Isle is the

finest and purest Cinnamon which growing only in this Island, no wonder if

we (the Dutch) haw disputed the entire possession thereof for so many years

with the Portuguese

The cinnamon according to Father de Queyroz was found " in great

abundcncc " in Ceylon, and was “ in quality the very best in the known

World A car.ick which arrived from Lisbon under the captaincy of Sancho

dc Faria da Silva was attacked by the Dutch led by Matijs Henricus Quasi.

Da Silva lost his life in the engagement, and Quasi died a foitnight later

of his wounds. “ Much treasure ", says Fremlen, the English President,

“was not (however) found for the Company, yet the saylore got good pil-

lage “ The caracks self they intend to Battavia, and have removed her

from Goa to Cdloan, where they have a flectc of 10 or 12 great ships, with

which it is thought they intend to assault and (if they can) surprise

Columbo before the expected peace bee published", "The V (ice)Roy hath

on a Dutch vessel sent a gentleman of good quality to the Battavian Generali,

so desirous the Portugalls are even to beg peace, or a cessation of armes at

least untill it come confirmed from Europe”.
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One of the reasons why Colombo rose to prominence during these days

lay in her central position relative to the cinnamon growing nix'as. Negombo

was also important in this connection, and she is said to be “ the chief

place of the Seven Cories where the best cinnamon on the face of the

globe grows, and in wry great abundance" The Dutch used to pack their

cinnamon m leather. Bui Van Goens points out that athmpts were also

made during our period of packing the bark in gunny. The collection of

cinnamon in Ceylon was made, by a special caste on whom thus devolved

the marketing of one of the most important products of the island, in those

days. “ Without them, (the Chjalias)
“

"says Maetsuyker, for example,

M no cinnamon can be procured which nevertheless must be obtained by the

Honourable Company who would also greatly bo embarrassed as regards the

transport of the collected cinnamon without the hdp of tho=c "castes who

are yearly enrolled for this purpose".

Negombo. we must also remember, was noted for its fishing industry,

and the sailing qualities of tlic local people were of no mean order. Van

Goero wanted to fortify it strongly. “ {Otherwise j
", he says. “ wc might

easily lose this valuable place in course of time or during a sudden war

with a European power, whereby we would not only be deprived of the best

quality and not far short of the half of all the Ceylon cinnamon, but yea.

at one and the same time lose all our profits, projects and designs ”, Among

tlie numerous other references to Ceylon cinnamon areas in tin Dutch docu-

ments of our period we may note, in passing, a passage from the Dagli

Register of 1643-44 which says that the most fertile districts in which cin-

namon of the best quality grew were found round about the country “ between

Colombo and Negombo which with the 23 miles under the Galle jurisdiction

consisted of 34 milts of cinnamon lands” from which “great profit (was)

derived ”,

The Asiatic skipper who had been carrying Ceylon products including

cinnamon century after century viewed with natural distrust and jealousy

the advent of Dc Albegaria off Colombo, while the gods watched with cynical

amusement the bestowal of various concessions by another Asiatic -the Sim-

halese king—to him.

An arrangement was amved at by which in exchange for an offensive

and defensive alliance, 124,000 lbs. of cinnamon were to be supplied to the

Portuguese every year.

With the crouch of a tiger preparing for a spring the Dutch took stock

of the mature Portuguese commerce with Ceylon.

Patiently and tenaciously, deligently and earnestly. Dutch captains and

traders developed commercial intercourse with the rich island, the first Dutch-

man to visit her shores being the tactful Joris van Spilbergen. He was

granted an audience by Vimaladharmasurya. “ The King speaking with him

of the negotiations regarding the Cinnamon and Pepper, the General was not

willing to agree to the price that the King demanded, so they let the talk

of negotiations drop and came to other discourses ", Finding the price cx-
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orbitant, the crafty Dutchman pointed out with all the suavity of a diplomat
that his primary business was to arrange a treaty of friendship between Orange
anti the King. " The General ”, says the Journal, “ answered that he
had not come them for Pepper or Cinnamon but simply to obey the

command of His Excellency, which was to offer the King friendship on
behalf of his Princely Excellency". The King (true to oriental tra-

dition and culture) " took the General in his arms and raised him up saying ",

" AJl the Pepper and Cinnamon that 1 have given is given to you.” Spil-

bergen by that one stroke won the battle on all points, and the King subse-

quently assorted. "See I, my Queen, Prince and Princess will help to carry

on (our) shoulders the Stones, Lime, and other materials, if the States and
his Pr. Excellency be pleased to come and build a castle here in my land ”,

Spilbeigen further impressed the King presenting to him one of the

three vessels filled with arecanut, PeppeT and Cinnamon which the Dutch
captured from the Portgucse. It was a “Galiot of about 40 lasts new and
well made."

At the same time. " the Stones he brought with him from Ceylon " (ac-

cording to Cornelia Jolyfs letter of 18th, November. 1602) “were estimated
high. Part of the money that paid for these was obtained by selling the
lading of one of the Portuguese prizes.

Ultimately, in addition to precious Stones and other presents, the Dutch
chief received "60 Canasters of Cinnamon. 16 Bales of Pepper, (and) 4

Bales of Turmeric".
w
There was more Cinnamon, but the road (waB) long ",

and ” we could not stay there longer.”*

It must also be remembered that not only did the inhabitants of other

parts of Asia come to trade with Ceylon by this time, there were a good
many who became settled in Ceylon. In spite of Portuguese efforts to

the contrary their migrations continued, and the Portuguese official became
sometimes compelled to obtain their help for collection of merchandise. When
however in 1625 the Portuguese expelled many of them from their spheres of

influence, they colonised divers parts of Sirhhalese Ceylon.

Spiftaergh iSpdbrrgcn) also captured a Portuguese ship in the seas of

Atjeh, being helped in his privateering exploit by the English under I-ancester.

Leaving Condis Sperix to manage commercial affairs. Spilbergh returned

home. The era of disorganised Dutch trading in the East closed with this

voyage.

When the V. O. C. came into existence, the enthusiasm for Ceylon pro-

ducts in Dutch minds continued unabated, and De Weert, the leader of its

first voyage, reached Ceylon with three ships. Two of these were sent over

to Atjeh, and then De Wccrt sought an audience of the king at Kandy, intent

on getting supplies of Ceylon silk, pepper, cinnamon etc. to the exclusion of

all other competitors. The king was ready at the interview to grant him

1. Selections from the Dutch records of the Ceylon Government (Rcimers) ;

Ceylon Literary Resist ei, Vol, VI
; Anthonies : The Dutch in Ceylon

;
Piers : Ceylon

and the Hollanders etc
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many a concession on conditions that he drove the hated Portuguese (pre-

ferably without their bag and baggage ) out of the island. Actually. bales

of Cinnamon and Pepper were handed over to him as presents from the king.

Galle and Colombo were to be wrested back, and then all the Cinnamon that

the island could produce would be his nation's. Elated with the prospect the

Dutch commander, an able sailor, proceeded to the Archipelago, got hold of

five more Dutch ships, and came back to Ceylon. But his crew shot down
cattle for ftxxi. a royal ambassador who had been a passenger on the Dutch
fleet, was used with discourtesy at tabic, and the command of the Sinhalese

monarch. Consequently, in spite of a royal letter which arrived in the mean-
time providing for an annual lading of 1000 cwt. of cinnamon, and the

same weight of pepper to the Dutch, the interview which followed between the

Dutch commander and the king ended tragically.

It is said that the drunken Dutchman made some insulting remarks about

the Queen. “ Sebaki de Wrest ”, says Baldaeus, “ being somewhat heated

with strong Liquor, reply'd undiscreetly. That certainly the Empress could

not be in distress for a Man, and that he was resolv'd not to sail to Gale,

or to fight against the Portuguese . before the Emperor had done him the

honour of viewing his ships". The king thereupon ordered his arrest While

resisting these orders, he was lulled. Some follower* of his also met with the

same fate. The king went back to Kandy and wrote (in Portuguese) to

the Dutch officers off Batucakxi. "Que bebcm vinho nan he boa, Deos fes

juBticia, se quiseircs, pas, pas, se quires guerra, guerra ". The terse message

could not however for the moment keep the Dutch in Ceylon, and part of the

fleet sailed to Patarn, and the rest to Bantcn. The second act in the Dutch

cinnamon drama was over.

In 1612. Marcdhes de Bosschouwer, a servant of the V. O. C, came to

Ceylon, armed with letters from *' De Edele Groot Mogende Hceren ", the

States-Gcneral, and " Prince of Orange. Earl of Nassan. Catzrndlcbagcn ",

etc The letters announced the Dutch Truce with the Portuguese and soli-

cited for commercial facilities. The letter from the Prince significantly

pointed out, " We did not think fit to stipulate in the said Treaty, that (the

Portuguese) should be excluded from the Trafhck of Ceylon, but left the same

to your Majesty's Discretion Negotiation with the king led to an agreement

which promised a supply of superior cinnamon at a fixed price to the Dutch

who were also granted other trade concessions by Senerat- “ His Majesty ",

records Baldaeus "engages to deliver yearly all the Cinnamon that is to be

get to our Company, to be paid cither in Money or in Merchandise, according

to the usual Exchange The envoy was created Migamuwe Rala and won

a high place in the king's confidence. In 1615. he proceeded to Europe to

conclude the alliance un behalf of the lung against the Portuguese, and brought

back, (as wc have seen before) the Danes with him.

The Danish help however did not prove to be of much use in the war

with the Portuguese who carried on a ding-dong fight with the Suiihalese, till

RAjasiriiha came to the throne after Senerat's death.
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Rajasimha offered an offensive alliance against the Portuguese to Rcy-

niersz, the Dutch Governor of Coromandel, to last as long as the sun and

moon. This was a phrase which corresponds to the 6candrirkasamakdJ;na

of the ancient Hindu Roya! charters, and reminds us once again of the

survival of unadulterated Hindu-Buddhist documental phrases in Ceylon

during our period The message, it b also noticeable, vras sent by a

Brahmana.

The Dutch Council of India eager for acquisition of Ceylon cinnamon

jumped at the proposal, and Jan Thyszoon Pyaart was' sent to the young and

masterful king of Kandy. Rcymcrsz had provided his envoy with a letter

pointing out that the Dutch were ready to aid the king with men and arms,

if he would let tiicm have a lading of cinnamon shortly, and promise them

the monopoly later on. The letter further stated that Admiral Adam van

Westerwold could be asked on the conclusion of a formal agreement to send

ships to carry out the expulsion of the Portuguese and take away some cinna-

mon. “If your Majesty will be pleased", said the letter to the “Most

Potent Emperor", “to allow us the Exportation of some Cinnamon, we

oblige our selves to assist your Majesty with Musquets. Powder, Ammunition,

and other arms ; so that in case you will order two or more ships cargo's of

cinnamon to be got ready for our use against May next, we either will pay ready

Money for it, or exchange the same for Ammunition or other Merchandizes

as your Majesty shall think fit”.

The student must however bear in mind that this spice for a regular sup-

ply of which the European nations of our period were ready to go to any con-

ceivable length, was not, as it has been fondly supposed to be by some

scholars, the monopoly of Ceylon, in all senses of the term, during our period

It had certainly its competitors, for example, in the “cinnamon de mato'

of the Malabar coast

The cinnamon of Malabar did not escape the attention of Linchoten who

says that it was known as "Canclla dc Mato or wilde cinnamon, and (was)

forbidden to be carried into Portingalc ”.

Cinnamon, according to a Swally Marine letter of 1648 was of two

varieties,—the Ceylon product and " Covlon or false cynamon The latter

was also probably known as Trambonc cinnamon, after the equivalent word

trampSo in the Portuguese language. The Surat Letter-Book says in 1660

that it was called “ canclla d(e) matto" at Cochin ; "by us. cassaa lignum

or coarse cinnamon". Among Dutch documents, the Treaty of Westerwold

with Rijasiiftha mentions “ caned dc matte ". It was not to be offered by

the king to the Dutch I.ater on, van Corns also refers to it in the passage

“ inkopen ende dat den wilden Canned wort ingchouden ” etc.

Maetsuykcr also tells us that care should be taken “ to see that no coarse

or otherwise inferior cinnamon b delivered '*.

Baldaeus. the '* Minister of the word of God in Ceylon ” who left the

island by the close of our period, and whose work on Malabar, Coromandel

and Ceylon saw light in Amsterdam a few years afterwards, says that there
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were three "different sorts of Cinnamon" in "the East Indies”, the first

being the " Cartel F:no ” of “ the Portuguese* “ being the same that is taken

from very young, or at least not very old Trees". The second was the “ Cand

Grosso", "taken from very thick and old Trees”, and the third the "Cand
de Mato ” of Malabar. The last variety was wry much lower in price, and
" in no esteem

“ A voyage to Congo and several other countries chiefly in Southern-

Africk” by Father Merolla da Sorrento” “in 1682”, “made English

from the Italian ”, again says, ” Not many years since Cinnamon was first

to be brought hither by the King of Portugal from the East-Indies

(In) a Marsh belonging to” "the Reverend Fathers of the Society of Jraus”

“about four Miles from the City of Baia” "it has thriv'd to a Miracle".

Though the Ceylon Cinnamon was (as we have seen above) according to

Father de Queyroz “the very best in the known World” "it (was) also

found in Malvar and Bima, an island of the Archipelago An inferior kind

was also apparently cultivated in the country round Goa. '* This is " however
“ the spice that made the Island of Ceylon famous ”,

Secondly, it is apparent from some of the above statements (and also

from other records) that all the cinnamon which grew in Ceylon could not

be catcgoricd into a single class, because the inferior commodity (used both

as a substitute and as an adulteiing agent) was grown in the island itself.

The Fergusons tell us that there are ten kinds of Oylon cinnamon, though

four only are usually barked. Maetsuyker apparently alludes to these when
he says, " The cinnamon which is right, good and fine, is found only in these

low lands of Negnmbo, Colombo and Gale But the best and the finest

quality is found in the Ncgombo district or the Seven Cories

We need not go here into technical botanical distinctions and differences.

From our present point of view, it will be sufficient to note that Chinese cinna-

mon (cassia lignea) is to be distinguished from Ceylon cinnamon. The
so-called Chinese cinnamon however grows elsewhere for example in the

hills of Bengal, east of the Padndi RAfigilfi proper. The Malabar variety

(the Kamwa which is the ordinary Tamil equivalent to cinnamon) has been

sometimes taken to be the same as I.auras Cassia, and sometimes as little

different from the Ceylon product.

Pridham writing in 1849 points out that Malabar produced Cassia hgnet,

and adds that “ the external appearance of the two varieties of the aromatic
laurel, viz. Lauras cinnamoum and Lauras cassia, is very similar, and cannot
be distinguished when growing except by the leaf, and then only by an experi-

enced eye”.

But the finer qualities of Ceylon cinnamon have to be distinguished from
the Indian product According to Rev, Cordiner efforts made to grow these

on the Coromandel Coast later on, failed.

This writer also extols the value of cinnamon as an article of merchandise
which has long rendered the island famous, and still forms the chief article

of commerce”.
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Thirdly, even in ancient times Ceylon docs not seem to be the only

country which grew cinnamon.

Regarding the karuwa (Malabar) and the kurundu (Ceylon), the Fergu-

sons say, " The prepared bark of the karuwa is. according to good authority,

inferior to the best Ceylon cinnaroun. It is, however, allowed to be superior

to the produce of the cinnamon trees which is found on the northern and

eastern part of the island " *

The greedy merchant of this period had no scruple to pass the other

commodity or variety tor varieties ?) off as Ceylon cinnamon. (which came

to the market in large quantities) because the Malabar kind was about 70%
cheaper than the Ceylon product. Adulteration must have been frequent.

To take examples. The cinnamon procurable at Cochin is definitely spoken

of as being adulterated with cassia in a Swally Marine letter of 24th October

1650. The same document adds that the English hoped to obtain a

supply apparently of the better kind from the Portuguese Viceroy. In

1650 it was a i ranged to send Goodyear in the Expedition to Goa for fetching

the spice. But he was also asked to purchase in course of his voyage a

quantity of cassia lignum, perhaps for purposes of convenient adulteration.

It may be argued that if the English wanted to export the adulterated product,

they could have bought it from Cochin directly, without sending for it. to

Goa. But Cochin was further off. (as they themselves say tn the letter from

Merry and others on 24th October, 1650) than Goa, and the proportion of

adulteration there might has-c been higher than what the Gimpany would

have cared to tolerate. At the same time, some '.comparatively) pure Ceylon

cinnamon could be also kept separate for purposes of sale, if a supply of the

better quality merchandise could be obtained from Goa.

Adulterated cinnamon ts apparently referred to in the record of the

Court dated 30th September, 1643. Hall, the owner wanted a concession rate

from the Company, and in part payment offered some ropes and powder on

this occasion. Ryder who purchased some cinnamon from the Company,
discovered “flags, dust and sweepings” present in the spice, and some
reduction in price had therefore to be ordered by the Court in 1652.

In any case, an English trade in cassia lingnum grew during the period

under review. The Court Books say on 19th August, 1635 (for example
that the Swan brought 300} lb. of cassia lignum to Europe, on behalf of

Richard Deane and John Prarson serving in that ship. Next year, one cwt.

of cassia lignum was allowed to be earned free on behalf of Mrs, Jennings,

Another widow Helen Pickering -was granted a rebate of 50% on the

freight of cassia lignum carried on her behalf, the same year.

Freml-n's IcttcT of 13th February. 1638 points out to the Company that

cassia lignum and red wood were sent out to Persia from India in the Blessing.

The Persian markets were favourable to sale of these. “ Here the markets are

2. Linrhcmcn's Voyage . SWerirons Iron the Dutch Records etc . ; O. C. 2062 .

Baldwins : A Dtscnptvm of East India etc. ; Father de Queryroz : Tht Temporal

and Spiritual Conquest oj Ceylon i Father Pcrrra); FcrpiaMl : .4/1 about Spices etc.
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constantly very certain*?, and so the Dutch finde them, who of all sorts of

corooditics vend infinite quantities By his time. Weddell is thought to

have laded 7,349 lb. of the “ cinnamon de mate " in the Planter, which was
admitted to be of an inferior quality. (His ship also carried among other

commodities 150,000 lbs. of Malabar pepper).

John Weddell, a rather notable figure in the English commercial history

of these days, had reason to be dissatisfied with the ** CHd Company.” He left

their service, and sailed to the East in 1636 with a myal commission. He
commanded six ships, one of which was the Planter with Edward Hall as her

captain. On arrival off Goa, he wrote to Methwold in a characteristic way
" I must take the like out of my just vexation to advertize you that your sugar

hereafter bee as much as your gall in all your letters ; else I shall never hold

your phisicke to bee well tempered.” He was not pleased with Methwold all

the more because Methwokl's letter was *' patched and cobled with Cobbes
prankes. whome you likewise falsely taxe mee in your particular letters to

have supplyed beyond what was fitt ” Cobb was accused as is well known, of

some quasi-privateerings in Eastern Waters.

In 1647. it was proposed that the Hind should carry to Surat " black

pepper, tortoise shells. cubeb«. brimstone. long pepper, cassia lignum,

and three parrots (which cost 26 rials of eight) Cessia lignum and
long pepper “received from Bantam" is also mentioned in a long
letter of 6th January, 1648. It is not however to be prclcrrcd to piece

goods for purposes of excitation. This letter also refers, we may note

incidentally, to the declining trade of the Portuguese in cinnamon.

"From Goa there are this yeare designed three gallions for Portugal!

;

but win not carry such quantity* of cynamon as formerly, the Dutch, by
enhancing the price, haveing drawne the greater part thereof unto them.”

The " Adventurers in the Second General Voyage " were sent some cassia

lignum as a sample, in 1649. The record of the Court of Sales dated 3rd
October of the same year refers to the sale of cassia lignum, cinnamon and
ginger in Europe. This ginger was received from Bantam and China. Early
in 1651, Swally Marine wrote that it had obtained sixty-three bales of cinna-

mon from Goa
; but cassia was not available, because the flotilla from

Ceylon had not yet come in. Ceylon was possibly also exporting " cassia ” at

this time. Further on in the same document, the possibility of obtaining

cassia lignum at Goa is referred to. Some of this commodity was sold in a
damaged state in Europe, by this time, and Vendermarsh, the purchaser,

had to be granted a reduction in price.

Cinnamon of course is a merchandise of first rate importance to the
English trader throughout the period under review.

May in his, “ Briefe note of a voyage to the East Indies begun the 10th
of April, 1591 etc. says " We weyed anker in the moneth of November and
arrived at Zeilan about the end of the same moneth In this island groweth
great store of excellent cinamonn, and the best diamonds in the world. Here
our captaine meant to stay to make up cur voyage ; whereof he conceived
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great hope, by certaine intelligence which wee had receiued ; but the company,

which were in all but 33 men and boyes, being in a mutiny, and every day

ready to go together by the eares would not stay, but would needs go

home
“ The best cinnamon " according to Fitch came from Ceylon where it

“ is pilled from fine young trees

In “ the Prices of Goods in India ” of “ Le 30 August, 1609 " we find that

“of Ceylon (cinnamon 1 a very great quantity might yearly here be had (at)

about 7, 8 or 9 m. per maund Lawrence FcmrlJ and High Frayne writing

to " Sir Henry Middleton. Knight abroad the Trades Increase " again says

on “Nov. 15th 1610”, "We told him" -a Turkish officer) “our cinnamon

we fetch from Zclian, our Pepper from Acheen and Bantam where, we told

him, we have our factories

The ” Avizo from Hugh Frayne to Nicholas Downton, in the Red Sea
”

speaks of the island's commercial possibilities thus, “At Ceylon you may

buy cinnamon, pearls, rubies and some other stones ; for these you may sell

fine calicoes, powder pieces, lead and tin”.

The Court Minutes of 20th January, 1614 refers to cinnamon sold to

Mr. Garraway which was ” not to be garbled Again on 31st of March

the “ request of Hugh Hamcrsky concerning the purchase of some annamon "

was considered. Connock and Barker writing from "Jasquis” on 19th

January, 1617, say that " for augmentation and increase of our capital in

this place .... wo haw writ to Gerard Keeling, or to whomsoever shall be

President at Bantame, to send us annually one ship'* lading (of the burden

of 400 tons or more) of spices. whereof two-thirds pepper and the rest in

nutmegs, clove, mace and cinnamon, of each i* equal proportion, which we

arc confident will sell here almost to as good rates as in England “. Roe

referring to “ synoman " water, says that this essence (?) (of which he wants

a “ quart ">. “two bottles of the oil", “a little cheese'' and “ four or five

bottles of sack and red wine
M

will not fail to cheer him up. even when he

is not in the best of health, We may also notice that cinnamon was bong

sold at “thirteen rupees per maund” at Agra in 1617. 1

A quantity of cinnamon was procured by Robinson from Cannanorc,

some years later. By that time. MethwoJd writes to the Portuguese Viceroy

to sell him pepper and cinnamon in spite of the restrictions that officer sought

to impose on English trade.

In 1638, the Company m their letter to Surat of 16th March prefers

the export of cinnamon to that of saltpetre, for example.

The Court refers on 24th January. 1640 to forty-eight “skynns or

fardlcs " of cinnamon which were to be handed over to MethwoW, and twelve

to Baily. On 27th January, 1644. an allowance of 201 on account of freight

3. a C 2179: Ct, Bk. XIX . XXIII ; C. M- ; Ct- Bk. XVI ; a C. 1622 ;

F. R. Sur. ai ; E. F. 1646-50 ; Letter Books ? ; O. C 1576 . 2062 ;
Ct- Bk. XX ;

a C 2115 ;
220* : C. S. P. 682 : Ct. Bk. Ill ; L. R. *37

;
559 : 581.
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was ordered to be remitted to the Master of the Reformation, relative to the

cinnamon he brought in as private trade.

William Broadbent was asked to pay freight for the cinnamon he had

imported cn hts own account, in 1642. On -1th August, 1643. it was ordered

by the Court of Committees that no private trade in black pepper, indigo,

cotton goods and cinnamon was to be allowed. About a fortnight lateT, some

special arrangements far sale of cinnamon and other commodities, effecting “ a

division
” “ of 20% in cinnamon at 3r per lb. " under certain conditions,

were arrived at. A wholesale price (6m/s sight) of 3s. per lb. was fetched

by this spice by the aid of 1643. In the various Court of Sales records and

elsewhere, many sales of cinnamon and pepper with their prices aie referred

to, that of 11th March. 1647, mentioning Jambn and Malabar pepper, mace
and doves. 1,900 bags of pepper were imported into England on account of

the Fourth Joint Stock alone, by 1645.

We may notice incidentally that by this time (according to the Dutch
Register) 12,570 lbs. of cinnamon, consisting of 290 pareds. 186 from R4ja-
simha and the rest procured from Negombo. were conveyed from Ceylon to

the Ardiipdago by the Ddfshaven and the HasewinL
By the beginning of 1650, a nutting of several Committees comes to the

conclusion that private trade in cinnamon, silk, cardamoms, pepper, mace,
nutmegs, cotton goods, elephant’* teeth, cloves etc was to be discouraged.

None of us inrend they declared, ” our private advantage before the
general good ", A few months later, it was definitely decided not to allow

private merchants to export elephants' teeth and to import cinnamon, black
and white pepper, cloves, cardamoms, indigo, etc But facilities were to be
given to the officers and crews of freighted ships to trade in cassia lignum,
bezoar, diamonds pearls, rabies, civets, ambergris etc,, under certain condi-
tions.

Tile same year. Jones was to be appointed to garble cinnamon and
other commodities which would profit by such action. Cuttlcr who was a
competing applicant was not given the employment. Cuttlcr. we may note,
when faced with a demand for payment of a sum of money he owed the
Company pointed out that the Company had not delivered him the cinnamon
he paid for.

William Vincent bought some ungarbled cinnamon in 1650. and some
concession had therefore to be made to him. Captain Ryder again had
bought some Ungarblcd cinnamon for exportation. He was permitted to
garble it at his own expense.

A General Court of Sales of 12th November, 1652. rccoids the sale of
garbled cinnamon (garbled), doves (garbled), nutmegs (garbled) and white
pepper.

Cinnamon was to be obtained by trade. But sometimes privateering and
quasi privateering as we have seen above, also suppliai mercantile needs.
The Portuguese were plundered of cinnamon. China roots and benzoin, for
example, by 1619.
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The Expedition seized two Portuguese vcsels. and this cinnamon came

very probably out of these. It was ultimately sent to Europe for sale. In

this connection, we find a comment about the pepper trade also. " Pepper ”,

says Surat to the Company. “ is ncatherc so chcapc as (some) factors wrote,

nor quantity sufficient {if to bee had) to defray the charge in fetching” it

from Calicut “The Saroorine of thatt country mas) so misserably poore

as hee would be glad of occasion to cate on your stocke President Bix of

Bantam and others, again, point out on 20th June. 1628 that Slade suc-

ceeded in seizing two Portuguese ships with cargoes of cinnamon, "dried

penang" (arecanuts) and cocoanuts.

In the period that followed the king of Kandy strove to attain his

cherished aim. the expulsion of the Portuguese, with the hdp of the Dutch,

and the bait that he held in his hand was largely made of cinnamon bark.

Even at the early age of about eighteen, as an Agaraja ( agrarja =
the first prince?) he made the Portuguese under De Sa feel the weight of

his arm. The strategy of the Ccylcocse prince was eminently successful, arid

the Portuguese decided on retreating from their positions in Simhalese terri-

tory, lor the moment But the aggressors were not to be left off so easily.

The Atapartu Guard stormed into them, and as the Simhalese banners glim-

mered darkly in the forest musket and bow took heavy toll of the enemy.

The army of nearly 14,000 dwindled by desertion and panic-stricken by

camouflaged attackers reeled, broke and fled, mostly to be cut down or cap.

tured by the force of the relentless prince. The Sergeant Major and the

Disawa (derived from deia = country or territory) of the Seven Korales were

made prisoners. But De Sa performed profigics of valour, and with a handful

of followers who clung to him to the bitter end accounted for a number of

the enemy. Ilia life was sought to be saved by the Simhalese. He however

scorned surrender and died a soldier's death with three arrows in his body.

This happened in 1630.

It wa* eight years later that Rajasrrhha wrote to Admiral Adam Wcster-

wold (Wcsterholt, of Fremkn's letter, and VVesterwolt and Wcsterwoldt of

others) who with Willem Jakohszoon Koster had left Batavia on 13th August,

1637. and was then before Goa. offering half of Bacticake in exchange for

Dutch help against his inveterate foe. Wcstcrwolt jumped at the offer, and

sent Koster with three ships and a couple of hundred men to Ceylon. He him-

self followed his “ vicc-amcrall
'

' (as Thurston, a newly appointed English

officer calls him) soon afterwards. The Portuguese in the meanwhile decided

to attack the Simhalese. They burnt the capital with its palace and temples,

and felt confident that they had cornered " the little black But the &m-

halese king outgenerailed the Portuguese under Dom Diego de McUo, at

Gannomwa. Their retreat to Scnkadagala was cut off. and again from behind

the trees the Sinhalese soldiers played havoc in the ranks of their foes. The

supply of water was virtually cut off. and the encirclement of the Europeans

and their Asiatic auxiliaries became complete.
*' They were net only harrass-

ed ”, says Ribeiro. *' by the continuous firing of guns and foot-muskets which
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the enemy kept up all night long they also suffered from thirst". From

under the shade of a tree the king directed operations in a masterly way.

The jingaJs were brought to bear on the panic-stricken enemy, and Dr Mello

sued for an armistice. No reply was however sent, and the Skhhakae attack

went on in full swing. Many a Portuguese dropped down on their knees,

crying piteously for mercy, but their solicitations fell on deaf cars. But R&ja-

simha's troops spared the Indian mercenaries and the king himself had given

due warning to the Sinhalese in Portuguese service. It was another smash

ing victory, and scarcely a score and a half of the Portuguese were left alive

as prisoners in the hands of the Sinhalese. Their poet sang gleefully and

vigorously of the national achievement, and the Parangi Hatane {The Battle

with the Foreigner) certainly deserves a passing glance.

The author in all faimeae speaks in glowing terms of Portuguese bravery.

"Like wounded wolves they stood at bay, those stout soldiers come from

Goa. hemmed in and foodless but fighting still upon the mountain crest".

But the Ceylonese " cut and slash and stab and bind .... wrench the

muskets and pedreneiros from their hands to smash their bones therewith ".

" Our two hosts stood on either skle and cut off countless heads, piling them

up like cocoanuts when they contend in sport

(To bt Continued.)



ANUPASIMHA AND SOME OF HIS FAVOURITE SCHOLARS

By

E. P. RADHAKRISHNAN, Madras.

Marjirama Dtkgita, son of GahaSnima, is the author of a smrti work
by name Dtuntnamhhodki. The work is better known by its other title.

AnupavilAsa, showing that it was written under orders from king Anupa-

simha This Anupasimha, we know, was a Rathor prince, who ruled over

Bikaner in the latter half of the 17th century an. He was a generous patron

of learning in almost all the branches of Hindu Science and Culture, and

patronised many scholars, some of the important being Anantabhatta. Bhadia-

rama, Bhavabhattf. Manirama Dik^ita, Vaidyarfctha and NHakaitfa Catur-

dhara A dose examination of the works attributed to Anupasimha reveals

the fact that the books concerned were actually written by scholars who
were patronised by the King and then handed down to future genera-

tions in the name of the benevolent King. It is also possible to re-

construct some account, however scrappy it be, of the royal family

of Bikaner from the account given in such works. An attempt has

been made in the following pages to give a historical account of the descent

of the Bikaner royal family up to Anupasimha. An attempt has also been

made to give descriptive accounts of the works of scholars patronised by

the King and td note necessary details under each item First, for the sake

of convenience I shall deal with the Court Scholars and the account of their

works and reserve to the end of the chronology of the rulers of Bikaner.

Ananta Bhatta-

Anantabhatta, son of Yadu Bhalfa, was a scholar in AnQpasimha's

Court. He was the author of a smrti trad entitled the TlTtharatntiluna The

work deals with the important places of pilgrimage. Only a fragmentary

copy of this work is available in manuscript form in the Palace library of

the Bikaner State. (Sec Mitra's Catalogue of Sanskrit Mss. m Bikaner.

No. 1025 >.

Bhadrarama.

Bhadraruma is known to have written on ritualism. His work is named

Ayutahomalaksakomakotikoma. evidently giving directions for the perform-

ance of rites requiring oblations numbering ayuta (10,000). lak^a (1.00,000)

and koti (1,00,00,000). The Bikaner palace library contains a single manu-

script of this work (see Mitra’s Cat. No. 788). Bhadrarama. was simamed

Homiga. means Bhadrarama. sumamed Homiga.
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Aufrecht's assumption of the surname as Homigopa

1

is thus obviously an

error.

BHAVABHATTARAYA.

He was the son of one Janirdana Bhafta and wrote a few works on

music. They are Anupasattgilovildsa, Na^loddistaprabodhakadkrauvapcda-

(ikd, Muraftprakdla and the SaigilanitpAikusa. Tire AnupasaAgUavildsa is

otherwise known as Anupavildsa and is referred to by BhavabhaRa himself

in his Anup&nkuia? An incomplete manuscript of this Atiupcriliha is avail-

able in the Bikaner palace library,* containing only ccie chapter entitled the

nrtyndhydya. But recent searches made in the library show that some more

portions of this work are available. The manuscript found begins from the

third adhyiya and runs to the end of the seventh. The chapters are respec-

tively named, (3) praMmakadhyaya, (4) prabandkadhydyo, (5) vadyadh •

yaya. (6) tM&dhydym and (7) njtyadkyaya. The first two chapters of the

original missing in the mss were named Svarddkydya and Ragddhydya. For.

a manuscript of a commentary on the Anupavildsa, found in the palace lib-

rary contains these chapters and the colophons give their names as noted

above The commentary » called Sangil&tupoddtsa and was written by

Raghuratha GosvAmin, son of the famous Bhavabhatta. author of the origi-

nal, Anupavildsa. The colophon on p. 45 of the manuscript reads :

tft TfftnrfFinT T^itpft-

A slightly bigger colophon is to be found in another place :

For the sake of convenience and better information, 1 shall reproduce

below some extracts* from the manuscript of Anupavildsa, recently examined
in the Bikaner Palace Library.

,
As has been said above, the original Anupa-

vildsa is available only from the third Adhyfiya. But for a connected

account I shall give the extracts from the commentary of RaghunJtha Bliatta

for the opening two chapters. The commentary begins :

itvri y ftMUM I

-IJWHfr:4* TrnflTfn tpPTFPgl II (See the Sangilaralndkara.)

p. 6 CTtrwrW: I

From this we knc.w that the opening chapter of the Anupavildsa was called

svarddkydya. The contents of the first chapter are also mentioned, namely,

1. Cat. Cataioioram L p. 396a.

2. India Ofic* Cat. of Mss., ECGELtNG. p. 547a.

3. Mm*A : Biiatdr Cat. No. 1091.

4 . These extracts were lent to me by Dr. C. Kunhan Raja,

*» to be the correct reading. Cf. Sansiiaratnakara, Ananda Edn.
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the body of music, nddasambkuti (the origin of musical tteda or sound)

sthdna or places of origin of the musical notes and Sruth. The second chap-

ter entitled Rogadhydya deals with ragakratna, thd order of r£g&> and their

classification etc.

®W fPTOT dWH: I

TORT OTTf-m: TO iftftOTWWFl II

Chapter three is called Prafarvakc and deals with miscellaneous topics con-

nected with ragas as also some particular srhoofc of classifying ragas and

place- nlgas.

in tctt

T

rtOTTt zirti sfctapfnr “ are srMih” s^rfcn i

(Compare KallinStha’f commentary.)

Chapter 4 is called Piahandhddhydya. It deals with some types of musical

comjxisit ions as gifos.

WWMirlH ** 5fT: I

3>fRM. 3T*I *TH II

Then follow-; a definition of what is called a gila, with its two-fold classi-

fication. namely, gdndhcrvc and gone.

irpvrf TOffoWR ll (See the SongitauUrtekma.)

Chapter 5 deals with the instruments of music and k thus called VSd-

yadkyaya.

Chapter 6 elaborates the timing in music, tala and is called Totedkydya

Chapter 7 called the Sjtyddkydyo treats of dance and the application of

music in dance.

A comparison of the above extracts with the corresponding portions of

the Sail ctiaratrtekara shows that the Bikaner MS. contains the Santftoraina

kara with Kallinfitha's commentary also. Some portions arc new so that it

seems probable to suppose that BhfivabhaiU utilised both the SarigUaratna-

kara and the commentary on it by Kallinatha. in writing the Anupat ilaso.

It may also be conjectured that the Anuparildsa is only a commentary on

the SafigMarainakaia.

2. BhdvamaiijarU

This is the name of another work of BhXvabhaMa found in the Anup

Library, Bikaner palace. It begins

:

3. AttHpasatifitm artamana.

This is still another work from the pen of the famous Bhavabhatta.

This consists of about 350 granthas. No colophon is found- However, the

work begins with
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fat. «rat *SC qnRJfnqq (
* JMtfHflipWl 1

' ) II

fati ll

The title of the bcok is not found in the manuscript. Tentatively the name,

AnupiisangUatfntamtwa is given above

4. SarigUanupasegaro.

This is another work of Bhavahhatta. Two copies of this are to be

found in the Bikaner Library. One is an extremely injured one which can-

not be handled without further injury. The leaves are in disorder too. The

manuscript ends with a long colophon towards the end of the 12th chapter

The 12th chapter is called Stundgaprahasana. What is actually found

written is ieiBragaprekaSano nami. Probably this is a corruption for ie$a*dga-

prakdsano nama. Altogether throe are 104 sheets.

The second copy of this work is less injured than the ptevwus one and

consists of 167 pages. It begins :

JJWtfeT qjRRtPf: ft* II

BRf fjwnwj^q. i

^ -ttlwKH, tl

gwfomwoiqfc ( ? )
i

?1*T1: UW& II

* trci ffHWWa: i

t^ntfer atFThmRvr mjq. n etc.

Towards the end is found

Sfrmwpft 5TT?mni: I

5. NaflodtliUapTobodkakodhrauvapadafika.

This is the title of another book on music by BhSsabhaua. a manuscript

copy of which is contained in the Bikaner Palace Library. 5 The work deals

with the theory and practice of the dhruva type of musical compositions.

In this work Bltfvabhaua mentions another work entitled Ragcvibodha.

evidently on music, and introduces a new mela called the MallSri mela.

Twit fftadn ( [
).

Perhaps this Rdgmibodha is identical with the Rogwibodhaitveka, attributed

to one Somanatha or the Ragatibodhr? of Soma, son of Mudagala.’

6. MuraRpTakdia.

BhSvabhatta wrote also on the principles governing instrumental music.

In his MuraSp^akaia* he gives instructions for playing on the flute.

5. Mitka

:

JJi*. Catabpte. No. 1097. 6. Ibid. No. 1105.

7. Car. Calatviorum. L p. 499o. 8. Mmu : Bik. Cal. No. 1095.
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7. Anupo&kda*

This is the name of still another work from the fertile pen of Bhava
bhatta. This was written after the composition of two other earlier works by

the same author, obviously on music. For. he mentions in the Anup&ituso

that he composed the Anipacildte and the Anuparatnonkura, prior to his

writing the Anupdnkuia.

«i( q i

( a ? ) *t ii

it-pntrJWTW h

JtR^tnsn^ i

Front the above we are also able to know that the Atiupankuio dealt with

the topic called Utrvx in music.

In addition to these, in the Bikaner Palace Library is to be found a

manuscript bearing no name. An examination of the contents leads one

strongly to infer it as a work of BhSvabhafla. Towards the very end is

found a colophon which mentions its title as Arwpakkufa. The beginning part

deals with instruments of music and their classification.

otfS'lNl ***i l

* ( *T ) nSRriRt: II

sta^wro 33 ii

After this various topics as stfyaldtfaui, pdta, samlekka, dakstiuihastavya

para, VatHiikavTndo etc. arc dealt with. On p. 54 various types of drums

are mentioned :

qarft wt ( \ ) *imat l-jftWMI i

The colophon on p. 58 runs

:

>ir*KT5R? etc. etc. wrf^f 3H7R: I

Again on p. 59b towards the end is found ill tdloprascmsd. From the above it

fellows that the AnupdAkuia also was a big work in more than one chapter

and was more or less planned like the Anupavilasa. Thus we see that Bhava

bhatta was a very fertile writer on music.

Man IRAMA DtKSITA.

Manirama. son of GartgArSma and grandson of Sivadatta Sarman. lived

at the time of the .Moghul Emperor, Shah Jahan. He was patronised by

9. See SrEiN'S Cat. «/ Mss. in the Raihundtka TtmpU, Januno. pp. 57, 267.

The correct title of the book is Anupfihkusa. as evident from the imroductcry

verse. The entry as Sahgitanupahkusa thus indicates the subject dealt with in tbc

muk
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Anupasimha of Bikaner and at the request of Anupasimha, he wrote a smrti

work called Dharmambkodhi, an ocean of dharma, and gave it another name.

Anupovilasa, in honour of Anupasimha. Anupatildsa or Dhormonthkodki a

divided into six chapters called ralnas : AcSraratna. Samayaratna. SaxnskAra-

ratna, Vatsararatna. Ddnaratna and Suddhiratna. All these are referred to

by him in the introduction.

) *n*nrfg?r i

Thrift *ptr-. wiwf u

StlVHtW OTR StPfriFT I

•mu '*# fptof 3 *3*J jarofiw* n

'Tar? i.Mda 3 'IS dWT I

mm a wfa W'fr'-ni't+H II

Marjirama quotes many previous writers on smrti fn the beginning of

Suddhiratno mention is made of the MUSkfari.

StTOTC lf$+.H TO tT^a^PPT: I

gfw yCttei Wd^ild it

Among the later authorities quoted by him. mention may be made of the

following :

1. Ratnakma (i.e. Smftiratndkara of CarvJesvara).

2. Rudradharopadhydya.

3. Smjtymthasara.

4. Vyaghrapada

5. Apastamba. A&va&yana

—

Grkyakankas.

6. Smjlyattk(na(iuh:a& and

7. VSkcaspati MrSra

Maqirama wrote also on jyotisa. A work named Anuparyarakdra-

segffro is said to exist in the Bikaner State Library.”

Vaidyanatha.

Vaidyanatha, son of one Arln&tha SQri. wrote a work on geometry. It

bears the title fyojpaltuwa. The author was patronised by Anupasimha.

A manuscript copy of this work is in the Bikaner Palace Library.”

NIlaka.vtha Caturdhara.

NSlakantha is the famous commentator on the Mahabharata and is well

known to scholars. Ha was a son of Govinda SQri and Phulldmbikd and
resided at Kuipara. to the west of the Godavari in Makanfctra. He was a
great tdntric writer and a paurfimka and raEntin as well. He wa? patronised

10. MrtHA's Catalogue No. 622. 11. Ibid. No. 611.
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by Anupasimha, in whose honour he wrote a commentary on the tAntric

work, Sivatantf^a and named it Anupcrrdma'- after Anupasimha.

Ramabhatta.

Ramabhatta (about 1675 ks>.) fo another famous scholar favoured by
Anupasimha. He was the son of one Visvanatha. and grandson of Murigala-

bhafta Ilosi/iga. He wrote the Ddra'ainakma, which gives us some informa-

tion regarding the family of King Anupasimha. This I shall take up later

on. Ramabhatta mentions that the Danarctnakma was written by him under

orders of Anupasimha :

n-4 5*^ f43T*^f?frm II

This verse occurs in the introduction to the Danarotnakara as verse No 13.

Todajruiyti means at the command of .Anupasimha and atom tralxMidham

denotes the Ddnaruindkaia under quesUrn. RdmahkaMa mentions some of

his earlier woTks. They are (1) Anupttvkeka, (2> Sanidnakatpalatika, |3>

Anupakutuka7TUjva, (4) Amftamortjart and (5) Cikitsdmdlailmdla. All

these were written under orders from Ainlpasimha.

inn t* pn: to o=n; : i

totto: ?r ^ : 11

fffft SPiiKW. <J$: II

*T33l^ I

*1^41^4 II

*rs% * BH^M* 11***: l

fjrfafts* ITT'^rai ^ ii

ftWNtftfrih? aiPTHt 1

*Th<it Jp WFJIWTB-RJTiirfT »

*$3HritaltI: tpspg 73W: I

SJiTT II

IT* 7M Sp*n: HHraraPTfTTO 5 I

The above verses give some information on the subject on which the works

were composed as also the extent of the respective works. The first woik.

Anupcvueka™ is on salagrama stones, their examination etc Its extent is

12 Aufsecht s entry as Anfiparama i* a mistake. The correct name * Anfi-

pfirama or Yantiivali as found in the S. tt'. Prorinee Catalegw VIII, p. 50.

13. The AnufMviveka, noticed as Na 10 in R. G. BaAMMKMfe Lists of Skt.

Mu. 1893, and on p. 227 ol Stein'S CataSoQie of Mu. in the Rashunatka TtmpU.

Jammu, is the fame as the Amipaviveka by Kamabhatu Haeinga.
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given as 2,000 granthas. The Sar.tanakaipaictika is a mantra -Shtra work

in 9.000 granthas. The third work, Anupakutukdrnova is also in 9,000

granthas ( tatsamknyaya > aid treats of magic, jugglery etc. which delight

one at the very first sight. For the cure of poison, resulting out of snake-

bite etc. he composed the Amjtamanjaii in 350 granthas. And the fifth,

the Cikitsamalatimdld is on medicine in general and contains 4,000 granthas.

This practically finishes the account of works written under Amipa-

simha's patronage. Apart from these, some works are directly attributed to

Anupasimha himself ; but thus ascription is to be doubted. Stein in his

Catalogue of Manuscripts in the Raghunalha Tempi/, p. 67 notices a com-

mentary on the Gitegovinda attributed to Anupasimhadeva. The commentary

bears the title, Anupodoya . Evidently the author was not the King, but some

other poet of his time. The introductory verse 14
3, supplies the hint that

the commentary, Anupodoya, was written by some scholar for pleasing the

king. Sec especially the words 41

apj ift i

There is another work on erotics, called the Kdmaprabodha.
,a It closely

follows Vatsy&ynna's Kdmasidia. According to Rajendralal Mjtra, the

colophon found at the end of this work attributes it to Anupasimha's wife.1 *

But the colophon itself does not speak of the real author. Nor is there any

justification for reading the colophon as giving Anupasimha's wife as the

authoress. The colophon runs :

sfa y'l km <'1

*T*? 3WT1: I

The word ' Anupasimhadeviya' means only pertaining to Anupasimha and

does not imply the wife (devf) of Anupasimha. Evidently the Kdmapea-

bedho is also the work of some scholar patronised by Anupasimha Who this

scholar was. is unknown.

Another similar work, wrtten by somebody and ascribed to Anupasimha
is the Sraddhaproyogaantamani (Mitra's Bikaner Cat No 1013).

Apart from these, again, there is tn be found a manuscript. No. 78 in

the Indian Museum. Calcutta, comprising three different works named Dcdra-

valLHla, Aankhaghanfa and Rudiak$alak$anc. The authors of these works

are not known. In the manuscript the author is given as Anupasimhadeva.
It is not also possible to deckle which of these works, one or all, were written

or caused to be written by Aimpasimhadeva.

Another work attributed to Anupasimhadeva is Cite Karmatipakecm-
dnka. {Catalogue of Mss. in R AS B. Vol. Ill, No. 2573). On one leaf

of this manuscript, a colophon containing the name of Visvesvarabhafla as

14. Sikh's Car. Extracts, p. 281

15. MmtA : A'elites oj Skt. Mn. No. 2554
16. Ibid. Vol. VIII. p. 9.
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tlie author and Mah&njava as the title of the work is found as scored through

and being substituted by a new oolophon having Anilpasimha as the author

and Kartnavipakacatuirika as the title. This work also gives the genealogy

of Anupasimha. This account will be taken up later, towards the end of

this paper. The work is complete in four Kiranas dealing respectively with

SPt'fanft’dr, 'ritmrr, and

tWh ?? f-tifctl: I

Having thus given an account of the wades written by the scholars who
were favoured by king Anupasimhadcva. let me now proceed to furnish a

historical account of the lineage of Anupasimha. Anupasimha was a RSthorir

prince, ruling over the town Jodhapura about 1673 a.d. He was a contem-

porary of Shah Jahan ( 1660 a.d.). and a general under Aurangaaeb. Karpa-

simha of Bikaner died on June 6th 1674 a.d aid his sun. Anupasimha im-

mediately succeeded him. 1 * From the evidence that RAmabhatta Iluuhga

was patronised by Anupasimha and that Ramabhafla lived about 1675 ad.
we are in a position tofu the date of Anupasimha somewhere about 1674 A.D.

About his ancestry much cannot be definitely said. His forefathers woe
the direct descendants of the Ra*trakO:as (Rathodsj of Kannuj who were
in power during 1212 a.d. nearly 18 years after the over throw of the Mussal
mans. We get two accounts of Amlpasimha's descent, cue in the Danaratno-
kara and the other In the Anupavivtk* of Ramabhatta The first member,
as far as we know from Ramabhatta's account, was Kavayodha who ruled
over Jodhapura in Maruv*aya t ie. Jodhpur in Marvad). Historical records
now available in the Bikaner Palace Library show that Jodha founded
Jodhpur in 1459 A4). Jodha had 14 sons. Bika was the sixth and Bida the
twelfth. Thee two seem to haw tried their chances of separate and inde-
pendent living and away further in the north. Jodha was succeeded by his
sixth son. Bika. 1® The pioud Vikrama (Bika) seems to have left off his
father's capital. Jodhfipura. and established his own at Bikaner. Bikaner
city was founded in 1488 Ab. The original name of this city, Bikaner

( )
was, I think, Vikramnagar. The city owes its name to the

King Vikrama Subsequently it was changed into Bikaner, from Bika. the
corrupt form of Vikrama. Following Bika, a lor* list of his successors a
given in the D^uratnakara. Bika (Vikrama) -* Lolakanja -» Jayasimha

Kalyanamalla -» Rayasimha -* Surasimha —* Karnasimha -+ Anupa-
simha.

17. They belonged to the IS^rakuu (Rathod) dynasty of Kanouj which
come to power aSwut 1212 A.D. alter the over-throw of the Mmaalmans.

18 James Buacxss : Ckt—oloiy of UJra. p. lia
19. Bika seen*; to be a corrupt form for Vikrama.
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A similar account of A«ii^asiw/ia*5 lineage is given in the Anupativek*

also. Yodha -> Vikrama (Bika) -* Lolakaroa -» Jayasimha Kalyana-

malla -> Rajasimha -* Surasimha -* Karnabhupa - Anupasimha.

Another similar account of the genealogy is found in the Korntavipaka-

candriko, which is attributed to Anupasimha himself. Yodha -> Vikrama

-* Lonakarrja Jayasimha Kalyaomalla Rayasimha -* Surasimha

-» Kama (Karoasimha) -* Anupasimha.

Thus beginning from the first King Yodha or Ravayodha, there were

altogether 9 kings including Anupasimha. Anupasimha lived about 1674 a.d.

so that the dynasty of Anupasimha assumed ruling powers only some eight

generations before. We also know that Jodha founded Jodhpur about 1459 a.d.

This much alone can be said about the royal line at present. 1 shall append

below the significant portions from the Danaratnakara, Anupovivtkc and

the KarmGtnpdkoeandrih}, giving details about the Royal family and bring

this paper to a dose.

Darvpatndkera.

end iiimy mr, qurefw it* fjv* i

WWH. TT^mnfTvn*: I

sfadtswr yjwi Rraiit

tr**TfT* 3^* *nt *:

staRrfirft sdHmt^ ME i iH^a n

'WSff* fartt SWJTWWt'n:

SMT ^Rll f^ftl OfaqMlWftfd: I

fnwtSlWCi S* *3

amvKTTOHr # 5lft»Bvpi5|: II

* «sft wrg <i«gw re *ro: fta <5t i

Hisrr «rfcrt

***TOBwn n

STCIM3W-.

wm; ir* »w^?r
*1 ^IS*1s£ftW lTftlH I II

?prt TPTTCTsbwi JjStqra:

Sfdwft«F5: urn'll 33TB: I

*TTT *t faS?Tr3j[^BIB:
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amlhlPBH fosrtf qr?^T mf-Hg:

8?: ?(WIR: 4P<v|W : I

gwnownmr*!

fTt 4MWWI Vfftftriyd: samjTOt ||

fowl'll IwirMr;: €«T*RrI g«TWif;tft|; I

gfuMRWtSfcfa*: w*V. «g|fcl *fa-

swwi fnr =rrn3r: 3tfrcr*nfrw : i

anat^ftrw

*1 RW If^W •

WT *1*

PJTWTN: l

SWH'Mfi!*! *1. !Pj4«IHl

3RWI it

Anupoviveka.

w i a»fwi.f& TT?ttf?i after *jat: i

oTTWMfT^f:

-ifwre.

gpritswi: <

WHTMI ^
*qpi fltyigt gtn. ii

X X X X

•rtemgtr ^ ftftfn gfo fojm

1

jqfluninto ««*{t*T*rcwffai, ii

^'jTU^fagT X

crsri «mgmg

:

rRTpdjftSifl, Jjft Alflfiigl

XXX
gftowgi ! x x

x
x

x

X

X

X

X

•twi *Wi*pia. grsKi^'sua. wpr- g>F^T

fnn sfiftojAat ftpl anv^tsjqreflP

x
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SiNihi*} % xdwfa PWR ,*!5>Fj

•ft RNt •f«f 5:5(t R ^ fttnfo «5^tsT IJJ: II

KormavipakoamdriM.

3T5?43Tt WI?t: l

5T*TrTT%^ fanai rqp at% (4<i*<| 11

8T^*i4taGtHife*|WT: I

ostia*: afar: sfftnrt

watwqrnt nor ?H5<ft4: 11

*35^: I

^irrtt <mf ffca

mmritmam** «

— - K t r. r

RtROPTCHt: fta 5&f<fani: I

^ RTg^fa U5#

wfalliWi: II

HRI^Pt oHllWl TTOTW: I

enfWVQp W^f ’sfm^.^T3t TOl. II

ffiSflt RohWl fttRt'RR’TOW: I

argw^isTW3! 3njf55 ysreiw r: 11

a^t^fiftPi ratraT gft ft* fcftffon 1

<<TRWOTWR HDftfEKWrit II

rffataoW: Wt •

4 ^tl*TOTCJ ^y*N<i<|i:

WntSHl4rft R»p II

<T<n3<wfl<i. snrffo^:

’ftOR. ^WIRR7T<«rs?I: |

a *rft«

5Nifft INWptHlfy’^t R: Q

fT^TWifrSip ^fanfot:

«?MIUIHc): &3 TftSS^TW: I

^Ailffol^i fal--?l tdlfft

WTig^Pi H3T% IT^r II

i(»i3**«T. *rm anwn^i
«*f qfrnai: fsn 11
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<Flw : 1

l$«m 9^TK7"i A'krtd'^M. II

dWfW nrisj fwft*{nt JTT**lfa *OT: ¥^T

ajftlH, TRHig^PT:

litfT *»Vqft R rawjqTOn. RW«j M f«RTWfil: II

*• »nr- Wr=

aj: «R: I

PS^NFWPf* s-wftywiift»i 11



CHARLES ROCKWELL LANMAN

(July 8, 1850—February 20, 1941.)

We have to record with deep regret the death of Professor C R Lanman,

Emeritus Professor of Sanskrit in Harvard University, which took place at

Boston on February 20 this year, a few months before he could complete his

nincty-firet year.

Bom on July 8. 1850 at Norwich. Connecticut, he graduated at Yale in

1871 and was awarded his Ph D. in 1873 for his studies in Creek and Sans-

krit. Further research in Sanskrit and Comparative Philology followed dur-

ing a period of lour years spent at Berlin and Tubingen ; during this period

he came into contact with the motf distinguished scholars of his time, the

best known authorities among these being Professors Roth and Cronus.

During 1876-80 he hdd the appointment as lecturer in Sanskrit at Johns

Hopkins University. Baltimore, at the end of which he was elected to the

chair of Sanskrit in the Harvard University. This post he held for fully

fifty-six years, probably a record in Oriental Scholarship. During his tenure

of thus post he travelled, in 1889. extensively in India with the chief object

of studying at first hand the land to which he was spiritually related, and

to the literature and culture of which he devoted himself largely. It was

during this tour that he acquiied a large number of books and manuscripts for

the University Library. In the following year, on return to America, he deli -

vered the Percy Turnbull Lectures at Johns Hopkins on Indian poetry : he also

lectured at the Lowell Institute. Boston, on Indian literature and early history.

Professor Lanman will be chiefly remembered in India as the disting-

uished Editor of the now tnily famous Harvard Oriental Series, of which more

than forty volumes have bren published, and to which some of the greatest

Orientalists in the world have contributed, the most important of which arc

Bloomfield’s Vedtc Concordance and the recently announced German Trans

lation (with Index Verbomm) of the Rgveda by GeLONER. In addition to

these editorial activities Lanman himself published a number of works on

Sanskrit and some of his papers are scattered all over the important journals

of his period, the best known being on the * Noun Inflection of the Rgveda

'

(/AOS 10.327 ff.).

Lanman was a Fellow of the American Academy of Arts and' Sciences,

Secretary of the American Philological Association and in 1890 its President.

For some years he was Editor of the publications of the American Oriental

Society, and served successively as its Corresponding Secretary. Vice-Pre-

sident and in 1907 and again in 1919 its President. He was a Cot responding

Member of the British Academy, and among the numerous honours bestowed

on him by various countries, special mention should be made of a gold medal

on the occasion of the celebration in Japan of the 2,500th anniversay of the

birth of the Buddha.



REVIEWS

BAhonstan i-Gkaybiy Vote I K II, translated by l>r. M. 1. Bg*ah. M.A.. B.I., 9MA,
ll-ondnn), published by the Government of Assam in the Department of Hii-

torical and Antiquarian studies, Narayani Harxfiqi Historical Institute, Gauhati,

Assam, price Rs. 10/-.

It is well known that Mughal rule in India produced a rich ciop of historical

literature, which throws a profusion of light on the emperors and their deeds.

But Chronicles throwing light on the campaigns and sieges of the generals or on

the life in the province* are extremely wajer ; the BaSuzristcni-GKayb

i

however,

being, as its subtitle indicates " a history of the Mughal wars in Ar-sam, Kudinhar,

Bengal. Behar and Oris& during the reign of Jehangir”, fills a serious gap in

Muslim historical literature and claims a high place among the Muslim Chronicles,

on acnaxnt of it* character and contents. This precious Persian Ms. was brought

to the notice of the scholarly world by Sar Jariunath who wrote a short paper on

it in J80R9 1921 and followed it by a-^wal invaluable contributions in the Bengali

monthly “ Prabasi" of 1336 1327, 1328. 1329. This unique Ms., only one copy of

which is preserved in the Bibliothrque Nationals of Paris, is apparently a minute and

detailed record of the Mughal cocr.paigns in north-eastern India, but in reality it

is the memoir of a captain named Mina Nathan I entitled Shitab Khan) who re-

cords his exploits incognito through the complicated military operation® carried

on simultaneously in distant parts under different generah. The author narrates his

brave deeds, reddest charges and onsets, his skill and device in conveying the flotilla

attorn shallow channels and his unbounded devotion and loyalty to the emperor

;

but it would be a icuatake to consider it to be merely a rough soldier's diary, full

o( marches and sieves for the incognito writer affords us caudal glimpses into this

failings and virtues. He tells us how he completely outwitted the highhanded subah-

dar Islam Khan by turning into a Qalandar and tying chains round hi* feet. His fol-

lower*, wit of sheer devotion to him followed suit and caused a great sensation

in tbr aty of Jahangimagar a/iosi Dacca. In another place Nathan incidentally

speak* to us of his strong feding nf indignation against the conduct of the .oldicry

who had seized four thousand women and dragged them into captivity. Nathan

showed on this occasion a fine sense of honour by liberating thew women and sending

them off with necessary apparel and eTprov* for thr journey. Though keenly sen-

sitive and of easily inflammable temper, Nathan was a man o( refinement and pcs-

•rv*i1 a fine taste for poetry. During his stay at Kaggarghaia, his house was

the meeting-place of wit and learning. Maulana Urf and the poet Aghai delighted

the audience by reciting verses {BakarisUpx. Eng tran*., p. 138, VoL II). Our author

unfolds to u* not merely hi* virtues but makes confession of his youthful vices and

jollies too. Thus he breaks the narrative of his march against Raja Parikshit

Narayan by saying that when he reached Bajrapur a village near Sherpur town

Mymenfiingh dt.). he became impaarioced ta see his boy chum. Khwaja Mina, a

eunuch of Islam Khan. At midnight be came out of the camp and decamped in

two light pinnaces Khudadia and Jaltarang. The two boat? shot through the water

of the Brahmaputra like an arrow and Nathan after meeting the pa^e at Tukt

which wax at a distance of about 100 mile* rejoined the imperial army within

only fourteen praharz.

It is this iittei: frankness of the writer that lends a charm to this memoir and

imparts to it a high authority. This aspect of the memoir ha* been entirely ignored

by die pn-^ent translator, in hla introduction to this book, when; be has not a ward

to say about the personality of the memoir-writer- The translator has not also
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laid st oa the imparlance of this work a? a source of information on the working
of the administrative machinery.

Some of the annotations and identification of places are quite gwxi. of the

latter, a few appear to be rendered word for word into English from Sir Jadhunath a

notes in the Prabasi, c.g., Mmpur & Budkan. The annotator4

has, however, erred,

when he haB differed from Sir Jadmmth’s identification of Bag.hu. If Mahadpur
Baghwan lay to the north of Krishnanagar as the translator says. Bhaga which »a*
the next hatting place could not be situated on the other side of the Tribeni in

Hughli dL I Eng. tran. IT. p. 821). Again Sir Jadunath's identification of qilla Tap
pur with a place of the same name, about 6 miles to the east of Bokajnagar is

not probable but certain (vide Revenue Thana map Iswarganj police station Myraen*
singh dt ) Hassanpur is not Haibatnagar, but Char Haaatnpur in Isvarganj police

station. Dihpul is DevakoL, in Rajshaht dt. ; Ckouna is a village in Kaliganj

P. S. Dacca dt . and not on the Ichhamati The location Puicnuni. p. 357 .Vol. I.

to the south west of Dhubri RenneU’a Map No. 5 is grotesque.

If the haphazard identifications constitute a blemish of this book, its English

rendering too leaves much to be desired. There are now and then sentences, nay
passages whose meaning U fogged

; a few illustrations may be given " The elephant

overpowered Shajjat Khan along with his horse and putting one of his tudes under
thr curve of the saddle and the other through the pakhar of th* hon*c, penetrated

the spare between the anus and tail of the horse to the depth of a span, (Vol I,

p. 187). Again 41
after preparing the floating bridge, the big boats .. were ar-

ranged like battlements. On the gangway of each of the* boats, he arrayed wagons
and on them he arrayed a scries of tawera and on each of thc^c towers a red flag

was hoisted Tigers' and elephants’ skins were spread over the wagons and on
each of the distinguished cannon, *kins of tiger were laid. Every boat was covered

uilh a gold embn^dered canopy. It was arranged in such a way that if it was
desired to discharge the artillery’, these wagons which stood liko the wail of a fort

ot| the boats extending from one side of the river to the ocher could all at once

be made to lie flat on the boats, and when the dreadful cannon were discharged, by
the time then rmokc disappeared the* wagons could be raised to their formrr posi-

tion " (pp. 4$ and 49 Vol I). There are other sentences whose significance flash-

ed to us only after deep thinking. " The thumb of the right foot was rent asunder

from its palm"* (p. 217 Vol. I.) ; what the translator probably means is that “the
big toe was wrenched away from ita socket " the sentence *’ the market of the angel

of death became very brisk " occurs repeatedly
.
what the translator means is that

the angel of death worked havoc (or exacted a heavy toll of life).

Aunther example may be given (p. 424) : the conversation between the two
generals, Abdul Baqi and Mirra Nathan, is thus rendered—*4

by God. stay here guf-

fawing while I carry1 away the elephants along with the fleet and the artillery’ with a

smile." What Abdul Baqi appears to have told Nathan is that “ you day here
in gped cheer while I row away merrily with the elephants and the artillery

in my tram."

It does distinct credit however to Dr. Borah that he undertook and completed
the herculean task of translating tha Ms., of 600 pages though the specimens of
his translation given below compared with the original would raise serious misgivings
a* to the faithfulness of his translation. One or two illustrations may be adduced.
The passage on fofc> 206 of the Dacca University Mi, Vol. I translated into Eng-
lish would be

Th* surge dragged on and bavin* prevetued tne conveyance of even a single grain
of corn to the fort of Qasim Khan from every’ direction by blocking ibc approaches
of ration supply he i Ibrahim Khan) beset the environ* (of the fort). A body of
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traders and merchant* dictated by consideration of profit used to go there at night
and sell rice at (our seers prr rape* mspitc of its cheapciens in Bengal ..

Notwithstanding the fact that the patroh roved about in every direction, they
found opportunity at nights, smuggled the boats of com quickly to the river bank jyaJ
to the fort and supplied provision* On the other hand Dr. Borah thus trans-
lates the passage “When the =oege dragged on. all the passages of the supply of

foods to Qasim Khan were blocked and not a single grain was allowed to cornu to
his fort from any place. He was closely besieged from ail sides. At nights the
Beporis (traders) and nirtchanu in consideration of their own profit, used to smug-
gle their boats of com to the bank of the river on Qasim Khan's side. Although a
number of them nett iKilled by some party of soldiers. yet they used to do so uhvn-
rva they could get an opportunity. Btcautc within the fort rice which is the cheapest
produce of Bengal teas sold at four seers per rupee " (VoL 1 p. 438).

Another illustration may be died ;

—

" The fleet of the rmpemr and of the royal Zemindar* had arrived and taken
post at the mouth of the Bhaginithi. Though they pul forth efforts* they could noL
approach the fort by moving up the river, on account of pounding byt the artillery

from the tep of the lorL The river Bhagirathi which lay athwart the army of Ghiyaa
Khan was an ototadc to his advance but Mirra Nathan and Lachmi Rajput at-

tended by their followers proceeded along the bank of the Kaggharghata and
commenced onslaught Forty horse men and ten elephants became struck in tire

min?
;
bullet* and arrows poured like hail fresn above the fort, the Angel of death

exactrd a heavy toll and spread out the trap ul death, yet hr {Mina Nathan),
prompted by fidelity and regardless of life attempted to cror»s the river and advised

his marines saying “ When we effect the cotwang of the river on maildad elephant!,

you would push with the fleet up the river so that at the lime of transporting the

elephants, the enemy's fleet may not overpower us. In short. as soon as Mina
Nathan, with some of his derated followers mounted on elephants plunged into the

river directly opposite the lort, the mariner* of Mina Nathan dashed forward

with the imperial flotilla antj charged upon the fleet of Pratapaditya. The enemy,

being diverted by the roar from the direction of Mrrza Nathan could not render

aa-astance to his fleet with the artillery and the imperial flotilla pressed the attack

home on Pniapsdityi'i fleet. No sooner had Mirza Nathan crossed the river and

brought his elephant** to the shore, thqn he .set his facr towards thr fort of the

«nemy. All at one* the admiral of the fleet who was devoted to Mina Nathan shot

with the imperial flotilla and moored it below the fort- The slain and the injured

became piled up in heaps
;
yet, as it waa the decree of destiny, Pratapaditya could

not stand the fury and fled.'*

The translation made here brings into clear relief Mirza Nathan s strategy

in the final encounter with Raja Pratapaditya. Space does not permit us to repro-

duce the inaccurate translation nude in the volumes under review. We cannot

conclude our remarks, however, without repudiating the remarks made in the

editorial note about the respective part played by Musakhan and his allies Maohab

Roy and others and Raja Pratapaditya. The translator's observation that hcroe* of

indomitable spirit (Musakhan and his allied Hindu and Muslim chieftains) who

sacrificed themselves and everything that they possessed for the freedom ol Bengal

have fallen into the background while men of lesser worth (eg. Pratapaditya)

have been idolised a* the defender of the nation and the country is contradicted

by 1

the testimony ol this manuscript. A brief summary of the main event* of lhar

respective careers may be given bere.

When the Mughal navy' entered the lcchamaii from the Karacoya. Musakhan

came up with his fleet and resisted the Mughal advance with ail his might, the

brunt of the fighting in three successive assaults being bora by Musa Khan's licuten-
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ants, Madhab Ray and Binud Roy When the repeated attack* bore no fruit, Musa

Khan opened negotiations for peace and even waited upon Warn Khan. Bat the

negotiations broke down and the hostilities were resumed th:* time. The Mughal navy

in active co-operation with the army carried everythin!; before it. He captured

the fort of Jatrapux without much Opposition (p. 64} ; the fort of Dakachara next

fell before the imperialists, though a stubborn resistance wa* offered by the garrison.

Musa Khan's part on these occasions t3 not known Thereafter Kalakuppa and

FHitharaghaU surrendered without absolutely any opposition. " As the enemy had

not the strength to oppose, (at Kalakuppa) ** write* Nathan M
they took to flight

without any battle (p. 61. VoL L**). "At Patharghata although the enemy possessed

fifteen boats and the imperialists seven, su sa»n as they saw the imperial boats, they

lost courage and ran away. (P. 75, Vol. I.) Yet it i* said in JR.\SB (ibid p. 451.)

•' Yatrapur. Kalakuppa and Patharghata became centres of hot engagements
M

. Ex-

pelled freen these waters, the redoubtable Musa Khan retreated to the I.aknhmiya

and took hi* post on the site opposite Narayanganj. a well known port In eastern

Bengal This was an excellent site for making vigorous war against the imperial!**

but die Khan’s pusillanimity and hall heartednes* allowed Nathan tn take Katraba,

Q:.cb:r. Rasul and Bandar. Thereupon the valiant Khan slipped by the Bandar

Canal to Sunargaoci and thence to Ibrahimpur. The story of repealed retrograde

movements and ignominious retreats on the part of Musa Khan is relieved only

by a single instance of bold attack on the sluggish chief, Shaikh Ruknat Kudalia.

(Vol. I, p. 87). Driven from outpost to outpo*. deprived of his chief bases of power,

Musa Khan offered to submit and after a period of captivity in the fort at Dacca.

he entered the imperial service and capped hia career by fighting on behalf of the

emperor against the Kuch Chief Matftu Sudan, (p. SOG. Vol. II.). the Raja of

Tipperah fp. 511. Vol.). the Magbs of Arlacan. !p. 630, Vol. II.), and Bahaduj

Khan chief of Hijli (p. 636. Voi 1L).

On the other hand. Raja PraLapaditya. propitiated the viceroy Islam Khan, by

muting his non Sangnunaditya to Akbarnagar and bter on by personally appearing

before the august Khan at Shahpur. He promised also to aid the Mughal viceroy

with hfc fleet in the latter's ojwntions agaimt the chiefs of Bhatti. But this* was

merely a feint to delude the Khan into a belief of his unswerving loyalty. The

Raja was clearheaded enough to that the sabfujation of the chiefs of Bhatti

would recoil on him and would lead to his own overthrow He therefore withheld

all assistance to the imperial army, in course of operations again* Mini Khan

and the sturdy warrior Usman but failed thereby to avert his doom. The power

that was gradually engulfing the whole of India could not tolerate the existence

of a seen-independent, potentate. A mighty military machine, now reinforced by the

fleet of tlie vast*] Zemindar* of Bhatti inducting that of Musa Khan waa 9et in

motion against. Pratapaditya. Twice did the Raja hurl his navy against the power-

ful enemy, but the Mughal army and navy acting in concert shattered the Raja's

fleet and stormed h*3 principal stronghold. Thereupon I*ratapaditya was brought

to bay. The imperial navy beset hi* capital on two sides, while the FeringU

( Portuguese ) hemmed him in on another side. He was then called upon to make

an agonizing choice between war and submission. At this hour of crisis, the Raja

summoned his eldest son Udayaditya to hi* side and related to him pathetically

" My darting, we are encompassed by the imperial army from two sides and as they

will swrgn upcci us, the Feringis who. never aastd even tn time of peace la attack

and plunder die teritory of Jcssorc. will become audacious and make greater at-

tempts than before to rum our country. Nothing will be gained. It is better, therefore

that I should tender submission (" p. 137, Vol. I,**). Accordingly, Pratapadstya,

to save his people from the cruelties of the Mughal army of attack and the outrages
of the Portuguese, decided to by down arms. He waited upon Ghiyas Khan and
was sent to Dacca, where he was accorded a place in the tfate prison True it U.
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Raja Pratapaditya did noi die with sword in hand
;
it would have been more thrill-

ing and romantic. But the ultimate test of kingship is the good of the people and
the cold blooded self-cffaccmcnt which the Raja courted was a noble act of sacrifice.

This noble exit has thrown a halo around his personality and woven a iteai ot

legends round his name. With his captivity the curtain rings down upon the
scene and Pratapaditya flits away from our gaze, but certain it is that he refund to

tar his name by entering the imperial service like Musa Khan. Bahadur Ghaji,

Raja Satrajit and the host of petty Zemindar* lor nowhere in Nathan's narrative

does his name occur in the string of loyal captains and vassal*

From a careful study of the part pUyed by these Bengali chieftain* it will be
seen that the eulogies paid to Musa and his Muslim and Hindu allies are undeserved

Nor can the comparison of the deed of the Bengali Bhmya* with those of Rana
Pratap be regarded as just. Lamentation has been made that Rana Praiap's name
is honoured from ooc end of the country to another, but the Bengal chiefs have

fallen into oblivion [JJtASB.. VoL Vr 1989, p. 445 1 . Wc would only state that sudi

comparison* between Rana Piatap and the Bengal Bhuiyas headed by Isa Khan are

not only inaccurate but preposterous
;
for Rana Pratap liad the cmsading zeal of a

knight -errant
; on the other hand, 'JUT chieftains of Bengal adopted brigand* tactic*

and strategy. Patriotism should not be allowed to warp cur judgment and sense

of proportion, for truth is higher than everything else, even one's provincial pride.

Modestly the translator has concluded his editorial remark* by a quotation, " Even
the most imperfect book if it break* fresh ground, may, though itHf doomed to

oblivion, prepare the way foe a better \ We hope Dr. Bo*ah'S labour will not go

in vain but it will prepare the way for a rctrauslatwa, worthy of this Ms., which

is a veritable gem in Mughal historical literature.

Afynmsi»£h. N. B. ROT

Earlj Career a) Kanhoji Anpia and Other Paper*, by Surendra Nath SfiN, Keeper

of the Record* of the Government of India . Published by the University of

Calcutta, 1941, Pp. 225. Size : Sf" X gj."

Every student of Maratha history is now iamihar with the valuable research

work done by Dr. SEN in the frld of Maratha history, in Ucl the work of Dr.

S&N and Sir Jadunath SUtkAR have created much interest in this field of research

outside the confines of Mahara^tra. Dr. Sen's earSer wmk& like the Siva Ckhalra-

palt, the Admimstiative System (A the Afmatkas, the Military System of the Ala-

iat has and other* have given good impetus to the study of the Maratha history* in

out ft tie proviners of India. Side by aide with the publication of valuable kooka

Dr. Sen ha-, been pubbdiing numerou3 research papers on the subject of hi* study

and the volume before us is a collection of 19 papers contributed by him to several

journals from 1935 onwards.

Dr. SEN has hem studying of late the history of the Angrias* which has not yet

been Btudkd scientifically in spite of the wealth of material regarding the Angriai.

scattered in Marathi, Portuguese. Engli4i and other sources. Wc welcome therefore

the inclusion of Dr. Sen’s papers on Angrias in the present volume and await with

interest hia studies of the Angrias m a subsequent volume, specially devoted to thii

study. The defeat and capture of Tulaji Angria m a.d. 1756 by the joint expedition

of the Pwhwa and the English hastened the advent of the British power in Indu.

!t is rightly looked upon as a political blunder of the Pfcafawa but the background

of this blunder needs to be painted in proper perspective by the historians concerned.
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Now that Di. Sen has devoted a special interest in the Angrias we feel confident

that he will give m before long a special volume of the history of the Angrias baaed

on all available sources at his command. As Keeper of the Records of the Govern-

ment of India Dr. Sen not only holds the key to such study on his own account but

promises by his amiable temperament and sympathetic understanding to pave the

way for increasing reasearch in other brandies of the Indian history.

Poona. P. K. Got*.

Yoga Personal Hygiene, by Shn YOGENIKA. with a Preface by John W fiox. Yoga

Institute, Post Box 481, Bombay. 1910. Demy 8vo. Pp. 301, Price R*. 74MI

This is the second edition of Shri YOGENMA'S well-known work dealing with the

modem interpretation of an ancient adcncci of Physical Hygiene. That the second

edition haa become necessary within nine years of publishing the firat indicates the

importance cil this adrocr and the progress it has made in the intervening period.

YocENDftA is the founder of the Yoga Institute in America and In India where, on

h» return from America, he has been carrying single-handed the noble work of his

Master in spreading Yoga culture among the educated Indians and the general masses.

Thia book ia profusely illustrated with the author's own poses throughout, and it is

refreshing to find that ho has spared no pains to make it as scientific as possible.

Particularly interesting is the skiograin of the intestines indenting that the correct

method of taking an enema is by lying on the niht side, not the left.

The modem 9dcnLflc sptnt c4 investigation characterises the woek of YOGtNM*
in every aspect, and the book filb a unique place in the new publications on pail*

tive health. It is only to be regretted that this moderation has sometimes been

broker, while critiduof other writer! in the field. A few misprint* do not deter

from tile external appearance of the book, and as a whole it ia typical of the care-

ful scholar who has devoted himself, in company with his life’s partner, entirely to the

caiwc of Indis's Healing Sdence. Wc wish the Institute and its publications all tbc

success that they nriily deserve.

Poona. S. M. K.



SOME NOTES ON THE HISTORY* OF THE FIG (FICUS
CARICA) FROM FOREIGN AND INDIAN SOURCES

By

P. K. CODE, Poona.

According to the history of the Fig i Ficus Carica) recorded in the Ency-

clopaedia Britannic a,

,

z
it was probably one of the earliest objects of cultivation.

There are frequent affusions to it in the Hebrew Scriptures. According: to

Herodotus it may have been unknown to the Persians in the days of the First

Cyrus. Pliny mentions varieties of figs and the plant played an im-

portant part in Latin myths. This history of the fig testifies to the high value

set upon the fruit by the nations of antiquity but it says nothing about its

early existence in India or its importation to the Indian provinces known
to the Greeks and Romans.

According to Dr. AlTCHISON* the Fig or Ficus Carica was M
probably a

native of Afghanistan and Persia
”

2 and it is indigenous in the BadghU

1. Vide p. 228 of Vo!. IX of the Fourteenth Edn 1920.
“ From the east

with which the nutritious fruit can be preserved it was probably one of the earliest

objects of cultivation antiquity." I may note here the points in the para
noted above

U) Fig must have spread in remote ages over Agcan and Levant

:

(2) May have been unknown to Persians m the days of the First Cyrus
according to a passage in Herodotus;

(3) Gretas received it Irom Caiia (hence the name Ficus Carica j ;

(4) Fig. ihe dnrf article of sustenance for the Greek*—laws to regulate

their exportation -Attic Figs celebrated throughout the East improved under

Helenic Culture

;

(5) Figs were used by the Spartans at their public tables;

(6 J Figs were used as fuod for the slaves in Rome ;

(7) Fig was held ward to Bacchus—employed also in religious

ceremonies—

2. Vide p. 347 of Watt : Dictionary of Economic Products of India, Vol. HI.

(Calcutta and London. 1890). Watt recurth the vernacular rarr.es of thr Fig

Angir (Hindi); Angir (Beng,); Kimri, iagu. faguri. /agon iPB); Angir (Bomb );

Angir { Gux.
) ;

Anyuta or Angjuri (Kan.) Tie-thie (Burm.); Angba (Sans.);

Ten | Arab) . Anjit fPcrsJ. Dealing with the habitat of the Fig he states that

it is cultivated in many parts of India : North West Province*, Punjab, Western

Himalaya* Send, Baluchistan. Bombay. Madras. Burma, Andaman Island* etc.

3. According to a passage in Herodotus the Fig seenw to have been unknown
in the days of the Fira Cyrus (ax. 559) as stated in the Encyclopaedia SritmmieeL

Herodotus the Greek historian and the father of history was bom in bxl 484 at

Halicarnassus, a Doric Cokwiy in Caria—Vide p. 260 of Smaller Classical Dictionary.

Ed by E H. BLAKBNfcY. (London. 1913). Cyrus was killed in 529 BC. Ip. 178 of

Classi. Dictionary).
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country and Eastern Persia According lo re Candolle4 " tlie pre historic

area of the Fig tree covered the middle and Southern part of the Mediterranean
basin from Syria to Canaries.” He further mentions the fact that " leaves

and even fruits of the wild Ficus Carica with teeth of Elepkas premiums,
and leaves of plants, of which some no longer exist, and others like Laurui
Canariensis which have survived in the Canaries " were found by Planchon
in the quaternary tufa of Montpellier, and by re Sapotha in those of

Aygaledcs near Marseilles and in the quaternary strata of La Celle near
Paris. Watt records the use of the Fig in Medicine.3 Alexander Faulkner
refers to Figs in his Dictionary of Commercial Tams0 published in Bombay
in 1656 but records no historical information in his note Prof. H. P.

Paranjte 1 in his recent book on the cultivation of fruits states that Southern
Arabia is the original home of die Fig. He further states that there are many
varieties of the wild Fig in India but the Fig used for eating was unknown
in India up to the 14th century aj>.*

According to the recently published Marathi Dictionary' dried figs are

said to be imported into India from Arabia. The usage of the word rbtjtt

recorded by this Dictionary is from a Sanskrit medical work called the Yoga-
u.tnakara '• which according to my evidence was composed in MahSlSgra bet-

4. Ibid, p 348.

5. Ibid, p 349—The dried fruit of the Fig is demulcent, emollient, nutritive
and laxative. It is however, rarely employed medicinally.—Sometimes used for re-

lieving constipation - used also as poultice in effect suppuration pulp of figs mixed
with vinegar and aigar. useful in bronchitic affection* in children—dry Fig contains
60 to 70 percent of grape sugar and unripe fruit contains starch—Figs are pres-

cribed in consumptive cases—The Arabians place figs in their Slobekyats or
Aphr/rduiact and AUrnjot or Suppurantii—Smyrna figs are deemed the best,

6 Page 56—The vernacular and other names of Fig as recorded by FaVLKNI*
arc (Arab!—Tien

; (Gujarati and Hindustani)—de/err . ( Persian ) —An/err
;

I. Portuguese) —H[os
; (Sansknt)

—

Vduvnara
; (Tam.) Stnti aide piilium. (Tel.)

-Mayd^vndoo (Cyncalcsc)—Rata AltiJta
; -This fruit of a small uee {Ficus

Canca) indigenous to the temperate parts of Asia and now cultivated in the fer-

tile islands of the Mediterranean, in Spain. Italy, France and Greece. An inferior

description of dried Figs arc largely imported into Bombay from the Persian Gulf."

7. TeOTT, Poona, 1930, pp 191-206.

8. ibid,* p. i9i— " (gjwwh arirtr y-Ess wjht tarwrqi

TW utITtA fT^cTJ ”, As no authority is cited for this statement, I am
unable to assess its exact historical value.

9. Sabdabrsa, ed, by Y. R. Datx and C. G. Kakve, p. 517.

" oftfR tiVRoiraT, *
1 , trfofa-IJJn# 1, IV [#. CRT. 3f3fa

]

= fo'ft (
“ —EJJFEffffTE by fTOMlHWfeg,

la Publitfacd in the Anandiiramo Sanskrit Series. Poona, 1900, pp. 13-17—

aw qTOrftfwt %^5irEgwr:
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ween A.a 1650 and 17201 ' or so. This work states the properties of the

fruit under a section dealing with cereals, fruits, routs and vegetables but it

quotes no earlier authoritative medical work for its statement.

Vtrthema is his Travels™ (1502-1508 aj>.) states that he visited " Batha

Cala” on lblk November 1504. In describing this city which is “subject to

the King of Narasinga” ( Vijayanagar Empire) Vcrthema observes

Page 49—" We begin here to find nuts and FIGS after the manner

of Calicut In this country no grain, barley or vege-

tables are produced but other most excellent fruits usual in

India ".

“Batha Cala” has been identified not with Bnatkal but with Sadashivgarh

within Karwar Head dose to Anjediva Island. As this city was on the west

coast die figs seen by Vcrthema in 1504 may have been imported dried

figs (p. liii).

Figs and guavas appear to have been current at Poona about a.d. 1730

and a.d. 1789.” Baber in his Memoirs about 1525 a.d. refers to the fit
' 1 In

the Munla-Khabu-i-Tau-arikhw “
Figs of Paradise” are mentioned. Battuta

in his Travels (c. a.d. 1326) refers to figs of Palestine and Syria."1
.
According

to Thakore Saheb of Gondal the fig was newly added to the Indian Materia

Medica by Raja Madanapala in his work called the Madana vsnoda'1 - which

11. My paper on the Date of Ike Yofflratnakma was read before the Bharat*

Itihasa Sams Mandat, Poona in June 1940. It will appear after some time. The

Anandaahranv. Poena, has published 2 editions of this work, one in 1888 and tlur

other in 1900. There is aho a Mysore Edition of the work, published in JI89.

12. Argonaut Pres*. London. 1928 (ropy No. 486) p. 49.

13. Vide pp. 7 and 6 of fclWlH by N. G Chapikar. Poona. 1907—

“ ” and
** " are referred to in the extracts from documents recorded

by Mr.CHApEKAH.

Vide oho Letter No. 76 ( Ptskwa Da]tar Selection No. 9) from Kariubai to

her son Nana Saheb Peshwa. This letter was written between ajx 1720 and

1740 and refers to Fits and Guavas as follow*

" sfcfc f«R A to qrsft^ •r|?f ^ 2*5^

aft n#. ip irafor arrapr... ” ... "asra

S|ftT% ( 8 ) »g=T Strit ”, These references to atfR and

wwrn to suggest that these fruits were articles of luxury at the Poona Court

about AD. 1730 and not so common as wc find them to-day in the Poona market.

14 Memoirs o] Baber (Edited by Erskins. 1836 p. 318-Baber referring to

a “ yellowish blue monkey from some islands" states that " its colour i» somewhat

like the colour of the nG.” Page 326-" It (Guler) resembles the FIG."

15. VoL 11 < Translated by W. H. Lowe) p. 3G0.

16. Broadway Travellers. Edited by Om. 1929 p. 58. ” From Tyre I went

on to Sayda (Sldon) a pkasant two on the coast and rich in truit ;
it exports

fics, raisins, and olive oil to Cairo ’.

17. Vide p. 120 of Arym Medical Science. London, 1896.
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was composed in a.d. 1374 and not after BhikvamiSra's BhavaprakMa as stated

by the Thakore Saheb.u I have examined the MSS38 of Modantwinoda

Nifkanlu of Madanap&la of the Tanka race and find that they contain verses

describing the properties of snfR or the Fig. which may be recorded here

MS No. J10 of 1873-74. folio 21 ( )

“ anfrr *tg?i *5 1

anffr tftaa rtj »j^iN<twRid. 11 *» u

awflTO«t » * 'I

arifR AM. aft ” etc.

MS No. 459 of 1895-98, Folio 48 ( ;pT: )
—a.d. 1616.

" anfrr *r?jt stf 1

anftt wj a^fttswidCK 11

cRWrijw iriwftf ag 35*: n aNR 11

90

MS No. 929 of 1884-87— (Folio 28)—AD. 1705.

“ afcfr* ttg-l ^ wAftfrci <tm 1

3Rrift II »

aratT! wW Ut^nwiKT^Rt •• sfafR 11
”

lh Hhataprakaia waa composed about jld. 1S5U as slated by Thakore Saheb

on p. 36 of Aryan Medical Science, while Madana vinoda wa% composed in A.D. 1374,

(Thi* dale is recorded in the work itself see Chronogram on folio 43 of 13. O. R.

Institute MS No. 110 of 1873 74) « Thakore Saheb'* ilatcment *' Bhava Misra i*

followed by Raja Madanapnla "
is obviously incorrect as the two authors are divided

in point of chronology by no lea4 than 200 years.

19. The* MSS arc available in the Government MSS Library at the B. O. R.

Institute. Poona:—

(l) No. 1J0 of 1873 74 dated Samvat 1855 *= AA 1799 ate folio 21.

<2) No. 109 * 1873-74—Folia 26-a “ STfltt <H*I: 3nfa 3W gwt:
"

(3) No. 459 of 1895-99—dated Samvat 1672 = 1616 see folio 48

{mnh-.)
(4) No. 929 el 1884-87—dated Samvat 1761 .= a.d. 1705 ride folio 28.

20. Bhavam&a (c. aj>. 1560) in his BhdvapiakOa (B. O. R. L MS. No. 454

of am. 1881-82 lolie 168— Sirenffth ) repeats the lines of MadanapaJa (AJ». 1374)

as follows apj &hfk u

ahfrt ^ wstyrfftj 153 i
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Though the verses quoted above are written incorrectly they arc sufficient

to prove the fact of the existence of the sfcrffc or F1C about 1350 AJ). in

Northern India where Raja Madanapala ruled. 21

Mr R. D. KlNJAVADEKAR in an Appendix to his recently published edi-

tion of the Sutraslhana of the Atlanta SompakaP has recorded some texts on

the topic He quotes the following verse in which is

referred to :

—

Pag€ 198— qrrrRrz— qHSTft (drinks or beverages) —7R*n
“ ii \ WI I

i&x M ftro 5^: ii

"

No indication of the source*4 or chronology of this verse has been given by

Pt Kinjavadckar.

In the Old Testament of the Bibl we find references to FIGS brought

unto Jerusalem on the Sabbath day. Livy221 the Latin Historian (59 B.C.-

17 AJ). ) refers to FIGS in the following quotation*

M
Ficus ficus , ligonem ligooem vocal

f
\

(He calls figs figs and spade a spade).

21. The above extract is not found in a dated MS of the Bkotoprakbsa (Saravat

1797 = a.d, 1741 where it ought to be found on folio 93b after 3WJ.A and before

This MS is No. 901 of 1887-91—Madanapaia is mentioned on folio 169.

22. Published by the Qihraiiala Press Poona, 1940. If the expression “TO-

qfsitr
99 means M

dried figs
'* we have reason to believe that the drink wa*

prepared from th<- pulp of dnrd fig* in the century to which the verse bckxigs.

We have already noted that the dry fig contains 60 to 70 per cent of grape ajgar

and hence a drink prepared from it may taste more sweet and delicious.

23. I have traced the verse in the Ktcma Kutuhala of K$ema Sarrran com-

posed about A.D. 154A
(

94

( if ! )
” folio 52 of

MS No. 887 of 1880-91—B. O. R- ‘institute). On Folio 50 of this MS the verse

reads as follows :

—

"
'mrcfrc BTtfT'TTftn* <WT I

wet fa* «TT3* 3$: II

Thi* vetae is part i>1 Chapter XII dealing with tMt>s like .f|t«rtirt TRfi,

IH'R, TW, 'dR'twt 4W% etc.

24- Holy Bible. London, 1913. Page 561—Nrhtniah Chapter. 13-” 15. In

those days saw I in Judah .so imp treading wine pre**«* on the Sabbath, and bringing

in sheaves, and lading asses ; as also wine, grapes, and FlCS. and all manner of

burdens which they brought into Jerusalem on the sabbath days ; and I testified

against tfnm m the day wherein they sold victuals

In Judges IX olive, fig and wine are mentioned.

25. Vide p. 530 of Dictionary of Foreign Phrases and Classical Quotations by

H. P. Jones. London. 1918. Livy or Livius is noted for his History of Rome

(vide p. 310 of Smaller Classical Dictionary, 1913.)

26. Ibid, p. 44 i Latin Quotations).
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Brewer * 3 records the usages of the Fig in English language and literature

cudi as—

(1) Fig Sunday—Palm-Sunday is so called from the custom of eating

figs on that day.

The practice arose from the Bible Story of Zaccheus who climbed up

into a fig tree to see Jesus.

(2) Fig-lrte—It is said that Judas hanged himself on a fig-tree.

(3) Figs— I shan't buy my attic figs in future but grow them. Don’t

count your chickens befoie they are hatched.

It was Xerxes who boasted that he did not intend any longer to buy

his figs because he meant to conquer Attica and add it to his own empire

but Xerxes met “a signal defeat at Salamis and never loosed his sandal

till he reached Abdira

(4) “In the name of the Prophet. Figs”—A burlesque of the solemn

language employed in eastern countries in common business of life. The

line occurs in the imitation of Dr. Johnson's pompous style in Rejected

Addresses by James and Horace SMITH.

The references to the Fig recorded so far do not dear up the question

as regards its early existence in or its importation into India before a.d. 1000

during definite periods of history. The word now current for the

“Fig" and used by Madanagfila of Northern India in a.d. 1374 is not a

Sanskrit word as stated by Watt in his Dictionary or by the editors of the

Sabdakoia. who call it both Sanskrit and Persian. It is for linguists to

record and prove its early usages from contemporary Indian sources. Obviously

Madanapala used this word as a loan-woid in his vases quoted by me
already.

The absence of systematic historical study of the present Indian flora

and fauna leads to a hazy and incorrect knowledge of all aspects of Indian

culture resulting in anachronisms. This absence of historical knowledge

coupled with the prevalent uncritical methods of editing texts is responsible

for Figs appearing in a Mahabharata passage along with other fruits like

mangoes, pomegranates etc which can claim much higher antiquity in Indian

27. Dictionary of Phase out Fable. P. 460. See also p. 696 of Shorter Oxford
Dictionary—

F1g-A/£ lOF—/i&, figui; L—ficusl. In the East and West Indies the word
Fig is applied to Banana alio to the Cochineal Cactus <1582 ajx)

; Fig of Spain.
Italian Fig (AJX 16911 ; The tiseare Ficus (p|.) (ah. 1550).

Vide p. 366 of Brewers Reader's Hand-book. London. 1911. ‘Figs oj Hot
rou -Holvan is a stream of Persia and the Persians say its figs are not to be
equalled in the whole of the world

'

“Luscious as the fig, of Holvan Saadi : Gulistan <13lh Century).
Adam i Fig = Plantain fniit. Vide Tavernier’s Travels in India. London,

1M9-VoL I, p. 247 and VoL II, pp. 4 n, S3, 283.
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literature than their junior-most confrere the Fig {Mfira). In the Poona
Edition of the Sfahabharola (Vanaparvan) we find the following line11 in

which Anftra has been referred to :

—

Evidently the MSS on the strength of which the above line was first
edited must have been late copies prepared during a period of history when
Sfjftr became a common article of diet and hence the copyist without under-
standing the results of his tampering with the text introduced

jn
the Epic text. Thence forward it became a circulating joke and even in the
Marathi translation of 1915 by no less a scholar than Pandit Appa Shastti
RaSHIYadckar Jjai* and imperceptibly found their way unchallenged.
These instances arc sufficient to impress upon us the need for critical Editions
of Sanskrit texts and the Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute will be
thanked by all scholars not only of the present generation but of succeeding
centuries for their herculean effort in the work of the Critical Edition of
the Makabharata. The B. O. R. I. constituted text13 for the line in the
Chitrashala edition referring to snfk reads as follows

“ wrmfmr M

It was by a curious coincidence that Dr. Suxthankar informed me about
his rejection of front the line in question. While studying the refer-

ences to ajtfR I inquired of him if he has attic across any references to it

in Sanskrit texts. In reply to this inquiry he drew my attention to the line

in the Chitrashala Edition of the Mahabkarata and his rejection of the read-

ing on the grounds of textual criticism. As Anjira is a loan-word

in the Indian Vernaculars it is not found in early Sanskrit lexicons like the

A»urako£a.ta The earliest Indian Materia Medica viz. the Dhar.vantari

28. MaMbharala published by the Ctotrashala Press, Poona, Vanaparvan

VoL HI. p. 247- J?«»p;«rT I'AC

In the Marathi translation of the Uahabbarata ( 1915) by Pandit Appa Phastri

Rasiuvadexar WO find ‘‘atlftr, etc in the translation of the above line on

p. 320 ol the Volume for Vamporvan. He also translates
“ " »

“ $%. ” It remains to be proved il 5iNfa and g«T9 I Fig* and Ruses)

were known to the author* of the Mahabhatata or to our ancestor* of the Epic

times,

29. Variants rejected by Dr. V. S. Suxthankar, the General Editor of the

MahfibMrata arc as follow* : found on p. 519 of Atamnia fMnuaa ( B. Q. R Insti-

tute, Stanza 40 of fgfcri )
III. 155. 40-

Kj B D (D5 om (DC *1 ) *l)

Ta G,. 4

30. The Amaiakaia : Kinda II—

*

)
mentions t

—

“ W&JRtal H )
<qsTT.gl II i

1

II

”

Bhanuji Dikaia in his comment, on Amanhat9 explains
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Sigkatfu' 1 which is said to be earlier than tin: Amcrokosa contains no

reference to Anjira.

Bernier (a.d. 1656-1668) in his Travels refers to the fruit imported into

India" as also the variety of fruit sold in Delhi'3 but does not refer to

Anjira specifically though it is possible to suppose that dried figs may have

been imported into India along with other dried fruit specified by Bernier in

his remarks-

Mr. Aptf. in his Sansknt-Englisk Dictionary records the word "apfa:-
{ " as species of the fig-tree and its fnnl but gives no usages of it. though

he remarks that it is “ perhaps a Persian word

In a treatise** on dietetics by RaghunSthasilri composed about a.d. 1675

'uvar.* 'fiJRfft' Madanapala < a.d. 1374)

appears to equate ^ with apftt perhaps on account of iu cnularity

with »t»lR but Bhanuji Dik^ta (c. 1630 A.D.) gives the current names of

a* ' WWTI ' * ’

and not The fruit of the aflJW* (Marathi
)

lice t9 not identical with fruit. In the all<*

(pp. 186187 of Anandashram Edn. 1896) the properties of and

have been separately given.—Sarvananda (aj>. 1159) in hu on Amaia’s

line
" w

observe* ”

(p. 116 of Amaral&tq edited by Ganapeti Sastd, Part I, 1911) in his com-

mentary explains aa
u * Can *)£TS*** men-

tioned in AS). 1159 by be Identical with which Madanapila men-

tions as
'* ”

in aj>. 1374 ?—Paiasaddamekannavo <p. 296} men-

tion* *TT*fT ( ) as amfaftsra
(

qwi ? )

31. Vide Intro., to Kalpodruhosa, Vol I (Baroda, 1928) p. XLIX.
32. Bernier's Travels, Vol. 1. pp. 2C3-204 of 1891 Edition. Constable & Co..

London. Clovts, nut megs, cinnamon, ait* supplied by the Dutch—Fresh fruit ifiora

Samarkand, Hali (Baflcb), Bacara and Persia) such as melons, apples, pears, grapes,

eaten at Delhi during winter ; also dried fruit such as almonds, pistachio and other

small mils, plums, apricots
,
raumj.

XT ibid, pp. 249. 250—The fruit market contains dry fruit from Persia. Balk,

Bokara and Sama rkand Bernier mentions the following fruit —almonds, pistachios,

walnuts. raisins, prunes, apricots also fieah gropes (black and white) brought
wrapped in cotton, pean and apples of three or four sorts, melons and water-melons.

Ambtu or mangues are plentiful and cheap. The best come from Bengal Gol-
konda and Goa.

(Cf. Edward Moon Narrative of Operations against Tipu Sultan. London.
1794—p. 506. Moor refers to Mugaon marigeir*, as finest grown in Bombay. Goa
produces several fine species of this supcr-cxcdlent fruit)

34. Bhojana Kutuhalo ( 1st Pnriccbeda) MS. .Vo. S94 */ 18991915. On folio

39A only the properties of fruit are mentioned :

fSTfSpK^H «^?i57n'T5q. u^ ||
»»
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many fruits are refencd to but 1 fail to notice in this elaborate list any

reference to Anfira in the MS of the work before me.

The Marathi Encyclopaedia called the Jiianakosa (1924) Vol. IX
devotes a paragraph to the history of Anfira but the -sources of this history

are not indicated. Some points in this historical account may be noted

here :

—

Cl> South Arabia is the native place of the AAjira.

(2) The AHfira may have migrated to other places from South Arabia

(3) Archaeological research has proved the cultivation of AAfira thou-

sands of years before the rale of the Greeks and Romans.

(4) Definite evidence regarding Aflfira is found in works dating 700

years before the Christian Era.

(5) It is from Arabia that Anfira migrated to Rome, Greece. Asia

Minor. Italy. Portugal. France, Khorasan. Hirat, Afghanistan.

China.

(6) There arc many varieties of the wild Anfira in India but the

variety used in India for eating was unknown in this country up

to the 14th century.

(7) Dried Anfirs are imported into India from Smyrna in Asia Minor.

(8) Anfira is called " ” in Asia Minor. The name Aiifira

is possibly a corruption of " jrfft
” *

The history of Anfira recorded in the Jiianakda is practically the same

as recorded by me from several other sources. It ts for linguists to say

whether tht' derivation of the word Anfira from “ jifft " given above is

historically correct.

If Anfira used for eating was unknown in India up to the 14th century

as stated above it is impossible to find any references to it in Indian literature

The Kfrmakuiukaia of Kv-maxairnan (16th century) gives the use of font

in cooking :

—

Folio 39 of B.O.RJ. MS S87 of 1RS7-91.

ii
”

35. Ed. by Dr. S V. Ketxaf, Pal. IX. pp. ( sf v—vj )

36. Di. Ketkar suits that the cultivation of the Anjrra in Mahara^ra U
found in the Purandar taluka of the Poona District. Same foreign species of Ahjva

are imported for cultivation into India but they have not fared well.
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before a d. 1000, much less in the Mahdbhthalo times and consequently it is

an anachroresm to insert it in the text of the Great Epic as we find it in the

Chitrashala Edition of the Mahubhircta. If any scholar succeeds in prov-

ing the existence of either imported or cultivated Aiijira on Indian soil before

the Christian Era he will be justified in imagining its presence in the Sfahd-

bkarata text. 5io far I can seri no a priori case made out in support of such

insertion and I await more light in this matter from experts in the ancient

Indian history and culture. For the present we must go by the text of the
Mahibharata purged of any references to An firas and Gulabs,” which arc
evidently late importations” into Indian history and culture. If Anjba
migrated from the Mediterranean region to Greece1* and Rome and then

to the Eastern countries like Syria, Arabia. Persia (and lastly India) its

history (say between the 1st century a.d. and the 14th century a.d.) is

closely connected with the cultural history of these nations and it is the busi-

ness of the historians of these countries and their culture to record definite

chronological evidence regarding such history from the literatures of these

countries, to any knowledge of which 1 can lay no claim I would, however,

feel satisfied if any scholar takes the history of the Anfira backwards from

a.d. 1300 say by at least 500 years on the strength of definitely dated evidence,

preferably from Indian or Persian and Arabic sources.

The following chronological table would give at a glance the chrounlogy

of the AAfira recorded in this paper -

37. I propose to publish a historical paper on the Culdb in India in the near

future.

38. Though contact of India with Greeks and Romans is a matter of known
history there is absolute absence in Indian literature of any reference to the Anfira

in early works contemporaneous with the Creek and Roman history. In the study
of Indian Plants and Animals known to the Greeks published in the Indian Antiquary,

(VoL XIV) 1885, pp. 274 ff. no reference- is found to any species of the Fig. either

wild or cultivated. Only Piped tree seems to have been known to the Greeks
Though Pro#. FrankSn EtctirruK has found a reference to the dty of Rome in the

Sebhaparvan of the Mahabharota (/AOS, Vtd. 58. pp. 262-265) no case has been
made out for Anfaa in tbe Mahdbharata either on textual or historical grounds
Roma is included among the dries conquered by Sahadeva (SabhSparvan Book 2).

39 A. K_ Naihne (Flowering Plants el Western India. lavidon, 1894.

PP- -V>4 ff ) deals with Fig and its Species which include Vad. Piped, Kdl-umbar

? )
and Anjrr ( Fiats Carica—p. 303). He gives the following reference

to the Fig in Book 8 of Odyssey :

"There (in the garden of Alcinous) grow tall trees bk>«oming, pear trees, and
pomegranates and apple trees with bright fruit, and sweet figs and olives in their

bloom Naime further observes :

—

" The figs grown in India must be placed far below those of England, and
these again arc in flavour nowhere near the Italian figs

;
but the scientific cultiva-

tion of fruit in India mutt come in time.'*
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Chronology Particulars (F. = Anjiro)

1000 B.C. \
;

or about . '

850 d.c. )
1

Pre-h»toric evidence about leaves and fruit® of wild F.

< Ficus Carica) in quaternary strata near Pari* and
Marseilles.

Homer refers to F in Odyucy.

” 559 ac. F unknown to Persians according to Herodotus.

- 481 B.C. Birth of Herodotus who refers lo F.

BX. 485-465 ax. Xerxes. King of Persia with whom Attic Figs are associated.

From about

330 B.C. upto .

160 B.C. )

Reference* to F in the Old Testament of the Holy Bitrte.

59 BX.—17 AX Livy, the Latin historian refers to F.

A.D. 23-79 Pliny, the Roman author te/er* to the varieties of F.

Between AD. 200

and 809

In the Pahlvi4" work Nbangasidn " juice of figs
,r

is men-
tioned.

a.d. 1250 Figs of Holvan in Persia referred to by Saddi in Gulistan.

AH. 1326 Batutta refers to fig* in Palestine and Syria-

A.D. 1374

A.D. 1504

bout 1526 AX.

Reference to F in the Madanatwda Nighanfu of Madam-
pala.

F on the west-coast mentioned by Vnthcjna the Italian

traveller.

Baber's reference to F.

" 1548 ajx F referred to in the KstmaFviukalo of Kftmasonm.

w
1550 AJ>. F referred to by Bhavamiira in Bkdvaprakdsa.

" 1691 AJO. Figs of Spam and Italy referred to.

"
c. 1730 AH. Figs sent to Nanasalub Peahwa by his mother Kaaiubai.

" 1789 AH. F mcntwcied in the Peshwa period (at Poona).

40. Vide p. 333 of Afrpatastam and Nilongentan Er$. Trans, by S, J. BULSAAA,

Bomba/, 1913. My friend Mr. M. F. Kanga of Bombay informs me that the word

Anfiro does not occur in Avesta literature. It is found in the Pahlvi language and

literature, which flourished from 3rd to 9ih century ah. (Vide pp. 293 297 of lit*

tmy of Zoroastrianism by M N. Dhalla. Oxford Uni. Press. 1938). Detailed Chro-

nology of Pahlvi references to the FJC must be reserved for a separate study by

Parsi scholars thermrlves as 1 hast; no first-hand knowledge of their «cred texts

and other early literature.
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P, S.—Studies bearing on the history of Indian culture require the cooperation

o£ experts in the different branches of Inttology. I am, therefore, extremely thankful

lo my friend Khan Bahadur Prof Shaikh Abdul-Kadir-e-Sarfaraz, M.A.. i.g.s, (Retd.),

for the following note on the history of the Fig, which was received by roe after the

composing of my paper by the presa This note fills in a gap in my Chronology for

the Fig and thus enriches my present paper

1. Molfsworth says the word is Sanskrit or Persian.

2. In Persian I post -Islamic) the word b undoubtedly extensively used from

very old times to modem. Sadi (XIII e.) used it
;
Nizami (XII) used it several times.

Two teems of the word seem to have been in use " An|ir " and " Aqjteah." There is

an infinitive also. "Anjir-dan", which means “to bore a hole, drill, perforate".

The word occurs in several compounds also, such as '* Anjir-c-Adam ", or “ Anjlr-

e-Dashti ", i.e.
* Adam's Fig which is our ' Udumber glomerous fig ;

" Bcd-anjir ",

which is Palma Christi, or our ‘Erand’. Long descriptions of the principal varie-

ties of Anjir, the properties and the medicinal uses of it are given in Persian Phar-
macopoeias and medial books. Three principal varieties are mentioned : Barri, which
grows in plains, Kohi, which glows on mountains, and Buslini. which grows in

gardens. Another variety called *' Shahi ", * Royal ' is said to be specially delicious

and quite writable for eating
, the blackish variety is generally used in medicine.

3. The home is said to be Syria or Asia Minor.

•1, In pre Islamic Persian or Pahlavi the word for ’’Fig” is not "Anjir"
but “ Tin

5. In Arabic the word for "Fig'' i* "Tin", It is used in the Qur'&n, only
once. There is a chapter of the Qur'an, the 95th, which is entitled " The Fig ",
because it begins with the words "By the Fig." The commentators oiy that
God Bweara by the fig, because *it is wholesome and of easy digestion, and phya-
cally good to cany off phlegm, and gravel in the kidney*, or bladder, and to re-

move obstructions of the liver and spleen, and also cures the piles, and the gout etc.
' (Sale's Tninsl.) The word “Fig" is alio held symbolical, but there is a good
cfcsl of difference of opinion about the exact interpretation thereof. Some take it

to siand for the Jewidi or Mosaic dispensation which was to wither away like the
Hg-trce in the Gospel

; others say that it may stand for man's destiny. The word
' Tin " used in the Qur'in and in Arabic literature was wrll-known in Pre- Islamic
Arabia. It is generally taken to be Arabic but according to some (Western)
scholar*, borrowed Corn Akkadian “ tittu ", “ tintu ”.

6. The word •Fig’’ occurs In the Bible in a number of placet See any
concordance. In Mathew e.g^ 20. I. Jesus is said to arrive at a place called
Bcth-Phage. which literally means “ the house of figs " It is stated in the Bible
that when Adam (fiscovwed his nakedness in the garden of IVadise or Eden, he
sewed jfg Iravre and made aprons. Now this garden of Eden or Paradise, accord-
ing to Higher criticism is located generally on the banks of the Euphrates and
the Tigris

** “ “d 10 hflve •»**» introduced in England by Cardinal Pole
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I may also note incidentally a few interesting points here though at the

risk of some digression. The Portuguese took beef which was certainly

shunned by the Hindu, and gokhAdaka was an opprobrious noun by which

they (and others) were known in India at this time. Buddhism in Ceylon

seems to have also stuck to this old Hindu idea. The Parangi Ilatane

refers to the despicable eaters of beef, the Portuguese “Our gentle herds

of kine
M
, it says.

-
were slain to fill the maw of these devouring ogres We

find in the same poem, “ this beef-eating host
M

later on. Thirdly, the shoot-

ing down of cattle (apparently including cows and bulls) for food (was one

of the causes which (as we have seen above) incensed the Ceylonese, and made

De Wcert come to a tragic aid. (Thirdly. Atapattu may perhaps be derived

from Atapatra which means umbrella. The umbrdla in question would be

the symbolical chatra. SJvfijf who rose to power in India shortly afterwards

assumed the title of chatrapati equivalent to lord of the umbrella. Compound

words like ekachatradhipati and ekachatrar£ja are familiar to any student

of Hindu-Buddhist political institutions. 4 -The Atapattu Mantri, pride of

the Saluwadana family
M

is also referred in the Parangi Hatane. ) Fourthly

we come across another compound word which forma a parallel to agarfija—

agramahishf -the chief queen— in Ancient Indian records.

A point of special interest to the historian of Bengal is the reference to

the Bengali marines who fought against Rajasimha. Some of the Asiatic

allies of the Portuguese in the campaign that was decided at Gannoruwa are

described thus by the author of the Parangi Hatane ~ The worthless crowds

of Kaberis Kannudis, and Javas steeped in Kansa and opium and witless

with drink, the shameless Simhalese who accompanied them with the graceless

Bengalis and Parawara sailors *\

To continue the story of Rajasimha. The victorious monarch in the

traditional Hindu-Buddhist manner offered the naivedya of his turban—

a

round cap resembling that worn by an officer of the French army with a tri-

angular flap on each side, and surmounted by a coronet—together with his

sword to Dodanwala Devale ( =dev&Iaya*» temple ).

Dc Mello's body could not be discovered. But his sword which had lain

* Continued from p. 93.

4. Other explanations arr also admirable, via., haiuprapte. Atapatui may
alio be derived from the eight pattoi.
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for some lime at the feet of Ceylon's king was ultimately presented to Wester-

wold to announce the victory of his ally in a fitting way.

" The king of Candea
" " finding himself victorious at once hastened to

come down in person ” to Baticaloa which he reached cm 14th May. The

siege "by the two nations’* las de Queyroz puts it) compelled “Manuel

Pinto a cassado of Columbo ” to“ surrender conditionally “ ( He) was landed

at Ncgapalam along with those who surveyed Shortly after this success,

Westerwold entered into a treaty with R&jasiriiha, the eighth clause of which

laid down “ His Royal Majesty of Ceylon and his subjects shall be bound, in

terms of His Majesty's promise and the undertaking to His Excellency the

Governor-General and the Honourable the Council of India, to pay the yearly

expenses as well as to bear the cost of the present equipment and putting

out of the ships, yachts, and other small vessels, and the crews, officers, and

soldiers, the ammunition of war, and all else required which the Honourable

the Directors of the United Chartered East India Company by direction of

His Excellency the Governor-General and the Council of India shall send

through the Dutch Government for the service of His Majesty’s lands of

Ceylon, all which shall be recouped by His Majesty in cinnamon, pepper,

cardamon, indigo, wax, rice, and other valuable products of his country,

except cancels de matte '* On 4th June, Hosier succeeded Westerwold in the

command of Baticaloa. Then on 2nd May. 1639, Caen and “ the Chingala
"

captured Tnnkomali (TrioonamaJai) "The Belga", says Father de Queyroz,

“cm the 16th of February . . gave sail for Ccyloo and doubling the point of

G&le fell upon the fort of Triquilcmale. and joined by the Chingalaz after

40 days of bombardment, forced it to surrender, for very small was the force

with which Francisco Dc^a, a casado of Columbo, tried to defend it who how-

ever exacted the condition that each should go out with what he had, and

that they should be taken to the Coast of Coromandel ”, The English docu-

ments are not however so complementary to the gallantry of the Portuguese

as the reverend father. “On Zciloan ”, says Surat (1639), “they have this

yeare taken another fort by composition from the Portugal^ called Tncnomcla,

and in it 50,000 pounds weight of cinnamon, 10,000 pounds weight of wax ",

and other booty.

*'
In liewe ” of all this “ they are to set free on sea shoarc at Negapatam

the base cowardly rascal! s that well might and yet durst not keepe it '*. Among
these there was hardly a pure Asiatic, because all Asiatic mercenaries were

taken over into Dutch service according to the terms of capitulation.

In the meantime the prize was being appropriated by Rajasimha’s doubt-

ful alias 570 packs of cinnamon. 87 “ picols *' of wax and 3059 lbs. of pepper

were sent over to the Dutch Council at Batavia But they remained unsatis-

fied. and wanted more and more of the Ceylon products* and the Treaty with

Westerwold was invoked again and again, The Dutch complained shortly

afterwards that Rajasimha was not supplying the victuals he had promised

to the garrison at Tnnkcmali. He did not also cooperate with Lukaszoon’s

forces in undertaking operations against Colombo. But still the two powers
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continued aa allies, cooperating in the capture of Negombo on 9th February,

some Portuguese being severely dealt with by the Siriihalcse. RAjasiihha

wanted the fort to be demolished. He certainly did not want these strong-

liolds to be merely transferred from one European power to the other. The
Dutch refused, and the Ceylonese ruler had his first taste of what the future

was to bring. An arrangement was however patched up, and the Dutch obtained

their all-important footing at Galle on 13th March, 1640. This was another

rude awakening, and Rijasimha probably informed the Dutch that he would

be glad to be rid of their presence in the island. With their eyes blued to

the resources of Ceylon the Dutch naturally refused to oblige RAjasirhha.

Regarding the Dutch of these days, Father de Queyrox with an evident bias

says, “Though even among them there are men of honour and of good

nature, the knaves and common people are insufferable, and in the case of

their greater folk we always found, greater hatred in the Zrelandcrs “. The

Dutch had swallowed the bait, but in catching them Rajasimha caught the

proverbial old man on Smdbads back. Kostcr chose this inopportune moment
to seek a personal audience with the Icing. The Mudaliyare fanned the

monarch's anger and irritation. No further supply of the coveted merchandise

including cinnamon was obtained, and the Dutch chief left the Ceylonese

capital in despair. On the way back, it » said that lie was murdered. “ It

was known also", says Father de Queyroz, “t!iat the Hollander Captain of

Gale had gone to Candea, accompanied by 10 or 12 Hollanders to urge the

ChingalA king to descend upon Colombo, and as the insolence of that nation

was already great, and the King did not approve what he proposed, he with-

out minding the place where he was. fdl out in such a manner with the King

and with those of his Council, that on quitting his presence, the latter ordered

(his men) to spear him and the rest of his company**. "At midday", says

the Dagh Register of 1640-41 in a certain village named Nilegale where there

arc but a few small houses. His Excellency arrived at a certain low cottage

to get something to eat and take a little rest. While stooping to enter through

the door which was by no means too high, he was shot in a dastardly man-

ner in the back with 41 arrows and stabbed with no less a number of pointed

knives. This was perpetrated without the slightest warning, word of alarm

or pretest. He was overwhelmed, sprung upon by the aforesaid guests and

finally cut in the throat **,

Baldeaus remarks, " Kostcr (who was treacherously murder'd by the

Cingaleses). ...was succeeded by John Thyssen who is yet living".

The king however pointed out that he was innocent of any instigation,

and the Dutch more eager to appropriate cinnamon, wax, pepper etc. than

to avenge the murder of a hundred Kosten meekly accepted the explanation.

By the beginning of 1640, the English at Swally Marine remark that

the Portuguese ‘will bee inforoed to abandon some of their forts on this

coast, the better to defend the remainder. The Dutch call themselves lords

of all India already. '* lliey reckon ", they added, “ certainly upon the con-

quest of Seiloan and Mallacca In the ceizure of Sakan and Malhicca
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(the Portuguese} China and cannamon traffique will be utterly extinguished

The Portuguese also seems to have realised this, for by the end of that

year taking advantage of the desertion of Walraven dc St. Amaru (in the

Dutch service) they captured Negombo. A vast quantity of cinnamon fell

into their hands.

They also kept the Dutch in Gaik cut off from supplies, and on one

occasion surprised and slaughtered twenty-seven Dutch officers and men
Eight hundred bahare of cinnamon collected by Rijasimha at Alicam for

the Dutch were also seized, and only 165,720 lbs. of good quality cinnamon

were actually received by Thysz as pan payment for the future surrender

of Batticaloa to the Simhalese. Thysz at this time, wrote to the Council

recommending that the districts round Galle, Matara and Alicam were to be

exploited of their produce. In addition to cocoanuts and other merchandise, an

annual supply of 4000 ammunams of arecanut was to be secured, in this way.

Early in April 1641 (according to the Dagh Register) 103 “bhares"

of fine cinnamon were conveyed to the Archipelago by the *' Cleyn Rotterdam ".

The letter written by RAjasimha to the Dutch at Batavia in 1641, in

course of the subsequent negixiations, says that he handed over to them 114

babars of annamen, 44) bahars of wax. 4) bahars of pepper in May. 1638.

Next year, he let them have in addition, seven elephants. 5,010 lbs. of wax,

and 44.000 lbs. of rinnamcn. In 1640, 11,400 lbs. of cinnamon belonging to

a superior grade and 1142 1/3 ammunams of arecanut and 3.00U lbs. of wax
were given. Some more ekphants also seem to have been handed over by

that time. A bahar which is also called “ bhar " probably comes from the

Sanskrit word bhira meaning weight It came to about 400 lbs. avoirdupois.

But it differed according to commodities and localities. Both Father de Quey-

roy and De Couto take it to be equivalent to four quintals

The Dutch had exported along with the king's presents, 10,030 lbs. of

wax, 5,234 lbs. of pepper and three tuskers.

What » apparent from the records is that the Dutch did not desire pay-

ment in cash. They definitely wanted Ceylon merchandise, and without

the lielp of the local king it was difficult for them to obtain their require-

ments. The treaty with Westerwold provided (as we have seen above), for

payments (on account of Dutch military and naval hdp) “in cinnamon, pep-

per, cardamon, indigo, wax. rice" etc. The same idea is found imbedded

in thts letter of 1641 and other sources. In this letter, for example, we find

that on the occasion of the handing over of Trincomali ten elephants were

presented by the king who aho promised (as we have seen above), 1.000

bahars of annamen for the cession of Batticaloa. The answer to Article 14

of the letter again complained plainly. “The Company does not want re-

imbursement in cash, but in merchandise ; and this cannot be collected at

once, except once a year ”,

Further the seventeenth article reads, “The Company desire that the

King should supply them with the produce of his land at reasonable, rates and
also permit them to trade freely in his domLniocA." It may be noticed also
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that the Dutchman and who was a trader firstly, secondly and thirdly also

apparently desired to come to an agreement with the Simhalcse ruler by which

these lucrative exports, were to be sold to them according to a fixed scale of

pnees. This demand would be consistent with similar ones made by them on

Asiatic rulers elsewhere- Thirdly, of course in fixing these prices, the word of

the Dutch themselves was to go a long way. When Ceylon’s ruler suggested

1 10 xeraphyns for each baltar of cinnamon, about 3 larins for a lb, of tusks,

and two for a lb. of wax, the Dutch shook their heads in dissent. Their offi-

cial buying rate seems to be in the neighbourhood of 70 for a bahar at this

time. The king wc may note in this connection in his answer to the twenty

sixth article points out in quite a dignified way that " no reference need be

made to the profits derived by the Portuguese. The king is (however) prepared

to treat with the Dutch for what they desire (rom his lands, and to sell for

cash on favourable terms or to gram in a gracious spirit what he wishes." For

the moment, the cinnamon (apparently of the superior grade i. the king added,

could not be supplied by him at a lower rate, because lie could not or would

not treat his villagers in the same coercive way a- the Portuguese did.

The Dutch alleged that Matara used to supply annually 1500 bahars of

good cinnamon, four tuskers and thirty elephants without tusks, to the Portu-

guese. and that a bahar of cinnamon was procurable at Galle for 15 aarafis

and less.

In the year 1642, on the 29th of January. “ the Treaty of truce made

between Dorn M>chad de Norunha. Conde de I.inhares. Viceroy of Goa. and

William Methwold. President of the English in the East Indies" was agreed

to " be continued and kept between the subjects of both Kings ( Joao IV and

Charles I) in the East Indies." I have discussed the results of this agree-

ment elsewhere, and concluded that the obliteration of commercial jealousy

and potential rivalry was not one of these. But whatever that accord might

have led to. the one of the 12th June. 1641 (2nd June O.S.) between the Dutch

.and the Portuguese was not given effect to immediately in the East. The

optimistic Dutch did not want to be baulked of the prey which seemed to lie

somewhat helpless under their claws The request of the Portuguese for a

termination of belligerent acts was rejected by Batavia, partly because the

monopoly of the traffic in cinnamon would not in those circumstances any

longer remain theirs.

Goa was blockaded, and Negapatam was wrested from the Portuguese.

The latter had to be ransomed for a hugd indemnity Pieter Bored raised

the " Moed olag " of war on failure of negotiations at Goa. chiefly because of

his demanding Galle and vicinity, in Ceylon. He claimed ‘the lands of

SafTragao
M

as wdl as those of Galle “ on ground of their being mortgaged

to us by the Emperor of Ceylon Rijasimha, lor a large sum of money spent

on His Majesty’s behalf." These were valuable for the cinnamon areas. Ra-

jasimha in his letter of February. 1643, had insisted on the Portuguese evacua-

ting Saffrcgam and Matara. After failure of the preliminary negotiations.

Boreel proposed that each nation was to receive one half of the cinnamon pro-
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duced at a fixed price The Portuguese did not accept the compromise. •

" Maturt, Sofragao. Four-Corlas and Seven-Corlas .... are ", jayj

Father de Queyroz, ** the best portions of the whole Island ; and mainly in

these does the cinnamon grow, and as much as one wishes to cultivate." The
Portuguese sun shone weakly through the clouds, when they defeated the

Dutch, killing and capturing more than 150 Europeans with nil their battle

accoutrements, near the village of Akuressa AIdea Cura2za. and captured the

Dutch ship, the Pauw laden with rich Iranian wares, at Marmag&o. In another

attempt, outgmerallcd by dc Motta Galvan the Dutch fell back on GaJle.

while the fortifications of Colombo frightened them off that poit. But about

twenty miles to the north of that town the Dutch under Francois Caron
succeeded in storming the gates of the fort at Negombo. on 9th January,

1644. The projected attack on Colombo was however again stopped by
Portuguese defences.

It is said that two impetuous Portuguese officers who rashly led an attack

on the Dutch near Negombo and lost not only their own lives but also those

of 300 men in the encounter which followed, were mainly responsible for the

Portuguese deJeat. Probably it would have been wise not to let the Dutch
land at all.

Klaas Komdiszoon Blocq was negotiating term? for a settlement with

Goa. the same year. But he had to sail away to Batavia. Taking advantage
of his absence the Portuguese despatched reinforcements to Ceylon. Negombo
was besieged. But the attempt to storm the town failed and the Portuguese
raised the siege, after suffering heavy losses.

Batavia then despatched Jan Maatzuikcr. the future Governor-General, to

negotiate for terms, and he succeeded after a couple of months in publishing
the treaty of June. 1641 at Goa in November, 1644. This accord was supple-

mented by another relative to Galle in March, 1645, which among other things
laid down that no cinnamon was to be grown by the Dutch, on condition
that about thirty tons of tliat spice were supplied to them by the Portuguese *

During this period again the control over the cinnamon growing districts

was a cardinal consideration with the rival forces, and the usual complaint?,
about RSjasirfiha's failure to supply his country’s products in sufficient quanti-
ties took place frequently. On one occasion a Disawa of the king who was
trying to collect the spice in the district round Matara was driven off by the
Portuguese. By 1643, the Dutch chief informed R/ijasimha that he liad still

to pay 473,589 reals in cinnamon and merchandise.

The document signed by sixteen personages among whom were John Maat-
luyker and the Cotide d' Aveiras laid down that “ the products of the Country

5. Public Rerwd Office : Dam Chas. I. vol cccti no. 30 ; Lisbon Transcripts
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(Were) not (to) be neglected, or lost, by reason of the Differences betwixt the

Possessors." In order to prevent such loss. “ it is agreed that the same shall

be divided into two equal shares betwixt the Portuguese and the Dutch,...

..(and that) the Portuguese* shall have full liberty to gather, without ahy

molestation or hmderance. such Fruits as grow in one part of the lands in

dispute, via. that part which is next adjacent to their Fort as on the other

hand, the Hollanders shall enjoy the same freedom in gathering the Fruits in

that half part adjoyning to their Fortress" “The Labourers ... called

Schalias. employ'd in peeling of the cinnamon, shall have liberty to work

with both Parties, yet not without the consent of that Party under whose juris-

diction they live." “All the Goods seiz'd (also) .... shall be restor'd or

else the Value thereof paid in Mony." The other agreement signed by Aveiras"

successor Mascarenhas laid down shortly afterwards, that “the Countries bet-

wixt Colombo and Negombo shall be divided into two equal shares, according

to their several Districts (call'd) (Cories)”, or "by sharing the Villages."

"The Hollanders shall (also) every year in Harvest time send one half of

these Labourers out of the Villages of Bili and Cosgure. .. . on the other side

of the River AJican to assist as formerly the Portuguese* in peeling of cinna-

mon under condition that the cinnamon thus peeled by them in the Portuguese

territories, shall be laid up In a certain place upon the River Dandagan, to be

divided once every year in two equal shares betwixt the Parties, provided that

each Party pay the usual Price to the Schalias for the peeling of their share

of Cinnamon
" " Once they captured." say* Father de Queyroz. “ 12.000 fore-

igners with whom they peopled the Country of Dolasdz-Corla. and from these,

they say. are deccnded the Chaleaz who are obliged to get the cinnamon.”

Regarding their payment. Father de Queyroz says, “ Six leagues distant

from Galle " lay “ the lands of the Mabada " " whence came in tecenc times

the greatest quantity of cinnamon. . .because the inhabitants of this district,

called Chalcaz, were obliged to make one thousand and eight hundred bahars

and without any other payment than thirty or forty eachas or as many pata-

ooens instead, distributed and paid through their mayors.

And for all the rest of the cinnamon they arc ordered to make M
they gave

them 800 reis for each quintal."

Further on. other passages throw a good deal of light both on the collec-

tion and the collectors. “At the season ol making cinnamon it was the

custom to distribute the King's money in the villages for making the mats

in which it is wrapped ; and for each mat they gave six bazarucos. giving one

to four to each house. When the mats had to be delivered. “ they had to

feed " at their cost those who came to fetch them ; and this entertainment cost

them more than the price of the mats.

Those who had to bear the heaviest burden were the Chaleaz whom the

Ministers of the Royal Fazenda sought unjustly to enslave. “ It was quite a

new custom for the bahar of cinnamon to be of four bales and each bale of 94

arratds, but as it its price rose after the King made it a monopoly, the Mini-

sters of the Fazenda of Ceylon settled that the bahar should be of 6 bales,"
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Though the picture given above stems to be somewhat over-painted in

places, there is little room to doubt that the conditions under which the chalias

of our period lived under their own kings, were iniquitous, when judged accord-

ing to modem standards. But their lot was not very much improved even

under the Portuguese and the Dutch. Rev. Cordmcr, for example, says that

in his days they remained extremely poor.

To come back U> the agreement between the Portuguese and the Dutch,

we notice that the English did not relish it at all. One of the reasons lay

in the fact that the Portuguese would be no longer willing to sell this aromatic

bark of Ceylon to them
“ The cinnamon of Ceilon," as Surat says, “ is to be equally reparted bet

wixt them, until the business shalbe determined in Europe ; only in the

interim the Dutch must deposit so much money as their shares may import."

“ The Dutch," they add, ** in these parts only piospei and flourish
; who by

trying .... infatigablc paines and unalterable resolutions purchase what they

please ; by which mcanes they haw now added to their other spices half the

cinnamon upon Ceiloan."

The Pnctugue** were forced to sdl cinnamon to the English in the past,

because tl»eir ports were beleaguered by the Dutch. But even then it had not

been smooth sailing. The Dutch would not allow the English to carry on

their trade in cinnamon, unmolested. According to the " Hollanders writcing

given us before Goa” (1642) the Dutch accused the Ifcstcr of selling brim-

stone in exchange for cinnamon, to the Portuguese, and the Swan of carrying

away 300 quintals of cinnamon, on pretext of watering at Goa. The Hester

actually had " put off to the V. Roy. in barter of cinnamon at 50 Xera. tlie

quent brimstooe at 20 Xera. the quent.”

The Aleppo Merchant was consequently prevented from entering Goa. and

(though allowed to take away their merchandise by boat) was expressly forbid-

den to bring rfway any cinnamon. Knipe, the English “ manager " however in-

sisted on his rights, and at last tlx.* Dutch had to give way. “ Wee were enter

teined.” says Knipe, "with a mallapert message from Generali John Dirrick

Galen where beeing come, (they) flattly (told) us (that there was) no syna-

mon uppon any tearmes for us to bee had from the Portugal], and that their

Generali of Battavia had so cnordered them

I tould them I never yett knew the States of Holland haw the houldner.

to order deniall of any the King of Spaines ports to any the King of England#
subjects (although (kva was not the Spaniards port) so long as wee brought
not eitlier municion or provicion. Regarding the Viceroy's attitude towards
the delivery of cinnamon to the English, there was also “ not any such reci-

procacion as to connive at any mans particular synamon as might haw byn
so advantages as expected," incite of the fact that some carpets " from the
Padries in Agra " which were his “ propper goods, provided for him in Lahoar
or Agra by the Jesuits there resident," (and very probably two more sent as
special presents from the English factors) were handed owr to him.

We must also remember that the king of Portugal had declared tire com-
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merer in cinnamon and other spices to be a royal monopoly by the close of

1642, and orders were subsequently received by the Viceroy not to allow the

English to procure any cinnamon and other spices even from Cochin. There

was, as Swally Marine says on 28th November, 1644 a “strickt inhibition

received from Portugal not to alianate any of that spice.” The orders were

repeated in 1645 and 1646.

Want of funds weakened the hands of the Viceroy, but the effect was

in some measure felt immediately by the English Company’s factors.

One of the ways now open to the English was to obtain the merchandise

indirectly through European agents, one of whom was “Lewis Riberio” who

at least on one occasion actually brouglu cinnamon from Ceylon to Rajapur

without hindrance. Secondly, they tried to cajole the Viceroy to issue licences

of exportation for the spice bought “of particular merchants.” He could

not do so openly. But he was sometimes “ content for the respect he bears

unto you (the English Company) to connive therat."

We may note thaL by the end of 1643, the price of cinnamon in the Euro-

pean market was 3s. per lb. There was a margin of profit, but thpre. had

been, as we have seen already, better days

Lewis Ribeiro or Ixwis Soares was in reality one Lewis Roberts who had

once upon a time served in the Blessing, and became afterwards settled in

Go& He was ready to be of service to the Old Company. By 1642, we find

him sending a number of seed pearls and a quantity of cinnamon by the Lon-

don to Europe, and four years later, again trying to procure cinnamon in

accordance with Breton's instructions. We also hear by that time that in

parts of country under Portuguese control. “ there ware such severe punish-

ments and lawes made against those that shalbe known to sell if that no man

dare appear to own it.”

A letter from Swally Marine, dated 3rd January. 1645. says. ” Nor may

wee encouradge you to design* any other ship hereafter fas the John now

was.i to Cochecno or the Coast of MallaEar. being it is most certaine that

neither pepper nor cinnamon wilbe acquirable.” Breton and others wrote

from Surat referring to the same subject, on 3rd January. 1646.
* Now that

the Portugal* have peace, (the Cochin trade) will also wholly fail you. neither

cinnamon, pepper nor cardamom being at present procurable.” Three weeks

later, we are told that the Portuguese “either dare not, or will not be induced

so much to treat with us in the business ; so that we shall not only at present

wholly fail you therm, but even dispair of supplying you hereafter, if here be

not a breach betwixt the Portugal* and Dutch, which is much feared by the

former and more desired by the latter.” Qnnamon cannot, they conclude,

be obtained.

We may now refer to Bowman's adventures- When the Achin factory

was meeting with bad trade, it was decided to take Turner and others away

from there. The Supply on her way back from Manilla was to bring them

and some of Ihe merchandise over there to India. Some of the factors thought

that the Supply was not big enough to take away all the merchandise. So
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they bought a small ship to convey the surplus. But it was found that the

Supply could be laden with all the Company's effects, after all. The factors

not willing to let the opportunity slip, an opportunity which in spite of their

apparently whitewashed account they seem to have sought all the time, filled

this newly bought frigate with a cargo on their own account, paid the money

for its purchase (hemselves, and put this Bowman in charge of her. The wily

skipper left the Supply off Cochin, and took his vessel into Goa, pretending

that the weather prevented him from doing otherwise.

At Goa " meeting with ill company, Bowman first became a Roman
Catholike, afterwards renounced (the Company's) service, and. with the frigatt

and whatever her carga (zooo) produced .... fled to Ceiloan whence"

according to reports received, “ be intend (ed) to proceed for the battome of the

May of Bengala and there spend the rest of his miserably unhappy dates

amongst the Portugez renegadoes." The Company's servants wanted to pre-

vent this "by .... advices to the Vice Roy, of whom fthey) .... desired

warrant to attach him,'* if found ** within his jurisdiction." Again, a despatch

to the Company dated 26th February, 1647, records the receipt of a letter

from Bowman at Colombo, " where, itt smnes, he* is resolved to reside fas

wee hecrc I . is suddainly to bee married, notwithstanding he* hath a wyfe and

child* in Hngland. Wee have earnestly solicited the Viceroy to rrturnc him

unto us ; but whether hee will or can grattific us therein, the Inquisition have-

mg taken him into there protection."

The reference here is to the letter written from Colombo on 26th Novem-

ber. 1646, where Bowman points out that as he had finished his covenanted

period of service with the Company, he considered himself to be at liberty to

seek other employment. In his letter, he also says “The Dutch in these parts are

in as badd a predicament, haveing not above 500 soldiers in ail Zeloon. and
those, the most part made off unpracticed saviors. Yet they hould out stiffc

against the Portugalls The (FVirtuguese) embassador returned (from)''
“ Gaily

" “ without effecting '*
the surrender of “ Negombo *' “ he went for.”

Bowman therefore concludes, “ So that its likely to be wanes between the

Portugalls and Dutch in these parts.'* Negombo, as we have seen above, had
been retaken by the Dutch on 3rd January, 1644. Regarding the products

Ceylon Bowman writes, “ The Dutch hath shipped off from Negombo and
Garlly 800 baharrs off cinnamon this ycare, and the Portugalls by the shipping

bound now for Goa baharrs for the Kings account. The principal!

commodities these parts yeeld is cinnamon which belongs oneiv to the King,

except what merchants get by stealth : beitle nutts in great quantities, shipped
hence twice a yeare for Cost Cormoodell etc”

The agreement of 10th (N. s.) November, 1644 had left the town of

Negombo in the hands of the Dutch. R£jasimha on the other hand was de-

manding its surrender. The Dutch were refusing it because they had not been
handed over sufficient anrLamen etc It seems from Bowman's letter that
Maauuiker was playing a double game. “ Mactsugcker. General in Gaily for

the Hollands Company.” says Bowman. ** tould the (Portuguese) embas-
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sador plainly that it was true they had otder from the States and Prince of

Orange to deliver Negnmba to the Portugalls. but they were not servants to

the Prince nor States hut to the Company, from whom I the)' said) they had

teceaved no such order ; nor when they shall receave such order from their

Company, will they surrender it but by force." In August. 1646. the V O. C.

instructed Batavia that friendly relations with the Portuguese in the East need

not be maintained, and Negombo be given up. Ncfombo owed its impor-

tance mainly because of the areas growing cinnamon, and Maatzuiker said

plainly in 1650. “We arc
"

"entitled" "by good and clear right” 'to (the

land?) of N'egnmbo whenever we may be strong enough, and a favourable

opportunity may present itself to bring them again under our subjection.”

In 1647, it was proposed to send the Falcon “ to ramgc the coast and try

if pepper may bee procured at Coylon” 'Quilonj “or Fourcatt and cynamon

at Cocheen and tho6e adjacent places." She succeeded in obtaining a lading

of pepper at "Pburcatt." and also 36 bales of cinnamon at Cochin “ The

Dutch “ at this time " by enhancing the price (had) drawne the greater part
"

of “quanthys of cynamon" (from the Portuguese) “unto" themselves. On
20th January. 1646. instructions were issued by Surat to buy Ceylon cinnamon

at Cochin. But more than 48 bales could not be obtained. “ No: will it,"

lament the Company's servants in 1649. ** wee befeeve. hereafter bee worth the

buying, the Dutch being owners of such vast quanritie that they have not only

sufficient for Holland but supply all these parts."

Bur the English Company is as usual very keen on trading in it. On

13th February, 1650. (to take an example) they enquire anxiously about a

probable cargo of cinnamon, cardamons and other spices coming by the Eagle.

In obedience to repeated instructions, the factors in India make strenuous

efforts to procure a supply. Swally Marine wrote to Cochin about it_ and

sent the letter overland. Then they enquired from their agent at Goa. When

no reply was obtained to these missives, they sent the Eagle to Goa. None

was procured. Disappointed, the captain of the vessel made his way to Raja-

nur and Kharcpatan, but even at these places no cinnamon was available,

'hough some pepper and cardamoms wen. bought. But merchants of the Hind

and Seahorse returning from the Archipdago obtained 120 bales of cinnamon

from Cochin, and the Eagle was at last laded with the much sought after spice.

English factors from Persia reported early in May, 1651 that the Portu-

guese carried " rice, ginger, turmencke. pepper and some cynamon." from

• Geo and Damon " to that country. But they were " in thewe parts growne

a most dedyned miserable people, and not any waves in our judgments in

any capacitie of eithcT vextnge you (the Company) or your servant*. The

English however still go to Goa to secure this spice. In 1652. for example,

they report that they could obtain only 106 “quintalls" from the Portuguese

who had promised them a larger quantify. The English President himself

proceeded to Goa to obtain this commodity in exchange for ship’s supplies.

It could be obtained (according to another letter of the same year) from the

Portuguese only in exchange for tar and ropes, and probably even then with
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great difficulty.6 The factors also liked its taste. From Swally the Presi-

dent informed the Company by the beginning of 1652. that some oi this

spice was used foe the factory from the stock on board.

This letter also refers to the exportation oi two sapphires to Europe Early

in 1653. we are tol<J that no cinnamon could be obtained through Goa. But

we hear a few days later the Love had been able to leave Madras for Europe

with cinnamon and ship’s supplies as part of her cargo. This cinnamon seems

to have been procured from '.he Coromandel coast. In 1654. we comp across

the complaint that in exchange fot some lead, neither cash nor cinnamon could

be had at Goa. In 1656, the Company lears outside English competition be-

cause of their failure to obtain the assent of Cromwell to their monopoly.

“ The said trade lies open amd free for any persons to send shiping to India."

Consequently, monopoly pnees cannot be exacted from the European market

for Eastern produce. The price of “cynomom” is down to "3s. 8d.", that ol

" pepper Mallabar ” to “ W." that of Sarkhej < round) indigo to 2s. 6d ; of

Sarkhej l flat) to 3i. 4d ;
of cardamoms to 2s. 3d ; and of Lahore indigo to

4s. Two years later as noticed before we come across another instance ol the

Company's interest in cinnamon. "The particular commodities which wee

have appropriated to ourselves and prohibited all others from trading in " in-

clude “ cynomon." “ cardamons.” indijp and ** pepper black or white” The

Dutch position in Ceylon and elsewRerc by lhal time made it plain to tire

English that " now the Dutch have all the trade of cinnamon to themselves.”

Ccmsequcntly English factors decided to export cassia lignum which they ob-

tained from Cochin to Europe. On 3lst December, 1657, “ the Govcrnour.

Deputie and Committees for the new Joint Stock for India " asked the mer-

chants. in Bengal to export " without having any subordinacy to our Agent etc.

at the Coast." cinnamon, sugar, silk etc. This cinnamon was to be acquired

from the Dutch and others. Tire letter from the Company of 3rd January.

1659 again asks for cinnamon, but is doubtful if it can be procured. Twenty

five days later, the same request is made in the despatch sent by the Madras

Merchant. Some pepper and rice are also to be obtained. Bengal was agair.

asked the same year to procure cinnamon without any limit, and other mer-

chandise including sugar and rice. (Raw silk was also to be obtained from

Kasimbatar.)

The desire to trade in cinnamon is still strong by 1661. The Committees

emphasised the need (or cinnamon " of any sort " in a letter of 28th January,

1661. The Simhakse monarch was to be approached and a factory establish-

ed in Ceylon, inspite of all possible Dutch opposition Madras, however, wrote

to them by the dose of the same year that " the bad tiding3 of the inter-

ception of the Anne or Hope's men at Cottiarro will bee some discouragement

for selling in a factory in any part of Zeiloan ; for nothing can bee there

undertaken without a fortification and souldyers kept continually in guerrison."

6. O C. 1901 ; 17% ; 1808
;
F. R. Mis. XU ; O. C. 1794 ; L. T. D. R. bk. 48,

f. 3<». ; O. C. 1787 ; 1970 ; 1906 ; 2023 ; 2028 ; 2009 : F. R. Stir. CHA ; O- C. 3062 ;

2087 ; 2115 : Letter Books, I ; O. C 2228
; 2244 ; 2219 ; 2267 etc.
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Moreover, “the Dutch though they have many fortifications on Zciloan can

gett but small quantity* of cinamoa for it never bore the like pnee in India

as it doth now.”

Some of the other motives that induced the English adventurer of those

days to visit Ceylon were to use secure riding places off the coasts of that

island, and to repair their ships with Ceylon timber. The document ju9t now
referred to. says,

M
But for a place for riding of shipps and comeing on shoare,

neither the Dutch nor the PbrtugalU have the like in India as Cuttiarro"

{Kotiyar-Trincomali Bay i

A letter dated 2nd September, 1661, however sought to restrict any

expansion. “ Wee absolutely hetby require you,” said the Company. “ not

to settle any new factories or to ingage us in any new diaooveritt, or in

the buying or building of any shipps or bowses. without our espetialt order.”

But pepper, cassia lignum, and cinnamon ( specially among other spices i were

to be procured for future mum voyages.

The XIV article of the famous Marriage Treaty dated 23rd June. 1661,

lays down : “And if ever the island of Zcila (commonly called Zeilami

slrould in any manner whatever come into the possession of the King of Por-

tugal. he binds and obliges himself by this Treaty to cede and transfer to the

King of Great Britain the town and port of Galla the aforesaid King of

Portugal reserving, however, to himael: Colombo, but the common trade

shall nevertheless be equally divided between the English and the Portuguese.

In the like manner, if ever the said island should come into the power

of the King of Great Britain, he is bound effectually to restore and surrender

Colombo to the King of Portugal, the trade of cinnamon being in the

manner aforesaid equally divided between the English and Portuguese." It

testifies to the importance of the cinnamon trade at the dose of our period,

and the desire of the English to obtain at least the port of Galle (in South

Ceylon j for furtherance of their trade interests in the island

Cinnamon oil is referred to in English documents, and was used by the

factors themselves. The Dutch were distilling it m Ceylon. ” But ”, says

Maatzuikcr in 1650. “ in view of the large quantity of odd pieces and scraps

which lie in the ware-houses it would be best not to allow it to go to

waste but to distil oil from it for the Company's benefit, as we have hitherto

done, and your Excellency (Jacob van Kittcnsteyn) should take ap all possible

precautions to see that the Company is not deprived of it.”

Rev. Cordiner writing by the end of the eighteenth and the beginning of

the nineteenth century points out that before his time “ fragments and small

piece*” were used for manufacture of cinnamon oil at Colombo. Referring

to the bark itself, he points out that the East India Company was still interest-

ed in its export, and sent annually. 368.000 lb?, to England A bale accord-

ing to him weighed 92 lbs. 7

7. a C 2254 ; 2297 ; 2311 ; 2399 : Home Sene*. Mis. VcA

.

32, 32 : Commission

to Wydic of 7ih April. 1658 : E F : Letter Book? VoL II.



MISCELLANY

MUKUNDANANDABHANA AND ITS AUTHOR

Mukundanandabkana is a one act play in Sanskrit edited by Pandit Dijbca-
ntasad and Kasinath Shakma arut published by the Nimayasagar Press in the
Kfryamfila Senes m Na 16. In publishing thin book, the learned editors have
remarked that the poet is a southerner who does not belong to antiquity and
nothing more is known either about hk; date or place.

1

In hi* History of Clauital
Smskiit UUtaimt, Mr. M. Krishnamachakuk sayB thaL this play was first enacted
at the festival at Bhadragiri, BhaOrachalani nrar Nutnnapuram probably in the
Sircars. Prof. A. R. Krirfma Sastm suggests with a doubt, in his work SctuhiJ
Drama, that the poet might belong to the I3th century.*

An attempt is made m this paper to throw some light on the poet K&jpati the
author of the Mukvndanattdabhona, his date and works.

The following are found at the beginning and concluding portions of the

Mukunddnandabkdna which give some information about the poet. Mr. Krisijka-

vcachak has perhaps depended upon the references made in the prelude of the

drama foe the Information he ha* given m hi* work.

qrtjn: — a.-?! *3 d -n i ^^ rm : i am: ^

wioTjrror^nmt i

( 3fF?;rJT ^ TW )

... 3T3=rr

SWOTJRW i fftHFTOT: W*: l afft I

'TZJ— iff gfstn aflgWHiq: I

V— Wit 1

rtRTttPf: ffit: I

=u«ns Sferoro : nearer 11

•ITT— 1

Me fTFI *rwwr I

swn ^rsirfo gja 11

*3* — Mi inrnS

tJM *r 1

*t anr: BnauyHtto it^
SRt *1 ft : II

A

1. R SW* | =*T*f Eft«: I W l3uN l «W"4 I

2. Sanskrita Nataka p. 264.
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era gfa er&nsr : *ig i

?®J=3 4*1: gifoaiftwlqi ^ *h>»h : u

It ix evident from thia introduction that the play was Hal enacted during tbe
b<)eintj Festival of Caocfc-svaia. at Bhadragiri in the precincts of N'utanapura. The
poet ia fiTst known to the- public as a logician of great fame as is evidenced from
the converaUm* of Naff and Sutiadh6<a.

D«mng my study of some of the manuscript* in the Oriental Library, Mysore,
1 came across a work called Sitnananandnu written by ont Kidpati. This is

a commentary on a Safigttn work Saniitatmt&dhara by Nanjamja who was the
Je laclu ruler of Mysore between the years 1739176a Nahjanja was a gTcat writer

and a patron of poets and scholar*. This is clear by the number of works he
has written and the compliments paid to him by various writers of the trine.

Narasimhakavt. a contemporary writer, speaks of tbe way m which the poets of
dte trine received encouragement at the hands of Nahjataja, in the poem,

srftrc: frfra snifter? ?prin w: i &
ww it*.

Kaipati appears to have lived at the Court of N'aftjar&ja, as an honoured poet.
His scholarship was recognised throughout the coonti) and a compliment fnira

him. war regarded as the moat coveted honour by other poetr. Nararimhakavi who
calls himself Abhinava KhlitS-a speaks of thh in h.i work Aonjaraja Ya--ibL'u;ara,

and says that hi* dramatic composition Candw-Kaia Kairana had won the apprecia-

tion of Kasipnti.

fera? f^TwraitFra wflft

It is clear from the reference* ro^dr by Narasimhaksivi that Kailpati lived

at the Court of Nafijarija in the early part of the 18th century

The references that are found in the Sraianananditu and the Naujurajayaso.

bk&ma give much information about thin Kispsti to prove the identity of the

author of the Muhmdawtdabhirta with that of the

Bhadragiri near Nutanapunun mentioned in the prelude of the Mukunddnanda-
bhana is not the BhapraCMalam in Sirkar* a* Mr. M. KklSHNAMACHA* auggKta.

It is near Hosur l Sutanapura in Sanskrit I one of the Taluk Headquarters of the

Madras Presidency situated on the border line of the Mysore state, which cncc

belonged to the territory of Mysore. It is about 30 miles east of Bangalore. There
is a hillock called Bhadragiri by thr side of which flows the holy DaksuiapinAXini.

The temple on the hillock is dedicated to Lord Siva. The God and the Goddess
worshipped there go by the names of Cutfesvara and Marakatamba.

This fact is mentioned not only in the MukundanandabhantM but also in other

contemporary works. Bhadragiri was oner a famous centre of Suva pilgrimage

Saidadbihari Xanpraja who had the destinies of Mysore in his hands in the

18th century, was a devotee of Siva and he used to pay visits to Bhadragiri to

worship Oudesvara.

3. Smij/ncyayesobhu^ana. p. 162.

4. S&lakapriksraQQ of the X&jarajeyc&bbusaruL p. 89.
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Pmpi i

INI^IiTlTl^TW^tf: II
5

Not only wi« Uic hill the centre of attraction out also outskirts ol N'otanapuni

TTie km* when he reached the outskirts of the town HoRir ( Nutanpurn). remarked ;

5ltfW <H! l

ffSf I

•nit i

yt ippifhft -nui*

f^FPT^RTft^PTPRR- I

=? ||*

Karvipati, the author of the Mukundajvtndabhdna makes the Sutradhiira My
that thia Bhfina ;s a rare type of dramatic work and it was enacted during the

crJcbrated annually in honour of Guevara on the Bhadnigiri near
Nutunapura

^FT)cflq^5W*Ty=«Cl: : I

7

Though computing Kavyas was a sort of hobby to Kiilpati. Mutmnddnanda
baarui provide* sufficient inatancts to exhibit the high order of dramatic skill hr
possessed.

'Hie same iogstianpod has written a scholarly commentary on the SmtgUu-
gamadkaui of Nnfijaraja*. SantitacancMiuva i> a S«vfi$t&padi in praise of
Srikanthesvara in 6 sargas and 24 «jfap«Ja sung in not leas than 16 ragas which
are reported to have been in use in southern India dm my the eighteenth century.
The *Kap»<Ss describe the adventures of Siva with the wives d[ the Rais in the

Meanwhile the various moods of Niyaka and Nfiyaki, leminine graces of
women, modes of their dress and ornaments, and their desires and ambitions have
been very nicely portrayed in the poem.

Kisipati's commentary on this is a masterly one. Before he begins to com-
ment upon the work he invokes Gaoesa in the Verse

W»f5T-r? Pt'JfT^q l|

Compare this with the invocatory sUna of the MukuniSdnandabhma.

Next he offers his homage to Caun and Siva, the parents ol the universe.

fZRJSmi Rlsr^gRifen:

?r«h *w*j*liifi gft fqt i

5.

6.

7.

8 .

Ibid., 92
CandTakaWeaiyana by Xax&umhakavi
Mukundanamdabkino, p. 2.

i Summary of papers read at the 8th All India Oriental Conlerence-by
Dr. A. N. Namvsimhaiya. p. 30.

No. 1116. Tylor, L 86.
TruKKiaJ Caiah\u «* of Manuscript >. Madia-, iv, 7395
4422. Mysore Oriental Library.

u
iii

iv
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4iO«^R!r a ^ fW*fl trsF*?^

fiwr^^Wlf^nl fiFTTcTT OTTRT iprfa II

In the next few verses he gives some tnloimalinn about hi* own self and the

cocr.poaniou of his commentary, cm SangHaiaiigddliara.

HSlV^I-vl*ifj,
l35I7KT5f? V|% II

yi-ifs(|yp|i|*-i| R5?!J*n:
-HW: l^fWRItTift: I

•rsn'ffft'rrH^R ?f'*H 9Jftcfli<n'it

'Jr^Ir’J ri^Knl Rl-£CM II

WttOTTO si^vt : |

**t *k<4wi ft** : II

(MT^^ *T^i ^ 5l ART: irnfen : I

?<ft »RIW ffirj cT^RT? 5RTST5R II

JsranrHfpft siim i

53h(HvJWtN II

The foJIowine Is the last siarua o( the comme-ntary.

mi gqqwi fyiif wfcd piiwi
9HfW 5*1 mil 5IJ 1

ntfW^-'fa'TO*! W IIHi-afe :

IHTII3f3lf^f?fllfe Hid ||

Compare this with the U>t sunia of the Muhnuiaumutalthana which runs
as :—

$Pf *N

JHWf*WI <f5I 3|55^5f| $3% |

H-stofWi jita*R aurmt^v?:

fcra^ ii

The concluding portion* in the final colophon ol the Swmiiwndim runs
as :—

5ft ^^rfi^c^ft^/itsijJirTftgvrci^iRi^hftvft'TfttftiTRt

sqT^Rt IWpWpft OTWTWt T^qrt: I

From the above it is evident that the author of the Mukundinandaoharna is

identical with that of the Sraiatianandim. From these reference* we also get the
information that (1) Kafipati is the son ol Umapati of the Kaupdinya Gotra and
adorned the court of NaAjar&ja in the 18th century ; 1 2} he was a groat logician and
a pcei ; t3) he had MahSdtvEndra Yogindra. a sanyasin. as his guts ; l«) he wrote
three groat and important works,
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j. a rare type of one act play in Sanscrit

;

ii. fraraxaiwndini a commentary on Sangifogcnitadfajra by Nanjaraja, at the
request of its author

;

iii. a omiTnentary on the iabde portion of the Tattvaeintenwjui'' of Cane*a
Upadhyaya cailed Savakalpolaru.

From the stanza $?T: I oi K&iipati it is clear

that he has commented upon the iabd<t-khan<fa verbal testimony division) which
form* the last chapter of the Moq$. a work which serves as a basic one. for the

modem Nyaya literature. Unfortunately, this book Nayokaipctaru is yet to be
traced. Smcis a number of thought measuring formulas are used by GaAg&a in

this 6abca division of Mem it ib certain that the commentary Seyakolfpalaru ol

Kasipati, when unearthed will prove a cood guide to the students of logic

The definitions of Kavya, the division of Gunas and Tk*&% the description of

the nature of Rasa, given by Kasipati in hi9 $7avanana*dim really dcJ*rr\T our
attention. This work of his contains profuse quotations from many recognised and
authoritative works on rhetoric* in Sanskrit, and he quotes from aboui a dozen
important works on music such as Staramtie Kaldnidh i

. K6kala, Sancitaratnd-kaw.

and San&tacu/jiimam etc in defining and explaining the nature and use of vanou\
Talas and Rdgia. The language hr has employed througtwut the commentary is

simple and gjacrJul. He h an eminent member of the galaxy of literary* Htar*

who adorned the Mysore court in the i8tli century .

Mysore. M. P. L. Sastut

9. This famous book is popularly known by the name Matp



NOTES OF THE MONTH
We have had an occasion to announce in an earlier of the Aw

Indian Antiquary that a Festschrift Committee of representative srholars in India
was organized in April 1940 with a view to prepare a Volume of SMie* in Moiogy
in honour of Prof. P. V. Kane, mx. U..M. for being presented u» him on Ms 6! si

birthday, 7th May. 19*11. The Editors of the Snc Mian Antiquary. who had
undertaken to edit the above volume were able to complete the publication of the
volume before 7th May. 1911 but owing to the aiwrnor of Prof. Rank from Bomba,
in the early half of May. 1941 the presentation Oriemony had to be postponed to
28th June 1941 v.h*n a special function was held at the Bhandarkar Oriental Research
Institute. Mr. R P. Masani, m.a.. the popular Vice-Chancellor of the University ot

Bombay, presided at this funrtion. Dr. R N. Dandckait Mjl. nut the Secretar\
of the Institute gave an account of the work of the Festschrift Committee and the
successful work of the Editors and Publisher** in bringing out the Volume, con-
sasiiiig of no less than 74 paper* from ^briars in India and outside. He also an-
nounced on this ocraston the publication by the Institute of the Second Volume
about 1300 pp. of Prof. Kane's magrunn opus viz. History of Dkarmaiostia, the Fust
Volume of which (about 800 pp.) w*i brought out by the Institute in 1930. Dr. V.
S. Sukthakkar, M a., phj>. the Chairman of the Fcstsduift CummUtrc then read
out the address to Prof. Kane which appears in the above Volume and which refers

to the meritorious services of the Profcagir to the cause of Indology for over 35
years cnlminating in his monumental work the Hisloiy o\ Dharmaiasiia, After the

reading of the above addrem the VimChWcdbr presented the Volume to Prof. Kane
amidst cheers of numerous scholar* from Bombay and ttwna that were
present on the occasion. He paid a gbriof tribute to Prof. Kane's scholarship

and life-tong industry as a servant of Sarasvari. Such hooour a:. they were doing

to Prof. Kane was of a more lasting character than the honours conferred on indivi-

duals by Governments and State* as scholarship and its app;eciation by scholars have
an abiding value. In reply Prof. Kane thanked the Festschrift Committee and other

scholar* from different part* of India who had montributed to the Volume. While

thanking all those who had gathered there to do honour to him and others who had
associated themselves with this memorable function. Prof. Ka\e gave a

brief account of his literary career Though he wanted to be a Professor

of Sanskrit circumstances necessitated his abandonment of service in the

Government Educational Department. He derided to earn his living by
resorting to the legal profession but ride by ride with his work as a practising law-

yer lie maintained his Sansknt studies in tart and has thus been able to contribute

his quota to these studies. Though the correct estimate of a scholar’s work must be

left to the posterity he considered himself fortunate to his work appreciated and

admired by his colleagues and co-workers in the field of Indology who had co-operat-

ed in the presentation ci the Fetfschnft. which he received with all humility and

gratefulness. He further promised to complete his History of DkatmohAslro by

bringing, out its Third Volume during the course of the next decade so that he will

have the satisfaction of completing about 3C00 pp. of a work which be had planned

single-minded and two thirds of which he had carried out angle-handed.

Dr. R. P. PAJtANjPYB. m.a_ D.5C. ex-Ministcr of Education. Bombay, thanked the

President for having presided at the unique function in honour of Prof. Kane, who

was an ornament to the Bombay Presidency and who richly deserved an honorary

• The Oriental Book Agency, 15, Sukrawar Prth, Poona. The Volume consists

of about 560 pp. (Price Rs. 15).
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Doctorate from the University of Bombay in recognition of his services to the ad-

vancement of learning. Dr. Paranjfye’s suggestion *as hailed with cheers by the

audience and the function terminated.

REVIEW

The Successors oj the Satai dhanas (in Lower Deccan} by Dinesh Chandra SlRCAR.

M.A.. FHJ)., University of Calcutta, 1999, Pp. xv + 417. Sate 4H X 9J*.

The early history* of India has ever remained a subject of exceptional interest to

historians perhaps on account oi the paucity of material which make* historical re-

construction difficult, if not impossible. Eminent scholar* Indian and foreign, have

exerted themselves continuously to give us a reasonable and readable account of the

early dynastic and cultural history on the strength of epigraptuc and literary evi-

dence 30 far available. Much churning of the available inscriptions has already

been effected and an a result of this inrewant labour the bare outlines of history have

been made visible. The pioneer work done by scholars like Bhandarkar, Fleet,

Rice, Dcbrcuil and others in the field of the early history of Peninsular India has

been inspiring younger scholars like Dr. D. C. Sirrar to further efforts in the field

and as a result of this wc have before us the present volume in which the author

tries to develop in a strictly scientific manner the views expressed by him in his

monograph* and papers bearing on that " blank in history " between the last great

Sdtavahana ( Andhra J ruler and the first Pubkcfin* The Volume is divided into

two Parts, Part I dealing with the Eastern Districts (the Andhra region) and Part II

with the Western Districts, (the Karnataka region). To reconstruct a back-bone from
the dry bones of epigraphs i* not an easy job, especially in a field where many of

th** be*** are likely to remain “bone* of attention " between one expert and
another. The author has given in this volume not merely a survey of research but
hw added to it some new points (vide p. 5 of Intro.) for the consideration of res-

ponsible scholars. We have, therefore, no doubt that his work would be useful to

every student of Indian history who cares to interest himself in the exploration and
Investigation of the dark rec**** of the history of the Deccan In the widest sense

of the term We await with eagerness the Second volume of this work (in the

course of preparation), dealing with the dynasties that succeeded Satavahanas in

the Upper Deccan.

P. K. Gc**.



NANDIPURANA

By

K V. RANGASWAMI AIYANGAR. Madias.

There is considerable difference of opinion a* to what constitute the

genuine upa-purm)as
t though on tht analogy of the major purdvas, their num-

ber « also usually given as eighteen. In the list of upa-puicpun given by the

Matsyapurcna. the third upc-purana is thus described :
** The purarui in

which the greatness of Nandi is described by KArtikeya is popularly known
as Naudipurdna"' Nandi is one of the name* of PSrvatl. and a fanciful

etymology for it is furnished by Devipurcma :
*' Devi is remembered as Nanda

because she lives happily in the world of (ioda or resides in the garden of

Nandana on the holy Himalaya mountain.”* The Vcrahapurana gives an

equally fanciful explanation of the name : Devi came to be known as Nanda

because she had been delighted { n audit

c

)
by the Gods who established her

on the Himalayas after she had destroyed Maht^asura.*

If this upa purana is named after NandA, it is not dear why it should

be styled Kandipuuina. There to* apparently been another pujdrxa in which

the principal interlocutor was Nandi or Nandikesvara. The explicit state-

ment of the Malsyapurdna that the interlocutor in Sonditnnbna was KSrti-

keya might justify the presumption dial tlie two puranas are different The
Maisyapurana does not explain why a purnio of which the subject was the

fktfification of Devi and the interlocutor Kartikeya was named after Nandi.

Aufrecht4 has identified Xandtpuiaya with NandUvarcpurdfja and

XandiluivatapuTana He goes further and attributes the alternative designa-

tions to the quotations from Xandipurana in Hem&drfs CatuTvarie-Cintd-

mani. M&dhov&c&iya's commentary on Pardiara strati, and KamalAkara’s

1. Ch. 53, d. 61 ^ I

^TnpT*T II

1 smwi i

Nandi devi is the name of the HimAbyan peak in Almora district, die higher in

Bntifh India, (elevation 25561 Jeeti. “The Hindus regard the clouds of smoke

blown ©tf the aimmii by the wind a* rmoke from the kitchen of the goddts* Nanda.*'

{Imp. Can.. 1906, XVIII, 349).

3. rit 5POT qtffa I Wf: frit II

^TT-^ 3 ^1 11

I. CotafoRu* Catdiofprwm. I. 276* a) and the reference* in it to the Oxford

Catalog, 80 a) 81 'b>. 101(b) and 270 b).
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Nrmoyo-sindku. He alludes to citations from this l.'pa purdna in Acarddmia.

Devibkagasata and Sakttratndkme of Raghunandana. I have been able

to trace all the quotations referred to by AufkeCHT, except those from Devi-

bhdgavala and Saktiratndkara. M5dhav3dirya appears to distinguish bet-

ween Nandipurrlna and .Vandikcsvorapirdna Two verses in praise of the

worship of Siva (Sivercana) arc attributed to NandikeSvera* but a long extract

of eight and a half ilokas on kmmavipdko, is definitely cited as from Nandi-

Parana.* Sildarta UpSdhyaya's Acarddarka has a solitary quotation from
Nmxdipurana in the section on alilhipdji

'
This verse occurs in a long extract

on atmaddna. This has been reproduced by HemSdri from an earlier citation

in the Danakdifda of Lak^mldhara's Krlyakalpatoru. As Srldatta quote?

frequently both HemSdri and the Krlyakalpataru. and there is no other

citation from the upa-purwui in Acaradaria, it may be validly presumed that

his citation is second-hand.

This upo Parana appears to have been regarded in the eleventh and
twelfth centuries A.D. as a high authority. Laksmidhara. who deliberately

omits to ate many major purdr/as, which were freely laid under contribution,

by later writers like Hcmadri and Mitrami£ra, shows a partiality for four

upa- purarias of which Nandlpurana is one. Sectarian partiality cannot be

thought of as the cause of the selection
; for. three out of the four, viz Dni-

pur&na, Kdlikapurana and Nandipurdna glorify Devi, while there is evidence

that Laksmidhara was a devotee of Viaou*. These works must have been

selected for citation because in his day** they enjoyed a high reputation as

inspired authorities. This is shown by the many quotations from the same
four upa-puratm that oocur in the commentary on Yajnavalkyasmjti by
Laksmldhara's contemporary AparUrka. who. on strong grounds, has been

identified with ApariMitya I (circa 1115-1130 A.D.) of Konkan." So far as

I have been able to ascertain these two writers arc the earliest to cite Nandi-
purdrfa. just as the earliest known citations from Kdlikdpurdtia arc those in

the Krtyakolpalaru>*'. the reference to it in Nftnyadeva's Bhuratabkdiya being

only by name. 11

Three of the upa purarias quoted by Laksmidhara have been printed.

They are the Kdlikapurana. which has been printed in Bombay ana

5. Vol 1. pt. I, p. 375 (cd. V. S. ISLAMfWBUUO.
6. Ibid.. Vol IL pL 2, pp. 242-243.

7. Fol. 50(a), Venkatonrar Press edn.. S 1835.

8- The fourth is Naranm^apurona.
9. Kane, History of Dhormafdttra. p. 333. AparlrWas quotations occur on

pages 296. ( TJPJrTbjfftqPT
), 379 ( ), 366 ( ), 396 403

and 409-9
( ),Anan<tikama edn.

10 Dr. V. Rachavan. the Kalika (upa) pur&xta ’ in fourna! of OtifKtal /?<•

tearch. XII. 19S9, p. 332 and p. 335.

11. IHd.
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Calcutta, the NarastnihapuTcma, which has been printed in Bombay and

Devipur&ta, which has been printed in Calcutta. Sandlfnnana has not been

printed. Practically every' quotation from Narasirnkapurdnc in Krtyakdpc
taru has been found, with occasional textual variations, in the printed edition

tn which I am giving references in my editions of the different sections of

KrlyukalpetaTU. Only a few of the quotations can be localised in the primed

Devipur&na : and it has been even more difficult to find any of the quota-

tions from Kdlikvpuiana in any of the printed editions of iL The existence

of Kdlikdpurdna in more than one recension, and the radical differences bet

ween rival versions of it might justify the suspicion that we do not now

possess it in the form in which it existed in the 11th and 12th centuries

The difficulty of localising the quotations from Norutipurdve is due to a

different reason. Manuscripts of it are extremely rare. The Bodleian Library

apparently possesses a manuscript of a Nciidikefvafapur&na* which runs to

102 folio, and the colophon of it is said to give the name of the work a?

NandipuTHya. Dr. V RaGHAVAN recently drew my attention to two manus-

cripts of Nmdiktivarapurdna in the Tfenjore Library.12 As this institution

docs not lend its manuscripts, 1 had the two manuscripts examined on the

spot, to sec if cither of them Contained any of the 200 verses from Sandl-

purdMd, which 1 had collected from the Kftyekalpator

u

. 1 have now received

a report from the scholar who examined the two manuscripts to the effect that

tl>ey are both fragmentary, and that not even a single $loka from the large

number cited by Laksmldhara. can be found in cither of them. It is thus

clear that the manuscripts do not represent the Xandipurdna known to

Lak?mfdhara and Aparftrka.

Attention has to be drawn to another circumstance in regard to Sanil

piaaya. There is reason to believe that it was rare even in the 12th century,

and that only incomplete copies of it were available even to influential person-

ages like AparSrfca, and, in a smaller degree, to Laksmidhara. This oondu

bion is suggested by a comparison of the quotations in the works of iheK-

two writers. Every slcha from Sanixpurdita cited by Apatflrka is found in

the KjtyakdpvtcTu. but in continuous passages of many ilokas. occurring in

the works of both the writers there are many gaps in the quotations made

by Apararka. These gaps cannot be explained as deliberate orntssions. as, in

some cases the puivdrdhu of a sloka, from which the lacunae begin, is attached

to the uUordrdh/2 of another iloka coming long after it. Two ffoJtas on

abhayaddun, which are quoted by Apararka (p. 385) and Hcmadri (p. 867 •

are not to be found in DannkxdpaKtru. Since every quotation from the Nandi-

pmana in Henddri is to be found in the KUyakalpctaru, which Hemadr:

freely borrows from, often to the extent of scores of pages at a time, it may be

presumed that Hcmadri did not have the original of Nmdipurana before him

but as was his habit, he took the extracts straightaway from the Kftyokaip*-

12. They bear in the new Catalogue the number; KX5B2 and 10583.
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torn. A comparison of ihc same quotations from this upa purana in the

Krtyakalpataru and the Dcnakattda of Hemadri has disclosed textual varia-

tions of a minor character. These differences can be explained The textual

variations are not greater than those presented by different manuscripts of

either the Kjlyakalpalaru or the Danakcnda, and they may be due to HemS-
dri's having had access to a text of the Kjlyabdpataru of which no copy is

now available. This would also explain six Mokos, dted by HemAdri as
* Nandiprokta

'

on p. 842. and as from Nandiputaija on pp. 831, 834 and 842

of Danakkanda. They relate to miscellaneous gifts < prak'trttadandm). It is

possible that manuscripts of Kjtyaktdpatmu contained these Holm, though

they, are not to be traced in those which 1 have been able to gather lor my
edition.

It may be noticed that one of the citations by HemSdri is headed— '• as

spoken by Nandin The context in which the passage occurs shows that the

quotation is from Mandipurdno, but the traditional description of this work

makes the interlocutor Kartikcya and not Nandin. I am unable to resist the

feeling that this upa puiatu

i

had gone out of view even at the time of Hemadri

(13th century). The scope of Lak$midhara's work is comprelietisive. It

embraces all the activities of an incarnate human soul from conception

Igorbhddtma) to release inu>ksa). If one of his familiar authorities had any

relevant passages on any topic, he would generally use it I have been able

to discover quotations from Nandipuiana in only two sections of the Kjlyo-

kalpaUru, viz., the Danakduda and the Naiyalakdla-kanda. IJpapuranas do

not deal with aU aspects of life, in the way ui which the major purdnas- do.

Caridesvara has two quotations from .Vtmdipurdno which I have not been

able to find in Krlyakalpatmu .
,Ifc One of these is a half-verse on the food

to be given to a Yali. and the other consists of thiee ilokas advising the avoid-

ance of meat eating at least on same days. CandeSvara plagiarises wholesale

from I-ak?midhara's work. I doubt if these two passages were not in the

text of Krtyakalpataru accessible to him in the fourteenth century.

The quotations from Smdlpurdna in the works of Apararka. Laksml

dhara and Hemadri relate to the following topics

What may or not be given as a gift ; the gift of a living cow ; Ubhayato-

rr.ukhiddna
; Bhumiddna ; Srarnaddna . Aiogyad&na ; Amaddna ;

and Vidya-

dona. There aie also citations on ‘miscellaneous gifts', planting of trees

and the excavaticn of wells and tanks. The longest quotation is on
vidyeddna. It is of interest as reflecting the attractions of different branches

of learning eight or nmc centuries ago.

Kama!akara has six ilokas from N<mdipuJd>ta on AUmkaraddna'' The
passage may have been formerly part of the genuine S’andipurana. which ap-

pears to have specialised on the commendation of gifts.

12a Candcswara's Grhastharatndkara. p_ 306 and p. 390.

11 Mjnayasindhu «L Nimayasagar Press), pp. 128, 243 and 307.
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Madhavidrya cites two ilokas on the worship of Siva. 1 * Kamalakara
Kaa a iloka on the worship of Devi, and another on puja to a Hnga mad**

of earth ( Pa7lkivo4*ngQ-puj&) ,

1, Netther of these occurs in the pujS section

of Krtyahdpataru. Ft is noteworthy that those quotations are made by
Madhvacarya and Kamalakara from Nmdike&vera purdna, and only the

verses on the merit of worshipping a lift[a made of earth are attributed to

Nandipurana.

The disappearance of Saufipuumn h one of the unsolved riddles in

Puragkr hhtocy. It is not unlikely that it has been absorbed in some Purtoia

or Upo-purarw. To discover if this lias been done is a focmidaWe task. But
the custodians of our great Manuscript libraries might, in the meantime,

pursue this elusive L’pa-puraoa with the clues furnished by over 200
stokas from it. which an? available in l-ak$midhara's great digest, that U
approaching ixiblication.

14. Pore&TajnadkaviyQ. I, i. p_ 573
15. P. 243



A NOTE ON THE INDIA OFFICE RAGA-MALA
COLLECTION

By

H. N. RANDLE. London.

The publication m 1934-35 of O. C Gangoly’s two volumes R&gos and
ftagmis was an invitation to re-examine idga-mdld albums in the light of this

most valuable source of information. The India Office Library has a collec-

tion of some 450 rag* mala drawings (representing some 55 themes), of which

40 have been reproduced by Gangoly, and a few in Ivan Stchoukine's
La pemture tndienne. d dpoque drs grands Mogkols (Paris. 1929), A. K.

Coomaraswamy’s Rajput Painting (O. U. P-, 1916), and L Heath's Indian

An at the British Empire Exhibition 1924 ( India Society. London. 1925).

Volume 30-37 and 39-45 of the 67 “ Johnson Albums ", purchased in 1807

from Richard Johnson (E. I. C. Bengal Civil Service. 1770-1799),* and

"Oriental Album 68”, contain the bulk of the raga-m&la drawings3
; scattered

examples are to be found in other albums.

Published reproductions of India Office Rdga mala drawings are as

follows :

—

Smbject India Office Album Reproiuctwm [references to

Cangoiy unless otkeruwana joito
Hated)

Asamtn S4« ssi 3730 LXQ-D

— ••• 39-7 Stchoukine LXXIX

Bchag mm 37-28 CV1D. with mistaken reference
43-28.

fthovel'll ••• 37-5 in a

i* •M 1

•• Stchcukine LXXX111

fthmratt earn •••
|

- India Office.'*

Not traced.
IVA

1. See The Ldnmy of the India Office : a historical sketch. By A, J. Arwuht.
(London, 1908). pages 37 and 85-6 ; and Sir Thomas Arnold's note on the Johnson
Cohenion in Ruptm (No. 6, 1921, pp. 10 fi.), where a portrait of Johnson is re-

produced.

2. Gangoly'* statement (VoL II p. d) seems to imply that only Vol 37 is

an exclusively Riga-miU album. But its fact there are a dozen Rigm-mita albums.
Hk list of his own repro&ctions of India Office drawings (p, ii, section x) is in-

complete, and some references require correction. Johnson Album 38 is purely
calligraphic.
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Awfitf Qtffcr AH**
eudfaib

. _ _ _ |

Reproductions [reformers to

(iangoiy utdns otherwise

stated]

ihcMnn’i H . ... i 3735 IV C and Heath XIV.

{or VtnraTi ?]
! 3713 LXXV-A. Again XXXVIII B. as

(TOMO

Lfipaka ... •••
!

3729 Coonwraawaniv X11I B

OJuutfjri ... •M I 3314 Stcbcukine LXXV

M ••• ••• 3720 LVn-B

Gurjar] .«

1

... 3316 LXX1I-C

IJ.suhta ... 3711 XXX-B

KorMjL ... ... 37 IS LB

Aatu^rl 37A CVIDE

A«3»j*Wi2ia/i M* ** India Office.*'

Not traced.

XXXVI-D

Kedara • •• 3710 xlvix:

Lola* ~ ... 37* XXXVTA

|
434

j

-art...Am. LXXIV

also 3732 I-XXXIII-

B

\fUa>r\ 3712 LV1-B

m »*• ...
|

437 LIV-D, with wroof* reference to

3712

{XfltiMaus) 37-36 XIV-D

\mati ...
|

3727 LXXXA

UtdOntt [A] - 3721 LXV11

A

.VfoUorUa [BJ (pertape

5MI)
3724 LXVHB

MkfAa ... ***
*

3717 LXXIXA, a* Nau Nara>a:a.

-Vs|s - 3716 XLIVC

.Vtft-JVMyffaa. See above

379 CVUB

Fatatnakfan (reallv

<ftoiJw3d/wR-n

3525 LXXXIV A

F alamamtir ':.

.

... < 377 XL-C

3. Ate fwith the correct reference) in Rapom No. 29 (Jan. 1927) page 33.
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Sabjett
Mta Offkr Album

and folto

Rrfrvductrons inferences h
Ganfdly unit's otherwise

stated]

PTtrvl •« • ••• 372 CDCB

ianktzrdbharara ••• 37-11 CX-D. with wrong lefaenoe to 43*14

Stirartfa ••• •«« 401 LXL4T

*•* •••
M
India Office.-

Not traced.
LXI.VII 4

Snrlga ••• 3M1 Line

M ••• •*• 3723 Lin a

M »•» ••• 4415 CXI A

Strata (Surata) see above
MaUankd (BJ.

&*3rw<i-A4ri>OT*a ••• 3726 CIX D, with wrong reference Co 4388

Tafi •••
<
“ H J

i

4229

XV C. with mxong reference to 8329

• •«« CXI B

Qrpkn.liMii. f vv r\41 tA••• 3icnix.kmr LaaM

Vasrmta ••• ••• 34 28 CXIC

•• ••• • •• 37S LXC

•• Ml •* Sttiuiuldnr LXXXTV

I»M2&i • «« S7-3 LXXXV1I C

VitMi,
k2n

See above. Avj-

Album 30

:

| 1 O "
34 pictures 6 x 4 _ inches, or with hashiya 7 , n x 5* on void3D 1U 10

dusted mount* 10 J X 6. A gold line close to the edge of the mount forms an
external frame This album was acquired by Johnson in February 1779.

One example (No. 21 Sriraga) is accessible in a reproduction (Gangoly
LI I- C.i. It is a composite album, of two series f(A| and |BJ > in cnntrasi-

ing styles, with two pictures (Nos. 5 and 10) which have no affinities to either

I A I
or |B|. Identifications or the reverse in Persian .script arc often very

incorrect. The drawing of &rvdga reproduced by GANGOLY belongs to the

longer series
I A |. characterized by the use ol a very dark green ground

contrasting with vivid colours. Female figures are charming, and very much
alive, their activity communicating itsdf to their full skirts and draperies.

Flesh tints are red and white. Male costume is exemplified in Gangoly >
reproduction. It is hardly possible to determine the classification followed.
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In the other and very different series [B| (of 8 pictures! quiet colour?

arc harmoniously balanced. fi*ures are static but traceful. flesh tints grey or

ivory, and drapery smoothly decorative. The contrasting style of the two

series comes out in Nos. 30 (Style A> and 28 (Style Bj. both drawings of

Vildvatt. In No. 30 artist " A " starts with hh uiual ground of dark green,

and pats to the right a very badly drawn piece of pink pavilion with a gold

and vermilion bed in it This gives him the peg on which to hang a bright

orange red canopy with yellow valance which projects nosily into the upper

part of the dark green ground On the left edge he puts a perfunctory date-

palm or banana tree, and adds a domestic touch by introducing a black and

white cat into the bottom right corner. AH this is just * properties \ in which

his sole interest is the startling colour-contrasts. He now puts down a solid

square of gold into the lower half of the green ground, on which to pose

against a gold and vermilion bolster cnc of his delightful rdgini figures. She

is altogether admirable, with orange skirts and white frill flung abroad in

a pose which is the reverse of statuesque, seizing with one hard the mirror

held up by a tolerant attendant on the left, and pulling her sir 1 over her head

with the other : all the while watching intently the effect in the mirrored

reflection.

In No. 28 artist “ B " score, almost to be expressing hu disapproval of

such vivid and vigqious methods. His placid ragini figure sits on a white

platform in front of a small pavilion, in red skirt and yellow bodice, against

a blue and gold cushion, adjusting an cat-ornament and observing her image

in a mirror held up by a kneeling female attendant The attendant wears

a dark silver skirt with a design of red fVwers and a diophanous sari of dull

yellow-green. On either side of the pavilion are the slender branches of a

leafless tree with white blossom*. and at the foot of the picture is a lotus-

pond The colouring is quietly harmonious, the figure restful

Albums 31 and 32.

These are curiosities The former is a set of small transparencies '2j .

4{ inches! on skin, on which colours are occasionally indicated for the con-

venience of the journeyman artist They are not works of art but imple-

ments of the artist's trade. They name the season to which each 'dga (with

its five accompanying rrfgini.i) is appropriate :—1. Bhrirava i Sarada rtu > .

2. Mdlkaus lAs'ira); 3. Hutdote (Vasantar. 4 Dipaka 1 Grishtna i ; 5. Mtfka

(Varsk&); 6 Sri/iga (Htmantai. (Vaumta, as a rtrgini of Dipaka, does

not belong to the spring, as might be expected, but to the summer season ).

Album 32 is without merit, consisting oi ugly monochrome drawings mack

by an inexpert hand- perhaps Johnson's own hand—from the transparencies

of Album 31. The classification is that of Series A in Album 33 and of

British Museum MS. Or. 2821.

Album 33.

The drawings now numbering 34 in all. belong to two series (10 X 64-7,

and 9i X 64 inches.. The longer sene? ! A? (now comprising 26 drawings
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apparently of the flunddkhand school) follows, with minor differences, the

classification found in the British Museum Roga mala MS. 0. 2821. 4 The Hindi

verses found in the British Museum arc cited on the broad upper yellow panel

of these drawings, which resemble those in the British Museum album,

sometimes very closely Gangoly reproduces a number of the latter, and
(Plate LXXII. C) No. 16, Gurjail. from the present album. The classifica-

tion is as follows :— (See Gangoly, op. ciL, VoL I, appendix A).

1-6 Bhenrava. with Bhmravi, [.V<rfa|, Malesri, Patamanjari

and Ltdila

7-12 Mttkaus. with Gaudi
|
Kkambkdvati ], M&lov i, RdmakaU

and Gunokali

13-18 \Hmd<>lu\, with VildvaG, Todi. Dtidkkya. Devogandhari

and Madhumcdhavi

19 24 \D\poka), with Dkandsri, |Fasflrtffl|. [Kanaka |, Vairdti

and Deia-Vairdfi

25-30 [Mtgka\. with Gurjari \Gavda-molldra\, \Kckubha\,

Vibkdsa and Rcmglda

31-36 Srirdgn. with Panama. Kdmodc. [Stla-malloro], Asavari

and Kedara

|
Square brackets indicate pictures not now included in this series in

Album JJJ. The 8 pictures of the other series [B| in Album 33 are Suhd |?|,

Bhupcfi. Malkaus, Punt], Adana. Barwai [?J, Megha-ntdldra and Khamdcki.

Four of these are more or kss rare drawings, though the India Office collection

includes another example of Adana-
; the setting of which is a house on the

bank of a river, in which the nayaka (usually on the roof) listens to music

while the ndytka awaits him in a lower chamber. Purvi here is quite unlike

both the drawing in Album 37 (No. 2, reproduced by Gangoly C1X B) and
the very characteristic utkantkitd nayiU shewn in Gangoly LXLIV. BF
The characterization given in the doha on the label of the present picture

runs

Jafdjula mdthela, ssdkro moluia « maid.

Bhasma artga driga santi rasa Puravt nama uddra

The picture shows a shrine containing a lingam. a standing female figure

holding a view in one hand, the other arm raised and extended, addressing the

L Thai « the classification of the
J
S. 2 " series of Coomarssw amy’s article

jn the Journal of ike American Oriental Society. XLIII (1923). pp. 396-409, ‘ Hindi
Ragmiilii texts". Fifteen of these *& 2" drawings are Noe. II XVI in Coomara
swamt's Catalogue of the Indian Collections m the Museum of Fine Arts

.
Boston :

Part V, Rajput Painting (1926) ; and the classification is given by him at page 71.
It differs from the classification of the present ahim only in the substitution of
Pim't lot Dcsa-Vmriti.

5. In Oriental .Album 68 loot a Johnson album), of which some account is

given below.
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female rdgiyi-Iigurc. who wears the ascetic guise and top-knot. She is seated

beside a tray of pearls. with a necklace of pearls in her hand. The longer

series
| A |

in this album may be judged by Gangoly’s reproduction i LXXII C

)

of No. 16, Gutjart, or by Stchoukine's reproduction (Plate LXXVi of

Dkanairt (No. 14 in this album). There arc perhaps some traces of archaism

in the drawing of profiles ; but the features are rounded (e.g. the tip of the

nose). Mutton-chop side-whiskers and a small drooping moustache character-

ize male figures , female figures are ‘ dumpy but alive.

The shorter series !B) is very different in style, showing statuesque

femak figures with long limbs and voluminous skirts. Features are more

finely modelled and contoured ; backgrounds arc m general light green ' tufted
’

with plants* under a dark blue sky. Architecture takes up much less space

than in Series A.

Album 34.

A uniform series of 35 drawings which follow Hanuman's classification

ras detailed in the case of Album 39, below) except that Mdiud takes the

place of Malian as a rdgim of Sriraga. The colouring has not been completed,

but is indicated The pictures measure 9X5} inches framed in blue and

gold lines on gold-dusted border with an outer framing of gold and blue lines.

The missing drawing must be PatamaAjmi of Hmdola raga. Each drawing i?

headed with a description in Persian ; the first eighteen arc inscribed as the

work of Adut or Awadut Singh, the rest as the work of Mohan Singh. One

of the latter is reproduced by Gangoly iCXI. C). who cites and translates

the Persian inscription.

.Album 35.

Another uniform series of 30 drawings* following Harmmin, apparently,

although Vibhdsd replaces Saindkati an a rdptd of Bkatrai-a. and some other

ragvn has its place taken by a drawing (No. 19 1 of a ndyaka on an elephant

conversing with the ndyika at an open window by night. The title given is

Kkambdyatl (not Kkambkdvall, which is No. 21 the four-headed Brahma

worshipped by the ragirn). The pictures are framed in a narrow black edge

set in a black and a white line on a ted surround. On the reverse of each

are descriptive formulae in Sanskrit Hindi and Persian, with titles in Persian

characters. Gangoly (LXXXIV. A) reproduces as PalatnaBjar't No, 26.

which however (as he points out) is really the pictorial representation of

Modhumadkovi.

Album 36.

This fine album contains 36 rage meld drawings of the Kangri kalam,

measuring 12} X 8} inches, or including the decorated margin ( hdshiya

)

15}

X 11| inches, now mounted on folios measuring 18} X 14} inches. On the

reverse of each drawing the title, time and season of the raga or ragim in

Persian, and verses descriptive of the picture and music pattern in Hindi, arc
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embodied in elaborate pictorial designs4 , of the same dimensions, as the riga-

drawings . the bdih\ya oi each r«w corresponding with that of the Tecto of

the following folio. The presentation of the theme follows Hanvallabha.

whose verses are always cited on the reverse of the pictures, and whose classi-

fication is substantially that of liarmm&n Albums 36 and 37, which are

incomparably finer than any other rdgo-mald pictures in the India Office collec-

tion. oontrast strongly in conception and method. Album 37 is unapproach-

able in its splendid use of gold and colour, its unerring instinct for compo

sition. and the perfection of its era ftmarship. The present album, less lavish

in effects of gold and colour, and very much less certain in composition and

drawing, tends to rely upon contrast between dark landscapes in subdued

tones of green and brown, and the high lights of architectural white and grey.

There is no obtrusive colour, the decorative effect of female figures depending

upon gold relieved by draperies of mauve or yellow or white, or small areas

of red or orange, which arc never vivid, while in male figures there is a con-

stant preference for white or pale garments, relieved with gold. The artist

almost always draws the ivoiy-hued face in profile, with contours moulded

by shading, the eye somewhat elongated and lifting into a slight upward curve

at the outer comer, with the long arch of the eye-brow empliasized Broad

white architectural surfaces provide contrasts for gold and colour and sombre

landscapes
;
but the buildings are often structurally unintelligible. It is lands-

cape that gives the albums its characteristic interest. The countryside here has

a reality which is lacking in the dever background landscapes of the next

album (No. 37). In Album 37 landscape in perspective is handled with a

high degree of technical skill and imagination ; but it lacks the intimacy of

a countryside in which the artist has lived. The landscapes in the present

album, on the other hand, arc indigenous, circumstantial and convincing. Treat-

ment in concentric contours under a high sky line, and restriction to subdued

tones, arc constant characteristics, and most of the pictures present an unlit

upland with the sun behind it. There are of course no shadows, and no con

trast of light and shade
;
but only tone-contrasts.

Reproduction is impracticable at present 1 and for reasons of space I

must content myself with describing one remarkable picture from this Album.

—No. 13 Kedara. the fifth ragin': of Dipoka This is a picture of the rising

of the Ganges from Siva's matted locks amid the peaks of the Himalayas. Its

name is given in the Persian title and in Harivallabha's verses cited on the

reverse Kedara or Kedarika ragim is elsewhere represented, not as GengA

dhara-Stra—Aiva the bearer of the Ganges—himself, but as an ascetic i, usually

female) absorbed in the contemplation of the god (Garigadhaia-dhyAna-

6. One of these dengns. the rnut of No. 11 (Awvari), introduces ships which

are plainly meant to be European vessels. Figures on the deck* are in European

costumes, several of them smoking tong pipes. It was exhibited a*, the British

Empire Exhibition. 1924. together with a number of pictures from Album 37.

7. The albums are temporarily inaccessible. This note is based on descriptions

which I made before the war.
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mrnd£rui citta> in Hanuman’s verses ). The face and beautifully moulded

body of the god in this picture arc definitely female . and it seems probable

that the ruryika is thought of as having become one with the deity, in the

intensity of her contemplation devo bhutvd devaw yajel.

Between a dark slate-grey sky. which shows a dull metallic moon, and

a narrow foreground formed by* the spreading out of the thin downward

stream of the Ganges into a leaden rather than silver) stretch of water, a

broad band of multi coloured rocks makes a patch work of blue and buff, red

and purple and gold, right across the picture. In the centre the rdgiwi-figure

is seated cross-legged on a tiger-skin in the attitude of contemplation, the

lower Iimb6 clad in pink decorated with gold, the grey body naked above the

waist but marvellously garlanded and jewelled. A hooded snake is looped

like another necklace over the shoulders but rise* high above the head. A
transparent gold halo frames the head, with the hair tightly drawn upwards

into a braided knot from which the Ganges rise* in a slender curve and falls

down the rocks to form a broad stream in the foreground. The figure has

Siva's third eye in the forehead ; and Siva's emblems—the trident, drum, bowl,

and a peaceck-plume- lean against the surrounding rocks. The highest rocks

are aowned with the rounded top* of dark trees, and similar trees appear

among the lower rocks some of them, by a peculiar use of perspective diminu-

tion applied to «f<rer objects 'which is found elsewhere in this album », being

reduced to the dimensions proper to distant objects. Closer examination

reveals, what h not obvious on a first view, that the rocks arc alive with

numerous creatures drawn on the minutes* scale, -elephants, tigers, boars,

dec*, apes and jackals. The birds perched on the trees are more obtrusive,

as lighter specks against the dark foliage. Aa a composition, the whole is a

restless patchwork of detail which distracts the eye from the still perfection

of the figure, and the decorative landscape lacks the intimate reality which

distinguishes otheT landscapes in this album.

Album 37

It is no accident that, of the 44 India Oftkx n)gu male pictures of which

reproductions have been noted, no less than 29 arc taken from Album No. 37 ;

but it is a regrettable accident that no reproductions from Album 36 appear

to have been published. A curious feature of Album 37 is that ten of its

drawings8 arc either identical with, or very doaely resemble drawings in the.

Government Art Gallery at Calcutta and other Indian collections which are

reproduced by GaNCOLY. Thus no less than 33 of the 36 pictures in Johnson

Album 37 have either been reproduced, or arc closely represented by published

8. Nos. 5 < Bkairot * GangOLY III); 10 i Kcdota, XLVI) : 11 < Hi»d*U>,

XXX); 15 LXXXIX); 17 (Mftha, Cangolt identifier it as Naffa-

Narayana LXXIX) ; 22 iTwfl XVIII ; and reproduced in CoomakaswAMY’S

Ratfiul PmnJmg. plate XII. B) ; 25 ( Gaud* l?J. XXII ; and reproduced by CGOMA*a-

SWAMY. op. rit., XIII. B) ; 31 (Dtvt-CdndhcTe, LXLI) ;
and 33 <C*nd-MaUAr ;

GangoJy Kund-MaUar, CV. )

.
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reproductions. The three exceptions are 1. Ramckali (Minavati); 19. Dtidkhya.

and 34. Kkambhcl. all. COOMABASWAMY refers the pictures in this album to the

Jaipur school. But the artist sophisticates traditional themes in the

•* Mughal " manner. He docs not hesitate, for example, to replace the r&ga-

figure in Vmmta (37.6 = Gancoly Plate LX. C) by a prancing Mughal

prince ; and the motif of Kavajn (37.4 = Gancoly CVIII. E), which should

be that of the Dano-Mo of the Krena legend (when Krsoa stops the gofns

and demands a gift of curd) is vulgarized into the amorous adventure of a

Mughal youth with a milkmaid. The drawings are not in any intelligible

order, and in the absence of inscribed titles identification of themes is some

times conjectural. Since this album has already attracted so much attention

I confine myself to the observation that no photographic reproductions can

convey the splendour of its coloration.

Album 39.

36 drawings, in the Bundelkhand style. 8a/fi
X 5$ inches, or with the plain

red border 9V,*7 inches, following Hanum&n's classification except in the

substitution of Nafa for the very different Kotiki as a rdgm of Diftoka. (In

this instance, instead of HanufliAns verses, the top panel bears a citation from

the Saiftfita-daTpano, given by Gangoly XLIV : and the drawing of Laltta.

which diverges from Hanumaris formula, bears votes which differ widely

from the text of Hanumin). The classification is :

1-6 Bhaiiava iaga : with Madkyamadi. Bhaaavi. Batigatx, VatSR and

Samdkai't

7-12 Mdlkaus : with Totft. Khambkavati. Gaudi. Gunakart and

Kakubha.

13-18 Hindola : with VUdvaR, Rdmakak, Dtidkhya, Patonuaijari and

Lalita.

19-24 Dipaka : with Ktddri, Kantuid, DtH. Kdmodi and Nala.

25-30 Srirago : with Vasanti. \fatari, Mdlavairi, Dhanasri and

Aidvari

31-36 Migha : with MaUriU, DeSakari, BkupoR. J Daknna ]
Gmjttti

and Tanka.

As in Album 33. each picture has the sulphur-coloured top panel, re-

garded as characteristic of the Bundela school (N. C. Mehta. Studies ui

Indian Painting, Bombay 1926, p. 42) on which descriptive Sanskrit couplet'

and Hindi dakas are inscribed in black, as an integral decorative element

m the picture. Composition is simple, and in horizontal panels (much more

clearly defined here than in Album 33). Use of outlining in gold is charac-

teristic. douds being so outlined in the narrow band cf blue sky which always

forms the second panel. Descriptive formulae are carried out with prosaic

fidelity. Figures are “dumpy", as in Series A of Album 33. and other
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stars are simple while crosses, characters both of which are illustrated in

StcHOUKINE's reproduction ( Plate LXXIX > of the only vigorous picture in

this rather dull album—that ol Asavari. Another drawing from this series

To4i, is reproduced by Gangoly XVC (with a mistaken reference to Album

29). Descriptions on the reverse of the drawing are normally in Persian,

but it is noteworthy that in a few cases the descriptions are stated to be f»a

zabon Pafijitt. and in one case in Braj Bhasha : while two lines embodied

in a Panjabi description on the reverie of Vaunta are characterized as being

in Marwari.

Albums 40. 41. 42. 44. 45

These I must at present pass by with the remarks that :~

40.1 (" Sdrmga ")» reproduced by G.ANGOIY LXLC. who points out that

it is a representation of Gajendra mokfaita, which the Mughal artist depict:

as occurring in the local atmosphere of the royal elephant stables at Agra.

42 29 \7o4i l is reproduced by Gangoly CXI. B.. who cites the Persia.',

inscription stating that the version is " according to the treatise of Thakurdas.

44 (Srirogri) is reproduced by Gangoly CXI. A. who points out that

this usual representation of the theme is an obvious copy of the pictorial

formula of British Museum Oi. Add. 21934 (reproduced by him. LI1. C) :

and that it is signed, although the artist's name is illegible

Album 43.

These 25 drawings. 7X5 inches, in primitive “Rajput" style." are cer-

tainly tlie most archaic of the India Office rage-mala drawings, resembling in

formal coloration and figure-drawing pictures reproduced by Coomaraswamy

from his own collection of ”23 Rigftfis " {Rajput Painting. Plates I-1II).

Male figures have drooping moustaches, female constume has the characteristic

detail of black tassels or balls dependent fiom the wristlets and from brace-

lets on the upper arm. The staring black and white of the eye exaggerated

in size ; the shape of the profile from a receding forehead to a projecting nose ;

the very limited range of colour without gradations ; the use of a single stiff

formula for foliage I a mass of indigo outlined and bespattered with globules

of green) ; the representation of clouds by curls of dull blue on a white

background— all these character* may indicate that this is the remains of

a genuinely old raga-mili series. Coomaraswamy describes his own “23

Rights" as
*'

Rajasthani mid-l6th century V" while Stchoukine. who re-

produces Nos. 4 i LaSta) and 10 ( Tc4i I of this album (op. cit.. Plate

LXXIV) dates them in the middle of the 17th century.

9. Reproductions of three of these drawings hare been published : Lolita

(StuioiiKiNE LXXIV) ; statin rGangoly Liv. Dl ;
To# (Stchoitune LXXIV).

The drawing of Matairi has also been reproduced in RZpam. So. 29 (Jan. 1927)

p. 33.

10. In "Notes on Rajput Painting" contributed to Rupom (Nos. 15-16. July-

Dec. 1923. p. 73) he it prepared to date them around 1600,
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Descriptive Hindi doggerel 11 on the back of the drawings gives the

classification, which differs from that of Books 31*33 in two substantia)

points : P&tiotna, here the fifth ragii. becomes a rdgini of Srirdga in Books

30*33, while Megha .[-nuUUha], here a ragini of SrirJgu. becomes, the fifth

rdgo in those books. Other differences are : Mari12 for Nala as a Tdgint of

Bhmravo ; Kolydfja for Mulct* as a rdgini of Aidlkaus : Kokiln
[

5
1 for

Kakuhha as a rdgitfi of the fifth toga
;
Sdrc/iga for GaudamaUdra as a

idgini of the fifth rdga ;
and Suddha-maOdra for Sefa-utolldra as a rdgini of

jrirdfA

The album is inscribed
44

at Benares by Ibr&hfim Ali Khan foT Mr,

R. Johnson " and bears two dated seal-stamps one of Ibrahim * All KMn
1174 a h ,

the other of Qasim
4

All 1170 a h. ( - 1756-7 a.d j Johnson

however cannot liavt acquired it until at least ten years after Ibrahim
4 AH

Kh&n put his sea) upon it, since he did not go out to India until 1770. In any

case the pictures can hardly have been made less than a century < perhaps a

century and a half I
before Qasim All had them mounted and bound in

1756-7. They obviously had no mounts originally ; for the edges (with

rounded comers) are frayed, like the edges of COOMARASWAMY*S “23

RagfoU

Album 68.

24 uniform drawings 7T
/|tX4#

/i» inches, with an arrow-pattern border

of siIvct and dark orange. The top panel is a narrow violet label inscribed

yith the title in Nagari in yellow. An owner has written identifications in

English, using the word " long ” in the sense of rdgini :

44
the long 5arung ",

44
the long Kulean ", and so cm. It is not possible to determine the classifi-

cation followed. The collection includes Sdroriga, Kalydnc, and Adana ; and

the martial version of MdrH, in addition to the martial Safa. But
“ Kalyana" (here so called) has in (act the pictorial motif of Vtbkise, and

* Sdranga
44

shows a prince listening to two musicians, of whom one is a

Kimarc. This is the Srfrdga pictorial formula. But a picture of the ndyakc

and niyiki listening to two female musicians is labelled Srirdga, Dipakc-

idfa here tends to become a picture of the festival of lights {dlpdvaR) ; as it

does still more definitely in a stray raga-mdid picture in Album 56. One

picture of female, lilac in hue, naked above the waist and with loose hair.

11. It seems worth while to rite sample* of the doggerel :

—

A/atom Mdiu Lolita Patamcnjcri char]

Packoi kaJiiyr Burnt avi, ji Bhttirau In ttdri

Again :

Megkamaldto Kdmada on Asatoh nam
Sudkamcidra Keddra, ye Sir i Jti bhdm

12. Here a battle-scene, a* might be expected in a substitute for the maitial

theme Nata. When Mam replace* Afitorl the conception of it is quite different

(see Gangoly LVII), But see Album 68 below.
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«at«l with her vvut on a black buck skin, remains unidentifiable. These
pictures, like those of Album 36, have the enamelled surface which is said to

indicate the Kangia kalam land in both albums one oi two of the pictures

have lost small patches of pigment in consequence I . The alhum has distinct

merit*, in spite of the fact that the artist is incredibly careless in the matter
of putting right hands on left wrists, and vtct rers-a. There are no vivid

colours, and the general effect is sombre, though gold land silver) ate freely

used, and colours arc smooth and firm. The artist make? candles bum
smokily not with the usual clearly defined gold flame. Flesh tints are ivory,

sometimes lilac, and the eye is elongated, with the outer comer slightly inclined

upwards, characteristics found also in Album 36. Peculiar to Album 68 is a

high coiffure which gives an unusual cowl-like outline to the fall of the .<ari

ever the hair.



MISCELLANEA

THE LANGUAGE OF NAKKIRAR*

Naklrirat; was a poet of the third Sangam Age. That is to say. he lived socne-

nhere before the third Century A.D. 1 There are several verses of hi* collected in the

compilations of the period: 'Puimniguni, AkanAQuru. Narrmai and Kupintokai.

In the Ten Idylls or Pattuppaflu also there are two poems from his pen : Tiru*

rmirukamjppaiiai and Nedunalvatjat. Other poems asenbed to hi* authorship are

those that are found under his name in the eleventh Tirurourai of the Saivaiteft

They are Tiro\^iku£rirukkal Pwuntcvapaoi. KapappirasAdam. Kaonappadevai-

Ttrumaranv Kailaipati-Ki|attipdti-antadi. IrikoymalaiYelupatu. Kirettu, P&fpttiruk-

kaljveppa and Timvalaftcurvmummanikkiivai. These nine pirces. though collected

in the »me book, may have belonged to different times The general tenor of the

eleventh Tinumifai is such as not to preclude this possibility, for within that collec-

tion are found poem* of persons that lived between the dawn of the Christian era

and thousand yeare hence. Nambiyfc^mairibi . the compiler, seems to have lived

about the tenth century a J>.3 If it could be shown that some works attributed to

Nakkirar’s authorship were not written by the ancient poet of that name, the mere

fact that these arc all found collected in the same book by the same compiler should

not stand in the way of acorptann*. Not that difference in the language employed

U alone proof to show that there were more hands than one ; but that this will alsn

generally help in deciding the authorship of poems. Unless there ia an unhappy

intention on the part of the writer to foil all research and to prevent us from

knowing the truth, the language employed by great writers may be safely relied upon

to give us an index of the particular time in which a work was probably written.

This would apply in greater measure to the language of the ancient writers than to

the language of the modem.

Bearing this in mind, if we draw a conclusion from a comparison of the language

employed in the works of Nakkirar mentioned before, it would not be wrung. We
shall therefore compare the language of these various works.

In the poems of Nakknar collected in Puranaouiu Akanapuru, Xairiflii.

Kuruniokai and Timmurak&fpippadai the inflexional base of the second pers>n

singular pronoun ni is found to be vuq. E g.

1. Ariyavum ulavo nioakke.

2. Nto viy.

3. Nipvayir piriyalam.

4. Nltjmattup—pcturranoal.

5. Niooilal Kalippi.

6. Nigakkf cantu anikuvam.

7. Ni nig , pana-

podu.

8 Nig marujaL

9. NirparaUL

( Purananinu Si. 56— 1. 16 ».

(Akansniru St, 126—1. 1).

{ibid. 206—1. 3K
(ibid. 310-1. 5).

{ibid. 340-1. 2).

{ibid. L 18)'.

{ibid. 346-1. 12).

(ibid. 369—1. 11).

(ibid. 389— l. 8).

• A Paper presented at the Tenth All-India Oriental Conference at Tirupathi.

1. K. Srinivasa PtUAt : Tamd VanUm, Part II, p. 4.

Z These are exclusive of a vene oi Nakkirar found in Ttru\-a||uvanulai and

a few stray stanzas attributed to him.

3. K. Srinivasa PflXAl : Tamil Vartdaru. Part II, p. 203.
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10. Nio Katuppig. (Sorrmai 197—1. 5>.

11. Mdiyaloivii nig. (ibid. 367—1. 7)'.

12. Nig paiappr ( Kuruntvkm 143—1. 6>.

IS'. Ninnalaniarital. )

14. Ninnau ulli vanttgun.
,

T**mngSn*PP** 11. 27*279.

15. Nig van pukal (ibid. L 285 >.

Over against this wc find the use of ug in Tjukkaggappa^v'ar-tjnimarain •—
1. Umtu kcttarul uiijanakku ajaka (1. 79l.

2. Egrum unjanakku igitc (1. 8?)

3. Aviyt itu coakku ;
unakku kattuvag (1. 113).

That ** nig ** was the inflexional base in Tolkappiyar’s time U evident from hi*

following rule4 :

—

“ Niyeg oropeyar netfumutal kugukum

Avayig onkaram ofrakumme
M
.

Similarly,
'* num " and not “ urn ’*

\ra.< the inflexional ha* of the second peraxi

plural, as is evident from his following rule**:—
** Nummcg iruti iyarkau yakum
" Nummig tiripeyar vigivig peyaregru

Ammujai iragdum avajiiyal pitnUumr

Whereat *’ am" is not found in any of the pocmi ol Nakkirar occurring in Purina*

guru. Akanaguru. Nagioii Kuiuntokaj, Tinimumkanuppodai and Nedunalvadai. it

it found :n KaiUipari-kAUttipati-ant&di. E.g.

" Um Avitagg&flc ku<Jamtugga eooiya " etc."

It is not by means of straight corruption of imm that um had come into being

It looks as though it was out of a mistake that it cama into use. Some poopie

probably fancied that there was an um where there was a fuun. It ia plain that the

consonant g - num would become gum by rule. 7 Once gum is formed it could be

spla into either g + num of g + um. Some people who came after the time of

Tolkippiyar ck> not appear to have a?en where to divide rightly. I shall enforce

this point by citing a striking passage which I have discovered in Pupwaguru 4

“ Iggian kcnnugummi«u vi|iyav£'" occurring therein, is capable of being divided

into " innun kcj>min numnusat vajiyav£ " or into “ iocun kcgmin ummisai viliyava

It is probable that instead of the. former ooone the latter was adopted. That ex-

plains how “um” sprang. This should have by slow decrees spread largely lute

literature. This therefore is a parallel to what we find in the history* of the Engbsh

Language which furnishes an illustration of this kind in the weird “ adder which

is said to haw been bom out of a mistaken division of “ a naddrr ’ into “ an adder.“*

Thus if
’* um ’* was obtained from “ num " the derivation of “ ug

04

frnro “ um "

on analogy afford* the next step. The muid of certain people sbculd have bt*n

piowpted by the instinct of analogy 1 y and thus it ia that even as there are tag and

en die reflexive and the first person singular inflexional base? corresponding to the

plurals Um and cm, “ ug " should have been formed cuTrvapumhng to "um” In

4. Toikdppiyam : Eiuttalikdram. 8 179

5. Ibid. § 187 and CoUsMkdiam $ 143.

6. Kcdaip&li-Kalatiitfdti-aniddi. St. 3.

7. Na&ul, S 210.

8. PuramiguTu verse. 58
9. Vide. J. Peile . PhiloUtf. p. 10.

10. Cf. Venwtyks : Language pp 156-1d< and L. R. PALMBt : do Introduc-

tion to Modem Linguistics, p. 65.
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the piunL It i» easy thcretwi: now to =** that what was not i:i vogue in the

earlier limes crept into use in the pre-medieval period and that it spread widely

in use later cr. This will explain the presence of “up" in Tirukkaor)appadcva>

tirumaram and its absence in the works of Nakkirar of the regular third Sangam
period.

Another point in which there is difference between the language of the works

erf the regular third Sangam period and that of all the works erf Nakkirar except

T immurukarnippa<hu contained m the eleventh cancel t* that in the former set
41

*a
'* occurs as an expletive mocr or Iws between the past tense-infix and the neuter

rincular termination in "pi*. E g.

1. varoari koodaoiu fco’16.

2. kal oerntag/e palkatn fs^yrju.

3. Nutal patantaorc.

4. Notakkaur*

5. Virintaoni.

6. Kodut:an:u.

7. Vtnaoiu.

8. Kutir mnrarjru.

{Akmvtut* 57—1. 13).

t Mrf. 120 1. 5).

(ibut. 227-1 1).

\Kurunlokm 78—I. 4).

• TmmmMffuppaim I. 92).

<iM- I. 94).

(iMA I 105)

<AW«n«/trdtfaf. !. 72).

This usage is not iound in ihc other works of Nakkirar collected in the eleventh

Tirumurai.

Thirdly, there is difference in the employment ol epicc&e plural Urminations.
According to Tolkappiyai. ar. ar and p wrre the plurals employed in the third

person of the high das*.11 Double plurals such as arkal and ArkaJ had not arisen

then. By constant uie as honorific plurals of the third person, ar and Aj probably
became weak as regular plurals and hence it is that double plurals came to be
employed in their *te»d in later times.-* Thus, whereas me do not find any double
plural in the works of Nakkirar of the regular Sangara period we come arrows some
double plurals in certain works of his included in the eleventh Tirumufai. E.g.

1. KanavarAof. tKtUaipai i-KiialiipilL St. 2).
2. PaitariUN* kaotil. <Md

.

86).

3. T*vAsur<rrA.2f. iPorrittiruikalivuibd. 1. 12).
4. Porukanta Vinavarkal. liWrf. L 14).

5. VAgavdria/ urikud* {ibid. L 18).
6. lAnavirrAa/Aii Afj&tu ....

vipaxarkai vfoda ....
{ibid. 1 51>.

7. Nioaintu nijpdriba/ . . attanadi

ccrvArka).

(•bid. D. 44-45).

& AmarorA al tahivaoai. [PeruHtivopdni I. 15).

Not that there was no opportunity foe using plurals in the poems of the first period
but that because double plurals had not then come into being. Nakkirar did not use
tfuan. Witness for instance the following place* where double plurals, if they were
m xat, might have been employed :

—

11. Vide T&lkaffpiywn CoUrtikarmi. §206 :—
ar, a. p q>a varutun muQpim
pelieir manihkii padarkkaic colle.

Cf- .i^'o-Smoo phiral) and children (the modem English
plural). See also L. R. 1 AiMEJ? : .4n Jnireductian to Modem Lmguulics. p. 69.
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1. Vatankelu kihar.

2. KalankoJ mall™.

3. TodartLkr malaror.

4. Vadappuvir Konkar.

5. Kaivan ckofat.

6. Hmyamn cudi i anlanvt.

7. NdyiQpyaora Yakhmyar . . .

. . Avirtalir puraiyum

megiyar Poo

gurai Kadukkun titakuyar

8. IrakflRu Aruvaiyar.

9. Yavanat lyaxriya pavai.

10. Adavar Ku/uka anifikadi

varatppu.

(Akannnuru St. 206),

(ibid. 227—L 11).

{ibid. 249—L 12).

(ibid. 2S3-L 4).

t ibid. 369 L 13).

(A'amnri 367—L t0),

i Tirumitrutarruppadm It 143-143)

.

{Netiunalvidm. I. 36 >.

(ibid. L Wl),
l*td. L 107).

The next point ai diSerence we notice is in respect of live employment of Li?

sign of the present tciwr Whams in To&Appiyam there ts no rule enjoining the

use of tini or kiopi Or aninru a* the present tense-infix, the medieval craTnmar

NagQUl 11 speaks 0 f thevr all. The author of Nagpul. who lived somewhere in the

thirteenth century’ A.P. 14 s**kx of thrm because he has seen them occurring in

abundance in the literature of hi* period a* well a* in that of the period preceding

his. Nakkjiai in the accredited work* ol the regular Sangam period hu nowhere

employed any of these three infer* to drnote the present time. On the contrary,

in fnkoyrnalai-ehipatu. Kailaipnti-kalattipati-antSdi and Tiruvaknculi-TTummaniWuV

vai there has occurred kigfu. E g.

1. Polutu kalik^iordr. (Kailaipdii. St. 12>.

2. Taiaiva tjahimapiAsKriw. (ibid. 16).

3. KAoatu alaktorrar. (ibid. 18).

4. V
r
ellelumpu ptig*i*rflrei. (ibid. 51).

5. Pikvfiiri nirfrmriw. libid. 67).

6. Ceti^two tivigaika|. (»bid. 74).

7. P6ki&a mirmikilc. li6id. 75).

8. Oti**$r<rf« egpavamc. (ibid. 76).

9. Tinkai aduA^ro k&latti ftfvay i ibid. 96).

Panikinra vaggam poni.

10. Paiyappo rnkirua. ( hikoymalai-Elupa/u St. 121.

11. AlAmrs anttal. (TsrurakmatfL SL 3).

12. Kanavar ViPfe* cAged- (M St- 12),

Nakkirar had opportunities to use kipi x kjgfu the present te*»e*infix if he likei

or if hr knew It. Foe instance, in NarrUjai verse 340 therr wax an opportunity

for him when he *aid “ puralum cirukiwj *\ for hr might have very

wdl xaid
M
pjraJukipni arukudi

M
. Again in Narfinal verse No 358 there wax an

opportunity, fur instead ol faying * kakkai nAjirai pertium . . valuti maru.i-

kai" he might haw equally said kakkai nalirai penikinfa vsjttli

marunkai ”, Thu* wc see that the probable reason why ** kinju '*
is not found in

the poems of Nakkirar occurring in Purananuru. AkanAgilru Naipnai.

Kurur.tokai. Tirunuirukarjuppacfcn and Nedunalvadai whereas It is found ir certain

poem* collected in the eleventh Tinimurai is that the former piece* were given

by a Nakkirar and the latter by another

13. Namd. 8 143.

14. M/S. Purnalingam Pills I : History of Tamd Literature. (1929 edn.)

p. 210.
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Tested in these lour ways, KarcUu, Tiruvclukurrirukkai and Kopappira-

sadam do not definitely come undet cither the earltet set of poems or the

later set. To say that they were ol a late period merely because ol the
occurrence in them of Sanskrit words such as vacaka, giui, pada. nithi, iaa,

miirti, giiana, muiEha. pasupadha, adi would be superficial, for we find ever so
many Sanskrit word* in Nakkirar'* poems of the definitely earlier period too For
instance, in PuranAgilrti we come across the tadhhave* ol jama and jata. In
TinnnurukArnippadai have occurred the tadbhavas ol deva. ulaka, Kaliftga, bah
etc. And in Ncdunalvidai are found words such as dasankmu, rohitii etc. Thus
it is evident that the mere occurrence of Sanskrit words is not enough by itsdf
to prove the late origin ol any work. But taken together with other materials
it might probably throw some light on the question when a work might have
arisen. Since however we have found that this is not a sure and satisfactory
test, let us put a-ade a detailed comparison of the Sanskrit words that have occurred
in the various poems of Nakkirar. Judging therefore purely Iron the points of
v«w outlined above, KlreUu, Tim ejiiktinirukkai and Kopappirasadam cannot be
plated in any definite age, for there is no use of un or arka] or kinra in them.
TirumurukSrruppadai, though occurring aim in the eleventh Tirumiipii. has the
distinct merit to be regarded as one of the poems of the ancient Nakkirar by
reason also of the fad that it finds a place in the Ten Idylls or Pattuppittu.
There is no usage in it which will drag it to a fine with the remaining tnt pieces
cf the eleventh Tiramuxai namely. Peruntfvapioi, Tirukkannappatcvar-tirumaram,
KailaipSti K5Jatti-pati-antAdi, Tiruvifdtoymalaiyelupatu, P6rrittirukkaliverihfi and
Timvalariculi-mummarjkkt'ivai. These sir poems might go to prove that they
were ol a later date. Verses of Nakkirar in Pupmaouiu, AkanSnuru. Narniai and
Kupmtokai as well at the long poems Nedunalvadai and Tlrumuruka^nippadai may
be taken to have arisen in an age when the inflexional base ug. the present tense-
infix kinm and double plurals such as arka] had net come into vogue.

AitNOMokiiRirear. A. Chidamraranatha Chettivar.

A NEW COPPERPLATE GRANT OF KADAMBA
RAVIVARMAN

; 12TH YEAR

Ihc grant, which it edited here foe the first time, forms an heir-loom in the
iamily of Achwe Hebbarv It ia said to be found underneath the plinth of their
house at Kuntagarri village, which it about 20 mil« to the north-east of Sanikatta or
Cokam and 50 miles north west of Banavfcs,* North Kanara Disurict.=* The writer
is thankful to Eh. S. M. KAint and Dr. V. S. SC'KTHANKAB lor kindly handing it

over to him lot editing and to Mr. M. N. Kui.kab.ni for .wiring it.

The grant ia inscribed on three copperplates, which are secured together by a
ring, To -Jus is attached an oval seal. 12 inche* Img by 1 inch broad, having a
countersunk airfare. c*i which is an indistinct animal.’ with hi* foreleg raised and
lacing the right. The ring is almost circular, 25 inches in diameter. Each ptalc
is about 6.4 inches long by 15 inche* broad The plates together with the seal
weigh 46{ lolon. The firs and the third plates are inscribed on the inner side only,
while the second plate is inscribed on both the side*. The engraving is deep and

1. The writer is indebted lor this inrormation to Mr. V. G. Nadkarny.
2. The place is shown in the Survey Map No. 48 J/10. There it is spelt as
itparu.

3. From ertber and better specimens thin is supposed to be a lion.
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visfclc even vtherr ihc layer of green patina has cccroded the uppci auiface. lit

of this the letters do not show: on the other side of the plate.

When the plates were received by the writer they were thoroughly coated with

a patina of green rust, and at =ooil places, plate I, line 2 , right hand side, plate II,

lower edges, plate III. some part of lines 1 and 2. the inscribed portion had flaked

a6. while plate I and particularly plate II a, line 2. and plate III were incrusted

with thick layer* of rust. This made the decipherment very difficult, but with

patience most of the inscription was read from the plates before cleaning.4

The language r* Sanskrit, and with the exception of !mprecatory verses the entire

gram is m prose.

With regard to script and orthography there h nothing much to <ay. The

former belongs to the 3th-6th century South Indian Brihmi, in which mo*t ol the

early Kadamba grant* are recorded. In particular it n-M-mbU* thr script a! the

Hate gram of Ravivannan. Initial a occurs in hne 5, plat* 11a lajoiddr i, and the

*dgn of upadhmamy* in line 2. plate 1. between (ntra and prahkji*. T x* uniformly

ol the curvilinear type, whereas one instance of Imped n U found in the conjunct

tmnddi, just mentioned above. There is one irmance in which the end letter is

written below the line, mi ol bkutni. bne 3. plate III The labial nasal is used

instead of the anusvara, carcan kadonbaadmmakarata, line 3, plate I ; pitQy&tkam

pvrta, line 5. plate II b ;
there is occasional di«regord of Sandhi rules, mvmtiamam

and annMi. line 2, plate II a . and frequent douhling of conaonants preceded by

t and complete absence of punctuation mark*.

The object of the inscription is to record a grant by Slak&i&je Ravivarmmi cil

the Kadamba i dynasty) to a i brthroaija
! ,

Rhava.warmn^ who was ol Dhaumya

g4*/ria. and weD-vmid in the Vedas, of a field (k^ham), of (grains giving) food

etc„ measuring 20 nivmtlanas. This field probably belonged to Yomkiryyadetvaral?).

and was situated on cither side of a dam of a tank, which was previously built by

Ravivanrnnfi in the village of Variyaki. The grant was madr on the full moon day

of frfivaga (July-August) in the twelfth year of the king's reign.

.As no general era is mentioned, the record came* be dated definitely. It would

therefore bckfig to the 6th century m which king Ravivartnmi is supposed to have

reigned (c. 497-537 A.D.).

The grant i* not of mudi histonad value, for it doe* not give us cither an earlier

or later date than the previously known dates of the reign of RavivarmmS. who we

know ruled till at least the 35th year of hi6 reign. Nor docs the record inform

us of some definite conquests or give us any details about the king's family. It is

therefore more brief than a grant of the 35th year of his reign.4

The recced is, however, important from the serial, geographical and lo tea*

extent religious points of fie*. The name of the donee's idia via.. Dhaumya. has

not been mentioned before in the Kadamba records or records of other contemporary

4 It may be mentioned here that the best method oi cleaning and preserving

rusted copper antiquities is to clean them arrurdingto
,hrnr^

PLENDOtL kcth's Puunnium of Anitquiiit*. London. IS34. PP- 38-56- I**

cent case the plates were washed four time* in S'< whitaon of sochurn

sa se “"s5SaS'7BHft
washed in flowing water and impregnated with kerosene c*L If this is not dine

immediately, fresh nm win again appear on the plate*

5. A brihmar-a with this name ocoirs in l Uap <«"*• ol warn in

otnuc of Midhava II. Mysore Arc*. Ripoit. 1S00. P- l2r -

€ E. 1 . XVI, PP- 264 ff.
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dynastic# of KamA(aka. Its mention here therefore seems to be a c&Stinct addition

to our knowledge ol the brahrr^na g«/r«> of the region.

The cocmnrnnratian of the occasion on which the gift (dins) i& made i» al*>

interesting. It is caBed Ujc ceremony ol :thc giving of gift*) for celebratm* a

number of victories (antkavijcjaumlaipvtux dmandhi). The writer has, so far,

not come across such an expression, specifying the nature o( the rift

Most noteworthy k* the name of the place whence the grant U issued It is

called Vijayapaftktipura. If this were to be identified with Vaijayantv or Banav&si

of the earlier or contemporary iiwcriptiofis it would an unheard of and totally new

name of that place. Could it be another name of Vijayapura. which occur* only

once in an inscription faun Amar&vati ?* As far as Kadatrba inscriptjuto an: con

terned. Vaijayanti is mentioned 9 limes, usually, as Vijayn Varjtryaui and thrice in

the records of Ravivarmraa himself. So probably Vijayapariktipura might be another

form of Vaijayanti.

Variyaki, the place-name mentioned in the inscription, the writer U ur-able to

identify. For the inscription supplies no other data for identifying the place. whenm*

no such place name having its modem derivative Varje, Barj*:, Variyc or Rariyc* is

lo be found in the vicinity of Kuntagaoi. where the plates were unearthed.'*

TEXT

Plate I

11

13 13 It

15

[ f c=
]
wit

Phib II a

wnr

17 U a 20 Jl

rTRflVTJMV WW* [ ] &

7. In all the earlier Bfihmi inscriptions it is either mentioned in its Sanskrit

form Vaijayanti or Prakrit Vejiyamli. See Ltfueir's List ef Btakm'i Imcriptions frsm
the rorikii timtn, £*. /., Appendix, p. 21

D

8. See ibid., p. 211 ; al*> occuni in the forged plates of CiUikya Vij*yariH».

I. A., p. 241.

9. These names are watered by L)r. S. M. Katrc
lOl The work of identifying place-names might be facilitated, if district or pn>^

vincial directories listing all the places shown in the Survey Maps were available.

11. This letter and the next four letters up to tr arc peeled off. but the engrav-
ing is so deep that their traces can still be seen.

12. This letter is portly broken-

13. These two letters are completely, and the next two partly, filled with ver-

digree. which could not be removed inspite of repeated craning. However the read-

ing h certain as the outline of the letter* can be faintly seen.

14. The sign for vt^dbsmdmra.
15. The letter ts is completely, and the following m is partly, peded off. But

the subsequent ma is dear.

16. The seme is not clear as the subsequent letters arc completely peeled off.

The letter following kd may be yya and not ppe.
17. The lower half of this letter is preserved, from which it appears that the

letter mav be to.

ia The letter’s top is brefcen ; the faint traces look like ca.

19. The lower half which is preserved suggests that the letter may be /a.

2D. This letter ieem* to be Vttli.

21. The upper half i* broken.
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Plate II b
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Plate III

[«TH*] tRE^TR*
[ 5 }*?Tli «TC5f|T *T fl- Wfe

** inrerfn <r^m *pi [ • * ]
*jprcg*i c*

SO

(fir] «nmf$w [: *]^ w «m •£« *** *n ^?t ** I * 1

n r
5*T^ fTo^EI^ ....

H. D. Sankmi^

S1VAPURA (GOA) PLATES OF CANDRAVARMAN

Regnal Year 2

In May 1508. Mr. Yamanrao R Vorde-

V

al

a

val cka R. ol Comamashram. 12

Chitttranjan Road. V
r
ile Parle. Bombay, brought to the notice of Mr. G. V

Acharta. ul, the cx-cunr-or, Archaeological Section. Prince of Wife Museum ol

Western India. Bombay, a set of two inscribed copperplate* brlonpng lo him. for

examination and decipherment- They were with him for a number ai year* and

reported to have been found in Goa A? both the plaits were not deeply engraved.

22. Should read manner. 23. Read s(Mi'Ots*rt

24. This reading w not certain, but ancc Icttfrx alter wto appear like irv and

ka respectively I am inclined to suggest this rrading. ... ,

2o. For long all the* four letters could not be read, though na was clear

enough and the preceding fetter tooled like tea The present rearing I owe to m>

colleague Dr. V. M <\ptk. and I am tempted to accept iL as it seem* to fit to witn

the idea, though, as I have already said in the article, its occurrence in Literature

and in inscriptions is very rare.

26. The sign for amuiara is not distinct.

27. Could be read deafly before drafting when verdigrrc had crept into tr.e

crevices of letters. Now the surface has become smooth, leaving faint trace? of the

letters.

28. The lower half of the letter U partly effaced.
4 ,

29. The upper half of this and the succeeding letters, and the remaining letter*

till ra arc peeled off.
. . . ,

30. This fetter seems to have been engraved below bh*.

31. Thh letter cannot be read, and so the following fetters wrutfi are mow pr>

bably bhi or li and to cannot be made lo yield any sen*.

32. The* letter* I cannot decide;. But any way a (tfanp and unu=tu!

ending ia here met with.
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Mr. Achakya got them photographed, and applied a preliminary note of their

contents to Mr. VARK. On account of hi* manifold duties and pressure of work

he could not undertake the work of editing them and thus they remained un-

published so far.

Knowing their historical importance as they recorded a grant from an hither-

to unknown prince, with the consent of Mr. Acharya, I requested the owner to

allow me to edit the inscription. I am obliged to him for permitting me to do so.

I am aim thankful to Mr. G. V. Ackarta for various valuable suggestions. The

photographs of the plate* reproduced here I onre to the courtesy of the authorities

of the Prince of Waks Museum. Bombay.

The grout is fragmentary. As i* usual with the cupper-platc grant*, the present

set originally consisted of three sheets of copper of which the first and the thud

were inscribed on one of their sides, the second bring engraved on both its sidcH.

At present only the first and the second sheet of this art exist and no informatkei

can be obtained abcut the third plate, which is k*t.

The plates mciwure about V in length. 2{* in breadth and 1/16- in thicknca*.

At the proper left of each plate there is a small hole about in diameter, through

which a copper ring thick and about 4- in diameter U passed, which holds them

together. The ends of this ring are soldered into the socket of a '-cal, oval in shape

and about V in diameter. ThiB seal has the figure of a aanding Vmdha carved in

relief on its countersunk surface. It resembles closely the «al of the Haifa plates

1

of the Kadamba king Kakusxhavaiman.

The writing on the plates is not very well preserved. There are four lines on

each ttdc of the plate except on the first plate, the outer adc of which is left blank.

As it is, the inscription consMs of twelve bnea. of which only ten can be clearly

made out. The remaining two are illegible as the plates are corroded and eaten

away by verdigris. The letters are not deeply engraved.

These plate), as will be shown below, probably refer to an early Kadamba King.

Paheographically the plates resemble ckedy the Hals*1 grant of Kadamba
Kiikusthavannan, especially in the forms of the letters ka. />«, bka, mu. ya, la, sa

and ka. The form of the letter kri < line 10) is noteworthy. It b similar to the

form of this letter obtaining In the Gimai inscription* of Kjatrapa Rudradfiman

though in a wwnrwhat developed character.

As remarked by Dr. KnLHOKN,* the palaeography of the Kadamba plates helps

u< very little in determining the exact date of their records. These plates however

may be attributed to a period slightly later than that of Kakusthavarmnn, whose

generally accepted date* is now circa 406-435 A.fc

These plates were issued by one Mahir&ja Candravarman. He is described

her* as nana samanto-m*fii-m<nkH>hir-6ckutit<i fnde-fMiima i.e. whose

lotus like feet were sprinkled by the rays of the am in the form of many feudatory

chieftains. This apparently indicates that he wa9 their feudal lord.

The object of the inscription is to record the donation of some land to the

Mahi-vihira situated in Sivapura. the boundaries of which have been specified.

The dale of the record is the tenth day of the dark half of the month of

Caitra. in the regnal year 2.

1. Indian Aniiquary
. VI, p. 25.

2. Ibid.

3. Epigrapkm !ndkur VIII, 36 (line 18).
4. Epiiraphia Indicc, VIII, 31.
5. D. C. Sarkak, Tu Succtxscrrs o] Satoraiujnos. p. 392 Chart E.

G. M. MORUS. The Kadamba Kula, chan opp. p. 1 ascribes a later date for
Kakusthavanran.
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This cate is given m wc*ds but the regnal year is indicated by numerical

fifure. which reads rather unusually 2 ye \dvittyi), Thr sign for 2, is not clearly

brought out in the photographs, where only a pan of the medial t
c in yl is seen.

Both the* are quite clear on the plate and in the ink-impressions.

The importance of the plate* lie* in the fact that they bring u» light an

kitkilt* Mrt*ndu»ii Print* from Goa. Who could this Candravarman be ? He t*

not referred to elsewhere. It is not dearly stated in the inscription to what family

he belonged But from the figure of the i-araka appearing resembling the seal on

Hal» Plate* we would like to take him as belong-.r.g to the Kadamba dynasty. I-ike

many of the Kadamba kings his name end* with tarmen. The plates arc dated

arairding to the regnal year, a practice which is noticed in almost all the Kadamba
records. Besides Kadamba family is the one of the early dynasties known to

have ruled over Goa and its adjoining territories on the western sea-board of India

m the fifth century, the period to which our plates belong.

The other known early family on the western *a coast is the Maury* family,

which h referred to in the Athene 0 inscription of Pulakeiin II. but about which

next to nothing is known.

To the Gnmin family of Goa. of which the Siroda r plates of Dtvarija. were

recently published, our Candravarman deems to have no connection. Paheographically

our plates have no semblance to the Siroda plates, which have been assigned to the

fourth century a s>. On the other hand they show a great similarity to the Kadamba
copper plate grants.

To Candxaditya, son of Puiakeian II. of the C&luk^a dynasty, who is known to

have ruled the territory near about the RatnSgiri id. The Koch&r* Plate* of his

wife Vijayamahadrvi ; Ind. Ant. VIII. 45) our King Candiavarman, has no con*

nection. It is apparent from the difference in their names and the palaeography of

their plates
;
and the find spot of their inscriptions.

; The Kocharr Plates are certainly

a little later than the present inscription. King Cindm*arman therefore in all

probability must have been an early Kadamba king. I am unable to suggest any

connection between him and the Mavurasarnan or thr K^pvtrtnui lines ol die

Kadamba kings.

The village fivapura mentioned in the grant is to be identified with a village

of the same name in CHandnr, Goa. It is alsn mentioned in thr 1053 ad. inscrip-

tion* of Kadamba Jayakcsi I. In the “ Knnkamakhyina ’*• a sixteenth century

work, its author Raghunath. is reform! to as a resident of this place. This place

however cannot be located in the available maps of the Goa territory, and it«

identification therefore is not free Irom doubt.

Orr inscription refers to a Mchd-Yikdw. The term Vihara generally* indicate* a

Buddhist monastery, though it is sometimes used for the Jaina or Hindu mcxiastrri**

also. For want of any other details in the plates, it cannot be ascertained which

was meant here. But if it refers to a Buddiist monastery, our plates would then

be the fir* extant record of that sect in the Goa territory.

Goa dor* not abound in many Buddhist remain*. Perhaps the only soCtaiy

instance wa* a seated statue ol ihe Buddha. 1 ® found at Colvale. Bardes, Goa. a few

6. Epipapkia Indite. VI, p. 1.

7. Epigrapkui Indite. XXJV, D. 143.

C. R. Khishnamacharll. A New dynasiy of the West road, Preeitdtnt*- IX
Ati-India Oriented Caninenee. Trivendrum, p. 857 These plate*, have the figure cf

a Snan on the seaL

8. Pandurang PfSsLULXNCAR. /»e$cr*c0ts Prt Ptntuguisos dt Goa , p. 4. Inscrip-

tion No. IV.

9. ” Kdokaoakhyana ~ Bombay Edition, colophon.

10. Hutss A newly discovexed image of Buddha near Goa, Journal. BowbGy
Historical Society, V«L III. p. 173.
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years ago. This statue \% row preserved in the Inaaau Historical Research loati-

tute, St Xavier? College. Bombay. On the grounds of style it is referred to a?
belonging to the second century a.d.

Some Buddhist cave* are al*i reported at Rivati 11 near Chandor.

TEXT11

FIRST PLATE

1
l3
*n*r

M

2 ...NT ^ =trt*tth^

4
17

fto xrftf.t Jr? wrHirowu

SECOND PLATE Fiw=t Side

5 *? *4*1 ( »J )
L1

6 w ( fa ) *? ( n )
f \<

j

7 =* MH^rwiHswni

8 flt

SECOND PL ATE. See&NO Slot

9 *R1 *4 *PT^1^T3%1
(

)«> %

10 wi rw#
11 *. ir [ ii?

] 3jr?qinRiq?ifrfpi?t

12 —(ttriwr

Bombay. Morcshmr G. DlKSHrr

11. 5avAIM*kar. G4mant*k& Fmkkaym (in Marathi), p. !Q3.
12. From original Plates, and photograph*. The tex: is left uncorrect^d
13. About seven letter* Inst.

14. Medal r ai the following letter is visible on the plate*
15. The* la is rrdundant.
16. One Ak*hara k>«.

17. Two letters lost.

18. One letter lost. This
v
3ortSoa give the location of vifcura.

19. Only faint trac’3 of this letter are viable
20. Corrupt.





Since the days of Johann Wolfgang von Goethe the world has no< known

a more versatile poetical genius than that of the late Rabindranath Tagore,

who passed away at Calcutta on the seventh of August Nature had endowed

him with a serene and beautiful personality, that marked him as the king of

poets, and with a constitution, that permitted him to live a vigorous and fruit-

ful life of over eighty years- An old and lich cultural tradition, which was

on the point of being smothered under the weight of a long period of intel-

lectual vegetation, had chosen him to face the full force of a foreign cultural

impact and while doing so to vindicate its own creative existence. He was

counted among the foremost leaders of religious and philosophical thought;

Mahatma Gandhi named him as the Great Sentinel
; more than anything else

however Rabindranath was a Poet, and a? such the Indians will not bear him

to be ranked along with any poet of a lesser distinction than Kllidfisa’s.

The ancestral records of the Tagore family go back to the 8th century,

whin certain learned Brahmins were invited from Kanauj by a Hindu king

of Bengal to settle down with their families in his own kingdom and back up

his efforts to regenerate the old Brahmanic creed. A thousand years later,

the descendants of one of them belonging to the Santjilya clan, were living as

a solitary Brahmin family in the fishermen's locality, which was designated by

the. English Trading Company in 1790 as ‘Calcutta’, and were being address-

ed by the surrounding population as 'Thakura', which later on came to be

anglicized into Tagore. The Poet's grandfather W2s known as a highly cul-

tured and successful man of business and had already in 1842 visited England,

where they used to call him 4

Prince EMrak/inAtha \ The spirit of Devendra-

natha, his eldest son and the Poet's father, however, marked a reaction in the

development of the family character, inasmuch as he showed from his very

childhood a deep predilection in favour of the inner world of ideals and saintly

aspirations. In the Poet’s own synthetic personality appears to be embodied

the final reconciliation and in a sense the fulfilment of a struggle between two

opposing cultural forces, generally called the East and the West, in the crea-

tion of a higher and more comprehensive mrxk of cultural expresskxi-

The Poet was bom on May 7. 1861 in his ancestral house at Calcutta

as the seventh son of Mahar?i DevendranStha and his wife Saradasunclari,

who died m 1875, just a few months after the first poem of her ‘ Robi ' was

published in the Tattvabodhmi Patrika, a Brahmo journal organized by her

husband. Under the loving care of Jm father and in an atmosphere of fine

literary taste and cultural endeavour the young poet developed a habit of
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brooding deeply over all the social, political and religious problems of his day.

He had already been touring with his father in the Himalayas and collecting

varied experiences of nature and life with his tine sensibility and transform-

ing them into words of beauty. In fact, this creative urge in him was so

powerful, that it never gave him any rest, physical or mental, even till the day

of his death. His two years in England ( 1878-1880) was tbc longest period

of hk sojourn in any foreign country. He hated to bind himself down to any

one place, to any one form of literary expression, to any one subject of aca-

demical study.—“ To study the Mind of Men in its realization of different

aspects of tmth from diverse points of view "—that was how he laid down in

his later life as the first object of the foundation of his Vrsva-Bliarati.

On December 9, 1883 Rabindranath was married to Venlmadhava

Caudhari's daughter. Mprifllinldevi, from whom he had five children during

a blessed mamrd life of about twenty years. The death of Mroalinidevi

occurred during the very first year after the foundation of the Brahmacarya

srama at Santiniketan in 1901, which marks the mid point as well as definitely

the turning point in the career of this inveterate seeker of Truth and Beauty.

The spirit of the Port received a local habitation and a name : Santiniketan

became his karmabkum: as well as the embodiment of his own genius,

which lie left as his ** legacy to the nation The Port's father, the Maharsi.

who had purchased the sitr of Santiniketan as far back as 1863, died peace-

fully at the age of 87 in 1905 at Calcutta. The political awakening in the

country during the first decade of the twentieth century demanded all the

powerful force of patriotic emotions which the Poet could bring into being

with his fiery enthusiasm. He wrote songs ringing with deep national fervour,

addressed mammoth gatherings moving thousands with the magic of his words,

established new associations wedded to the ideal of a comprehensive national

uplift, initiated new festivals harking back to the glorious moments of India's

past and new ceremonies to rally the Indian youth around fresh motives of

inspiration. Rabindranath with his ideas and programmes of national rege-

neration and international cultural collaboration had always been well in ad-

vance of his contemporaries. His thoughts on an inner radical social purifica-

tion. on constructive work in the villages, on the need of a revolution in the

system of education had to wait for a few more years to be reechoed and trans-

formed into a lightning action by another of his countrymen, gifted with a

greater genius for effective realization. The Politician in him however could

not transcend the Poet, who sought his escape from the material world of

economic rivalry and conflict in his own peaceful world of artistic pursuits

—

in Santiniketan. where he then engaged himself in a greatly intensified literary

activity and in trying during the rest of his life to achieve his ideals of har-

mony and beauty in human life with the help of a band of inspired workers

from all parts of the world, by developing a group of institutions for humanis-

tic studies, both theoretical and practical.

In the meantime tributes of admiration and honour came in the fullest

measure, especially after the publication of the English Gitifijali in 1913, from
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all quarters of the globe, where the freedom of enlightened judgment was not

hampered by an undue sense of cither superiority or enslavement. Interna-

tional recognition of his genius came speedily after his tour to England and

America in 1912-1913, which he visited for the first time in the full confidence,

that he had a sacred mission to fulfil in his life as a poet, representing the

best traditions of the East, that had to contribute substantially in building up

an ideal relationship between man and man. It was universally acknow-

ledged, that the Nobel Trustees had
44

never fulfilled their trust more thorough-

ly than by their award of the Literature Prize to Rabindranath
#

\ The ruler 1

of India condescended in their characteristic manner to confer upon the Poet

a Knighthood, of which he relieved himself after the Punjab atrocities of 1919.

The Oxford University could easily have missed him by allowing scope fo:

maturer deliberations in the matter of conferring upon him a Doctorate of

Literature, which wa* actually received by him exactly one year before hi>

death.

After his world tour of 1916-1917, in which he uttered his prophetic and

unequivocal denunciation of Nationalism, he laid the foundation on Decern

ber 22, 1918 of the International University of Visva-Bharati at Santiniketan.

aiming at the creation of a centre of universal culture : yalra visvam bkaval -

yik&ndom The Poet had started from the idea of a Forest-school of the

type of the ancient Indian ASranm, where education would not be divorced

either from everyday life or from free communion with Nature, where
M
in the

sky and in the infinite space beyond, peace sits wrapped m meditation and

*tars gather round in eager expectation like silent disdpies.’' HU broadening

vision had now led him to establish a centre of culture for
44

fulfilling the

highest mission of the present age--thc unification of mankind.'* In order to

keep himself in a living contact with cultural traditions in the different coun-

tries of the world he undertook about a dozen foreign tours to various parts of

ri including Europe, America. China, Japan. Persia. Siam and tbc East indies,

everywhere meeting die country's masterminds, imparting his own message of

peace and harmony with an ever deepening conviction and enriching his own
mind by fresh and varied experiences. Learned men fiom abroad were invited

to share in the work of building up the VUva-Bharati. The names of Sylvain

Levi. M. Wintemitz, Sten Kotow. C. Formichi. G- Tucci. Bogdooov. (Jarma-

nus, Lesny, Cousins, Collins, Benoit. Bake, P. Davoud, Tan, Bossenec.

Aronson, Sykes woe among many others of those who came from abroad and

lived in Sanlimketan for a longer time to contribute in various directions to-

wards its growth. Mr. Elmhirst supported enthusiastically the cause of the

Department of Rural Reconstruction from its very inception. Mr. Pearson,

who died of an accident in Italy in 1923 and Rev. Andrews, who died only

last year, have become names to be conjured with in the Aframa. The Visva-

Bharati grew by leaps and bounds. Beside* the College and the Institute of

Rural Reconstruction, called Srimkctan. adjoining the Santiniketan premises,

there arose a School of Research, conducting studies in various branches of

cultural and religious history of India, Iran. Arabia. China and Tibet, a School
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of Painting, ted by Nandalal Bose, a School o' Music directly inspired by the

Poet's own compositions as well as the nucleus, of a School of Dancing, and

prospered under the loving and watchful inspiration of the * presiding ddty.'

In 1937. a separate School of Sino-Indian Studies was started with the active

sympathy of the Chinese Government and the devoted efforts of Prof. Tan
Yun-Shan, The opening of the Hindi Bhavana in 1939 was one of the latest

achievements of the Visva-Bharati.

The Poet excelled in the lyrical form of poetry, although lie had gained

a mastery over almost all other forms of literary composition. His literary

citation during a period of nearly sixty years, beginning from the moment
when he wrote his first inspired poem :

4
N'irjharera Svapnabhahga * upto the

hour, when he dictated his last poem cn * Death ' is so vastly rich and varied,

that an attempt to do even meagre justice to it within the limits of this brief

sketch would be impudence It is enough to say, that all that he said or did,

as an ardent nationalist as a gifted teacher, or as a prophetic philosopher,

was inspired by one all absoibing poetic vision of a grand harmony of human
life and nature through all ages and dimes - a vision, moreover, which was his

inheritance from the glorious Indian antiquity, of vrtlidi he sought through
his own wonderful career to give a new and living interpretation.

Our deepest sympathies go to the Poet's son. Kathindranath. who has
been sine* long sharing the responsibilities of the Asrama, and to his daughter
MiradevT in their sad bereavement. To his numerous pupils and admirers all

over the world Gurudcva has bequeathed his elevating poetry even as the
ancient seers had left their Bgvedic hymns to the aspiring posterity, or as the
great Cotama twenty-five centuries ago had confided his * dharma ' before
hrs great decease to his disciple*, saying :

" In some of you the thought may
arise :

* Tl»e word has lost its Master, we have no teacher more !
' But it is

not thus that you should regard it. The highest Truth and the principles of
conduct, which I have prodaimed and set forth for you all. let them, after
I am gone, be the Teacher to you."

The Poet is dead. Long live the Poet

Frrgusson ColUff.

August 17. 1941.
Vasl'wv Gokhai.e



THE POLICY OF SHIVAJ1 AND THE ENGLISH. 1

By

BHASKAR GOPAL TAMASKAR. Jubbulpore.

I. The first English contact with Skivaji

The first contact of Shivajfs men with the English occurred (early in

i860) when the former went so far as Rajapore and wanted the latter to

deliver to them the Junckes of Fazal Khan, son of Afzal Khan. It was on

this occasion that an English broker and one factor. Mr. Cyfford, were taken

prisoner. The broker was let off alter several attempts and protests, but the

English factor was kept a prisoner at Kharepatan till he was released by force

by waylaying the transferring party when he was being taken to Suttolly or

Khdna. This affair ended thus.

The second occasion of a similar but more serious contact was one of the

creation of the Englishmen themselves. Thu also has been described in

detail. The English helped Siddi Jbhar not only with guns but with gunners

against Shivaji who was besieged m the Panhala fort. So. Shivaji was right

in punishing them in the way he did by looting their Rajapore factory and

taking Henry Revington and his companions prisoner*. These men remained

prisoners for a long time and. therefore, became impatient for their release

and wrote to the Surat Council m abusive language. The Surat Council there-

upon wrote* to them :

“ How you rame in prison you know \xiry well. Twas not for defending com-

panies goods. 'twaa for going to the sege of Parmelbi and tosaing balls with a flagg

that was known to be the EngUdie*. it wa* but as any other would doe. to got

and shoote them off against an enemy ; for merchant:; while trading in a strainge

country and may live quietly, if not meddling must kx>ke for a requiail of their

deserts. Wee .... must tell you plainly and none but what rehearsed is the cause

of your imprisonment; Mr. Revington himself mentioned the Sevagee (? not) to

sell any are cast in your teeth of being at Parhelia castle bemuse he would return

injury as her hoped more to his satisfaction if he could obtainc money then toward

it.’' [Factory Records, Surat, VoL 85. p. £M.)

To secure the freedom of the English prisoner* from Shivaji'* prison,

the English tried all means available, which have been described in detail.

This was done probably out of policy and not on account of any threat of the

English.

Then followed very long negotiations for reparation of Rajapore toatfs.

This history has been already set forth in detail and needs no repetition here.

It is dear that during the* negotiations, each party’s policy underwent various

phases and affected negotiations in various ways.

1. This is Chapter VIII of the unpublished work, “ Shivaji s Relations with

the Europeans.'*
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2. The change of tke English altitude towards Shivaji after 1G67 :
—

In order to understand the attitude of the English and Shivaji towards

each other, we have to remember that the English were traders first and every-

thing dsc next and that Shivaji wanted to be on peaceful terms, so far as

possible, with a view to advance trade in his country and partly with a view

to secure guns and ammunitions from them. The English did not at :irst

believe that Shivaji's
4

grand rebellion ' would succeed and, therefore, their

feelings were generally ranged against him and were on the side of the Muslim,

Moghul and Adihshahi. This can be wdl seen from the extracts quoted by
us under “The Contemporary Englishmen’s Estimate of Shivaji."

Some others are quoted here

() This king hath worsted that grand rebell Sevagy, who finding himsdfe
overpowered by his sending ol numerous armies nj»n him. hath submitted himselfe,

*a

() " The grand rebell Sevagee b at last entrapped and caught in the same
nett of glonous promise that he* was wont to make for others, by this king, who
is aa perfidious as himself

w »

<c) ** Fur now it is certaine that the rebel! Sevage hath made his escape from
the Moghulh Court.'*

4

(d) “You recommend a fair correspondence with him; out we knowe not
what league to hoaW with a rebcll and perfidious thief*. but desire to keepe our
distance and have nothing to doe with him."*

The above kind of language the English continue to use for Shivaji to

hh death, but there is a change in it after his escape from Agra. This can

be seen in the following extracts :

—

(a) “I have dcacoortd (dwruawd) the business of the passe with President,

and after serious debate wee conclude it not seasonable at this time to shew the lease

inclination to a reconcilement, which the giving a passe at this time would hint. But
in regard you are more deeply concerned then any, the President bids me write you
that, if you will venture the ill consequence of it, he is willing to grant a passe

;
but

then desires it may run in Siliminaiks name and not in Durreatt Saungs < Darya
Sarang) or any person related to Sevagee. And the President further advises that

it would be convenient you should write to Siliirunaik, as a freind, that he use his

interest to penswade Sevagy or Rougee to propose sober and cffectuall tearoes of

satisfaction and reconciliation before our diip* come, for you may assure him that,

new peace being netie concluded. if they doc not timely acoomrood{at)e the affaire

and give scene reasonable satisfaction, the first designed the President will under-

take will be a severe revenge on all Sevagees ports and ships for the losses the

company hath suffered by him. In case you advise that a passe be given then let

Mr Gray write it and send it down with all speed, and it shall be signed and sent

you.’*

(b) " According to your commands, we shall at convenient time enorder such

as wre employ to treat* Sevagccs servants riviDy where ever they meet* them, but

not to enter into any contract with them, letting them know the greate damage the

2. F. R. Surat. VoL 86. p. 239, dated 1st January 1666.

3. Original Correspondence, VoL 29 no. 3185, dated 25th September 1666.

4. Original Correspondence. VoL 29, nx 3194. dated 17 Ocu 1666.

5. Ibid., no. 3206. dated 24th November 1668.

6. /W„ no. 3223, dated Swally Marine, 1st November, 1667.
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Hocble. Company hath suffered and the abuse offered to our people or. several!

occasions, for which wee expect ssiislacticti and reparation before me enter into
any league with their master.”7

We haw already quoted extracts to show how gradually the English began
to use «uch words as "Raja", *' Maharaja ”Hh Excellency ", etc., for

Shivajt and how they became eager for a treaty with him so that they might
freely trade in his kingdom. Much of this history has already been narrated

in connection with the history of the Rajaporc losses, and. therefore need not
be repeated here We shall recapitulate the points in short and add some
more now.

3. The desire of the English to trade in SknajTs Kingdom
This can be read in the following extracts also :

—

(«) "Our instructions to Mr. Ustkk ire toe large that wee wall not add there-
to, but expect a good iwue from hia caref-jJ performance, ad alw to procure
his general! Cde or 1’hirmaud for us to trade with freedome and security in all the
ports of hi* country and due whatsoever

(fc) “ We are not wanting to let him know how considerable your power is

and how advantageous commerce will be to his ports ....
”•

<«)
"

besides we have hope; that the trade into Sevagees Country will

consume quantity! of Europe commodity's •*.«*

(d) we hope to secure such authentic coles from Snmgee that hope
they will secure the Hon. Company’s trade from the violence of his army hereafter”.”

<*> “ ar-d therefore we do conclude to write them that they forbear*
assisting either, but carry an equal) hand towards both, behaving thenwelvea like

merchants whose sole designe is to seeke a trade in the country, heir* courteous
and civil! to both, but especially to that side in whose possessknt the country
remaines

The last sentence shows clearly that the English policy was a time-

serving one.

</) “ During the Honourable Company's settlement an this Island the vari-
ous rimimstances which have occurred in their affairs, together with the continued
wares and disturbances betwixt the grat Mogul! and Savagec and between Savager
and us. have hindered us from making inspection by way of hade into the neigh-
bouring partes, whereof att present wee arc in a manner totally ignomant of. butt
now an appearance of a batten accomodation (in regard of our peace with SavaEcet
presenting itself, wee have thought good to enter on a diligent search and inspec-
tion into the neighbouring partes cm the Maine, in order to the establishing a hofie-
full and advantageous commerce on this Island

; and knowing your genius apt and
well qualified for this emploirncnt wee have made dtoicr of you as a person in

whose ingenuity and ability wee have good confidence to travaile Into those parts

and to bring ua an account of your observations. Thne are therefore to require

you, haring prepared yourself with all things mcecary, to take your passage in

the Company's slreipe for the town of Cullran Bundy which lyes in pari of Snagees

countrey, where the first thing you are to da is to present unto the Governor

7. F. R. Surat, VoL 105. p. 63. dated 25th November. 1660.

8. /Wrf, Vol- 87, pp. 7-7., dated 30th November. 1671.

9. Ibid.. Vol. 106, no. 105. dated 14th May. 1672.

10. Original Correspondence. 3910. dated 15th December, 1673.

11. Ortna MSS. VoL 114. 114, Sect. 4. p. 128. dated 19th June.

12. F. R. Surat. VoL 4. pp. 7-8. dated 24 Jan. 1679.
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Of matt place the President's fcttcrr herewith delivered YOU, and after you have
waited on him you are then to take your pelage by land for the atty of Junear

(Jiumar), which ia above 3 dayes journey distant from Culiean Bundy where you
being arrived you are likewise to present the President's letter unto the Nabob or

Governor of that place, and to take th«e* following observations. (Then follow

very detailed instructions worded exactly as in No. 349. dated 1 May 1673)

What else you think fitting to take notice of wee referr unto you and remainc.”13

The last of the above extracts shows the trade mentality and policy of

the English people very clearly. A similar attempt to make a trade survey

of the Deccan was desired to be made by Mr. Thomas Niocolls whose treslruc

tions are extracted here :

—

(g) "Mr. Thomas Niccolls.

Durcinf the Honbtr. Company t/%) settlement on this island the various circum-

*unc« which hath occurred in their affaires togcather with the concern (?t)inued warts

and disturbances betwixt the great MughuD and Sevagee and between Sewagce

and us hath hindered us from makeing inspections by way of trade into the neigh-

bouring partes whereof we arc in a manner totally ignorant but now an apperame
of a better accommodation presenting itadfc I have thought good by advise with

my Countill to enter on a diligent itarch and inspection into Lhe neighbouring partes,

on the mames, in order U> llie tatabkdiing a hopcfull and advantages commerce
on this Island,, and knowing your gcoious apt and well qualified for this imptoy-
meriL wee have made choisc of you as a person in whose Ingenuity and ability wee
have good confidence to travail into thore partes tc bring us sin account of your

observations. The* arc to require you having prepared yourself with all thing
neomry, to take parage in the Company’s sioepe for the town* Ncgatam
(Nagothna) which lyes in the opposate naune, where the first thing you arr to

observe is the srituatton of the place ; the breadth and deapth of thr river, what
boats arc able to paa=e to and fror, how the tvdes goveme. what depth of water at

Spring tydes and what upon nepps what convenieixy and ancomodation there ia

for landing and receiving of goods : and if you can conveniently draw a draught of

the place, as afen of the river Penn and Batty (Bhatty), which are adjacent
thereunto, it would be very acceptable unto us, as also to the Honorable Company.

After that you have xatirfied yourself as to the waterside which you must dee
so warily that pcbbque notice may not be taken of our design, you are then to
goe on shoarr at the said Negotam and to take your passage by land for the oty
cf Juneah (Junnar) which (is) about 3 or 4 dayes journey distant from Negotam,
where you bring arrived you are to take this following observations.

First the scytualion of the place
; its natanill strength and defence ; what

forces of the MoguQa doe constantly reside there ; the name and quality of the
Governor and of the Government how the cityy is bu(i)lt and inhabited; what
trade is driven in the city ; what correspondence it holds by way of trade with the
neighbouring partes; wha: Etnope oonudityea. tsperiBy those */ the manufacture
cf England. are mod vcsidybte. to wiu

f death and all wollcn manufactures, as
. llso lead, tinn. cooper, quick-silver, vermilion, amber, conetl, cokhcnncall. sword
blades knives, and in short 47 English manufactures whatsoever. In this ww
desup you to be very inquistiv* and serious in your observations.

Next you are to observe what good? of the growth of Arabia Mocah. Busaora.
as ai<o Persia and these part« of India, are there vendible.

Next yor are to examine what goods the city affords of itaeUe and what are
there brought from other partes (vzt.) what quantity*; of oillicoes and other

13. Original Correspondence, VoL 35, No. 4056, dated 4th Jan. 1675.
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Indian linnen. » afco druggs of all sorts, arc produced th«e or brought from
neighbouring partrs. For your ircmiction and better information therein wee have
appointed you a Banian for your asistancc called Vcrge*ing Jugger, whom you are
to order to bring you musters of all sort* of goods with their qualities procureable.
qualityea. length, breadth, price*, toa-, cirrumstancej necessary. which you are to

sett dome in writeing, tor that you may better make your report* to us at your
return*, and if you find any sort of goods wh*h may be fitt for Europe wee desire

you to bring musters thereof, if you can conveniently, unto ua.

Next you ore to examine the coyne* current with their tmiriminack value ;

the weight, measures, and manner of dealing used amongst them in the said town*
and neighbouring par.es ; likewise to bring an account of the names of the market
townrs there adjacent, and their distance from Bombay and from one tawnr to

another
;
and likewise the manner and method of conveyance and transport of

good*. whether by boats carts mute* nr oxen.

I wmld have yuu keep a drey( sic) (diary) of your journey, inserting ail

matters that are remarkable in the way you passe. You must txk faile to vizet

the Govemora of the country and town* you paw, behaving yourself civilly and
very respectfully towards them; and as you see occasion you make .some small

present to them. In your discourse your prudence will prompt you as occasions

servers to magnify the greatness and power of his Majesty* dominions and ot the

English nation, the honour justice and greatc wisdome. together wiih the strength

of the Honbk. Company and the good neighbourhood and friendship (that is

held with all nation.* at the Island Bombay*. You must not own* that you are

wi/ by me or my Cotmcitt. but that >x*i travail cm your owtmj affaires, intending

to beginn a trade into those part* on your owrie wroun: : but when you sec the

Governors of Juneer you may axke whether the Englirfi may settle a factory in

those parts, and what duty* and custom** they arc to pay. and if you can procure

a letter from the Governor, (or) some of his chicle men about him, to the Governor
of Bombay in order to invite him to Bend Englishmen to settle factory* in his

Government, which will be very acceptable to us. You mu*4 keep an exact account

of your charges going and aiming, and if you bean: any nm you must not fade

to advise by ail conveighances and by Coviits hired on purpose, touching that

motion of Mogul! and Sevagees arm* and what ?ucccs» of their warr are. More
I remember not, but only to tdl you that the designe of this journey is only dis-

covery of trade, wherein you are to employ all your Ingenuety. Bocnbay Primo
May 1673. I Endorsed)

.

Mr. Thomas NicolK

His instructions.

Dated Primo May 1673.

Copy No. 24.-13.

4 The English therefore were trying to be on a " fair understanding "

with Shivoji :

—

The following extracts will show this dearly :

—

(a) "Now we are mentioning of Scvagee wee think it very adviccable that

you keep a fairc correspondence as will all Princes in India, so with him being

now m power, land this you may lawfully doe from Bombay i. but we would not

have you correspond with him from Suratt, least it may be aocumpted to hold

intelligence with an enemy, and so may redound to our prejudice14 .”

(fr) "Here is now lying off this bay, a feet from Suiatt of about 20 sail,

bound for rebel of Danda (Raja 'pore. They desire freedom to enter into this tar-

13a. Original correspondence. VoL 34. No. 3734, dated Bombay l May 1673.

14. Letter Book, VoL 4. p. 426. dated 22 Feb. 1671.
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bcnrr, and from our aborts to infest Sevagees Country, which we. thought not reason

nor policy to grant**"

ic) “There arc at present riding in the bay about 35 sail small and great

belonging to the Surat t fleet, which assisted ("Siddie” in O. G 3734) of Danda
Rajaporc against Sevagee, of whose success we formerlly advised you. The Com*
xnander whereof doth exceedingly court your President to join with in the War
against Scvagre promising great matters, here la also an envoy cocne frnm Sevagce

himself, in none state and be on the other side courts your President to assist him
against thr Mogul, promidng much on his part. Your President keeps fair with

both, and trusts in God to procure reputation and advancement (“ advantage
'*

in ox. 3734) to your idand from them both fOrme Vol. 114. Sect. 2. p. 7) J «.

(d) “On the 24f* December here arrived in this Bay about 36 Surat

Vessels which helped the Sidy of Danda Rajaporc against Sevagee promising great

matters and ott the contrary here is an Envoy from Sevaget- himself who
courts your President to assist him against the Mogull he promising likewise great

rewards. Your President keeps fair with both and crusts in God co procure reputj-

lion and advantage from both sides 11 ."

it) “ Okdeked That (in regard wee are in a fair way of composing our differ-

ence with Sevagee agreeable to our ctemanda, and there being now with him Naran-

rinay treating thereupon, the Revenge frygatt if «he mectes with any of Sevageea

vessels belonging to Rajaporc, she treates them chUty and not offer in the least to

make prize of them 19.'*

(/)
M Wre desire you also to take notice, that Sevagee concerned and affronted

at our favouring the Siddy, and hath sent the President a massage that we must

not except peace with him if we assist the Siddy or peimitt his ve«dbt to winter

here, and in truth iL will be » great a prejudice to this Island that wc have deter-

mined not to admit l them, and therefore we have already prepared you before hand
to answer what demands the Governor of Surat may proper imto you concerning

that affair and we hope our moderate proceeding with the said Siddy here and your

prudent application at S^iraC will qualify any displeamre thr King of the Governor
of Suratt may take against us, for not admitting the Siddy's fleet to winter here,

notwithstanding Naran Sinay in his letter doth write that there ia little hope* of

procuring a peace between Sevagee and Siddy. yet the President doth not des-

pair si happy effect thereof by their wlid reasons whidi he will communicate by
Mr. Oxendon for the mutual advantage of both parties/*19

(f ) We do by no means approve of your proceedings in not going to give

Sevagcc’s General a visit when he came to Carwar. and we are of am opinion it witl

be resented. We wmild have you carry yourvlvea very civilly and courteously to

all Sevager'a Generals and minister* of State, for in all likelihood he will make
himsrlf master of all the*? places, and then it will be our interest to gain their
favour. You may must govern yourselves with prudence .,,,,, *\06

Therefore, the English tried to make a treaty with Shivaji, of which
an account has already been given.

5. Out the English were ready to use arms against Shivaji if the occasion

required it

t £ SX7at > VoL H*. P 12. <2nd set).

t
Bombay. Vol 6, p. 7, and onginal correspondence 3734 dated 6th

Jan. 1673.

17. Original correspondence, 3741, p. 50 dated 11 Jan. 1673-

JS* £ R Bombay, VoL 3. p. 71 dated 15th August 1673.
19. Orme Mss., Vd. 114, Sect. 4 p. 96, dated 9th April 1674.
20. Ibid.. p. 112, dated 13th May 1675.
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The English had very early realised that their trade could not prosper

unless the natives could realise that they were strong enough to protect them-

selves and their trade. This is dear from this following extract :

—

(<r) "The times doe grow see dangerous and uncertain* here in these parti;

by reason of the Prince of Orungabaud* joyning with Srvngt* against the Mogul!

and the miserable ruin which Sevagee* army hath made ir ail these adjacent townee

by fire, sword and plunder that wee feare the trade will not recovered again* in

60me yeans, most eminent merchants publiquely declaring th«r resolutions to leave

Che tome and convey their estates to other places more secure. They talk* o(

Bombay exprcs5ing their linnr intentions to settle there, which wee much en-

courage them to. Had thr Company bin pleased to send any considerable strmgih

of men with these ships, it would have bin & greate encouragement to transport

their family* thither, but soc long as they « us sot weakly mannd. they cannot

reasonably thinke themselves more secure there then in other places."- 1

(6) "Yesterday by a letter from the Deputy Governor ami Councdl at Bom-

bay wee are advised that Sevagy is making great preparations both by u*i and land,

having, as tia credibly reported a fleet of 160 aayle of vetsclls, small and great, and

an army of Inca : (sic) 30.000 men by land but his intended (kseagne is unknowne.

Nevertheless, our friends at Bombay are prudently rtalous least he make an attempi

*it them, and therefore desire to have a rccrotc of powder sent, as allso the 28 menn

which came up with the Caira of which having duly considered wee do resolve

to send downe the hoigh DlSTATCH with 200 Mrk of Powder. . .And in ccraaderation

that wee cannot relume them their 25 suuldiera. of whomc in these perilous times

there is a necessity lo guard the Company** treasure thar is a coyning at Surratt,

we conclude it necessary to enorder the Deputy Governor and Councell to Iwl sc

many menn for the pre**nt juncture of affaire* as they shall think fitt, provided

they disband them againc when the danger is over."**

But the following extracts are more definite in their intentions

(a) "We have thought good to send Toffee our broker, with a letter to

Sevagee to demand what damages his army has done to the Company’* Estate in

Hubeley .
which if he docs not immediately grant and give us some security that

we may be free from such disturbance* hereafter, we judge it will be in vain lo

dally any longer witfi him. but must take some smart coarse to revenge the wren**

we have received and to do the Company and Nation right-"**

(&> "If in case Scvagee does not give u* satisfaction touching the injury

done us, we shall then with you conclude it nccewary lo revenge ourselves."51

(r ) -Ordered That the Revenge fraygatt doc fall downe and tyr afloatc

at the mouth of the harbour of Maxgaon to secure the Company's and Mogull’s

vcssdH there and that some small boat* be kept on float* to be ready on all

eolations to secure them."**

At last, in connection with the Undcri-Khanderi (Henry-Kcndry) affair,

the English did take up arms against Shivaji. This affair, as wc shall see.

was harmful to both and both wanted peace on honourable terms. There-

fore. Shivaji welcomed terms when they were offered. But, it made clear

to all that in the water the Indians were no match for the English-men. The

21. Oriental Carresfiondnu-r. Vol 31, No. 3496, dated Swolly Marine. 14th

Oct 1670, (Surat to Carwar).
22. F. R. Surat, Vol. 3, p. 112. dated 24th Nov*. 1670

23. F. R. Sural
,
Vol. 106. fete. 109-110, dated the 14th May 1673.

24. Orme Mss., Vol. 114. sect. 2. p. 82, dated the 6th June 16^3.

25. F. R. Bombay, Vol 1, p. 55, dated the 3rd June 1673.
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latter have however always been prudent men and they wue finding out

when to bow down and when to strike.

6. "Prudence requires us not to make the breach wider
M—In these

words, one phase, of their policy can be summed up.

M The towiy being aliarmd by Scvagecs forces, and gate* shutt up by order

of the Govcrnour, Utr Moody wa* ordered to gett in a reading Provisions of Biakett.

Butter. Rice, Doll, &ca. for 1 month and maund of powder to be sent on board

t!ie Recovery at Umra. with order, (bv consent of the part owners! to hale her of

the ground that she may ride affloat (or our security in ca« wee should be driven

to leave house. ..
.*1B

That they have acted prudently can be seen from the following ex-

tracts :

—

(a)
M
Letters being received yesterday from Bombay and read in Counccll

Touching the prohibition, which Sevagy hath enorderd for cutting of fire wood
in the Islands by the mame that the Deputy ('roveraour and Counccll be ordered

not to offerr any thing of force to Sevagys people for procury of *ayd wood, but

that they write a civill letter co the Governour of Cull (i) an Bundy to complaint
of the said prohibition.

(A) "We shall only advice that in the* weighty affair* you act with pru-

dence and moderation.

(c) "Cki the 24Ik December bar arrived in this Bay about 36 Surrai Vetstb
which helped the Sidy of Honda Rajapore against Sevagee the Commanders where-

of both court President to assist them against Sevagee promising great matters and
on the contrary here is an Envoye from Sevagee himself who courts your Presi-

dent to him against the Mogul! lie promising likewise great rewards.

Y'ouc President keepes fair with both and rruut in God to procure reputation and
advantage from both sidet.***9

In the following.
M
prudence " has become “ cunningncss " :

—

“ To this you must answer that m to matter of engaging with or auditing him
in his wans, he cannot with rraaxi expect it from us. who are merchants and have
a great e&aze of the Honblc. Company's and a vast trade in all his dimioiocis ;

but you may give him this assurance ua gencrall that when a firme peace is esta-

blished concluded with him he need not want anything that England affords, and
in this you rrturt be carefull that you doe not positively promise nor positively deney
him anything but onely in grnrrall tcarmes you may prueniv? him the same advan-
tagw with the Mi^pill and other Princes with whom? wee traffique enjoy from us,"**

ik) — but we would not positively have them promise him those Granadoes.
Morter picsces and ammunition he disues. imr absolutely deny him, in regard wee
doc not think itt convenient to help him against Danda Raiaporr. which place, if it

were in his possession, would proovr a great annoyance to the port of Bombay
;
and

on other side, our denyall h not cwwwtent at present with our interest, in respect
wee believe the keefnnz in suspence will bring him to a speedier conclusion of the
trwtV* hoping thereby, to be furnished with thot things he desires: therefore they
must use such argument* an may perswade him to come to a speedy accomodation
with us, which (is) the cheifc intent of our sending them over....

{M,* Yd- 6l P 156
- datfd the 7th October 1673.

r. F. R. Sural . Vol. 3. p. <«. dated 28 October 1670.

.. £• BombayOrigiW Correspondence. Vol 31, No. 3505. dated Swally
Mann* JSih October 1670.

29. Chigmal Correspondence. 3741, p. 50. dated 11th Jan 1673.
30. Orrgour/ Correspondence Vol. 22. No. 3585, dated Surat 25th Sept 167L
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Wee had almost forguit to ad%iso that a convenient present be sent to Scvacy

by Mr. Ustick and also hr sett out in a handsome equepage befitting the Com-
panies Honour, which wee leave you to performe as you shall see fitting.”31

A very deep prudence can be read in the (following :

—

“ By land they (the Portuguere) are our bucler against the invasions of the

Mogull or Sevagee, and we theirs by sea. and if ever the Mogull or Sevagee should

attempt to besiege them by land or invade any of their territories ot islands, common
prudence will persuade us to aid and protect them in erder to our own defence,

were we not obliged to (Sic? by) treaty thereunto in regard that after they have

dKpQKMKd the Portuguese, they will then with ease by force turn us out unlest

the island* were ail under your jurisdiction and well inhabited and fortifyed by the

English, which if they were, you need not by Cods assistance fear all the Corse

(forces) of India, but till then wc declare in truth to you that it is* safer for your

idand to have the Portuguses for your neighbours in all adjoining countries, then

either the Mogull or Savagce now to qualify th» nrcewity of aiding them.”**

In the early part of 1673, Shivaji 9cnt an envoy to the English at Bum-

bay to settle the Rajap^re affair. At this the following
4
‘ prudent

M
decision

was taken :

—

“ Whereupon ordered that the Treaty should be at preient suspended and that

civill letter should be wrote to Sevagee giveing hiir. the reason why wee cannot

as yet conclude declaring that after the noyae of Dutch Fleece is over. we would

again*? renew the Treaty That the envoy be at his dispatch be gratified with a

small present in regard of the trouble and charge he hath bin sl in coming twice

over about this business and to keepe him our friend for the better conclusion there

to the Company's advantage."*1

The reason for the decision is mentioned in the extract itself.

One has to be prudent in his talk also according to the circumstance.

Any one may learn this from the following extract :

—

“The merchant* of this Itiand are often troubled with the render* of the

maine who demands custom for the firewood that is brought hither : wherefore

you may endeavour to get his Cole ot order that he take noc nistome here for

such things, nor limber, for be payes noe customc for such things But if they

make us pay emtome they expect the Like from us. You may also inquire what

cuatomes they will take for the pMaage of goods through his* country to the Mogull

nr Drran Country* and to gett his order to the Havrldares lor their puny at the

lowest rate you can.”*4

(&) I acquainted him that when there was great hopca of a friendly aero-

nvodating the old bustaett of Rajapore and that the President had it in his thoughts

to choose persons fitt to send there, he received letter-* that the Factory of Hubcly

was plundered of a very considerable estate by his people* which had broken of

hi* Honours thoughts for the present of settling any factory in his eountreyi, and

hath sent me to knowne from himaelfe, whither thi9 last business was done by his

appointment or command, or whither he did approve of the action.*13

31. F. R. Smjoi, Vol. 87. p. I, dated Swally Marine 30 ScpL 1671.

32. F. R. Bomber, Vol. 6. dated 21st Dec. 1672.

33. F. R. Bombay, Vol. 1, p. 23. dated the 13th Feb. 1672.
34. Original Correspondence, VoL 34. No. 3786. dated 17th May 1673.

35. Original Correspondence, VoL 34. No. 3737. dated 19th May to 17th June
1673.
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That the English " prudence" included d^mWance ” can be seen

from the extract :

—

() “Yet seeing that we fail, both in the one and the other, the president

declares it necessary prudena to dissemble our deigns for this >ear, and to make

an overture oi settlement for Rajapone . .

"au

() “ As to the present condition of Sevagee whom the Gentlemen of the

Surratt Counsell affirm** to be in a sad perplexed condition by meancs of Bullooll

Ckaun coming on the other one side nnd Mogull Army on the other, and therefore

they conclude him uncapable of doing any mischicfc to this Island and tomequcmJy

there is no necessity of dissembling and keeping fair with him. To which wee

answered that they are mistaken in their intelligence, for Sevagee is not in so ill

a condition as they wrote him to be. he rather despiaeth and barcth up himself

manfully against all his enemy** and lately hath taken a very considerable castle

called Suiarra in die hcan of the Viaapocc country, from whence a number of oxen

are lately come to Rairee laden with rich spoyle, .

'’
d5

That the English knew well where to yield can be seen from the fol-

lowing :

—

io) *’ That Sevajee b much offended at your favouring the Siddie in per-

mitting his veaells to winter att your Island, and hath exprest soe rnudi to Kanand
Sinay. wee have reason to believe, and doc rax* less of the interot here, for when
the Govemour here, or the King's Generali near you there, shall come to under-

stand fas certainly tliry will) this your Embassage. and a omclusion of a peacr with

the King's enemy, together with your denytD of their fleet to harbour with you,

you must needs conclude that the Mogull will take irs foi none of his friends and
that ween must be exposed to many mjuuryrs if the Company does not alsoe suffer

in their trade. But you timing soc often manifested to us how much the good

and well being of the Island, both far provisions and traffiqiie, depends upon an
accommodation with Sevajee, together with the trade that wee expect to have by
the settlement of factocyea in hi* country, that rather wee jhall patiently viidurc

what these people may impose on us rather then dedyne the interest ami benefit

t

oi tile Company in their Island.’ “

ib) “ We do by no mean* approve of your proceedings in not going to give

Scvagee a General a visit when he came to Carwar."“

7. The English fronted ct times Skivajfs requests and dememds :

—

As the English did not think
M
prudent " to make the breach wider

M
with

Shivaji, they on occasions granted his requests. He generally required guns
and ammunition for his wars against the Adilshahi and the Moghul Emperor
|fee F. R. Surat, Vol. 106, foL 164. dated 7th April 1671 ; F R . Surat

.
Vol.

105, p. 194. (2nd set) dated 12th August 1671
; F. R. Surat . Vd. 87, p. 1,

dated 30th Sept. 1671 ; Original Correspondence
. Vol. 32, No. 3589, dated

8th Nov. 1671|. He realised the difficulties of the English in meeting his

demands, for that was likely to exasperate the feelings of the Moghuls against

them. He therefore suggested a way. that can be read in the following ex-

tract :

—

36. Orme A/aj VoL 114, sect. 2, p 119. dated 2ftth August 1673.

£* £ \ d. 1. pp. 83-86. dated 15th Sept. 1673.
38. F. R. Surd, VoL 87. pp. 153-154.
39. Orme Ala.. VoL 114. Sect, 4, p. 112, dated 13 May 1675.
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* If your Huur tU. approve ul sparing Scvagec 3 or 4 great guns he says he

will find Ftortuguesc that dial] buy them of up e^ if for their own use, and soe out

name not bieu&kr in question.'

And it seems that on occasions the above way was practised

*' The two gujuis formerly mentioned, the Deputy Governor hath sold to a

flrenchmcn, who Hold ih*m to a hdalgo at Tannah and he tent them as wet sauce

heart to Sevogy, they had them for 5 Rupees a Surra: maund and tbaugh they

are very bad within ytl with their powder and atone sboti they may laat a good

while." 41

But it is clear also from the English records llial they generally sold

bad guns to the Indians :

—

“ Wee have perused the letter our friends at Carwarr have wrote you touching

their landing, what goods they shall have occasion to take out of the ships at

Merjc, in case the trouble* should continue at Carwar and understanding that

place to be a quieit under the Government of the Canat a Rajah and the way*

from thence eccurc to Hubelly, wee are of opinion that they have done welL’ 42

And on occasions they supplied some articles of war to Shivaji for

barter :

—

“ An Envoy being lately arrived from 5evaf**, and bringing letter* front to

the President, wherein Sevagee writes for several things of which he ia very dc-

ttreous and mighty importunate for them
; but the Prudent declared to the

Council! that this was a matter of consideration, and they were sensible as well as

he* how much Sevagre K indebted to the Company for goods already sold him and

that he could not pay with ready money, but with batty, ccconutts, and beetlenutts,

by rravin whereof the Company were but small gainers, and that the gwcLi he ncut

requited were imn, xbott, and the two brass gurrns. with a large quantity of copper,

all which woud amount to a gTcat summe. And the President moveing also to the

Councall how prejudicial! it might be to the Company's interest if some of his

requests were not graunted, he haring made himselfe very (Httent and in six**

country lyes now a great pari of the Company'* trade ; which being debated it

was unanimously agreed that shot! as many as could be spared be sold him in

barter for batty but nor copper without ready money . and as to th* bras* gunns

the President desired the gentlemen of the Council lo consider thereof and give

in their opinions next Council] day when the preceding matter* are to be taken

into consideration againe.’*41

On the occasion of the Karnatic expedition, Shivaji requested the English

to supply him some counter poisons to forestall any attempt on the part of

his step-brother, Ekoji, to poison him. These articles were readily supplied

by the English :

—

(a)
41 Having this day received a message and a Utter from Serazee Raja by

a Bramany and two others of his people requesting some cordial! stones and counter-

pncscir.K, wc resolved to srnd about the town and bought up the** following parti-

cular* to be sent him. with a drill letter, by a messenger of our own. as a small

present tpgathcr with some such fruit a* these gardens afford, and lo bestow

upon his Bramany \tahadoie* Paniulo three yards of broad cloth and lower veece

40. Original Correspondence. Vol. 32. No. -1589, dated 8th Nov. 1671.

41. F. R. Sural, Vol. 105. Fol. 164. dated April 1671.

42. Ontinat Correspondence. No. 3896, dated 22nd 1673.

43. F. P. Bombay, Vol. 2. pp. 34-%, dated 7th July 1675.
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of sandal! mood, not thiokine good to require the roony foe so small trifles although

offered in hi* letter, considering horn great a person and horn- much his friendship

does allready may impoiC 1 kt HonWc. Company as he grows more and nx»ce power*

lull and obvious to them especially* his army continuing now at Geniu league 2

to 5 league distance from this place and like to do so yet some time, which when

he pieaart is but a dayes march.

List of the Medicine* and its cost which are sent to Scvagcc.

fa. C3.

Three cordial! tfone* weighing 01 oz. 10 dwt. 12 gr. Pa. 1.20. 00

Two pedras dc Budgec lower pedia» de Bugia 10,00 00

Two do.

Coko das Ilhas 4 oa. 07 dwl. 00 gr. 44.00 00

Cstrangujee de pedrm one fower 5.00 00

Do three.

Pagoda* 60.20. 00 '«*

<bl • I have in a good hower received the letter ymtr Worships sent me
together withithe Maidiva coconuts the beazar and the cordial! stones, &ca. which

have rejoiced me. and much to hear from my messangex Mahodeger (?e) Pontula

of your great wiiedome and understanding and your good friendshipp inwards all

people whidi salufyed mr Very much and I dnr not doubt in the least but that

your are such a person I am informed, and doc againc desire your Worship? to

procure from (Sic? for) me some more Sialdiia ioevnutts, hazear, cordiall atone*

and *ome other sorts of pood counter poyaooa which may procurable, and be
pleaded to send them to me. advising me their cost allso, whereof I entreat your

Wonhipp taskrifes. which I desire you to accept of with a good will, so I shall not

trouble your Worship? any further at present/'40

do be concluded.)

44.

45.

F R Fort. St. Ctortt VoL 1. p. 7 <4th Set), dated the 14 Mar 1677.
F. R. Fort. St. Geo/t*. Vol. 27, p. 13, dated 25 May, 1677.



A STUDY OF THE PERSONAL PRONOUNS IN THE SOUTH
DRAVIDIAN LANGUAGES5*

By

K. GODA VARMA* Trivandrum,

TRANSLITERATION

The system of the Royal Asiatic Society is followed for transliteration, with

the following additions

1 . w for the back unrounded vowel with lip-spreading occurring in Tamil.
Coorg and Tulu.

2. t for written e of Tulu endings of the fort perm.
3. a for the front vowd resembling cardinal vowel No 4 in Coorg-

4. 14 for the centralised u in the Dravidian Languages.

5. u for the final attenuated u n( Malaynlam.

6. a for the centralised vowel occurring before cerebrals and also found as

a termination of the fort person in Coorg.

7. 1 for the centralised l in the Dravidian Languages*

R for the alveolar d of Malayalam.

9.

ii tor the alveolar n occurring in between vowels in the South Dravidiar
language*

10. r1

for MaJaya|«n palatalised r.

11. j for the hard r of Tamil, Kanare?e and Triugu.

12. ( for the Malaya|am w (J).

I Nou? that written -k-
( -t- and -p- of Malaysia* are voiced spirants in pronun.

cialton.]

• The following arc the abbreviations of bunk* languages, etc Uied in this

article :

—

Bocks.

Caldwell. A Comparative Grammar of the Dravidian languages’*

by Dr. Caldwell (3rd Edition. 1913).

Kjttel. A Grammar of the Kannada language in English,” by Dr.

F. Khtel
Tuttle. Dravidian Development a." by Edwin H. Tuttle (Published

by the Linguistic Society of America, 1950).

BSOS. Bulletin of the School of Oriental Studies, London.

Languages.

H. HindustinL Sk. Sanskrit.

Kan. Kanarnr. Tam. Tamil.

M. Marathi.

Mai. Malay&lam.

Tel. Telugu.

Gincral.

ace. accusative. nom. nominative.

cf. confer. p. page.

coil, colloquial. pi. phi rat.

dat. dative. pnet. poetic.

ex. example. pp. page*

gen. genitive. sg. singular.

1 w. kcui word. voL volume.
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The paper is an attempt to investigate the basic forms of the personal

pronouns in the main South Dravidian Languages, and to explain the phone-

tic changes brought to manifest in those basic forms in their subsequent

developments. It is culjr the pronouns of the first and the second person that

come under the purview' of the following examination, since the so-called

pronouns of the third person like Tam. avak ’he', oral ‘she.
-

adu< ‘it,’ etc.

are, in reality, from their formational and semantic point of view, demon-

stratives signifying that or this with the addition of suffixes for gender and

number.

1

As the earlier forms and the different stages in the course of the

development of the personal pronouns can be successfully adduced only on a

comparison of all the forms that have come down to us not only in the nomi-

natives but also in the inflectional bases as well as in the personal termina-

tions of verbs, a consideration of these in their relation to the pronominal

basic forms has also been made, as far as possible, under each language.

FIRST PERSON

Dr. Caldwell considers that the long vowels of the nominatives like

Tam. r.an and yen and Tel. enu and ninu have resulted from an emphasis

usually associated with the nominatives of the personal pronouns in the

Dravidian Languages.5 He would, tlierefore. assume that the inflectional bases

like tk- and mm- are better representatives than the nominatives of the

oldest shape of the pronouns with regard to the quantity of the vowel. 5

Between forms exhibiting a and e Caldwell holds that a forms arc the

earlier inasmuch as there is a tendency in the Dravidian to weaken a into

e while there is no trace of a phonetic change in the contrary direction.4

He further observes that nSA may liave been altered from yan and that from

very early times ndk may have been in use as well as yak.1 The initial con

sonant y or n in yan and itan is interpreted by him as a means of expressing

personality, while the final ->5. he regards, as a sign of number.*

Tuttle starts with the basic forms en- and «m- for the singular and

plural of the Dravidian first person, and believes like Caldwell that emphasis

produced long vowels m the nominatives.
-1

in kept as a verb ending with

weak or variable stress in Tamil, became, according to Tuttle, yan with

main stress in Tamil and probably in Kanara. He also conjectures that the

intial nasals in Tam. nan and Kan. «dnu etc arose through the influence of

the plural forms like nam, nitm, etc <nam <*in-em ‘you and us
-

, hi-

being the basic form of the second person singular.

I consider the basic form of the Dravidian first person to be hi. Cald-

well’s surmise that yak is from yan, with the elongation of the included

vowel in the nominative as a result of emphasis, is not convincing in so far

as there is no evidence to show that the nominatives of the personal pro-

I. Caldwell, page 420. 2. Caldwell, parr 360.

3. Caldwell, p. 36ft 4. Caldwell, p. 369.

3 Caldwell, pp. 367 and 368. 6. Caldwell, p. 370.

7. Tittle, p. 28.
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nourvs arc used only when emphasis is intended. Even in places where the

speaker has no special emphasis in mind, the nominative has been widely

used just to indicate the agent It may be mentiooed that in cases other

than the nominative, the lengthened form of the vowel is found to have

been employed in the Dravidian dialects as in Kaikadi nonglada * our \ Tods

timdu (inclusive), yemdu (exclusive! ’our'. and that the nominative itself

appears with a short included vowel in Badaga na * I*. Imja. Badaga and

TOda ni ‘ thou Irula navu ’we' and BrahuJ nah ‘we*. It will not there-

fore. be correct to attribute long vowels to any emphasis, especially laid on the

nominatives as a whole. Against the views of Caldwell and Tuttle, it

may also be mentioned that the lengthening of an initial short vowel for

emphasis is nowhere to be met with in the Dravidian. On the other hand,

we have instances of long vowels of initial syllables becoming short in com-

pounds like Tam. elupathu ’ seventy ‘ cf. ijiu, Tu|u ytrpa * seventy ’ cf yeiiri

‘seven.' Tel. aruvadi ‘sixty’ cf. cru Kan amrettu ’sixty' cf. aru. The

possibility, therefore, is for an originally long vowel of the nominative to

have been shortened when suffixes of the case or number were added to it,

In such instances the inflection may be supposed to be a weakening of the

nominative for facilitating the base to bear the weight of the case signs.

Forms with ft and n as Tamil nan and MaUyalam nan may be derived

from an earlier yah <* ybi <eh The possibility of y, i. v and b occurring

initially in a word exhibiting a change to a nasal provided the word has a

nasal in it elsewhere, has been demonstrated by me in my article on the

Copper Plate Grant of Vlraraghava Cakravartin* To the list of words

quoted therein, may be added Tam. namah Iw. Sk. yama

,

T. Mai. nukom

•yoke' lw. Sk. yuga- Mai. nangZram 'anchor' lw. Persian laiitr. Mai. nam-

bdli 'a caste of wandering dealers m corn,' lw. Sk. lambada-, Mai Coll.

manna < vanna 'the calf of the leg'. Mai. mendomi ’gloriosa superba cf.

Tam. vendohdzi. Mai. hand

u

<* yandu cf. Tel. endn and Kan. endrakdyi.

Mai. Hindu <*ytnXu ’swim’ cf. Tel. Idu

The Dravidian bask form hi dianged to yin in a good number of

languages in accordance with a tendency in them to pronounce the intial

front vowels c and I with a prcxhctic y. There are people who go to the

extent of even writing y before e as jt[uttu for Mai. eluilu. In Manner s

Tula Dictionary all words beginning with « appear in transliteration as ye.

It may be noted that in some of the North lndoAryan speeches aUo y is

often prefixed to i and v to 6 occurring in the initial positions. Cf Marathi

( y ) ini
'

to come (y) itke ’ here ' etc.’ The opening of i to a in Dravidian

is often met with in the Coll, dialect as in Tam. vanijam for it. tenddm cf.

Mal. ven<ta. Kan, birfu * to beg ’, Tel. vendu
4
to pray, beg , Td. ydlakki * car-

damom ' for earlier ilakki. ydta ' picota ’ for earlier ila all indicating an origi-

nal root vowel i. Mal. madu 'a hillock' for midi* see ' mddum mamalayu

tnokkiuiuitu
’

(RAmacaritam i
Tam. media height , Tel. mitillu to in-

8 . BSOS.&. %90.

9. GRIERSON, Indian Antiquary. August 1933. p. 143 0.
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crease’. See also Tadbhavas like Kan. sase and sane from Sk. sesa- and send,

salt
‘

doth ' for H. M celd. The opening of e to a has. been observed by Tut-

tle also instances like ydka<yeka<}-ka. L. V. Ramaswami Aiyar, in his

article on the interrogative base of the Dravidian, draws attention to a number

of Tamil words like whose Telugu equivalents exhibit e instead

of a.” He postulates in these instances an original a which, developing a

palatal tonality, became yd and then changed to e. Against this assumption,

it may be said that the tendency in the Dravidian is to open an original e

into 6 under favourable conditions and not the reverse, as is evidenced from

the Tadbhavas quoted above. It may also be observed that Sk. yd is under

no circumstances pronounced as y« or l in the loan words. The fact that it

is only a short vowd that is usually influenced by the preceding consonants

has been made clear by me in my article * The change of a to e in the Indo-

Aryan loan words of Malayalam
'ia

As the personal terminations are, by virtue of their position as final mem-

bers of combined grammatical elements, likely to preserve older forms better

than the nominatives which are used by themselves, and in view of the fact

that forms with E both in the personal terminations and the inflectional bases

are found to exist in most of the Dravidian languages, it may reasonably

be cnnjectured that the pronominal base of the Dravidian first person had i

and not <5 as the included vowel. It has already been pointed out that the

short vowel in the inflections is due to a reduction of the word when suffixes

are added. Variations in the personal terminations haw, no doubt, occurred

in the subsequent history of the separate dialects ; but these will be seen, for

the most part, to have been brought about by the loss of the final consonant,

the shortening or weakening of the vowel and the analogical influence of one

set of terminations on the other.

The gradual stages of the phonetic developments observable in the basic

form of the Dravidian pronoun of the first person are as shown below

ra

I

na

10. Tittle, pi 29.

11. Indian AnJujuaiy. Vol LXI, 1952. pp 3 L 25.

12. BSOS. 8. 559-562.
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An examination of the nominatives and the inflectional bases of the fust

l*rson in the various dialects will deatly indicate that the development of y
before i of in. the opening of the front vowel and the nasal assimilation had

all been brought to play in the Proto-Dravidian itself. In support of the

above assumption may be quoted Tclugu forms eriu and nbiu
‘

I Similarly

Kurukh im * we ’ and non ‘

you and I ' also presuppose the inheritance in

that language of the phonetic changes discussed above. The appearance of

1*1* (i of oourse going bade to 'in cf. Tuttle p. 39) and nan * wc ' exhibit-

ing the same developments referred to in a language like Brahui. spoken in

a district far removed from the mam Dravidian stock, is sufficient evidence to

point to the antiquity of the sound changes referred to.

The nasalisation which was merely a phonetic change in the first instance

may have helped, at a later stage, towards the development of the inclusive

plural- The absence of the inclusive plural in Kanarese” in spite of its posses-

sing two sets of forms, one with nasalisation and the other without, is suffi-

cient evidence to show that both of them arc plurals sprung from the same

basic form of the first person, and have not arisen, as Tuttle suggests, from

a combination like * in-em * you and us.’ Tuttle, in order to support the

theory advanced by liim, also argues that Kanarese along with languages like

Good! and Brahui had lust the special meaning of the inclusive plural and that

the distinction between the two plurals, was a basic feature of the Diavidian-*-'

Against this, it may be pointed out that in every1 language it is the exclusive

plural that arises first, plural implying inclusion being a later development.

If different forms for conveying the ideas of exclusive and inclusive plurality

had existed originally, there is no reason why the distinction between them

which is so essential in a language should be lost after its taking hold of the

linguistic consciousness of the people speaking the language concerned. The

statement of K Narasimhacharya ' 1 Hunk Kannada does possess two

forms of the plural of the personal pronoun of the first person just like its

sister languages of Southern India u is rathei indefinite and shows that he

himseif is in doubt as to whether such a distinction really exists in Kanarese

or not.

The evolution of the existing forms of the first person in the different

Dravidian idioms and their connection with the supposed eh are enquired in

the following paragraphs :

—

Tamil. Singular:—nom. nar. <yd»i < 'yin <b). yon. the earlier form

of non has survived in poetical Tamil, acc. ennai <in-ai of which r»i was

shortened to «i- before the acc. ending -<ri and n doubled as it occurred after

the mainstressed short vowel * ot eri-. The doubling of >i may have taken

place on the analogy1 of stem-finals in substantives. Dat ehakktu formed from

an old genitive * in-a with the addition of -km. The final n of m- has not

doubled since in the old genitives the stress was laid on the suffix -a conveying

13. Caldwell, p. 414. 14. Tuttle, p. 29.

15. History oj Kannada laiiiuoic. p. 84.
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the sense of possession cf. TcL tut ' my ’ with aphacresis of e. The length

of k in ehakfnu is perhaps due to the contact of llw suffix with Lhc accented

vowel. Coll. neJtktu <• enekkiu with the change of a to e in the second

syllable brought about by the influence of e of the preceding syllable. The

initial unstressed e has elided causing the lengthening of the vowel in the next

syllable, gen. ehadui goes back to earlier genitive et'ta with the addition of the

neuter formative diu ;
also tnniufdya < '

eA-wJaiye. en also is used as a

genitive cf. en-kuiandd
‘ my child This is analogous to compound forms

like mctpulTc): etc. in Sanskrit en in the genitive sense is never used by itself

and this would account for the shortening of the vowel. Termination : -m

see vand in
‘
1 came ' ; also rarely -en and -cri botlt of which are weakened

(torn -cm see taruven and varuv-an ' I will come'

Plural :—Inclusive nom. nom <yam <*y?w» <#m. aoc. wommei

<*ndm-d dat. namakktu gen. namadut
;
abo nom and MB>n»ni<f«i>'<7. Exclu-

sive nom. natigal < ythn kcL That -ka{ was suffixed to the plural forms

with final -m and not to singulars like ndn. will be dear from u found in utigd

<*im-kal Refer second person acc. oifafoi. dat. engalukkut with the develop-

ment of u between / and khu ; also (ngathut in which I is changed to a cerebral

stop. gen. er.gaJuJoiya ; also chga/ usually in compounds cf. sg. m, y/im too

occurs as plural inclusive in poetry', acc. tmmd. dat. eniakhu gen. emadtu and

emmuifdya. Termination : coll. 6m ex. nadandom. The suffix am may have

been formed from -cm <’-am <’ -em, a reduced form of im. -om for weak-

stressrd -am is obviously due to the influence of the labial. The vowel in -om

was lengthened through the influence of the long forms like classical dm.

Caldwell gives -em, -am. dm and -dm as the classical forms, all of which

admit of being traced to im.

Malaydlam. Singular: nom. nan <*ydn <*ywi <bi ; also coll, fm

acc. enne <*eri-e. For the shortening of e and the length of ri see

Tam. tiakai ; dat. enikkii <enakku which is still used in North Malabar. The

change of a to i is occasioned by the former’s dose contact with alveolar n. cf.

Kan nonage, and nanige. ixtikkii ( Cochin > with initial i for t is perhaps due

to the influence of the dose, vowel t in the following syllabic. Compare the

change of a to i in Kurufcb when o is followed by a syllable containing ila :

gen. md'd : <• erinude with the syncopation of u brought about by a shifting

of accent and the assimilation of 4 to »i. Termination : In modem MalaySlam

the verbs do not take personal terminations. In poetry, ancient as well as

modem, en with its reduced en and -eri arising out of -en with weak stress, arc

widely employed, ex. koitananrudunnen kdttukolvan ensaraUirtu pdranay-

16- GmBSON, • Linpdftie Survey oj India'. VoL IV, p. 414.

17. In MalaySlam, stops turning after nasals in consonant groups are always

voiced in actual pronunciation though represented in writing with the script for voice-

less stops. The same holds good with regard to intervccahr stops as wHL
18. ‘ Krwagatha ’ edited by P. K. Narayana PiLLAI. p. 1.
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emukcymaii mdusiimyarucimukham 10

Plural exclusive norn. dorviof <‘na>igaj c'ndm-kof n in natuui} has
resulted from contamination with sg. ntin. dam is reduced to riant before -gal

<-kal. im for vg is a regular change in Malay»|am d. orarimt ‘

stage cad-

omiu ‘ ritual \ uamia * an unmarried Brahman girl \ cannddi
'

a companion
'

from $k. rtaiga-, ijJc. yatjango-, H. M. rtanga and satigiili respectively ; vulgar

ndnriaj with a perhaps through the influence of i3dn Hitmal is sometimes con-

tracted into rid/ti. acc. f:atbiafe. dat. nanriaikku
; vulgar dakk&. gen. namteiutft

with its contracted form namatje. In ancient poetry eririaf- alto occurs as

the inflexional base corresponding to Tamil rngal- cf. koytlkf>Hehna{citak

( UiQOUiflBSBndCjam ) . Inclusive and honorific nam <*yam <*yim <*em.
acc. namme daL namukku <namekk£ ; u for c in ncwmkfai is due to the

influence of m and the weak stTess on a gen. nammude. Dialectal non for ndm
with inflexional base wow- and weak &ttesscd num- is formed on the analogy of

the dative ndkku <*navakku <namakku. coll. 6 for ava is frequently met with

in Malayalam see kddra ckalavara <ktdam<xra ’a store room of household

utensils', mala <arat:cla 'an evil spirit parDiam ‘thin state of live body'

borrowed from Sk. (nnavaia- and paddlcm <pc4avalam lw. from Sanskrit

pafavala.. We get an instance in ndm of a particular form of one word influ-

encing other forms of tire same word. acc. nornmt dat. ndkku. gm. nommade
and nummade. Another indusive plural is nammaf with coll, mintMMf. It

goes back to a double plural ndm- of, where -af is dissociated from -kaf and
constmed ns a plural ending, u and o in the cotL forms arise from weak-stressed

tf. acc. nemmatt. dat. nammaikku. gen. nammaludt sometimes contracted into

nammadc. Terminations poet om cf. kant/dnudld taUytliiuvam kiittu

w«w.*1 As regards the origin of -om refer Tam. -owt

Kanarae. Singular Kittel has given 6 different forms.13 They are

nun, niirht, ndm, nd, an and dm. Of these nan and an (with their variants

ndiiu and drill) are current in modem KanareseT naii-u <yan. sa“ <*»d
cf. Mai. coll da ;

dn <yan with the ehstun of y ; ancient dm for an and ndm
for nan in the singular have probably originated from a and r.d < *dri and

ndii, the nasalized vowels showing fluctuations between n and m in pronuncia-

tion. cf. Tam. mourn and moron ‘ tree kadatt and kedam ‘ debt *. The

pronunciation of ' sev'm ’ for ’ seven * obtaining in spoken English exhibits a

similar sound change- Acc. norma <*n«t-a <*nan-«m cf. earlier nannam and

eti/iam in which -am perhaps represents -a <-ml ; naimanu <nannat][u)

19. ‘ One hundred and eleven days' A{|akltath*kal * edited by K. Gopala Pillai.

p. 29.

20. ' Nalacaritam Third Day's Kathakali.' edited by A. R, Rajaraja Vasma,

p. 21.

21 ' Uonuniltsand&am'. edited by A K_ PtSHAHOOY, p. 144.

22. Kittel, A Grammar of Kannada Language in English, p. 76.

23. See the table given by R. Nakasimhachakya. co p. 86 of ha book History

of the Kannada language.

24. Quoted by Caldwsll, see p. 416.
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<*ndn-an(u ) in which final u has developed as a prop up. Cf. ndnu , nama-

lulu <*ne/ti\am-tiu seems to be a form produced by che cross analogy of carliei

naimam and later nannatiu. daL nonage <nat\a gt earlier genitive nciia with

ge ; also ruitiige cf. Mai. eniiku ; Kittel quotes nat'ige and mage also ; naiige

< *
ndii-g*. ei'tage <eria-ge. Gen. naina goes back to earlier nana \ the length

of n in naniio may have resulted, as Tuttle thinks, from the accidental like-

ness of genitives and accusatives. Genitives with the addition of the neuter

formative A* are also found cf. eita-du, eitna-du and nati/iadu.

Termination : bit, -but and -tnu. The use of the king and short forms

and the modification of the final vowels will be found to have been associated

with particular senses. The present and the perfect have -tuc ex. naiiu bon-

yutteiu ‘ 1 write ', nanu barididdaie ' I have written -ant appears in the

past and the second future and the negative mood ex. baudaiu ' 1 wrote,'

boriyuvenu '
I shall write banyenu ' 1 do. did. shall not write while -cmu

is met with only in the first future ex. baridbiu
‘

I may write '. Peihaps the

final •« of int is a particle added to give the meaning of emphasis or to express

the ‘ self
'
quite distinctly, and u a vocalism developing after final consonants.

The shortening of i of in must be attributed to the loss of stress, although

the factors responsible for the same cannot be satisfactorily accounted for.

Plural nom. nivu <ndm-u the change of -m- to -t
1 - is common in

Kanarese. cf. bevaiu for btmaru 'sweat*, katu.eve for kaiuicme 'eye-lid.' 1

cannot agree with Tuttle that the supposed v-variants of the pronouns may
be merely scribal blunder' :

. For the v-variants are found more largely in the

language spoken by illiterate people than in the language of the learned. More-

over instances of scribal blunder; affecting spoken languages are not knowu. It

may also be noted that the tendency is found in other Dravidian languages

also. cf. Mai. ewappu ' redness' for earlier tumappu see Kan keni- ‘red’.

Mai. cuvarii for earlier cumani, Mai. cuvadu <cuma<fu, see Mai. cunnnu ' to

bear a load Mai. cavati
'

yak

'

Iw. Sk. camari
; Mai. jocifi * double doth

'

Iw. Pk. jamaia -, also compare the change of -m- to mo m Ardhamagadhi
which in modern Indo-Aryan is represented by v. acc. natnma, nammaitu,
ruunmantiu and emmatinu (see the singular forms) dat. namage and emage
gen. nemma, ernma. In Kanarese there is no distinction between the plural

indusivc and the plural exdusive. Tuttle infers that the distinction of the

two plurals had existed in the Primitive Dravidian and that Kanarese has
lost the special meaning of the mdusive plural although the compound plural
( * in-etn) is represented as a matter of form.” Narasimhacmarya is in-

dined to think that Kanara jxesesses two forms of the plural and gives am
as the inclusive and ndm as the exclusive in the old Kannada and navu and
ndvugulu in the modem dialect* 7

. Termination : -ev (a) with its simplified
•tv (u) and -#r ( e) <-tm (e) ex. navu kodeyutlbit ' we beat', nai'u kode-
yuvevu 4

we shall beat '. ndvu baridhu ' I may write.'

25. Tuttle, p, 30. 2& Tuttle, p. 29.
27. NARA.51MHACH.U1YA Unlay »j Kannada Language p. 84.
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Coorg Singular :—ncm. nanw < van -ut acc. naima < * tfti3a in which

final a goes back to e cf. \lal. tknt. n in nafrna is perhaps due to the influence

of the dative and the genitive, dat. n71ku4 <-'ehaktu with aphaeresis of e and

the compensatory lengthening of the vowel of the following syllable, gen

ndda formed from earlier ena- with de. There is also a genitive $da which

must have arisen out of an obsolete nom 3 < i <S < hi with the addition

of the suffix da. The centralization nf i before <f is frequently seen in Coorg.

Termination : Theie are two different terminations used. They are Cl) -i as

in kodilpt ‘ I give', kulipi ‘ ! bathe ' (2) -3 as an nZktu nindiyi * I stand

ruifna ninda ‘I stood \ nSmu nippicitfa ’ • make him stand '

-f and 9 are

probably variants of e.

Plural : There is only one form for both exclusive and inclusive plurals in

Coorg although Tuttle quotes inclusive wonga and exclusive etigti ” Nom.

n/inga < *ndm gal with the elision of final I. See uridengi for earlier widen gil

cf. Mai. undengil acc. nanga\a < nangafe. dat nar.ga.iui < nangalkw with

assimilation and simplification of the long consonant, gen. nangado <naitgal

tja. Termination : The exact nature of the termination could nut be identi-

fied for there has been much simplification and unification cf. mfutatui
'

we,

he. she, it or they took.

Tulu. Singular nom.^m (Brahman's dialect; < eri. and y3inu (folk

dialect) <ydn. It may be noted that Both the retention of the earlier e and

its opening to <! are found in Tuhi. ace. thakm. Tbe usual accusative ending

is -mu or nu cf. ammahui ucc. of amma ' mother guruiiu. acc. of gum ' a

priest' a in ekahut »s perhaps due to the accusative having been formed from

the genitive. Instances ol the dative and the accusative being formed by

adding suffixes to the genitive ending could be met with in Tdugu also." Cf.

hiddeiaku (dat.) bidddanu (acc.) formed from biddala genitive of biddalu
'

a child ’ dat. enkw ien e,‘ In addition to ena there is also a genitive

eMo < * emiau probably borrowed, as Tuttle infers, from Kan.-1 * eknadu with

the opening ol -a- between vowels. Termination : c <*9 <*m <#n. ex.

malpuv 1 * I make,' mall- t
'

I made.’ mafp t
’

I will make.' Though the

first person singular and the third person masculine are spelt alike in all lenses,

they are pronounced differently, the former as r and the latter like e in men 11

Plural exclusive nom. eriku/u <* em-kalu with the attraction of a to u.

acc. enkuUhu <" enkula-nui, with the change of a to t by the side of / cf.

holopum and bafepuni ' to grow In Malayajam a following f shows very

often colloquial e as veforr and vajerg
‘

very much ' cf. also emphatic voter*.

enkula- nw will be thus seen to have been formed from earlier genitive enkula

written now as ehkufe but pronounced enkula. daL enkulegtu < enkula -gut

gen. eiikul* < enkul a. Tuttle supposes that the plural genitive ending -e

is perhaps derived from -e < -ai similar to the genitive ending -<n in Kui as

28. Tuttle, pi 32.

29. See A progreuivt Grammar of tk« Telugu language by Arden. pp. 50-51.

30. Tuttle. p. 35.

31. Bfiicu.. A Grammar of the Tula iu/oguaff. p. 47.
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isa ‘my’ (beside ne) and mai (beside* mi) ‘our'. I think the ending -e

of Tulu is better explained as arising out of the influence of die cerebral

/ on an original a in the manner discussed above The plural genitive m
Malayfljam may also have helped towards the pronunciation of earlier a as

e. In colloquial Malaya|am plural genitives like nawiale ‘our', niiu'iale

' your avare
‘ theirs ’ are largely used. Cf. iiannafe vltiu ‘ our house,’ naykkafe

valu ‘the tales of dogs.’ Perhaps it was an original natma\-a that became

nonnafe not only through the tendency to pronounce a occurring by the side

of / as e, but also through contamination with the contracted form flanriade

<nannal-ud<n, tufa meaning possession, affixed to r>arwa( instead of usual

In Tamil also we find utjai affixed to the nouns and pronouns with the

difference that a is further added to wfai so as to form a double possessive.

Cf, Tam. ennudaiya. The occurrence of such a change in Malayalam in

the genitive plurals only, unlike in Kui which has a common -ai both for the

singular and the plural, and the geographical proximity of Tulu and Malaya-

lam go to support the above assumption. The genitive also occurs as rnku-

Itna and enkuleno. The first is from eAkufe with the addition -nau < n

generalized from former n stems and tiu corresponding to Kanarese adu
‘ that '.s* The first form shows the disappearance of u in the final positron

while the second manifests the contraction of au to t>. Inclusive iwu probably

borrowed from Mai. nammcl with simplification of the double consonant, acc.

namanui see enahui. dat. tmhkm. gen. name <• nam-c. with shortening of

the base vowel before a, was developed like tna earlier than the principle ol

doubling r** also r.itmmo <* nemmau <* nammadu. Termination : -a ex,

fnkuhu uppvva ‘ we are.* That then? has been a movement towards simpli-

fication of the terminations in Tulu like in Coorg, ts evidenced from the same
forms for first person plural, second person singular and third person neuter

plural. Cf. tita 'wc have seen, thou hast seen and they (neuter) have seen.'

It is impossible to identify the history of this a
Ttlugu. Singular nom. ninu <*yin-u ; also n*>« <’nl <nen ; classi-

cal iriu <Ht, and c“ <*g <•#»!. acc. nannu <i’enan (u). nu is added to
genitives to form accusatives cf. biddola ‘ of children * and acc. biddaienu. As
in the genitive and in the dative, the first syllabic is wcak-stressed as a result

of which it elides elongating the next one, the length in this case consisting

in the doubling of the suffix -n. Final u is a later addition, dat. ndku
<* tnakku with aphaercsis of e and the lengthening of the following vowel
cf. TeL <fa for earlier t<fa ‘Icff, Tam . hdkkut < okakktu < uhakkui ‘ to thee.*

gen. ena Termination : driu and its reduced -anu ex. nlnukolfihtu * I strike,'

and ninu kolti t ini in which ini is perhaps from older -anu. The change
of r of enu to a in -aria is probably brought about by the influence of the
third person masculine -adu. It can be seen that in Telugu the third person
shows its influence in the second person aba Cf, nmu kotlutenu ‘ I strike/

32. Sec Tuttle, p. 35.

34. CALDWttL. p. 363.

33. Tuttle p. 28.

35. Caldwell, p. 363.
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nivu koduldvu
4

thou strikes*. vStfu koi\ula}u
4

he strikes.' In the past tense

there are two forms, one with a long vowel and the other with a short vowel,

ex. nettu kofti-A-mu and nenu kolfit-ini. [Note In kotti-A-oAu -A- is

usually explained as euphonic analogous to n m Tamil pddinan
4
he sang

’

etc. Caldwell observes :
—

" Whatever be the origin of this it. it cannot be

doubted that its use in Tamil is at present wholly euphonic ; and this state-

ment applies also to the use of the same n in the preterite relative participle

of Ttiugu.”** 1 should think that it i$ only a phonetic development of an

original -y- coming as a glide between -i of botli and a of diiu, the nasalisa-

tion bring called forth by the influence of n of ~di:u. The past tense for the

same verb in Malaya]am is Irani for all persore and all numbers and the past

relative participle is kolfi (y! a in spoken Malayalam. When wc compare

this with the present relative participle kot{unn a, the fact that y is a glide

sound will be quite clear. CuwEll’s view that Dravidian tense* are formed

from participal forms of the verb3' needs careful consideration. Participles

like Mai. koUunna (present) and ko'Aiy

a

(past) are obviously made from

a present stem kolfund

-

and a past stem kolfi- with the addition of a, an

adjectival suffix. Cf. er/fa ' white ' from tel-, tuAla ' good ’ from nal-. To

say the finite verbs as Tamil p&jtnan. Kan mddidoiu 4

he did ' are nouns

of agency formed from relative participles by adding terminations will not

be correct, in so far as pd<fina+ 44 could never give a long a in combination

according to the Dravidian rules of Sandhi Cf. Mai. i<miut+ai = vanmy/il

but never vanndl. In such instances the development of a glide sound is in-

evitable in the Dravidian. Even in words like Mai. kolfurtruwan 'he who is

beating ' and ko({iyevm
4

he who beat it will be easily perceived that the

components are the present kof/und- and the past kofli, with the third person

pronoun avan 1 do not sec any reason why Ao/fuenot'flK should be ex-

plained as koflurtna a relative participle and avail. therefore, in forms

like Td. is only a nasal that has come in the place of an original

glide -y- by reason of its being influenced by the nasal in the following syl-

lable. It is evidently a wrong analysis of words like Tam koftinmaii as

kolfina and oven that has been responsible for the participles in no as Tam.

fwltina, Tel. koftirta etc. which were perhaps originally kolfiya. An incorrect

analysis in the speaker's mind, must have, in this way. led to the analogical

extension of no forms in participles, so much so that ya forms were complctdy

lost in Tc-lugu and colloquial Tamil. Caldwell is however right when he

says that -iy« in adjectives like Tam. panniya is compounded of i, a sign

of the preterite sense and a, the sign of the relative participle with the addi-

tion of y inserted euphonxally.3* It may be noted that in classical Tamil as

in colloquial Malayalam »><j is the sign of the preterite relative participle of

ordinary verbs.) kottitmi is perhaps earlier koffi-t-enu. a of kofiiionu in-

fluenced by i probably became i. and this in its turn modified nu into ni

36. Caldwell. p. 503.

38. Caldwell, p. 313.

37. Caldwell p. 4S6.
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Similarly in the indefinite tense Telugu shows in the first peison koffuduAu
<* kof/udanu (anu simplified from Mu) u of ud has assimilated the a of

ettu.

Plural Exclusive nom. mimu <*nimu <*yemu with m for initial n
on account of its being influenced by the final m cf. Tel. mandpamu ‘a
venomous snake' by the side of nancu ‘poison’, It is not necessary to

assume, as Tuttle has done, that m in mbnu came from "nant (u) which
was perhaps also a partial source of the added n- of nniu in accord with

Kanara and Tamil developments *** Subbiah has quoted also a form newu 4"

found in the Telugu Bharatam
;
classical emu <im-. acc mammu < * menAu

<*emd-A(u) sec sg. natb'tu. mm for Ah in mammu is perhaps the result of

its being influenced by the nom. mbnu
; mammuAu is a double accusative

with the suffix Au added to mammu ; mammulaAu is perhaps formed from
mammu with l. a suffix of the nom. plural of the substantives, dat. maku
<’makku gen. ma <’emc. Inclusive nom. manamu. TUTTLE derives

madaatu from •maAumiu) going hack to ‘ndmu He observes that in early

Telugu, stress displacement was common and changed noma to manu. The
change of noma to m«M with a sound displacement accompanying stress

displacement as in vrilu <‘reraiu < viral = Tam. viral ‘finger’ produced
according to him, a general stem mona.*f I agree with Siibhuh" that
maiamu is very likely to have arisen out of a confusion of the two forms
mfmu and nimu >menemu > manamu. acc. mananu in which mana- of the
nominative has been considered as the base

; maAoionu is perhaps formed
from mana- of manamu with 1 as in mammulaAu. dat. maricku. gen. maAo.
Termination : Present and future -amu ex. ko>)tamu ‘ I buy or I shall buy ’;

past. -amu and amu ex. konn-dmu and konfimi ‘I bought ’

; in konlimi -imi
goes back to amu

; indefinite amu cf. kond-umu< 4kemd-amu.

SECOND PERSON

With regard to the pronoun of the second person singular Caldwell
considers the vowel i as the real pronominal base.*' The oldest shape of the
vowel is put down by him as i“ which perhaps, he believes, must have
lengthened in the nominatives as a result of emphasis. The final A of forms
like Kanartse classical nin is left out of consideration by him since it is
merely a sign of the singular number." Concerning the initial n of forms like
Tamil and MalaySlam nl, Caldwell’s view is that it did not bdeng to the
root, but is identical with the intial n of nan and that whatever the origin
of one may be. the origin of the other must be the same.**- He also observes
t lat if the initial n of nan did rw belong to the root, but was a product of
nasalisation, the initial n of nirt cannot safely be regarded as radical.

3R Tittle, p. 34.

41. Tittle, p. 34.

43. Caldwell, p, 388
45. Caldwkll, p 387.

40. Diavidir Studies. No. 2, p. 7.

42. Dunuhr Studies. No. 2, p. 7.

44. Caldwell, p. 388.

46. Caldwell, p. 388.
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Tuttle assumes * is as the basic form of the second person singular and

says that emphasis produced 'Is m the nominative, 'is changed to I in

K&fiara. Tamil, etc. The genitive is-a became ia and then ina under the

influence of eno. He further constructs 'itor as the plural and believes tliat

another plural *im was formed in most of the Dravidian tongues parallel

with im. “The slight sonority of the sound i let weak-stress 'ika become
* no and with re-stressing ni, a form kept in BriihuT. The influence of no

or Hi changed 'ina to rxina. *r to ni and i»i to nine in Kanara, Tamil and the

Northernmost tongues.” 4 ' In Prditeraty Kanara the influence of M or

*yan changed ni to run. 4 *

Caldwell's theory that the initial n of ni is identical with the initial

n of no borders very near the truth, although the reasons advanced by him to

explain the intervening steps between *i. the basic form assumed by him and

*il fall short of scientific precision and definiteness. With regard to live initial

n of the first person singular non, Caldwell observes that it has, perhaps,

come in the place of y of older yari in accordance with a tendency in the

Dravidian dialects specially in Tamil and MalaySlam to convert y into n.4*

It may be noted that it is not all y that changes to n. Caldwell has failed

to adduce the conditions under which the change lakes place1-* and his theory

is defective mainly on that score. Moreover in the second person singular,

there is no scope for even such an unconditioned change as indicated by

Caldwell, that is, the change of y to n in so far as Caldwell himself has

observed that no claim can be set up on behalf of ytri as a pronoun of the

second person to correspond with the yon o( the first person” Tuttle's

explanation, although ingenious in its own way, must be said to be built upon

a too liberal interpretation of the mutual influence of forms. I would rather

agree with Caldwell that the second personal basic form has exhibited pho-

netic developments similar to those of the first person. The absence of n in the

nominative singular like Kui inu. Good! imma, Tulu i together with the

appearance of terminations like Kumfch i (feminine), Kui -I, Kan. -i and

Goijip -i and Toda -i goes to indicate that the primitive Dravidian form

was perhaps W. It has been pointed out before that t and I invariably deve-

loped y in actual pronunciation in most of the Dravidian languages, y in

J'M. when influenced by the nasal in the word would become run. As regards

the second person plural, it may be observed that in addition to the normal

mm corresponding to nam. there must have arisen even from very early tiroes

ir represented in verbal endings like Tam. -jt and Kan. -ir, ni and in’.

That im was once used as one of the signs of the second person plural is

evidenced by the imperatives as Mnrniri ' hear ye' given by Tamil gTamman-
ans.” In colloquial Malaya|am also, forms like irikhri "sit ye', rrikkin

47. Turn*, p. 28 48. Tuttle, p. 29.

49. Caldwell, p, 366
50. For the corditioro responsible for the change. «* paragraph S of this

paper.

51. Caldwell, p. 387. 52. Caldwell, p. 385.
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* stand ye ’ are widely prevalent, -iti in the instances quoted undoubtedly goes

back to *-Im. CALDWELL has drawn attention to the fact that the m has a

tendency to change into n and that the use of a final n as a sign of the

plural of pronouns may possibly be equivalent to that of m.'* I am inclined

to think that -um also which appeara in the second person plural of the im-

perative of Tamil verbs in colloquial dialect bears an identical origin. Vcibts

like kil-um ' hear ye’ must have been originally kil im where im is weakened
bit with the change of « to u called into being by the following m

Tamil Singular :—aom m <*«I <*WW <*yiri <‘iri. acc. Kiiwni

< ‘inrun < , in m ; for the shortening of the initial vowel and the doubling of

w see first person singular tnnai. Tuttle would explain u in ufuiai etc. as the

influence of the genitive arta an expanded form of *na <weak-slresscd tno,

with initial u taken from the end of preceding words .

’

M
1 think this u

must have first manifested itself in the plural forms like
‘tma where the weak-

stressed i by the side of m may have been labialized and tlien u may have

been extended by analogy to the singular forms as wdl. dat. ukakkui ; coll.

ntikktv < ehokktu. gen. uktului urmsufaya- In poetical Tamil acc. nintiai,

dat. nihakhu and gen. nin occur.'- 1 The initial n in the above instances is obvi-

ously due to the influence of the nominative. Termination : -ay ex.

kfttlukkir-ay ‘ thou givest ko<fult-ay
'

thou givest ' koiiupfxi ay * thou

wilt give.’ ay probably is derived from earlier m in which the

idea denoting person is conveyed by the second element f <‘f <W. a of

iy\ is to be explained as an analogical extension of tire vocalism ol the third

person. That there was some confusion between the termination of the second

and the third person singulars in some of the Dravidian tongues, will be evi-

denced from the same forms employed both in the second and the third per-

sons as in poet. Mai ni ceyd-m ‘thou did' and avanceyd an ’he did.’ tit

cannon ‘ thou said ’ and ovan com/ih 4

he said * etc. The possibility of the

vowels l forming second members of diphthongs becoming y has been demon
strated by philologists.M

Plural : ningal is actually a double plural going back to nim-gef. tinge/-

is the general stem which is inflected like erigaf. Although im and mm have no
independent existence as nominative plurals, inflexional bases in im- and mtn-
arc employed in Tamil cf. acc. ununai and minimal, dat. umakkiu and
numckku

i

gen. um, num and umadm and numadiu. It may be noticed that

num < ’mm occurs mainly in poetical Tamil. A honorific plural nomina-
tive mr has also been formed. Tuttle consider* um- and num- as the general
stems of mr," But I think the above general stems are better connected with
",m "*• Termination : Early -im > -im > -iA cf. Imperatives like
kanm-in see ye

; also -um < -im ex. kil um ‘ hear ye’. In modern Tamil a

53. Caldwell, P 409. 54. Tuttle, p. 30l

55. AW€N. a Pro

{

testiva Grammar of Common Tamil, p. 100.
56. See Brucmann, .4 Crmparalivt Grammar of ike Indo-Gtrrnamc Lan-

luatts. Vol. I, (I. 1(».

57. Tittle, p, 30.
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double plural suffix -irgal is added to denote plurality of the second person,

cx. vandiigaf
4

you have come \ tungugirhgal ' you sleep * etc

MdUfyofam : Singular nom. m < *n\ < •itM < < ?«_ acc. m>We
<*m

a

jfftai <*mn ai dat. ninakku gen. nihd'ed. first person singular ehd e

The general stem of the second person both in the singular and the plural

show in Malayalam. unlike in Tamil, the nasalised form of the pronominal

base. The reflexive tail is widely used instead of m in common speech.

tangc\ < tdm-gai as an honorific plural like English ‘you \ is also current.

Termination : No termination in spoken Malayalam. In ancient poetry -ay

before vowels and -a before consonants is used. 3* ex. fidkunndyo
4

dost thou

go ’ coUuvd ni
4

thou wilt say \ Instances of the terminabon of the third per-

son singular being employed for the second person, are also frequent, ex ni

ceydan, ’ thou didst ’ ni contuhi ‘ thou didst say \ i La -6y with the elision of

the final y. For the possible origin of -ay sec Tam. -ay.

Plural :—nom. nirinal < *mm-gal ; also cnU. nimma) < nim-al. Both

niimaf and nimmaf are inflected like first person plural Havncl. Termination :

tr in ancient poetry, ex. kondiro
4

did you receive

Kanarese. Singular :—nom. wirhr <wm ;
also niA and ni. acc. nirina,

mnnaiiu and ninnauAu exhibit tlie same phonetic developments as the first

pei^on singular forms, dat ninage and fling*, gen. ninna, ninnadu and

mitadu. Termination : Colloquial Kanareae has *i r I and e while classical

Kanarese has -ay. ex. mddid-i ‘you made*, mddutt i *you make’ bariy-e

'thou shalt not write/ According to Kittel -i, t and -ai are connected

with the i of the pronoun of the second person.'4 -<n may be said to exhibit

the influence of the third personal endings with short a as harid anu 'he

wrote \ madid-mu 4

he did’ etc.

Plural : nom. titvu <mm u cf. classical mm. acc. nimma. rummanu and

nimmannu

.

dat. mmage. gen nimma. nxmnuuiu and nimadu. Termination :

-it. ?r and -or cx. nuufid -ir(i ) 'you made', madutt-ir(i)
4 you make', mad-

ar-i
4
you do noc make.’ ai in midari b likely to be the result of the contami-

nation of the second person with the third person. The final i perhaps arose

through vowel-harmony, cf. ba*id-oru
4

they wrote ’ but barid-tri

'

you wrote \

which goes to prove that in the second person plurals also the final vowels of

verbs were originally -u

Coorg. Singular:—nom. ttrinu < 9
yin < *m. acc. nonna. dat. mktu

<*ikikkui <* tnakhu, with aphacrcsis of initial i and the lengthening of the

vowel in the followng syllabic a of *ikakkw became i under the influence

of the initial i gen. nida <*\nida < 9
inc4o. The forms mMatfa and nihainu

quoted by Tumx4n for the genitive and dative are not in vogue at present I

do not agree with Tuttle that the genitive ending -<fa has for its basis acada

< 4atefda and the ordinary plural ending -a gen. -ada <alda. tl
I am

38. See GUNVCRT, A Grammar of tJu Malayalam Language. (2nd edition!, p. $2.

59. Krrm, p. 128. 60. TLT7LK, p. 32.

61. Turn*. p. 33.
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inclined to believe that -tie has its origin in the Tamil and ancient MalayMam

utlui. cf modem Mai. u<fe and -de as in ovoludt 'her
-

tfti'e < *
eiidt.

Termination : -i although the verbs usually end in tyo as „uau kodiitiya ' thou

hast given Hdutaviya * theu hast taken ‘ etc. The final a seems to be a later

addition formed on the analog}- of verbs in the present tense having natural «

in the end cf. eta ?dupa * she will take
1

where ?</«/*; peihaps repiesents ori-

pinal %4iipal.

Plural nom. ninja <’ nit)gal <’mm-kal <•>-!m-kal. The loss of nasals

and liquids occurring in the final position is regular in Coorg. Cf. *<#?

< ’kalian.
’

thief arc < * avaf * she acc. rtu'iga! dat. tnngakiu < *ntHgalkitt

gen. ningada. Termination: -rr ex. thnbira ‘you eat', poptra ‘you go’,

lind-ira
‘

you ate * etc.

Tulu. Singular nnm i <1 < *U. occ nihahtu. dat mkkut. Corres-

ponding to enkiu < *ek-ktu°i the first person we should expect tiinktu. Tuttle

thinks that the Tulu dative nikkia corresponds to Gupdi nik. Tel. ttiku with-

out the long vowel that these have taken from the genitive wi. and implies a

form “Hi as the genitive in early Tulu. He further suggests that *n« may be

the older form of Tu|u eAo.<* 1 should think that mkku* instead of tiinktu has

arisen through the influence of the plural nikultfpu. gen. nihnmu. it originally

a plural is used in the singular to denote respect. It has acc. imno.dar. Iregui

and gen. ire. Termination : -

a

ex. mallida 'thou hast made', mafia 'thou

makest ' etc -a perhaps represents earlier -ay cf. Tam. -ay.

Plural nom. nikufu shows that Tulu had earlier n'tr-kulu a double

plural with a corresponding honorific mr and a singular nM. Primitive South

Dravidian W may have exhibited both the developments i < *t < *m and nit

\

< ’yin <ui ol which niti was perhaps lost in the nominative singular. It may-

be noticed that Tulu shows no trace of ' i»i but has developed only the -r

plurals ir and nlr, of which fr only has survived as honorific plural. The double

plural nir-kuju perhaps indicates that nir too had an honorific significance,

acc. mkulefau. dat. mktdtgtu. gem niku!e. Termination : ar(tu) which look*

like the plural ending -rut added to the form of tire verb in the singular, ex.

tnalUina ‘ you made

Ttlugu. Singular nom. mm <ni with the addition of u and the glide

sound v which develops in between ; Caldwell observes that ni, the crude

form, is also used." The accusative, the dative and the genitive forms go to

prove that a nominative nin was also known in Telugu. Caloweij. mentions

iuu also as occurring in the higher dialects of Tclugu from an obsolete nomi-

native i identical with the form obtaining in TuiuV acc. ninnu < «{u)
formed like the first person only with the difference that a in itiaftu is made i

through vowel harmony, dal. niku <’imku <*inakku. gen. ni <*rm <«5fl.

Tennination : dvu in which the final -ru alone is the sign of second person,

the ending being only the last syllable of the nom. mt-u or ivu. The initial d is

perhaps due to the influence of the third person cf. vdtfu unnadu ' he is'.

SI . Tuttu:, p. 35. 63. Caldwell, p. 386. 64. Caldwell, p. 38G
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Plural non. mini <’t

*ru influenced by the m forms of the dative and

the genitive ; also miralu < nir(al)u, in which el is taken from the ordinaiy

inflexion of substantives ending in c cl. plural -al generalised from -ka( in

Malayajam. ace. mimmt <’imi-»(ui <*imon(u) influenced by the fust

person plural form mamma ; also iwmwwm which is formed like rnammum
dat. m\ku <*indku < t irnekku. gen. >ni < inti <rnur. Terminatian : -ant

and aru. the latter appearing as -in and uru if preceded in the next syllabic

by i and a respectively, ex. inhu koHntuniiaru ‘you are striking'. In miru

KnitHut etc. -in obviously is a phonetic development of -am > *-iru > -in by

assimilation. u of the previous syllabic similarly changes a of -aru. which is

of course reduced -aru. to u. ei. kollud-um ‘you struck.' Forms with long u

will be seen to have arisen through confusion with the third iicrson as in

Tamil and Mafayafam cf. vaiu unndru ‘they arc', varu kollindru ‘they

struck

Conclusion

On a comparison of the existing forms of the pronouns of the lirst and

second persons in their nominatives, inflexions and laminations of the various

Dravidraa dialects, the following conclusions arc adduced :

1. hi and i« isg ) and im and bn (pi.) are the basic ioum of live

pronouns of the first and second persons in tire primitive South Dravidian.

2. a in forms like Tam nan. Kan. natiu. Mai. fieri, etc is explained

as due to a tendency in the Dravidian to open an original e to n under fa-

vourable circumstances-

3. The initial nasals ui Tam. note. Mai. fieri. Tel. nitiu and Tam. ui. Tel

Hi, Tri. niru etc. are accounted tor a> the result ol nasalisation of y which

latter developed before initial front vowels i and 1 in tire Dravidian. tire nasa-

lisation aiising out of the influence of the luial nasals.

4. The long vowels of the nominative were shortened when suffixes ol

case and number were added, in such instances the inflexion showing a weak-

ened form ol the nominative, for facilitating the base to bear the weight of

the case or number suffix.

5. The final nasals ol the basic Jorms i)i and hi < sg.) and erri and im (pi.)

were doubled when case signs were added probably because n and m occurred

after the main -stressed short vowel of cti and Hi and cm and im etc. The

doubling of tile nasals may haw taken place on the analogy of stem-finals in

substantives.

6. The inclusive plural natn appears to have arisen not as Tuttle sug-

gests, from a combination of 'iti-tm •you and us', but out of a phonetic

change which was utilised for Uic purpose of denoting inclusive plurality.

In the light of the above general conclusions arrived at, the history of the

recorded hunts of Ute piunouns of die first and second persons in the main

South Dravidian languages has been traced, as far as possible, proper phono-

logical explanations being offered in each case.



REVIEWS

Pdtimokkka (PSIi text in Devarugari characters containing the Bhikkhu-

p&timokfcha and Bhikkhuni-piLinM^kkha) edited by K. D. Vadckar, 1909.

Pp. 56. Price Rr. 1. Bhandarkax Oriental Series, No. 1.

Dharrmasanfrvp (The first Book of the Abhidhammapitaka o( the Buddhists

of the Theravada School, for the first time critically edited in DcvanSgan

character*) by P. V. Bapat and R. D. Vadekar, 1940. Pp. xvi, 360. Bhan-

darkar Oriental Series, No. 2. Bhanrfaikar Oriental Research Institute,

Pbona 4 .

The Bhandarkai Institute of Poona has organised *o many different pha**

of Indoiogical activities that it docs not ccmc as a surprise to us that a new aenea

entitled Hhanlinkur OrUulal Series has been inaugurated with two Pfth text* prim-

ed in Devanagari charset er* The ftra of ihest. the P&itmokkhti, conUini the

regulations for the outward life of Buddhist monks and nun*, rightly looked upen

as the oldest and one of the most important of the Vuwya texts. The main object

of Prof. Vadckar in editing the text is to make it available to the B.A_ and M.A.

Undent* of the Bumbay University for whose convenience die Devanagari charac-

ters have been used. Owing to the fact that till recently Pali teat* were available

mainly in Roman transliteration or in Simhalesc, Burmese and Siamese scripts,

the Pali sources of Buddhism have been a scaled book to our Pandita It is hoped

that with the co-ordinated efforts oi the Bombay University, the Bhandarkar Insti-

tute and the Mahabodhi Society at Samath, the Pali texts may now be available

in uniform Dcvanagari editions few use by our Pandits as well as scholars.

The present text has been edited from the Ceylonese and Burmese editions, and

in the words of the Ecfitor, ‘ OmNBg^g edition has also been consulted The
editor modestly refrains from calling his work a critical edition. The text 19 neatly

printed and the Index of titles and names adds to the usefulness of the edition.

The second of these is a more ambitious work, bring the critical edition of the

first bcok of the AWiidhammapitaka in Devanigari character*. For the constitu-

ticn of the text the Editor* have utilised the Sinhalese edition of Dbvanantm and

Pannasena of 1911, the Barmcre edition of the Sabu Meit Swe Press of Rangoon,

1937, the Samrsc Government Edition of 1930. the P. T. S. edition of MftLLSR
and a Sinhalese Mi from the Theranphical Society's Library at Adyar. The criti-

cal pan of the editing is do! so much concerned with the restoration of the text of

the archt!yfai3 as with higher criticism, particularly in tracing the original passage*

abbreviated in the later parts of the work. The editors are to be congratulated cm
this part of their critical work which they have done with a worthy thoroughness,

and the typographical arrangement* which they have introduced in the wnrk are

certainly an improvement on exiting editions, marking off the important word* iri

paragraphs a* well as the whole of the matika at the brginmng of the book, etc.

They have also utilized the commentary on this text, the AfihxtaUni. in editing the

text, and incidentally prepared a critical edition of the same which we hope will

be shortly pubfidted.

In a short but sucrinct introduction the editors give sufficient information about

the Abhicftiamma literature of the Buddhists as current in various recensions, and
the place of Dkamnwansata in that of the Theravfida school summarising very

briefly the main contents of the different sections of the text. The editors have
wisely retained the paragraph numbers of the PTS edition, making as little change
a* powible, in view of the fact that for critical purposes there should be ont
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standard method erf reference to a given text, whatever else be the nature of the
editions available A full index of subjects and difficult words enhances the value
of the present etftion which, in all it* aspects, shows a definite improvement on
existing editions by the critical methods employed by the editors and their re-
searches m tracing the originals of many quotations ai well as of abbreviated pas-
sages. The editors might have done better if they had adapted the critical methods
employee by Prof. Helmer Smith, foe example, in his edition of the Aggavamsa'a
Saddaniti. a marvel of critical ccSting so far as Pali u concerned. Nevcrtbefea
Professors Bahat and Vadekar are to be congratulated on that joint edition wluri.
has made it possible for Indian scholars unacquainted with scripts usually employed
for I*SIi texts to study this important work first hand, and by the critical study
which they themselves have made, saved them from many hardship* thus bringing
the Abhidhamma literature to a more attractive status. It ts strongly to be hoped
that they will carry on their original intrntion of nut only giving us their critical
edition of the Atfkasalini. but also collaborate further to complete the DevanAgari
edition of the PSli Tipitaka. In this week of selfless devotion to the ran*.- of learn-
ing we trust that Governments, University Authorities, the Princes of India and all

the rich patrons of Indian culture will associate tlremnefvts and bnng to a success-
ful conclusion the self-imposed fade of these editors, and incidentally enable the
BhaniSurknr Institute to establish this new aeries on a »lid foundation.

S. M. K.

Militidaljaiiho ‘ Pfill text, edited in DevanSgari characters for the first time, with
various readings and two Indexes) by R. D. Vamxah, 1940. The University
of Bombay. l*p. xvi, 440. Price Ra. 3. (Bombay University Devareigari
PSii Text Series. Na 7).

As mentioned at the beginning of the last review, the Devanigari editions
of Pill texts appear to be baaed on the PI'S edition and the judicious refection of
readings from editions published in Ceylon, Burma and Siam .n their respective
national characters, and as such cannot deserve the name of critical editions in an
original sen*. The critical pert irons to be reserved for the judicious selection of
readings from these four aourc**, these sources themselves not having the value of
a angle manuscript ; but the originality of the editor consists in the arrangement
of the text, the typography employed, and where possible the tracing of quotations
to their sources. It is true that m India wt have few Mss. hailing from Ceylon.
Burma or Siam, and in this sense we are not so favourably placed as the European
Editors who have access to original Mss. in their national libraries. But with the
facilities of microfilming and mutual loan of Mss it should become possible for
Indian editors to gain access to such original Msa. for the purpose of critical edi-
tions. The Pali texts, with very few but brilliant examples like those edited by
Prof, Hehner Smith, do not deserve the name uf critical editions, and notwith-
standing tire efforts of the I*5K Text Society or of local institutions in Ceylon,
Burma or -Siam, scientific and critical editiems of all the most imprwtant texts, at
l«v=t from the point of lower criticism (Heuristics, Recenaon and Emendation) are
Mill desiderata in the oriental field. But pending such reorganisation in Indian
rtudies there should be a generarion of scholars who must at least be acquainted
wuh the general character of Pali literature and be able to read it without difficulty
uf either script or critical apparatus so that they an ultimately qualify themaeivrs
for the critical work that lies ahead of them. It is gratifying to note that the
Bombay University, in this aerie*, attempt* u> give their students pint this kind
of material in well got-up Devanagari editions which, though nof critical in the
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iriic 3cnic o/ the word, arc stiU an advance on the- octet moderately priced cditioni
in the market.

The MUindi Question*. in Rhys Davids' inimitable irandaUon, have already

occupied the front rank in Pali daaiac*. While TxencknBRs edition has born
a model of editorial activity, its inaccessibility and the difficult) of the Roman
script haw. made it rather unattractive. Prof. Vadckar js therefore to be congratu-

lated on hi* happy idea of including a Devan&gari cduiun in the Bombay Univer-

sity Publications and bringing within the meai* of an average Indian scholar and
student one o1 the rront wonderful and liveliest Texts in any Indian language,

ancient or modem. The Editor has taken cart to make hid work as useful to the

tt-bolar as possible by indicating the page number* of the cdilv fitinceps by
TRSNCKNBR reference to which is given in the two Pali English Dictionaries pub-
lifted since Childers’ first attempt The editing and get up leave nothing to be
desired, and the two indexes of verses and general Ideas are very useful append-

age* to the boefc as a whole. The introduction give* all the information that a

student is exjtected to know about his text, and full indications are given for Jurtha
reading. We in* Prof. Vadcuar every -uccesa in his *df impeded duty of bring

ing out a complete edition of the Pfili Tipi (aka in Devanagari diameter!* and re-

commend his publications for uie in the Universities and College* where they will

be warmly welcomed.

& M. K.

AbhiAkmaralmmala wr»th Kannada T*ko. edited by A. Vciikat RAO and H. Sctdia

Aiyanoar fMadias University Kannada Senes NTa 61, 1940, Pp. ii, .TO, ii,

142, 148

The Abhidkanaraincmaii of Halayudha is here presented in Kannada chatactera
with an ancient Kannada commentary attributed to Nfigavarma The source of the

edition is a c&dex umrum again trom the Jaina Siddhinta Bhavana Library of Anah.
and the chief cm*drratioo which has prompted tf* editor* to publish the work is that

the commentary contains a large number of Old Kannada words given as equivalents

ot the Sanskrit words. The Sanskrit text also contains a number of reading* not
found in AlTR8ciiT

r

s edition of the work The Ms. utilised lacks the commentary
on ttanzas 38-51 of the srowid kantfo and for the Iasi 56 stanzas of the nonartha-
kknda the text which ii cnisring has been supplied on the bans of the readings found
in one of the Ms& of ihr work from the Government Orimtal Ms- Library, Madras.

The preface in Kannada deals with, among other things*, the origin of Ko«a litei-

aUire in Sensknt irocn the AriRkatUus and Xiruk/4 downwards, and particularly with
[bkidl\<}natatKQmati and its author Halayudha the Kannada commentary, and
Nagavarma who it identified as Nkgavarma 1L The editorial activity leaves nothing
lo be desired ; the first Appendix give* an alphabetical but of Kannada words listed

in the commentary covering 35 pagw.; the second appendix gives the list of Sanskrit
words from the crunmeotary. The printing is excellent, and the work as a whole
will be found useful both by Kannada and Sanskrit schobn. One would wish that
in the prefatory introduction the etfitom had dealt at greater detail with both
Kannada and Sanskrit ko&i

; but evidently the subject is a vast one, and one hopes
that the junior editor may rectify this slight shortcoming by publishing a monograph
on Kannada commentators on Sanskrit lexical works, tracing their history and their

contribution to Kannada lexicography. The Kannada department of the Madras
University shows excellent progress by the quick publication of such important
volumes which are definite additions to our knowledge of Old and Medieval Kannada.

S M. K.
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THE POLICY OF SHIVAJI AND THE ENGLISH.*

By

BHASKAR GOPAL TAMASKAR, Jubbuipore

8. 77rc English shrewdness :

—

In their dealings with Shivaji or with the Muslim ruler? about Shivaji,

the English have all along acted very prudently and shrewdly. Of their

prudence some illustrations have already been given. On occasions, pru-

dence and shrewdness have become synonymous and this will be clear from

what follows. The English shrewdness is proverbial and can be well in

their policy with or about Shivaji They had well read the condition of the

Engli?h arul had seen that it was not difficult for them to obtain territory

here. On the 21st October 1668. the Bombay Council says :

—

14 Wee were yctferday petitioned by Povo that we should procure them an

English sdiool-mawcr or two, to teach their children English
;
which wee lookc on

as a considerable matter both in policy, for cementing us in affection, an (by Gods

blissing and assistance) also* in piety, lor uniting us in religion.

It is dear that the policy that the English followed in the 18th Century

was already in their consciousness m the 17th Century. But they always

proceeded with caution and prudence On the 28th April 1669. the Surat

Council writing to the Bombay Council say*. " neither deny wee y<ju a curres*

pondcncc with Es&agy, whereby may you procure those useful stones but wet

would not for ace small a benefit! you shall engage soe much as to bee a

party in his quarrel!* for wee have enough to looke to our ownc?”4*

Again, on the 23rd June 1669, the SuTat Council writing to the Bombay

Council says :

—

" 11 we had a strength of men and ammunition to maintain* both places Bom-

bay and Danda. a faire overture were offered u« to right and revenge our selves

acaiiwt the Sidy and Sevagy twit we can easier imagine then act such a designee.'’41

Again. In case you have any overtures made you by the Sddy of Danda

Rajpore id his drains to come to Bombay, we would have you be very caution* in v hat

nature you treat with him. but rather keep him off with delav»« in expectation of an

order from u» ; fnr in r hr de^gn* to deliver up ihe castle to the Moghul, W
lannnt understand any advantage (rather a prejudice) will accrue to the Company
thereby, and wc have no reason to receive him or any of his people on those ;carm=,

for wc shall certainly exasperate a potent and desperate neighbour Sevagy. *hom we

are present in an ill condition to oppose in case he should designe us a nrisdiicfe.

But if the Sydy may be brought to deliver up the cattle to the Honourable Com-

pany. we shall then, on advice from you. resolve nn wnrthing concerning it."4
*

• Continued from p 200.

15a. E. F. India, 1668 69 pp. 72. 73.

(6. F R. Bonxter. Veil. L p. 70.

47. F. Rs Bombay. VoL 1. p. 77.

48 OrigwcJ Correspondence VoL 30. no. 3361, dated 1st Nov. 1669.
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Again, The Bandarmeft you have before complained off /or inaoJciil, disorderly

and dangerous fdiow«, snd now their refusing to pay their duties to the Renders of

the- Arrack renders them more culpable ; wherefore we* leave them to your justice

and care : and in case they are but a burthen to the Island, it i* safer to discharge

them, for they are of Sevagee* country, 3nd if he ftould have any design* against

us. They would be swtes in out besom*.

. Your proposal! touching mch overtures as may be probably made you

by the Sydy. of what nature soever, we have considered of, and declare to you our

constant and unalterable oppinion. that, as the posture ni affaire* doc stand at pre-

sent between the potent parties engaged in this wurr, it cannot he prudence in us

to engage ouraeifes on either side or to counteuance or assist cither pariie, but

professing neutrality and indifferent. friendship to all. to stand upon our own* guard

and improve such advantage as the sucoessc of th<i warr. it cannoL on cither side

shall offer us for the Company’s interest. As to Danda Kajapore itsclfc, though

the Siddv should offer it to u> as u* sxd he did formerly in President Biackman>

time, wee say it mould not be ?aic for U* to accept it, neither in reaped of Scvagy

nor the MoguIL for neither the one nor the other would suffer u* to enjoy it. but

wee should infallibly involve tho Company in a chargeable and destructive wair hr
which you are swndbtr How ill me axe provided either with men, money or ^munition,

and though we doc esteem the place considerable lor strength yet doe not *ne over-

value il as to hazard the lossc of the Company's trade to procure it ; nor doe wee

see how it would quitt the charge of maintaining itt (for it will require at least 4 or

500 men), unless wee had adjacent country under contribution, which is now all

under Savagrrs power and never to be recovered but by a potent army that can be

alwaics mnstrr of the held. Besides, should Siddv make iurii an overture ol deli

very, you may be sure he will demand such tearmes that wre '-lull not be able U> com-

ply withal] without apparent prejudice and hazard of the shippes rettrme for England

which wee are sure the Company cannot well approve of! wherefore our opinion*

are that, if the Siddy -emk to you on any *uch con you put him off with some

del*lory answer e. pretending warn of order hum Surratt or England in a matter of

«uch conaeqllence.
, •«,,

When Shivaji requested the English to help him with war materials, the

Surat Council very shrewdly advised the Bombay Council thus

" but we would positively have them promise him those Granados*,

Mortex pieces and nntmunitoi/ He desires, nor absolutely deny him. in Danda Raja

pore, which ptacr, if it were in hi* oosiesiiofi. would proove a gitat onnevotue to

the port of Bombay
; and on the other side, our denyall is not emuastent at present

with our intros*, in :«pect uae beheve the keepini in surpenec will bring, him to

a speedier conclusion of the treaty, hopeing thereby to be fumhhed with these thing*

he desires ; therefore they must use such arguments as may persuade him to come
to a speedy accomodation with us, which <») the chiefe intent of our sending them
ovct

Hot cunning and shrewd the English have been can be seen from their

way of getting information about Shivajfs movement*. The following k a

good illustration

“ The Generali and Adm; rail of the floetc, whkh consists of 160 small

cuunted by my owne servant (who l «nt as a spte) u one Ventgee Sunnier, com
monly Durrea Saxungetf with whom I having had a correspondence Lhcse 7 or M

years, and aiwayes found him real! and oblidgeing. I wa* resolved to try if 1 oould

49. F. R. Bombay Vol. 19. pp. 27 23, dated 10th July 1670.
50. F. R. Sure', Vol. K7, p 1, dated 30th Sept. 1671.
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geU out any thing of his designe, soe wrote him a civiJl letter, wrching him good
Tirana in hts voyage and promising that assistance lay in ray pontrr in ladeing 3 ot

his ownc shipps that axe here to take in ?ak. debiting him. if he could without pre-

judice to himselfe advise rne where he was carried very privately, yeti it 1 would
‘•end a trusty per*nn. he would by word of mouth, give me notice ; soc I sent the

Moodys son to him, who arrived the Jiexl (day) with orders from Scvag^c at the

place of his rendcvou/cs. He took him aside and swore lnm to srrresie and then
told him his master was marching to Surat with 10000 horse and 20000 footc. and
that he with 30G0 souldiera and a great number of P5unn=r>. was to meet* him
there. Tkt Bromanys hart told him that the 29th day of this month Surat Castle

should be delivered him, which if he carried, be would then to Broach. He likewise

bid mr krepe good watch and trust noetwdy and that l should d<x vesaeH enter un-

starched How fan his words are to be taken. I refen to your better jiK^menti.
1^ 1

The following is of similar type, though in a different relation

" Wee wuh Lieutenant Usiick good success in his journey and fusty tcith

&i4gy, and would have his going kept as privet* as posiibU, and give it out that

he m Id treat about nothing but the recovery o( our luwes received att Rajapoie

and the redemption of the hoigh. that no jealousy may po*et« this King* minister?

to our prejudice.

Ilow far the English could see can be manifest from the following :

—

(aj “By land they (the Portuguese! are our buder ngainsi the invasions ol

the Mogul! and Scvagce. and we their* by -ea, and if ever the Mogull or Sevagee
should attempt to besiege them by land or blonds, common prudence will persuade

us to aid and protect them in order to our own defence, vrere we not obliged to (Sic ?

by) treaty thereunto in regard dial alter ihry have dispossessed the Portuguese, the>

will then with ease by force turn out ;t* Inr want of pmrinom starve u* out unlfl*

the islands were all undrr your jurisdiction end well inhabited and fortified by English

which if they were, you nerd not by Cod’s assistance fear all the forse ffnvm) of

India but till then wr drclare in truth to you that it is safer for your island to have
die Portuguese for your neighbours in all the* adjoining rountries, then either the

Mogull or Sevagee now to qualify this nece&iiy ol aiding them. "
s

(b) "Sidy samble ol Danda Raja(>cre. Generali the Mogulls fioetc against Sevragc*

coming into this harbour with a fleete consisting of 32 sqr) of small vcsadls. itt wai
though fitt to Bend Mr. Nicolia. the Chief Customer of Bombay to Compliment him
to curry him a supply of fresh provisions, as nho to send him a small present, ac-

cording to the custome ol their partes, knowing that he may be instrumental! in

doing scverall services and kindnre* in our gcnerall affaire* and cnnrmws at

Suratt."*4

Shrewdness in dealings the English have always shown, aod the following

is a good illustration :

—

~ The Envoy of Scvagec Rajah, called by of the name Bhiniagre Pundctt.
having declared on bchalfc of the said Sevagee Rajah tliat he is contented to pay
12,000 Pagode*. in regard of the km* that the English had received by the robbery
of Rajapore, the Governor and Council l cannot aerrpt of the aforesaid summe by
reason having no just accompt of the gieate loss they had. which amounts to
above 90,000 I*agr>dc&, and though the said Envoy declares that Scvagce Rajah
did not receive so much, yett the lo» to the English in Rajapore occasioned by him
was so mudi, besides the loss ol particular English men, which amounts to near 20XXX)

51. F. R. Surat. VoL 10, p. 7* dated 21 November 1670.
52. F. R Surat. VoL 87. p. 23, dated 1st March 1672
53. F. R. Bombay. VoL 6. dated 21m Decrrr-bcr 1672
54. F. R. Bombay. Voi. 1. p. 9. dated 23 Decrmber 1672
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Pagodas now, beside* the aid Companya loss. And having an express* order from

his Majestic of Great* Bnttaine not to agree in the Treaty oi peace with said Sevagee

until the said sumroc of 30,000 Pagodes of the said English men be restored yett

the President and CouncilL to manifest their good will have granted for the coma
deration of friend-hip with the said Sevagee Rajah, to accept, instead of 20,000

Pagodes. the sumroc of 12,000 I’aeodr* to be paid for the said particular English

men, which sumite is to be received in ready money or in goods. And as to wl«t

belongs unto the Honoble. Company, the President and Council] hath agreed that in-

stead thereof, the said Sevagee Rajah shall grant the English nation liberty to

trade seven yearn time with the port of Rajpore, not paying any custome*. or five

ycarr at least, which will be a great advantage and profit to Sevager Rajah in

increasing his estate and creditt.

As to the two gwnns Sevagee Rajah desired by his Envoy Bhimagee Pundctt.

you shall answer that after the buxine** ix ended and peace made, he shall not have
only two but as many as he will, and likewise any other things that he hath need

of.

For granting the Custom® free for seven ytarex Sevagee Rajah may tbinkc

it too much, to which you are to answer that though wee doe not pay custovnes

for our good* yett ocher merchants shall pay for theire eoods and for any others that

the said merchant* shall bring m rctume of ours, by which the said Sevagee Rajah
will reap great profit and his port will thereby flourish.”**

I low to make the best of the circumstances the English knew well. The
following is one such example :

-

“The President made another propoxall to the Counsel1. that in regard the

great danger and trouble tkt. jartery oj Centerr is in banjt beseiRai by
lebtlls, whether notwithstanding that our present difference with Sevagee is not

thoroughly acrewnidcd we may not value ourselves upon the towne of Rajapore and
buy up there what goods are procurable for makeing up the -hips lading, for though
we were in hopes to have forced Sevagee to an honourable composition for the

Company's &ca., former lowes, had there been peace with the Dutch, and the factory

of Carwar well settled
. yet wing that wee faile both in the one and the other,

the President thereupon declared upto the CounselI that it ib necessary prudence
to dissemble our design* for this yearn and to moke an overture of settlement at

Rajapore. which if done, here are some Banian merchants that will procure one
good shipp* ladeing at last at Rajapore. consisting of proper, sticklack, scodlack,

dungyres pcrcoOas and other course writs of doth. Then the President acquainted
the Counsel! that this dewigne cannot be put m execution except wee surrender up
the Rajapore veaaell we have seized, which when done wee need not scruple by
God's assistance to be furnished with what goods wee shall want from Rajapore in

order to the lading of the shipps. The Rajapore vessel] is not worth above 8 or 1000
rupee®, goods and all, and she belongs to poore merchants who are totally innocent
of the wrong done to the Honble. Company by Sevagee. the owner thereof being
now here, and having brought letters from Sevagee and his soon and most of his princi-
pal! officers to intercede for him. wherein they promise to come to a fair understanding
with us, and to make satisfaction for the «aid injury with promise* being seriously
and deliberately considered and debated.

Orders That the Deputy President and Counsel! of Surratt be abo advised
with all speed of this motion, and if they consent thereunto, that the said Raja-
pore vetseO and goods be delivered unto the owner, and that we immediately advise
Sevagee thereof and of our intention to settle and buy goods this year* in Raja-
poce towards lading and dispeedmg the Honbte. Company'* fieetc for Europe.

55. F. F. Bombay. V«|. I. pp. 74 5. dated 21st August 1673.
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That the English could underetand the people of India and even the

shrewd Shivaji very well, can be seen from the following instructions sent

by the Surat Council to Bombay :

—

** We observe yew are under a mistake in two things, first in overweening and

putting loo great value on the proffer which he maa.es of a place on the roaifle, where

he flatter* you with a permission to build a castle for thr security of our trade.

It appears to us a polliticke cheat to defeat us totally of all hope of further satis-

faction for our pest losses. You seeroe to us (building on Girders opinion) to be

fond of this place a* what tray tend In the Companies future profit. Wee. soc

farr a* wet yett can apprehend thereof are of a contrary opinion judging that it

may, rather eclipse then advantage the growth of the Island Bombay for ub to settle

on any place on the Maine soe neare ttt, for the trade will oertaindy be all carried

thither, whereas otherwise it will be brought to the Island. Besides we can noe

way admit t of putting the Company to the charge of building a Fort or houae there,

for the constant expence thereof will be imuppotable and render all goeds that fhall

be very dcarc. However though the advantage-, thereof may appear in Lyme, yett

it U not prudence in us at this Conjuncturr to leu him know wee have occasion o!

any of his ports, but rather, as wee have done hitherto oe many yetttt, that wet

shall, by Gods good providence, continue still o live without him.

* The second mistake that you are in appear* in your under-vaUuerni our t/wtu

(ouduiaiu as to wood. Seven's officers have, it seem*, in notable pollky, given the

Deputy Governor might. have answered that wood
grown In other pliers adjacent

as well as in his Countrev. from whence the Bland may be wipplyod, though with

a more charge, and that Ovagee veaadh would serve well to bring it to us. In

fine, as wee before mentioned you have cfcale with nrv.if p&Uitutue people of all the*

parts who make a notab’e observation of the least thine* which may accidentally

p$ant from you in dincour** which may lurne to thar advantage and therefore you

must be v. ary of what parses in talkc from you that may tend to the weakening of

our cause 01 krtnening our reputation . and this cauuon wee dot more especially

rcoommmd to Mr ITahck. who will be often engaged >n discourse with Sevtgea and

his people touching these and other matters, and therefore wre advise him to apply

such answers as may mo*r preserve our Creditt and not give Savages occasion* to

undervalue us.“* A

The English had learnt the eastern ways very well and observed them

absolutely to turn each circumstance to their advantage. See the following :

—

“ Which we shall soon do by God's bkssing, trhrn the peace ia concluded
;
in

the interim, it conrrrm us to keep friendship with all. though it coats ua somewhat

dear by presents or otherwise, without which no peace or quietness is to be expected

in tho?c mercuuiry parts (of the world).'**7

On the occasion of Shxvaji'a coronation the English spent some three

thousand rupees on account of presents made to Shivaji and his minister? and

ocher officers. 9 * Such presents they profusely gave to tlie Indian rulers and

rrfficro to gain advantages from th«n.

On occasions, the English factois used very shrewdly the name of tire

king of England to their advantage. One such illustration has already been

given The following are three more :

—

laj The Revenge friggat being let out on freight and the Merchant having

dispatch hts burinrsjr these are to enorder you immediately to *it saile and make

56. F. R. Surat. Vet KT, p. 7-9, dated Suxa: 30 Nov. 1671.

57. Orm* Mss.. VoL 116. Sect. 2. w> 106-7. dated 15. August 1673.

58. F. R Surat. VqL 87. pp. 153-54. dated 18th April 1674
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(he best you cann \o such ports ns freighters hath consigned you lo, which bcinq

southerly Abarren Sinay, a merchant and inhabitant of this liland, having mx vessell-

laden with salt and ik>w ready to =ailc, hath requested of us tHnt ran) ^iilc under
our convoy ox protection, being fearfull that Siddy Co*»im adit on them as
they formerly belonged to Seva#* Kaph but nf whom be hath brought them, as
apprarx by hi* bill ol sale herewith delivered you. and now send* !h«n to see ae a
merchant ol this. Island Thin his request wee have taken into consideration. and
though wee arc very willing to oblige him, yet we are bound to haw a Greater

regard that wee doe not disoblige ourselve* and rau*r disputes between princes by
acting beyond what may **me becnmrmg ; but a* his vcaselU and hr are deairnu?

that they duiuld wile wi your company, a* wee are willing to die him what good
wee, can, we think fttt to give you these instructions, that you may know the better

how to behave vouraelfe if that Siddy Co*sum or any part of his armada tfioukl

make demand or by violence force them, in such case wee would have you to

advise them they arr ve»ells belonging to a merchant of Island, and that you being
bound to the southward he desired your convoy of them to their intended port, and
*or dedre them to iorcbcare the least nwteatation of them, a* wee- are frind* to

them. :ind civily dispute in their behalves as much as possible
; but after that you

have used the best arguments you can and they will not be satisfied therewith, but
by violent force take them from your alleging that they are v***elU belonging to

their enimye and wee are not to protect them, then wee doe order you to make
a verball fnotext against them, in the King's name for all damages that may here
after be made appexre by their aeirar* of merchant vew11s belonging to this Idand,
but wot doe strictly require you not to fire a gunn, muukett or pistoll. or draw a
*>word in live- defence of aid vesaeh

;
and as wee doe but suspect the danRrr they may

fall into and provide you with an answer to them, wee do* require you if you can
to convoy them to Dabul so ihrt may never come in danger or meet* any ol

the Siddys fieete.’,,f

(b) " We have thought it necessary to impced him what in u* lyes, and
have for that Intent appointed three Shibarrs with six files of soutdiw* under your
inmmand. to curse between said place and the Mine, and to hinder and forbid all ves-
^clla that you shall find come from the Maine with nece*«rys or men to land
at said Island, turning them bade againc. telling1 them that the Island is the King
of England* and that they must not built or settle therein

;
but thin you mu*

doe without offering any fora? or violence without they first offer violence ; then in
sudi ca* you aie to makr the best defence you amn and speedily advife us thereof,
when we shall -end our further orders for your government.'*0

1 c ' l^e Hunter Frigat be ordered to attend upon them, plying up and
dovnr nere the *aid Island, giving the Commander outers in a friendly way u>
acquaint tho*E? that are appointed by Scvaget- for the management of that design*,
whm they offerr to erect their Fort that th* Wand belong:* to his Majetdr of Great
Brinainne. andthat none can attempt any thing upon the placr without an open
breach of friendship

; and which he is commanded to gi%*e notice nf. that if a
breach happen* the whole world may be enable the cause first and only proceed
from then.**1

Two of the above extracts arc connected with the Hendry Kendry affair.

They tried their best to save their skin on this occasion and yet win their

Tx>mt The following is the best illustration of their cunningness and astute-
ness :

—

59.

60
61.

F_R femfay. VoL 8. p. 15. dated 20th February. 1678.
P-31, dated the 3rd Sept. 1679.

F R Surat VoJ. 4. pp. 63-64. dated the 4th Sept. 1679
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M Tht 25 came to our hand yourg of the l&h, with an account of the engage-

ment the day before with Sevagys fleete. cunmumded by Doubr. Caun, the success

whereof wee hnd to our detriment, having bat the DOVE groab with soc many of

mir men, which are to be considered as a great wrakTung to ub. being uncapabh

to recruit, therefore it will be necessary for us to think of some way either hand-

•*nnely to compose things uitk Sevagy or to withdraw ouruhts honourably in

time. least wee should be reduced to a condition unable to defend Bombay if it

jhuuld be attempted by aoe numerous a squadron, which novr you must havx a
watchfull regard to : and therefore would havr you, as to the font endeavour to

find out some per**! propper to mediate in the business betwixt u-, no at not to

left it appear* iU our seeking but a Ire* act ol rctpcci frwn us both . if this cannot

be effected, then wee would have yuu leiL the Captain Central! of BoszCtnru know

that wee hold him concerned in respect to his own security, that he appcaie with

«mr force to stop this growing evill to his own* nation as well as to us in Sevagee

fortifying Hendry Kctidry, but if according to their natures and customer they can

be brought to doe nothing that is filt and honourable, then >\iu must make the best

advantage you cann of Siddysi fleetc. who will now be down*? there in a few day**

more, and who. if you soe find* readily to engage and attend upon this business*,

you may w leave it to him inot by treaty hut by designed as to east you boili

of further hazard and some charge specially the Hunter, being hapily arrived here

the last night which lias taken us of(0 las intended) from sending you boigti

with our guard, for your better askance, and who wee dtall endeavour to dis-

patch from bencc in two or three dayml more, by whose addition of strength, with

the Company** ^libarrs returned that were employed abroad, wee hope may be

efficient to cany on your design* ol Handry Kendry and hinder any attempt that

may br made upon Bombay, am! for the belter quiett and gaitisf&ction of the in-

habitant*
;
and therefore, when you find* it may safely be done, discharge such

men and vessel!* as you have taken into pay on this unhappy occasioin. Keeping

the Rbvence and Hunter, continual? as n guard and security to the Island, and

upon noc tcwrmr* to be employed otherwise without exprtw order/
4**

9. The English 'prestige'. ‘ presetvence ' and Swedeshi' policy

The above account need not be interpreted to mean that the English

^acnftccd their prestige to shrewdness. On the other hand, they took care of

their prestige as much as they showed shrewdness in their dealings m general

and with Shivaji in particular. The English sense of
4

prestige ' is as well-

known as their shrewdness in liistory. Some illustration of this havr been

incidentally given above. In connection with the attempts to be made for

release of the prisoner* taken by Shivaji's men in the beginning of 1661 A.D.,

the following advice was sent by the prisoners themselves to their brethren

"With the letter you send to Sevagi you must send somebody who knows how

to rtperak the honour of our country and the English, and how willing vr» were to

make Sevagi our fnend and how sorry you are he understood us not better and

who thi* must be know not except Hi«an, who having learned his lesion, wilL we

brleivc do the business handsomely/**

The following quotation illustrates very well the English sense of prestige

as also their perseverance :

—

" The 17lli past nxmth wee wrote from Rairc, and therein advised our being

sent lor by Rougv Pur.dit to Rajapnrr Said day wer were gladly received by

all th* merchants etc. inhabitants of

62. F. R Bombay. Vol 19. p fck dated 2&lh Oct. 1679.

63. Ormr .Kfss. Vol 155. pp 1 21. efcicd Songam ltXh June loffl
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“ He told that he had mote a letter to the President, and the content*

thereof, a* all *oe of the answer returned thereto which he sayd give* hopes of an

accomodation betwren hi* master and the English. which he declares to be very

desirous of. and therefore lent for us to treat about the business ; which that wee

might the cieariicr dor, wee told him it would be necessary he declared us freemen

and gave us liberty to speak our minds freely which he accordingly did before

many auditors Then wee told him what we had several! times dco* formerly,

that wee were but inferior servants and therefore could doe nothing of this nature

without special! direction from Your Worahipp , but this wee were assured cif by
former experience, that our master* would never cement that an agreement diouid

be made with any person that their estates and servants have suffered by. without

reperation be first made for the losses sustained which if he could not give credit

to from our relation, wee desired him to satishe himadfe frotn tin* merchant® who
were present and well acquainted with truth thereof ; that if our Master* loose

a pice they will spend 10 more to recover the same, for as they are hugely careful

that none of their servants shall offer any abuse, so when they have wrong offend

them, they arc the readier to revenge it. by how much they were thus earcfull no
offence should be given meriting the same ; and wee having suffered so much by
his master’s late robbing of Rajapore, contrary to all lawes of justice and humanity
being strangers and pewun* that never had c/fercd the Rajah any wrong, he could

not imagine our masters would be satisfied, unless satisfaction of the lowc were

made . ar-d that err should but deceive him and abuse ourselves to my any thing

elwt to him."**4

On the occasion of the «econd plunder of Surat by Shivaji, the English

behaved honourably and the following description can be taken to be true

" However, not-withstanding you were thus in a great measure secured, wee
thought it necessary to provide for the remayning goodes on Surat as allso to

maintaiDc your benour and dial of the Nation (which wee had hitherto reputably
preserved) from any Scandal! that might be case upun us of diverting the towne
and your house in timr of dancer, when the Dutch and French kept theira."'*”

On occasion, the English could be boastful “ We are not wanting to let

him know how considerable your power is".** On occasions, the English

sense' of ‘prestige' developed into the Christian’s sense of prestige. The
following is a good illustration of the same :

—

In regard Srvage* ccmes with such an army by sea I thinkc it would be
convenient if all the 3 Chr.ttian nations made a compact, defensive and offensive,
to gather to preserve themselves and deny him an entrance or aboad, neare Swally,
by land or sea, so farr a* they can reach, for Swally is accounted wholly the
Christians, and twill redound much to their dishonour to tell him attempt any-
thing there, and if wee who are here be surprised it will concerne you there
to revenge the damage upon his fleet* which may easily hr done to his noe small

But the English had in the Portuguese very keen rivals in every nutlet
and therefore, the English cared for themselves more persistently than for
the prestige of the Christian in general. One such occasion can lx: read in

the following passage :

—

ft
R VoL “®. PP- 133-237. dated Rajapore 6th Feb. 1663

« 9"rmujftmu. VoL 31. No 3515, dated Swally Marine

Hth June 1672
V ** Cmmpmf! 0m< w« VoL 114 Sect. 1. p 36. dated

«7- F. R Sam/. VoL 105, pj» 80-81, 28th Nov 1670.
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•' The Portuguese having ao very unkindly obstructed u* in the Paw of Tannah

we haw determined by God'# assistance to endeavoui to find enr Hnd open an

other way which we hope will be equally advantages, and that is to be^in a pas-

*agr by the way of Xagatam (Nagothana> through Sevagees country to Oram-

gabaud whidi w a* near a way within 3 or 4 day* journey. as thr other by

Culkan Bundy, and when we haw a right understanding with Sevagre. will be

equally salt?, and for a good beginning and better effecting thvs design, we have

thought good to send one Syddy I-ahore to Oiumgabaud with letters from the

President with a snail present to Bauder Cawn and Dcleel Chaun. proposing to

them the convenience* which will aceiue to the King s country thereby, if the passage

were well opened and for the procuring a phirmaund Harman for the payment of

the same customs *rc die! in Suratt, and for licence to settle a factory in Auranga

bad at the aarne terms. Therefore we reasonably expect to meet with some

difficulties in this fust treaty. We shall not be discouraged, but ligiously prosecute

it untill God diall please to grant us success, which we doubt not m hr* good

time."1*

How sensitive the English sense of prestige has been can be seen from

the following :

—

' Ilcrr in Bombay iblesaed be God) we are very quiet, but the small fkeir

commended by the Stdye. formerly mentioned, hath mrpnxed and burnt several 1

towns on the mame belong to Sevagt*, over agauiit Bombay, contrary to their

promise to u& which hath aiuvd *ome -warcity oi provhinnd and firewood on

the island and somewhat disturbed the poorc merchants, and which is worse, the

Sidyc deagnes to built a fort on a little Island ii Negotam River, just over

against your Fort Bombay which if they doe. will prove of very evill consequence

to this Island, and therefore we shall endeavor to prevent it what possibly we

can. and for the present have thought good on tins score to forbod the said fleete

or any boats cu vrsttll* belonging to them coming into thii port any more or

furnishing themselves with provision* here ; and were it not for the tender regard

we have to your Honours interest and trade in Surcat and Bcngala, we should

take some other course to check the Sadves evill designe, for that we judge he h
pul un it on propose by advise from the Governour of Suirat. to spoyle and

hinder die growth of this your Fort and Island of Bombay ; and therefore we
beseech you to give n% speedy orders how we are to proceed in sudi cases, for

it exmermrs you highly to vindicate your right in this Bay and not to pennitt men
of warr to ncastle themselves here to the prejudice of yuuT trade, for the whole

Bay is yours without dispute, and though the Portuguscs posseting now Cannjah

and Saisctt do pretend a right therein and ought to hinder the Sidyc from

buiking any fort so neat them, yet they out of pure malice to the English, permit!

their settlement, knowing it will do us great msicheife, and wee considering the

present circumstances of van with the Dutch and your trade in this King s

dominion^ and haveing no positive order from your Honors to make wan or

breach of peace with any of our neighbours are forced to disexnblc our grievances

though never *o much affronted ; but our chiefest chock is warn of order or

commission from you ;
".**»

Similarly, their perseverance is well-known. We have already shown

how they spent ten pice to gain one in connection with the history of the

reparation of the Rajapore losses Even after a treaty was made between

Shivaji and the English, the Maratha officers tried to cross the ways of the

6ft Ormt Ms*. VoL 114, Sect. 2. pp 7*79. dated 26th May 1673.

69. Original Ctnres^ndence. Bombay to the Company, dated 23 October 1673.
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English on account of their personal relation* with them, but they knew no

defeat. The following extiact illustrate this well

- Annajee Pundit hath very much baffled with ua and hath bin very industri*

oua to worke u* all the evill he could, but rest awured wee are not to be discouraged

by him or any other *oe long as wee have your approval! and favourable

acceptance of our hearth endeavors for can .Masters interest, its a great encourage

ment to us and wee shall be aDwak* cheerful!. They all know our punctuality

and integrity, and for that wee are 900 farr in cstccme that wee are assured an

Englishman? money will be taken before either the Friench nr Dutches when
offered for one and the same thing

."T*

Their Swactehi policy can be read in the following two extracts :
-

(a)
m Out great design* is to bring all the Christians of Bombay and like

adjacent Islands to wear garnumLs of English manufacture, which »c hope* to

invite them to buy veiling chcape and did not noyte of war in all part's disturb

us we should have hopes also*: to prevail with the neighbour princes to dothc

their uiuldier* in the same colors which begin* already to be esteemed, but timr

we hope will answen? your wise designes and give your Honrs : a happy and

successful issue in all your generous undertaking." 71

<k) " We now alsoc send you soldiers and their wives, as also Artificers as

per list, and for such angle women or maidc? as shall now come unto >*011, wee

order that if they desire it, and doe not otherwise dispose of themselves by

marriage to tha English men in them for one year after their arrival, they thall

have have vidualls at nur charge, with our *jitc of wetting appendL such as «hal1

be* convenient, according to thr fashion of the Country, during which time they

arr to her imployed in planting and wo? dor not consent that the mud English

women or Maidcs bee permitted to marry any other people, but those of our

ownc Nation, or such others as are Protestants and upon their marriage to bee

free.*”

The last passage also illustrates their seme ol prestige.

10. The English wished ill of Skiver?i :

—

One of the strangest facta that stands out m the history of the relations

of the English with Shivaji is that they always wished ill of him. The follow-

ing extracts will show this beyond doubt ;

—

fa)
M We axe now glad to hcare of the victory* you say the king hath

obteyned against, and hope your next will oonforme the truth thereof.”

Ik) " Wee should be very glad that Sevagyi force* that were at Vnapore
were goun toward* home, as is reported, that so there might be the more hope*

of giyning that caxtk out of his hands, and conocquently of an end of these

troubles. l*trasc to advise the opinion you have of Panrlla. and whether thrrr is

anv probability of redemdon.”71

(e)
M Wt esteem Sevagee to be grand and whole author of all these comma

bori. and great hope is that between the great Moghul and the king wiaaapore. be
will br brought to a better nrdrr, and confined to more narrow linbu. for till then

he wiP not suffer any of hit neighbours to be at quite
**74

70. F R Surat. Vol $8, pp. 41-49. dated the 20th April 1675.
71. Ibid.

,72. L. B. VoL 4. p. 224. dated London 20th March 1G68 F. R Rajapmt.
p. 127. dated 5th April 1660 ; the factors at Raapore to H. Revington.

73. Ibid., p. 1313, dated I7th April 1660
,
the factors at Rnjapore tn H. Rcrbtgton

74. Orme Ms Vol. 114. Sett. 2. pp. 92 94. dated 15th July 1673; Bombay to
Carwar.
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id) ” I endeavour 10 assist ihe forces with all things that they wane

so much as possibly 1 can. and doe heartily drcire that our dangerous neighbour

Sevagee were totolly beaten and destroyed.

(r)
M Wee wish they may mectc and bos it out stoutly, lor they are both

equally troublesome to us and much hinder the trade of oar port," 14

(/)
“ Wee heartily wish tbc forces of that Grand Rebbrll and great disturber

of the felicity of Duccari. which it formerly of sae fameou^y Nourished in all manner

of trade, may retire to thear stronghold* or be once totally routed by the Ducan
army'i which arc reported ready in Vizapuce ." TT

11. Bui Shiva) l was specially kind to the English :
-

Though the English
4
heartily

r

wished that Shivaji might be totally

' beaten ' and ‘ destroyed he was specially kind to the English. This

assertion can be made even on the admission of the English themselves :

—

(a) “hr will be a more useful neighbour then he moort-i." 7 *

(b) The Bombay Council writing on the 15th Dec. 1673 to the Ea*t India

Company says

*• for he is much a friend to our nation

(e) The Bombay Council writing to the Sura; Council on the 23rd October

16*3 says :
* Yet wee dare say if he hath a kindness for any nation, its for the

Encash.'
4**

(d) “ Yell for all that, he had *** much civility to *oe away without

attempting any thing against us. n

12. Why Skicaji troubled Ike English :

—

At this stag** some may question ' Why did then Shivaji trouble the

English on occasion* ? The answer to this question is to be sought in the

English aspirations and their policy to the Indians in general and toward*

Shivaji in particular. When Shivaji’a men first came into contact with the

English, they simply took a few Englishmen prisoners. This they had to

do they afforded protection to the Muslim governor and his jururks on a

false plea that the governor owed money to the English and that he was on

board the English junks only to settle account with them. Foreigners ought

not to interfere with the politics of the country they stay in or take sides

But the English did this insidiously, if not openly. The pretences wen? how-

ever transparent and Shivaji or his men could see through them. It was

therefore that some Englishmen were taken prisoners. For looting the

Rajapore English factory, the English, even on their admission, were at

fault. They not only provided ammunition and arms to the Bijapore

Sardare for using against Shivaji at Panhala but they actually threw the

shells under their own banner. Both of the above facts have been brought

out in detail”* and therefore, require no elaboration now. Anyone who will

peruse the English records dispassionately will come to the conclusion that

• o.
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for reasons or for no reason, the English favoured the Muslim rulers more

titan Shivaji and. Nometimes, against him. The following is one such

instance :

—

" The President having received advise from Sevagee that if wee admitt the

Stdyea fleets to tarry any longer in our port he will, notwithstanding the peace

betwixt him and us. fall upc« his enemy in our harbour and declare warr against

us, Inserting (sit* inferring) that wee shew more favour to the Sidy then to him.

which being scrkxnly considered

Ordered That the Secretary and Captain Thomas NiccolU be immediately sent

to the Sidy to give him notice of the menage Sevagy sent the Resident, and to

declare unto him that himrelfo and flcctc must leave this port, they having received

provisions and accomodation all the nines, which being nor over they may with

safety goo to sea.'** 1

On account of the favours shown to the Siddi Shivaji had to warn the

English very often against such action.

Moreover, the English were not without aspirations for territoiial gains

Not before Shivaji was a powerful ruler, they had such aspirations in their

heart of hearts. Henry Revington and Randolph Taylor writing to the

Company on the 10th December 1659, say :

*’ Therefore, if your Worship***

please to take it in your consideration and find out some way to treatc with

the King of Portugal!, wee are well assured by wise men hecrc that you may

have what places you desire upon honourable teurmes —M*4 It was

this also that sometimes exasperated Shivaji against the English. Someone

might say at this that Henry Revington and Randolph Taylor were but

minor factors and not responsible officers of the Company and that their

words need not be given much value. We therefore cite here correspon-

dence regarding the possessing of Danda Rajaporc that passed the Bombay

Council and the Surat Council on the eve of Shivaji's attempt to take it

:

Henry' Young from Bombay writes to Surat

:

*'
I have writ m {the I Generali (Letter) touching Danda Kajapcirc which i*

a place «oc considerable, that if it could be purchased on any good tearmes, I think

this were not to bee put in competition with it which will cost much the forte*

fteing and making tenable and if we were poaest of (it, Le^ Dand Rojapore) wc

should not neede feare Sevagee not the Mogull in neither and know not what the

former could advantage himrelf in Bombay, more then in taking lhe gunitt, which

I could have removed to Danda till our works were compleat. ."•*

The Surat Council in reply says :

—

* In owe you have any overtures made you by the Siddy ol Danda Rojapore

of his drsires to come to Bombay, we would have you be very cautious in whni

nature you treat with him, but rather krrp him of with delay*, in expectation ol

an order from ub
;
for in case dwignes to deliver up the. castle to the Mogull. we

cannot understand any advantage (rather a prcdujke) will accrue to the Company
thereby', and we have no reason to receive him or any of his people those teanru.

for we shall certainly exasperate a potent and desperate neighbour, Sevagy. whorr.

we are at prestent in an ill conation to oppose, in care he ^lould deaigne us a mis-

83. F. R, Bombay, Vol L p. 78. 2nd ret. daled 26 August.
84. F. R. Rajafmc 89
85. F R. Sural, Vol 105. p. 150. dated 15th October 1669
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chide. But if the Sydy may he brought to deliver up the castle to the Honourable

Company, we shall then. on advice from you. resolve on something concerning it/’**

With this view, they not only obtained Bombay, got it fortified and in-

habited. but introduced their own government there, which no other country*

could have tolerated, but fortified other places as well. In this connection,

the following consultation at Bombay may be read •—

(a) “ Ordered that Maytiim, Sian and Moriuun be forwith lortificd the present

necessity requiring the same by reason of Sevagees taicerng tl* Coocy country and

attempting Gorbunder see neer Bombay, and that Colonel Herman Bake be

appointed Ovcrecr of the work."**

(61 "By land they (the Ponugu.vs) are our budrr against the invasions of

the Mogull and SevagM, and theirs by sea, and if ever the Mogul! or Sevagee

should attempt to besiege them by land or invade any of their territories or islands,

common prudence will persuade us to aid and protect them in order to our own
defence, were we not obliged (Sic? by) treaty thereunto in regard that after they

haw dispossessed the Portuguese, they will then with ease by force turn us out

or for want of provisions. starve u» out, unlrs* the islands were all under your

jurracbct&on and well inhabited and fortified by English, which if they wctc, you

need not by God'9 assistance fear all the lore (forces) of India, but till then we

declare in truth to you that it is safer for your inland to have the Portuguese

for your nrihbuur* in all these adjoining countries, then cither the Mogull or Seva-

gee now to qualify this xutt-saity of aiding them.*'**

They* went out of their way to claim the Arab sea as their sea. Hie

following extract illustrates this well. The person instructed was Cap*

Norgrave and the instructions were given by the Surat Council

" Wee have appointed you upon the Hunter to ttmpOrt Mr. Cieorge Honrhrr

to Callicut; to whom wee have instruction* to direct >xxi to examine all veseeU*

for English posses you shall roccttc with in your going downc
; and such as shall

be found to have none, belonging to any port on the MaQabarr coast, to be secured

and brought upto Bombay especially audi a* may belong to Alice Rajah or the

Mnrns of Burgcra, Guta. Durmapatam or Billiapatam. or the natives, of Pbrcnt"**

A simihar Commission was given to Captain Robert Fisher -

“ Wee have given you to understand the many insataideft and injurious prac

ticca which the pubtique ministers and people of Deccan and the coast Mallabar

have of late imposed upon the Honblc. Company servants and trade in those parts,

for preventing in some measure and puting a stopp to which hereafter wee desire

you during your short stay in Rajapore. Carwarr and Callicut, in case there arc

any ship* or vesaalU there belonging to the said places, to command the Nocquedahs

and dtdfr poiotts on boards your ship, and then in sharp and severe termes to

expostulate with them ; the reason why the people <xi shore dare presume to goc

to sea without the English passes and use bold and mroaceing speeches towards

lixm, declaring that if they doe not behave themselves with more honour and res-

pect to the Company and their servants, and performe their contracts faithfully,

pay whatever debts are due to the Company honestly, and hitherto they have

done, and keepe a more faire and just understanding with us hereafter then they have

hitherto done they mu*2 expect sevrre chastisement in the seizure and confiscating

87. F. R. Misctllanecu'. VoL 2. p. 139. dated 22 June 1672.
86. Orighvol Correspondence. Vol. 30, No. 3361. dated 1st November 1669.

F. R Bombay to the Compaxv, dated 21st December 1672.

89. F, R Surat. VoL 4. FoL 27. dated 27th Feb 1679
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of their goods, ihipps and other effects of the Honblc. Company* justly provoked

disp^B^irc.'***

And yet it was only the English nation that was compensated for by

Shivaji- licit* is their own admission :

“ But in this your Hoars, may glory that you have brought Sevagt* to tcame*
of reuittition for his robbery of your Estate which neither the great Mogull nor

the King of Vigapore nor the Portuguese were ever able to doe, all whose Country*

he hath sufficiently tubbed**1

Fortunately, the English, though harbouring a religious policy in their

heart, did not practise it and thus avoided giving a further insult to Shivaji.

In evidence of their religious intentions and of reasons for not practising

them, the following may be cited

*' We should gladly hearc that Bingcc* design about printing du take effect

tliai it may be a mean* to propoxate our religion whereby aoules may hr gayned

a* well an Estate*.'***

“ Your piou* order for translating the ten commandments the fiord's Prayer,

and our med into the Country language that copy thereof may dispersed on youx

Island for inviting the inhabitants to embrace our Faith wee cannot but highly

esteemc. bb a very religious worfcc, and shall put it in practise soe soon a* a sra.ion

able opportunity shall present, but please to be informed that thii good dcsignr

must be managed with great. secresy and tmdemt-Jk as affaire* now stand, freedom

in religion being one of thr chiefe motive* which invites strangers to settle on your

inland am! should the present In habitant a or Stranger* apprehend the least senti-

ment. of Icarc to be imposed on in that point it would give an universall

Hrsoajragement.

This is a worke which requires time, patience, and assistance from heaven.

for till God moves the hearts of these poor* ignorant people, our labour will be

fmrilesse. the cruelly and most scandalous live* of those who call thtmsHves

Christiana, as well protestant? a* mmanist^ hath cast an odium and dislike of our

sacred profession, for the shame of many live more strict and viituoiu in their

convenation then they ;
wr must first reforme ourselves before wee hope to convert

others to our beliefc.'***

13- On the whole, however, the English policy was one of conciliation

and submission :

—

On the whole, however, the policy of the English on the Western Coast

was in general one of conciliation and submission and, ako with Shivaji. On
the 17th April 16(50, the Bomhay Council writing to the Surat Council says

;

" Wee have not, neither shall wee. lett goe our privilege* by the favour extend-

ed to Sevagy Rajah for once, and to him akxic. not intending to make it prece-

dent!all
;
yet there thought fitt to preserve our honour by giving that which wee

could not retains ,./*•

The ‘ favour ’ referred lo here is the* supply of some gunpowder and

other war material to Shivaji for intended war upon the neighbouring Portu-

90. Oriciuai Ceuespendence, VaL 37. No 4225. dated Sural, 29th Sepc 167fi.

91. Origoof Correspondence

.

3910. dated 15th Dec. 1673.
92. E. F. India, 1668^9. pp. 72-73, dated 21 October 1GG8.
93 Onpml Correspondence. No. 3907. dated 15th Dec. 1673.
9i F. R. Surot. VoL 105, p 117.
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guese territory While this favour, the Surat Council wrote to the Bombay

Council

- \vec disapprove run nut allow of what you have done and doc concerning

the duty* of rice cocos, and also* what parsed beLweene you and Sevagy ;
tor wee

doe apprehend with you that her would not have paid it had it not bin given,

neither deny wee you a correspondence with Ewsy, whereby you may procure those

doe usefull stones, but wee would not for we small a benefitt yon shall engage Boa

much to him as to bee a party In his quarreIR for wee haw enough to VwVe to

our owne."0'

Some instances of the English conciliatory and submissive policy have

already been given where we have given illustrations of the English shrewd-

ness and prudence. They continually required wood, stoocs and food provi-

sions for their island of Bombay and they had to depend mostly upon

Shivaji for all this. Therefore, they had generally to be conciliatory and sub

missive to Shivaji. On the 2nd April 1670. the Surat Council writing to

the Bombay Council sav* :

•• Thr supply of timber u, so absolutely necessary lor the Island that w
would not have you enter into a correspondence with Sevageft Governor of Culhan

for large timber for carriages but tor buildings of ahipps and frigatta aim."**

This very mood has been repeated generally in all their correspondence.

' Wee approve your holding a hurt: correspondence with his governor at Cu Ilian

Bunde. which pray confine ard make use of the advantages offered year

Again on the 2Xth October, the Surat Council enjoined upon the Bom

bay Council thus :

Letters being received yesterday from Bombay anti lead in Conned! Touch-

ing the prohibition which Sevagy nath murder'd lor cutting of firewood in the

1 sands by the mainc thnt the Deputy Gatentor and Counetll be ordered not to

offerr any thing of fotee to Stvagyi people for thr protuiy o\ sovd wood, but dial

they write a civil] letter to the Governour of Cull (i) an Bundy to complainc of said

prohibition, letting him know that hitherto hath been acted cm our partes but what

hath tended to friendship, that some overtures heath past of late between Sevagy

and the President anil Council of Surratt touching the settling of Factory? at

Rojaporc ard other places, which wee dsall have bttle mclynatkm to, if he offers

the least injury unto us or or any of our people ai Bombay, that we have Lbjughts

or settling a great trade at Collin Bundy if he doth nut force os to ahcT our reso-

lutions by breach of amity between us."*
14

The English while following a conciliatory policy towards Shivaji. gene-

rally wanted to keep it secret from the Muslim rulers. Here is one aich

instance.

“ lieutt. 1 1stick went the 10th instant ; hee enclosed goes copy of ha present ;

the perron that came from Sevagee declared himaelfe always an ambassador ; but

none wtc suppose can thinke that Lieut. Ustkk goes for any’ thing else than to

demand satisfaction."•*

95. F. R. Bombay. VoL. 1. dated 28th April loo*

%. Ibid.. Vol. 19. pp. 4. 5, fi.

97 Ibid pp. 7-9, dated 14th April 1670.

9B F. R ShtM. Vol 3. p. 98.

99 Itr.d Vol 106, Pok. 73-71. dated 13ih March 1672.
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They offered presents and conciliatory policy only because they had no
alternative. Here b their own admission.

" Which we sliaJI won do by God's blesaing
;
when the peace it concluded •

n the interim, it concerns jus to keep friendship with all, though it costs us same!
hat dear by presents or otherwise, without which no peace or quietness is to be

expected in those mercenary pons. .
. ””n

When Shrvaji’s men plundered English factories, they generally remon-
strated and petitioned. Some illustrations of this have been already given in

the third and fourth chapters. Here is one more instance :

*’ The Deputy President and Council] of Surratt haveing advried us that part
of Sevageex army Have lately plundered and robbed the Honble. Company’s factory
at Dungom. and forced from their factors there all what they had. as well their

ownc estates 29 the Company's and chaubuckcd one of them.

Ordered that a letter be imediately sent to Sevagoc (with the attestations of
Mr. Austen and Mr. Haggerton) to advise him of his souldierw plundering the
English (artary at Donfiom. and their violence used against the Company's factors
there and withall to demand full satisfaction of him for what lost by the Company
and their factois. and to endeavour to procure, if posable wee can, his Cole that
none of hi9 souldiets shall at any time disturbe or robb any English factory in any
part of the Mogul Is dominiotB.''11®

We have however already noted that in connection with the reparation

of the Kajapore losses despair had driven to thinking of using force, against

Shivaji. especially, taking into possession his vessels of merchandise Such
occasions were generally exceptional.

!£?' ?
r
“tf t,S\ Vo

h, \
U - Sax 2, PP- »05-7. dated 15th Ang. 1673.

101. F. ft. Bamboo, VoL 2, pp. 33-4. dated 19rh Feb. 1675.



MISCELLANEA

TILE APOSTATE-MOTHER

In hi* translation of the Artfaufaftc oi Kauplya Dr. Shama Sasiki translates

iii£ following passage thus

irfror: 17VI-. sifcTHT

5iw»w w. i 3i^ni
t

«{Jtnr *ng: i

- When a capable person other than an apostate i patita t or mother negkcU
to maintain hb or her child, wife, mother, father, minor brothers, aiitera or widowed
girls (kanyn vidhavifca), he or fhe shall be pumshed with a fine of twelve panai.***

Pandit Ganapoti Sasthj in has Commentary on the Auhaiasird* holds tike view
that it U obligatory on the part of the son to protect hi* mother even though she
becomes an apostate. This interpretation of the teat in the Kaufiliya—anyalTa pali-

itbhyab. anyat ia maluk is more in keeping with the trend of the argument in the
prakaraoa and a more acceptable position from the point of view of the dharma-
»stra literature as well. Professor K. V. Rangnwmi Attangar arrepts the inter-

pretation suggested by the late Mr. Ganapati Sastki and renders the passage into
English thus :

M When a person who ia able to do » docs not maintain his child, wife, parents,

brothers not of age and asters (unmarried and widowed) he is to be fined twelve
(The benefits of die rule shall bej otherwise in the case of outcastes, but

the case of a mother who is an outcaste is an exception to the proviso."

4

It will be srrn that if the first view dted that of Dr. Shama Sastki is accepted,

it would then lead to the assumption that a mother and an apostate are exempted
from, or are privileged to discord the ordinary rules of society, while the essence

of punishment ia to bring even the outcaste within the told of society by puniA-
iDent suitably awarded or by priy&fititta suited to the offence. The error can be
seen if it go through the relevant literature in Dhanrobastra.

The Apas!amba-4karma-siiIra has two sutrss relevant to this particular con
tact. They are :

I. 10th patala uciii. 9 Rim gifrP* w'nBfR*I?r I aw‘gg*f ftsu

RffclHTRft I and 10 :

R 3 CTRL I

1. A»iA««/ro. cd by Dr. R. Shama Sastki. 1909, Mysore, p. -17.

2. Koutdya's Artkaiastra, Eng. tin. by Dr. R Sharra Sastki. 1923, p_ 51.
3. Gapapati Sastiu'j edition ol the Artkaiailra, with his ccanmtsitaiy ibi-

muUm. V«L I, p, 113. The omirnentary states JTHT fj 'tftdff’j TOifar I

4. Some Aspects of Ancient Indian Polity, Sir Subrahmanya Aitab Lectures,
University at Madras. 1914, Second edition, 1935. p. 30.

5. Apastamta-dhormo-nilTa. edited by A, Mahadrva Sajtrj, Mysore, 1898,

P-184 ; commenting <xi sutra 10, HaradaiU holds the following view :

€SR9: I

R iftddl RT5R R? R I

3 <n% ri a Rtwftra«n i *iHi<iiy rfh: i

^ £raft<nn: i
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The sutra* las down specifically that service lo a mother la miya and this

injunction is not affecird by her even being a pcivi That she has undergone the

extremes! of trials by the bearing of the child and nourishing it is itself considered

sufficient reason to hold the view that whatever be the service that the childrm

may do to their parents, this can be never repaid.’1 The position of tlse mother

in further elucidated by Manu who holds

:

Sakasram tu fritjn mala gaxnmxntvlcrale
|

*

All that wjtra 10 contemplates is that an apoalatt* mother cannot be asso-

ciated in any act of vftidk significance and ritualistic in character. What is con-

templated in this context is that in certain sacrifices there are occasions when the

nanus of all members of the family arc cited c.g. Vamnapraghasa etc. On such

occasions the name of the patitA rrother will not be xnrntioned. For a mention of

the name of such a mother is equal to accepting her as she was before 9he became

Wild. Non-mention excludes her from the family privileges but she is not to be

denied food, dothes and personal service by her childrm •

A vt?rse of the Afalsyapurana* ated by the Vxusmltrodaya, Swmkira-prakASa,

p. 468 is equally reluctant to push thr case against an apostate-mother to the ex-

treme. Even ciders (gvrorol—parents) are to be abandoned Of the two, ill* case

of the mother is different from thaL of the lather and the sin of abandoning a

mother is more heinous. 10 Commenting cm the passage Mitra Mika states the

opinion that while die abandonment (tydga) has not deprived even a paiitd wife of

hrr right to be maintained—/nrri/AOf^ux—^tyiga in the case of gurus should be inter-

preted as interdicting namaakara and other attendant rites due to an elder.™

a Manusmrli, II. 227. HWlfaRI

5mT lg ll

7. ktanusmjti
. II. 145

8. See Apasiamha ir/mta sutia. cd. by Richard Garhf. Vol. II 1885, p. 28.
VIII, v, 41.

JJIiq I 51 -TW r^f^:

JT^nm^niTTaiT: ?WRl:

The uamwtfary cm this sutra ram thus : SWIW: JfTWlfesfr fTTcT^T: g^ffSHIT

hfti snrr aiftuinn: irq 3*7^ «?: qrr^rt <jcr: fit/w i

9 gw: WI3STI:

*JWr ^ i

jtrt neianft «

lft yiramitroJaya-Swiakara. p. 468. qftflpn VTFJTqi

II. Hesnadh. Calurrasganntemoni Prayascitta-khapte. p. 74.

frfoW II

*rcj?flrol ;? ftnffff: i

3 W TT>5tpjT arfq I
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A verse of Apasiawba 11 i* cited by Hemadri as authorising the abandonment

of parents who arc pntitas and of parents who have lost the power erf distinguish-

ing between what should or should not be done. Iksn&dri comments that while

abandonment i% not censurable, the mother’ll right to be maintained by her off-

spring is in no way te^etied arid personal service is m!ya—obligatory—even to an

apostate*mnther. ,M

Adyat Library. A. N. Krishna Aitancar.

THE DATE OF V1MUKTATMAN

Professor M Hiwvanna, the learned editor of the Iitasiddki in the Gaekwad’a

Oriental Scries, in his introduction places Vimuktatman between the bruad limit*

850— 1060 ,\i). The evidence he se3 forth for the limit 850 is the fact that Virouk-

lAtman makes a reference to Bhiiskaia's v*w* in veracs I, 36 and 42 in the ItfasvldkL

Though VimukLatman himself does nnt directly mention the name of Bh5skara.

according to the commentator Jdanotiama, the reference U to Bh&tara. The eocn-

mentatur says

:

I 1*1 gffowi

5f4wur?—*TO*rcof?ma—5ft • <K1 5oa5UJ of *********

• <P- SCB o< the ItfatiddU).

Thus relying on the authority of the commentator, we have to say that Vimuktatman

flourished after Bhaskara. The limit 1060 A.D was arrived at on the ground that

* die only clear reference to thr. Itfasiddki in a work earlier to it ia in the Atmawddhi

of YSmuaidrya, tho spcritual grandfather of Rinwmija.' In the light of

further evidences to be set forth shortly. I proper to bring the limit 105*3 very dose

to 850 A.D.

Bhaskara, we know, was a younger contemporary of Sankara (820 AP.j. Bhks-

karas bhSgya on the Brahrrasutras is replete with adverse criticisms of Sankara's

views. Not only thAt. but hr bodily transfers portions n! Sadkarabk&fya in his work,

in more than one place. A comparison of the two bhasyas would make this fact

dear. Further there are also external evidences to show that Bh&k&ra lock verba-

tim certain portions from Saitkara's bha*va. In his commentary called pppaon, 1 on

the Chandngy’opani^aiijha^ya of Sankara. Naremlrapuri ia very' clear in stating that

Bha-kara plagiarised from Saflkara. The reference* are worth ment inning and I

(he only a few below.

1 ‘ ffrtftW WPW ’ STTf-fyj

ft*l*T* ufiMNrw '«* Mad R :lft90)

2 rTRnrt riw i^
' ^ngw ts^ X X X X X I 3?* 2 'Tip;

*T?ff |
(p. 60 of Mad Ms. 3690).

12. See foot-note No. 11—bold portion. _ .

L A Mi copy of this tippapa is available :Q the Government Oriental Mss.

Library. Madras
;
k. 3990.
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3 rfwrfl c<jp^|JrrM^T: ( U||4W|*fl<: ? ) *T^T m«l+w'|4 WJICZfR-

m ( fmnft l ) «uw*r ( «t«rhrt \

)

*nw?ci<ihr fipjrftfa i
<p- 69 <* Mad Mv 3690).

From the locrgtiin^ it is dear that Bhswkara waa considered to be a plagiarist. In

view of the fact that Dhaskara has been in turn criticised by Vdcaspati (H41 ajx)

we have to hold that the literary’ activity of BhAakara was between 820—840 aj>.

Anyway it can be fairly acceptable to assume that Bhaxkara flounced before Vi-
caspeti and that his most active period would have come to a close before 841 ad.
And the fact that in the Itf&uddki, according to Jhanottama. VimuktAtman refers to

Bhiakani dearly proves the posteriority of VimuktAunan to Bhflakara. Thus it is

payable to fcx the upper Unit of the date oi VhnukUtman. at about 850 a i>.. as has
been well pointed out by Prof. HHOYANNA.

With regard to the k>wer limit, I have to set forth some fresh evidences They
are :

(1) In the 7th VanjaJca of the Pan^apddikdviiarana Prakasatman (1000 au.)

aaya

:

Hl^lfasjiSlfrfafi^T *w 5T»lf%l<0TH I fag* ET5T «f^!WT3»RH I 3ffrng

•iftOH'il: I <P- 975 of Mm. Anantakj^oa Sastri's Edn. of Fafcafiidikitivojuna).

That this is the view of the author of the Iffusuidhi can be realised when the above
text is compared with the •»tracts from the hfasidJkitharatta, Madras Ms. R. 4384.

I 3raifaO«Hi^i RSSlftsiffttfPTf I fTCTT fargfafatq

I 'Tr'TfWfo I
" «n^t 3 Slfft fauwM g g*: I

3 m ^ 1 SW1

•rtfawnaRnftfo *Frrirfawrcfa*i?ij 3fgre;fiWRq afWWfatf n't*

SlHtS 1 (PP. 329-30).

This commentary on the /tfdriMU is from the pen of the famous Anubhiitisvariipa,*
thoueh it Is wrongly identified with Jlifinottama's vivaraqa. The extracts given from
the commentary arc enough to show that the same ideas as contained in the Panto-
pAdiiCiit atana, mentioned above are found in this commentary. The whole of the
seventh Adhyiya of the I'Jasiddk, deals with similar ideas, so that there will be no
difficulty in supposing that Prakasitman had in hi* mind the view* contained in the
Iffasuldhi when he wrote his Pancajtdd1Ad i'

i

vaumu

.

(2) Again on p. 977 of Mm. Ananukproa Sastri's edition of the Vivaraoa. the
text reads as follows

:

a£**v» ^iforci gfo i

wrmr tiftm ^ i

This view in the Advaitic tradtion has come to be attributed to VimuktAtmaa’ The
hlaiiddki has also a similar text.

W4T«i*M: aTRffa WldiirtlWn 3H H-fN l^
*ntn^r aisj** arwqmife: i

. „
Th^'t

-^f .

be^n
.

tlB“ r>rak^1“« 0000 AJ>.) was aware of the existence

il l

f<uu*dht- 71,18 facl F>lns support when »r see that the Tattrajipena of
AX.iandunar.da also seems to identify the above view as having been held by

2. Evidences to be set forth elsewhere.
3. See Cihukhi, pp, 363-375 ; Nir. Sac. Edn.
4. hfasiddfo, p. 200.
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Vunnkfirman, the author of the Itfasiddhi though in an implied manner. The
Tottvadipana in this context rcak& :

snrw 1 5? ^Tg^rr frtftanir:, sen*: i SKSrefir^i i

(3) A slightly earlier reference to the Itfesiddhi. earlier than by Piakifitman.

is to be met with in the Tatlvaiuddki of Jhanaghana. in Chapter 44 of the Tailtv-

suddki, on avidyinivrtti, Jnanaghana says :

wm, srwwPufa: diwiPKa^WMcl, ft 3 Tusmm 1

jf^rf^IRI: fas* fc?T*qt: W: I 3i?FT 3^: I

?fa{fo JW l =^JT^T: I
ptc*

Though there is no direct mention of Vhnuktitrails name here, the reference k to

h« views. For in the tradition of Advnitic thought the fifth mode of avidy&xuvrtti

is associated with Vimulctatman's name.* This would evidently show that Vimuktit*

man preceded Jtenaghana.

I have in my paper on JMna#hanapuj>apSda« attempted on some grounds to

fix His date somewhere about 900 A.O. So that Vimuktatxmn now can he placed

between the limits B50 900 ajx

<4) \ still further significant reference to tbc Itfasidfhi is by Sarvaj&atman

in his PaHcapTakriya, : In this work, in more than one place reference is made to

the vie\.s of the author of the /fforifAi. Towards the end of the last section deal-

big with cnofcsa. we find Sarvajflatman quoting from the htasiddhi in the following

way :

awl* an?«R irnsn (

«

l ) cf yra?? * i tvPi
'

fiw* :
—

Wi?; *1 *flft z^Tif *T MHWW^Tn^T: I

wmsffcn h*«jwj afrrtf *1 II
" 5ft i

The verse is found as No. 9 in Chapter VI of the Itfosiddki.

Now we Bee that SarvajA&tman quotes from the hfastddkt. Sarvajfi&tman flou-

rished scenewhere about 9J0 A.D.* According to tradition he is also known to be the

disciple of Surefvara.9 Thus Vimuktatman can safely be placed before 900 A.D,

5. See Com. on the Samifcpaidriraka. IV, U (Anand Kdn.)
6. A'nc Indian Antiquary.
7. This is available in Mad. Mss. Library, K. 3619b. The work is a short tract

dealing with five topics in Advaita
; Jflp-

and jflfclfaW:

A Das GtitTA : History of Indian Philosophy. II, p. 111.
9. Some scholars think that it is a mistake to suppose Sarvajflatman as a dis-

ciple of Surcsvara, on the ground that SarvajA&tman refers to his guru as Devr^vam
and not as Sunsvara. On this they make a difference between Surcivara and I>eye-

fvara. (See JORM. III. p. 50). This argument docs not seem to mr to be quite

satisfactory
,
for in assuming the above view to be correct* we will be forced to say

that Suresvara himself was not a disciple of Sankara, as be mention* his gum as

m the end of the drhaddranrakvpanifodbhdjyavarttika, and as

in the end of the Tmttinyabhdqyavdrltika. SureSvaia himself explain*

the latter in the words ; *m-7 *FF5fft IT^TWI JJfHJR ftWT: I Thus it is very

dear that then- will be no difficulty is making out from Devetvara Sure£vara, the

piru of Sarvaj fiatman. Instances of similar reference* can be had in plenty. Further
it is afco in conformity with the custom* not to refer to one’s guru directly by his

name This custum later on seems to be emphasised in verse :
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(5) V:multtatman directly refers to Soresvara, or V'arttika-kara :

' h smksjksfcr

UPWMfiWHia *J: 9 ^nrj^T: II
* ip. 356 of the Iffastddki).

The above verse is taken from the Naifkarmyasiddhi ( TV
r

. 53) of Sureivara.

Thus putting all these tacts together, it can be forty assured that Vlmuktftman

flourished somewhere about 850 ad. Though the figure may not be quite correct,

his chronological position between Samovar* and Sarvajnatman, stands fairly estab-

lished.

Madron. fc P. Kadhakrishnan.

DEATH OF AHMAD NIZAM SHAH I, BAHRI

Chronicler* and historians haw generally recorded 914 a.h.* as the year of death

of Ahmad Nizam Shah I. This tt not apparently based on any direct ixintcmporary

evidence but is presumably an inference drawn from the chronogram compiled to

commemorate the year of accession of his son Burhan Nizam Shah I. There K
however, no ground to suppose that Biuhan Nizam Shah's accession was a conse-

quence of Ahmad Nizam Shah’s death.

Duff, in his Chronology.* *ay* : "914 VH. Burlun Nizam Shah I nf Ahmed-

nagar succeeds hi* father Ahmad Nizam Shah 1
**

;
while James Burgess, in his

Chronology' of Afftrfrw India, mention* :
" H. 914 .Ahmad Nizam ul-Muft Bahri,

Sultan of Ahrncdnagar, dbes." Thus the former avoids to interpret the year of

accettaon of Burhan Nizam Shah sb the year of Ahmad Nizam Shah * death, but

the latter t* assertive enough in his infeience. Beale, in his Dictionary
,

4 gives

914 A.H. or 1506 a.d. as the yea: in which Ahmad Nizam Shah died. The Ency-

clopaedia of Island also accepts the year.

Brihrle* and the Imperial Gazetteer' record 1508 ad as the year of Ahmad
Shah's death

; the Cambridge History* however, calculates the correspondence of 914

a.h. to 1509 AD. and states :
" in 1509 .Ahmad Nizam Shah died." All tliese quota-

tions indicate the common adherence of the later chronicler* and historian* to 914 a.h.

for the incident Apparently, all follow Ferishla.

Mahomed Kasim Feriahta give* no doubt, a chronogram for the accession of

Burhan Nizam Shah 1 manifesting 914 tH, but laves his reader to have his own
inference about the date of death of Ahmad Nizam Shah I from the succession of

events narrated by him. The pertinent portion of this narration is quoted from
Briggs'

"In the year 914 (15C6 ad.), Nasfer-ool-Mooi. the Vizier, dying, his

office was conferred on Mookumil Khan Dcccany ; and two or three months
afterwards, the King (Ahmad Nizam Shah) himself being taken dangerously

1. 2 May 1508 to 20 April 1509

,
^ Tk* Chronology of India from the earliest limes lo the beginning <j

the XVIth century by C. Mabel Durr. 1899
3. Chronology of Modern India ad 1494 to 1894 by James Burges*. 1913.

IV O'**"**

1

Biographical Dictionary by T W. BEALt and edited by H. G.
Keene, Calcutta, 1881.

5. The Encyclopaedia of Islam. Vol 1 by M. Tb Houtsman and T. W.
Arnold.

S* O IH' Y?\ d th€ b>* j- B. Grimhe. 1896.

o' u' !S t-°, WJP* X,
l

Caret terr of India. New Edn., 1928.
8. P. 430, VoL III, Cambridge History of India.
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iD, he appointed his um B<iorhan Nizam, an infant of seven years of age. his

successor, and shortly afterward* died.*'0

The statement is very vague and the year quoted can be applied to either of

the events mentioned. The words “ shortly afterwards ** may mean any short or

long interval that one can imagine. Fcrishta has thus recorded no definite date of

death of Ahmad Nlxam Shah. On the contrary be has elsewhere1 '* told us that

Kumal Khan, on assuming his new dignity as the sole administrator of Ismael Adi'

y^fih, cultivated the frimddiip of the neighbouring princes such as Ahmad Nii&m

Sluxh. Sultan Quli Kootb Shah and Airier Bereed Shah. If this cultivation of

friendship had really taken place, aw Fcrishta believes it to be, then Ahmad Nizam

Shah did survive till after the death of Yusuf Adil Shah 1. who died in 916 a.h.

<1510 A.D. )
.**

Sayyad Ali. another Persian authority next to FenAta. in his Burhan i-Maaair,

records12 911 A-h.u as the year when Ahmed Nizam Shah died. Thu is unaccept-

able. There is ample evidence of activities of Ahmad Nizam Shah till 914 a.h. In

fart, Sayyad Ali has himself contradicted his own statement elsewhere while mention-

ing the event with detail ax :

“Sultan Ahmad Bahri, after he had reigned for nineteen years and four

months* or according to another account for twelve years

'• When the King became aware of the approach of death, be withdrew

from the desire of worldly kingdom and sent for tire prince, A1 Mu'ayyad

Mir’andi’llah Abul Muzzafar Burhan Nizam Shah, who then seven years

of age. and gave him his council.

* When the King had given his parting instructions to all about him. he

died . . . The Amirs and the officers of the army made all the preparations for

the luneral and the King was buried in the tomb which be had built for him-

self in the environ* of Ahmednagar hi the garden known as the Raunh l

W]<

Thrrr is* therefore concordance between Fcrishta and Sayyad Alt so far as the

rotation of Ahmad Nizam Shah's regency for some time after the accoaion of

Barium Nizam Shah goes. Like Ferishta. Sayyad Ali also slips in. in contradiction

of his date nf Ahmad Nizam Shah’s death, an account™ of 916 A.lf.1* explaining

9. P. 206, VoL HI, John Bkiccs* History of tk€ Rut oj the Mahomtdan Power

in India till the year 1612 a. D. —Translation of Persian original of Mahomed Kawm
Fcrishta, 1919.

10. P. 34, VoL 111 . Briggs’ Ferishta.

11. Pp 30. 33, VoL III. Briggs' Ferishta
; p. 149, GhorUode Bakhar. Gkorpad*

Charon rocha Jlihas edited by D. V. Are*.
The Indio*

’

12. IV 159 and 12K. The Indian Antiquary. VoL XUX, Burhan-i-Maasii . tran.v

btxxi by Major \V. Haig. 1920.

13. 4 June 1506 to 23 May 1507 A.D.
, , ,

14 P. 128. The Indian Antiquary . VoL XI. IX. Huikan-i-SfwutT. translation

by Major W. Haig. 1920
15. The account nnu ax under : _ _
•’ In thr year 916 ah. (ajl 1510) discoid and attention arose between Majbs-

i-Rafi
1

AdJl Khan and Dastur-i-MamaTik on account of an old quarrel ; and aa

Dastur-i-Mamalik was not tfrang enough to oppose Majlis-i-R&fi, he put hr* trust

:n the protection and favour of Sultan Ahmad Bahri Nizam-ul-Mulk and took refuge

at his court The celebrated prince, thinking it incumbent cex him to awut that un-

fortunate one, took up arms in his cause and marched with hi3 army toward! the

province of Majlis-i-Raf When the latter beard of the movement of thU army
feeling himself unable to oppose them, he took refuge at the court of the Sultan.

He entirely forbade Majlis-i-Rafi ’Adil Khan to quarrel with Dastur-i-Mamalik.

Majlts-i-Rafi. according to orders made a compact rhat in future he would become a

traveller on the road of friendship and unity with Distm-l-Mamafik. ... After

that the Sultan sent to that Prince of Men { Bahamany King) a farnian fiiU
I
of

affection and kindness together with numerous presents, and told him bow be had

prohibited Majlia-i-Rafi from quarrelling with Dastur-i-Mamalik and related to him

circumstantially the agreement made by Majli&-»-Rafi. The Prince conformably with
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hcm successfully he (Ahmad Nizam Shah) intervened in the quarrel between Add
Khan and Daatur-i-Mamalik.

Thus both Perishta and Sayyad Ali believed that Ahmad Nizam Shah was alive

till the year 916 A.H., and the belief appears to be well justified when we find a con-

temporary corroborative evidence in a letter of 17th October 1510 from Affonao

de Alburqucrquc. Viceroy of Portuguese India, to the King of Portugal. Albuquerque

writes :

"Another AkjuariU (Nizam-ol-Mulk) is the Lord of Chaull (Chaull. The
latter always was in war with Cabayo (Sawaae or Yusuf Adil Shah I) and

vs still in warfare ; and if, at the time 1 won Goa, the Lord of Chaull had not

died, 1 would never have lest it, because he fell upon the son of Cabayo when

he came to besiege the island, and he defeated him .
17

Albuquerque won 1 * Goa for the first time on 12 March 1510, and Adil Khan be-

sieged1* it at the beginning of May 1510. Ahmad Nizam Shah had, therefore, ac-

cording to the Portuguese Viceroy's account, fallen on the army of Adil Khan in

April
;
and If Ahmad Nixam Shah had died before he crxild effectively harass Adil

Khan to prevent recovery of Goa, the event must have taken place some time between

the end of April and the middle of October 1510. The (act that IXrrn Francisco de

.Almeida, pnxicccwr of Albuquerque, had entered 10 into a treaty with Nizarmilucao,

King of Chaul, in the last week of February’ or the first week of March 1509 not

only vouchsafes the accuracy about the knowledge of the Portuguese sources of the

King of Ahmednagar (Ahmad Nizam Shah) but definitely rejects any inference

that Ahmad Nizam Shah died before March IjCO. i.e. in 914 A.H. and extend*

the interval between the accession of Burfcan Nizam Shah and the death ol Ahmad
Nizam Shall beyond 914 a.h. Again the event that some of the officers of house-

hold attempted11 to revolt against Muknmil Khan and hrs charge. Burhan Nizam
Shah, with the aid of Allanddin Imad-ul-Mulk in 916 A.H. inclines one to place a

limitation to this interval to the middle of 916 a.h. as tbc death of Ahmad Shah
akme must have afforded the revoltcra an opportunity to rebel against their master.

It is, however, not possible for want of conclusive evidence to determine the date

of death of Ahmad Nizam Shah. All we can say foe the present with any certainty

on the strength of the contemporary evidence of such a reliable Krurce as Alfonso

de Albuquerque, is that the death of Ahmad Nizam Shah must have occurred xxnt
time between the end of April and the middle of October 1510 or in the beginning

of 916 AJI.

The continued illnesses and death* of the two chid Sultans of the Deccan—
Yuari Adil Shah and Ahmad Nizam Shah—and their subsequent regimes of infant

successors with dispute* foe wcarnkm were indeed responsible for the weakened

strength of these kingdom*, which was ultimately found to be inadequate and in-

derisive to resist the footing of the Portuguese on the coasts of Goa and Konkan.
An earlier date* for the occurrence of Ahmad Nizam Shah’s death was presenting some
hitch in this contention, but now that the correct year of bis death is known this

hitch is removed.

V. S. Bendwct

his dm returned to the seat of government.- po. 140-1, The History of the Baba-
many Dynasty founded on Burhan-i-Maadr by J. $. King. 1900

16. 10 April 1510 to 31 March 1511.
17. Letter No. VI from Alfonso de Albuquerque at Cananor to the King of

Portugal. VoL 1. Albuquerque’s Letters, Portuguese Records, India Office, London.
(Abo a copy in my Collection).

18. P. 192. VoL I, Portuguese in India by F. C. Danvers. 1894
19. P. 194. Ibid.

20. P. 141, Pvuuiuet* in India. VoL I, by F. C. Danvers, 1896 ; p. 32. Soles
on the History and Antiquities oj Chaul and Banxem by J. Gerson DR (X'NHA. 1874,
Oriab* Gazetteer, etc 21. Pp. 2124. Brioos* Feriskta. VoL III.
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Pti’Buddhist India (A survey of Ancient India based on the Jataka stories).

Ratrlal N. MullA Bombay, Examiner Press. 1938. l*p. xxvm, 461. Price

Rs. 15.

The subtitle of this work us given as ' A Political. Adrimisliative, Economic.

Social and Geographical Survey of Ancient India based mainly on the Jataka

Stories', a task which the author sncms to have arrompUdurd with commendable

zeal. The PfU: texts have supplied a good deal of information regarding the India

of Buddha's period and of the succeeding centuries, to a much greater extent, lor

instance, than the Sanskrit texts, but this is the fust UMtahied effort to gather from

n single source all the material which may be interpreted in terms of the subtitle

quoted above.

The whole book is divided into five major sections. The first section deals

with political history, divided into four chapters, life andent period, the Kum-

Paficaln kings. Vidcha and the lesser kingdoms and the MahSjanapada period. Sec-

tion II deals with the political atmosphere, the central administration, the fiscal

administration, the administration of justice, anbtary organisation and local govern*

mem. and ia entitled Administrative Organisation. Section III. called Economic

Aspects* treats of *uch interesting topics 35 production, distribution, exchange and

consumption. The fourth section is devoted to Sociological Conditions, dealing

with the soda! structure, the family, frknds and relation*. the position of woman,

ediiraucm. arts and science, religion and philosophy anil manner a and customs.

The last section and one of the most interesting: is entirely devoted u> the rdudy

of the Geography of the JftUkas* with a veTy useful geographical lexicon.

In any criticism of the work it must bo remembered that it was submitted an

a thesis for the degree of M.A. at the University of Bombay, and any of the short-

comings which strike the eye are chiefly due to the fact that the writer vras making

tus entrance in the field of scholarship and w-33 handicapped to a certain extent

by the lack of first-hand acquaintance wuh wane of tbc paper* contributed to allied

themes and appearing in the various European journals, some of which are in-

accessible in India. Neverthdesa it is a very creditable performance, tx5**i a* it

is on all the material which was available to the author 111 English. An instance

of the author’s non-acquaintance with cognate sources in the shape of modern

contributions may be dted here when, on p. 4 he identifies Dudipa of Pftl: (v. 1.

Dufipa) with DiTipa of Sanskrit while the linguistic note on this interesting word

by Chakpentie* would have supplied him with cwtain new viewpoints hut is

evidently missed by him. I do not propofie to take into account other instances

where such contemporary contribution could have been utilized with advantage

by the author. Apart from these minor points, we should be obliged to the author

for his painstaking analysis of the vast sociological material lying embedded in

the popular Jataka stories. As sudi the author's contribution is a welcome addition

to our knowledge of ancient Indian Custom? as reflected in this huge literature and

despite the fact that many of his identifications may nut convince some scholars

and win general acceptance, it is a performance of which both the author and the

Historical Research Institute of St. Xavier's College, Bombay, may reasonably be

proud It ia not out of place to suggest here that the author may be prevailed upon

to do a siimUr work in the field of Jain canonical literature and the oamanentaries

from which we can gather even a more detailed knowledge* of the crxitemporary

period It is both a ciympfcrneniary work and highly capable of yielding better

results. After all one text, even if it represents a whole «bt»l of literature, is
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not a «fe bash to draw historical (acts on. particularly when much popular belief

k mixed with semi-historical and mythological stories. A co-ordination between
Sanskrit, Prakrit, that U» Pali and Ardhamagadhi and Apabhrariisa sources is abso-

lutely necessary for this reconstruction of the dark period of Ancient Indian History

The subject may perhaps form pan of the future plan of Research Institutes in the

Bombay Province.

The gel -up of the book is excellent thruighouL and the production as a whole

is worthy of a high place in the recent contributions of Indian scholarship to his-

torical studies. The work deserves a wide circulation.

& M. K.

ihodhiko.xam, edited by A. Vcnkat Rao and H. Sc*ha Iyengar (Madras University

Kannada Series* No. 7). 1940. Pp. viii, 174. Price Ra 2.

The present edition is based on a codex unkum obtained from the Jaina

Siddhinta Bhavana of Arrah and ia due to the fact ' that this work gives meanings

not ocuy of technical words, but also of many popular words not found in current

dictionaries* (Preface) and thus be of help to students of Kannada. The codex

on which the edition is baurd h incomplete, and the editor* haw not been able to

penetrate behind the defective exemplar in order to gain any information about the

author or the date of the work. The work contains nearly twelve thousand Sanskrit

words arranged in the alphabetical order with their meanings in Kannada. A dr

tailed discusnou in the Kannada introduction points out to the fact that the codex

uramm is not an original ccpy but only a copy of a copy, and since the symbol

for f is sparingly used the exemplar cannot go bock td a parent codex earlier than

the thirteenth century.

The work ia useful for two reasons; it gives us the Kannada equivalents of a

large number of technical word* dealing with medicinal herbs, etc. as current at

the period and in the region where the work was composed, and gives us at the

urw time a large number of Kannada vocables whose existence otherwise would

have been questioned, being lacking in any of the available dictionaries It is thus

a definite addition towards the building up of a new Tkevxnus of Kannada, and

it t§ regnettable therefore, that the effects have not seen fit to add on appendix in

Lhe shape of an alphabetical index of all the Kannada words.

Many of the meanings are merely Sanscrit loanwords as in abhram ohfrrafca.

ktrputa, mcgfca, bkadramaste
; asram * raklam, etc The advantage of the Knimada-

Samkrit reverse dictionary from the Sanskrit-Kannada part mould be apparent from

a sample entry (which does not aim at comprehensiveness) : BHAiatAMAST* : >
abhrom. abda etc. Evm Sanskrit lexicography may gam something from this 0*4-

dhikoia. We congratulate the University of Madras and the two members of its

Kannada deportment foe bringing exit this unique work, and hope that at no dis-

tant future, the reverie Kannada Sanskrit Index may be pubhshed either as a volume

in this Series or as a paper in the Journa! of Orimiai Research.

S. M- 1C

The Student's Entfish-Pfcya Dictionary (with 3 appendices) by Hiralal Rnwkdas

Kapawa. Kanandas Narandaa and Sons. Surat. 1941, Pp. xiL 188. Price

Re.

This is indeed the first attempt to give to students of Prakrit languages a prac-

tical EnglUb-Prakrit dktiofiary with special reference to Ardhamagadhi It attempts
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to give the Pk. equivalents of nearly 4.500 Eng. words and therefore satisfies the

mayor needs o( the student in his work of translating Eng. passages into Arag. The

author'* insistence in calling Prakrit by the term Paiye and reunctini; it* use in

actual practice to Amg. seem* to be somewhat strange, but making allowances for

the author’s individual notions in the matter, the effort has really brm worth making

and he has thereby placed the entire student world in this province under obliga-

tion. In the selection of Pk. equivalents the editor has as far as practicable given

words nearest to I- A. regional languages like Gujarati and alio included Sanskrit

words with or without nxxhficatkioa as the case may be. Appendix I contains addi-

tional words which are to be incorporated in the tfacbcriary ; appendix II give* a

list of Preface* and Suffixes and the last appendix gives a set of rules for transform-

ing Sk. vocable* into their Amg nognat cs. These are mainly mtended for students

who are already acquainted with the general phonology and morphology of Amg.,

anc are therefore of a recapitulatory nature.

Considering the size and price of the book, and despite the indifferent printing

Prof Kapadsa may be congratulated on his useful publication. Fox a first edition

it is remarkably comprehensive and his teaching experience has stood him well. A*

the title frankly admits that it is a student's dictionary we offer no criticisms or

suggestions, since the work has been admirably done for the purpose which was

before the rditor.

S. M. K.

He.lv Plat** of Mia by Bimnla Chum Law. Calcutta Geographical Society Publica-

tion No. 3, 1<M0. Pp. vii. 57.

Dr. Law has added yet another volume to h» prolific but entirely useful publica-

tions. and the present work places the educated India of today under a deep debt

of gratitude by drvribing the Holy Places of India in a very picturesque manner,

combining the historian's d«are for detail with n scrupulous attention to the tourist's

or pilgrim’s need of nrrfurnlogcal information. The result is a happy combination

in the shape of an indispensable guide to the* places of pilgrimage, Hindu. Buddhist

and Jain. By his first-hand study of Sanskrit Pali and Prakrit literatures Dr.

Law ix eminently qualified to write this book, and his geographical train.ng has added

to the utility of the text by three map* showing eastern India, north and nurth-

western India and the south of India respectively. There are a number of re-

productions whirfi heighten the appearaner as well as the usefulness of this publica-

tion. It must be remembered that it is not a tourist'* guide but it is much more

than that ; it is indixperwahle in its supplying all thr historical, religious or arrturo-

lexical data appertaining to each place described. We congratulate the Calcutta

Geographical Society cm securing the cooperation of Dr. Law for the compilation

or such a useful guide.

S M K.

of Bhatta Dnvj^hkara Puiohita, critically edited with Introduction,

variation-footnotes, translation of the author's drfiiutkm* and illustrations, note*,

appendices and indices by Sadasiiiva Lakshmidhaxa Katre. with a Foreword by

Sir Manubhai N. Maina (Srindia Oriental Series Na 1). Oriental Manus-

cripts Library, Ujjain, 1940. Pp. lvi, 315. Price Rs. 4.

The scholarly world has long been acquainted with the exigence of the Priicva

Grantha Sangniha or Oriental Manuscripts Library' of Ujjam which owes it* renown

to the magnanimity of the late Maharaja Madmava Rao SastHA and with the first
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two volumes of its descriptive catalogue. It wax really a matter of time when the

Sctndia Oriental Series would be inaugurated, in bne with the long established

Geekwad Oriental Series, the Mysore Sanskrit Series or the Trivandrum Sanskrit

Series. Now that the trst volume of the series has been publiihed we can say with,

out hesitation that it has been well inaugurated, tor thr text under review is one

in which the science of rhetorics has been combined with historical personages, parti-

cularly of the Peihwa court, and s therefore of interest to Maratha historians. Iti

aptness to form part of the Sdndia Oriental Senea is thus beyond any controversy.

The present edition i* baaed on three Mm* written in Devanagari. one of which

wax presented to the Oriental Mas. Library of Ujjain and the remaining two bring

from the Government Collection deposited in the Bhandarkar Oriental Research Insti-

tute. The two Msa of the B. O. R. Institute appear, according to the editor, to be

by the wune hand, the Ms. i bring characterised by the fact that the corrected read-

ings agree with the Ujjain a Ms. while the original readings are those of the re-

maining Ms. a. The heroes of the poem are Feafawa Bajirao I, followed by the

Peshwaa Raghunatharao, MUxevaxmo I and \5rSyaparao. and they are panegyrised

in the illustrations which the author gives for the different figures of speech, composed

by himself. The work therefore compares favourably with the Hrataijarudrayaso-

bhuiGna, Ekdi'ali Raghunathabhup&liya and iVanjarfijayasobhujana

In a very learned introduction the editor discusses the historical and other ina-

dents mentioned in the text in the light of contemporary evidence and separates the

purely historical aspect from the merely fanciful. A study of the style confirms the

editor’s opinion that the work is baaed on the Kuvalayananda. Its date of composi-

tion is fixed between 1765 and 1766.

The author Drvafankara Bhatta is the son of our Nihanabhii, hailing from the

town called Ronera from which place he later shifted to VrakpatUma, there two bring

identified respectively with Hander and Olpdd. If the second identification is cor-

rect the form Urahpattana was wrongly transcribed by the author from the verna-

cular Olpdd, evidence for the existence of the Sk, word bring proved by the editor

from other Mas. sources. It is interesting why the author does not Sanskritisc

Rdnera properly, since Hander can be derived only from MI- A. • Runner, the second

member of which is evidently the inherited form from Sk. iwgtrra-, as current in

Marathi and not in Gujarati which Ehould give -nor normally. This point is not

brought exit by the editor. The firs* element is probably connected with Sk. rdjan

in the form TAjna-(b).

The translation and notes axe precise and intelligible and the two appendices

deal respectively with Devasahkara's AmaruiatakavyAkhyd and identification of Bala-

kr$n*iaxiri mentioned in the text as the author's contemporary and a scholar who

was highly honoured by the Pexhwm. On other contemporary evidence Mr. CODE

attempted to identify him with one Balakpjpa Dik$iU P5;apkar i.BlSQ 18.92-96) but

the editor dnubts this on the basis that this family of Pajamkar* was never known

under the title of Sastri and that another B. Sastri is actually known frym contem-

porary recnrdx as earning considerable influence on the Pfcshwa and references to

whom have already been pointed out by Mr. Got* himself. Appendix C deals with

the identification of Pratapa who appears as a contemporary chief and regarded by

the EkStor as Pratapcao Gaikwad. Three indices give respectively the alphabetical

list of the karikds, verses and nomma propria.

The Editor has done his work conscientiously and thoroughly and the founda-

tions of the Scindta Oriental Series have been truly and well laid by the publication

of Alarikaramanjuid. Wc wish the Oriental M». Library* of Ujjain and the newly

inaugurated series a long and continuous life of usefulness in the cause of Indology.

S. M K.
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The Stoic Museum, Pudukkoctai. 1938.

This short brochure gives an aauunt of the estabLdfong of the Museum in

J910, although the idea was mooted fin* in 1896. At present it has eight sections

consisting of (1) Art and Industries, (2) Economic, (3) Natural History (including

Entomology). <4) Ethnology, (5) Numismatics, (6) Artfucolcuy, (7) Painbngs

and (8) the Library. The Numismatic section comprises the Roman coins discover-

ed in ill* State and those of Vijayanagar. Andhra and other South Indian dynasties.

The Archaeological section represents certain prefiistoric implements, found in Tri-

bunals amounting to 152 specimens of old pottery and 72 iron weapons of afferent

sorts and sizes. Some bronzes, a stock; gallery and axnc specimen* of Buddhist sculp-

tures in marble from Amar&vati iocm part of an interesting collection. The paint-

ing section includes specimens of the Tanjorc school, and the library possesses 350
volumes, mainly works of reference. The plates included show the 24 Jain Tlrthaft-

karas, taTts and hotlus and the frontispiece the stately Museum building. For its

fLze the Museum appears to be a very great centre of attraction, the daily average

attendance being nearly 500. This represents a very high average indeed, and the

progressive nature of the state needs no ocher proof. We wish the Museum and the

State authorities all success in their efforts to educate public opinion in the direction

of history, science and archaeology, in fact general culture, which 19 one of the main
objects with which the Museum was established. The present period of wor!d<haos

is best calculated to impxeas upon the minds of the younger generation the grealne**

of the past cultures and to learn the toson of history so that the present might

be modified in that light and the future of humanity assured for all time. Museums
such as these bring home the troths of history more forcibly and directly than a

hundred illustrated teats.

S. M. K.

A Report on the working of the Stole Museum, PudiAkottai for Fasli 1349 (July

1, 1SG9 to June 30, 1940). Sri Brihadamba State Press, Pudukotiai. 1941.

As mentioned above the average daily attendance has continued to be nearly

SCO (or to be more comet 4989). Among the new exhibits received by the Museum
are a palaeolithic flint prepared by the Calcton technique, four pottery exhibits, three
ttone idols* a set of seven coloured post-cards of the Scgiriya frescoes in Oyion which
will be exhibited alongside the Sittanv&al frescoes for comparative study. A very
interesting terracotta figure of Gajteaa has been discovered while excavating the skit

in front of MuvmrfcBvil at Kodumb&|ur, all in red and well polished measuring 7
inches high and 4 inches wide at the greatest width. At this very Bite two copper-
coua and a few pieces of bronze have been found, belonging to the Mohammedan
period, particularly to Sultan Jalal-ud-din-Ahsan (Hasan) Shah 11334-39 jld.). The
Natural History section has, among other interesting things, collected about 100
plants and dried them for the herbarium.

The most important work of the Museum authorities wai naturally connected
with the cleaning of the Scttanvfiftal Cave Temple Frescoes which was completed this

year under the supervision of Dr. S. Paxamasjvan. Similarly the cleaning work on
the Tinimayan Siva Cave Temple Frescoes (area 7th century) has been carried

forward and fresh paintings discovered in the process. The colours used are yellow,

red, green, black and white. The excavation of Muvarfcovi! has been continued in

the course of the year under report, and the whole temple structure stndred. The
architecture shows that the entire temple belongs to the early Cola period, and the

Pallava-Grantha script of the inscription found thereon is of the Skh-lOth centuries
aji. The prehistoric sites in the vicinity of the jungle Kalasakkaqu which were par-
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tally excavated in 1917 have now been taken up again (or fresh excavation. A few

other prehistoric sites were also explored during the year In epigraphy two new

inscriptions have been noticed, both being in TaniiL The first is found in Kyfl village

on the bund of a tank but bear* no date. The sraxid was exposed on the pbnth of

the nikhamanfapem in front of the Sittanvaial cavr and was in old Tamil, the Cura-

tor dating it circa 900 aj>. In a number of useful appendices the Curator gives a

lot of information with regard to the internal management of the Museum and its

different activities. The last gives a list of the monuments conserved. Tte report

is altogether very encouraging and the Curator Mr K. R. Srinivasa AlYAR. is to be

congratulated on a years suconaful activities.

Poona. S. M. K.

Studies in the Purdrtic Records on Hindu Rtta and Customs, by R. R. Him, MX,
riu* . Lecturer in Sanskrit, University of Dacca

;
Published by the University ol

Dacca (Bulletin No. XX), 1940. Pp vii + 3 + 367.

This is a theas approved for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy in the Univer-

sity of Dacca, 193ft. During the last few years Dr. Hazka has made himself sufliri.

mtly known to the readers of sane of the standard Oriental Journals in India by his

studies in the Dkarmasdstra and the Purunas in a more scientific manner than that

followed by the Sanskrit scholars of the second half of il:e last century in India. The
work done in this held by sclmlaw like H. H. Wilson, F E. Pa*k;i7B*, Harapcnsad

SitAsnu and P. V, Kane is, however, noteworthy as these scholars have adopted the

scientific method of analysis and synthesis in their evaluation of the texts. While

the relative chronology of Pharmaidstra texts of the early and late periods has been

fixed by Prof. Kane and other scholars, the chronology of the Purarms, hkr Unit oJ

the Epic* is “a subject full of perplexing problem*." This perplexity ol the PutS

D»c Chronology is further aggravated by the absence ol critical editions of the

Faniyas. The ore of the Pui&pic mairrial nerds to be founded and washed several

times by our critical scholars before it can yield a few ounces of pure gold which

could be utilised by the goldsmiths of our history* and literature. In the volume
before us Dr. Hazra does not wish to play the part of a goldsmith in

his study of the Purariic rites and customs but rather than of the collector of the

ore, who is busy pounding his ore with all uesl and herculean labour all bis own.
The wealth and inflation of the Puripic records do not stagger him as he believes

in the value of these records loc* the study of tho development of Hindu rites and
customs dunng the centuries intervening between Yijflavalkya and the Smjti Niban-
dhax. " During this pertod, the Hindu society passed through numerous vicissitudes.

So modi so that in many respects the Hindu ntes and customs, as found in the
Nibandhas tfcffer from those in the Codes of Mann and Yajnavalkya. Hence the
study of the Puishjas ix of immense importance lor a dear understanding of the whole
course of the development."

In accordance with the plar. and purpeew of the work explained above Dr. Hazra
divides his book into Parts 1 and II. Pert / deals with the Mahopurdnas and the
chronoiogy of the Purijjic chapters of the Major PurAna* (Mdrkandeya, Vdyu, Hrah
ntdnda. Visnu Kfatsyn, Bhd^avala, Kurma) as also of the Minor Purartas (Vanujrut.

IJnia. Vataka, Podma Briumndrfsdtya. Nlrafiyd, Ains. Gantda, Brahma.
Skanda. Brahmaiauarta, Bkati?ya). In Part II he deals with Hindu Society before

200 .ad., from 3rd to the 6th century ad. and a!so allied topics like Bnihinlitical

elements in the Purinir teaching* and the influence of economic and social needs of

the sacerdotal daa on the PurAoic Rite* and Customs. The absorption of T&ntri-

civn by the PUraipc Rites and Custom* is the next discussion- This is followed by
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very useful Appendices containing a long list of quotations which Eh. Hazra has

traced in the extant Puidnas as also a list of important antraceable Purapk verses

in tlu- commentaries and iVibondhox. The elaborate Bibliography and the Index

added at the dose of the volume leaving nothing to be desired
1

within the scope of

this study planned and executed with wh industry and scholarship under the gui-

dance of Dr. S. K. Db of the Dacca University, the guru of our author.

Dr. Hash is fully conscious of the tentative naturr of the chronological scheme

of the Purijpc texts as outlined by him in Pail J of this volume. In upttc of the
controvendal nature of this scheme he has brought much useful material to the dis-

section table of the students of Hindu nte* and customs* This is a distinct gain to

this field of investigation, which awaits the labours of further researcher* The pro-

blem of the history of Puranie rite* and customs as stated and explained by Dr.

Hazra is bound to stimulate specialized research by subsequent investigators. In

fact the present volume throws out numerous suggestions, which, if worked out on

thr bats of scientifically sifted evidence and correlated to contemporary evidence

from non Brahman icaJ sources, will not fail to give some strength to the weak reeds

of the Puriknlc chronology. Let us hope that l>r. Hazra himself will apply to this

task his hard- earned experience and solve many of the textual problem* connected

with the 1Ananas, which now' confront every ardent student of Indian history and

culture We congratulate Dr. Hazra on his present valuable and first-hand study

of the Purinjic sources, *> well planned and so conscientiously worked out with ample

and exact documentation.

P. K. Code.

Aiumtif, lls Formation and Devrlapment. By Banikanta Kakati, ma_. ph.d.

Narayani Handiqui Historical Institute, Cauhati. Assam, 1<M1. Demi 8va

Pp. xxxii — 399.

The present work on the Assamese language by Dr. Kakati forming his thesis

for the doctorate of the Calcutta University, is. what it* name implies, a scientific

treatise on the formation and development of this eastern-most Indo-Aryan language,

closely connected with the other eastern language* like Bengal:, Oriya. etc. which

are better known. Following the famous model of his teacher.
41 The Origin and

Development of the Ben^afi Language" of Dr. 5. K. Chatterji, the author has ana-

lysed the facts of the Assamese language with care and acumen and has presented

them in a very readable fotm.

After a brief sketch of the history of the language, which is rightly claimed to

be independent of Bengali and having its own distinctive features and literature,

iu dialects and vocabulary greatly influenced by the Tibeta-Burmcsc languages as a

result of the Shan invasion of the country', the author deals with its sounds and their

origin from Sanskrit through the intermediate stage of the Prakrits. This pan of

the work is particularly exhaustive and systematically arranged. The author is here

following the usual method of tracing the rounds of a Modem Indo-Aryan language

to the sounds of Sanskrit as representative of Old Indo- Aryan. But one would have

preferred that greater mtphasi* should have hem placed on the period of transition

from Middle Indo-Aryan to New Indo- Aryan so as to bring out dearly the changes
which occurred at this time when the modem languages were really formed and as

the formation of the Middle Indo-Aryan has been thoroughly discussed by scholars

like pYSClfBL, Geiger. Bloch and others. The part on morphology deals with the

vw>rd-formation. where a host of nominal suffixes are traced to their origin and the

formation of nominal and verbal forms. The author has weH brought out the pecu-

liarities of Assamese in the me of pronouns and conjugation. The theoretical dis-
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cssacn o! this part is nuunly the same as in the work oi Dr. Cmatterji with slight

deviatejns
;
and the author appears to maintain the relationship of Assamese along

with other contiguous languages to M&gadhi though strikingly enough all the so-

called Magadhi features are no more to be found here. In the absence of a Rood

descriptive grammar of Assamese, one would have liked to have a brief statement of

grammatical facts preceding the discussions of their origin. Instead of forming a part

of the introduction, the problem of the Assamese vocabulary, with its boitowaU from

Kol and Bodo languages may have formed an independent part by itself. To the

work is added an exhaustive index of all wards and a brief bibliography.

As the author rightly complains, the printing, though excellent in appearance

and get up. has forced the writer to compromise his phonetic transcription which is

thus found mixed with the system of transliteration which often makes it difficult to

understand which is used in a particular place. But leaving nside this difficulty the

book offers really excellent material for a student of language from the field of

Assamese.

Kolhapur. A. M. CltATAt*.



SOME SURVIVALS OF THE HARAPPA CULTURE

By

T. G. ARAVAMUTHAN, Madras.

I. Suggestions of Survivals

The Harappa Culture,

1

found in full blossom about 2800 B.c.*. appears

to have vanished in a short while. To judge by what may be deduced fiom

the antiquities of the next period of which remains have survived to us,—Die

period of about four centuries immediately preceding the beginning of the

Christian era, that is. more than two thousand years later,—it looks as if it

left behind little of a trace Reminiscences are however found, both in the

symbols appearing on the * punch marked ' coins found all over India 1
, which

are definitely known to have been current from about 400 B.C., and in the

standard of weight to which they conform*. The figures of deer carved on the

pedestals, of the images of the Buddha from about the 2nd emtury a.d. and

also at the feet of images of Siva as Daksinamurli seem to be survivals of a

motif known to this culture'*. If the suggestion that the Brahmi script is des-

cended horn the writing on the seals of this culture is found to be correct, the

Indian systems of writing now in vogue would all be the direct, though remote,

heirs of this culture, If the contention that the script of Easter Island bears

so dose a similarity to tfiat of Harappa as to be deemed to be a descendant,

and a Very near one too, turns out to be well-founded*, at least one feature of

this culture would seem to have voyaged away an incredibly great distance

and to have survived there till recently. The religion of the culture has, how-

ever. left a deep and permanent impress, for among its bequests are the cults

of a Yogf-God, in all probability the proto-type of Siva’, and of a Mothrr-

Godde*,’, probably not very different in origin, but quite distinct in develop-

ment. from the similar goddess of other early cultures. It may be that the

1. The discovery of more than one prehistoric culture in the Indus region

makes it dearabie that Dr. E. MACXAY's precept 1.4S/. AR. 1936 : 39) and Prof.

Norman Brown's example ( see /AOS. 1939 : Sup. 32 *4) should be followed of pre-

ferring the restrictive term, ' Harappa Culture to the central term, ' Indu9 Culture

whidi Sir John MARSHALL employed in the days when it looked as if there was no

evidence of another early culture in the Indus region.

2. Mackay. Mohenjo-Daro, 7.

3. Fabsi. in JRAS, 1935: 307-18: Durga Pramp. hi JASB. 1934 : N .3-7 :

38-9
;
Walsh, Punch-markrd Coins from Tania, 91-6.

4. IIEMMY, in JRAS, 19G7 : 25. 5. Marshall. Maheap- Dare. 55.

6. See Appendix L 7. Marshall. Mohenp-Dato, 52-6.

8. Was Siva a* Natirftja known too? See Marshall, ft*. 46. And a proto-

type of Rsabha, ihe Jain Tirtharikara > See Chanda, in Modern Revine. Aug.

1932 : 159-60.
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worship of the phallus and baetyli are also the bequests of this culture*.

Standards crowned by a bull or a bird carried in piocession may be the Ha.

rappa proto-types of the free-standing pillars crowned by animals like the

elephant and birds such as the Garuda belonging to the Mauryan age. and both

might have been objects of worship10
.

With the progress of excavations at Harappa and Mohcnjo-Daro. the two

principal centres o< this culture now known to us, and with the accumulation

of further evidences of this culture11
, we are now in a better position than we

were in about ten years back to trace its influence on the culture of succeed-

ing centuries.

II. Origins of Indian Coinage and its Affiliations

* Nooe of the seals of the other anaent civilizations resemble thosc that

have been found at llarappa and Mohenjo-Daio either in their devices or the

Dictographs they bear, or even in shape
*
l
*. The distinctiveness of the seals

of the Harappa cultuie consists not only in the symbols and the legends on

them but also in the manner in which they are assembled and the format into

which the assemblage is cast (Fig. 1 : 1-4). These features of the seals

are six in number,— the adoption of a square shape, the division of the square

area into an upper and a lower portion, the billeting of an animal in the lower

portion and the running of an inscription in the upper, the picturing of the

animal in profile, and the placing of an object in front of the animal { unless

it be an elephanth The presentation of Clio animal in profile need not neces-

sarily be a characteristic special to this culture, for the profile may be easier

of achievement in early art than the frontal view. But the preference for the

profile on the seals of the Harappa series is no ground for assigning the seals

to the infancy of the glyptic art for the frontal view has been achieved with

success on other teals of this culture -3
, and glyptic art elsewhere in Asia 14 had

9. Marshall lb., 49-52. The aiggestion has been made that one of the

sign* occurring on some of the Harappa seals |
Marshall, lb. 129 (383) | resem-

bles a human figure with four hand* and so may be the symbol for n divinity :

Chanda, in Modem Review. Aug. 1932 : 15JL9. If the suggestion is tcnablr it

establishes LnAibitably the antiquity of what is now known as Brahmankai icono-

graphy. The identification would prove an exceedingly happy one if only we can

persuade ourselves that it is not improbable.

10. CHANDA. Prehistoric Ciritizalwn of the Indus Volley, 34-5.

While thrs study in passing thnaigh the press^ Gordon & Gordon draw atten-

tion to some other survivals : JRASB1... <1940) 6: 61-71.

11. Thrs paper was completed before Vats'* Excavations a: Hatafit* was
published. In revising ihc manuscript for the pres* 1 have introduced jusL a few

reference* to this wnrk

12. Macxav, Ln Marshall Mohenfv-Paro, 381. Throughout this paper I

have avoided employing the term ‘ ifcahng for it appeared to me that though

accuracy might be attained clarity would be tat if I kept intruding on the reader

the distinction beween
1

seal * and ' dealing

13. See. for instance. Fig*. 7 : 1, 2 ; 13 ; 14 : 1.

14. See. for instance, Frankfort. Cylinder Seals. 44 : 10(e, i) ;
50 : 12(b) ;

51. 69 : 13(a, f. h) ; 51 : 14(b. d).
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again independently ; at any rate, we do not know that it recurs till over two

thousand years elapse.

From about the third century D.c. we have a series o( coins and seals,

occurring in various parts of India from the north-west to the extreme south,

which embody many of the features found in the seals of the Harappa culture.

So, they call for an enquiry as to whether they bear any relationship to the

seals. Only one of the coins (Fig. 1 : 6) reproduces all the characteristics

of the seals ; the others depart in some measure from the norm A few of

the coins (Fig. 1:5, 7, 11) become rectangular: another ooin (Fig. 1 : 9)

deviates somewhat from the square shape, and yet another (Fig. 1 : 12) be-

comes circular, but the incuses in which the types and the legends are located

are square. On a few coins (Fig. 1 : 8. 10, 11 ) the animals cease to over-

shadow the objects in front of them. On one of the objects, a seal, (Fig.

1 : 13), the object m front of the bull disappears altogether. In these and in

other ways we find the coins falling away from the standard set up by the

Harappa seals, and yet their similarity to the seals is indisputable as the gene-

ral make-up remains essentially the same. The Harappa seals too are not of

a stereotyped monotony : they vary sometimes from the norm, as where an

animal faces left (Fig. 1 :2. 4 } instead of right, as is generally the case, or

a plant is substituted (Fig. 1:3) for the ' standard ' or * incense-burner ,

which is the object found almost invariably in front of the ' urus bull or a

‘trough* is provided for an elephant (Fig. 1:1) contrary to practice. So,

the deviations of the coins from the norm might even be traceable to varia-

tions among the seal* themselves. Confirmation of this conjecture is furnish-

ed by one of the coins (Fig. 1 : 10) bearing, not a legend, but symbols

which are almost exact copies of a symbol occurring on a sealing at Harappa 1 *.

The coins might really have taken up the deviations already present in the

seals and continued and. perhaps, elaborated them.

Coins of this class imitate other seals besides those bearing the elephant

and the urus bull The seals on which the majestic Brahmani bull appears,

with its expansive dewlap falling in attractive folds (Fig. 2 : 1) are copied,

though distantly, by a coin on which the dewlap is given just emphasis ( Fig.

Fic . 2.

2:2). The tiger that stands still on another group of seals (Fig. 3:1) gets

transformed into a majestic lion on one series of coins (Fig. 3 : 2) and into

16. Vats, in ASI.AR, 1929 : 77 : 32 (b : 10b).
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a lion un the war-path on a few tiny squares of gold leaf (Fig. 3 : 3) which

might have functioned as coins.

Fig. 3

In far away Greece, and between about 540 B.c. and 400 B.C., ttiere

appear various issues of coins (Fig. 4) the reverses of which exhibit almost

every feature that we have found to be characteristic of the Harappa seals.

One issue (Fig. 4: 1), for instance, reproduces, every feature: another

(Fig. 4:3) is quite similar, except for the occurrence of some lettering in

place of the object in front of the animal : in a fourth Fig. 4 4) the legend

Fig. 4.

and the object change places, and the animal is replaced by a bird which

presents a head facing us from a body turned in profile. The variations

are. however, loo slight to obscure the close, resemblance to the seals of

Harappa.

Both these Indian and Greek series of ooins ate thus seen to bear clow

affinity to the seals of the Harappa culture. If we exclude, as wc must, the

hypothesis of re-discovery of assemblage and format more than two millen-

nia later in two countries that lie far apart we have to accept the probability

of the characteristic features on the coins having been derived from a common

source.—the Harappa seals.
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It follows then that we have to discover how the link of connection could

have arisen and could have subsisted in spite of the gnat gaps in time and

in space. A clue seems to be furnished by another group of the Harappa

seals, and by a seal found at Ur in Iraq and by yet another scries of

Crock coins (Fig. 5). On some of the Ilarappa seals a short-homed bull

Fit 5.

ia shown with the head twisted always to one side and also lowered towards

a manger in front. It stands as if it is in a fit of rage and is about to

charge (Fig. 5:1). Indeed, this type of bull does not appear to be known
to the Harappa culture except in the bellicose mood*. On a series of Greek

coins issued about 440 ad. and marked by the characteristics of format and
assemblage already mentioned, the short-homed bull appears, just as on the

Harappa seals and in a temper even more vicious (Fig. 5 : 2), though with-

out the manger before it On another series issued some twenty years later,

the bull,—rather a man-bulL—» equally frantic, but faces a symbol, perhaps
a Greek letter, which might be a substitute for the manger (Fig. 5:3).
The deviations from the norm m these issues arc. however, of no significance,

for. the seal* themselves exhibit variations such as the absence of the

manger 1 *. The similarity between the seals and the coins may therefore be

17. Mackay. in Marshall, Mokenjo-Da™ 38G.
18. Macxat. AlokrKjo-Dsjo. 326-7.
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deemed to be quite dose, even if no allowance is made for the changes effected

by differences in time and place.

No explanation could account for so dose a similarity except that of

the Greek coins having received the characteristic features by way of inheri-

tance, proximately or through intermediaries, from the Harappa seals. A
seal of this class, embodying the special characteristics and also the butting

bull, but with a cuneiform legend of about 2000-2600 ac., in characters cur-

rent among the Sumerians, instead of the inscription in the Harappa script

(Fig. 5: 4), has been found at Ur.1* A cuneiform legend would not

have been incised on this seal if seals of the Harappa type had had no
attraction for the people of Ur. This seal rs not a solitary swallow in west

Asia :
* peals of Indian origin are of almost frequent occurrence at the ancient

Sumerian sites ' The career of the seal from Ur is a commentary on what

ought to have happened : seals ol the Harappa type should have been

imitated in Mesopotamia and in the countries around on account of their

popularity ; descendants of the imitations.—probably of several removes,—

should have preserved, in varying degrees, the characteristics of the original

parents, and travelling further westward in the course of the ages, fallen into

the hands of the die-sinkers of Greece and enchanted them into adopting

them as patterns for coin devfces-

While Greek coins, in the fully developed staffs, were the products of

the completion of small discs of metal between two circular dies each of

Which was engraved in intaglio, they were in the earliest stage produced by

lumps of metal ot the shape of beans being beaten into a circular die engraved

in intaglio, the pressure being applied by a punch of irregular shape- The

punch was neither large enough to cover the whole of the upper surface of

the metal-lump nor was it garnished with an engraved device ; so, the impress

which the punch left on the reverse of the coin was confined to such portion

ol its irregularly indented surface as struck the reverse The square punch is

Lhc most effective of rectangular punches to beat a bean of metal into a die,

and so the punch used for the early Greek coins became square in shape. Such

unevennesses as there were in the surface of the punch left their impress on

the reverse of the coin but in a square incuse, the punch being 3quare The

occasional emergence of a design in the incuse from accidental combinations

of the lines of unevenness must have suggested lo the die-sinkers the idea

of placing an attractive design in the square incuse. They must have looked

for a square design for the square face of the punch, and, among tho6e that

presented themselves should have been designs derived from the Harappa

seals. Thus must the Harappa patterns have been adopted on Greek coinage.

If this hypothesis represents even approximately the course of events,

tlic relationship between the Greek and the Indian coins wc have been con-

sidering ts that of very remote agnates, who had even lost knowledge of the

19. Smith. Early His. of Assyria. 49-50 f3).

20. Mactcay, Mvhtnj^Da70, 7.
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common ancestry, and it cannot be that between direct ascendants and des-

cendants. A very influential school holds that this class of Indian coirs,

which represents one of the two principal groups into which the earliest known

Indian coinage falls, owes one feature at least,—the legend,—to Greek influ-

ence. The argument is that the earliest Indian coins do not bear legends,

that the earliest Indian issues to bear legends are generally contemporary

with, or even later than, the coins issued from * about the beginning of the

second century’ B.C. by ‘Alexander’s Bactrian successors' on which legends

arc invariably present, their coinage being Greek in character, and that the

contemporaneity testifies to a borrowing of the idea of the legend from the

Greek models and that the idea could not but have been borrowed as Indian

coinage had so rooted a repulsion to legends that though about a century

earlier the Indian king Saubhflti (Sophytes), imitating the Greek coinage

brought in by Alexander the Great, placed a Greek legend on his coins, the

example stood rejected totally*7 . This view is open to a two-fold objection.

The earliest known Indian coins to have a legend ‘ cannot be said to be later

than the third century ‘ B.c® A coin of Upagoda belongs to ’ tlie late

third century B.C.’** There has never been the least suggestion of any foreign

influence having affected these issues. Legends occur along with types

on an issue of Mathura of the ‘late third century B.c.,
-24 on an issue of

Tripuri ‘of the late third or early second century B.c.'**-, and on an issue of

Kada. ‘probably of the latter half of the third century or early second

century B.C24 These ait* anterior to those Hellenistic issues that could have

influenced the course of the development of Indian coinage. Moreover, it

ha9 yet to be explained why the borrowing should have been restricted to

the legend Why was not the Greek example followed more fully and why
was not the circular shape adopted at least on the obverse, the human head

or a bust accepted for type, and the type or symbol made to dominate the face

of the coin, and the legend subordinated into a minor feature ? The theory

of Creek influence must fmd a reason for none of these developments having

taken place.

Indian coinage had already settled down to a convention of which the

features, including the legend, were well established, and if the Greek coinage

offered itself as a model it stood unhesitatingly rejected till the Hellenic rulers

of the frontier provinces of India started garnishing their issues with features

of Indian origin. The theory of indebtedness to Greek models, formulated

at a time when the chronology of Indian coins was unsettled and the Harappa
seals were not understood to belong definitely to Indian culture, has now
no validity, when the Harappa culture has been accepted as being definitely

21. See. for instance, Raton. in Comb. His. Indio. 1 : 61.

22. The copps coin of Dharmapala found at Eran : lb., 1 : 523. 538 t (5. 1).
and Allan, BM.CC. Andtm Indio. (91) 140 : 18(6).

23. Allan, BM.CC. Ancieai India. (145). 263 : 35(18).
24. lb, (108), 169 : 24(21). 25. /A. (140), 239 : 35 (14).
26. Ib^ (92), 145 : 19(14).
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Indian in essence and is coming to be recognised as having contributed ap-

preciably to the evolution of Indian culture. These Indian coins.—legend

and all -are obviously descended from the Harappa seals and the patterns

on the reverse of the Greek coins we have considered (Figs. 4. 5) are demon-

strably derived from the imitations of the Harappa seals that had developed

in the lands between India and Greece.

If wo may judge by the Indian coin (Fig. 1 : 6) nearest to the Harappa
seals, the Indian mint-master need not haw used dies or punches, for he
could have cast these coins into coupled matrices or moulds. If he had done
so. he would have repeated exactly in metal what an artificer of Harappa
would have done in day had he sealed a purse by sewing it up with a string,

and leaving both ends of the string loose brought them together, run the cndB

between two seals coupled so as to face each other, poured liquid clay in

bewren and removed the seals when the day had set hard. The Greek

mint master's technique, however, was different : his equipment at the start

comprised an engraved matrix into which to drive the metal bean and a plain

punch with which to drive it in. but he found in a little while that he was
using a die and punch, hoth engraved. Obviously, the method employed for

these Indian coins, is much closer to the art of sealing than to the technique

relied on for minting these Greek coins. The Indian method has not

journeyed half as far from glyptic practice as the Greek method has done.

It should therefore be quite justifiable to hold that, unless other factors

had intervened, Indian coinage should have had a much earlier origin than

the Greek, or even the Lydian, both of which had adopted a minting method

different from sealing or stamping*7 .

When the closeness of these Indian coins to the Harappa seals is con-

sidered a doubt arises whether the coinage could not have arisen in the

life-time of the Harappa culture itself. The copper tablets bearing incised

devices and inscriptions that have been found at Harappa and Mohenjo-

Daro do rex seem to be coins for at least the reason that they fail to con-

form to any weight standard Two further reasons may be urged against

their being considered the prototypes of Indian coinage. The earliest known
coinage in India models itself on the seal impression and its origins must go

back to a series of tablets bearing device and legend in relief and not to a

9eries bearing them incised. While neither the Harappa seals nor the early

Indian coins bear any devices that are fanciful, the animals emblazoned on

the copper tablets are creations of fancy, not infrequently. The tablets arc

therefore treated more appropriately as amulets than as coins.

27. The 9<juar« iorrnat of the Harappa seal makes it possible to determine
in advance the area of metal discs that each could cover. So. if the thickness of

the discs could be kept constant, the weight of the rises could alw be maintained
at predetermined standards. A coinage turned out or. a uniform weight standard

would therefore have been easier of achievement in a land where iquare seals were
in vogue than in regions where cylinder seals making impression; not exactly deter-

minable in length were popular. See Appendix X
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III. A Feature of Indian and Parthian Coinages

Another series of early Indian coins (Fig. 6:7) which was issued about

the 1st century- B.c.. and is therefore approximately contemporary with the

other Indian issues referred to already’, shares with them the special charac-

teristics observed on the Harappa seals, except that in this senes of coin): the

type rises to its full stature and takes pndc of place on tlie face of the coin,

and the legend runs along two continuous margins of the coin turning the

comer at almost a right angle. Both these variations are present also on two

of the Harappa seals (Fig. 6: 1. 2),—the legend running on both of them

along two continuous margins and even taking a short turn along a third,

and the type on one of them rising into the upper half. Another seal

(Fig. 6:3), coming from a different place, Chanhu-Daro, and being probably

F.e. 6.

the product of a transition from the Harappa culture to the immediately

succeeding culture of Jhukar, exhibits a type which, though probably divid-

ing into two sections, is prominent on the coin-lacr, and a legend which run-

ning along one margin turns at right angles and runs along a second. The

seals and the coin may therefore be taken to embody features that are

almost identical 11
. No teals or corns of other countries betray these features

till we get to the coin issues of the early Achaemouds of Parthia : a coin

(Fig. 6 : 4 } of about 235 B.c, round in shape, has for type the figure of a

man seated on some piece of furniture, but surrounding it on three sides H a

legend which mm up straight, then turning at a right angle runs straight

and across, and turning once more at a right angle runs straight and down.

This peculiar course of the legend suggests strongly that though the circular

shape of the coin did not deter the die-sinker’s mind from working within

the ambit of a square incuse and from running the legend along its margins,

his hand had not the firmness, however, to trace the outlines of that incuse.

28 Another seal iram Harappa ' is peculiar in having no animal device but

a kirns inscnpL-on whxh occupies two whole nds of the square and most of the

third’: Smith * Gapo, in Marshall, Moktnjo-Dant, 411.
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There can be little doubt but that the Harappa seals were the models, remote

or proximate, which the Achaemenid die-sinker had in mini Another not-

able example of this style is a coin (Fig. 6 : 5) of Eucratides, a Hellenist

king of Bactiia and north west India in the earlier lialf of the 2nd century bx..

which is square in form and bears a legend along three contiguous margins,

each section being at a right angle to its neighbour, but the type is a bust of

the king. A third example is a square coin (Fig. 6 ; 61 issued by the last

Greek kin? of Bactria, about 150 BC_, on which the type is an elephant in

profile enclosed in by a legend running continuously along three margins of

a square incuse : the resemblance to the Harappa seals is mailed but slightly

by the type being lifted into the upper half and by the trough before the ele-

phant lef. Fig. 1:1) being varied in shape to resemble a Greek character

and being placed beluw the animal”. The Parthian, the Badrian and the

Indian coins would thus seem, in respect of the features marked out a3 special,

to have followed closely the pattern-tradition set by the Harappa seals.

IV. Some Plaques from Ceylon

In Ceylon have been found a series of small plaques, (Fig. 7 : 4) made

of some brittle alloy, on which there arc designs on both faces in low relief.

On the obverse is an oblong frame, ‘ sligi tly rounder] at the comers, in

which stands a woman clad in a broad girdle who ' with her hands, which

are pendent, grasps two stalks of the same plant, usually springing' from the

level of her feet ' and ending about (he level of the shoulders in a small

Fig. 7.

blossom. upon each of which stands a small elephant holding a water-pot in

his upturned trank, the two trunks forming an arch over her head On the

reverse, the principal object is a svastika raised aloft on a column stand-

29. The Greek letter is not too far array from the spot at which rhe trough

is on the Harappa 9eal (Fig. 1:1).
30. COWKNGTON, Ctylon Coats. 27.
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ing on a base from which rise two short stumps an each side, and the sub-

sidiary- objects are some early symbols. The figure on the obverse has been

appropriately identified as that of
1

Gaja-I.aks.mi the Goddess Sri or

Laksmi being given a ceremonial bath (lustration) by elephants.—and the

svastika on pole on the reverse has been, with equal justness, recognised to

be but a variant of the motif, common enough in early Indian art. of a

symbol, often a tree, standing upright but enclosed within a railing. Speci-

mens haw been found associated with antiquities believed to be assignable

to the 2nd century B-C.al,

—

and this date is not unacceptable for the plaques

on the basis even of the style of the designs on them.

A peculiarity of these plaques arrests our attention. In the very interest-

ing examples we have of sculptures of Gaja-LaksmI at Sanchi. Bharhut and

Bodh-Gaya and at Udayagiri. (Fig. 10) of about the 2nd and the 1st cen-

turies B.c., we do not come across even one specimen in which the goddess

stands strictly constricted within the outlines of a narrow oblong. Close

parallels to the figure and to the frame are hard to find among Indian

antiquities : the nearest approximation seems to be found on a terra

cotta ‘ scaling' or amulet found at Harappa (Fig. 7 : 1), of much the same

size as the plaques, on one face of which stands a human figure in a narrow

embrazure provided by a tendril or creeper or long and slender bough, with

leaves all along, which springs from the level of the feet of the figure, rises

above the head, turns into an arch to the rear, and descends to the level from

which it starts. The unusual frame of bough and leaves makes the enclosed

figure look like a deity ‘ standing in a shrine.' The denizen of the embrazuie

on the amulet is just as slim as the occupant of the frame on the plaque, and

both of them seem to stand out in just the same degree of low relief. A
second amulet (Fig. 7:2) bears a figure in a frame which is not equally

clear, but in the shape and the general style there is resemblance between it

and the other amulet and the plaque. Another plaque (Fig. 7:3) shows a

Gaja-Laksmi with ' a thin circular oval circlet round and over the head, spring-

ing from the shoulders',** locking almost a nimbus, 31 which emphasises the

similarity of the plaques to the amulets. If the obverses of the plaques sug-

gest similarity to the amulets the reverses seem to confirm the similarity.

While the reverse of the first of the plaques (Fig. 7:4) bears a few symbols,

one of them more prominent than the rest the reverse of the first of the

amulets (Fig. 7 : 1) '» inscribed with three pictographs But as we have

found that the row of symbols which runs as a legend cm the early Indian

coins (for instance. Fig. 1 : 7-10) is bat a variant of the inscription of un-

deciphered hieroglyphics on the square seals, we have good reason to suspect

that the symbols on the reverse of the plaque are, in essence, not dissimilar

to the pictographs on the reverse of the amulet Two other ' sealings ’ found

at Harappa (Fig. 7 : 5-6) which are similar in shape and style to the plaques.

31. Parker, Ancient Ceylon. 462. 32. Ibid.. 454 : 154 (2).
31 Comungton. Ceylon Coins. 29 : 2(23).
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bear each a large acacia tree, v/ith a platform or railing round the base. The

significance of tins device would be lost on us if vie did not recollect that it

is a symbol very common on early Indian coins and also in sculpture con-

temporary with the coins (for instance. Fig. 9:2). A fifth amulet, again

from Harappa. shows on each of its two faces,
1

a standard similar to those

found under the heads of animals in the seals with the unicorn (*urus bull ’)

device',- -an object which has some cult associations,^—but dissimilar in that

the ‘ standard ' on the obverse stands so high on its pole that it would socm

to tower to a height of over fifteen feet, if wc may attach any weight to the

circumstance that less than a third of the length of the amulet seems to be

allotted to the figure of the man, who appears to be functioning as standard

bearer (Fig. 7:7). A two-fold similarity would seem to link this
1

standard
*

on the amulet with the svastika on post on the plaque : both rise high on a

pole, and both are cult-objects.

These amulets and the plaques arc thus found to exhibit certain similari-

ties. They agree in shape ; the human figures look almost alike ; they stand

endowed in a narrow oblong ; the relief is not pronounced ; the trees and

svastikas on the reverses arc cult-object*. The principal difference is the

presence, on the plaques, of a pair of tiny elephants perched on tiny lotuses,

the stalks of which have to descend almost imperceptibly til] they reach the

hands which the figure holds at the level of the hip. But elephant and lotus

and stalk are almost inconspicuous, and so they do not tend to destroy the

general similarity between plaque and amulet. Perhaps, the long and thin

objects hanging indistinctly from the hands of the figure on one of the

Harappa amulets (Fig. 7:2) suggested the stalks., and the arch over the

head of the figure was produced by the quartering of the elephants with up-

raised trunks in the two top corners of the oblong.

Once we agree that the elephant and the lotus with its stalk might have

been suggested by features on the Harappa amulet itself, the kinship between

the Harappa amulet and the Ceylon plaque stands fully established. The

similarities are striking : even the difference is probably due to a suggestion

by the amulet to the plaque. The Ceylon plaque is thus a direct descendant

of the Iiarappa amulet

V. Origin of the Buooha Image : Tice Problem

The most important of the seals of the Harappa culture so far brought

to light is the one tliat shows a figure with three faces, seated in the attitude

of a Yogi and surrounded by a group of four animals.—an elephant and a

tiger on its right and a rhinoceros and a buffalo on the left (Fig. 13 : 2).

These features have suggested the identification of this figure with Siva, as

Pasu-pati,
1

Lord of cattle \M On the pedestal on which this figure is seated

n carved, on the right, the figure of a deer ' regardant \ and, on the left where

the pedestal is broken. wTe have traces of canines of horns exactly similar,

in shape and position, to those of the deer on the right : the inference is

34. Marshall, Mohcnjo Paro, 69. 35. [b., 52-G.
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therefore justified that the pedestal bore originally a pair of deer. The
presence of this pair of deer on the pedestal lias invited comparison with the

occurrence of these animals, often in similar pairs, not only at the feet of

Siva in images of him as DaksinamQrti which are common from about the

6th century AJX, but also beneath the Buddha's throne in scenes representing

his preaching of the first sermon.** But the similarity is not confined to this

one feature ; it extends further than has been realised. One important type of

the Buddha image is descended from the Harappa culture.

The origin of the Buddha image has been a puzzle in Indian archaeology.

In the sculptures of Sanchi and Bharhut, which arc practically the earliest of

Indian antiquarian remains,—those of the Harappa and the associated cultures

being, of course, exoepted,—the Buddha was never figured anthropomorphically.

even though sculpture had advanced far enough to be able to depict men and

women and gods and goddesses with great success, and only symbols associated

with the Buddha were empotyed. All of a sudden, however, the practice of

representing him in human form seems to appear, just within a century or

two after the sculptures of Sandii and Bliarhul. Of the influences native to

the country in that age none insisted on iconolatry as a test of faith, and oi

the cultures that had by then flowed into the country the most important and

active wag the Greek, which, it is needless to say, was accustomed to endow
its gods with the beauty of the human form in its perfection. The temptation

has, therefore, been irresistible to impute the origin of the image of the Buddha

to the Greek contact : indeed, the Apollo of Greek art has been impressed into

service as the parent of a Buddha type* in spite of the all to obvious differ-

ences between Apollo and the Buddha as personalities. The confident asser-

tion has been made that the bask * idea of representing the founder of Bud*

dhism as a man .. .originated, not with India, but with Greece’ and that "it

was the one great mark whicn the Greek* set upon India.'3* It is claimed

that the theory has been really necessitated by the absence of a prohibition

in the Bcddhftt scriptures against the Buddha being worshipped in the shape

of a human being. It is argued that ttere being no interdiction in the

Buddhist faith, and there being no incapacity in the Indian sculptor, to picture

man, woman and godling. the Buddha image should have materialised fairly

36. Ib., 55.

37. Tarn, Greeks in Bactria & India. 406. He comments thus on the pheno-
menon :

1

Something took place whidi is without parallel in Hellenic history :

Greeks of themselves placed their artistic skill at the service of a foreign religion, and
created for it a new form of expression in an. But this was due to an IndianUatkm
of the Greeks’, and * the art of Gandhara was bom of Buddhist poely utilising

Yavana technique* ; Ibid., 393.

3H. It is admitted that the Greek Buddha * went no deeper than their Apollo ;

he was yust a beautiful man
: you may search these suave faces in vain for what

should have been there, the inner spirit of the g.eat Reformer .* Indeed, the admiv
aion i* quite ample :

* in the great Buddhas cf the Gupta period we get a spiritual

quality in the Indian conception of the Divine which could not have arisen in a

school based upon ’ the ’ chattel tradition * of Greece. See Tarn. Ibid.. 405.
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early had it not been for a feeling in the mind of the Indian sculptor that

his art was unequal to the task of depicting the physical lineaments of a per-

sonality of such ineffable grace as the Buddha.

This contention lias been sought to be reinforced by additional arguments.

While ' idolatry is a handmaid of polytheism with personal deities' the Indian

atmosphere of the days preceding die Buddha was 4

agnosticism, which is not

favourable to image worship ’ the ritualism of the late Vcdic times was
4

frankly agnostic
4

r“ such
4

shrines ' as were dedicated to Yakjas were tio

more than trees :‘3 the bhakti-margn had much less of a vogue than the jilfina-

inarga •,** even the bhakti cults represent a * monotheism pervaded by pan-

theistic ideas
"** and so ' the monotheism of the bhakti-marga is not also quite

favourable to image worship, for the Bhagavat of the bhakta is not a fully

personal, but a semi-personal being' r*
a the earliest of the Buddhist nvxiu-

mrnt3 bearing sculptures are those of Sanchi and Bharhut and they date from

the second and the first centuries B.c, when the inhabitants of eastern India

had come in contact with the image worshipping and artistic Greeks of Bactria

and the contact
4

must have given a strong impulse to the indigenous sculp-

ture of eastern India' :** sculptures became popular and ‘the first step of

image worship ' was taken when ' super human beings like ‘ the Devatas,

Yaksas and Nagas are figured as worshippers of Buddha while
4

the mam
object of worship, Buddha, is not figured

4

the art of sculpture developed

rapidly and ' as a consequence ... image worship had obtained too strong

a grip of the Indian imagination to be avoided '** and so the Buddha too was

represented in images.

This view has been countered in a number of ways. One line of argu-

ment lias been that 'there existed neither an incapacity (the same sculptors

represented the Buddha freely as a human being in previous incarnations)

nor an interdiction ( for nothing of the kind can be found in Buddhist litera-

ture) that ‘the Bhagavata cults of Yaksas and Nagas’ which arc anterior

to that of tlie Buddha ' yidded \ probably under the stress of the teaching

of the Bkagavai Gita,
'

a work that must have been composed perhaps about

the fourth century B.c. that is, almost immediately after the Buddha.

—

4

to

the Bhagavata cults of Vt$iju and Buddha ’, that sculptures of the yogi, medi-

tating or expounding, and of divinities in a ' symmetrical stance', contem-

porary- with the sculptuies in which the Buddha is not represented as a human

being, furnished the models for the Buddha's image when it came to be fashion-

ed, that ' we have only to look at a sequence of examples beginning with the

Pnrkham image and culminating in the Mathura types of the Gupta period

to realise that there is no room at any point in the development for the inter-

calation of any model based on Hellenistic tradition '. that, in any event, an

39- See, for instance. Poccher. L'Art Bouddh.qw du Candhaia, 1 : 612.

40. Chanda, in /. Cat Uni.. Dtp. Letters, ( 1920) 3 : 229.

41. Ibid. 230-1. 42. /hid, 232-6. 43. Ibid.. 229-30.

44. /hid, 241. 45. /hid, 242. 46. /hid, 239.

47. /hid, 239. 48. Ibid.. 242
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indigenous school of sculpture at Mathura, in which there is not the faintest

suspicion of Greek influence, did in fact produce images of the Buddha before

the Greek spirit began hovering over the waters of Indian art and that this

is but natural as * every element essential to the iconography of Buddha and

Bodhisattva figures appears in early Indian art before the Buddha figure of

Gandhara or Mathura is known.' 1* A second line of reasoning, lifting the

discussion to levels oilier than the merely archaeological, has been that ‘the

anknnic character of Vedic ritual and early Buddhist art ' was * a matter of

choice ' not understandable by us who have failed to * relegate to an altogether

subordinate place our predilection for the human figure ' for images ' inherit-

ed from the late classical cultures that the devotee in need of an ' image to

serve as the support of .... contemplation ’ entertained ' a mental image of

the Buddha ' which he fashioned, not on the basis of any portrait but in

accordance with ‘the old list of lakkhanas, or thirty-two major and eighty

minor iconographk peculiarities of the Great Person '. that in doing so he was

merely following an ancient Indian tradition of making an image, not as

‘ a reflection of anything that has been physically seen ' but as ‘ an intelligible

form or formula that, thus, the devotee saw 1

the Buddha in the image rather

than an image of the Buddha that such symbolism, being ’ a precise form of

thought helped to a better appiehension of the Buddha than an image which

is a mere portrait and that if in India the intellectual has always preferred the

use of abstract and algebraical or vegetable or theriomorphic or even natural

symbols it is because he thinks it
' more fitting that divine truths should be

expounded by means of images of a less, rather than a more, noble type in

themselves’, and that, even if it were not so, the fashioning of the image of

the Buddha in human form ' may haw been itself much rather a concession

to intellectually lower levels of reference than any evidence of any increased

profundity of vision.'M So, the tendency to abandon symbolism and to

adopt a human likeness for the image of the Buddha need be nothing more
than an indigenous development, and. m any event, Greek culture cannot plume
itself on it as an achievement for which credit is due to it. Yet another

line of argument has hen that there did really happen to be a canonical

impediment to the fashioning of an image of the Buddha in the human shape,

that the prohibition was but the result of a ‘ consistent belief in all Vedic and

post-Vedic thought that the Immeasareablc One could never be caught with-

in the limits of measured lineaments '. that the Buddha having declared that
* on the dissolution

1

of his body, beyond the end of his life, neither gods nor

men shall see him, the Buddhist artist 'could never think of attempting to

render in visible form one who has passed into the realm of Invisibility',

<9, Coomaraswamy. in An Bulletin. 9 <4) : 8-29.

50. Coomaraswamt, in a paper, 'The Nature of Buddhist Art*, in Rowland,
Jr.. Watt Paintmts of India. Central Asia and Ceylon. This paper, showing how
widi problems 'are not in reality those of Buddhist art in particular, but rather

those of Indian art In a Buddhist application, and in the last analysis the problems
of art universally,' is a brilliant elucidation of many aspect* of iconolatry.
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and that when die Buddhist felt the need foe a more ' cosy support for con-

templation ' than the symbols of early Buddhist art an image of the Buddha

was ‘ immediately formulated ' at Mathura * on the models of earlier non-

human and superhuman types (Yakgas, Devaa, Cakravartinsl
,

.*»

Out of the pros and the coos thus stated, the points that look as if they

are essential to a decision on whether the Buddha image is due to Creek

example would appear to be whether in the early history of Indian thought

Ihe tendency to agnosticism was so pervasive as to exclude a faith in theism,

whether pantheism was so active as to sterilise monotheism, whether 'the

Bhakti cult represents a late stage,—and probably a loneign element,'—in

Indian religious history,’ 5 whether anthropomorphism was practically unknown

in India before the Buddha, whether it required the Greek love of sculptured

deities to translate divinities conceived of as philosophical abstractions into

icons cast in human shape, whether the Buddha is presented in the form in

which the Greeks represented their gods and whether the iconogtaphic formulae

fox images of the Buddha are not derivable from Indian sources or arc

accountable more appropriately in terms of Greek modes of thought and

worship.

None of these considerations, however, is of real importance in arriving

at a final solution. So rronothei&tic and so personal a faith as is embodied in

Christianity has given ffce to two contrary modes of worship,—the Catholic,

resting on image worship, and the Protestant, repudiating images. The de-

votion preached, by certain schools of Christianity is no whit less intense than

Bhakti and yet those schools condemn iconolatry in unmeasured terms. Not

less monotheistic or personal ra the faith which Muhammad pi cached and

yet the breaking of images is a phenomenon under Islam. Not ail the Greek

devotion to the gods nor all the Greek passion for sculpture led to the growth

of so full a faith in image worship as is characteristic of certain strains of

Hindu thought. Never did image worship, however, become an article of

faith to the Hindu votary of Bhakti who clings to a very personal god. and

never has it been to him anything other than one of the several ways of a

religious quest. The worship of an impersonal divinity culminates in tlic

veneration of symbols like the litiga, and so in idolatry. Even when the devo-

tion is to a personal god the object of veneration is not necessarily an anthro-

pomorphic image, for it might be a symbol such as the liiiga or a stone such

as a salagrama. The agnostic who has risen superior to faith in mascots and

fetishes is a rata avis. An inclination to agnosticism among the intellectual

elite of an age does not mean that church-bells cease to ring congregations in,

that Sunday black is not worn and that sermons are not endured even though

they be long. Buddhism itself shows how the Buddha who ignored god did

still sanction belief in godlings such as those who tenanted the Vajjian cetiyas

51. Gancolv. in OilOMatisch* ZeUschrift. 14 : 41-59.

52. ' Indeed it rather looks as if Bhakti. generally speaking, nay have bwn

partly the. reaction of the Indian mind to, or against the kneign invasions, Persian

and Greek ’
: Tarn, Greeks in Hactria & India. 406.
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and enjoin veneration of them.—and very probably in the form of images. --

and also permitted the placing of faith in holy places such as tut has whose

waters are sacred.*1*

A more profitable line of enquiry would, therefore, seem to be that of

determining how Buddhist faith expressed itsdf in sculpture in the age when

the Buddha came to be figured and worshipped. The forms in which the

Buddha is represented and the motifs in which the representations arc em
bodied are more likely to point to a valid solution than argument from * first

principles.'

( to be continued.)

52a. He enumerate* the tirthas in Marfima Nikaya. 7.



ON A THESAURUS LINGUAE SANSCRITAE

By

S. M KATRE. Poona

Although lexicographical activities in India commence from the Vedic

period and we have the Nighantus and later during the classical and post-

classkal period a whole Kosa-litciaturc, the first alphabetical register as we

now know it is purely due to European advent in the oriental field. Thp first

European lexicon with reference to Sanskrit is evidently that of J. E. Hanx-
LEDCN entitled Dictionarium Xfatabancum Scmscrdamtcunt Lusilanum < be-

tween 1699 and 1732) which however remained in manuscript form and was

later revised by PAOUNO.

1

Almost a hundred years later, in 1819, H. H. Wil-

son in collaboration with Colebmookk and Indian Pandits published his Dic-

tionary, Sanscrit end English, in the alphabetical order. With this work was

inaugurated a great era of research in Indotogy and Indian linguistics during

the last century and so far as Sanskrit was concerned the Victorian Age rend-

ered inestimable service to the cause of lexicography both within India and

outside. Eleven years after the publication of Wilson's Dictionary, Bopp

brought out his Ciossarium Sansaitum (Betlin 1830)*. In 1866 appeared

Benfey’s Sanskrit-English Dictionary and E. BtiRNOUr’s Dictiomiare classi

que Sanscrit-frangaii. Between 1855 and 1875 apjieared the monumental

Petersburg Dictionary compiled by the two great German scholars BdHTLlNGK
and Roth to be followed between 1879 and 1889 by BQHTLINGK's Sanskrit

waiterbuck in seven volumes each. The earlier, being the bigger of the two.

is popularly known as the Greater Petersburg Dictionary in opposition to the

latter, called the Shorter Petersburg Dictionary, shown respectively by the

common abbreviations PW and pw in most of the scientific journals and

monographs utilizing them. Wilson's work in Calcutta found a proper

vehicle in his two successors to the Boden Chair at Oxford resulting in

Mon IER-Williams' Sansbit-Enghsh Dictionary s and Macoonell's work of

the same name.* The impetus of the first published lexicon in Calcutta re-

sulted in several lexicons being published by Indian scholars in Bengal,

prominent among these being those of Taranath Tarkavacaspati,* Hoorah*
and RAdhAkanta.’ Mention should also be made of V. S. Apte’s Practical

Sanskrit-English Dictionary wherein he utilized by his own individual re-

searches the vast amount of classical Sanskrit literature which was not being

1 . WOST, Induck p. 131 and WlNMSCH, (Jexkick!f iter Sanskrit Philology

I. p. 20.

2. 1st ed 1830, 2nd ed. 1847, 3rd ed 1866-67.

3. 1st ed. 1872. Revised and enlarged, 1898.

4. 1892
;
anastatic reprint. 1924. 5. Calcutta. 1873-75.

6. Calcutta (?) 7. Calcutta 1889. 2nd ed 1874.
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paid sufficient attention to by the Western lexicographers. Technical lexicons

were also being compiled at the time and one of them needs special mention

here : Sydya-kosa or Dictionary of the technical terms of the Nyaya Philo-

sophy by Bhlmacaiya Jhalakikar in 1875.

Side by side with this activity Grassmann and Whitney established a

new era by their indices verborum to the Rg. and Atharva Vedas respectively

in 1873 and 1881. thus following the line laid down by BeNFEY in 1848 in

his Sdma• Veda Glossary. It is not necessary for us to recount here the many

indices verborum to Vedic and classical works which followed these great

pioneer studies ; it will be sufficient here to indicate that due to the foresight

of Shri V15HVE.SHVARANANDAJI of Shantakuti and the band of devoted dis-

ciples which he attracted, there is to-day in Lahore a research institution

called after his name* and solely concerning itself with Vedic studies. The

primary contribution of this Institute is a Vedic Word-Concordance in five

volumes dealing with the Samhitas, Brahmanas and Aranyakas, Upani$ads.

Bhagavad-Gita and Vedanta sutras, and Srauta and other sutras, including

VedAngas, with reverse indices. Already the second volume dealing with

Brahmapas and Aranyakas ha* appeared and further volumes are in progress.

Naturally, in any account of Sanskrit lexicography this colossal attempt of

the Vishvesvarananda Vedic Research Institute must loom large, since the

Vadika-padanukrama- koia will be an index verborum of all Vedic vocables

occurring in the different types of Vedic literature and thus the very basis

of any Thesaurus of Sanskrit attempted on modem historical and scientific

principle.

These different attempts are not co-ordinated efforts but merely the in-

dividual or institutional expressions of the needs of the hour. When the

monumental Petersburg Dictionaries were published the amount of material

which was available was small in comparison with what has since been pub-
lished in the numerous series established during the present century both

within and outside India. The shorter Petersburg Dictionary attempted to

supplement the original work by incorporating material from works not ac-

cessible to the earlier Dictionary and similarly Schmidt’s Nacktrcge published
in 1924-28 attempts to bring the work up to date by the incorporation of fresh

material. In addition to the spate of dictionaries which have appeared since
tlien, there has been a continuous stream of publications in India, Europe and
America on the one hand and ire Japan and China on the other. Much of
the lost Sanskrit literature of the Northern Buddhists is slowly being recover-
ed from Chinese Translations and Transliterations and Tibetan translations;
fragments of Sanskrit literature have also been recovered from the sand-buried
mins of Chinese Turkestan, and all this is adding new material to Sanskrit
lexicography. The importance of this aspect lias been realized by the Ame-
rican scholar Professor Frank! in Edgerton in consequence of which he has

R. Vhhveshwaranand Vedic Research Institute. Lahore. Director: Vidiva-
bandhu SHASTlU.
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been weaned from his great studies of Vedic Variants to begin a new study

of what he styles Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit AH th« important material

has to find its place in a historical dictionary of Sanskrit

During the present century much of hidden Sanskrit literature is finding

its place in more or less critical editions. The progress of research is not

necessarily confined to published literature, and the studies of scholars, espe-

cially in the chronology of Sanskrit literature has to deal with the unpublish-

ed manuscripts themselves. In fact much of the original work ccnnccted

with this chronology has been based entirely on the correlation of new facta

gathered from such unpublished manuscript sources.

The only lexicon so far available on historical principles is the great

Petersburg Dictionary, notwithstanding the many other dictionaries since

published. But the material, both manuscript and printed, which was avail-

able to those two indefatigable scholars represented barely a hundred years

of collection of manuscripts by European scholars and about half that time

in printed texts. Thus the advance made with respect to published litera-

ture and the history of literature is quite considerable and the time has at

lagt come when the question of a new dictionary of Sanskrit on historical

principles should be undertaken in India by a body of Indian scholar*. The

work represented by the great Petersburg Dictionaries coven a period of

about 80 years in Sanskrit publication both in the West and in India ; but

the last sixty' years have added tremendously to our knowledge of Sanskrit

literature, from the Sanskrit found in the Turfan manuscripts to the Bud-

dhis; Sanskrit treatises from Tibet and China ; over and above the new work*

published the progress made in determining the chronology of the works and

their authors is sufficient now to assign definite periods to a vast number of

than.

With regard to the unpublished literature now reposing in the different

libraries in India, we trave excellent descriptive catalogues published in Poona,

Madras, Calcutta, Baroda, Bombay, Benares and Trivandrum. The several

scries which have already become famous are trying to cope up with the

editorial activities of scholars AH this material has to be incorporated to-

gether at one place for the proposed Thesaurua.

It would be surprising to know that there are no lexicons for individual

authors of the eminence of KalidSsa and Bhavabhuti ; no attempts have been

successfully carried out in preparing indiets verborum to these authors, and

we are in the dark as to the provenance of a vocable with respect to its signi-

ficances in their sprice-time context.

Wr
ith regard to Vedic material, the publication of the Vaidikapaddnu-

kramakosa will give us all this material in well-arranged chronological order ;

but it is specially in connection with classical Sanskrit (including Buddhist

and Jain) and the popular epic and Purrujas that detailed materials are

lacking. Taking into account the fact that none of the existing dictionaries

have been compded on the historical principles which modem linguistics has

established and that the science of lexicography itself has made a great
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advance in its different aspects since the publication of the Petersburg Die-

tionaries, we are led to the inevitable conclusion that it is all the more neces-

sary now that the work of the Thesaurus should be inaugurated without much
Ices of lime at a central place which will act as the organizing body for the

direction and collection of the material.

The general principles on which such a historical dictionary of Sanskrit

is to be based may be summarised here in mathematical language as follows.

Let V stand for the individual vocable of Sanskrit attested at different periods

in the history of the language
; 5 represents its significance and R the refer-

ence or quotable instance of the vocable with respect to a given significance.

The totality of V, that is Vv Vs Vn where n represents the total number

of vocables in the language, stands for the whole corpus of the language in

its basic form of vocables. It is the duty of the lexicographer to extend this

n to its utmost capacity, taking the entire history of the language from its

earliest occurrence to its very latest phases, with respect to all the R‘s, whe-

ther published or unpublished. The greater the R's the greater is the. com-

prehensiveness of the Thesaurus. The research of the individual scholar will

then coocem itself with a given base V and its different semantic develop-

ments S
t .
S, Sm where m indicates the number of significance developed

by V. The order of the numerals 1. 2 m represents the natural deve-

lopment of the significance also, in its time-sequence. The editorial activities

will then be limited to the representation of V in its significances Sv S,

S„ with reference to the R s arranged in their turn according to the chrono-

logical order so far as that has been or can be determined. Thus under the

significance Sj there may be references like R„ Rk , R, where the letters i, k, t

represent the period to which the citation belongs. Now S, need not always

be attested in the earliest occurrence of the vocable V itself, and the function

of the historical lexicographer is to correlate the S*s with the R's and to explain

such discrepancies as mentioned above in the light of comparative linguistics.

Thus every V will have a number of citations for each significance S. and the

earliest citation will always be given where possible, and similarly the Latest

citation also In this manner we shall have, for the history of V itself, the

limits of time determined for the currency of the significance S.

Moreover, in our symbology, V will represent the vocable as it appears
by itself or at the beginning of a compound expression, and r as the non-

initial member of a compound. The Thesaurus has to concern itself with V
as well as v, for many times there may be a v without a corresponding V and
its existence ordinarily will not be suspected as no efforts are made in the

usual lexicons to indicate them in the alphabetical register. Under v will also

have to be indicated other Vs which form the initial member of compounds
of which this v is the second or non-initial member. Again with every V
or v, there arc associated its morphological forms Vm or a", and these should

also be indicated in the Thesaurus within the subgroup S with citations to

determine their space-time context In a similar manner questions affecting

Syntax and Stylistics will be dealt with on historical principles.
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In any practical scheme which is to be drawn up in India there are

several factnis which should he taken into consideration We have indicated

the work of the Vishvcshvaranandn Vedic Research Institute in Ignore. This

is an important body whose co-operation is absolutely necessary for the fur-

therance of any scheme which has to deal with the proposed Thesaurus. Then

there is the Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute m Pbona, justly famed

for its critical edition of the Great Epic. The material gathered here will

supply at least half the matter for the Thesaurus, and it is essential that the

entire MahSbhiirata Manuscript* tradition should be reduoed to an index

verborum in the Institute. Similar work will have to l>- done for the differ-

ent periods of Sanskrit literature and even for certain individual authors.

The great body of Sanskrit Inscriptions which are more or less well defined

in their space-time context, have to be reduced to the index form

The indices verborum should not be merely alphabetical registers, but

rearranged m the dictionary form according to the method which I have

indicated for the individual research worker, namely the registration of all

the V's and p’s, the. determination of all the S's and R\ within the specified

literature or period with exact references Reference may here be. made to

Prof Ootm’i paper on this subject". In my Wilson Philological Lectures

I have indicated most of these problems under Desiderata, and this i? not

the place to deal with them

The work indicated briefly in the above discussion cannot be done at one

centre, for it is too vast and extended for any single group of individuals or

institutes to undertake it If it were attempted on such lines a whole de-

partment would have to be established with scores of workers, and still, the

rate of publication would be very slow. In the absence of such a research

body with unlimited financial resource at it? disposal any practical scheme

must take account of existing research institutes and the manner in which

these activities can be organised and coordinated towards the main objective

thiough these existing sources It will be impossible to envisage the whole

scheme within a time limit, because this time limit is essentially dependent

upon the finances at the back of the scheme- In the absence of a regular

establishment devoted entirely to the Thesaurus on the lines of the Tamil

Lexicon Office or the New Catabgus Catalogorum Office of the Madras Uni-

versity, it may not be possible to complete the Thesaurus, even within fifty

years. But a beginning has to be made in India with the least possible

delay and with the minimum of charges upon learned bodies, under the pre-

sent conditions of financial stringency.

A very practical scheme would involve some institute specialising in

Indian linguistics as the organising centre, situated centrally with good library

facilities and easy access to original manuscripts if neerssary, where the office

of the Thesaurus may be housed The associate institutions will cooperate

9. OWner CtmmemouUion Voittmt, n>- 177 0.
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with the central organising core of the Thesaurus body by lending ail faci-

lities at their disposal and placing in the hands of the Central Office all the

material which is collected by them according to previously settled [Jans on

well coordinated lines. Preliminary works, indices cerberrum or shorter lexi-

cons of definite periods, will be submitted to the Central Office either in manu-

script or printed form. The function of this Central Office will be not only

to undertake by itself some of these contributory or preliminary works, but

to organize and coordinate the allotments made to associate bodies. It will

also arrange for the independent publication of such indices verborum or

period lexicons based on them ; for there is this difference between the Thesa-

urus and such contributory indices verborum : whereas the Thesaurus selects

its citations with an eye to the space-time context with reference to R ’s and

S"s the contributory indices will be real indices verborum and therefore the

very basis for such selection- Among the associate bodies arc to be reckoned

the various University departments dealing with Sanskrit; Linguistics or

Archaeology, and the large number of research Institutes within India deal-

ing with these subjects as also the well-established learned societies such as

the Linguistic Society of India or the various Asiatic Societies or their

branches. There is no dearth of such departments, institutes or learned

bodies within India, but the major difficulty is of associating them within a

single scheme.

Serious attempts are being made, for instance, to organize a permanent

secretariat for the All-India Oriental Conference; but its functions arc of

such divergent and comprehensive nature that it will not be possible to orga-

nise a centre of the Thesaurus Committee within its province. Only research

Institutes and University Departments can undertake this organisational work.

Once the matter of the central organisation is settled the procedure for

the working and collecting of material has to be fixed. The central organi-

sation should supply uniform index cards or slips for the preparation of

indices verborum and make arrangements to house them properly. Among

the immediate necessities for instance is a Dictionary of Tnscnptumal Sans-

krit where we can study the use of Sanskrit vocables in their space-time con-

text a Dictionary on the index verborum plan for each of the Great Commen-

taries on the six DarSanas such as those of Sahara or Sankara ; lexicons for

definite periods of Sanskrit literature such as. for instance, the great Gupta

era. The work will have to be properly divided among competent institu-

tions and with sufficient guarantee that it will be carefully done under the

supervision of an associate board whose function is to help the Central Com-

mittee in its vaster organisational work. These associate bodies should not

only give active cooperation to the main scheme by undertaking different

types of work assigned to them but also contribute somewhat to the financial

aspect of the scheme under consideration. A nominal annual donation to cover

the cost of the stationary’ required for each type of work undertaken by such

associate body should be made by it. The cost of publication of these con-

tributory lexicons should however be borne by the Central Office whose func-
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tion includes the collection of funds for the execution of the Thesaurus. But

herein lies the cliief difficulty, Individual workers are not lacking nor insti-

tutions which would undertake any of these preliminary studies for tire pro-

posed Thesaurus. But owing to difficulty in publication which no ordinary

publisher would be willing to undertake, all such enthusiasm vanishes into thin

air when the prospect of publication is not within a measurable distance of

time. To ensure this would be tantamount to receiving the willing co-opera-

tion of both individual scholars as well as of institutes.

The object of the present paper is to suggest some practical means by

whkh the Thesaurus can well become an accomplished fact with the least

amount of trouble and without any great financial burden on the country.

The Province of Bombay luckily possesses to-day a fairly large number of

responsible and well-organized research institutes devoting themselves to the

study of Sanskrit in one shape or another ; further every Arts College has a

Sanskrit department, and although the Bombay University does not have an

Oriental Department, it was the first among the Indian Universities in recog-

nizing the value of linguists: research for which the Wilson Philnkieical

Foundation was established in 1677. Although since its inception there have

been lectures during every year, the University has published only one series

delivered by the lute Mr. N. B. Divbtia. Since the University of Bombay

has not been able to publish much work in this direction, the suggestion we

have to make is this : the money which the University has not spent from

this foundation either in publication or for lack of a proper lecturer in any

year should be placed at the disposal of a Central Organising Committee for

the specific purpose of preparing and publishing such contributory volumes,

and the onus of publication should lie with the Bombay University. If the

Syndicate of the University is also pleased to grant an additional sum of

money for publication as and when the volumes get ready, the Central Com-

mittee can find willing workers in individual scholars as well as associate

institutes.

As mentioned above the work of the Thesaurus cannot be made part

of any single Institute in this or m any other province unless there is a suffi-

cient financial guarantee (or the whole scheme from the establishment of a

full-time office with a band of paid workers and for the publication of their

research in this line. Therefore the present practical proposal envisages

Poona as the Organising Centre with the Bhandarkar Oriental Research Insti-

tute and the Deccan College Research Institute as the central organising core,

with the Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan of Bombay and the Gujarat Vernacular

Society's Research Branch as associate institutes for undertaking the work of

the Thesaurus
; the University of Bombay to finance the scheme in the man-

ner suggested above, and if possible, in the light of future experience, to bear

a major part of tire expenses of publishing the Thesaurus as and when it gets

ready. In the meantime the contributory monographs and lexicons such as

the Dictionary of Inscriptional Sanscrit should be kept ready for publica-

tion within a few years.
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The stamp of the Bombay University on this scheme will enable the

sponsors to appeal to other public bodies in this province and elsewhere, and

organize different centres for its completion at an earlier date and at less

expense than has been thought possible under existing conditions. It is to be

hoped that the University which was first in its recognition of the value of

linguistics by accepting the Wilson Philological Foundation in 1877, two years

after the completion of the great Petersburg Dictionary, will now' realize its

sacred trust and officially sponsor the above scheme for the editing of the

Thesaurus in India by Indian scholars. In its final arrangements it may be

possible for the University itself to bear all financial responsibilities connected

with’ the publication of the Thesaurus.

Other Universities in India which have no research department in Sans-

krit may be approached to participate in this scheme in two different ways :

(a) by establishing research studentships available at any of the above-named

research institutes which form the original core of the Thesaurus scheme or at

other associate institutes which may join the scheme in due course, and (b) by-

making annual contributions for the publication of the results of such re-

search. It is needless to point out here that when the 7"Arsenms gets ready,

copies will be subscribed to by all Universities and their constituent colleges

or departments.

Universities which have already research deportments for Sanskrit may
co-operate in this scheme by allotting a few studentship* for the working out

of the preliminary contributions suggested by the Central Committee and also

bear the expense of publishing them. In this manner there will be country-

wide co-operation for an Indian scheme of a Sanskrit Thesaurus on scientific

and historical principles. It is indeed not necessary to draw any attention

here, for instance, to parallel schemes such as the Indian History of India.

India is now rising to a recognition of her ability to cany on and lead re-

searches in all fields, and particularly in the Oriental and Linguistic fields,

and this growing self-consciousness must find expression in tlie carrying out

of such major projects to a successful conclusion. It is a matter of pride to

Indian scholarship that the Critical Edition of the Mahdbhdeata undertaken

by the Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute and partially published is

evoking world wide admiration as the greatest critical undertaking of the

twentieth century, executed with the highest degree of scholarship. The work
of the Thesaurus is equally great and perhaps even more difficult on account

of its extent
; but there is this advantage that the work is capable of being

divided among a large number of associate bodies, needing a central orga-

nization only for coordinating the research and for the final editing of the

material. If the Indian Universities join together and sponsor this scheme
and the research institutes cooperate in its detailed working out the Thesa-

urus Linguae Sansailae will become an accomplished fact, and an ornament
to Oriental scholarship within India. And it will be on a par with the criti-

cal edition of the Great Epic as the most magnificent undertaking in India

in the history of Sanskrit scholarship.
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For drawing the details of the scheme on the above lines the University

of Bombay may invite the cooperation of the various research institutes men-

tioned above and commence the work as soon as the proper arrangements are

made. An Advisory Committee may be appointed early to consider the ways

and means for the working out of the scheme. The cooperation of the All-

India Oriental Conference and the linguistic Society of India may also be

sought in this connection.
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During the last two decades, if not more, it has been an established

fashion in our Colleges to found Associations of students of Sanskrit.

Philosophy. Economics etc with a view to enable tire students to bring them-

selves in personal contact with their professors in these subjects and at the

same time to stimulate a closer study of these subjects under the guidance

of die respective professors. Such Associations may have done some good in

the direction intended by their founders but they haw failed generally to

stimulate any research tendencies among the students. Normally the students

of these Associations celebrate an annual gathering with a photograph and

the successful students leave the Colleges, forgetting both their gums and the

subjects they' taught for a short period.

In view of the above state of studies in our Colleges, catering only for

examination purposes, the word ' research
’

has assumed quite a new mean-

ing among the students even though it is given some dignity in the Univer-

sity circles. Barring a few exceptions our Colleges have been apathetic

towards research in any subject, especially of the genuine variety. We are.

therefore, happy to note hen: in bncf the history and progress of the Research

Depcutment of die D. A. V. College, Lahore. This educational institution

was founded in 1886 in honour of Swam: Dayananda Sarasw .mi and since

that time it has been developing a net work of schools and colleges in and

outside the Punjab. In spite of their engrossing educational activities the

authorities of this institution have not neglected research, and publication

work at least so far as the study of classical Sanskrit arvd Vedas arc concerned.

As early as 1917* they started a separate Department known as the Sanskrit

Manuscripts and Publication Department and have spent a lac of rupees in

building up a separate library for this Department, known as the Lalckand

Research Library after the name of the first President of the D. A V. College.

Additions to this library of printed books and manuscripts are being regu

larly made every year with the help of the financial provision in the budget

made by the Society The Research Department of the D. A. V College lias

already published some important works in Sanskrit. Hindi and English all

of which bear testimony not only to the capacity and zeal of the authorities

in implementing their resolutions but also to the research abilities of the
authore and Editors of the several publications. Prof. Bhagwad Datta, b.a..

a life member of the College was the head of this Department from its com
maicement up to the middle of 1934 when he retired from the service of the

It is a happy axmddcncr that the B. O. R. Institute, Poona was founded on
6th July. 1917.
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Collette. His place was taken up by another life-member Prof. Vishva-

Bandhu SHA5TRJ, **..v, m.ol, who had already been working as the Hono-

rary Director and Editor- in chief of the Vishveshvarananda Vcdic Research

Institute organized at Lahore in 1923. In fact Prof. Shastri lias been the

life and soul of this Institute since its commencement. His complete identi-

fication with and dedication to the encyclopedic research programme of this

Institute has been responsible in producing works of lasting value so far

published by the Institute. The association of such a scholar with the Re-

search DeparleiU of the D. A. V. College as its resporaiUe Head augurs well

for its future growth and expansion. Prof. SHASTR1 combines in himself the

ardour of an educationist, the zeal of a reformer and the patience of a

scientific research worker, Unless our college professors do research work

themselves they are nek likely to infuse any spirit of research in their students

or guide them with authority even in subjects taken up by their students

for the M.A. or Doctorate degrees of the Universities. We wish very much

that our colleges follow the example of the D. A V. College in opening

Research Departments in several subjects, on the successful working of which

depends the future of our Universities in the proper and fruitful performance

of their function statutory or otherwise viz. Post-graduate Instruction and

Research. The seeds of research ought to be sown within the precincts of the

colleges so that the facilities for research provided by 6pcc:al Research Insti-

tutes in the country may be fully availed of by our students even in their

later careers. ** All ease is enemy of perfection."

Wc welcome the appearance of the first number of the Jama Vidya,

which is a Bulletin of the Jatna Vidya Bhavan recently founded at Lahore

with die object of creating a centre for Jaina studies. The Jainas are a

wealthy community in more senses than one. The wealth of their literature

far outshines their material wealth by its brilliance and continuity of rdigi-

ous tradition. Unfortunately tiie Jainas themselves have not stirred

very much in the matter of critical research m their literature rich in

chronology and other features. We must, therefore, congratulate Dr. Banarai

Das Jain, m.a„ PH.D. and Mr. Mularaj Jain, m.a.. ll.b. on founding the

Jama Vidya Bhavan to stimulate the Jaina studies and organize them on a

strictly scientific basis. The first issue of the Jaina VidyS consists of 64 pages

divided into two equal sections : English and Hindi. This is a useful arrange-

ment as many of the Jaina pandits though extremely intelligent and kamed

in their subjects stand in the background as their works and articles do not

receive any publicity outside the Jam circles. The present number of the

Jatna Vidya contains many useful articles and notes by eminent scholars. Wc

hope the Jaina Vidya will prosper in the immediate future with the patronage

of the rich Jaina community in India 3nd the scholars interested in the laina
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studies in and outside India. The celebrated firm of Messrs, Moti Lai

Banarsidas of Lahore and its energetic proprietor Mr. Sundar Lai Jain

deserve our special thanks for the publication of this Journal, which will

appear quarterly in July, October, January and April every year. The annual

subscription of the Journal is Rs. 5/- (including postage). Contributions to

the Journal in Hindi, English or Gujarati (in NSgarl script) should be sent

to Dr. Banarsidas JAIN, M.A_, pii. d., c/o the Jama Vidya Bhavan, Krishna

Nagar, 1-shore, while subscriptions and donations should be sent to the Hono-

rary Treasurer of the Bhavan. Mr. L. Sundar Lal, Proprietor of Messrs.

Motilal Banarsi Das, Said Mitha, Lahore.

THE ELEVENTH ALL-INDIA ORIENTAL CONFERENCE,
HYDERABAD SESSION. DEC. 1941.

The Eleventh Session of the All- India Oriental Conference will meet

under the auspices of His Exalted Highness the Nizam's Government at

Hyderat»d-Dn. from 20th to 22nd December 1941.

The First Bulletin and the invitation issued by the Reception Com-
mittee have already met with an enthusiastic response from various Institu-

tions of Oriental Ait and Learning, Governments. Universities, Museums,

Academies and eminent Scholars in India, and several institutions have

nominated distinguished Delegates

Besides the All-India Oriental Conference, the Indian History Congress

and the Numismatic Society of India are holding their annual Meetings at

Hyderabad from 21st to 23rd December 1941. The programme is so arranged

that common members will have full opportunity to partake conveniently in

the common literary and social functions, entertainments and local excursions

and proceed to Ellora and Ajanta and places of historical interest.

Mr. G. Yazdani, m.a., o.bx. Director of Archeology, Hyderabad State,

has been elected General President for the Session

The Conference will be divided into 18 Sections and the following gentle-

men have been duly elected as Sectional Presidents :•

L Vedic—Dr. Manilal Patcu. Director, Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan,

Andheri, Bombay

2. Iranian.—Sardar Dastur Nosherwan Kaikobad, High Priest of the

Parsees in the Deccan, Poona.

3. Islamic culture—Dr. M. Z. Sidoiqi, Sir Asutoeh Mukerji Prof, of

Islamic Culture, University of Calcutta.

4. Arabic, Persian etc—Dr. S. Muhammad Husain Natnar, Post-

graduate Department University of Madras.
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5. Classical Sanskrit—Dr. Ilari Chand Shastri, Principal. Patna
College, University of Patna.

6. Ardhamagadhi & Prakrit.—Dr. A. N. L'padhye, Prof. Rajaram
College, Kolhapur.

7. Philosophy & Religion.—Prol. P. P. S. Sastry. Presidency College.
Madras.

8 History, Chronology etc.—Prof. K. A. Nilakanta Sastry. Head of

the Department of Indian History. University of Madras

9. Archeology, Epigraphy etc—Prof. V. V. Mirasm, Head of die
Department of Sanskrit Nagpur University.

10. Philology & Indian Linguistics —Dr. M. Shaiiiduleah, Prof..

Department of Bengali, University of Dacca. Ramna.

11 Ethnology (Anthropology' & Mythology ) .-Mr. M. D. Raghavan.
Government Museum. Madras.

12. Fine Arts (including Deccan Art).—Rai Bahadur S. N. Gupta,
Principal, Mayo School of Arts, Lahore.

13. Technical Sciences (including Ayurvedic A Unani ) .—Khan Bahadur
M. Sanaullah, Archaeological Chemist

14. Non-Local Indian Languages.—Dr. Baburam Saksena. Reader.

Allaliabad University.

15 Local Languages : Urdu. -Dr. A. S. Simmqi, Head of the Dept, of

Arabic & Persian, University of Allahabad

16. Marathi.—Prof. D. V. Potdar, Secretary, Bluuat Itihasa Samsliodak
Mandal, Poona.

17. Tdugu.—Dr. C. R, Reddy, Vice-Chancellor, Andhra University,

Waltair.

18. Kannada. Air. Masti Venkatesa Iyengar, Bangalore.

The Local Reception Committee on behalf of the Executive Committee
of the Conference extends invitation to all Oriental Societies, Learned Insti-

tutions. Universities, Museums and other Government and non-Government
Departments to send delegate? and requests the delegates and the members
of the Conference to contribute materially to the advancement of knowledge
by their valuable researches. The Local Reception Committee trusts that

delegates and members intruding to attend the Session will co-operate with

the organisers to make the forthcoming Session a micqs*

Curators of Museums, Librarians, owners of private collection*, and

connoisseurs of Art and Antiquities arc hereby requested to communicate

directly with the Director of Archaeology. H- E. II. the Nizams Government.

Hyderabad-Deccan, regarding the exhibition of such specimens as they pro-

pose to smd, for arrangements are being made by the State Archaeological
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Department for the inauguration of a Historical Exhibition in co-operaticm

with the Indian History Congress, the Hyderabad Museum, the State Library,

Osman ia University Library and other important Institutions in the City.

All communications and remittances may kindly be addressed to Dr. M
Nizamudoik, Local Secretary. Eleventh .All-India Oriental Conference.

Osmania University, I_allaguda, Deccan.

Dr. S. K. De. M-A., Dxrr. (London),

Professor of Sanskrit,

Dacca University.

Dr. M. H. Krishna, m.a., dj.it. (Loodon),

Professor of Histoty,

M. Nizami tddin. Mysore University.

Local Secretary. Hon General Secretaries.



TRANSCRIPTION OF CHINESE
FOR SINO-INDIAN STUDIES*

By

T. F. CHOU, Calcutta

The Geneva system of Sanskrit transcription has now been almost un-

animously accepted by Indologists everywhere. This has not been, however,

the case with the transcription of Chinese, for which various methods have

been adopted and are still current among Sinologists in general. Among
these, including French and German methods of transcription, the Wade-

Giles’ system has proved to be the most popular one. at least so far as the

English works on Sinology are concerned. None of the current systems has.

however, been found either very convenient or helpful to the progress of such

studies as are primarily connected with both Indian and Sinitic languages.

In the following, therefore, we propose a method of Chinese transcription for

Sino-Indian studies, which, being in consonance with the adopted principles

of Sanskrit transcription, is expected to be easily comprehensible to those

who are already familiar with the lattrt.

The present system of transcription applies to the modem pronuncia-

tion of Chinese. It is not yet generally known, that since 19261
. the modem

Pekinese has been adopted as the National Language ( kuo-ii ) in China and

that it slightly differs hum the Mandarin (kuan-hua). The system of

Pekinese pronunciation is, therefore, the one, which has been transcribed for

our purpose in the following :

Initials : * p pJi m — t —
C tb n 1 — —
k kh — — h —

I c ch — — i —
* t* tbh — — s t

ts tsh — — * —
• I am indebted 10 Dr. V. V. Gokhale, Poona, lor his valuable guidance and

co-operation in the preparation of this paper.

1. Before 1926, Mandarin was considered as the standard speech.

2. In thia aeries ph (p + h) is bi-labial, while f is a labiodentaL

3. This series is a palataluation from both ki. khi, hi and ts, tshi, si. In the

Wane-system this appears as chi, ch’i. kri ; in the Frcnrh systrm, it is represented

separately, either by ki, k'i hi or by far. /*'»'. s». The actual Pekinese pronunciation

of both these groups is however only palatal. As there are too many homonynoua

words under this scries, and although both groups are pronounced alike, »e could

distinguish the transcriptions in the following manner :—(See also Note 17 below.)

c«k). chKkh). c«b) ;

ta«ts). UhKtsh). 6<<s>.

4. i is a voiced In the Sanskrit sound-syjtetn, t*. 4h. z from this senes and

ts. tab from the next scries are not found.
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Finals: M «i U Q

a it ua —
o

y +

to uo —
c

ie — tta

ai iai uai —
d — uei —
an uiu — —
cu leu — —
an •ton Hftfl uan

en to UCQ On

an ton uari —
en in ucri —

* -un •tori — —
» er — — MB

5. -I ii a iymbol for two apical voweJs (sec Karlcun. StuJes tut la PkonelogU
Chinaite) from an original i. and occur* only with initial consonants ; t8 . t$h, ». a,

and U. tsh, *. This -i cat be replaced by an apostrophe f) for typographic^
convenience, or aiso when it is unstressed.

6. Phonetically there are no serai-vowels (y. «> in Pekinese u is rounded i

I French u, German tf>, from Anoent i +w . therefore it may also be written as iu
for typographical convenience.

7. e ;s equivalent to [a], the English -tr. When stressed, it is unrounded o.
8. Excepting £ and the -c (nj in ie, ue, all other e = {»). Thia [a] sound

may aim be transcribed by short u(*j
>
bat in that case, the Chinese a, occurring

at all places in our system, will have to be transcribed as a.

9. In iAn, an U assimilated by i-.

1(X -uh occurs only as combined with an initial consonant.
11. er is a retroflex vowel, like the American -er.

12. o and d occur in Pekinese only as exclamations. The Mandarin o and
ko. kko. are pronounced in Pekinese as e and ke. khe, ho (Colloquial : hau) or
as uo and kuo, khira, huo respectively. The Colloquial Pekinese pronunciation of -e

( which is the same in Mandarin! is -ai [ < Ancient -«k. etc. ]. or -d [ <Anc- *k J.
13. Mandarin pe, (the, me. and pun, phut, mun, fun are pronounced in literary

Pcuneie as po, pho, mo (Coll.: -ai [ < Anc. -ek. ek J. -ei[ <Anc. uat ]) and pen,
phen. men, fen respectively The Colloquial Pekinese pronunciation of o (which
is the same in Mandarin i b -au.

H. o afteT all initial consonants (excepting k-, kh-, h ) in WAPI’s system is

pronounced as -uo (Coll.: -au [ < Anc. 4k, -ink], -uai [ < Anc. -u4k. -iuet]) in
Pekinese.

*

15. The Pekinese pronunciation o( some colloquial words : t$u etc. is. tjeu etc.

A double pronunciation (La. literary and colloquial! » ob*rvable in Modern
Chancee. For avoiding homonyms. the colloquial pronunciation may •ocnetfcne* be
taken for the purpose of transcription, e^. lor avoiding the homonym lu (‘fat’,
'green'), the colloquial pronunciations : lieu t<Anc. liuk 'ax’) and Ifl (<Anc,
liwok. • green ’) may be adopted.
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1 S S | i

I 1 1 1 1

# 11 ill
....

S 2 S 1 3

1 ?«lf

tmiip

•A 1 1 1 « i -s -a 1 1 -i

1 41 111
.6 til n < 1 :

i Hi l i 4 i ill
1 1 ills l|l
i III llli 111

t|l -a i i 4 < 1 i

i

a 4 # 1 a

•5 I E * i -a * 3 3 a

a •& s -SC « -s
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We subjoin a specimen of a passage, transcribed according to the system

proposed above. This passage represents the beginning of the Vcjrocchedika

(ed. by Max Muller & B. Xanjio) in its six Chinese translations. 1 • (Where

Chinese translations differ from Sanskrit, a tentative Skt restoration a added

in [ ]
brackets.)

Skt.

Ch. 4

Skt

Ch.

Skt

Ch. 4

h 5

.. 6

.. 1

- 2

M 3

Skt

Cb. 4

.. L2

. 3

Skt

Ch- 4

- 5.6

.. 1.2.3

Skt
Ch. 4

. 5. 6; L 2.

Namo MTvajftiyai

kuci-min i-chic fo pku-sa hai ten/

[ saxvahoikihabcdhuattv3Es4£Aretbyah ]

cron mayS irutam,' ekasir-n samaye

ru-ii uo yen / i-il

Wiagar.nn *rftva6tv*m vihtnti sra

ii-tsuen uen-ne ieu-^in

[ lukajyespiah 1

p&cMi fcn t»i filwhfa mi
•• cmn-tihen ta ttheh

[ TivaitnmahanagxryAjn ]

fo „ **-*** kuo

(boddfcoh)

pho-chie-pho se-pko iki tiben

( srivastiDagar> irh ]

fo pbc cht-pho tiu struct kuo

jctavanc 'nithapindad*sy*rirae

sen-lin tuiii u-ts bin thuan *I-G (urn hub

filuo Im ci ku-oi Gan

toan-teo « «I » »
chi-in q •» ..

chi tJuo w lm „ m »

nuhata bhikuuanigHiina ditHutni

ta pt-chitu ttua kun

U H pt-tohu tkub

„ M pwA*«tf hub

ardhatrayixla^hirthncw

pan san si pt-ehiru pai

3 chian cr^ai u-ti ancu

Skt scncabulaLra bcdhMltyiiirn«h2sart\Tub/

Ol 6 ci ta phv-sa tsun/

[ mahabcdhbativaih ] /

In conclusion, we may add a table, giving a comparative view of four

other systems of transcription, which are in vegue, along with the one pro-

posed by us. Among these, A represents the French system, as used in the

18. Among these No*. 1-3 (TTP Not 235-237) are the soollrd ‘old’ trans-

lation* while Not 4-6 (TTP Not 238, 220. 239! are the * new ' ones. No. 4, made

by Dharmaeupta, is a word to word translation. It may be noted in posing, that

this version, along with the venaon of Vasubhadra'a Si e-han-mu tshau-cie (Catu-

ragamas&ia ?), made by Kumarabuddhi i TIP No- 1505; Nj- 1381 1
fonia the

only two absolutely literal translation* m the Chine* Tripitaka. On the doubtful

aulhenbcitv of No. 4 see T. MaTSUMOTO. Die PramapdramUa-Literotnr (Stuttgart,

1932) p. 15 ff.
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HAbtigirm ; B the WAce-system ; C the National Romanization Gwoyeu
Romatzyh )

lD
, prepared by Y. R. Chao and "A Handful of Men Society"

! Phoneticians’ Club. Pekin*. 1926) , and D the Latinization by A. Dragunnv

and others. The last two systems (C. D) represent two different movements

fi.e. G. R. and Laiinxua Sin-wenz = Latinized new Script) for the Romaniza-

tion of Chinese.

A B C D

p P P J*b b

ph P

’

P

‘

P P

m m m ^mh.rn m

i f f f f

f i » d

rfc i* f t t

n n • ,4nb, n n

l i i **lh, 1 i

k k k g

kh k* k' k k

(*» < -fig) (•ng) ng

h h h h X

c k(i) ch Ci> i(u s(i)

ch kh(i> ch-(i) ch (i) k(>)

Mi) ,lh*(i) •Mi) Ml)

19. Cl. Dmzil Carr. The Guoyeu 7V<msrripfw>»t (Rocznik Orjcntalistycniy,
Tome X. 1934. Pp. 77-86).

20. This French transcription is based on the Mandarin pronunciation, e.g.

nzo f<Anc. ngfi. IVfcinree oo. *1’); but sometimes mistake* are *rm, e.g. ngat

(<Anc. h.
9

U> love'), which ought to be ai even in Mandarin. In Pekintu*

initial «<- has been entirely lost

21. ks. sk. and ss, % m the WADE-system correspond to our i. ). and j rea-

pcctivcly. In Wadc's system, even when u is written as u. still in and $u sounds
can be diuinguished in thai system through the transcriptions: hsu ( ^6u) and
tku (=$u).

23. For b. d, g etc, cf. Y. R. Chao, Plosives m Chinese Dialects (Proceedings

of the Second International CongTvw of Phonetic Sciences. London).
24 In G R. system, mk, nh. Ik, rk combined with the vowel forms in the

1st Tone represent the 1st Tone
;
while m, n, l, r combined with the same represent

the 1 st Tone. The vowel forms in the lsi+Ton* are not used with these voiced
consonants.
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A B C D

tfl tch di
1 zh

Uh tdV ch' ch ch

• cb *hh &h ah

$ i i
,4rh, r rh

ts «u. a ts .

tsh ts* o’, ts' es c

% «M %.* s ft

t* u(i) ch (i) id) *u>

t*h ch'(i) ch(i) C(i)

A • CO h»(i) *h(i) «(i)

C

A B
1st Tone

“i«t+
Tc*e

|

2nd Tone 3rd Tone
D

1

»+ **lh
y >T n -yh n

tt-cu

a a a a ar aa ah a

0 o 0 0 or uo ch Q

e a * e ex ee eh e

* e ah * ! cr

!

i

ee *h —

22. In Wadr-sytfrm, tft, t$\ a before the apical vowel -i are written aa ; ti
%

It \ ss; so that even when -u is written as -w. the group* : tzu (= Ul). U'u

(=t5hl). isu (i=a) and Itu (=t*u), tiu (=Uhu). su («=sul can be (fcstinguiahed

from wdi other.

25. In the French system, the apical vowel alttT tek (— tg) etc ta transcribed

as while the one alter ts (=ta) etc. is transcribed as -tu. In the Wacc iydetn,

the same is transcribed by -ik and -d rejectivcly.

26. The Ancient voiced bh. dh> gk etc. in the 1st Tone (in-pkin) change to

voiceless pA. th. kk etc. in the first+Tooe (UuH-phm) in Modern Pekinese. Cl. Y. R.

Chao. Tent end Intcmalwn in Chintzr l Bulletin of the Institute of History and

Philology. Academia Sinica) ; F.K.La. Chapter on Lanfuages and DiaUcIs < China

Year-Book. 2nd Issue. 1936-*37, Commercial Press, Shanghai*.
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A B

c

D
1st Tone

1

lst+Tone 2nd Tone 3rd Tcoe

ai ai ai ai
i ,

air ae ay ai

ei ei ei ei
•

err ey ei

au ao ao au aur ao aw ao

eu eju ou ou our ow ou

an an an an arn an ann an

en en €n en era een enn en

an ang ang ang amg aang anq ang

en eng tag eng en* ceng enq eng

.
•un oeig •ung ong -amg •oeng -coq ung

cr eu3 «rh el erl eel ell “r

u "(wJ-ou "(w)» u wu **(vf)-uu **lw)-uh **(w) u

ua •out -ua ua wa <W>-C« -uah ua

no ouo -uo uo wo ,:-WOP •uoh uo

uai ouai -uai uai wai (w)-CBi -uay uai

uei -ouei wei. -ai uei wei (w)-oei •uey wei, -ui

uan ouan -uan uan wan (when -uann uan

uen -ouen wta, -un uen wen (w)-oen •neon wen, -un

uari -ouang •uang uang wang (w)oang -uanq aang

uen — wing ueng weng (w)-ccog wenq

i

—

27. In the G. K- systnn, the 2nd Tone ( jari***) is represented either by
doubling the vowel* a, *. t or changing i into e and m into *. But in these parti-

cular case*, in order to avoid the confusion in respect of «v, ois. only the former prin-

ciple is applied and not the latter.

2S. In this system, apical vowei* are not transcribed The retroflex vowel is

written as r
;
eg n ( = er-ts*. ‘ wn').
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A B
Ut Tone

C

l*t+Tanc 2nd Tone 3rd Tone
D

1 **yH i yi *&W» »(y)Hh *0i
sa -ia ia yn (j)ea -iah ia

so do -io io yo (y)-co 1 ioh *Hi)yo

ie •k •Mi ia ye 41W -ieh ia

iai -iai hi iai yai <y)-eai lay iai

iau iao -bo iau yau (y)-eau *«w iao

leu -icou «u ion you (y)eou
j

-low in

jin den -kn Lan y»> (y)-«nn -iaim bn

in (y)-in OHn in llyn (y)-iin lyMnn (Din

iari -iang -ianu ang yang (yj-cang -iron iang

hri (y)imt (Wing mg **yng (y)-iiag (y)-inq (j) ing

iuh -icqg •tung ioct ycog (j'Hwng i -iooq “(i) yog

u »».iu *\JH hi yu (y>-ea "-hih *®W) y

de -nie (y)uch iue yue (yj-euc lueh 01 >*

uan ’iuan (y>u»i iuan yuan (y)-eton iuann 0)yan

On -inn (Wun iun yun
|

(j> con -iunn 01 yn

29. When these syllables are not combined with consonant*, u-, y- are added
as indicated in the tabic, otherwise -n- {-on- m the French syrtnn), -i* arc changed
into nr- y respectively.

30. In Romanizing Chinese, the compounds are written as single words In
Dragunov's latiruzalion, »•, /- are inserted for avoiding ambiguity ; e.g. injyo ( = in-

ti*. music •) for my, and not for i-nyo.

31. In Pekinese, the original 4th Tone (tu-*in) is distributed among the 1st.

1st + 2nd and 3rd Tones. In Wade’s system, yi represents the original 4th Tone,
while i represent* the Tones other than the original 4th.

32. In G. R. system, for these two forma (yn, yng), we may suggest a modi-

fication as : ytn . ymg, cl. yi.

33. In Dragunov's Latsnszation, the Mandarin to is transcribed as yo

< « to) and iuh is transcribed as yng (•= tin).



SOME SURVIVALS OF THE HARAPPA CULTURE*

By

T. G. ARAVAMUTHAN. Madras

VI. The Cults Behind thf. Image

To determine whether images of a deity in human shape could not have

been earlier in India than the contact with the Greeks and whether they could

not haw been the forebears of the images of the Buddha, we have to obtain

an idea of the cults which by the age of Greek influence had already secured

a vogue in Buddhism and in the faiths in the midst of which Buddhism arose.

The earliest Buddhist remains which enable us to get an insight into the variety

and the character of those cults and of the manner in which the anthropo-

morphic image came to be accepted as an object of worship arc the sculptures

that adorn the Buddhist stupas. They are worthy of study for the light

they throw directly or indirectly on the antiquity of the beliefs they illustrate.

We need say little about the cults of the symbol, the relic and the funeral

mound in Buddhism, for, the worship of Wheel and ' Nandipada over Circle

as symbols, of the Buddha's head-dress and begging-bow! and boeves as relics,

and of stupas as funeral mounds are all eapressed *> unambiguously in

sculptures and in literary records that there is no mistaking their character.

But Buddhism is known to have adopted other cults ahso from almost the

beginning of its history and they require to be traced and compared if their

bearing on the genesis of the Buddha image is to be determined.

A piece of sculpture from the Buddhist stupa of Bharhut (Fig. 8:1)

shows a platform under a spreading tree and four animals on each side. No

god has stationed himself on the platform, but his presence is felt none the

less for his being physically absent. An inscribed label calls it a representa-

tion of ‘the shrine at Migasammata where animals rejoice together’. The

shrine is not shown in the sculpture, nor the god of the shrine, but

both the shrine and the god have been subtly sensed by the animals

who have trooped m to pay their devoirs, and they were undoubtedly imagined

in the scene by the sculptor. In a second piece of sculpture (Fig. 8 : 2).

also from Bharhut. a tree and a platform under it are worshipped by two

pairs of devotees, one pair standing under the tree and another pair bowing at

the platform : the only difference between this and the previous piece is that

human beings are substituted in this for animals. No label is required to

tell u<t that here too the presence of a god has to be felt and inferred. The

platform in these two sculptures may equally well represent a seat for the

Continued from page 270.
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deity of tlie scene or an altar foi laying offerings upon for the deity, but

the Buddhist sculptor treated it as a scat, at least for the purposes of the

ioonography of the Buddha, for. within a century or two of the Bharhut stupa

the Buddha is shown in sculptures as a divinity seated on a low dais under

a great tree.

A rathEr late piece of sculpture from Mathura (Fig. 8 : 3), being one

half of a panel, depicts a tree.—railed in because of its sacredness and pro-

tected by what seems to be a huge tongue of leaning flame,—and also a

winged deity or spirit to the left of the tree, in an attitude suggestive of vene-

ration. If the panel was complete it would have contained a repetition of

the tongue of flame and the winged godling to the right of the tree.

Another piece from the same place and of the same date tFig. 8:4) pic-

tures u wheel on a pillar, —also protected by a great tongue of flame, being

worshipped by two camels and two mm who have ranged themselves on one

side in single file This piece too being broken like the other, the full panel

would have similarly shown a row of animal and human devotees on eitlicr

side of the wheel on the pillar. The object in the middle of the group *s a sym-

bol.—a wheel, which having at an earlier stage in Indian thought come to be
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associated with ' righteousness
1

or Uharma, was adopted by the Buddhists to

represent the doctrine of the Buddha.

The three sculptures depicting the worship of a tree or of a tree with a

platform at its foot (Fig. 8 : 1-3) may exemplify three different cults,—

firstly a tree-cult in which the tree itself is the object of devotion because of

the benefits it confeis, secondly a tree-spirit-cult in which the tree receives

worship as the visible representation of an invisible spirit, and thirdly a

haunt-cult in which the tree is adored, not because it is a tree nor because

it represents a spint, but because it is the milieu in which a deity chooses to

appear or has appeared now and again. Any scene which a deity visits being

its haunt, a tree under which the deity promenades or scats itself is also one :

the deity is neither the tree itself nor a manifestation of the tree, and its

association with the tree need be no more than * terminable at will None

of these modes of representing the tree is therefore explicit as to which of die

three cults it exemplifies. We cannot resolve the doubt, for Buddhism en-

couraged all the three cults. The third of these pieces (Fig. 8. : 3) illustrates

only one of the numerous variations on tlie thane of the haunt ; tile winged

being was perhaps introduced to lay emphasis on the deity of the haunt

having had so universal an appeal that not even citations of the fancy were

exempt from the urge to worship it. The lateness of this piece shows also

that the formula of picturing only the haunt continued to be in vogue even

after the deity had come to be delineated in its haunt

But these picas may also depict what may be called a spot-cult They

might have been intended to represent directly or remotely, the sanctity of the

spot at which the Buddha achieved enlightenment or from which he ret the

wheel of the Uharma rolling, for these spots became two of the Ivoliest places

of Buddhism. Buddhism furnishes numerous proofs of the popularity of the

practice of venerating spots at which significant everts occurred. We may

cite by way of example the spots where the Buddha was born, where he had

the first bath, where in he flight from the worldly life he halted his horse to

take a last look at the capital of the kingdom which he was renouncing, where

he cut off hiB hair and cast it off, where a grass-cutter gave him grass with

which to make a seat at the foot of tlie tree under which he achieved enlighten-

ment. where on the enlightenment he seated himself and kept gazing at die

spot of that enlightenment, where he preached his first sermon, where he

converted Univela Kassapa. where* he taught his father, where on his return

from the heaven of the thirty-three gods to which he had gone to proclaim

his doctrine his right foot touched the earth, and where on his death his relics

woe divided among his followers for interment. All these spots became in-

vested with sanctity and memorials were raised at them all. Even in the days

before the advent of the Buddha, when only Buddhas in the making were

manifesting themselves, the practice was not unknown : stupas were erected

at the spots where a Bodhi-sattva held a conversation and wherefrom he dis-

appeared Even spots that evoked unpleasant recollections acquired signi-

ficance : Vattagamani-Abhaya, one of the kings of Ceylon, built a monastery.
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the Somauima, on the spot where one of his queens had seal an indelicate act

being enacted, and he built another at the spot where, when fleeing from his

Tamil antagonists, he had received an insulL We know that, in later times,

memorials were raised at a spot where a tiger was stabbed” and at ancitfier

where a devotee severed his head with his sword and * got it back \M Wc
are also told that a king, Narendra, who fought a hundred and eight battles,

set up a temple on each battle1 field.*0 Thus, the spot where anything im-

portant occurred became worthy of note and the spot where any act of faith

was enacted became sacred. But. how could the sanctity of the spot be deli-

neated in sculpture ? How. for instance, was the sculptor to depict tire holi-

ness of the spot where the Buddha had achieved enlightenment ? The Buddha

could not have been shown in the scene, for, to have done so would have been

to divert attention front the spot to the person. The most appropriate.-if not

the only possible.—mode of depicting tlie spot as worthy of veneration was to

picture the tree itself, and probably to add a seat below anil enclose it with

a railing (as in Fig. 8:3). The only practicable mode of indicating tbc

spot from which the Wheel of the Dharma was set rolling by the Buddha is

to depict a scene in which the Wheel occupies pride of place ( as in Fig. 8:4):
to depict the Buddha in the scene would be tn emphasise the Buddha and to

ignore the spot.

Wc have two other typo of representation (Fig. 8 : 5. 6) in which a

symbol, -a ' Nandipada over Circle ' here,—occupies the place of honour and

receives veneration. A very rumple piece from Bodh Gaya (Fig. 6 : 6) shows

a ' Nandipada over Circle
',

perched at the very edge of a seat, being wor-

shipped by a devotee on either side. By way of contrast wc have a hue panel

from Sanchi (Fig. 8 : 5) in which is shown » hugr tree with branches spread-

ing far and wide bot enclosed and. in some measure, protected by a shrine

built around it : at the foot of the tree is a seat and in the middle of the

teat is the symbol of * Nandipada over Circle and human worshippers stand

on either side in the attitude of veneration. Here is a combination of the

two modes we have already come across : a tree, a seat, and a symbol are

all put together, and even a shrine is added.

Yet another cult,— that of the * vestigium ' or ' trace'.— is known to have

been accepted by Buddhism. The tale of the Buddha going up to the heaven

of the thirty-three gods to preach his creed and returning to the terrestrial

scent of his ministry is illustrated in a panel at Bhaihut (Fig. 9:1) which

shows a foot print on the lowest rung of a triple ladder spanning heaven and

earth and another foot-pnnt on the top-most rung.—evidently, an abbreviated

version of the long journey,—and the ladder itself is set beside a shrine en-

closing a tree and a dais below it, and all around a surging crowd of devotees

stands adoring. In this panel we have a complex of a tree and a shrine, but

the special feature is the presence of the foot print as an indication of the

53. Epigrnphia Indira 4: 179. 54. Ib.. 5: 26(11.

55. lb„ 4 : 226. See aho my South Indian PotHaiti. 43.
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Buddha having journeyed by the ladder. In another panel (Fig. 9 : 2) Iron:

the same place, a platform,—or seat.—is shaded by an umbrella, and the im-

print of a pair of feet carved below the platform is clutched at by a lung

FI*. A

kneeling in the presence of a host of devotees and the platform itsdf bears

three imprints of a hand incised dearly on it The vestigium menus is not

less sacred than the vestigium petfis, and both arc figured here as objects of

worship.6**

The sculptures we have passed in review illustrate various cults which arc

found to have been accepted by Buddhism by even the age to which the

early Buddhist monuments arc ascribable. None of them is distinctly Bud-

dhist and none of them acquired in Buddhism a significance which it did

not have in other Indian faiths. Buddhism must therefore have acquired

them by way of inheritance from the earlier cultures of the land, including

possibly those that had intruded, stayed and become domiciled.

VII. Cult Object between Adorants

The sculptures in which we have found evidence of the acceptance by

Buddhism of the cults current generally in the country are interesting for

a second reason as well : they are cast in terms of an art formula which goes

very far back in history.—many centuries before the Buddha. The formula

relates to the iconic presentation of an object that has been adopted as the

centre of a cult. The cult-object—be it a divinity, or an object such as a tree,

or a symbol such as a wheel.- « prominently placed in the middle of a com-

position and it is flanked on either side by a beast or a man rendering venera-

tion to it. A fine panel (Fig. 10) from an early Jain monument is an excellent

illustration of this formula, which may be called that of ' cult object between

adorants.’ The goddess Sri. or Lak$mi. stands as the centra] figure in a com-

position in which lotus buds ar.d blossoms, elephants raising well-filled vessels

with their trunks and emptying them on the goddess, and birds pecking at

5S&. Sw Appendix 4.
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lotus buds, arc presented in pairs but disposed symnxtrically on either side

of the goddess.

Fig. 10.

The pattern occurs in its simplest form in the piece lrum Bodh Gaya

v Fig. 8 : 6) which shows the ‘Nandipada over Circle* being venerated by

two adorants. In the representation of * the shrine at Migasammata where

animals rejoice together* (Fig. A : 1) the animals arc shown divided, into

two groups of four each, by tire intervening tree and sear, but a rigid sym-

metry is avoided by introducing two liens into the company of six deer and

by making the lions turn away from the tree and the scat The pattern is

almost obliterated when a number of cults are sought to be integrated, as in

the scene from Sanchi iFig. 8 : 5), in which the cults of tire spot, the haunt,

the tree and the shrine are all brought together within the narrow confines of

the composition, and yet it is not difficult to see that the composition is but

an elaboration cl this formula.

The frequency with which the formula occurs in Buddhist sculptures

incites us to ask wherefrom and when Buddhist art obtained the formula.

We have too few specimens of the antecedent art of the country to be able

even to venture on an explanation. Nor do we fare better when we turn

to the sculptures themselves for a possible hypothesis. The various sculptures

exhibiting the formula being but elaborations of a primary' idea,- being but

changes run on the basic motif,—it is possible to start with an assumption that

it may not be difficult to trace an evolution from the simple pattern to the com-

plex composition. The facts, however, afford no foothold for the assumption :

indeed, die most complicated example (Fig. 8:5) is the earliest in point

of date, and one of the simplest (Fig. 8 : 3) is one of the two latest Nor

is it to be assumed that the evolution was in the direction of either the

adoption or the rejection of a symbol as the middle term in the formula : the

‘Nandipada over Circle* appears in the earliest of the sculptures (Fig. 8 :

5) and the wheel in one of the latest. The sculpture which, to judge merely

by closeness to a natural scene, would appeal to be the earliest, is the

one in which animals herd together under a tree (Fig. 8 : 1), but it docs

not belong to the earliest period of Buddhist art. The stages in which the

simple motif of 'cult-object between adorants' developed into the ccraplex

forms illustrated by our examples refuse to fall into a chronological sequence.

This must be due to the stages having been worked out long before the

dates of the examples which we have now before us Every stage of evolution
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should have left a legacy, and the sculptors of Sanchi. Bhaihut, Bodh-Gaya
and Mathura, being the heirs to the legacies, should have accepted them
all and utilised them without regard to the ages of the respective mode.
This welter of modes becomes thus the most cogent testimony we can have
to the Buddhist sculptors having taken over modes already ancient.

But, how much more ancient? No answer by way of even surmise is

possible unless we go very far back in time to the Ilarappa age or wc journey

far off—in space to western Asia and the shores of the Mediterranean, and
in time to the period of the early cultures of those regions.

The motif of * cult object between adoranta ' has an ancient history in the

lands to the west of India and the cults which are found expressed in the form
ate varied.

A • Mesopotamian ' seal (Fig. 11 : l). for instance, which is datable pro-

bably earlier than about 3000 B.c., shows in the middle a pair of serpents

entwined and rising high, and a small flower further up. and a gait standing

on either side of the serpents and facing lhem.M This pattern is ' not purely

decorative ' : in the light of the culture of that area and that period, the

group of animals and flowers ' on the seal ' appears as a consistent reference

to the gud of fertility.'4 ’ But even this seal, early as it is, presents the motif

in a complex form in which the ornamental interest is made to compete
vigorously with the religious : the importance of the motif of the worship
of a symbol of divinity by a pair of animals is challenged by that of two

animals standing back to back and to no purpose. Another cylinder seal

(Fig. 11 : 2), from Uruk and of about the same period, seems to find loom
for two places of honour and in each to locate a hillock with a tree rising from
its crest : one of the trees is worshipped by a pair of goats standing an rocky

ground, and the other tree, located between a pair of goats standing back to back,

is worshipped by two other goats that fall towards each other. Evidently

the artist of the seal felt that the securing of a second scene of worship was
sufficient amends for the dividing of interest between two scenes. A Milan-
nian cylinder seal of about 1450-1400 B.C. (Fig. 11 : 3) incorporates three

distinct designs, each of which, however, is an example of the formula : a

wheel raised upon a pole is supports.—rather, worshipped.—by a pair of

devotees : a divinity from whose face start forth beams of light is worshipped

by a pair of winged beasts : a tree is worshipped by a pair of animals lying

prone. This seal furnishes a concise illustration oT the variety of designs that

had sprung from the original pattern. A bird and an animal are also found
in the seal, but we are unable to associate them with one or other of the three

patterns to explain their occurring where they do A signet ring, from Crete

and almost of the same period (Fig. 11 : 4). shows a column standing high
between regardant lions. The column, being hung with sacral scarves, is pro-

bably the representation of a deity. A fine seal, again from Crete and of

equal antiquity (Fig. 11 : 5), depicts a 'rocky peak' on which a ‘goddess

56. See Appendix 5. 57. Frankfort, Cylinder Seals, 17R-
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stands with her lion guardians'.’* and * a male worshipper, here magnified to

twice the proportions of the goddess, might, indeed, be supposed to include

in his act of devotion the mountam peak and distant shrine.—a whole beatific

Tie. 1L

vision.—besides the actual divinity itself The liens in these two seals have

their place beside the divinity in virtue of their devotion : they are so greatly

58. The * lions arr attached by short cords to the pillar that cooid be infused

by due ritual with the essence of the divinity.’ See next foot note.
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attached to the divinity that they impose on themselves the role of watchiol

guardians.

Even the earliest of these seals shows that tiie artist did not content him-

self always with one pattern : he put in more than one pattern.—there being

three patterns in one seal. Often he made the second and third patterns

almost equally important with the first in point of design, but they were not

all equally significant. There were occasionally elements in the design which

did not fit into the pattern or patterns. The religious basis of at least the

principal design is indisputable. The central figure in the pattern may be a

tree, a pillar, a wheel on a pole, an entwined pair of serpents or a divinity

or other object which had a religious significance.

That these western scab bear designs which resemble those on the Indian

sculptures we have been considering (Figs. 8. 10) is obvious. In the seals

as well as in the sculptures the cult objects include divinities, trees, pillars

and wheels on poles. What is more, the cult-objects arc presented on all

these in terms of one common formula. The similarity of the cult-objects

and the identity of the art-pattern suggest that some at least of these Indian

cults were much older than the sculptures in wliich they are found represented

and that it is a mistake to date the origins of these cults and art forms in

India merely by the dates of the remains now available to us.

We have very few remains surviving to us from the periods immediately

preceding the age of the earliest Buddhist sculptures and so we have no

means of tracing back the history of the cults and of the formula we have

been studying. A chronological journey backward from Buddhist sculp-

tures and pre-Mauryan terra cotta takes us through century upon century

without bringing any antiquities to our view, and as we keep journeying we
lose step by step such hopes as we might have had of coming across analogues

to the cults and the formula. None the less, we do not go ultimately dis-
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appointed, (or at about 2600 B.C. we. meet the material remains of the culture

of Harappa and we get at least as much as we cculd have hoped for.

At Harappa. among remains attributable perhaps to the age to which

better known antiquities belong, a bowl was found covering a funeral jar.

and a band of scent* painted on the bowl includes two that arc almost identi-

cal. In the more impoitanl of them ‘a human figure with a bird's beak

and wavy lines rising from his head ’ and holding
1

a bow arrow in his left

hand ’ has taken hold of two ‘ bovine
1

animals, one standing on cither side of

him and each facing the other, and he has ‘ secured them by the neck with

ropes held in his hands and under his feet’ (Fig. I2).r4> We do not know
enough of the culture to be able to decide whether this human figure re-

presents a divinity, but it is not unlikely that the composition conforms to the

(ornjula ol ‘cull object between adorants', or to another formula, similar

at least in certain respects, which, aptly called the metif of ‘ hero subduing

beasts is very common in the art of western Asia.

But unambiguous examples of the former formula have come from

MobenjoDaro. On an amulet found there (Fig. 13: I), a human figure

Fig. 13.

seated on a pedestal is flanked on either side by a figure, now indistinct with

wear, which may be a human being or a god ending with a serpentine tail or

may be a kneeling suppliant and a cobra behind him in a similarly suppliant

pose. On another amulet from that place, which is perhaps from the same

mould, we have a similarly seated human figure in the middle, and, on cither

59. Sec now Vais. Excatraiions ai Harappa. 207-8 : 62 (lb). Ganpare also

the ropes in this painting with the cords in Fig. 11 : 4. It may be worth while

asking oursdves whether they served 'inular pctpowi
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sicfc. a kneeling worshipper with a serpent rising behind 01 In the seal from

the same place which has became famous for depicting Siva as * Lord of

Cattle*' (Fig. 13 : 2) in the llarappa culture, Siva appears in the middle

and the cattle are divided into two groups and ranged on either side of him
with a rough approximation to symmetry. The symmetry is emphasised

not only by the disposition of the deer in the pedestal and by the balance

of the curves of the headgear, but also by the god being seated in a manner
that brings out the bilateral symmetry of the human figure with startling

effect. In these three objects we find what wc missed in the. painted scene

from Haiappa,—the suggestion that the human being in live middle is in all

probability a personality with superhuman powers. And, in these three we
find that the superhuman being occupies pride of place between devotees

ranged on either side.

In the search for possible Indian precedents for the employment of the

formula of 'cult object between adorants ’ we have come adoss examples

in the Harappa culture which conform strictly to the formula. But all of

them exhibit a human figure as the intermediate term, whereas in the Bud-

dhist sculptures which we have so far studied (Fig. 8) the place of honour

is cither vacant or is occupied by a symbol, and not by a human being. If

wc could point to compositions in Buddhist sculpture, or in the art contem-

porary with it, in which a human figure occurs as the middle term in the

formula wc may have 9ome reason for assuming the descent of the Buddhist

specimen fiom the examples found in the llarappa culture.

Such sculptures arc very popular in early Buddhism : for instance, the

lustration of Sri or LakgmL expressed in Hie form now popularly known as

that of Gaja Lafc$mi (Fig. 10), is one of the most common scenes depicted

in the monuments of the Buddhists, not to mention those of other Indian

sects.

In sculptures that show the Buddha addressing a concourse of dis-

ciples assembled to venerate him, the devotees are often ranged so symmetri-

cally on either side of him that it looks a* if the composition of the groups was

deliberately planned to conform to the formula wc have been considering.

Two pieces of sculpture, ooc from Amaravati (Fig. 15 : 2) and another from
' Gandhara ' (Fig. 15 : l) are fairly good examples of the application of the

formula to the rendering of concourses of disciples. Such doubts as may still

linger are dispelled when we look at the bases of these two sculptures : in the

piece from Gandhara the wheel lifted aloft between the pair of regardant deer

emphasises the character of the design,—the adherence to the formula.—and

in the example from Amaravati the symmetrical placing of the recumbent deer

serves, even in the absence of a symbol between them, to make it dear that

the group of preceptor and pupils is fashioned on the basis of the formula.

In another scene from Amaravati (Fig. 15 : 4) the Buddha is not depicted

as seated on the throne in the middle, but the composition is so obviously on

60. Mackay. Mohenjo-Daro, 362 : 103 (9).
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the lines of the formula that the throne or the Wheel exalted on the pillar

is likely to be mistaken to be the object of veneration, appearing as they do to

occupy the centre of the picture.

This cult of a human figure between adorants has therefore to be traced

back to the Harappa culture, it being the only antecedent Indian culture in

which we lind it to appear, unless it be that it is posable to show that other

cultures intervened and that the borrowing was from one or other of them.

VIII. From Preceptor to Image

It is dear that even the earliest material remains of Buddhism estab-

lish that within three centuries of the Buddha the Buddhists accepted

quite a number of cults and that they also mixed them up variously and

inextricably. Buddhist piety expressed itself in various forms,—in terms

of quite a number of cults,—but none of diem has a foundation in the funda-

mental tenets of Buddhism. It is difficult to see how the cult of the tree

or of the haunt, for instance, could be related to the doctrines propounded

by the Buddha, especially when wt* remember that in them there was no basis

for faith in any divinity. Indeed, it is by no means easy to reconcile the

non-deistic way of life preached by the Buddha with faith in a divinity's

footprints. None of these culls was, however, peculiar to Buddhism.

They were all current in India much earlier and there can be little doubt but

that Buddhism was not aNe to escape from the tendencies of the environment

in which it grew up. A few at least of them could be traced back to the Harap-

pa culture. The cult of the vestigium pedis appears to have had a place in

the Harappa culture.n The tree<ult was certainly known at Harappa. as in

the amulets showing the trees in railing (Fig. 7 : 5, 6), and in the lands

far to the west of Harappa, more than two millennia before the Buddha,

though it might not have had there all the signification it had in India. In

the western seals the tree may not indicate anything more than a tree-cult : it

may not also incorporate the spot and the haunt cults as the Indian sculp-

tures seem to do, At any rate, there being no reason to believe that in

western Asia the foot of the tree became a retreat for meditation—«s it did

in India, as will be alluded to presently® 1—the liaunt cult could not have

already risen in western Asia in a form that could have suggested the Indian

analogues. The growth of a special significance of a motif in India should

not, however, blind us to the original similarity. Many of the other cults

were known in west Asia and further west one millennium at least before the

Buddha. They had even been jumbled up by then as badly almost as in

early Buddhism. For example, the panel showing a symbol, the platform on

which it is placed, the tree under which platform and symbol stand and the

shrine within which they are all enclosed (Fig. 8 : 5), recalls to mind, in

some measure, the syncretism of cults found in the Cretan seal (Fig. 11 : 5)

61. Mackay. Mokenjo-Daro 359 : 92 (12c).

62. See section X below.
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of a worshipper making obeisance not only to the goddess who is the primary

object of devotion but also to the hill,—the spot,—on which the goddess

stands and to the shrine into which she may ceremoniously retire. The simi-

larity extends even further : in the Cretan seal two lions have taken their

stand on either side of the sacred hill and the goddess, not only as adorants

but also as protecting guardians, just as in the Mathura sculptures (Fig. 8 :

3, 4), great tongues of fire leap up on either side to protect the tree or the

wheel. All through the two millennia before the Buddha these cults were in

western art expressed,—frequently, but not necessarily or exclusively.—in terms

of the formula, ‘cult object between adorants*. Divinities in human shape

were also among the middle * terms * in the fomula. In Jain art as in the

Buddhist, the vanous cults were often represented in conformity with the

formula. The presumptions naturally arise that every form in which Bud-

dhist piety expresses itself may be traced back to pee Buddhistic sources,

that every cult known to pre-Buddhistic India would have survived into Bud
dhism unless antagonistic to it and that these cults would have expressed

themselves in terms of the formula.

If, therefore, the cult of the anthropomorphic image was not unknown in

India before the days of Buddhism the presumption would be justified that

it too would have survived into Buddhism and even found expression in terms

of the formula.

The origin of the cult of the anthropomorphic image in India has been

much debated, but there can now be no doubt, after the discovery of images

such as that of Siva as Pasupati in the Harappa culture, and of the discovery

that the Mother is represented in the terra cotta figurines of prc-Mauryan age

found at ancient site* like Mathura, that the cult was widely received in pre

Buddhistic India. At about the time of die rise of Buddhism it is known
from PSoini that at least Indra, Agni. and Sri (or Lak$mi) of the Vcdic

pantheon were represented in human form, and these gods and goddesses were

ideas pictured in human shape. A temple to Krcoa and another to Pradyumna
were in existence at Bcsnagar about 100 B.C.. and a third to Sankar$aoa and

Krwa was in existence at Ghasundi in the second century B.C43 A temple at

Moia is stated definitely, in the second half of the first century B.C., to have

enshrined the images of Krsna and the five Pdixfava brothers.*14 The images

in these temples having had to be representations of men who from heroes had
graduated into deities were inevitably m human shape. The coins of the

Rushans issued almost immediately thereafter bore representations of Siva in

human form. Thus, anthropomorphic images were in general use as represen-

tations of not only ancient divinities such a** Siva, but also of other divinities

arisen from abstractions and ideas, such as Indra. Agni and Sri, and from a

hero like Krsoa. who was identified with another ancient divinity, Vi$pu. As
it is only slowly and gradually that aich image? could have come into vogue,

they must haw been fairly ancient by the days of the Buddha.

63. Chanda. Arckxtioiv & Ymsknota Tradition, 152, 161-1.

61. Ibid.. 166.
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So, the wor^iip of the Buddha in an image in the human form could be

as old as the beginning of Buddhism,—the antecedent indigenous cults fur-

nishing the incitement to the adoption of the anthropomorphic cult. But, no

image of the Buddha appear; in the two or three centuries immediately after

him, —in those very centuries in which the outlines of his figure and the linea-

ments of his face should have been fresh in the memory. One cult alone out

of the numerous pre-Buddhistic cults,—that of divinity in human form,—has

not been accepted by the Buddhists of the days of Sanchi and Bharhut This

itself is a phenomenon that requires explanation.

But another circumstance equally demands explanation. The Buddhists

of about a century after Sanchi and Bharhut accepted and utilised that cult

gladly and within a short span of time the cult rose into general and swift

popularity and attained to a fine perfection.

The problem stands out quite starkly. Why was the cult of divinity

in human shape, which appears to have been accepted generally in India in

even the days of Sanchi and Bharhut, rejected by the Buddhists of that age.

and why was it accepted without demur, and even enthusiastically, by the

Buddhists in the space of a century from then ?

The panel showing the Buddha s journey to the heaven of the thirty-

three gods (Fig. 9 : 1) is content with depicting his loot-prints and it refrains

studiously from portraying him. Similarly, prints of his feet only an?

carved in the panel in which a king worships him (Fig. 9 : 2), and

a likeness of him is deliberately avoided This is surprising, for the sculptors

of these pieces, having been fairly close in time to the Buddha, should have

liad no great difficulty in getting at adequate portraits of him.—whether pic-

torial or verbal. In any event, they should have had some traditional report

of his physical appearance The failure to picture the Buddha must there-

fore be treated as a positive refusal to delineate him as he should have been

in life. He must by then have become so holy that all that could be allowed

to be pictured of him was the imprint of his holy hands or holier feet. To

these sculptors he must have been a divinity whom it was impossible,—or

probably, improper, —to delineate in the human shape as he had become a

god and could no longer be conceived of as a human being The Buddha

must have already become a god to his disciples and devotees. We expect a

portrait but we get only a foot-print. This transformation of a ’ divine into

a divinity is the result of the abounding devotion,—the Bhakti.— of the dis-

ciples to the great teacher : a mere person has been elevated by Bhakti into

a divinity. The Buddha became a deity much in the way in which Rama and

Kr?pa had become before him and the Christ became after him.

Did the Buddha, then, lose his sanctity or fall from the status of a

divinity when, in about a century thereafter, he came to be figured in sculp

tures ?

The case of the Vr*ji chief, Krsna. deserves comparison. Long anterior

to the Buddha, be started as a hero, and probably also as a teacher, having

preached the Bhcgatad Gild, but the great devotion of his adherents elevated
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him into a Rod. The longing of his devotees to worship him was so insistent

that they set up images of him and bowed before them in all humility of

spirit. Thus, the devotion,—the Bhakti.—of the worshippers of Krsrja made

a god of him and then expressed that god in an image. The holier the hero

giew the surer was his transmutation into an image. If the bhakti of his

followers brought about his exaltation into a deity it condemned him also to

petrifaction in an image.

The Buddha too fared similarly, but with a difference. While the Vr$oi

hero and teacher had preached faith in God and so could become a god, the

Sakya teacher taught certain doctrines which silently ignored God and so

he could not become a god. The Buddha was indifferent to deism, and

the acceptance of God was not essential to the perfection of the way of

life which he promulgated. In the days immediately following him the inte-

rest of the Buddhists was therefore centred in the doctrines and their faith had

not acquired a deist ic tinge, and so the Buddha was not yet a god. But, the

Fig. 14.

Buddha had countenanced belief in the existence of supernatural beings and
godlings and gods, and they kept suggesting the idea of God. The atmos-

phere also was dcistic ; the mass of people from whom the Buddha broke
away had a firm belief in God and in gods and goddesses. The tendency
was therefore towards the evolution of a Buddhist God, but the silence of the

Buddha on the need lor God stood in the way. The Buddhists endeavoured
hard to keep a divinity out of the faith, but they could not struggle for long

against the tendency to have a visible representation of something in the

faith to serve for an aid to contemplation,—something to which they could
anchor their aspirations. That representation could not then be anthropo-
morphic, for there was then nothing in the faith which cculd be invested with
that form. So, they picked out an abstraction,—the Dharma, the doctrine of

the faith.—and expressed it in terms of a symbol and venerated it This

was obviously a period in which the doctrine towered head and shoulders

-over any divinity that might have been endeavouring to sneak into the faith.
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A symbol, however, is much less attractive than a human figure as an

object of veneration and the average Buddhist must have pined for a divinity

in human shape,—all the mote so when he found anthropomorphic images

popular with those of his neighbours who professed other faiths. Tire Buddha
had no belief in the efficacy of ritual : not only did he ignore rites such as

sacrifice and prayer but he silently discouraged also every act that might be

called religious. All this time the tendency to evolve a divinity for Buddhism
was growing stronger and the Buddha was being translated into a God by

the bhakti. -devotion. of his adherents. ‘The Tathigata ‘ bccomfs
4

an in

corporation of Dhamma \ and * the Dhamma even claims the worship which

is the lot of the Brahman in the Upanisads'**. The TathSgata becomes also

the incorporation of the Brahman and he comes to be
4

not only the Dhanuna
but also the Brahman The Brahman of Vtdic culture had already been

Identified with Visou or Siva,—as the sectaries chose,—and that Brahman

had been represented in images of Vi^nu and Siva. There was therefore no

reason why Brahman as understood by the Buddhists should not be repre-

sented by an image of the Buddha.

The logical positions that the Buddha could be treated as a divinity and

that that divinity could be visually expressed in terms of an image were thus

reached, but the lack of sanction for God -head in the teaching of the

Buddha still prevented the Buddha being shown as a divinity in human form.

Scenes from his life were pictured in the marvellous sculptures of Sanchi, but

he himself was not depicted, even though his presence had to be shown if the

scene was to be intelligible. Only symbols spoke to his presence, and it i?

probable that the Nandipada over Wheel or Lotus, which occur frequently

at Sanchi, was, as we shall see lower down*' intended to represent him sym-

bolically.

As time rolled on, the memory of the person of the Buddha receded into

the shadows but the personality of the Buddha advanced into the limelight,

adorned with the halo of the identification of the Buddha with Brahman. The
Buddha became a divinity who had to be worshipped much like the other

manifestations of Brahman as Vi$ou and Siva were. But the human form

had not to be fictitiously imposed on this Brahman, for it had had that form

in its character as the human Buddha. So, an idol of the Buddha could be

achieved in his own image. Thus, the Buddha came at last by his own : in

the sculptures oi about a century after the monuments of Bharhut and Sanchi

he was represented in the human form of which by the workings of Bhakti he

liad been for a time deprived.

Bhakti was too potent an influence to be escaped even by those who
would not willingly recognise God. It transmuted even the Buddha into an
image in the human form, though it had to take a devious course by symbolis-

66. Samyulla Nikaye, L138-, AnguStera Nikaya. 2 .20-, cited by Keith. Ril.

£ Pkil. of Vetlas & Up., 550.

66. Abhidkarma Koia. 1.40, riled by Keith, op. dt, 550.

67. See section XII below.
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ing the teaching of the Buddha and exalting it into an idol and then deposing

the symbol -idol and putting in its. place the anthropomorphic image.

IX. The Image in its Setting

Had the Buddha image materialised under Greek influence it is most

likely to have done so in a form that was substantially Greek and also in a

setting that was at least partially Greek.

Let us first look at the setting in which the Buddha image appears. A
very suggestive piece of sculpture comes from Amaravati (Fig. 15 : 4). It

presents a gorgeous scene. A throne stands majestically in the centre : cushion*

ate laid on to make it soft : a pillar rises behind and bears a ' Nandipada ovet

Circle ’ half way up and a huge wheel on top : some devotees sit around

worshipping him and others stand waving fly-whisks. Obviously, the sculpture

depicts a scene in the life of the Buddha, who was conceived of as an emperot

in Buddhism. The Buddha, however, is not on the throne. We are left

wondering that there should have been such elaboration of the scene when

the throne was allowed to be vacant.4 T* But down below we have a pair of

feet placed on a foot-stool, and they are represented, not as imprints of feet,

but as feet that had been severed just above the ankle Had they been mere

imprints we would be free to assume that the sculpture pictures a scene from

which the Buddha had just departed. But they are represented almost as

feet sawed off a little above the ankle. Had the Buddha already vacated the

throne, the devotees would not be plying fly-whisks and the pair of feet would

not be where they are. So, wc have to conclude that the piece represents, not

a stage when the Buddha, having taken his seat on the throne and impressed

the print of his feet on the foot stool, had vacated it, but the stage when the

Buddha is actually sitting on the throne,—the feet up to the ankle being re-

presented and the rest of the figure omitted It is but too obvious that this

piece belongs lypolog-.caliy to a stage when the image of the Buddha had mate-

rialised but the sculptor was still disinclined to permit the image to establish

itself as an object of worship. So, he effected a compromise between the

tendencies to represent the Buddha in his own likeness and to omit his figure

altogether : the design is definitely transitional in type. Yet, it incorporates a

number of cults,—the cults of the symbol and the vestige and the haunt and
that of the Buddha as emperor, and at the same time the cult of the image.

None of these cults had a vogue among the Greeks in a form in which it

could have been taken over by Buddhism.

These sculptures come from stupas, and the stupas themselves are the

most cogent proofs of the integration of a variety of cults in a form that

denies Greek influence. A stupa represents the funeral mound cult primarily,

67a. The possibility of a cull d an empty throne having obtained in Mycemean
times and survived to Hellenistic days seems to have received some attendee!,—

TARN. Greeks in Bartria ,C Indie, 206, fn_ 6, 7. —but the empty thrones of Buddhist
sculpture sectn to fall into a totally different category.
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but it incorporates a number of other cults as well. Buddhism started with a

predilection for the holy spot, the Buddha himself having ap|»inted four

p]^ _the spots of his birth, his enlightenment, his preaching of the faith

and his decease.—as spots to which the faithful should make pilgrimages, but

it waned with the rapid growth of the stupa in popularity. This growth was

in large measure due to tlie stupa cult taking over other popular cults as

well, -the relic cult, for a relic was generally imbedded in it, the spot cult, for

the place chosen was usually by a fiction associated with an incident in the

life of a Buddha or a disciple of his, the vira&na cult, for it was designed as

an edifice or it grew into one, and the symbol cult, for it became itself the

object of worship, whether as representing the doctrine of impermanence or

that of nirvana. The integration of cults which the popularity of the stupa

achieved and crystallised into permanence was itself the cause of the decay

of the cuhs integrated : they lost their individuality and 90 they degenerated

into mere ornamental appendages to the stupa.

A dose parallel is furnished by the development of the Hindu temple.

Innumerable are the holy places to which pilgrimages are made by the Hindu,

even though no shrines of sanctity stand on them. The generally accepted

forms of pilgrimage, down even to the time of the composition of the Moka-

Bhcnata, seem to have been those to kfetras (sacred spots) and to Ihlhas

(sacred waters), while temples seem to have had no attraction, Even to this

day devotees all over India deem it essential to make a pilgrimage to Bpida-

vana and Gokula. places associated intimately with the early life of Krsna,

avatar of V19OU and teacher of the Bkagatad Gild, the great scripture,

but their sanctity is due, not to any temple built there, but to their having

been the spots where the avatar had sported himself. The coming of the

temple into importance has, in portions of India, tended to obscure the im

portance of the huha and the tit lha and consequently of the holy haunt as

well. Indeed, in South India, though tlie better known of the temples were in

all probability built on spots that had come to be considered holy, the temple

has wiped out the memory of the holy spot and the holy haunt. The south

Indian devotee who makes a pilgrimage to BrndUvana and Gokula has almost

a shock when he finds that no great temple stands in those kyt 7o$ and he is

even inclined to conclude that the northern Hindu lacks faith. This is to

fail to understand the character of the temple. A temple, claya, is a complex

of a number of cults. It has grown round the cults of the idol,—the represen

tation of a mere symbol—and of the image,—the reflection of a divinity in

an animal or a human shape. It has adopted the cult of the k$*tra by locat-

ing itself at a spot which was already holy or was made sacred by being

specially consecrated. It has absorbed the cult of the haunt as wdl, for the

kfttra is often a part of a milieu or scene in which a divinity has. manifested

himself. It has absorbed the cult of the tirtho by providing a sacred pond

in front of it so that the devotee may bathe in it and wash himself of his sins.

It has taken over the cult of the vimana (edifice) by itself becoming a great

structure.
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But the integration of cults led to different results in Brahmanism and in

Buddhism. The temple absorbed many cults but the whole complex stood

subordinated in significance to the image which was the centre of interest. In

Vi$riu temples the icon was anthopomorphic, the image being treated as itself

an avatar of Vijou, and in Siva temples the icon was a symbol, the liriga. Both

image and symbol were placed in the sanctum sanctorum of the temple and

adoration was paid to the icon,—the temple and the other concomitants deriv-

ing their sanctity from their constituting the setting for the icon. All other

cults became subordinate to that of the icon. The stupa, on the other hand,

owed its sanctity to its being either commemorative or funereal, and not to any

icon placed in association with it Some symbols were of course among the

sculptures carved and set up in the stupa, but they were ornaments of. ot

pointers to. the faith. While they made the stupa attractive they did not make

it adorable. Such veneration as was 3hown to the stupa was in its own right

as mound and not as edifice housing the deity.

The stupa as mound had no more than a limited appeal to the popu-

lace, for, it could not be the centre of elaborate ceremonial. The ritual

observed in temples has modelled itself dosdy on the practices of royal

courts, on the principle that the lord of creation should be surrounded by

at least that amount of ceremonial that the temporal ruler receives. Where

anthropomorphic images were the objects of worship the ceremonial of courts

was easily applied, for the image had merely to do duty for the king, but

where only the Imga or other symbol was venerated the ceremonial could not

be utilised directly. But in even the temples in which the image installed in

the holy of holies was anthropomorphic the full ritual of royal courts could

not be adopted, for, such ceremonials as surround the king granting audience

to great concourses of htt subjects or the king going out ahunting or making

royal progress could not be reproduced in the temple, for the image, being

permanently installed in the holy of holies, could not be taken out in proces-

sion. The principal image had therefore to be supplemented by images in

human shape that could go about The device of the peripatetic image was

thus adopted not only in those temples in which the image in the sanctum

sanctorum was in human shape but also in those in which it was a symbolic

representation, and the peripatetic images were made to receive all the

honours appropriate to royalty. The ritual of temples has therefore had the

effect of bringing the anthropomorphic image into even those temples in which

divinity is represented in symbolic form. The stupa, however, could not be

the centre of such a ritual, for it could by no means adopt the role of king,

temporal or spiritual. The symbols associated with it might have been

turned to the same account to which peripatetic images were put, but the

result would not have been happy, for the enthusiasm that would be raised

by the king himwlf granting public audience could scarcely be evoked if his

sword or umbrella were sent to the audience hall. The stupa could not

therefore catch the popular imagination as effectively as the temple, unless

it helped to create a divinity who could function as king spiritual But,
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while the Buddha could [Jay with the notion of his being emperor, and his

devotees could enjoy him in that role as well, a worship of him as a divinity

should have been rested on spiritual claims. It is therefore in his other

character.—that of a person of religion, —that he could come to be wor-

shipped.

The setting in which the image of the Buddha appears is wholly indigen-

ous and seems to owe nothing to Greek influence

(to bt cotilinutd.)
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Moikn ritkt in India by Baron Omar Rdf Ehrentels. Ph.d. Osnania University
Scries, Published by Humphrey Milford. Oxford University Press, 1941,
Price R*. 8/-.

Baron Ehrenpels Y>xk on Motka-righl in India is one of the taxi thought
provoking books published h> recent years. The main thesis of the book is that

(a) all pre-Aryan culture in India was of a matriarchal nature. That It was
not a uniform culture but made up of different waves of cultures sepa-
rated by time and space and representing various degrees of advance
from the meat primitive matriarchal culture called the Ut-cu1!uu to the
most complicated called the Nayar-culture.

lb) if the primitive grades show affinities with Austro-.Asiatic culture complex,
the most advanced, the Nayar-culture is in direct connection with the
Indus Valiey dviliaation,

(c) that certain single traits like inheritance in the female line, the position
of the mammal uncle, sexual freedom, puberty right for girls, the couvadc.
Goddesses and worship of female ancestors, rain and fecundity charms
and permission of remarriage or divorce to women, and levirate wedding
can be taken as proofs of former existence of the mether titht in India.

(d) Hypcrgamy. child marriage, contempt of the widow coupled with the
custom of Safi and to a lesser extent vegetarianism are the outcome of
the contact and the struggle for supremacy between the patriarchal
Aryans and the matriarchal pre-Aryans.

A wealth of detail has hem brought forth to strengthen the above contentions.
But many of the author's concludon* though plausible lack proof and are highly
unconvincing.

The evolutionary scheme of matriarchal culture* starting from a primitive ur-
culturr and reaching the Nayar type through three successive grades with one
progressive and one regressive or stationary branch reminds one of the scheme of
the evolution of man with progressive and regressive branches of pre-human primates.
The primary stage can be called neither patriarchal nor matriarchal. One cannot
envisage a powngc from patriarchal hunting-nomadic life to a matriarchal primitive-
agricultural stage where men gave up hunting and women dominated after a struggle
with conservative forces. After a period of complete dominance by wnmrn begin*
a stage of men's revolt as illustrated by secret societies and mask dances. Apparently
after this deterioration women regain their position again in the Nayar type of
society at first, only to yield it again to the maternal uncle and then at last through
the domination of the patriarchal immigrants the woman is degraded and lost, but
dors not give up without a struggle which continues to the present day. acnxding
to the author. If a matriarchal society primarily emerged from hunting-nomadic
patriarchal complex it must have carried within it traces of patriarchal institutions
and one fails to understand the connection of certain single culture-traits with matri-
ardiy alone. Again the action and reaction of the two sexes for dominance in this
scheme of evolution is described as if it was almost a conscious struggle where insti-
tutions etc. were developed by men to intimidate women and regain their social
position. Change* in social institutions which are due to a thousand things like
culture-contact, new inventions and migrations and exposure to new environments,
and which are spread over thousand* of years cannot be envisaged as willed by the
individuals who compo* the sociay. One is made keenly aware in the daily life
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and the tradition of the people south uf the Vindhya range of the conflict and ten-

sion bctwrrn patriarchal law and matriarchal aiKcua; and habits, as Ehhenfels haa
pointed out. but it is not a conscious struggle for dominance of one sex over the

other as of one culture over the other.

Throughout the book the Niyar culture :* taken to be a direct descendant of

the Mohenjo-Daro culture. We know the latter culture from a few excavated sites

and an abundance of material gouds. What Little writing there is, is still undcri-

pbered. It was a city-dwelling agricultural community carrying nn trade with
distant lands. About its laws and customs we know nothing at all. It is probable
that it was matriarchal, it is also probable that it has connection with the south-

west of India but it iB certainly not proved as yet that it was almost identical with

the Navai -culture

Of the sangle culture trait* it can br said that while descent through female

line is definitely a matriarchal trait the custom of cmivadr and fecundity nte* are

not organically connrrted with matriarchy and may very well bear another culturc-

ccfiUJtt and another interpretation. Couvadc may merely be an aspect of general

magical performances which involve a whole family on such a delicalr and impor-
tant e*vent as child-birth. The rain-charm in Rgiaia shows very vividly that a

patriarchal pcutoral people were as much in need of ram and green postures for

their herds as werr the agricultural matriarchal people. So also polyandry and
levirate seem to be connected with intense patriarchy as certain researches I have
undertaken seem to show. It *3chks very probable that amonc the Bgvedic Aryans
only the eldest sun akme wa* allowed to many and the younger inn* had arcew to

the ddert’s wife. The Devar-Jcuraiji iyoar^nz bruther-iri-law and elder sister-in-

law) relationship in northern and central India and the custom of the marriage of

the eldest son only among the Nambudris aeern to be airvivals of the above custom

The custom of child-man iage in India has been discussed by many people.

There is nothing per j* in the matriarchal or the patriaichai culture complexes

either to prevent or fo erxeurage the custom. Just as the father can dispose of

his atm and daughter in a patriarchal society, ao al90 can a mother or mother'*

brother dir.po< of the daughters and sooa in a traUiardial community. Infant mar-
nage is far more possible in a peacefully tritkd agricultural community than in a

pastoral semi nomadic community. There arc examples of primitive tribes all over

the world where early marriage is allowed. Then again a study of thr marriage

custom* show* that early marriages were and still are more in the nature of bctr<*

thab than real living together of the couple a* nan ami wife. It appears that

neither of the two cultures in India was definitely aver* to $jrh a cuboid, that

thij contact of these two different culture and sub-rare* produced in India such

a wave of cultural activity and prosperity based on trade and agriculture that coadi-

tionB favourable for an early marriage arose. Early marriages and maximum
number of children answered the euturaf requirements and ao gradually came to

gam central support.

Vegetarianism again doe* not form part of the culture of thr pastoral Aryans
Even today it is connurd only to the Pancha-dravidas. that is to say to the Brah-
min* of the south. The Brahmins of the north do as a matter of fact cat fish. It

U connected with Jainism and not with Buddhism 39 Buddha himself and the

Buddhists outride India are mostly mm-vegetarians. Among Hindus it is connected

with the religious revival ushered l>y Shaukaracharya and the spread of Vaiahnavtsm
?o that those non-brahmin* who are Vaishnavxtc* give up eating flc«h.

The custom of widow-burning has also raised many vexed controversies. Some
passages in the Rzteda1 and Atharvaveda* do wm to point out to a custom by
which a widow was either actually burned on the funeral pyre of her husband or had

1- Rv. la Ig. g and 9, Av. 1& 3. 1.
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at least to go through a mock ceremony of the kind. A hymn in Atharvavedo* tears

to point out to a ritual employed at the time of the second marriage of a widow or a

divorced woman. Sexual freedom, an easy divorce and an easy widowhood do as a

matter of fact seem to belong generally to matriarchal culture-complex, but the asser-

tion that the widow's position in the Indian cultural history is due to the patriarchal

tyranny over matriarchal people is not proved.

Such in short is the outline of the book. It is full of unproved assertions as

pointed above. It contains also some very pregnant suggestions for future research.

The days when Vedic Aryas were held to be the culture-heroes of India arc over.

It is now a generally recognised fact that a high agricultural civilisation flourished

in pre-Aryan times but the author, while championing the mother-right culture of

the South, seems to tfunk that the northern Ajyan people had no cultural achieve-

ments to their credit. It is fascinating to unravel and separate the culture elements

of those two civilisations which have fused together through the co-operation and

the opposition of three thousand years and more. But the study is extremely

difficult owing to the all-pervading and all-amalgamating character of Hinduism

which seems to store up and make its own widely different cultures. What is called

the Aryan patriarchy may have carried within it matriarchal elements; what is

called the pre-Aryan matriarchy may have been influenced already by patriarchal

cuhure-complexex It is therefore extremely unjustified to make a list of traits

supposed to go hand in hand with matriarchy and to explain customs merely on

the bash of patriarchal tyranny over matriarchal institutions.

Poona. 1. Kahv*

2. Av. 9.5.27 and 9Jx2&.



SOME SURVIVALS OF THE HARAPPA CULTURE*

By

T. G. ARAVAMUTHAN, Madras.

X. The Content of the Image

If the setting in which the image of the Buddha originates is not Greek,

neither do the forma of the images in which the Buddha is deified betray

traces of Greek influences except in the style of workmanship. The dress

and the jewellery are Indian and so are the postures, even in the images of

the Gandhara school in which the foreign influence was most potent

The Buddha was generally presented in three distinctive characters,

—

as prince or king, as monk, and as preceptor. These roles are but reflections

of the phases of his life : no Greek motif enters into them.

The representations wc have of him as prince or king or monk cannot

be said to be either based on or copied from Greek models. Even if the

similarity to the Greek Apollo which has been suggested by some authorities

is well-founded and could be accepted as evidence of a copying of the repre-

sentation of a Greek king, it is yet not easy to show that the similarity could

be traced to the days of the origin of tlio Buddha image : in all probability

Die resemblance arose in the period when Gandhara art was in the closest

contact with the an of the parent country. The similarity cannot serve to

substantiate an origin in Greek models, or in Gieek modes of thought.

How completely indigenous the concept of the image of the Buddha is

may be seen from a consideration of the basis and the origin of the class ot

images in which he is shown propounding his Dhanna. Many of these

images are of the Gandhara school, and yet their testimony is unequivocally

against the theory of Greek inspiration.

A very common type of the Buddha image, as evolved in that school,

is that of a seated Buddha—seated sometimes under a tree,— placing his

right hand on a wheel which U often mounted on a pillar and is flanked by

a deer on either side. The Buddhist explanation of this type is that it shows

the Buddha setting in motion the Wheel which isDharma, a symbolical mode

ol saying that the Buddha promulgated his teaching, the Dharma,—and that

as it was done for the first time in a Deer Park : the tree represents the park

and the Wheel runs between a pair of deer But it is difficult to sec why

the wheel that has just to start on its way should be shown mounted on top

of a pillar : it must tumble down from the pillar before it can start on its

career. It « not placed among the deer through whom it has to run, but it

stands exalted above them. Often, the tree a not depicted : the absence of

the tree dissociates the incident from the park. Another puzxle is a nandipada

* Continued from page 313.
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over a lotus on either side of which lies a deer (Fig. 15 : 1) : it is not a Lotus

that was set rolling in the Deer Park and its progress was not handicapped by

its being made to hear the load of an exaggerated nandipada. Yet another

puzzle is that of the panel from AmarSvati (Fig. 15 : 2) in which the deer

Fig. IS.

are shown without a wheel between them. An even more difficult puzzle is

that of the throne-scene from Amaravati. already referred to (Fig. 15 : 4)
in which the pair of deer do not flank a wheel but a pair of fed, while the
wheel itself is hoisted aloft on a very substantial post, located considerably
behind, rhese pieces of sculpture should serve to demonstrate that the tree
and the deer in them have little to do with a deer park. If we discard the
traditional explanation that the tree and the deer represent the Deer Park we
oome nearer to the correct explanation.

If the Buddha is shown seated under a tree it is because he betook him-
self to the Bodhi tree, following the ancient practice of retiring to a forest

and seating oneself under a tree for meditation. It was believed that even
the gods sat themselves under a tree to attain immortality. Two verse?
of the Atharva Veda say :

1

the aivattha (tree), seat of the gods, in the third

heaven from here . . . there the gods won the sight of immortality ' : another
verse says : 'the aivattha, seat of the gods, in the third heaven from here

:
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there (is) the gift of immortality Having obtained enlightenment by

meditation at the foot of the Tree of Wisdom, the Buddha had become com-

petent to be a preceptor, for, in early India the preceptor par excellence was

one who. having gone through a rigorous course of contemplation, had be-

come a yogi So, there was a purpose in depicting the Buddha as seated

under a tux.

The two deer flanking the nandipada over lotus (Fig 15 : 1) are com-

ponents in a composition that conforms to the pattern of ‘cult-object between

adorants They- occupy much the same position as that of the deer that

have ranged themselves on either side ‘the shrine at Migasammata

’

(Fig. 8:1). The * shrine ’ was a ' haunt ' of a man or a divinity, and if the

man or divinity was depicted symbolically in the haunt, this piece of sculp-

ture would represent exactly what the other piece does represent,—a worship-

ful symbol between deer. Tile nandipada over lotus and between deer may

therefore be but the symbol of some man or some divinity whom the Bud-

dhists revered.

We liavc found that the deer occur in scenes representing the first pro-

mulgation of the doctrine by the Buddha,—that is. in scenes in which he is

shown initiating the world into liis doctrine. In representations of Dak$ina-

miirti,—Siva as the Preceptor who taught the Dharma to four great pjis,—

a pair of deer is shown at the feet. When a boy. BrAhmana or Kgatriya.

went to a preceptor and said. *
I have come hither for the sake of student-

ship ’•*, the preceptor initiated him into studentship, * arranged for him ' a

‘skin as an outer garment' and chanted mantras among which was one

which said. ' May Aditi tuck up thy garment that thou mayv. study the Veda,

for the sake of insight and belief and of not forgetting what thou hast learnt,

for the sake of holiness and holy lustre *•*. The skin was that of a hlack

antelope for a Brahmaija and of a spotted deer for a K$atnya_ ro To this

day every Brahmajia boy in south India is invested with * the sacred thread
'

at his initiation and a bit of the skin of a black antdope is tied to the thread,

obviously in token of an observance of the ancient ntual of clothing the

pupil in deer skin This cannot be merely a formal assumption of a dress

which might have been ‘ the natural garment of the early Vedic Indian

for the pupil, at the conclusion of the course of study to which he had vowed

himself, had solemnly to discard the skin of the antelope :
T* he would not

have had to cast it off if it was the clothing which he had to wear through-

68. Faroskora Grkya Sutra. 22.

60. Hhtmyakesi Grkya Sutra, 1.1. 4.6.

70. Saukkayana Grkya Sutra. 2.1.1-4 ;
Ahraliyana Gfkya Sutra. 1.19.10

;

Faraskara Grkya Sutra. 2.5.17-18; Hiranyaktii Gjkyti Sutra. 1.14 7. ‘The Vedic

student goes clothing himself in the blade antdope Ain, consecrated, long-

bearded ’
: Alkatia Veda. 11.5.6.

71. Keith. Ret. JL PUl. Vedas & Up.. 302.

72. Hiumyakeii Gjkya Sutra, 1.7A. 1.9A-10 ;
Gobkila Grkya Sutra, 3-1.24;

SinkhaymuM Grkya SHtra, 3.1-7 ;
Kkadiiya Cjhja Sutra. 3.154; Marua-a Dhorma-

Statra, 2.4L
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out life. The youth who becomes a disciple and wears the skin of the ante-

lope is assured that he obtains the splendour that results from the acquisi-

tion of sacred knowledge { tnahma-varcasam ) ?*

The deer seems thus to be closely associated both with the assumption

of preceptorship,—for, while the deer lie at the feet of Daksonimurti and in

the bases of sculptures of the Buddha they do not appear at the feet of the

initiates,—and with the initiation itself.—for it is at the initiation that tl*

pupil is invested with the deer skin. So the deer seem to symbolise the ini-

tiation. In Tantric doctrine. *he who offers a deer* in sacrifice 'gains sal-

vation i moksa ) while ‘ he who offers a he- goat becomes a good speaker, he

who offers a sheep becomes a poet, he who offers a buffalo gains wealth, he

lie who offers a man gains great wealth and eight kinds of the highest occult

powers
' z*. Salvation being the end of which initiation is the means pro-

vided by the preceptor, the significance of deer in Tantric doctrine too is that

of initiation into the faith.

So, in the sculptures depicting the Buddha starting the wheel on its

course the deer aeon to be present because the scene is one in which the

Buddha assumes the role of preceptor and, accepting all men for pupils, ini-

tiates them into his Dhama. The deer are not irrelevant in these sculptuies,

but their significance is different from the one commonly accepted : they

indicate the character of the scene,—the initiation into the Dhartna,—and
not its locale,—the Deer Park. The story of the Deer Park must have arisen

in days when either the significance of the deer was fotgotten or the affinity

with the Vedic culture which they testified to was sought to be blurred.”*

The image of the Buddha turning the Wheel is thus an image of him in

the role of Yogi and preceptor. The scene of the turning of the Wheel is

that of the initiation of mankind into the Dhaima. The deer were set on
either 6ide of the Wheel, m conformity with what was then an ancient and
well-accepted formula in India,—the placing of a cult-object between
adorants.

The preceptor is next only to God, in every Indian faith : the man of

religion must feel the highest devotion (bhaktij for his gum (preceptor)

as for God '
r \ So, when the Buddhists had identified the Buddha the great

Preceptor with Brahman and had at long last decided on depicting him in

an image it is not surprising that they chose to represent him in the cha-

racter of preceptor. An image in any character closer to a divinity would
have been, at that stage, too open a negation of the Buddha's silence in

regard to God.

This type of image had, however, been anticipated many centuries ear-

lier at Mohenjo-Daro. It occurs in a simple form in a seal in which a

73. Gepatha Biokmana. 1.2. 1-9.

7t. Kiiskiunanda, TaMraSirc, quoted by Chanda. Survival of lhi Pu -

kisloitc Civilization oj the Indus Valley, 18.

7-U. See Appendix 6.

75. For instance, SvitAiiatara Ufia<njo<l, &23.
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three-faced god is presented in Yogic po« (Fig. 14 :

0

and in another seal

where it is doubtful if the god has more than one face’*. The similarity

between these figures and the images of the Buddha in a yoga stance is not

evidence for anything more definite than that of the antiquity of the stances

of yoga. But the image occurs in a fuller version in the Siva PaSupati seal

l Fig, 13:2) which shows a human hgure endowed with three faces and

garnished with a horn-crown and seated as a yogi on a pedestal in which are

carved two deer ‘regardant'. This is very similar to the images of the

Buddha at the bases of which deer are carved,—agreeing in the pose and in

the symbolism. Had a wheel been found between the deer below the figure

of Pa«upati, the image on the seal would have been almost a replica of the

Buddha turning the Wheel, but the failure to place the Wheel between

the deer is compensated for by seating the Yogi between two groups

of animals. The similarity of the PnSupati image with deer below to the

tmage of the Buddha with deer in the pedestal is too dose to be missed easily.

The srmilarity extends also to the content of the two images : if Siva-Pasupati

is a preceptor and in due course becomes Siva-DaksinirnGrti, the Buddha

also is a preceptor and in a short while becomes a preccptor-god.

The Yogi as a god and as a preccptor-god and as the middle term in a

formula that was as much religious a3 artistic was well established in the

Harappa culture. Some twenty-four centuries later the same character re-

appears in Buddhist art in the same setting,—tree and deer, and in confor-

mity with the same formula. It is therefore impossible to maintain that a

preceptor-god in a yoga pose was unknown to Indian art of the intermediate

period—whetlier it served Buddhism or other faiths If actual specimens

are not forthcoming the reasons must be sought for elsewhere than in an

extinction of the vogue of such images. To maintain the contrary would be

to ask for the occurrence, about the 1st century B.C.. of a miracle which would

resuscitate a conception and a motif which had been dead about twenty

centimes.

An interesting phenomenon b that sculptures of the Buddha as preceptor

seated on a pedestal bearing deer seem to be more common in the school of

Gandhara and in that of the Andhra country, which is believed to have been

to some extent under foreign influence, than in the schools which did not come

under foreign influences. While nothing in Greek art, nor in the Hellenistic

art into which it changed in Asia Minor and further cast, can explain either

the pore as preceptor or the presence of the deer, these elements could be

traced directly to Indian religious concepts and art modes. Their adoption

by the Hellenic sculptors of Gandhara is proof of the vitality of Indian con-

cepts and modes in that age and of the readiness with which these sculptors

were willing to assimilate Indian beliefs and to abide by Indian norms. They

did not seek to impose their art on India, but in the humility of spirit which

ought to have come on them, not perhaps because they had come into the

76. Mackay, Mohenfo Daro, 335 : 87 < 236),
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presence of a superior art in India, but at least because they had passed under

the influence of a way of life and of faith which to them were superior to

what they had known in the land* of Hellenism, they surrendered themselves

to the new faith and bent their skid to their new purposes and, with rare

self-effacement, strove to express Indian concepts in the Indian manner. If

something of the Greek style still entered into their handiwork it is not to
be brought up against them that their surrender to the spirit of India was
not complete nor is it to be brought up against Indian art that it was then
lacking in the dements which now may have the appearance of being box-

rowings.

From whatsoever point of view wc look at the evolution of image-worship

in India we find no warrant for seeking beyond the frontiers of the country

for either the inspiration to worship a god in an anthropomorphic image ot

the incentive to present the image in the forms and in the settings with which
we are familiar. The image of the Buddha in his own shape is therefore

indubitably the offspring of indigenous forces and it owes nothing to foreign

inspiration.

XI. The Image on a Coin of Maues

A casual suggestion made a quarter of a century back that a representa-

tion of five Buddha in the human form occurs on a coin of Maues
'Fig. 14 :7)M ,

issued probably just a littk before 70 ac„ has recently been

taken up and made the basis of a contention, pressed with vigour and ample
argumentation, that as it is probable that the coin was Issued just a little

before 70 B.C., the Buddha statue must have been well established in Gan-
dhara before the issue of the coin and that as this must have been * early in

the 1st century B.C., at latest the Gandhara Buddha must have been
1

at
least a century, and perhaps nearer two centuries older ' than the Buddhas of

indigenous origin'*.

This theory does not seem, however, to square with facts That the coin

of Maues is Greek in character and that the seated figure on it represents

the Buddha arc assumptions which do not seem to be well-founded. The
execution of the coin is decidedly better than is usual with indigenous issues,

but this by itself need take us no farther than that the mint-master of Maues
was one who shared the Greek penchant for faultless finish. Neither of the
types on the coin is Greek, either in the subjects portrayed or in the general
appearance The plastic style of the types is obviously dose to that of the

indigenous school : the Greek style cannot easily furnish parallels : the seated
figure is stocky as in the sculptures of Mathura. The designing of the
<yp« ar'^ t

"
<* engraving of the dies were in all probability the work of an

artist of the indigenous school, though, it is just possible that, working as he

9(4)

77

16 fn

A

”r
” fRAS" 1914 : 793 - CboMARAswAMY agreed in Art Bulletin.

7& Tarn, Greek} m Batina & Indio, <04.
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must have done in an atmosphere of Greek art. he bestowed more attention

cm finish than he would have done in India proper.

The identification of the seated figure has presented considerable difficulty.

AH the known specimens of this coin being badly worn it is not pcssible

to decide whether a cettain horizontal line running from the seated figure

represents the low cross-bar of the back of the scat on which it is seated or

a sword or a sceptre laid across its lap. The nearest analogue to the coin

is one of Azes I on which there is an object similarly placed :s
. Those speci-

mens of the latter coin that arc well preserved make it absolutely dear that

the object could not possibly be the back of a seat : they may not nsolve

the doubt whether the line is that of a sword or a sceptre, but there can be

no possibility of its being connected with the outlines of a throne ,0
. Maues

was a Saka king who ruled down to 58 B.c. and Azes I was king of the same

region ‘ by 30 R.C. at the very latest and at least because he had some Saka

blood in his wins, ' claimed not only to have succeeded to Maues empire,

but that that empire, though it had lapsed dc faclo. had never lapsed dt

jure Tire most appropriate commentary, therefore, on the device on the

com of Maun is the device on that of Azes I, it being almost certain that the

latter is a close copy of the forme:. Azes 1 was close enough to Maues to

have had in ha hands plenty of the latter’s coins fresh from the mint, and

wc may trust him to haw understood them very much better than we can,

at least because his understanding must have been sharpened by his anxiety

to make it appear that he stood in tlie shoes of Maues. The clear testimony

of the latter coin is not to be wholly ignored on the hasis of speculative

reconstructions out of much-worn specimens of the former coin. Azes I

understood the line to stand fw ?ceptre or sword, and wc have no optioo

but to abide by his interpretation.

It has been said that it is difficult to ’ envisage a Greek artist giving a

king a sword for him to fold his hands meekly over it ' and that * no Greek

engraver could have put Maues. the conquering ruler of a large emigre, on

the reverse of his own coinage '**. but these contentioas arc of no great

cogency, for. as has been pointed out above, there is not much of the Greek

flavour about the com**. The figure carries a sword or sceptre in its lap

79. The resemblance ha* been noticed by Ooomaraswamt. who points out

that it negatives the drvnptirm ol the figure on the Maues coin as the Buddha

;

in An BtdUtm. 9 (4): 16 fn. 31.

80. CbOMARASWAMY. in Ib„ 9(4): 16 fn. 31.

81. Tarn, Greet* in Batina & India, 3-18-9.

82. Ibid. 401-2.

83. Another argument i3 rather complex. This coin, on which a dancing
’

elephant appears cn one face, bears a seated figure on the other and so ii simitar

to another coin of the some king in which, while a similar elephant frisks on one

face, a humped bull,—the representation of Siva, -stand* on the other. The type*

on the latter of the two coins must be interpreted to depict Siva (on one lace) a*

being woriipped by the elephant (on the other face). The elephant on one face

of this coin being thus a devotee of the God on the other, the elephant on the othei
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which no image of the Buddha dees. The evidence is conclusive against the

view that it is the Buddha who is figured on the coin of Maues.

A comparison of the rated figure on the coin may be made profitably

with similar figures on some Indian coins of the indigenous series from which

Greek influence is totally absent The obverse type on a coin from Ujjain

(Fig. H : 2) attributable to
4
probably the third and second centuries ac/

is a human figure seated on a lotus in a pose very similar to that of the coin

of Maues but holding its hands folded much higher than the lap : the sex

being difficult of determination, one authority has taken the figure to repre-

sent the Buddha" while another believes it to be that of Lak^mF*. The
better view would seem to be that it is the Buddha or a Yogi or a teacher

like him who is delineated, for tire figure is found placed beside,—or under,—

a tree enclosed by a railing, which in Indian culture is associated with both

Yogi and preceptor* \ and has no connection with I-afcjiTU. On another speci-

men of probably the same series (Fig. 14 : 3) the type, though les3 clear,

seems to be similar, except for the absence of the tree. A third coin, also

fiom Ujjain and of about the same date (Fig. 14 : 4), shows a figure seated

on a Ictus, but with the soles of the feet pressing against each other,—another

definite proof of the yo$ pose. Two coins from Panchala (Fig. 14 : 5, 6),

belonging probably to the middle of the 1st century D.C., seem to accommo-
date a deity seated on a dais", but they arc too worn to be depended on,

except to suggest that the Ujjain type was probably accepted in other regions

as well. The pose of the types on the* Ujjain coins.—and even probably

those on the seated series of Panchala,—arc unmistakably representations of

a preceptor, for the disappearance of the tree on the second of the Ujjain

coins is but a simplification of the type on the first. The preceptor may not

awn must also be a devotee, and his devotion must be paid to the human figure on
the other face of that coin, and so that human figure must be an image of the
Dudtfia. (See Tarn, Greeks in Baciria A hut*. 402-3). Here we have a mistake
and a juries of fallacies. The bull is not a repreaentatinn of Siva but is an
attendant vm that god If the human figure is to be a god, why should he not

be Siva ? Why should Maues be made to divide allegiance between two gods,
instead of being dedaied a Saivitc on the evideticr of both the coins ? The attempt
to make exit that the human figure is the Buddha is not less desperate than the
attempt of the elephant to worship a deity whom it cannot aee, not because it is

invisible, but because it has perversely ensconced itaeli on the other side.

*4, Allan. BM.CC. Ancient India (145).
85. Cunningham, Cains of Ancient India, 97 : 10(10).
86. Allan, BM.CC. Ancient India. (145),
87. If it be imperative that the preceptor should be one identified with Bud-

dhism. it U probable that he is Mah&Kaccfina. the eminent divine who. taught
directly by the Buddha, went to bi9 native city of Ujjaiymi and living in the royal
park there, preached Buddhism ccwsianUy to the people. But, what about the
sword in the lap ?

88. The description of these generally as standing figures is based on the types
on the Panchala issues which are usually of the standing variety, but it would be
highly misleading to describe some cif the figures as standing unle» we are to assume
that the types underwent violent deterioration.
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be the Buddha, if we are to be guided by the history of the development of

the iconography of the Buddha, and there is no evidence fixing the identity.

But. wherefrom did Ujjain 6tt the idea of the figure of the preceptor?

The presence of a tree behind the preceptor in the earliest of the coins

(Fig. 14 : 2) reminds us of two seals of the Harappa culture. In one of

them a person is seated in a yoga pose,—much as the preceptor is presented

in classical Indian art, and he wears a hora-crown from which rises ‘a twig

with leaves like those of a pipal* (Fig. 14 : 1), and in the second of them

another person similarly seated wears a horn-crown lnm which sticks up

'a spike of flowers' 8 *. These seals suggest the probability of the figure re-

presenting a preceptor seated under a tree, but we know of another seal in

which tree-spirits and votaries are garnished with sprigs10 , just as in ‘the

oldest form ' of horned crowns in Sumerian seals of about the same age a

plant rises between the two horns*1
. Aasociatron with a tree may make a

preceptor of a person seated in contemplation hut it cannot impose that

transformation on persons not so engaged. So. these two seals from Harappa

do, in all probability, represent a preceptor. But this preceptor is figured

differently from Siva-pa.'Supati {Fig. 13 : 2) ; he sits associated with a plant

or tree but dissociated from beasts at the sides and deer in the pedestal These

are significant, for associations and disa**ociatiens wc have various types of

the Buddha image in which tree, deer, wheel, and attaints are introduced or

eliminated according to the whim of the moment If the preceptor of the

Harappa culture was pictured in two forms* the Buddha as preceptor was

pictured in a number of forms* all of which, however, could ultimately be

traced back to the two varieties known to Haiappa. So, we may fairly infer

not only that the preceptor of Ujjain. the preceptor of the coin of Maues and

the numerous preceptor-Buddhas are descended from the two types known to

the Harappa culture but also that even such divergences as may be found

among them are traceable to the days of Harappa.*1

But how are wo to explain the sword or the sceptre in the lap of the

figure on the coin of Maues. and how are we to reconcile the pose of the

figure, -the 'crossed legged seance' and the hands laid in the lap, —with

the sceptre or the sword ? No such object appears cither in the seals of the

Harappa culture or in the representations of the Buddha.

The possibilities are that the type represents a character not unfamiliar

m early Indian history, —the raja-rfi. a king who was also an ascetic, —or

89. MACXAY, Mohenfo-Dero. 335 : 235.

90. lb.. 337-8 : 99(A).

91. Ostpn, Anrim/ Oriental Seal* tti Collection ej E. T. Sewtil, 133, 135 :6(47).

92. The yogi with the single face its by himself, but he with the three

fares ha* animal attendants. Was a deliberate distinction known to Harappa ? Were

L*ni-f&ce and Tri-facc two different personalities, the latter bring the more distin-

guished, a* testified to by the animals on cither side and the deer in the pcde*Ui ?

Was Uniface a preceptor thought of as god and was Tri-face. * Pasu-pati a god

playing the preceptor ?
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that it is a deity different from the Buddha or other preceptor-god, or that

it is an unintelligible degradation of a type that once had a meaning. Neither

Maues nor Azes I could be called a raja-rsi. A mark like a svastika or a
cross appears on one of the coins from Ujjain (Fig. 14 : 3) to the right

of the seated figure and one of the limb?, of the symbol runs liorizontally

at the same level as the lap of the figure. If the mark degenerated in later

issues and ran across the coin it might have suggested a sword or a serptre

laid on the lap. If Maues did take. Ujjain, as seems likely, and retamed it

for some time, he might have come across worn out specimens of this dege-

nerate series and they might have appeared to him to depict the preceptor-

like figure ass holding a sword or sceptic in the lap, and so he might have
believed he was adopting the Ujjain pattern when on liis issue he invested a

preceptor with a similar object. But, it is also possible that what was a

degeneration in Ujjain might have acquired a special significance in the

hands of Maues. Is it likely that by then the conception had been evolved of

the Buddha,—or other great Yogi-god or preceptor-god wielding a sword.—
whom Maues wished to venerate? The classic conception of the Buddha
as emperor might have had an appeal to Maues the great conqueror, but

the idea is not otherwise known to have given rise to an image of this kind.

Innumerable are the forms with which the Buddha is invested, but in none

does he appear with a sword or sceptic. Who, then, is represented in this

intriguing form ? An answer to this question may not be easy,** but it is

indisputable that the type on the Ujjain series is closely connected with that

on the coin of Maues. If the Ujjain series is the earlier. —and it now seems

that it is decidedly so, —the seated figure on the Maues coin would be but

a derivation from Ujjain. and. even if it is an ftnage of the Buddha, the

parent of the image would be that of the preceptor of Ujjain.*4

Thus, we may trace any variety of the image of the Buddha as precep-

tor through the own of Maues and the issues of Panchala and Ujjain. to

the two archetypes known to the Harappa culture. When the relationship

of these images is thus clearly traceable within the confines of India itself

and in terms of Indian concepts alone, it is wholly superfluous to postulate

an explanation through a revelation from Greece.

XII. Nandipada over Circle

On Indian antiquities of the period for which Buddhist remains art

thc*c that are best known a symbol appears frequently which, m essentials,

93. Sec Appendix 7.

9«. Had Coomabaswamy had before him, when he wrote in Art BulUlm,

9<4) : 16, Allan’s ascription of the Ujjain coon (Fig. 14 : 2) to the 3rd and 2nd
centuries B.C., he would have rested hk cssr for tba indigenous origin of the Buddha
image oa this edn and would have derived the coin of Maues from it He would
not also have had to labour the priority of the Mathnm school to that of Gandhara
This is not, however, to be regretted, for, otherwise, Mathura would not have had
justice done to it.
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n a compound of a three-limbed design like W and a ctrde. the former being

placed above the latter. As examples may be cited the symbols on two pieces

of sculpture (Fig. 16 : 6-7) of about the 2nd century aj>. Variations in the

F.s . 16.

symbol are not uncommon : the middle limb » usually shorter than the two

at the ends : the outer limbs sometimes split in two at the tips : sometimes
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a thin object of which the character is not clear is inserted between the upper

and the lower components (Fig. 16 : 6) : occasionally a pair of lines seem

to emerge in opposite directions from the space between the upper and the

lower members (Fig. 16: 11). The symbol is very frequently known in

another form in which the lower member, the circle, encloses a full-blown

lotus, and a pair of leaf-like projections protrude to right and to kft (mm
the junction of the two components (Fig. 16 : 4. 9). The upper member
has been called tri-ratna and tMndi-p&da, but the latter name seems to be

better authenticated. We have no name for the composite symbol.

The combination becomes more complicated with the addition of a

shield -like symbol, placed on the tip of the middle prong of the nandipada

so as to be hugged by the other two prongs (Fig 16 : 9) or at a wheel,

poised generally on the tips (Fig. 16 : 12). It happens even that a wheel rs

mounted on each of the prongs and that nandipada and lotus are placed

between a pair of deer lying, back to back (Fig. 15 : 1).

Both the nandipada and the lotus are symbols well-known in Indian

art but it is not easily understandable why the two should bp brought together,

and, especially, why the former should be mounted on the latter. The two

leaf-like protuberances from the junction of nandipada with lotus (Fig. 16 :

4, 9) tender no account of themselves : they are out of place, whether they

be two different leaves ot two edges of one leaf, for there is no reason why a

leaf or leaves should be inserted between the upper and the lower membeis.

The circle may have some significance as a symbol, but the reason for its

association with the nandipada is nnt obvious. In one case (Fig. 16 : 11)

it may be a degeneration of a lotus, for the strokes that emerge from the

inter-space between the two members may represent debasements of leaves

occurring along with the lotus. But in another specimen there arc no strokes,

and a cushion-like object is found interposed between the two members (Fig.

16 : 6) ; so the intermediate object must originally haw been something otlier

than a leaf and the lower member might not have been the lotus. The near-

est analogue, to a circle, other than the lotus, being a wheel, it may he per-

missible to assume that it is the wheel that degenerated into the circle. Even

so, it is not at first easy to 9cc why nandipada and wheel should have been

brought together.

The nandipada is very similar in shape to the hom-crown of Harappa

(Fig. 16 : 1 and Fig. 13 : 2).*» The two curves which together make the

nandipada are also the principal elements in the composition of the horn-

crown. The crown has. however, been sought to be identified with the * tri-

fiula three-pronged spear, well known in Indian iconography, and the tri-

gftla is taken to have heen copied in the nandipada or triratna.*** But the

identity must be negatived for a number of reasons. The crown has only

two sharp-pointed limbs instead of the three required for the triSQIa : the

95. CHA.VDA, Pre katcrie Ctt iln Indus Valley. St-

96. Marshall. Mohenfo-Doio, 54-5.
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projection in the middle is so broad that it is unthinkable that it could be
a spear-point"1* No more than two horns make up the crown : we do not see

a third.®’ The two outer limbs, though pointed, are so incurved that they
could scarcely pierca as the prongs of a spear should. A tiisula is no weapon
unless it incorporates a shaft : it is essentially a spear and the number of
pnxigs does not matter, but the crown is not mounted on a shaft. It is

the nandipada that is from the earliest times shown with incurved prongs

:

it has no association with a shaft : often, the middle limb is shorter than
the outer limbs, while in a triiula it cannot be perceptibly shorter than the
other two. The spears found at Muhcnjo-Daro arc not similar to the crown
in shape.'* A suggestion has been made that the crown is composed of three

horns and that therefore the figure wearing it should be Agni and not Sira.*®

but it fails in limine as it h impossible to agree that three boras go to make
up the crown. 1*® The crown is the proto type of the nandipada.

The shidd-like symbol which is found incorporated in one of the nandi-
padas at Sanchi (Fig. 16 : 9) is similarly dose in appearance to a symbol
(Fig. 16 : 5} that ocairs at a very early date in Egypt though both of

them are compounded of other dements as wdl. The chief of the elements,

however, is identical in shape with the horn-crown : even the broad curve
of the middle * prong

1

is reproduced. The identity need cause no surprise,

for the horn-crown of Harappa has a parallel in the similar crowns found
in early Sumerian seals of about the same age as the scab of Mohenjo-Daro, 1®*

and the parallelism extends, in the case of one of them.10* to the association of

a plant with the crown. It occurs also in a Sumero-Akkadian seal 1 *’ of a date

just later than the seal from Mohenjo-Daro. When the hom-crown of these

cultures is isolated it becomes a symbol by itself, and when combined with

other elements it forms the more complicated symbol of Egypt (Fig. 16 : 5).
With just a little further modification it becomes the shield of the Indian

symbol (Fig. 16 : 9).,M*

96a. The breadth of the projection in the middle suggests that it is a casque
oi helmet to which the two horns are attached. Such a contraption ia not unknown
to early cultures. See Hastings, Enty. Rtl. & Ekics. a. v. ' Horns \

97. Oi another seal from Mohenjo-Daro we have a symbol the two limbs
of which curve away from a circle or knot. The two curves resemble snakes but
each brashes with the head of a unis-bulL The circle or the knot appears to rest

oo the tip of a shaft, imparting to the design the distant similitude of a spear,—
if we are insistent on treating the heads of the bulls as the pointed prongs of a
spear, —but first appearances are illusory, for on a closer view the shaft rs found
to be a branch of a tree which continues further up and gives rise to a number
of shoots and leaves. See MARSHALL. Mohenjo-Dato, 112 (387).

98 Marshall Moktnja-Da/o, 31-5.

99. Salttore, in New Review. 1909 : 28-35.

10). See Mokaes, in Noe Reeiru, 1939 : 438-48, and AltAFPAN. in JRASB.
L, 1909, 401-6.

101. Osten. Ancient Seals CeUm KtueU. 134.

102. Ib.. 135 ; 22 (47). 100. lb, 134 : 14;153).

103a. Sec Appendix 8.
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Having thus found that the horn-crown becomes a symbol and that it

allows itself to be transmuted into complex lorms we are tempted to find an

explanation for the symbol of nandipada over circle by assuming that it

combined with the lotus (Fig, 16 : 2) and the wheel (Fig. 16 : 3) which are

ancient symbols in India : the products are the group of symbols of which

the type is nandipada over lotus (Fig. 16 : 4) and the other group of which

a debased type is the nandipada over circle (Fig. 16 : 6).

The hum is generally treated in early cultures as a symbol of strength,

evidently because of ita being the weapon of offence of animals. The wheel

too is a symbol of the same virtue, it having beer, developed at an early

date into a powerful weapon of attack. So, wheel and horn-crown might

have easily come together to indicate a double measure of strength. The
lotus is sprung from Vigpu's navel, the source of the energy of the universe,

and beats Brahma, the creator. This double association with energy could

have led to the lotus also being coupled with the hom, just as the wheel was.

The wheel and the Ictus having, thus, practically the same symbolic content,

die two might have become interchangeable when associated with the hum. 14 *

The association of the lotus with Brahma takes us further. Brahma,

the creator, being but a comcretization of Brahman, the lotus by its asso-

ciation with Brahma becomes an appropriate symbol for Brahman. The
wheel also comes to have a similar significance. It is a representation of

Dharma. which is a creation of Brahman. 1 01 ‘ The term Dhamma (Dharma)

not raidy is used as a substitute in expressing the Buddhist ideal, for the

Brahman of the Upanigads and even ' the term Brahman itself is occasion

ally preserved.'"1 * So, the wheel too may have come to symbolise Brahman.

But the Buddha himself, is. as has been pointed out already, treated as

Brahman So, both kitus and wheel may stand as symbols for the Buddha.

The lower member of the combination, —wheel, lotus or tilde, —repre-

sents Brahman or the Buddha, and the upper member, the hom-crown, con-

notes strength. The ^ipci-imposing of the horn-crown over whed, lotus or

circle, may thus mean the investing of Brahman or the Buddha with the in-

signia of power or strength, The composite symbol may have really been an

ancient one, representing Brahman initially, and the Buddhists may subse-

quently have adopted it to represent the Buddha when they had to develop

a symbolism for themselves.

Two circumstances may be pointed to in support of this suggestion.

Firstly, we have numerous sculptures depicting a holy scat under a tree and

104. The circle may al® be taken tn be the result of tha degeneration of the

lotus as much as of the wheel, but the assumption is unnecessary in view of the

practical identity of the significance of both the wheel and the lotus.

106. ByhaJarmyaka L'pampuS. L 4. 14.

106. Kxrrn, Rd. & PM. Vtd. & Up.. 550. See Digka Nlkiye, 3. 232, Kcth,
following Geigeh, points oat also that the phrases Dhamma Cakka and Dhanuna-

Yiina have their parallels in Brahraa-Caklca (Maj)kima-S'ikdya, 1 . 69) and Brah-

mayiaa {SomruUo-ftikdya, 5-5).
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a symbol placed either behind, or on, the sent (Fig 8:5). This is eminently

the scene in which, as we have seen, one would expect the Buddha to be shown

when an anthropomorphic representation of him was desired, and, similarly,

this is also the milieu in which a symbol of the Buddha would be placed if a

symbolic representation of him was required. So, the symbols which are

found placed under the tree, in Buddhist art, are those that are most likely

to represent the Buddha. The most common of these symbols is the ' Nandi

pada over circle*, though sometimes it is the wheel, the Dharma-Cakra lor

These are the very symbols which we have found to signify the Buddha.

Secondly, we have a modification of the pattern of * Nandipada over circle ' :

the Nandipada is repeated four times around a circle (Fig. 16 : 10). The

repetition connotes a * strengthening * or an emphasising of the notion for

which the circle stands. It has b*m shown above that the circle is a substitute

for the lotus or the wheel and that either of them may represent Brahman,

the Buddha, the Jina, —whatever name the sectaries may employ. Wc may

therefore expect a representation of one of these to replace the circle or to

occur enclosed in iL Tho expectation is fulfilled : in a piece of Jain sculpture

four nandipada! surrounded a circle (Fig. 16 : 13) in which is depicted the

Jina.

If it is clear that the Nandipada over lotus or wheel was the symbol of

the Buddha in the earliest day of Buddhist art, as at Bharhut, - it is also

equally clear that ever, at Bharhut its significance was understood only in

part. A piece of sculpture comes from Bharhut in which a pair of * Nandi-

padas over circle ' are pictured side by side under one tree.
1" No explanation

is possible for this repetition.—whether wc take the symbol to stand for the

Buddha or for some concept which the Buddhists had symbolised : there was

no second Buddha and there was no concept in Buddhism which required

a symbolic reduplicatton under a tree. For the symbol to have become some-

what of an unintelligible formula by then it should have had a career cover-

ing a few centuries- This surmise is confirmed by the conjecture that the

symbol stood for Brahman before it was utilised for the Buddha as well.

We meet with the horn -crown in the Harappa culture as a symbol but not

with the lotus or the whed. Perhaps the investing of the lotus and the wheel

with significance as symbols came later and the association of these with the

horn-crown came later still.

Image worship seems thus to have had a complicated history in India.

The anthropomorphic image is wdl established in the Harappa culture, and

even so early the divinity bears a symbol for head-dress. The next stage

wc know of is that in which the Nandipada over circle does duty for Brahman,

107. The only other instance of the use of a symbol under a tree b that of

the ves/igiam monus which is carved on the seat itself in Fig. 13 : 2.

1C8. Cunningham. Stupa of Bhtxkut. 45 : 30(3). I ani not aware that the

repetition of the symbol has been noticed as calling for explanation. See Appen-
dix 4, fn. 143.
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but we do not know what length of time separated the two stages. It is pro-

bable that in this stage there were other symbolic images such as Lbe lit'iga

in vogue and that anthropomorphic images too, such as those of the Mother,

were not unknown. When some centuries later Buddhism comes to be popular

it is in an age when even those who preferred a symbol to an image in the

human form reversed the preference and worshipped the Buddha in his own

shape. It is in this same age that we find records of Sartkarsaoa. Kj^na,

Pradyumna and the Pandava brothers being worshipped in tl»e human form.

XIII. The Deity in the Head-dress

The people oi the Harappa culture had the hair of the head ‘ taken back

from the forehead and eithei cut short behind .... or coiled in a knot or

chignon at the back of the head, with a fillet to support it

‘

lw
. Though, ‘as

a rule, no doubt, the fillets would be of cotton or some other pliable material

still, as the richer people should have used fillets of the precious metals,
1

spe-

cimens have been found at Mohcnjo-Daro, consisting of thin bands of

beaten goki with holes for cords at their ends so that the necessary length

may be secured by the addition of ribbons of cotton11 *. One of these fillets,

almost long enough to go round the head, bears a design at the ends which
‘ resembles the cult object that is always represented in front of the unicorn

animals present on most of the seals

’

m
. Other specimens are also known with

designs which may have no significance 11 '. These fillets are not peculiar to

the Harappa culture, their use having been widespread, for specimens have

been found among the antiquities of early Egypt. Crete, and Mesopotamia.

At a coronation performed according to Vedic rites,111 the anointment was

performed when the king wore a gold fillet on his head and chanted the words,

‘Might thou art, victory thou art, immortality thou art', for, ’gold being

immortal life’ he laid 'immortal life into him'114
. Fillets have been found

elsewhere also, in India itself,—those best known being those from Adicha-

nallur in the extreme south of the country.

The designs on the fillets arc often of no special interest, but occasionally

they appear to have some significance11 *. A fillet from Crete (Fig. 17 : 1)

exhibits a three-branched tree flanked on either side by a goat facing the tree.

1(0. Marshall, Mohea)o-Daro. 33-4.

110. lb.. 34 ; aim Maocay. in lb., 509. 527-8.

111. Mackat. in lb., 527: 118(14).

112. Mackat, Mohenjo-Dno, 526: 135 (4).

113. Keith, Rd & PM. o) Vries <* Up.. 341.

114. AJ<0<XWA<1 Brikmana. 5. 4. 1. 14.

115. There were prrforaticrs in the royal diadem, —'either with a hundred,

or with nine, holes,' and ' if with a hundred holes, man here lives up to a hundred

(years), and has a hundred energies, a hundred powers and if with nine

holes there axe in man those nine vital airs': Salapatha Brihnuma, 5. 4. 1. IX

Many of the fillets of Eurasia and those of Adichanallur are pricked with numerous

dots which run into an emboeaed design. Perhaps the embossed dots are rotxfi-

fioiLixis of the perforations.
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The adoration of the tree by the goats indicates that the tree stands either lur

2 sylvan spirit or for the haunt of a divinity. The wearing of the fillet would

therefore imply the wearing the symbol of a spirit or its haunt on the fore-

head To this day it is a practice for the votaries of certain Indian sects to

wear symbols on the head-dress, such as a holy seed or a lingo. A Ceylon

king of about 1600 A D. » represented in a contemporary drawing as wcanng

a crown in which is engraved a Buddha31-
. If in the Cretan fillet it is a

haunt that is pictured we may well expect the figure of the tree,—the haunt,

—to be supplemented by the addition of an image of the divinity of the

haunt or even to be supplanted by that image. Fillets might therefore have

come in course of time to bear the figure of a divinity.

Some manifestations of the Buddha, known as DhySnI-Buddhas in the

iconography of later Buddhism, are said to be the sons ' of certain other

forms of the Buddha, and in token thereof they wear the figures of their

'sires’ in their headdress (Fig. 17 : 2). The similarity with a divinity in

the fillet is so sinking that it is worth airing if the idea oi the DhyAnl-

Buddhas does not go back to the day's of the Cretan fillet, and even earlier

still'*-, and whether it was not descended from or through the Harappa

culture.

116. COOMARA5wAMY, Ktalukx ai Sinkdtie Art, 326-7 : 22.

117. Mackat, Mokenjo-Dofo, 281 : 76 (14).
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XIV. The Deity on the Head

Among the human figurines of terra-cotta found at Mohenjo-Daro H
one (Fig. 18 : 2 ) which bears not only the characteristic head-dress spread-

ing out into die sitape of a fan out also ‘a very curious object’ which

stands ' perched upon the fan.' The object has the appearance of ‘ a four-

legged stool but the legs continue upward in short stumps above the level

of the scat. A second specimen of this type of figunne having also been

unearthed, there is no doubt but that we have to deal, not with a freak, but

with an established type- The four stumps rising from the four comers

have no purpose unless they were provided to keep in position an object

placed on the seat : they arc admirably designed for the purpose, for they

Fig- 18.

would prevent the object fmm veering round or sliding off. But none of

the remains from Mohenjo-Daro gives us a clue as to what that object might

be. 'A very roughly modelled, seated figure’ found at the same place has

a back which ‘suggests that it was once placed on a stool’ It may be

t-x> venturesome to suppose that the original habitat of the seated figure wa?

a stool on the head of a figurine. Till more and fuller specimens become

available we cannot hope to decide what the figurines represent, but in the

meanwhile, it may not be unprofitable to point to analogues, though they

may not be quite dose

In the barrows of the N’ilgiris have been found numerous terra-cotta

vessels, one of which (Fig. 18 :3) bears on the lid a four -legged -tool With

a woman (?) seated on it. her legs dangling down. Another of the object

in these harrows is a similar stool which bears traces of a figure having been
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seated thereon, and. perhaps that figure was that of a man’ 1 *. The
significance of the man with the stool is not obvious The mounting of the

stool and the man on the lid of a vessel is due. in all probability, to its being

a funeral relic vessel. Whether the type of * man on stool ' was intended to

depict a person in authorin' is more than may now be decided.

The Nilgiri figurines suggest the conjecture that the stool carried on the

head by the two figurines of Mohenjo-Daro might haw been intended for

occupation by a human figure. !f this is probable the two Mohenjo-Dato

figurines turn out to be very peculiar : a man wears a head gear on top of

which is perched a stool, and on that piece of furniture is stated another man.

The collocation is inexplicable, but we may not say that the figurine from

Mohenjo-Daro is a total stranger to that from the Nilgiris. Having just

seen that Indian art knew of one man being shown seated in the head-dress

of another, we cannot dismiss Lightly the probability of the conjecture ad-

vanced above.

Jain iconography knows of a few' images which carry smaller images on

the head.—the smaller ones being invariably seated. Ambika-dcvi, the Yak®

01 the g&sana-devata of Neminatha. the twenty-second Tlrtharikara, is re-

presented both in the standing and the sitting postures, and a .seated Jina is

poised on her head, or is suspended just above. The Jina is identified with her

Tirtharikara. Neminatha. ;I » A DhySra-Buddha wearing his ’sire' as on a

fillet is not 3 parallel, for Ambika makes a head-load of Neminatha’s image

instead of incorporating his image in a fillet running round a •head-dress.5*®

An interesting statement is reported by a Greek writer. Bardisaries. who

seems to belong to the 2nd-3rd century AJ>., that certain Indians who came at

ambassadors to the Roman emperor Klagabalus told him that in ' a large caw

in a vety high mountain almost in the middle ' of India was to be seen * a

statue of ten, say. or twelve cubits high, standing upright of which ' in short

the whole right side was male and the left fcmaic'. and ‘on its head was the

image of a god. seated as on a throne.' 5" Neither Bardisanes nor his infor-

mant might have been aware of the distinction between the motifs of ‘ man in

head-dress ' and * man on a stool on man's head.’ If it was the former he

referred to, the image is difficult to identify'. But. if it was the latter, the image

of the huge standing figure may be one of Siva as ArdhanSri, ‘ half-woman \

and the seated figure on the head may be the goddess Ganga. wlio is usually

represented as issuing from the windings of Siva’s matted locks.,K But in

no image of Siva is Ganga shown ‘seated as on a throne." Though this

1 IS. Form; Madras Got rmrner.t Museum : Cat. Pre-kist. Antiquities, 43

:

N’u. 643, Nos. 539 and 544 arc also worth comparing.

119. See Shah. In /. Umt. Bombay. (1940) : 9 : t52 (2) ; 153: (111 ;

155 : (9) ; 160 : (23) ; 161 : (24) : 163-4 : (29) ; 164 : <30. 32>.

120: In one of (he images of Ambika. Neminatha docs become an ornament in

the crown : see Ibid^ 9

:

156 : (12).

121. Johannes Stobak*., Pkyrico. 136. deed in MCKINDLK, Ancient India as

described in Classical Literature. 172-3.

122. Lasssn made this suggestion over a century bade
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does not compel as to assume an actual representation of a throne on

d of Siva, still it is not inooreustent with the presence of one, and must

: unaccountable unless at least the seated deity could be assumed to have

i air of one who occupied a throat.

Was a throne actually represented on the head of the image mentioned

by Bardisancs ? Was the stool on the head of the figurine of Mohm>o-Daro

a plebeian substitute for a throne ? Or, are the tigurincs from Mohenjo-Daro

and the Nilgiris and the image mentioned by Bardisanes and the images of

Ambika utterly unrelated to one another ?

I To be concluded )



MISCELLANY

KALKI—THE EARLIEST CHECK TO BUDDHISM

By

D. R. MAN KAD, Karachi.

Study of our Purana* is, as yet, in its infancy and as a result some of the

Purina* which are known as upepuraija* are often altogether neglected. aimply

bocause they are upapurdoas. Kalki Purana is one such neglerlec Puraija. In this

paper I propose to gather some historical material available from that Porana. My
discussion will also clarify the original nature of the Kalki incarnation.

Dr. Sita Nath PaADHAN. in his Chronology ol Ancimt India, has established

certain very valuable synchruiu«3n3 out of which the one with which I am con-

cerned is given in Tabic I, 1 A study of this table dhow* that the Ptmoic Pradyot*

dynasty and Sai&unaga dynasty were oillateraL Alio the last kingB of the Atkj-

vaku and Aila races3 viz. Sumitra and K$emaka were the ejntanpuniiie* of Nandi-

vantiana Sisunlga. To these synchronisms 1 have added two names which I hare

placed within rectangular brackets. These are Viwkhayups of the Pradyota dy-

7iaity and Kalki, both of whom were, as I shall sewn show, conitmporarics of

Sumitra and Sbsunaga Najidivardlaum. I have also indicated the positions of

Mohavira and Buddha in ths tabk*.

Though time synchronisms are thus established. I think. the fullest -ugnificance

of them is still not realised by the historians Ut u*. therefore, study this table

The first thing that we find ia the re-arrar*emcfit of the Puranic &ariunag*

dynasty. Now with regard to this dynasty, though Dr. PKADHAN and cohere have

expreiwed their views already' anc though mostly they are acceptable, I have to

say thin.

At the time when the last B&xhadrmtha king Ripunjaya was ruling at Magadha.

there arose a very* powerful rival for him in the person of Bimbmni Haryanka.’

It seems that this Bimbi^ara able to launch a direct offensive against Ripun

jaya and was actually successful ir. capturing Rijigri». *s a result of which, Rrpun-

jaya was forced to abandon hi9 capital and shift to Avanti4 which seems to hare

been the capital of hi a western provinces.

1. See Chronology of Ancient India, p. 229.

2. Q* PAac.rrot : Dywtstira of Kaii Ago. 1913, p. 8 and p. 12.

mnwtrea? atfabri i

3PI Jjapf ^pri SJTWft W B P. 8 and

yfcHRfi i

aptfff srq oitr tfwt wft k II P- 12-

It is sometime* thought tint these two wrre the last kings oftheae lines and
that $i£unfiga destroyed these two lines finally. But it is iwt sa The second vrnr

giren above expressly gives the reason why Sumitra is taken as the last king of

the line It clearly means that Sumitra was thr la*t Ik^avAku king of that kaliyuga

which was over in hit days. (Read for *c*| in the second vtw above.)

Same is true of K*«naka. Moreover we shall anon see that Sisuniga wag not only

not an enemy of these two, but was their actual ally. ... . , ..

3. For thr* name of the family ace Politkai History of Anctext India by H.

C Raychaudhari. p. 116.
4. Chronology of Ancient India, Pradhan, p. 265-
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Bui Ripunjaya was not fommatc at Avami also, lor there he was murdered
by hw minister Pupika or Monika, who put his own son PradyoU on the throne

of Avanti, alter Ripufijaya’a death.* Thus at Rljagffaa in Magadha Bimbisara
*ucn»ded Ripunjaya and at Avanti Pmd>x)Ui succeeded him. Thus Ml the Barba-
dratha dynasty and out of its ashes arose two dynasties vix. Haryahka dynasty at

Magadha and Pradyota dynasty at Avanti. At first Pradyota would be subordinate

to Bimbistra. for even Ripunjaya must have accepted the sovereignty of Bimbt-
sira. That is why we hear Pradyota addressing Bimbia&ra as ‘ deva But this

must have snort stopped, for Pradyota would naturally feel a grudge against Bimbi
wnt. As Prad>x>ta succeeded Ripuiijaya who belonged to the Imperial dynasty of

Magadha and who had even actually ruled at RajagTha, he would consider himsrif
to be the rightful claimant of the Magadha throne and would consider Birribis&ra

to be an uauijter. He roust have, therefore, taken up an enemical attitude rowanas
Bimbialra.

Thus it is natural that Pradyota should prepare for attacking the Magadha
king Birobisira. But just at this time Pradyota got an additional reason for enmity
with Bimbirahl Bimbtsira started favouring the newly-started unorthodox reli-

gions—Jainism and Buddhism. 7 And Pradyota. who ruled at Avanti must haw
thought hiniaeif bound to defend the Brahmana faith. Avanti had always been the
stronghold of Saivism Thus Pradyota. as the defender of his faith, must have
taken an apathetic view of the growing forces of Budr&ism. He had. therefore,

a double reason to crush the Haryanka king at Magadha. And it seems that soon
after the death of Bimbiwra, he intensified his ‘war efforts’. That is why we
hear of Ajfttafertro repairing the fort of Rijagrba for fear of an attack from Prad-
yota* But, as Dr PVttDnAN suggest** it wms that Pradyota was not able to
put hi* plans into execution, for he .noon died.

After his death. BunbisAras smn to have prospered at Magadha. Both A>au-
iacru and Udiyi were strong Icings. But at Avanti, Pataka, who succeeded Prad-
yota. does not seem to have been equal to the task of fighting either the unorthodox
religion or the antagonistic Magadha king. Cherished wifhes of Pradyota were
fulfilled only in the last day* of the kin* VittkhayGpa. .According to
Purina^ ProdyoU reigned for 23 yean? and PSlaka from 24 or 28 yearn**
Then came Viiakhayilpo who ruled for 50 yeans. Now althourfi the

Puraru* give five king* to the Pradyt*a dynasty, in reality there were
only three ruling generations, as Dr. Pradkan lias shown.” <See Table II. I Accord-
ing to that view, l’filnxa was deponed by Ajaka This Ajaka luled at Avanti foi

21 years. But PSlaka had two nm* named Viiakhayfipa and Avanrivardhana.
Regarding them Dr Pkadhan, very correctly, infer# that, 15 ‘after his fathei wa$
depoaed he (VUakhayupa) probably established a principality in some adjacent
district, as was the custom in those day*, and ruled for 50 years, according to the
V3yu. His brother Avantivardhana. however, succeeded Ajaka to the throne of
Avanti and ruled for 30 years after which his farnr a* well as that of V^akhayup*
and others was destroyed by Swmiga/ I Aall later on rfiow that tlwugh Siso-
naga followed the Pradyota^ he was not enemical to them, but was. actually their
ally. Just now I cite a piece of evidence to prove the statement of Dr. PRADHAN
that Vtfikhayupe had etfabJHhed a principality. In fart he <Sd not cstabii^i a
new principality, but simply took possession of the western portion of the state

3.

6.

7.

8 .

9.

10.

11 .

Dynasties of Kali Age by Pajtjter, p. 18.
IHQ* VI, The Riddle of Prad>vta Dynasty.

Thus is evident from the rdigkxis works of these religion*
rolittcal History ot Ancient India, p. 130.
Pradhan, Ckronoiaty of Ancient India, p 237.
Dynasties of Kali Ajfe. pp. 18-19.
Pradhan. CAI . p. 12. Ibid., p. 238.
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of Avanti, who* capital was at Mfthi^maii, lor :hc Kalki Purana expressly men-

tions that the kins Vlflkhayfipa ruled at Mahi^mati u
I have said above that it waft in the days of Yi&khayftpa that the cherished

wi-hes of Pradyrita were fulfilled. For it was in Ilia day* and under his patronage

that thr Brahmanas rallied round a common banner. Our !Airana% including the

Kalki Purana, declare14 that it tww in the vnllagr called Sambhala ( )

which was evidently situated in the dominion* of ViSkbayfipa, that i sui wai bom
to the Brahman chief named Vifouyata' This Brahmana bo* who was called

Kalki .probably because, later on he disguised himself as a wamor), led a reguiar

campaign against Budctusm and JainUsn. It attou, on the evidence erf the Kalki

Pn rt^jrus.
1 • that Kalki excited, infuriated and brought and?r one common banner

moff of the existing K^atriya chiefs to dejend the orthodox faith. It would also

«cm that he made extensive hurricane tours < pro&abiy on a white hone) all through-

out the Northern India and brought together a number of princes and formed a

confederacy*

Let us sec the political condition of the Northern lnoa in dm century. 3 *

There were four or five important states then. Magadha was of course, Um? im-

peiial seat, but in the last dap of Barhadrdthas. the smaller states nf Kail, Kofah,

Vataa and VaKftE had become independent Oi the wettern side Avanti wag a very

powerful state. This was the condition when B*robt<nra came to the throne

flimba^ira contracted marriage alliances with Madia, Kosact and Yai&U. He

amrted Afiga and a port of Ka«. Between Kk*\ and Kosala there wag animosity

and at this time Mahikosaia of Kosala conquered KML wax unde: Kosala

even in the days of Prttfenajit, the m of Mahaknsab. But Aj&tafetru. the son

of Bimbiwa came in cSrect conflict with KUT, Kosala and VaiflUL He not only

bunWed Kosala and permanently annexed Kasi, but also absorbed the stair of

VafcalL" Out of the* three he defeated Vaiaau the last and the Vaittll chiel formed

a confederacy aeaimt the Magadha king.
*4
Chetakai of VatsaQ called together the

eighteen Guarfljm of Kas-i and Koaaln. together with the Licbchhavis and Malla-

kH ,r and formed a confederacy against Ajataiatra. It seerm that this omfedesacy

l^ted for about sixteen yearn, at the end of which period. however, AjataKatxu

was able to vrin a decisive victory over the combined tfatex. Thi* mad? these three

states memicai to Magadha. Ajitasatru then. had to face Avanti which was as

powerful a* Mtudltt itself in those days. But the struggle- hr-wren Avanti and

Magadha was not decided in the days of AjaUdatru. He died and his Udftyl

also Iiad a strong enemy in the state of Avanti which “ had abwbcd all the kmg-

docnr, and republics of western India." It also won* that Kilaia had annexed the

state of Kau&mfai to Avanti. Thus at the end of the reign* Udayi and Paiaka,

Magadha and Avanti were left face to face with t*eh other and the cental for the

mastery of the Northern India which had started with Pradvnta, now became

keener.

Thus when we come to VnfikhayGpn we nrd Avanti a very powerful «tc

and the of Kosala, Kausambi, Ki« and VaifiE at! bearing a grudge against

Magatfta and biding their time for humbling the pride of the Magadha king

This# time, therefore, wa* most oppnrtnne for Kalki to have revived the con

fedmey which wa*. wane time back, formed by Oietaka. but which had not been

successful befnrr thr aiprrior and mechanised forors of A>ata5atru. 1? In the <kp

13 See Kalki Pt&nnr. 1st svhfe.
14. fXII. 2, la 20) ; Ain't (XVI, ftlO).

15. Kalki Puiona. II to end. , 4 . . .. ,

16. What follows is summarised from thr Political Htsioiy */ Ancwi Indut by

RAYCHAUDHAJrt, pp. 115-140. ... - nlMT 10Q
17. AjSlnfolni to have used mechanised chariots : see rtiAi, p.
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ol the suaxtmxA of liairi, Magadan machinery seem? to have been weakened.
That is why thr new cocifedrn*y (nrmrei by Kalki m3 able to retrieve its lost

hOTKHIf.

The confederacy mu>* have Started with thr king Viwkhayupa, in whore domi-

nion? Kalki was bom. Kalb Purana ays that the king Vl&ldiayfip* came to pay
his homage to Kalki a* scon as he was bom.*- After VisAkhayupa, it aeetn* that

the then ruling princes of the Atk^vaku and Alla families joined thr mnfedenwy.

The Kalki Purina describes that the kings Maru and DcvApt came and joined the

forest of Kalki. ;p Now Maru belonged to the Solar line and Devafii to the Lunar
line. But both of them lived some 30 tu 35 ruling generalx*i% earlier than Kalki.

I shall, on some future occasion show why the names of these two king* arc drag-

ged in here. But just now I suggest that what is meant by the Parana is that

the contemporary kingi of the Solar and Lunar lines came and joined hands with

Kalki. And from the Tabic I we know that the kings of these two lines who were

contemporaries of Kalki and Vwakhayiipa were Sumitra and Kqcmaka. In fact

Mam, in the Kalki, actually calls himself Sumitra*' This prom that, after Vi«-

kVi&yOpB, the next to join the confederacy started by Kalki were Sumitra and

K^emaka. It also seems that a king named Rurii&va (by whom may be meant

a descendant vi dial king alfo), whom I am unable to identity at preumt, ato
joined the confederacy.21

Thisi confederacy of four or five kings, then started its operations and though

titc Kalki place* the humbling of the Buddhists first. I think that the allied armies

first marched against a king who i* named as Sa-sdhvaja in the Kalki. Now 1 think

that this Sasidhraja was none else but Sminaga Nandivardhana. I shall put down

my rea&c»*<» for this statement

It HMtm that at that time K&ti and Kos&la had been fighting with one an*

other. It wns that thr king Brahma datta of K& had defeated the Kosala krag^*

In return Mahakowih had defeated the Kasi king It ia al*> said that Kail war,

under Kosala even in the day? of Prawn* jit. the nun of MahAkoaala. But in the

days of Sumitra. who was a Kt*taia king, though both Kosala and Kasi were mo-

rnteal to Magadha. between rhemselves, the Kitfi king had overthiown the Koiala

yoke. It was. therefore, that Sumitra with his allied armiw might have thought

of bringing the Katii king to hia senses. It b said in the Kalki 2 -1 that the allied

armim marched against &aftdhva|a. who had his capital at Bnllata. Now
Bhallata has hem identified with KM.*4

I, therefore. suggest that this was a

march against die Kaw king who is here called Sasdht'aja. And this Sasidhvaja.

ai tar as I can *e from the history of the period, was SifonSga. All our Purina^

say21 that when fcsundga conquered Magadha. he placed hip *m on the KJi$l throne

and he himself went and ruled at RAjagrha (Gtrivraja). There can hr only one

meaning of this that SHuniga, before be conquered Magadha, ruled at Benares or

K&ai And as according to Dr. PRADHAN's showing, SisunAga Nandivardham was

a contemporary of Sumitra. Kfemaka and VBikhayupa, the king of KAai. nl the

time of the march of Kalki'e allied forces, could not ha\T horn any one else but

18.

30.

Kalki Purdfti I, I.

See m. 4

19. Kalki Purim HI IV

agiRrt fcsrfis & II 8

21. Kalki Purarut. 22. PHAl. p 61

23.

25.

Fourth amsa
Cp Drnmtks a) Kali Age. p. 21.

24. PHAt. p 62.

?r^T TO: ftbillMl I

^TfWWIT *pt WCJJ PtftadH n
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S&inaga. SisuniEa Wii tailed in popular dialer. Su5u Niga,* and in my opinion

both SiKunaga and S»idhvaja are, «m=kritis*ri toms of It. 1. therefore,

that :*asidhvaja and Sckiniiga art: identical.

It is said in the KaBu PurAoair tliac titc all-.rd fortes marched against Sail*

dfcvaja, the king of Bhallata city. Sasidhvaja had a wife named Sui&nta, who wa*

a devote*" of Vigpu and ahe advised her huihend not to fight against Kalki, hat

Sakdhvaja, Jike Ravaria wanted to gain theaper muku by becoming an enemy of

Vtao. So, although lie knew that Kalki was Vrwu, he fought with the allied

antics Both the armie* were strong. Allies were strong with the armies of Avanti

and others Armies of Saidhvaia also were strong because if £a*»dhvaja was

Swuiaga. he is likely to have bem helped by Vai&li ato, for ir<wn has mjther's

sde Sisunaga belonged to Vai=ali.-* The right, aaurdipg to the Kalki. wa* a

terrible one and all the heroes of the allied armies suffered orfeait and Kalki him

sed after 3 brave light, was wounded and fell in a deep swoon . and in that condi-

tion he was carried by SaStdhvaja to his harem so that his queen may have hir

dardurrKi. Ultimately, of course. Sastahvaja pledged his alliance to Kalki and

nmrrkd his own daughter Kama to Kalki. This rcligio-devotwriai description shorn-*

clearly that though the federated armies vtre rot successful against Sasidhvaia

they were, however able to contract peace with him, whereby Saiidhvaja agreed to

bad the allied armies and join the confederacy. Thus KaAi and Vai&Jt were added

to die confederacy and we have already '-ccn that both there states, had a long-

standing grudge against Magadhfl. Tliufc now both VrUnkhayiipa and ^idhvaja

jointly Jed the allied arm** under the abk generalship of Kalki. who, like Caoakya

of later days, seems to have been a practical poTiLtrian and an acrnmpUshed warrior.

The confederacy, thus strengthened, marched against Magadha. -bo** capital

is here railed Kik*ta2 «' (which, we know was identified with Magadha).*" Here

the name of the kings agaunsi whom the allied rum;* fought. L* given as Jina and

Saudhodkini and the opponent* are generally ca'lcd Hauddhas. The allied armies

dealL a crushing defeat to the Nlagadha king. Thus tbe cause of the allien wa*

fully vindicated. It was both a political and a religkrj- conquest that they made.

Buddhrm met with its first check then.

This, in short, i* the htsiorical background of the Kalki incarnation.

Before I conclude tbit paper I shall put before the readers »roe of the impli-

cations of the at»vc. Though it is not recorded in the Parana*, it warni* that after

this victory, they jointly agreed to Sa^dhvaja r0r Sisunaga as 1 take him u> be)

being the ruler of Magadha. who. therefore, dufted himself to Rajagrha and put

bU wm 00 the throne 0/ KA&. his ancestral vau It also setma that the people

of Rapgt+ia genrrally welcomed this change 0 i rule and Sawdhvaj* or $isun&ga

was duly elected as the king of Magadha. both by his alhrs and by the ofheen*

and people of RajagTha.*1 Republican traditions obtained at Kiln. Kodak. Veaali

and other places- and Siiunaga who belonged to and also to Vai£a5, prob-

ably liked the republican idea of being ejected. And after the death of Sthmaga

which seems to have occurred soon, his son Malwnandi tame on the throne ol

Magadha.

Now if wr reconstruct the Pnniipc .^awun4^a dynasty. it will uand thus.

Jui* after Barhadrathas. Bimbi«wrn (Hayahkai dynasty succeeded in Magadha

Of this dynasty we positively know of at leau thter kings via. Bimbisara, Ajata

satni and UdSyL .After U<fiyi his sons, one or two.*2 wn to have ruled for a

short while at Mngaifva And it i* possible that when the allied form attacked

26. FHAI., p. 133
23. PHAlm p. 134.

SO. P/M/., p 70.

32. PHAt., if. 130 ff.

27. Fourth amm.
29. Kalki P 1st aiWa.
31. PHAI.. p. 132.

33 3er Table I.
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Magadha, one of the weak sons of Udayi, ruled at RajagTti*. Thus we gei 5 kings

of Haimhitara djnasiy.

Thm followed the >*a*jun£ga dynasty, Now this dynasty was in mtliiy a

Naga dynasty as Nag* in Suwu NSga testified and was therefore quite distinct

from the Haryana dynasty*, Sjfemaga was a Naga prince. Again Mah&nandi h»
son ha? nandi a* the butt member of his name, which connects him with fciiviam,

with which Nipt too, arc connected- Thus the 5ar*unagas were Nagas and there-

fore Saivitc*: therefore they, too. like the Avantl king Vi&khayupa. must have

considered :l their duty to tight the growing menace of the heretic faiths Jainism

and Buddhism.

These SaiAunagaa, I believe, were the first Nagas to rise to the Imperial status

From this view-point it will be seen that Darnaka dlOukl have no legitimate posi-

tion in the PurajQic Sausunaga dynasty. He is called Naga Dasaka and if so he

was a Nig* and therefore possibly the Jathrr of Sisu Nfiga. in which case Da$tka

or Naga Dasaka must have ruled at Kau before Sisuniga and his name may have

been dragged in the dynasty. ju*t in the same way as the names of Gupta and

Ghatotkaca arc sometimes dragged into the Gupta dynasty.*4

Thus it will be seen that though saiuibgas came after the last of the Baimbt-

dru and though Bunbiaara was the immediate successor of RipuAjaya and there-

fore the Ihjriipas should have mentioned the Baimtasairas as nmedaUiy following

the Harhadnuha* and 5auunaga& as follow:ng the Batmbisani*. they have not

done 60. Thr rraaon for this should be obvious, now after what I have said above.

Baimbisaras were heretics. No dynasty can begin with them. Sttfufmg&s were thr

upholder* of the orthodox faith ; therefore out of the two &ufets£ta king* (Nandi-

vaxdhana and MahAnandl) four kings were made and the Baimbisaras were amply
Gloved in between the two concocted and two real &ai£uQ&ca&. And though the

Pradyotas never ruled at Magadha nor even dominated over Magadha, yet they

were taken as an Imperial dynasty, because Pradyota hod succeeded the real Maga
dhan Emperor Ripuftjaya and had therefore been the rightful ^uccesaor of the

Baihadrathas and also because the last of the Pradyotas, Vittkhayfipa was the

great. patron of the orthodox faith.

Thus Buddhism met with its fin* check within about 10 to 15 years of Bud-

dha's death.35 And this is as it should be. As our history is known to-day, it would

scan that Bud<fusm which started with Bunbisaxa was allowed to go unchecked

by the Brahman as, throughout the* &arwinaga period Narnia period and Mauryi
period. But this is unnatural. If it had nourished and grown unhampered fox

thesr three periods, its roots would have gone so deep in the Indian soil that we

would not find Buddhism being ousted from the soil of its birth, as we do to-day.

But now after knowing that the Brahman** had availed themselves of the earliest

opportunity to counteract the surging influence of Buddhism and also that that

retigion soon lo*t it* imperial patrmage. we can easily understand why Buddhism
had to seek for its votaries outside India. Kalki thus ousted both Buddhism and
Jainism out ol the Northern Intfia Buddhism had to go without an Imperial

patronage till the days of Akb and by that time the Bjahxnanas had enough time

and scope to re-estahfoh their own faith and also to be catholic enough to incor-

porate some of the rsAmtia] tenets of Buddhism in their own wdrm. as a result

of which Buddhism or Jainism could never take the place of paramount religion in

India.

34. In some of the inscription* the Gupta genealogy starts with Gupta and
not with Candragupta I e.g. Prabhav^tiruptas inscriptions).

35. From Bimbisara to the end of Vu&khaytipg there had been about 100 fan
and Buddha who lived a long life was a junior nwiturnpenny of Bimbf«ara.
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Herein \*x the triumph ot Kalki. VlSkfcayiipa, hikinga_ Sumitm and th?
uhc»€* proup. Herein lies * link of our rrfigio-poiitieai history which k *> well
preserved tor us in the Kalki Puruoa. And herein also lift* the justification pax ex«1-

Jenre to brine out a new incarnation, to do* the Kaii A|e and to declare the
commencement of the Golden Age.

Table 1 :Sex CAT. p. 229)

.itiBtfl Mc^adka Aletedha Kfiwla Kausamhi

(Mataviral

•

(
|

Pinjika Uipunjaya Bunbiijra \tohsko>a2a Settnika 11

Buddha >
Pradyota AjTitasatnj Praaenajit lldayaiu

Ip&laka Udiyto K^udmka Vahinara
Xaravahans

Anuruddta
Morris

Kubka Dandapaip

Naga DBsaka Suratha Niramitra

iKxdo) iVisakhayupa] S^unAga—
Nandi 1vardhana

Sumitia Ksetnaka

Kikavame -

Mah&rcandi

Table 11 See CAJ., p. 235).

Pradyota (Mahasena) 28 years

Pumka
I

I

KirmeiraBCtTa

Carina

Ajdil 121 years)
1

VisAkhayupa
f50 years)

Palaka

Avamtivaidhana
(30 years)
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BHANDARKAR ORIENTAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE. POONA

— SILVER JUBILEE. 1942-

The Hiuncorka r Oriental Research Institute will be completing the 25th year

of its services to Oriental learning on the 6th of July 1942. It La proposed to cele-

brate its Silver Jubilee in the course of the year 1942, in a manner befitting the
Honoured name of Sir Raniakrishna Gopal Bkantxahkak, in whose name the Institute

wa3 founded on 6th July, 1917.

The signal services rendered by the Institute in manifold ways to the cause
of Oriental learning during the last twenty-live years are now too well-known to
the world of Oriental Scholars to need mention. We may, however, recount here
a lew of them for the information of the public in view of their interest in the
resuscitation of our ancient heritage and culture.

The work of the Institute on the epoch-making Critical Edition of the Mahfi-
bharata. carried on with unabated zeal and energy*, for ihr last 22 years,

stands in the front rank nf academic enterprises of the century, executed as it is

by Indian Scholar* with the help of national and international sympathy, recognition,

arid «ipport When completed it will go down to posterity as a unique achievement
of the Imtitute in the held of organised Oriental research. The credit of complet-
ing this gigantic literary project under the Editorrfiip of Dr. V. S. Sl-kthanwah
mutt go aa much to the Institute as to the several patron* of the scheme, including

among others, the Imperial Government the Provincial Governments, distinguished

Rulers of Indian States and foreign institutions like the British Academy, etc.

In this connection vie must make a special mention of the princely ctonatinn of

a lac of rupees made by the Rajasaheb of AtTNDH. but for who* nragnaninKAis

donation the Institute would never have commenced such onerous undertaking cost-

ing no le*a than ten lacs o( rupees. The Rajasaheto with his indomitable love of

learning has in fact ail alcng stood by this sacred project, inaugurated at the
hands of Sir R. G. Bhanoakkax on 1st April 1919.

The second memorable activity of the Institute designed to give new impetus
to Oriental Studies was the First Oriental Conference organised by the Institute

in 1919. The wisdom and foresight o( the organisers of this scheme arc borne out

by the permanent form taken by thw activity in the shape of ten auccesaive actions

of this Conference, of which the eleventh was held recently at Hyderabad (Deccan).
The grnmation of new scholar* of Indology, now working in cbffermt Province* of

India, owes not a little to this activity inaugurated by the Institute. Thr personal
contact of scholar* in the field of research brought about by the aucceMhre seatons
of the Oriental Conference has been extremely fervicrablc in promoting exchange
of ideas and particularly in preventing duplication of effort on the part of individual

scholars.

The thud activity of the Institute is the publication of the volumes in the

''Government Oriental Series*' including its research Journal namely, the Annals.

which is now running its twenty-second volume. In this Series do less than eighteen

independent work* have been published by the Institute. Among these works.

Prof. P. V. Hank's monumental History of Dkarvtafistro in two volumes, and
Prof. H. D VELANKAk’s Catalog Calalozcrvm of fabi Manuscripts (Jinma/no-
kola), now in the presx deserve special mention. Besides these works the Institute

has puhlidied about twenty volumes by way of revision and reprint in the "Bombay
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Sanskrit and Prakrit Senes" since its transfer to the Instate in 1918. In addition
to these two sene* the Instate has recently started its cm series called the
*' Bhandarkar Onental Series", in which two works have already been published

The fourth activity of the Institute is the successful administration c< the
Government ManusnjX Library containing about twenty-thousand manuscripts and
die publication of the Descriptive Catalog of these manuscript*, which i* estimated
to ccel more than a lac of rupees. The tula] number of volumes in this catalogue
is estimated to comprise about forty volume*, out uf which ten volume* have so
far been published by the Institute, while press-copies nf about twenty more volumes
are ready for printing. The importance of such a descriptive catalogue ol one of
the finest collections of manuscripts in India, like the Coswnment Manuscripts
Library, will be easily recognised by all Oriental research workers.

Besides the Government Manuscripts Lfcrary the Institute has started the
collection of manuscripts on its own account and this collection now coomrnet
about 2,000 manuscripts acquired by purchase and presentation. In addition to
this manuwript collection the Institute has built up steadily a library of rare printed
books and journals on Indolofy numbering about 10,000. of which the collection of
Sir R. G. BhanoaRkak bequeathed to the Imtitutr form* the nucleus.

Apart from these achievements in the field of research and publication, the
Institute has been running it* own Press in which the major portion of its printing
work h being done for the last sixteen yearn

Among amenities provided by the Institute to scholars, visiting the Institute
from different part* of India and outside, we should cot fail to record in this
brief survey of the Institute's activities the ron#ruction of a Guest House for
scholars made possible by the munificent donation from the Government ol His
Exalted Highness the Kixain of Hyderabad.

The foregoing brief sketch of some of the outstanding achievement* of the
Imtitute will acquaint the public with the nature of the activities in which the
Institute has been engaged for tlie last quarter of a century. The history of
Oriental learning reveals the fact that in ancient times all learning was potro
nixed not only by kings and potentates, bankets and commercial magnates,
but also by well-to-do person* in general In modern trines also this re
lation seems to have remained unaltered as all the activities of this Institute have
been mainly supported by Governments and the well-to-do classes of society. It is

with their help and sympathy that the Institute ha* made all its progress ao
far and it is only on tho extension of this sympathy and support in future that

the Institute can hope to continue its disinterested work for the promotion of

Oriental Learning.

We take this opportunity, therefore, of approaching the public with a request

that they will be pleased to contribute their best towards the successful celebration

of the Silver Jubilee of the Institute. The cost of edebratmg this function i*

expected to be about Rs 10,000/-. which would be utilixed in the following manner :

(i) The celebration of the Jubilee by inviting all members of the Institute

and other scholars to attend the function with a view to taking part

in the proceedings of the Jubilee and by giving free accommodation

to ad the guests.

(ii) Inviting delegates from learned bodies and representatives of Govemnientx

nf Provinces and Rulers of Indian States to take port in the prorecrSng*

and giving free accommodation to the invited delegates.

(iii) .Arranging (or a Special Conference of Orientalists present, in which

symposia on some definite problems will be organised,

fir) Publication ol a special volume of Oriental Studies by different scholars

to commemorate the Silver Jubilee of the Institute.

(v) Meeting all incidental expenses in connection with the foregoing items.
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It n hoped that His Excellency Sir Roger Urnsr. g.cul. oj_. tlie Governor

of Bombay, who is also the honoured President of the Institute, will be able to

inaugurate' the Silver Jubilee celebration*, which will be continued for about three

days. A detailed programme of these cclrbrutkms will be annoanced later. In the

meanwhile, wo strongly hope that an lovers of Oriental learning will associate them-

selves with this memorable function in the history oI this Institute by contributing

liberally and also by giving us the pleasure of their company on this most auspicious

occasion when many eminent scholars are likely to assemble at the Institute.



W b >' p 3 Shihr-alkar. Advocate Malkapur .via Kolhapur) • B
I. S. Mandal fPurwkna) Sene, No. 38. Poona. 1941 Pp. (14 -* 71 - 7i
with illustration*. I*rirc 12 anna?..

Tnouirh the advent of aeroplane has put the forts in the background thev
!uve still a value of their owr. in land defence. In agei gone by the fort plavcd a
very important role and no aoverr.en rsegletitd hii fori*, which y^e the mlc nieaiu
»• heroic resistance ^airur foreign invasions Conwqiwr.tlv book* r.n Indian
polity and architecture lay down instructions .•egardim' ihe oonstruaion of
lorti and fortified cities Kauplya in bis Anlustra aevoon two chapters to fort*
(ride pp. 30 to 5S of SHAMA&Asntv’* Trans. 1929 and pp. 478 to 487 of 4rCiuf
OnrnJalm i Prague). Vol. 7-1933. No. 3. Otto STtIN s Studwi in Arth^i™ and
iHpaiujtJa * Coning to mociern time-, we find Shivaji the Great taking the utmost
care n( his tons .Ml warfare from the a.-uaert time, in the preaer.i dav ha* centred
round forts Many a heroic deed is aiweiated with forts Peru in India, dxiugh nnu
dismantled r-ave played an important part in the national history and the studv
of this history anould be the paramount cnccern ot pi-ery patriot wor.h the rame

One of the line-4 torts in -Jte Deccan with an illuwhom history is the V.*hal;aa
fort, which was the seat of v-ovemmettt iM the Viihalgad rratinfcfci* brtwwri
*J). 1700 and 1844 or so. No history ot this Ion has been written though the
tUnnbay C<K*ltrtr and other books deal with h occasionally. IVe welcome there-
fore the present book by Mr. Shibwauu* the Mamlatdar of the Viihalgad State.
Mr. Shirk alxar's zest for historical studie* is highly ootnrnmdable. If other high
officer, of State oblige them countrymen by writing historical book* of this type
they would teuliy serve the cau-w of national history The opportunities for the
inspection of hiMoocal sites in a Stale and a study ol first-hand records pertaimng
to these sites are easy matter-, of routine to State officer-, rather than to outside
historians. Given but the will to study, tbe raearis of authentic historical studv are
at their disposal. In fact our educated ruler* of Indian Slate- ought to rake up such
rtudie. Of if this is not possible they should entrust the work to competent officers.
Our rulers of State, petty or great, are the inheritor! ot the great renown ot their
ancestors and the best way to uphidd this renown a to give us authentic historic-
of their States based on original record* in their ponse-uun. Some of these enlight-
ened rulers have already moved in this direction and others vrould do well to
hiJIour their nobli* example.

Not much history of thr \ shalgad fort pnor :o A p. 1000 is available but Mr.
Shuwalkak

^

tncci sub history in a systematic manner. In an ::i<ripur>ri
of the Sahara* of dkr 11th century tin* fort negro io hat* bc*n refmrd to a?
“ KkiUtiU \ In Later words the namr of the fort L» given a* **

ff/irfoj \ a name
whidi amunued upto about ju>. 1659. when Shivaj: g-uv* it the name - Viih&gwT'.
Shivaji

4
9 Court-poet Kavindra PanHn^nanda :n hi# $it abltaraia refer* to the fort

er^ *' Kesava ParxJjLi in hi* Rcjarop«xa;itd refer* to it as

“fcsnaftftjif“\ Mr Ssi unrALKAjr j^ves in detail all political ht-story nwnciatca
uith thi* fort dunn2 the Maraiha period. The great y*i«c of this fort by Aurangirb
«n 1702 is too well known to nrrd mention. The Pracimdhis removed their hrad
quarters to Mulkapur in aa 1844 when the British CovrmiTKnt diunantW the fort
39 a result cf a rebellion of the Gadkan*. Part r of the beck deal* with the history
or the fort for about 800 yrans while Part LI deal* with iu description and topo-
graphy, etc. The map and photographs. rut to say the dynastic table* riven io

the Appendix make this book very useful to Lhc stucfcnts of history.

We take this opportunity of congratubitinE Mr. Shcrwaixa* on the publication

of this well-written handboiic and guide to the historic fort of Vishaigad and at
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the same time hope that the Chief Saheb « Vhhalgad would utilise his service* in

rvtng us a history of the Vidudgad Pratinidhii baaed nn the records in the peases

aon of fhe Chkf Saheb.

P. K. Gee*

Piiktifajavijara nf Jnyanaka. tilth the commentary of Jonaraja, edited by Maha-
mahopndhyaya Rai Bahadur E>r. Gratirixhankar Ihrachand Ojha, nxjrr.,

and the late Pandit Chandiaiita: Sharma Culuki. BA. Ajmer i’ Rajputana j

'

1911
. pp. 4 + U + 313

;
size :-«T X 9T. Price Rb. 5.

The birch bark MS of the PtthvvaiQrijay* was discovered by Dr. BCmlhs in

1876 in Kashmir. It is now in the Govt. MSS Library at the B. O. R. Institute.

Pocoa and bear* No. 150 of 1875-76. No other MS of this work has bem cfe
covered since 1876. The present MS on which the critical edition before ub is

based breaks off abruptly towards the do*e of the 12th Canto of this historical

poem. We cannot say how many' Canto* of the poem have brrn lost to ub. The
fragment of the MS now available brines us only to the coronation of Pfthvfr&ja.
The author of the poem was possibly Jayanaka who is mmtioned aa coming to the

court of Pithviraja in verses 63 and 68 of Canto XII. Jonarftja, it* commentator
hails from Kashmir. Jayanaka was probably a Kashmiri according to Dr. Ojha.

The poem seems to have been written during the life- time of Prtbvirftja Oiau-
him, the son of Soroesvara. According to Dr. Ojha the poem was compoaed " bet-

ween the years 1191 and 1193 ad. (f*rrfacg p. 3). According to Dr. BChlek the

Pftkvirijai'iivyQ was commented upon by JonarSja " between 1450 and 1475 ad."
Portion* id the commentary have &)<o been lost owing to the defective condition of

tlir MS. In certain places the misaisig text has been restored by the learned editors

on the strength of the commentary. Dr. Ojha states that the present poem is

quite reliable for the history' of medieval India and particularly of the Qiauhanaa
of Rajputana.

Diwan Bahadur Har Bilas Sarda ha* given a flumroaiy of the contents ol this

work m the Journal of tke Royal Asiatic Society (April 1913) pp. 259 281. He
supplied an exact copy of the MS to Dr. Ojha and the pawn edition is based
on this copy. A* far a; poreible the text has been matured with the help of the

commentary. Restored portions have been printed in rectangular brackets or in the

footnote*. In some cases emendations of the text and commentary have been
attempted in the notea.

It will thus be seen that the Editors have spared no pains in making the best
of a bad job and keep at the disposal of the students of the history of Rajputana a
fairly readable text of the work and its commentary within the limit* imposed <m
them by the defective condition of the MS and in the absence of any other MS of

the work. Let us hope that some other MS of the work may still be discovered but
till such a discovery is made the present edition must stand as the only critical edj-

tw*i of the work jo far completed* It is all the more valtubte as the original MS
is now in a decaying condition, though properly cared for, in the Govt. MSS. Library
at the B. 0. R. Institute. The present edition may, therefore, be looked upon as
the ttvicur of the valuable contemporary history enshrined in the only fragmentary
MS of the poem. We are aLui happy to note the completion of this editioo by a

veteran historian of Rajputana Eke Dr Ojha. who in spite of hi* onerous work on

the History of Rajputana in several volumes has brought out this edition at an
advanced age. We wish hxn long bfr and health to complete his History of Rar
pulana, boox volumes of which have already been published.

Poona. P. K. Code.

1 Dr. Su K. Belvalkar has published a part of this poem in the Bibliotheca

Indira I Calcutta) but the work appeals to have been left incomplete-



NARASIMHA II

By

S. SRIKANTHA SASTRI, Mysore.

The glorious reign of Vira Ballala II

1

aided in 1230 A.D. before April

16th. His son by Padmala. Narasimha. had already been ftj>pointcd as the

Yuvaraja and had taken part in the expeditions against Colas, from about

1205 A.r>., when BalUila and Narasimha are mentioned as joint rulers. Nara-

simha must have been at least twenty-eight year; old in 1210 A.D. and tlieit-

fore he must have been bom in about 1183 a.d." perhaps belore Rudia

BhaUa finished his Jagamalhc Vijoya which mentions only the queen Uma
and Padma (Padmala) and not a son of Ballala (unless wc take tbe invo-

catory verse to Gariapati as a relcrmcc to Narasimha.)' Ballala himself is

said to have established Narasimha before he went to heaven, litis probably

refers to Youvarajya rather than to actual coronation. The last reference

to Ballala as the actual ruler seems to be in the irecriptions of December

22nd, 1219 a.d.; and Narasimha as the emperor is mentioned from third

to llth April. 1220 in his earliest records. Wc may conclude that Ball5]a

probably died in the beginning of April. 122(1 a.d. and that Narasimha*

accession was proclaimed on the 3rd April and the actual coronation took

place about a week or ten days afterwards. Since the faithful ganujas of

Ballala. Kuvara Lakfma and others killrd themselves on the death of their

master, it may be concluded that Narasimha II must have been about thirty-

eight years old and capable of administering the kingdom.' for the garu4as of

Vishpuvardhana did not so kill themselves because the successor of VUhtju-

vardhana. Narasimha I was only a boy of eight or ten when he ascended

the throne, and trusted loyal officers were necessary to look after the young

king.

1. Vira BatlaJa II. JVM L Oct. 1938.

2. Kn 67.

3. Ari raudram *»ra danghyam vllosadkinalamlejtam murti s&iskaut set.vaw

nijo vidyt viSva vinutam podam aitdajipriyam (
. . PodmatsuskantUva mApre

ptwtpaccmyida Diia Canapam lakjikkt bhucabomam
|

If this verse refers to Ballala II, Padmamv-mtttia may refer to his wife, but

with reference to Narastriha it implies that Narasimha was clas^d “r Kalrfi °°

the laps of his mother
;
the allusion to the scholarship may also point to Narafltnha

who is railed Sarvajna Cudanwni (S. 1. I. IX, pt. 1. no. 340, dated 1* Febmary

1224 An.).

4. Narasimha as a hoy o< thirteen (’) is mentioned as the ruler of a district

in 1196 A.D
; and in 1205 ajx he was in the northern dbtrida l Kn 67 ; Cd. 23).

He mu?c have been bom in about 1183 ad.
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II

Vira Ballala's empire in 1190 a.d. had extended up to the Kr?na but

during the thirty years that had elapsed, the Yidava-SGuoa ruler Simluuja

had been constantly attacking the northern frontier of the Hoy.

sa|a kingdom and in 1220 a.d. was virtually in possession of Bana-

vasi. Even the Calukya empernr Jagadekamaila was acknowledged as the

reining sovereign in the north-west of the Hoysaia kingdom up to 1194

AT). Simliana attacked Bandagike in 1212 a.d. He defeated SilihSra

Bhoja and destroyed the army of BalliUa in 1216 a.d. Again he attacked

Kuppattur in 1218 a.d. and in 1222 AT).; his rule was acknowledged near

Karisale and Ma]ava|]i (Shimoga District). In 1224 At), he attacked Muju-

gunda and in 1225 a.d. his inscriptions are found in the Dharmavaram Taluk

of the Anantapur district. Evidently the YSdava empire had been extended

by Simhana down to die .Anantapur district.

Narasimha seems to have turned his attention firet towards the Yadavas

with whom he was fighting on June 9th, 1220 a.d. The inscriptions in

Kudligi Taluk dated July 1, Sunday, 1221 a.d., refer to one Iloysala general

Bembcya Kcsava DaocJanSyaka, whose follower Soma killed the Yadava

general VOownapala.8 This Bembideva Kesava calls himself “ Vira Nasa-

simlia rajyabhyudaya kdrana The village Mavinamige granted to the

god Sariikara Narayaija is said to have been in the kingdom of Narasimha.

By this victory the Hoysa|as at least temporarily became the masters of the

Dharwar district. Some other generals ala) claim to have killed Vikrama-

pala, Pavusa etc. Pdlalva. Harihara. Sri Kara^agrarji VrivanUlha.* Some

inscriptions of Simhana dated 1213 a.d. mention a Maharajaputra Drooa-

pala in SaurS&ra and in 1241 AT), a Lakshml (Lakkha)piila in Banavari.7

Probably Vrkrama Pala was another such Yidava general.

After this victory Narasimha once again began to interfere in Co|a poli-

tics. But Simhana toe* advantage of this and we find that his rule was

acknowledged in BanavSsi in 1223 AT). ; and in 1224 a.d.. he attacked Mujun-

gunda. In this fight the Hoysaia army consisting of 20,000 infantry and

12,000 horses, seems to have been engaged.*

An inscription (£. C. V. Bl. 113) claims that Narasimha defeated one

Bijjaoa. One Bkha or Bfcuji is the general of Bhillama and Jaitugi and

his son MalU Settx is mentioned in an inscription of S 1173 (? 1251 A.D )

as ruling over Veluvala deSa (ilf. E. R. 1925-6 cp. 4). Anotlier Biciraja wa3

the Srikarajiagraiji of Kartavirya IV in 1204 a.d* Possibly' Narasimha

waged war on the Ra'.tas of Saundatti or in the campaign against the Yada-

vas defeated this Bicugi.

Ill

Wc have seen that it was Balli[a II who first took an active part in

5. S. 1. I. IX, pt. 1,m 6. Md. 122. i)g. 25, Ak. 123 etc

7, Sb. 387, 391 ; 276, E. C. ML 8. S*. 248. E. C. VII,

a E. /. XIII.
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Cola politics- The Kolhapur Museum grant of Vlra Ballala II. may be

suspected as regards the date but it gives the titles Cola roya sthdpandedrya.

Ba (ma) gara raya diidpatla. Kadata i&ya kcnida kudddla. Vira Ballala

tiya and says that Hiriya Ballala RAya came to Tigerc (?) in S. 925. Sar-

vadhSri. Magha. Su. 15. Thursday and gave the gauudikt to Si(n)da Botn-

meya Nayaka of Marjtur.10 Hiriya Balldla may be Ballala I and if so the

date probably corresponds to Wednesday (not Thursday). 1st February 1105

a.d. (SarvadMri according to the northern cycle). But the titles above are

only applicable to Ballala 11 and since tlie Hoysalas are also called Balia [as,

the younger Ballala may be Narasimha himself who also had similar titles.

But the date cannot be reconciled with Sarvadhari (1225 Northern cycle or

1228 Southern cycle). Sinda Bommeya Nayaka may be. Bommarasa Bira-

rasa who fought at Ilumcha with the Santaras (?) in KUaka (1189 ? a.d.

M. E. R. 1930. No. 63).

The Hoysala inscriptions dearly point to several expeditions into the

Cola country to support Raja Raja III and possibly Raja Raja II abo.

The Pandya dvil wans tempted the Cdlas to march against the Pandyas

and Ceylonese armies and the rivalry between Raja RAja II and RAjendra

II seems to have been availed of by Vlra Ballala to invade the Cola country

perhaps even as early as 1174 A.D.
11 The Pandya war of succession arose in

the fifth year of Rljfidhiraja II in c. 1167 ad. (M E. R. 20 of 1899). and

the PSodya Kulasfkhara was deposed in the 12th year of RAjAdhirAja II

in c. 1175 a.d (E. I. XXII. p. 87). The last date for Rajadhiraja II must

be 1177 AD. when Kulottunga III became king. The PallavarAyanpf(ai ins-

cription (M. E. R. 433 of 1924) shows that Raja Raja II nominated (?)

RAjAdhirAja II but that the actual coronation took place only two yeans later.

Therefore No. 209 of 1922 M. E. R. is dated in tlie 12th and also 14th year

of Rajadhiraja II. The Sankara Colon L'la and Kulottungan Kotai" say.

that " when Periya D6var died and left children aged one and two years.

Pallava Raya protected the royal family and brought them to RAja RAja-

pura. There were no sons to be found on that day (?) and therefore Pallava

RAya brought the prince from Gangaikrnda Colapuram and got this Edirili

Perumal, the son of Neriyudai Perumal and the grandson of Udaiyar Vik-

rama S6]a anointed. And on the fourth (?) anniversary, he was again

anointed under the name RAjAdhiraja Deva." The Kulothungan Kovai

places a Nallaman, the son of SangamAn before Kulothunea III Le. before

1177 A.D. It is concluded Sangaman (RAja RAja II) was the father of three

sons Nallaman. Kumflra Mahldhara and samkaran who arc also called the

grandsons of Vikrama Cola. Perhaps Raja Raja II had married a daughter

of Vikrama Cola. When Raja Raja II died after a reign of twenty-five years

(1146-1171-2 ad.), hri sore? Nallaman and Kurrrira Mahidhara (Kulottunga

III ?) were children aged one and two years and therefore Raja Raja II

10. KundaNGAR, Inscriptions of North Karnataia and Kolhapur. So. 37.

11. N. I. A.. Oct. 1938. 12. Q /. M. S.. 1938.
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seems to have nominated Rajadhiraja II whose actual coronation seems to

have taken place two years later probably m 1173-1 A.D. But if Kulottunga

III began his reign in 1178 a.d. he must have been a child of only six or

seven and before him NaUaman must also have ruled, ( Kielhorn E. /.

VIII, App.) gives the date, Wednesday, 11th July, 1162 a.d. as the 16th year

of Raja Raja II and assuming that he nominated RAjAdhiraja 11 in the

same year, probably because he was aged and his own sons were infants,

Rajadhiraja may be given a rule of fourteen years up to 1176 a.d. when

perhaps Nallaman and Kumars Mahldhara succeeded between 1176-78 a.d.

when they were aged sixteen or seventeen. Raja RAja II blso may have

continued to rule up to 1173-1174 A.D., when VTra Balla|a 11 seems to have

first interfered to re-establish RAja RAja II, whose position may have been

theatened by his nomine Rajadhiraja.

The Pallava chief who was entrusted with the care of the kingdom must

have been KAdava Perunjinga I. It is now certain that both Alagtya Slyan

and his son were called Perunjinga.11 An inscription (M. E. R. 1937, p, 73,

No. 186) of the sixth year of Avaniyalappirandan says that his officer

audited the accounts from the 37th year of Tribhuvana VIradeva (Kulot-

tunga III) up to 11th year of Alagiya Siyar Perunjinga who can only be

Jiya Mahipati. Evidently Jiya Mahipati considered himself practically in-

dependent from the 37th year of Kulottunga III (1215 a.d.) the last year

for Kulottunga being 1216 A.D. JTya Mahipati therefore ruled up to 1227 a.d.

He seems to have defeated Raja RAja III at TellAfu in 1221 a.d. He seems

to have been a person of importance as early as 1185 a.d. and if he is the

Pallavarayan who was responsible for the cotonatkm of NaUaman, his period

of activity must have extended bom 1172 to 1227 A.D., for over fifty-five

years.

Therefore Vira Ballaja II and his son Narasimha 11 seem to have

directed their attention against this Perunjinga in the beginning. Raja Raja

111 succeeded Kulottunga III in 1216 AJtt. and ruled up to 1252 a.d. (26th

year, M. E. R 1937, No. 7 ; M. E. R. 1891 No. 22 of the 25th year). To

rescue Raja Raja from this Perunjinga I who until 1227 A.D. perhaps did

not acknowledge the Cola, Vira Baliala and his son must have recommenced

the Co|a campaigns in at least 1210 A.D., ten years before the death of Vira

Ballala in 1220 a.d. The Hoysaja inscriptions of S. 1143, 1144, 1145, 1146

already give to Narasimha the titles “Cota raja praiishtkae&Tya, Magara

Raya mrmiilana, Pandya disapatta. Patidya iaila vajira dwtfja ", etc.

The first country to be invaded after crossing the Hoysala frontier was

the Magara kingdom. Perhaps the Yadavas of Devagiri in the time of Bhil-

lama or Jaitugi seem to have included the Magara district in their empire.

An inscription of Jaitugi dated 28th January, 1199 a.d. (Af. E. R. 1937,

E. 18) mentions a Magara Murari SoyicSeva Navaka. who is evidently the

same as MahApradhAna Soyideva dajidanayaka ruling Ejamfta in December,

13 S. K, Iyengar Comm. Vol, Pemfijinga.
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1192 A-D. (M. E. R. 1937, E 43j but without the title Niagara Murfiri,

Therefore probably between 1193 and 1199 the Yadavas also raided the

Niagara country.

The Niagara or Magadai mandalam was under the Birja chiefs and it

can definitely be identified with Salem and South Arcot districts, its capital

being Alfcalflr on the border of these district 1* One Ponpirappinin Maga-

dai Perum&l had as his symbols the bull and the Gamda. He seems to have

settled the disputes between Parakrama PSudya and Vira Pandya in the third

year of Kulottunga III (1181 A.D.). His son Kukxtungn Cola Vanaknvaiai-

yan made several pacts and revolted against Kutottunga. In 1186 Vira $5la

Attimalla Sambuvarayan and Kudal AraSa NSriiyajja Alappirand&n

Kada\*aiayan made a pact against AlappirandSn Edirili S61a Sambu-

vartyan. In about 1198 a.d., Vidakada Alagiya PerumSI of Taka-

tur made a compact with Karikala $6l& Adaiyur Nada|van and Sengdni

Ammayyappan Vikrama ^oja Sambuvarayan against Siya Gangan. In 1200

a.d (M. E. R. 1926. 1631 Feriya UdaiyAn IraiyOran Ssrrukkudadan Vanniya

Nayan R.lja Raja Chcdiya Rayan. the Malaiman of KiliyGr made an alliance

with Etiyappan Manmdan. offers Muvendaraiyan, both being the subordi-

nates of Vapakovaraiyan In 1205 a.D. I M. fi. R. 1935, No, 189), R3ja

Raja Cediyarayan revolted agarr.st VSnskovaraiyan and made a pact with

MalaiyamSn Alagiyanayan. Akara §uran Kajagambhira Cediyarayan. This

Rajagambhira CediyarAyan had in 1201 a.d.. iM . E R 1902, No. S16)

made another pact with ten other chiefs against his three enemies Magadai

Perumala Vfinakovaraiyan, Kulottunga Sola V’inakovaraiyan, and RAja Ra;a

Kadavarayan. The Malaiman Cedi chiefs of Kiliyur were therefore opposed

to the Bana chiefs of Magadai and Gangas under whom they seem to have

been subordinates for some time, and to whom they were related. Thus we

have the Kijiyur Cedi line.

( 1 ) Ahara Sura

RAjendra So|a Cedi Raja (under Kulottunga I. 48th yr. M E. R.

132. 133 of 1935).

(2> Kulottunga Aola Ccdirayan.

Attimallan Ediri Sola Vauakovaraiyan (under Kulottunga II and

RAjaraja II, 1142 A.D.).

(3) Vira Rajendra CediyarAyan, 1192 A-D.

(4) AJagiyanAyan Aharasuran Rajagamblura Cediyarayan (under

Kulottunga III. 1205 A.D.).

(5) Attimallan Sokkapperumal Kajagambhira CediyarAyan (under

•RAjAdhiraja, 134 of 1935 Si. E. R.).

14. Q. /. M. S. 1939, S. S. DesuUR.
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(6) Ponparappiran Vaijakovaraiyan.

daughter Bhuma)var married to Rajardja Cediya Rayan

SaiiukkatLadan Raja

Raja Cedryarayan

Feriya Udaiyaa

(M. E. R. 1935, No. 187).

These Malaimans seem to have lost their territory near Vijandai in South

Arcol before the fifth year of R3ja Riija III (1221 a.d.) to Tarai Udaiy3n

Anjadan (M. E. R. 1935. No. 239).

Narasimha started agamst Magara 14 from his camp at Cucjavadiya

Koppa near Nangali on the eastern border of the Kolar district, where he

received an emerald necklace from one MunivarSditya. In the first expedi-

tion under his father completed before Thursday, 12th September, 1217 A.D.

he had gone to the rescue of Raja Rfija III whose accession had taken place

in 1216 a.d. This second campaign seems to have taken place between the

years 1221 and 1224 aj>. In S. 1144 Citrabhflnu, Narasimha is mentioned

as marching on Southern Ranga. Dr. A. Vcnkatasubbayya equates the date

with Tuesday, September 12th. 1217 a.d. rather than 1222 A.D. Anyhow
the expedition against Magara and K&dava is mentioned in the inscriptions

of 1221, 1223 and 1224 A.D. Banddara who was defeated by Narasimha is

probably V.'inakdvaraiyan of Magadai from whom Narasimha captured the

elephants.

Narasimha thus entered Marajavadi. Rice assumed that Munivaraditya

was probably a chief of Marajavadi which he identified with Magara (Mflai).

Marajavadi is mentioned in the Klikatiya inscriptions as extending from

Kaivara in Cintamapi Taluk of Kolar district 1* The famous KSkatlya general

Gangayya Sahira was ruling MirSjlvSdi as a subordinate of the C6da Tikka

of Nellore and was subdued by Ganapati. Vallur was the capital and Kai-

vara Kfl(a an important fortress in Marajavadi. But it is doubtful if Gan-

gayya Sahirii can be identified with Munivaraditya who gave the necklace

to Narasimha in the beginning of the campaign.

Narasimha must have next overthrown the Kadavas. and Snmbuvara-

yans near Kanci In 1223 A.D. Kiidava Alagiya Slyan claims to have defeated

Raja R3ja III at Irattai. as also he claims to have defeated the same Co|a
in 1221 A.D. at TellSiu. It was evidently to help RSja Raja that Narasimha
undertook this expedition between 1221 and 1224 aj>. The Harihara inscrip-

tion of 1224 a.d. says that Narasimha after killing Vikramapala and Pavusa
in the beginning marched on the Kadavarfiya, Magara, PSndyeaa and having

Raja Raja Koval Rayan

(S. /. /. VII. 1021).

15. E. C. VII, Cb. 72.

15 KUkittya Senctka. MunivarSditya figures in Coorg inscriptions (EC1X).
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lied the patta to the G>]a established a jeyastambka at the 5«u.,4“ Narasimha

>eenvs to have rescued Raja Raja from Alagiya siyan Pcninjunga I and then

proceeded to Kanri where the Sambuvarayans were powerful.” Scngeni

Ammayvappan Vanniya Nayan is mentioned in the 38th year of Kulottunga

III (1216 a.d.) the year of Raja Raja's accession. His eon Serigecu VlrSami

Ainmayyappan alias Alagiya Sola or Edirili Sola Sambuvarayan had the

titlesf?) Attimalla Rajagambhira and Sambhukula Perum&l Tanininpj

Vernon. He seems to have revolted against Rajanija after being his subordi-

nate between 1238 and 1254 A.D. and in 1258 was governing independently

tn Padaivldu (S. /. /-). He was thus the contemporary of Perunjinga II

south of the Palar. Nara-imha must have subdued hi? father Vanniyanayan

in about 1222 ad.

The erpre-Kion in the Harihara inscriptions “ PSndya Makordddhota

Kadana sine" implies tliat the RHiK.lyas and Maganas had reinforced the

Kftfjavas against the Colas and Hoysalas. Jatavarma Kula^khara 1 came to

the throne in 1190 a.d. {SI. E. R 1936. 1R8, 1S9) and ruled up to 1216 AJ>.

when he was succeeded by Mara Varma Sundara 1 <19th July 1216 to 1238

A.D.). Narasimha must have inarched again on the Pfandya country (for it

it probable that along with hk father Ballala he might have gone there between

1216 and 1220 a.d ) and was in occupation of Kam>anui Ko|>pam in 1224 a.D.

H.-s --on Sdmeivara is found at Kanpiinur in 1228 A.D. (Af. E. R

.

1910. 204.)

The Tirukkoilur inscription of hliravarma Sundara says that he levied

tribute from the Konkanas, Kalinga, Kfeala, Malava. Ora, Magadha. Vikka-

lar, Sembiyar. and PaQavas. lie was in possession of Ponni and Kanni

(KSveri and KanyS Kumari). He drove away the Cola, took his crown and

performed the Viribhisheka in the Gila’s goMen hall. Passing by Puliyflr

(Cidambcnam), lie received the submission of the Cola and restored him to

the throne. The Cain's son was also honoured and the CG|a was given the

title Cola pati Then Mfiravarma received the submission of north and south

Kongu. The Coja tried to rebel but was defeated The PSndya pioceeded to

Mudigooda CAla puram (identified with ( iangaikotxJa Olapuram) where he

was received by the Gila's chief queen Here again he performed Vnabhi'hfcka

and put on the anklet of heroes. All this took place before 1238 AJ>. A record

of the 8th year of Maravarman says “ that he was pleased to present the Cola

country' "
tSdnddt* talangt aiuhya) ; therefore tha must have happened before

1224 ad. (M. E. R. 1937. No. 174). and must be connected with Narasimha’s

campaign between 1220 and 1224 A.D- The later incidents connected with the

revolt of the Cola may be referred to the period of Narasimha s campaign

against Perunjinga II five or six yean; later in 1229-30 aj>. mentioned in the

Tiruvendipuram inscription of Rajaraja.” Tile Malavas and Magadhas of

the Tirukkoilur inscription are not northerners but chief- oi the Tamil country.

The chiefs of Sembanmaii (Tiruppattur taluk) arc known as Malava Cakra-

16a. altal kidmardyanam MagaranaM Pdpdeianam paftam .. Cdfavie

katli/lam. d silminof neflam jaya stambham.

17. I. H Q-. VI. p. 548. 18. E. I, VII. p. 167.
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vaiti, Majava M&jikkya etc., (M. E. R. 1936. 188). Magadta is of coarse

Magara. Since Narasimha established his capita! at Kanaofir near Srirangam

in 1224 A.c. the PMndya's claims aeon to be exaggerated. Narasimha up to

his death in 1234-5 seems to have been on cordial terms with MAravarma

Sundara I.

IV.

Between 1224 and 1227 A.D. there seems to haw been comparative peace

in the Cota country due to the interference of the Hoysalas In the north.

Narasimha found it impossible to retain the country north of the MalaprabhS

which was lost to the Yadavas before 1213 a.d. and even the territory between

the Tungabhadra and SarSvati was in possession of Srmhaoa. Some inscriptions

of 1223 a.d. say that Narasimha defeated the kings of Tnkajinga, probably the

Telugu Coda Tikka. Allan Tikka Garjda Gopala married Lakshml, cht

daughter of Vira Narasingadeva. 11’ We do not know if Hoysa|a Narasimha

had a daughter Lakshmi. A Vira Narasinga Yadava Raya with the title Tern

ninruvmran is mentioned in Af. E. R. 200 of 1903, 62 of 1934, 59 of 1904,

and his subordinate was one $dmdu ko>tia Sambhuvaraya. Possibly Lakshmi
was the daughter of this Yldava chief. Tikka was the son of Manuma Siddhi

I. Tikka had the titles Raya ganda Gopala, Rayapeqdcra binida. Ubhaya
rayara gapda, Khaudeyaraya. Kalikala. He killed one PrthvUvara, captured
the horses of Lakumayya who attacked Gummutur conquered Samburaja, cap-

tured Kanci and defeated C&Ji Kajavapati. Tikkana Somayaji's Nirvacandt-
tara Randymum says that Tikka defeated Karnafa SdmfAvara, established the

Cd|a and obtained the title Cdla slhapandcd'ya. The ArulaJ Pcrumaf temple
inscription of 1233-34 aj> at Kanci shows that he patronised Vaishoavisrc
and as Timkajattideva in 1IR2 a.d. lie was the contemporary of Siddhana-
deva in Kadapa. Prilhvisvara who was killed by Tikka was the son of Manuma
Gonka and his inscriptions arc found from 1163 to 1186-7 aj>. in the Kunti
Madhava temple at PithApuram. Tikka was ruling at Hand in 1246-7 a.d.

( j\ elloit Inscriptions, p. 206). This seems to give to Tikka nearly sixty-five

years of rale. Inscription* of his at Mahabalipuram of the second and seventh
years (M. E. R 114 of 1933) however show that his accession cannot be so
early. Among the Neliorc Telugu Codas, several claim to have taken Kanci.

Tdunga Bijja

DayaLhlma Nalla Siddhi
(took Kanci

>

hi GaoErpiddhi Caoda^opala

Manuma Siddhi (Nalla?)
1189 under Kulottuoga III

(E. L VIL p. 122). 1192 in

VaJhir, having taken KancL

Beta (1215-14 aj>.)

Tamrcu Siddhi
1205 to 1208 in Kano
(E. VII. p. 148

)

19. Af. E. R.. 1935.
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A Bliujabala Vira Erra Siddhi with the titles Ayyana S;nga. Kimnarl-

yatja. SahasOttunga Bhujabala Vira, took Kanci in 1217-18 A.o. The Tiru-

voniyur and Aruiaja Peiuma|a inscriptions of S. 1129 and 1127 are assigned

to Tammu SiddhL (£. /. VII, p. 148. 123). In the Kiikatiya kingdom on the

death of Rudra I in 11% a.d. Yadava Jaitusi seems to have attacked Aman-
gal killed Rudra I, and captured Garjapati who was not allowed to ictum to

his country' upto 1199 a.d. Gayapati's general Rfcharla Rudra seems to have

ruled the country upto 1209 a.d.*' He defeated one NagstibhupSia ar.d as-

sumed many titles Knkatiiaj'a Samuddharana. Kakati rSjyabhAra dhameya

etc. Gaijapati on his return to the Kiikatiya kingdom from the Yadava court

had to consolidate his power. The Gartapesvaram inscriptions of 1231 a.d.

(£. /. HI, p. 82) refers to the victories of Ganapati probably between 122?

and 1225 ad. of VelanAdu and between 1225 and 1230 of KaUnga who6c

ruler? at this period were Ananga Bhlma III (1211-1238) and Narasimha I

(1238-1264 A.D. ). Oppili Siddhi ruled at Pottapi in 1224 ad. and in Kcnidera

Coda Mallideva and Kar.naradeva were ruling.

Kalesmin nrpasekhard Ganapati Kjooipatirliiaya

jitva CO|a Kalinga Siuna bfhat Karnafa Latadhipan

Raksan dakshiria sindtiu Vindhya nagayor madtiya krhamamaiydalam

Sa dvipam Vclanadu dcsamakhiiam svayattarnevSkarfit.

The general Aml>a in $. 1166 Krodhi. 1194 AJk, (AT E. R. 314 of 1931)

claim? to have scattered the army of Damoda ra. He was ruling in Panumgal

2nd MSrSjavadi and an inscription of Gariapa'.i i; found in the Tumkur

district border, ff Narnsimha pursued the Trika]inRa kings in about 1223

ad. it must have been in the neighbourlicod of Magara and M.irAjavadi and

probably he drove out Tammu Siddhi and Beta, son of Nalla Siddhi from

Kanci. Telugu Coda Tikka's activities, must however be referred to the nest

campaign of Narasimha against Pcruhjinga II in 1227-9 a.d. and even later

against Sdmesvara, in alliance wrth the Papdyas Moravarma Sundara II and

Jatavarma Sundara I.

The Hoysaia inscriptions of this period refer to several generals who

took part in the campaign- In A. 1145. Subhinu (A/. A R. 1938. No. 40'

when Narasunha was at Dorasamudra. MahApracanda dapdniiyaka Biha-

ttaraniyOgadhipati Biluvota fouglit a bottle at Bayanidu (probably Wainid 1

.

An inscription of 25th November 1224 AD. Monday, says that N*raring*

went against Magara and ordered the oigatakskas of Bitumntta to besiege

Elaganur fort and one Celiya died in the battle (AC A. R 1938. No. 13).

Records of 28 December 1222 ad. and 1st February 1224 ad. (S. /. /. IX.

pt 1. no. 339. 340) refer to Ammanoa Darvdanayaka and mention that

Narasimha having killed KSdavaraya. Magara. and Pindya. cnjwned the

Cola and established a jayaslambha at Setu. The Boynikal inscription (S,

/. /. IX. pt. 1. no. 343) dated 11th March. 1226 A.D.. says that Amita of

Vajivamsa defeated one Muran and Singana at Neralige.

2a Kakaliya Sancika. /. An. H. R. S.. V. p. 1W
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Khurapitibhrangaoain Singana nrpana hayasreni kalpamara dhari-

dhara mallamalliyolu Yidava gajaghateyolutajtuda vuddha madhya-

kfcuri lingam nflvavolu nindaar pebre markwyju benk«xJu kor^dam,

turaga vratamga|ara Neraligeyol Amita da:>darUithunjai>eyam

(line 24.)

Further in line 44. it is said that on the above date. Narasimha was at Dora-

samudra after puna digvijaya. He is called Gila rfljyoddharaka, Magorddi

xiya iainya s4mkaraka. Cola Tutllurapura kdlagni rudra. Atalia t<da durga

iv. tada loyanilem, Dravida mcfidala nirdhiima dkamam, Bdnodazeya gaja

fkald saJtita sapldnga grakanam. Cola nallur is evidently Vikrama Cd|a

(Singa) Nallur or Nellore of Tammu Siddhi and Beta. Arafflr is Arkalur,

the capital of the Banas in Magara, on the borders of South Aicot and

Salem districts. This campaign was therefore finished before March 1226 aj>.

Amita claims to have built many temples :—of Vajrcsvara Sdmanatha at

Benoikal in 1226 probably in the name of Somesvara and before that date

the temples of Padmafo=vara < probably in the name of Vira Ballala's queen

Padmala), Amftesvara (in his own name in 1196), LakshminArAyarja (?)

Nuggeha|)i, Javagal, Hosaho[a]u oi Lakshmi Nrsimha at Bhadravati in

1221 A.D. (A/. A. R. 1931),. VStnesvara fin the name of his father). Balla-

KSvara (in the name of Vira Ballila) and Naiasimhadcva (in the name of

Narasimha). We know that Poysalesvara temple was constructed at KawS-
nflr and in the Jambukesvaram temple the images of Balia |a. Padmala, Nara-

simha, and Sdmesvara's wife (?) Somala were established (A/. E. R. 1892).

M. E. R. 1937 gives a number of records of Somesvara at Jambukesvaram

and Srlrangam. He was specially devoted tn Jambuk&vara and completed

the east gupura began by some PaxJya. probably MAravarma Sundara I in

1216 A.D. Somesvara's records are signed in Kannada Malaporolu Gouda.

No. 121 of 1937 of the third year says that he established a festival lira

Somisvara Tirun&l in the Jambukesvaram temple No. 119 and 18 of 1891

mention several Hoysala shrines VaIlA|lfvaram near TiruvapaikkA, Paduma-

IUvara. SumaEsvara as a ptiljippadai at Purolkkudi in PacciTkunam in

RajarAja valanadu. over the remains of Deviyar Somala deviyar (no. 124).

Tliere are many Hoysala princesses named Somala in this period ; a Somala

the queen of Narasimha (S. 1. 1. VII, 1043), Somala, the sister of Narasimha

(E. C. IX. p. 21) probably married to the Cd|a RAjarAja because in Raja-

raja's 21st year Deviyar Somaladeviyar gave 100.000 kasus at Srlrangam

(A/. E. R. 1937, No. 72}. She is probably identical with Somala in the 25th

year of RAjarAja (A/. E. R. 22 of 1891). Somala, the queen of Somesvara

died in 1253 a.d. (Bangalore Museum C. P.). Amita may have established

Va!|A|isvara at Tiruvayaikka and PadumaDsvara near Jambukesvaram before

1226 a.d.

V
In 1227-8, the Cola country was once again troubled by civil war. In

that year Alagiyn Siyan Pcrunjinga I seems to have died and was succeeded

by his son MahArAja Simha Pcrunjinga II. The initial year of Pcrunjinga
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is doubtful from the inscriptions. AS. E. R. 38 of 1890 at Kand is dated in

his 18th year S. 1182 <1260 a.d.) giving the imperial title Sakalabhuvana

Cakravarti and of Lhe same regnal year is 135 of 1895 M. E. R. Another of

the 7th year (320 of 1902 ) corresponds to 1249 a.d. 181 of 1894 dated in his

31st year gives details corresponding to Saturday 10th February. 1274 a.d.

AU these inscriptions therefore give the initial date for Pcrurijinga II as

1242 a.d. His inscriptions at DrAkshArama (419 of 1893 AS. E. R.) dated

1262 A.D- give him the title Avanyavani sambhava Maharaja Simha of

KAthaka family who defeated Karoata and Cola and established the Pftpdya

Jatavarma Sundarn before 7th October, 1257 a.d. claims to have frightened

the Kadava and besieged Sftndamangnlam (166 of 1894). The title Sikala-

bhuvana Cakravartin is found from Perurijinga's 5th year (134 of 1900).

Perunjiftga's son was Nilagangaraya. Sola Kon was his subordinate at

C.idambaram till 1258-59. His younger brother Venadurfaiyar was also at

Cidambaram. Perunjinga's regnal years commencing from 1242 commemo-

rate his assumption of imperial titles but he was active even fifteen years

earlier from about 1227 a.d., the last date foi his father Jiya MaWpati

Perunjiiign I.

The Gadya Karndmrh^ 1 of Sakala Vidya Cakravarti 11 gives an account

of this expedition of Narasimha and Som&vara into the Cola country. The

poet says that his work was recited by Vyasa before Siva and his ganas in

KailAsa. The rivalry between the son and disciple of Siva viz. Skanda and

Parasu Rama resulted in their being bom as the Narasimha II and the

Pandya king respectively. Just as Narasimha was abrxit to celebrate the

marriage of Somcsvara, his son by his senior wife Kalavatl who had died

about three yearn after the birth of her son. he received the news that Raja

Raja C6|a'« kingdom was invaded by the PSodyas, Magadhas and Kadavas.

Before Narasimha could go to the rescue of Raja Raja, the KAdava called

Nijahu (?) took him prisoner at JayantamangaJam. Narasimha hurriedly

marched to Jayantamangala where he defeated and killed the Kadava

(Nijahu), and released Raja RAja. Then he marched on Srirangam and

defeated the combined armies in 90 days' battle. The PSndyas paid tribute

to Kuntalesvara.

The text goes on to give a mutilated account of the marriage of S6mAi-

vara whose wife is supposed to have been descended from Vallabha of Guje-

rat. He had two sons Kshcmariija and NandarAja. expelled from the king-

dom on account of their wickedness. They took refuge with Surapala of

Gujerat whose daughter Kshemaraja married. On the death of SurapAla

Gujcrat was invaded by enemies and the brothers seem to have taken refuge

at Kanci. Som&vara's wife was somehow connected with them.

Sfrnttwa’s mother, the first wife of Narasimha. whose name is given

as Kajavati is evidently KAJala. If she died when Som&vara was only three

years old, she must have been married to Narasimha in the time of Vira

Ballala in about 1209 A.D. and therefore when Somcsvara is found at Katwa-

21. Af. A. R. 1924, p. 12. Tirupuli Sri Venkafiivare. VcL I.
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nur in 1228 a.d. he must have been at least 18 or 20 years old. to be of age
for marriage and to take part in the wars actively If his father Narasimha
was about 13 years old in 1196 a.d. S&nKvara may have been hom to Nara-
simlia when the latter was about twenty-five years old. After the death of

his mother KaialA, Somesvara scents to have been brought up by his aunt,

the sister of Narasimha named Sovala (E. C. V. Art. 123 >.

The Sukti Sudharnava of Mallik&rjuna in cliaptcr 5, refers to the mar-
riage of Narasimha II probably with Ka|ala, the mother of Somesvara who
patronised the poet MallikArjuna. The work also says that Som&vara or.

behalf of his father Narasimha fought in the Tamil country and beheaded

a Cola. Narasimha is said to have been served by a Turuska as a lantern-

bearer, a C6|a as betel carrier, a Cauda as a servant. Somesvara made war

on Kaudhara (Yadava), G6|a and PSodya. Tlie same verses have beer,

identified in inscriptions of 1223 arid 1228 aj>. (E. C. IV, Ng. 98, and of

1237 a.d. [Mavdya 121. 122). Same Tamil inscriptions give the initial date

of Somcsvara's reign m the Tamil country between 1226 and 1228 ajj. M.
E. R. 73 of 1895 dated in the second year corresponds to 1227 or 1230 aj>.

103 of 1892 dated in the 21st year corresponds to 12th September, 1249 aj>.

Therefore SOmCsvara’s viceroyalty at Karpjanur must have commenced in

1227-8 ad. and the campaign against Peninj.Aga must have been undertaker

in the same year.

The Tiruvendipuram inscription of Raja RAja dated 15lh (expired},

16tli year {?). corresponding to 1220-31 a.d. <£. /. VII, p. 167) says that

Ko Pcrunjinga had captured the Cola at Sendamangalam and his army had

destroyed temples and Visoustanas. Narasimha who was at Dorasatnudra

in order to maintain his reputation as the estahlisher of the Cd|a, took a vow
and marched from the capital, destroyed Magana rdjya. captured the women
and treasury of Pcrunjinga at Paccur and pursued PerunjiiYga. The Hoysaja

generals Appanna and Gopayya took Elleri and Kalliyur from Perunjihga

and marched to Ponarahalam, Tondaimannallur, and having conquered the

south up tn the ocean, burnt and plundered the possessions of Kop-Pemn-
jihga and having reported their success to the king Narasimha, enabled the

Cola to enter his capital.

Mr. Nilakantha Sastkj™ makes a baseless suggestion that since Perun-

jinga had destroyed Vi$nu temples. Narasimiia hke the Hoysalas after

V'ishnuvaidhana. being a Sri Vaishrjava conducted a sort of religious crusade.

This is a mere fantasy for as I have shown elsewhere, there is very little

evidence to show that even Vishrjuvardhana ever became a Srivaishijava

at the instigation of R/imanuja. As far as we know all the Hoysalas were

staunch Saivas ; 80 were Ballala I, Balbilu II. Narasimha and Somesvara

In fact the assertion that Narasimha and Somesvara Invaded the Ceja

country to restore Vaishyavism is disproved by the inscriptions of JatSvarma

Sundara I at Srirangam saying that Somesvara destroyed the lotus pond

22. The Coins. VoL II.
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of the temple and Somcsvara was more devoted to Jambukfch'ara than to

Ranganatha as his inscriptions are very rare in the Srirangara temple.28

Therefore religion was not at all tlic motive. Naraamha and Sumesvara

were intimately connected with the Colas fttjaraja 111 and RAjcndra HI who

call Sdmcsvara their mamii (maternal uncle?).

The PSiylyas who had come to the support of the Kidavas must have

offered resistance to the Hoysajas on the south bank of tlie Kavcii near

Sfirangam where the famous three months’ battle was fought probably in

the year 1227-8 ad. The Hoysala victory enabled the generals Appairja and

Gopayya to penetrate up to Ramegvaram and the gulf of Mannar, pur-

suing the elusive Perunjinga. Assuming that at least one year was necessary

for tliis southern campaign, by 1229-30 the enemies were defeated and the

Co|a was restored. Perhaps the Ceylonese army may have come to the help

of the Haijdya Maravarma Sundara. The Gcdya Karnamjta says that the

Kadava NijShu was killed, but this seems to be an exaggeration for Perun-

jinga is found ruling upto nearly thirty years after this. Maravarma

Sundara 1 in his inscription* dated 22nd year (1238) onwards claims, as

already seen, to have performed the anointment of heroes at Mudigonda

Cdlapuram and restored the Cfifft twice. This may have happened after

the death of Narasimha in 1235 ad. and in the time of Somcsvara But in

1227-8 he does not seem to have been successful in stopping the advance of

the Hoysala generals, for in 1227 a.d. the Hoysalas had tlieir camp in Pan-

cala or Panchalanadu, in the Cola country, probably P&ccur (?) near &ri-

rangam, mentioned in the Tiruvcndipurdm inscription Peninjinga's political

activities were curbed upto 1242 a.d. and up to the death of Narasimha, tine

Hoysaja supremacy was unchallenged by tlie C6|a* and Piijdyas. who accord-

ing to the Gctlya KarndmUa became tributaries to the Kunta|fe>varas*4

The generate who weie responsible for this brilliant campaign were Ap-

payya and Gopayya who with another brother Madhava figure in Hoysala in-

scriptions. MAdhava and his brothers built the Lakshjnir&riyapa temple at

Vighnasante (1286 ?). Appayya was the son of Gaoda Cayya (?) Nayaka and

Ammaia. He was a devotee of I<Jugurd£%1. He granted Arakerc to the god Ma-

ettvara before 1233 a.d. and he seems to have also been called Bdkrya Nayaka.

An inscription at Srirangam dated Tuesday. 6th April, 1232 AD. (A/. £.

/?. 1937. 69) registers a grant to Rangartftha by Sri R&nabtatta of Bhara-

dvflja gotra, who was a priest of the temple of KuJaKidma Pi|]ai (Krahpa)

buih at DOrasamudra by Umadcvi, the queen of Baliaja. Sri RAmabhatta

was an ardent Vaishoava. and the son of a great teacher of Kumhapura

who was proficient in meritsa iaslia. He lived in the time of Narahari Bhu-

pala CaScndrapratishthaguru. In the fifth prakara at Srirangam there is a

temple of Vcnu Gopdla Kprtipa of Hoysala workmanship, probably built

after the Dorasamudra model « This may indicate that the Hoysala in-

vasion cleared the way for $rivaishnava pilgrims from ore important place

23. E. L HI. p. 14. U Nl 36; Cn. 211. etc. 25. SI. E. K, 1SB7-
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associated with R3m5nuja to another. It is however difficult to identify

this temple of Kpshpa Vcou GOp&la at Halebid or Bclur. though Umfidevi

the Quoen of Ballala (wrongly taken as a queen of Narasimha) lived up to

1227 A.D. (Bilur 182, Chen. 208) in whidi year she renewed some grants

made to temples.

Narasimha seems to haw performed the marriage of his son after this

Cola campaign, according to the Gadya Karndmrla. Somesvara's queens

mentioned in the inscriptions are Bijjala, the mother of Narasimha HI,

Somala, and Devala. a Co|a or Calukya (?) princess who was the mother of

Raroanatha and Pocnambala Mahadevi (E. C. V. Bt. 74. 92). Somala died

before 11th March, 1253 A.D. when Someswara was in Vikramapura and

made a grant of Somalapura (Bangalore Museum C. P. Mys. Ins. p. 322).

She was the daughter of Biflarasa Dandanayaka (1249 a.d.). Dcvaladcvi is

called a Calukya princess (E. I. Ill, p. 9) and a Cola princess also. Bijjala.

the mother of Narasimha III gave birth to Narasimha on 12th August

1240 A.U. when Somesvara was conducting the expeditions against the

P&Odyas. Evidently she was the senior queen and the Gadya Kanjamjta

probably gives her genealogy. If so her marriage with Somesvara must have

taken place soon after 1230 a.d. when Pcnmjinga II had been overcome, and

Kanci was occupied in 1229 a.d. (£. C. XII, Tp. 42). and the Gadyakarrid-

mrta says that the ancestors of the bride had settled at Kapci. Bijjala is

sometimes called the daughter of a PfcxJya, a mistake for Pattamamba. wife

of Narasimha III.

Narasimha'* first queen Kalala, the mother of Somesvara is said to have

died when her son was only three years old. Narasimha later on married

Gaurala. the daughter of Bellapa Nayaka. Her son was Ercyanga. Uma-

devi is mentioned in inscriptions of 1227 AJ>. [Bl. 182. Ch. n. 203). She is

not another queen of Narasimha but his foster-mother and the queen of

Ballala II whom she survived. Narasimha's sister was another Sdvala (Ak.

123. E. C. V) who probably brought up SOmesvara

The chief generals of Narasimha 1 1 were :

—

(1) P61a|va dandanatha. the son of Navilade Akka and Attarasa of

N3rapapura in Andhra. He is called Vaishnava Cakravarti and Kavya-

kartara. He wrote Harudriira. He built the Hanhara temple at Iiarihara.

made grants to Lokeyakere Kahdeva <1229; M. A. R. 1939, no. 26), built

Lakshmlnarayapa temple at BanavaUi in 1223 (Dg. 25).

(2) Bembidcva Kcsava 1221 AJ).. defeated Vikramapala etc., his

mandalika Jagaddala Bammadeva and his son Soyidcva in Kudligi taluk

(S. I. I. rx, pt. 1. no. 338).

(3) Ammappa dandanayaka (1222) and his subordinate Asagoda

Pallava Siivarita in Uccangi 30 (S. /. /. IV. pt 1, no. 339).

(4) Bommaya Dandanayaka. Raya Bhuptila Gajamkusa. His sub-

ordinate Pipdya Sunkadadhikari Siripanpa 1227-8 (S. I. I. IX, pt. 1. no.

341-4). Defeated a Vajradeva (1221 a.d. Hn. 106. E. C. VI).

(5) Amita of Vajivamsa or Baliugi.
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Kali Balla]a Padmambika

I

i r i

Amrta Lakuma Vamarasa

j
Amitayya

.He defeated Muran and Singhana at Nerilige and constructed many
temple before 1226 ad. ; Padmalcsvara. Amrtcsvara. Lakshmlnarayana,

Vamesvara (in the name of his father), BaDal&vara. Naiasimha and Vaj-
reSvara S&nanfltha (S. /. /. IX. pL 1, no. 342-343),

(6) Enagara Vlra Gavuoda of KaranMa Elacigcre 1222 a.d. <j»/. A.

R. 1938, 43).

(7) Biluvola daijijanfiyaka, bahattara niyugadhipati, 1223 a.d. in Bav-

nid (Sf. A R. 1938. 40).

(8) Appaytja, Gbpayya and Madhava. The dder two took part in

the campaigns against Kldavas and Paijdyas Madhava in 1221 h said to

have fought with Vajradeva and Bamma. Vajradcva is probably Vajrahasta

mentioned by Mallikarjuna in his Sukti Sudkanpma.

(9) Adddvada Haiihara Daodanayaka repulsed the Saigas {Md 121 2.

E. C. Ill), built the Basra! temple, 1234-37.

(10) Narasinga DarejanAyaka, 1226.

(11) Somayya DnodanSyaka who built the SomanAthapur temple and

part of llarihara temple.

(12) Eraga Caroupa.

(13) Somayya Nagayya, 1223.

(14) srikarapagrapi Visvanatha. the disciple of Sindavige Svami

Vfdartha Vaijanatha Bhatta (1234-7; Ak. 123) was also a disciple of the

same Svimi and probably identical with the poet Vaija who composed

Bdur 238. This Sindavige Svarai seems to have been the same as the

famous Anandabodha. The date of Anandabodha has been much discussed.

Ak. 123 says that in S. 1156 the inscription was composed by Somanatha

Papdita, the servant ( dasa ) of Srimad Anandabodha Prabhu of Sindavige.

SdmanStha Pant) ita had the titles Ga kulattlaka SukavikanfhabkaraHG.

In the name of the Sindavige Svami, the god Narasimha was established at

Sdmandthapura. Regarding Vaija of Belur 238, it should be noted that

the Kannada poet Andayya of Sobaginc Suggi or habbigara Kara (between

1230 and 1237) had an uncle Vaijapa, the youngest brother of AotJayya's

father Santa. Tribhuvana Vidya Cakraraiti Vaijanitha Bhaflopfidhyaya

and his son Vianubha^a of Uddharc are mentioned in the reign of Simhana

in 1228 AJ),M
Narasimha's empire in 1228 AD. (Chn. 2(M. £. C. V) is said to have

extended up to Nangali in the east, Kongu in the south. Alvakheia in the

west and Heddore (Ki^ma) in the north. In 1230 the eastern boundary

was at Kanci, in the west Vclapura (Belur), north Pcrdure (K[?na). south

26. 5h 135. E. C. VIII.
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Bayalnad. In rhe Tamil country up to Kaunanur, Hoysa]a powers remained

supreme and unchallenged during the lifetime of Narasimha.

Tlie last years of Narasimha seem to have been peaceful though certain

local lights as at Kuduregundi (A/. A. R. 1935, r.o. 11) are mentioned In

1234-5, SGmBvara seems even to have driven back the Yadavas beyond

Krehija which was the northern boundary of the Hoysaja empire at least

nominally SGm&vara made a grant to the famous shrine at Pamlarapur

(Sholapur district) in 1235-6 a.d. ( Rom. At. Rep. 1897-8) and therefore

we can conclude that Hoysaja supremacy was acknowledged in these parts.

Narasimha died in 1235 a.d. after a reign of fifteen years in which

period he had carried Hoysaja aims into the heart of the Tamil country.

A worthy son of the gnat Ballala II. he had made the Hoysaja empire a

formidable force, in South India.

Narasimlia like his father Ballala 1! was a great scholar and patron

of fine arts. He had the titles Sarvajna and Sahitya Ratnakara fS. /. /. IX,

pi. 1, no. 340. SonejUa Cudamani). The temples built during his reign

arc Harihara a: Harihara. Mfila Sangfsvara at Beilur (1224). Kallcsvara

and GalagWvara at Hecgeit (1232), Somcsvara and Kesava at llarnahajli.

Mallikarjuna at Basr31, Lakshirinarasimha at Badrivati (1221 A.D. M. A.

R. 1921, no. 59) ;
Somaniitha at Beiupkal (1225), GOpfiladfeva ol Miiga|a

(1223 4). Tudankftvara at Mivinamage (1221), etc.

In Sanskrit literature, the greatest poet of the time was evidently Vidya-

caTkravarti II, the son of Vaidyanitha (perhaps the disciple of Sindavige

Svami, Vaijanithabhavta 1237). He had the titles Sakalavidyacakravarti.

Kavirajaraja, Abhinava Rhatta Baija. Kalikala Kalidasa. KAha|akavi Sarva-

bhauma. Kalakavi Kalabha. His father Vaidyanatha and grand-father

Vidyacakravarti 1 (?) were royal priests to Ballala II and Narasimlia II

and also composed inscriptions. A Trivikrama or Vikrainadfva son of Rija

Fajadeva (Cola Raja Raja II or 111 ?) was a pupil of Sakalavidyacaltra

varti, and wrote Kadambari Sara Sam/'raho in ten cantos (Tri, Cal. Madras,

4222). In the Siiktiratnakdia* an anthology composed by Sfirya under a

Kulasckhara probably in the 14th century, verses of Sakalavidyacakravarti

and Sakala Vidhyadhara are quotes (.Triveruhum, Ski. Series. No. 141). He

may be Vidyacakravarti II T who lived in the time of Ballala HI- Another

Tribhuvana Vidyacakravarti Aditya D£va composed the Kuppanur grant of

Simhapa $. 1105 (1183 ad.) written by Pandita Lakshmldhara (/. A. IV.

p. 74. M. E. R. C. P. 3 of 1934).“

If our identification of Sindivige Anandabodhaprabhu with the great

Advaita teacher Anandabodha, is coriect, his works Nyayenuikarcnda,

PTomanamala. Nyayadipikd, etc. must have been composed prior to

1236 AJ). ( Afe. 123) when an image of Narasimha was esta-

blished in the name of Smdivige Svami. Mr. P. K. Got*: ( Calcutta OnenlaJ

27. /. O. R. XIII. p. 4.

28. Another Tribhuvana VidyS Cakravarti Vaijaiaiha Bhattopadhyaya and

his son Vishroithatta of Uddare are mentioned m Sb. 135 of S 1140 (1218 A.D.),
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Journal II ; p. 137 ; p 229 ; Q. J M. S. XXVI, p. 153) places Anandabudha

between 1200 and 1297 A.D. Ho however assigns the Difrikti to 1050-1160 A.D.

Anandabodha was the disciple of Atmivasa and not of VimuktAtman

The date of birth of the Dvaita philosopher Madhva is given as 1199

a.d. in the MakSbhiiata TUparya Nbryaya, though on epigraphic grounds

attempts are made to assign the Acarya's birth to 1237 a.d. The earlier

period of Madhva's literary activity may have fallen in the days of Nara-

s-imha and Sbmeivara.

Another Advaitic scholar was Parama Piakfisa Yogi, whose *>n was

Cidananda well versed in Brahma Vidyi. CidSnanda composed Maj.nlya

121 and 122 (1234 and 1237) and his son MaDikarjuna is called " Ydgifna-

vara Cidananda MalUkSrjunu ” i t. Mallikirjuna, the son of Cidananda Yogi.

Therefore both Parama Piakaia and Cidananda were Advaitic teachers.

Prakaiitman. Sokhaprakasa and AtmaprakSSa figure in the history of Ad-

vaita. Ptakaiatman is approximately assigned to the 11th century. Amala-

nanda (1247-60) was the disciple of Sukhaprakilsa who himself may be the

pupil of Cilsukha I and Anandatman. Svayamprabha AnubhavAnanda (or

Anandanubhaval may also liave been called Svayampraka4a I, earlier than

Svayamprakaia II of the commentaries on Lakshmidhara's Advaita Maka-

randa and Hanmide Slotra, and another SvayamprakiiAnanda, the guru of

Akhanda Yati. PanunaprakiUa, tlie father of CidAnanda may have been a

different person ( Winlemilz Comm. Vol. I /. H. Q June 1938). Taruna

Vacaspati. the author of a commentary on the Kivyddarsa of Dapdin was a

contemporary of Narasimha and Sdm££vaia {/. O. R. XIII. p. 4.).

In Kannada, the chief poet was Junta who had obtained the title Kavi-

cakravarti from Balia |a II. He has composed inscriptions (Cfr. R. Ixtfrta 179,

S. 1119 and Tk. 45 of S. 1119) and his YiUfdhma carde was completed m tlte

year Sukla, Asvajiya, Ba. 5 . (? Thursday). Monday, 21st September,

1209 A.D. in the reign of Vlra Ballaja. Ilis Ollier wotk Ananlcnalha Purana

was finished in S. 1152, Vikrta, Caitra $u. 10. Pu$ya, (Thuisday?), Mon-

day, 25th March, 1930 a.d It was published at the Santlsvara tasadi in

front of the Vijaya Par4va basadi at Duiasamudra. Its first verse had been

commenced at the newly built Anantanatha basadi at Gandaradityana Polal.

Janna nrentions Narasimha as Sarva;na. Magadh&di ilya laya kila. Cola

vistarka. In the court of Narasimha Sarvajna bhupAla, the uplifter of

Colakula, Janna was a danrdanayaka, a mantrin as well as a poet.

Other Kannada authors of this time are NSgadcva (1217 ; Kd. 129),

P61A|va daixlaratha of Haricaritra (1224), Kavi NAgad^va (1224, Rd. 95),

Municandra under Kattas of Saundatti (/. B. B. R. A. S. X. p. 260), Madi-

raja (1229. /. B. B R. A. S. X. p. 260), Cidananda (AId. 121, 122. 1234

and 1237), Kamalabhava of SdntiSvara Parana. AixJayya of Kabbigare Kat a.

Soraanatha Paiajita {AK 123, 1224 AD.) Srivijaya Dasaklitidcva, (Ckenna -

gin 52. 1234 a d.). A port Devaiaya son of a Kasmir Brahmin SridharA-

mitya was patronised by Pandya Kama N’rpa. son of (?) Vijaya Pipdya of

lixhangi ; ($. /. /. IX. pt. 1. 292). lie is different from DevakavL



DATE OF SABHYALAMKARANA, AN ANTHOLOGY
BY GOVINDAJ1T — AFTER A. D. 1656

By

P. K. CODE, Poona

The only MS of a work called “ Sobhydlamkarona ”
mentioned by

AUFRECHT 5 is “Rgb 417 ( fr.) which is identical with MS So. 417 of 1884-87

in the Govt. MSS Library at the B. O. R. Institute, Poona. Sir R. G.

Bhandarkar in his Report* for 1887-91 does not deal with the date of this

work. As this work is a rhetorical anthology of verses from various poets and

works, it has its place in the history of the mediaeval Sanskrit anthologies. I

propose therefore, to analyse the only MS of Sabkyaloriikarana viz. No. 417

of 1884-87 and indicate my evidence regarding the limits for its date.

The work is divided into numerous Sections called moricii or rays. The

name of the author is Govindaji*. He was the son of CaJtu and was resi-

dent of Gmpura*. He belonged to the Mevatfa caste of Sfedopata (Mewad)

as will be seen from the following statements

folio 2— “ ^ (!)
«**•"

fobo ''

( qptfrl «•*"

The title of the work is (Colophon on folio 9) or g^afw.ta

1

'

(Colophon on folio 3). The work is compiled somewhat on the lines ol the

Rasikafwana* of Gadadharabhana* In fact one Gadidhara is mentioned as

the author of some verses quoted on folios 12 and 34.

The following works and author* have been mentioned in the fragment of

the Sabhydlariikararm before us

(1) 1. 2, 4. 8, 12, 14. 16, 17. 18, 19, 20. 21, 22, 23,

28. 29, 32. 34, 35. 37.

(2) —foL 1» 17.

1. CC II, 166 Altrecht mentions another work called TO'QW whidi

item* to be different from (RfiKV.
2. Vide pp. hdi-lxiii of Refitrrt for JSS7-9I—Here we find merely a list of

works and authors mentioned in the fragment of Sdxhhydlarnkarana-

3. According to Sir R. G. Bhajjdaskar 44
Cvtindejit "ba Sanakritixed form

of ** Gwindaii\
4. I wonder if Gbipura i* identical with Girinogara or Girnar in Junagad State.

5. Altrecht (CC I, 696) records a Kavya of the title by Rima-
candra with a commentary by Govmda (B. 2110). I cannot say if this eomiDen-

tator Govinda is identical with Govindapt, the author of RViflcWW.
6. Vide my paper on the Radkojivana ( Armais B. O. R. L Vol. XII, p. 396).
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(3) —fol. 2.

(4) —foL 2, 12. 13, 23. 36.

(5) -foL 2, 4. 18. 21. 27. 30. 36. 37.

(6) -fol 2, 8. 13. 15. 24, 29.

(7) -W. 2. 4. 11. 12. 18. 20. 21. 30, 34. 36.

(8) —fol 2. 22. 25. 26. 28. 31. 32. 34.

(9) -foL 3.

(10) -fol 3. 17.

(ID -fol. 4.

(12) Hig€ -fol 4. 21.

(13) -fol. a

(14) -fc)L 8, 23. 24. 25. 26. 28. 30. 31.

(15) -fol. 8, 16. 18. 24. 35.

(16) -fol 8.

(17) fun; >4 —foL 8. 16. 26. 33. 37.

(18) -fol 8. 9. 16, 17. 24. 25. 27. 28. 31. 32.

(19) -fol. 8. 14. 21, 37.

(20) -fol. 9. 32. 36.

(21) —fol. 10.

(22) -fol 10. 16. 18. 32.

(23) fiN^t —fol. 12, 18, 19. 2). 23. 26. 31. 37.

(24) -fol. 12.

(25) —fol 12. 34.

(26) —fol. 12, 25. 32.

(27) *s gsv —fol. 13. 15. 16. 19. 20, 21. 27. 28. 36, 37.

(28) w*lf4 —fol. 14. 32.

(29) —foL 15.

(30) wrejp* —fol. 15 (composed in ajj. 1457).

(31) —fol. 3L

(32) gim —fol. 17. 24. 27, 30. 31.

(33) —fol. 17. 18. 19. 22. 24. 27.

(34) SfflftlS -fol. 19.

7. Nilnkwjtha Sukla i» the author of the Cimmi CaTila composed in ad. Iffi6

I
vide my paper in the Antals {B. O. R I.) Voi. IX, pp. 331-332]. • The week

roentioTved by Govindajit on folio 29 of the MS is identical with

f’WHffr. I have evidence to prove that NIMaptfa w a pupil of Bhattoji

DUtgita.

8. Vide my paper on Kdmautmuha (/our. of Ori. Research, Madras, VoL XIV

Pt. 1, pp. 74 81). A Gujarati rendering of my paper has been pabfixhrd by my friend

Rao Br. P, C Divanji. m.a.. u..m. recently.
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<35) -foL 21.

(36) —foL 21.

(37) -fol. 22.

(38) -ioL 22.

(39) mb -foL 23. 26 29. 31.

(40) —fol. 23, 26. 29. 3L

(41) HgJilK -fol. 24.

(42) —fol. 26

(43) — fol. 43.

(44) WiJgfywm. —fol. 26.

(45) -fol. 26.

(46) —fol. 26.

(47) —fol. 26

(48) —lot 26. 32. 35.

(49) ziw *-fol. 26

(50) —fuL 26.

(51) —Id. 27.

(52) >ft*9** —fol. 28, 30. 34.

(53) xi -fol. 28.

(54)
fv f —foL 28.

(55) fatWli.ltNi —fol. 29. (
of tflaw g* )

(56) «I!W —fol 29.

(57) —foL 29. 34.

(58) -fol 36

(59) —fol. 32

(60) irfnft —fol 32

(61) fTlft —foL 33.

(62) <1*0 -fol. 33.

(63) 4lMM -fol 33.

(64) jnwifa -fol. 34.

(65) -fol. 37.

The above list is sufficient to show the 90Uf«rs of the present anthology. The

reference to BhatU Kamalikara on foiio 3 furnishes us with a clue about the

limit to the date of this anthology. If this Bhatla Kamalikara is identical

with the author of the Nnifcyasindku (composed in A.D. 1612) we can safely

presume that Govindajit composed his anthology after a.d. 1612.

A more exact reference, however, for purposes of chronology will be

found on folio 29. where a work called “ Mbm ” » mentioned. This

work appears to be identical with the work faff&WKd by Nilakaijlha Sukla
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of which two MSS are available in the Govt. MSS Library at the B.O.R.

Institute, Poona- I have proved in my note" on this work that rt was com-

posed in Sarkvat 1712 = a.d. 1656. The verse from the Cunaasataka quoted

by Govindajit on folio 29 of the MS of the SabhyalaiikaTana is identical with

verse 99 of the Cimanleorita (XfS No. 698 of 1886-92). This identity dearly

proves that Govindajit composed his anthology after a.d. 1656. The other

limit to the date of Sabhyalamkarana cannot be definitely fixed at present

bat as the MS of the work appears to be about 150 years old we may tenta-

tively assign Govindajit to the first quarter of the 18th century, if not later.

9. Vide Amah iff. O. K. /.) XII. p. 396.



SOME SURVIVALS OF THE HARAPPA CULTURE *

By

T. G. ARAVAMUTHAN , Madras.

XV. Bull Saoufkx and Bull Spout

Two seals found at Mohenjo-Daro picture a bull-sport that seems to haw
had a vogue there and to have had also a ritual significance. A bull.—or

buffalo,—stands with lowered head as if charging at some acrobats, male and
female : one of the acrobats seeks to take hold of a horn of the beau : another

alights on its back with a skilful jump : others have been thrown down by

the animal. The background to this scene is provided by a tree, a pillar and
a bird on the pillar The scene of the attempt at grappling the bull can be

matched in every detail from scenes pictured in Cretan antiquities of the

thousand years from about 2500 bc. to 1500 B.C.. but the backgtound to the

scene is lacking in them. Another seal and two amulet* from Mohenjo-Daro
show an acrobat taking hold of a bull, —or buffalo,—by its horns, trampling

it on its nose or on one of its horns and thrusting a well-aimed spear into

its back : a tree and a cobra seem also to haw a place in the scene. In some
Cretan antiquities wc have scenes in which a high priest slays a bull,—or

buffalo.—by driving a short sword into its neck, and makes an offering of it

before a sacred tree and a pillar which is surmounted by an axe on which
perches a dove. The Mohenjo-Daro relics picture a murderous encounter

between beast and acrobats in which the casualties include the beast and some
of the acrobats, but do not testily to the sacrificial scene which we find in the

Cretan remains. But the tree, pillar and bird that occur as background in

the grappling scene on the seals of Mohenjo-Daro have their counterparts in

the tree, pillar and bird of the sacrificial scene on the Cretan objects. It looks,

therefore, as if the three are scenes linked together as the successive stages in

a ritual observance.—a grappling with a bull (or buffalo), a slaying it and
an offering it in sacrifice. The tree, the dove and the axe being symbols of
the Great Mother, their presence at the ritual is evidence of the sacrifice being
made to that goddess.

To this day the Devi as Durgfl.—one of the Indian manifestations of
the Mother Goddess,—is worshipped in images representing her as standing
on the neck of a buffalo and slaying it with a spear thrust into the nape. The
Mother Goddess herself attacking the brute and slaying it may be but a varia-
tion on the theme of a slaughter by the votaries of the Goddess acting as

* Gmduded from p 336,

123. Font, in .45/. AR., 1935 : 93-100.
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her emissaries The latter ritual is well known all over India even now. and

is frequently an observance patronised by princes. For instance, in one of the

principalities of Central India a buffalo is plied with liquor on the day of the

Dasserah and is brought to a valley where a member of the royal family

slashes it at the neck with a sharp sword so that blood may flow : the animal

is then let loose but is attacked with lances, and when rt falls killed it is taken

by the outcastes who feast on it194 More often, the animal is slain in the

presence of the Goddess and is offered to her in sacrifice. But the element of

the sport with the bull—or buffalo,—is lacking in these practices and so we

are not able to decide if these could be survivals of the Harappa ritual

Telling ol the manner in which Krsoa. avatar ol Vtsqu. won lor wife the

daughter of Nagnajit, kir.g of the Kosalas, the Bhdgavcla Parana says that

the Kosala royal house had a convention ‘ to put to test the strength of men.

SO that the best bridegroom might be obtained that it consisted in a suitor

having to try conclusions with ‘ seven sharp homed and irresistibly wild and

wicked oxen that Kpspa was invited to subdue seven oxen
1

not subdued or

governed by anybody.’ that he thereupon ’ tightened his girdle and. appearing

as seven, sportfully subdued them and brought them under his power,’ then

‘ tied them with ropes, having put down their turbulent strength i broken their

teeth) and dragged them bound, even as a child may drag wooden bulls

(toys I. and that king Nagnajit promptly bestowed his daughter on the hcra,M

This account makes it dear that Kj^ija and his contemporaries of Kosala

knew only the sport ol grappling with the bull and that they did not seek to

slay it and offer it up in sacrifice.

In a Tamil work 1" which does not seem to be later than the third cen-

tury a.d. 12
'' occurs a poem in which a description is given of a similar practice

observed by the Ayar,—the Cowherd race.—m the Tamrl country. An ad-

mirable summary gives a vivid picture. * They (the community) had a pecu-

liar custom among them of selecting husbands for their girls from the victors

of a bull-fight A large area of ground is endosed with palisades and strong

fences. Into the endosure are brought ferotious bulls with sharpened hums.

On a specious kift. over looking the endosure. stand the shepherd girls whom
they intend to give away in marriage. The shepherd youths prepared for the

fight, first pray to their gods whose images arc placed under old banian or

peepul trees or at watering places. Then they deck themselves with garlands

made of the bright red flowers of the kanlkal and the purple flowers of the

kadya. At a signal given by the beating of drums, the youths leap into the

enclosure and try to seize the bulls, which, frightened by the noise of the

drums, are now ready to charge any one who approaches them. Each youth

approaches a bull which he chooses to capture. But the bulls rush furiously

124. Sarkak. in Unit. Calcutta : /. Dept. LctUrs, ilS27) 15 : 202-3.

125. Bk&zaia!a-Puti>ta. 10. 55. 32-55.

126. KalH-Tokoi.

127. It is one of the ' Sam-am
1

works and dcoe of them stems to be oi a later

date.
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with tails raised, heads bent down and horns levelled at their assailants. Some
of the youths face the bulls boldly and seize their horns. Some jump aside

and take hold of their tails. The more wary young men skilfully avoid the

horns and clasping the neck cling to the animals till they force them to fall

on the ground. Many a luckless youth is now thrown down. Some escape

without a scratch, while others are trampled upon or gored by the bulls. Same,

though wounded and bleeding, again spring on the bulls. A few who succeed

in capturing the animals arc declared the victors of that day's fight. The
elders then announce that the bull fight is over. The wcunded are carried

out of the enclosure and attended to immediately
; while the victors and the

brides-dect repair to an adjoining grove, and there forming into groups, dance

joyously before preparing for their marriage.' 18* Here too the bull-slaughter

and the sacrifice arc absent

Among the Kallars and the Maravars of the Tamil country, the Hal-

vakki Vakkals and the Bants of Kanara a bull -sport of some kind appears to

have been an annual observance. Its most spectacular form is that known as

the ' Jalli-kapu ' in the Pandya region of the Tamil land. With a view to

graduating into eligible bridegrooms, Kaliar and Maravar youths enter, in the

season of the harvest, an arena in which a bull careers about maddened by
the shouts of a crowded audience and the blare of trumpets, grapple it and
wrest a pack of jewellery or a sacral scarf tied to its horn As many as two
hundred bulls might be deployed at a performance. The youths may bear
swords but may use them only in self-defence. A bull may gore a youth, but
no youth shall kill a bull.138

The bull-fights of Knpa and of the modem candidates for matrimony arc
in the nature of a sport and not of a fight : the bull-grappling scene alone is

enacted, and the bull-slaughter and the bull-sacrifice scenes do not follow. A
pastoral people may have developed this simple observance as a manly exer-

cise and they need not have hitched it to a ritual. None the less the connec-
tion of the sport with harvest and marriage cannot be over looked : if it is a
fertility observance, as the evidence suggests, it may not be unrelated in 6ome
form to the bull-sacrifices of Crete and Harappa which, as wc have seen, arc
connected with the Great Mother.

The bull-sport in India seems to have been primarily associated with a
people known as the Abhiras in the ancient Purapas, for the Ahire of the
Central Provinces among whom we have found the sport to be current axe
their modem representatives in mid-India, and the Ayar of the Pandya region.

12& KalitTokas. 101, summarised in Kanakasabhai-Puxai, The TamilIs
Etihleen Hundred Years Ago. 57-8. The bull-sport attained rank as a classical motif
in later Tamil literature.

129. CROoxt in Folklore. 1917 ; 146-9. The paper is an excellent digerf of
much valuable information, but dwsmlai practices are jumbled up. F.ghu between
bulls, fights between men and bulls, bolls trampling pig* and bulls trampling over
unagts and breaking them are handled without much of discrimination. This paper
may be read in conjunction with Bishop's paper, ‘The Ritual Bullfight' in the
SimrksottMt Institution : Annuel Report. 1926 : 447-56.
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the youths of which are mentionerl in the ancient Tamil classic as delighting

in the sport, are no <Xher than the Ahirs or Abhlras. The habitat of the

Abhlras in the earliest days in which we catch a glimpse of them.—the two

or three centuries before Christ.— i* the north-west of India : indeed, it is just

the home of the Harappa culture. They were generally on the move, and

perhaps they came down rapidly to the Central Provinces and even to tire

end of the country, for, ‘ the Avar in the Pandyan dominion had a tradition

mentioned in the same Tamil classic. ' that they came into the Tamil land

along with the founder of the Pandyan family." 1 The sport may. therefore,

have journeyed from the north-west to the extreme south along with the

Abhlras The Kallar and Maravar of the Pandyan region who now indulge

in the sport may be either the descendants of the Ayar of the days of the

ancient Tamil work*3* or they might have been in close contact with them and

borrowed the sport from them.

We have found that in south India and as early as the third century

A.D-,- the latest date of the Tamil classic,—the Abhlras did not make a sacri-

fice of the bull. In the north too. and at a date even much earlier than in

the south, the element of sport alone is found associated with these combats,

and not that of sacrifice, for, KrJCJi subdued, but did not slay, the seven bulls

that lie had to contend with for the hand of the Kosalan pnnccss. When we

recall that this Kr«ria is also die god of the Abhiras. we cannot help speculat-

ing whether his example had a bearing on the character of the observance.

The generally accepted dates for Krcoa and for the beginning of the

migrations of the Abhlras in India are much latet than the age of the Harappa

culture So. the probabilities are that the heirs to the Harappa culture, who-

ever they were, had themselves shed the element of sacrifice in the observance

by the time they came into contact with the Abhlras, or that they retained it

as a sport -cum-sacrilice observance and passed it on as such to the Abhlras

who. however, subsequently discarded the element of sacrifice. We do not

have the data that would enable us to decide between these two probabilities.

It is to a Krena that—according to the Ckandotya Vpani&d, attributed

generally to about the seventh century B.C..—his preceptor. Ghora-Aftgirasa,

imparted the doctrine of Akimsa. " the not inflicting of pain.*11* A practical

application of the teaching of Akmsa would certainly have been elimina-

tion of the killing of the bull vanquished in the tussle, but Kpsja, the hero of

the Puranas, is not known to have been a votary of AhithM. The conversion

of the sacrifice into a mere sport may not therefore have been effected by thi3

Krena, if the sophistication had not already occurred The contest with the

130. KANAXASABHAI-PlLLAl, Op. Ctl.. 57.

131. The Tamil Idalyar of modem days who claim to be the descendants ol

the Ayar of widen! times do not. however, know of the JaHi-KaHu. If they are

the genuine Ayar we have to find a reason for their having totally abandoned the

observance and for its having passed into other hands.

132. "Austerity, aims-givir*. uprightness, hannkwtss (Ahimsa). truthfulness

—these are one's gift9 for the priests' : 3.19.4.
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seven bulk which be had to engage in to win the hand of the princess of

Kosala is definitely stated to have been on a pattern which had been tradi-

tional in the family of the kings of Kosala, and that pattern was that of a

mere sport and not that of a sport culminating in a sacrifice. Further, Ghora-

fogirasa is not said to have been the fiist thinker to have preached the gospel

of Ahimsd nor was Krwa his pupil the first initiate into the doctrine.

Faith in Ahimsa might therefore be much older than Chora- Artgi rasa and,

indeed, earlier than the hero of the Pur-anas who was the name-sake of Krsrja

the pupil. So the observance might have lost the element of sacrifice long

before the Krsna of the seven bulk. It may be that earlier teachers of the

doctrine had influenced earlier heroes to divest the bull sport of the clement of

sacrifice and that the earlier rulers of Kosala had known only of a bull sport

that did not lead up to a sacrifice. Long before the days of Kma the hero

the gory rite should have been redeemed and turned into a noble sport freed

from the bloodshed of a ritual. The probabilities seem therefore to lie in

favour of the view that the change in the character of the observance occurred

subsequent to the days of the Harappa culture but generations before the

Kr^na of heroic mettle and that the Ahimsa doctrine had had a share in bring-

ing about the change.

XVI. Conclusions

We have now seen that the Harappa culture did survive for long centu-

ries. The die-struck and die cast varieties of early Indian coinage are

indebted to this culture for at least their form. They turn out now to be

not only free from all trace of foreign elements but also to have had their

roots in Indian tradition. Some plaques from Ceylon are in the direct line

of descent from amulets of the Harappa age. and the image of Gaja-Laksmi

on the plaques is at least a survival of Harappa motifs. The image of Siva

as Dak&ioflimlrti and the image of the Buddha as Yogi-God are the products

of that culture. The cults of the sacred tree and the symbols have come down,

in all probability, from the days of Harappa. The veneration of the preceptor

and the granting to him of a status almost equal to that of God which

are, to this day. features of Indian religious life are legacies bequeathed by

the Harappa culture. The horn-crown on the head of the Siva-Pasupati of

Harappa became a symbol of considerable significance arid survived in combi-

nation with other symbols. Representations of deities worn on a head-dress

and carried on the head seem also to be survivals of Harappa fashions. The

bull-sacrifice following a bull-sport that is still offered in comers of the

country is probably based on Harappa precedents, and the bull-sport, without

the sacrifice as a sequel, common to this day in other parts of the country,

appears to be a sophistication of the Harappa ritual.

The influence of the Harappa culture seems to have been felt also in coun-

tries beyond India. Greek coinage at its best betrays traces of the influence

about the close of the 6th century B.c and Parthian coinage docs so about the

beginning of the 3rd century B.C. If a culture that disappeared about 2500
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B.C. in India is found to have had some influence in Greece about 500 B.c.

and in Parthia about 300 B.C. it is obvious that features of that culture should

have travelled to those lands before its disappearance in India.—or at least that

in the interval of two thousand years some survivals of that culture had spread

from India into those regions.

A few features of the Harappa culture appear tD be traceable in Vcdic

culture as well. The idea of a divinity as Pasupati is common to both, and

also Yoga as a religious practice. Tire association of a Yogi and a preceptor

with a tree is equally common. In both culture deer are associated with pre-

ceptorship and pupillage The vestigium pedis which is known to vcdic cul-

ture seems to have had a place in that of Harappa as well. The use of a

fillet in a ritual appears in both the culture*. A divinity carried on the head

of a man or of another divinity is also known to both cultures. All these are

features which the two cultures do not seem to share with any other culture,

—

except perhaps the ritual use of the fillet. The vedic culture, however, is

assumed to have entered India a thousand years at least after that of Harappa.

If thi9 view is correct the former must have been indebted to the latter

for these features, and the debt must have been contracted in the days

when the vedic people came into tin- Harappa itston and established contact

with tlie remains of the Harappa culture. But these features are so character-

istic of vedic culture th3t it is almost unbelievable that they came from another

culture,—especially from ore which, having disappeared, could have left Ur-

hind only a few traces which should have by tfien decayed in significance.

Some other explanation has to be found. Perhaps the two cultures were more

ultimately related than is realised.

IV evidence that we have passed in review shows also that this culture

had features that were similar to some in other contemporary' cultures. The

tree and tlie serpent and the standard were venerated in the Harappa region

as in Crete and in Mesopotamia. Anthropomorphic images were in vogue in

all these regions. The hom-crown had its analogue in Egypt and in Meso-

potamia The bull-sacrifice of Harappa was almost identical with that of

Crete. The pattern of a cult-object between adorants was common to these

areas and to Egypt But it is not yet possible to determine finally which

feature originated in which culture and who borrowed from whom. These

similarities establish the frequency with which even so early in history the

currents and cross-currents of influence flowed through cultures separated

from each other by great distances.*22

APPENDICES

1. Scripts of Harappa and Easter Island (See Section I. /«. 6.)

In discussions on the relation between the Harappa and the Easter Island

scripts no reference seems to have been made to a theory postulate! a few

133. See Appendix 9.
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years before the Harappa script came to receive attention, that the Easter

Island script comprises ' a number of bird-symbols that * the birds are vari-

ously depicted, some more or less realistically, others conventionally, and others

conventionally and often with human attributes that ‘ by far the greater pro-

portion ’ of the bird-symbols ‘dearly represent the frigate bird ', that that bird

had no home in the Easter Island, that its original home was in the Solomon

Islands in Melanesia, and that therefore * it seems probable that the script

itself originated in the Melanesian area and was perfected in Easter Island

while the memory of this bird and of its cult -associations still persisted.*11*

The theory need not, however, be inconsistent with a still earlier origin in the

Harappa region, for if the Harappa script did travel abroad and did reach

the Solomon Islands it might have been noticed there that the outlines of the

characters of the script conformed to those of the frigate-bird and. in con-

sequence, a resemblance to the bird might have been imposed there on the

characters.

2. Analogues to the Harappa Seals (See Section II, fn. 15.)

When the Harappa seals leapt into the limelight, in 1924. a comparison

was forthwith invited with ' the Proto-Elamite ** tablets dc oomptabilitc ” dis-

covered at Su8a',,,B extending in time from about 2600 to 2300 B.C.,

and it was asserted that the seals and the tablets are ‘ practically identical

'

as ' the form and size of the plaques are the same, the
44
unicorns " are the

same and the pictographs and numerate are also the same* and that ‘the

identity is such that the
44

seals
44

and tablets might haw come from the

same hand ’.**• Not even the emphasis with which the comparison was en-

forced has secured attention to tlie suggestion of similarity. The comparison

has failed to receive support from any other quarter and, indeed, it has not

been alluded to by others, even to be dismissed out of hand. The published

illustrations of the Proto- Elamite tablets convey only an inadequate impres-

sion of their appearance and special features. None the less, it is clear that

no similarity is traceable. Very few of the tablets are square : the device

and the writing, where they appear together, stand in no mutual relation

to each other : the animals do not usually stand in front of a
4

standard ' or
4

incense-burner
4

or of any other object : the writing and device have the

appearance of having been produced separately on the tablet and not evoked

together by the stamping of one seal bearing both writing and device : the

animals seem to have been imprinted by rolling a cylinder on the tablet-face.

The Susa tablets are documents.—records of transactions,—while the

Harappa pieces arc only seals, 'll est certain que tous Its textes de nos

tablcttes. sans aucune exception, sent dcs documents de compatabilitc \ and

134. Balfour, in Folklore. 1917 : 371-6.

133. Published by ScHEn. in ct Morgan'* DAegaibrn rn Perse. \fenestra,
Vol. 6 (1905) and Vd. 17 (1923).

136. Sayce, in Hid. London Neus, 27 Sept. 1924 : 566,
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‘CCS tablcttfs. toutes sans exception, constituent dcs actes compables, foumi-

tures, livraisons, inventaires We may, therefore, take it that the Harappa
seals and the Susa tablets have little in common.

Stamp seals of a square shape arc contemporary with the Harappa seals,

but we do not know that seals similar to the Harappa ones in format and

design have come to light anywhere else. The nearest approaches are seals

like the one which, found at Ur in a stratum assignable to about 2650-2500

B.C., yields a square impression in which a goat stands in profile under a

largish crescent which, perhaps, encloses a star or a sun between the horns,1:1

but even these arc far different from the seals of Harappa

3. Early Square Coins (See Section II, fn. 27.)

If credence could be given to Chinese tradition, the founder of the Chou

dynasty (c. 1050 B.C.) 9eems to haw had a minister of the name of T'ai

Kung. who, coming from beyond the land of Chou, ' instituted (which may

mean either invented, or simply introduced), for his master’s benefit, a “sys-

tem of currency ", which included squares of gold of a fixed weight, lengths

of silk and hempen cloth of definite dimensions, and lastly, round copper

or bronze coins having a central hole*.'** Could it be inferred that the

minister was native of a region where the square shape for coinage was appre-

ciated for its ensuring uniformity of weight and that that region had known

of the square seals of Harappa or derivatives from them? To accept the

inference would be to date the origin of coins many centuries earlier than «

generally agreed. Coinage must have been invented much earlier than T'ai

Kung if two shapes,—the square and the round.—bad come to be accepted

by his times.

4. The Garupa in a Budohist Scene (See Section VI, /«. 55a.)

On the vertical face of the platform on which the Buddha should have

been seated (Fig. 9: 2) are incised two Garndas (holy eagles I in flight.

The urge for decoration is scarcely adequate a9 an explanation for the occur-

rence of the bird in the sculpture, for the chances of a Garuda being chosen

for a purely ornamental purpose are infinitesimal as against those of the

innumerable other objects that have a decorative appeal. Nor is it easy to

account for the bird appearing in a Buddhist setting, for, while the associa-

tion erf the Ganxja with Soma and Visnu are well known we have no know-

ledge of its having any connection with the Buddha or his teaching or the

beliefs, he countenanced. A chic is worth looking for.

137. Scheil, m de Mqbcan, op. cii.

138. LEGRAIN, Ur Excavations : III Archaic Sral-lmpressions
, 2, 17, 45 : 31

(539).

139. HOPKINS, in JRAS., 1896 : 319-20, 340. citing the ' History of the Earlier

Han Dynasty ' and some other authorities.
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Certain fire altars used m Vedic sacrifices are built in the form of an
eagle,'*'' and a few of them, known as the syenacits,"' follow the outlines of

a bird in flight.'*3 These altars recall to mind, though but dimly, the plat-

form :n this Buddhist piece with the flying Garndas on its face, the vacant

platform looking but a variant of a fire-altar.

The sculptured scene in which the Garudas appear in flight is that in

which the feet of the Buddha are venerated by his followers. The purpose of

the veneration of the feet cannot but be the attainment of Nirtaqa—which
is what every Buddhist wishes to attain to or his dissolution. The fire altars

in the form of the eagle in flight are prescribed when the object of the sacri-

fice is, not the gaining of food or cattle nor even the achieving of Biahma-
loka, but is the attainment of heaven. The Garuda which has a place in a

Vedic ritual that leads the tacrificcr to heaven appears also in a parallel con-

text in Buddhism.—associated in a mode of worship by which the devotee

of the Buddha seeks to achieve rUrtina. By the time of this piece of sculp-

ture the attainment of the nirvana of Buddhism had in all probability come
to be equated to what in the Vedic faith was the attainment of heaven, Bud-
dhist belief might therefore have expressed itself in this piece of sculpture in

terms of Vedic symbolism That two Garudas,- instead of one,—should be

shown incised on the platform may be due either to an unintelligent adoption

of the symbolism or to a variation made deliberately to obscure the earlier

associations of the symbol.'43

5. Patterns on Cylinder Seals (Sec Section VII, /«. 56.)

Tl»e disposition of the patterns in cylinder seals has not been always

correctly understood by even competent authorities. It « therefore desirable

to explain briefly the arrangement of the patterns with reference to one of the

examples illustrated here (Fig. II : 1).

Being a cylinder, the seal coukl be rolled on indefinitely so that the

impnnt of the pattern in the seal could be repeated in a line as often as the

seal completes a revolution. An illustration ( Fig. 11:1) shows the imprinc

left by the seal when, having done just ont full revolution, it has gone through
an exact half of the second : the imprint of the first revolution closes with

a line drawn vertically just after the tail of the goat facing left.

The pattern resulting from the first revolution is mainly that of the pair

of entwined serpents between goats that stand facing each other : the flower

between the horns of the two goats is no more than an embellishment filling

140. See. (or instance, Saiapa’ha Bruhmana 8. 1.4.8.

141. See, for Instance, Majvmdah, in /. In. Soc. Or. Att„ (1989) 7: 40-42,

15, 57-60, and Ibid.. (1940) 8: 21-36.

142. It may be that the bird is U> fly to the sky as the sacrifice, and with
the bird the sacrifice who is idaiufird with Paj&pati is to attain the sky ’

: Keith,
Set. & Phil. Vedas & t/p, 466

143. The duplication of a symbol in one of the sculptures at Bhaihut may wdl
be a parallel I see section XII. fit. 108).
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up a gap in the composition The pattern would thus be self-contained but

for an unintelligible object appearing in the upper left of the imprint and an

equally unintelligible object appearing in the upper right of the imprint, if

the imprint was confined to the first revolution But it is interesting to note

that while one of these objects seems to stretch towards the right, the other

stretches towards the left—and. what is more interesting, in a manner that

suggests that they are but the right and the left halves of a symmetrically

designed object.

If the imprint is continued just a little further, the suspicion wc had ii

confirmed, for the object stands revealed as an eagle flying vertically with its

wings spread wide and symmetrically

If the imprint is continued still further to the extent of a half of the

second revolution of the seal—as shown in the illustration—the left half of

the pattern repeats itself : the first goat, facing right, appears again facing

right, and the entwined pair of serpents appear once more but they do not

fully reveal themselves.

If the seal goes completely through the second revolution the right half

of the entwined pair emerges and the goat facing left reappears, so that the

pattern repeats itself a second time Rut, in the process, a second pattern

has appeared : a pair of goats stand back to back, and a spread eagle fills

in the gap in the upper half. If in the first revolution the eagle is risible only

to the extent of a half while the serpents and the flower are seen in lull, the

eagle has its reverge when the cylinder makes a hall of the next revolution,

for. then, the eagle gets unfurled in full while the serpents and the flower are

vertically cut in twain at the right of the imprint.

If the seal is rolled further and fuither the first pattern of goats face to

face and the second pattern of goats back to back repeat themselves, and,

incidentally, the flower and the spread eagle also repeat themselves, adding,

to the variety of the patterns.

The seal itself beam engraved in it only one pair of goats and one pair

of entwined serpents and only one Rower and one eagle. If the seal starts

on a revolution with imprinting the right half of the flower and completes

the revolution with imprinting the left half of the flower we get the pattern

of goat faring goat ; if, however, it starts with the right half of the eagle and

closes with the left half we have, the pattern of goats hack to back. The point

from which the seal starts rolling determines the pattern we get. but the skill

of the artist of the seal lies in his evoking both patterns from one design in

one seal .

144

6. Other Affiliations of the Deer (See Section X. fn. 74a.)

The deer is associated with Vedic sacrifice as well. The sacrificer clothes

himself in a deer skin to which he ties the hom of a deer; his seat is

the skin of a black antelope and his shoes are made of antelope hide .
1 * 6 The

K4. Thh. is possible only in a cylinder Seal

145. Taittinya Scmhita. S.4.4.4.
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tract between the Himalayas and the Vindhyas * which mends as far as the

eastern and the western oceans ' called ArySvarta,—1

' the land where the black

antelope naturally roams’,— is ’fit for the performance of sacrifices'
; it is

the yajmya deia.lit That the skin and the horn are indispensable to the

sacrifice! Is perhaps the reason for yajntyu deso being defined as the land of

the black antelope, but we do not know why that animal had to divest itself

of its skin and hom for sacrifices.

Siva, who has adopted 9ome of the features of Rudra. is usually figured

holding a deer in one of his hands. Rudra is said to have claimed all that

was over a place of sacrifice, Ilaving appeared there as a black giant. UT

Rudra is also said to have shot Prajapati on his taking the form of a deer

after his incest with Ushas. :,s These references are too incomplete and obs-

cure to help us to unravel the relationship that seems to subsist between

Rudra, Prajapati, the sacrifice and the deer.

7. Maues, MaNju-Sju and Mahayanism (See Section XI, jn. 93.)

If the beginnings of the art of Gandhara could be dated about the early

years of the 1st century b.c. at the latest and if Alahayanism could be traced

in the earliest products of the Gandhara school, it is worth asking whether the

Maues coin pictures one of the Mahayana deities. The sword points indubi-

tably to Mafiju-6ri. It may be hard to believe that a Greek king would have

thrust a sword into the hands of one who was capable of placing it idly in

his lap and folding his hands over it,—as wc find nn the coin of Maucs,—
but it is certainly not difficult to see that Mafiju-Srf who had been meek enough

to arm himself with a book would not haw known better than to haw grown

moody over the inconvenient possession of a sword and to have placed both

hands in the lap. 1*’

There may be no general acceptance of the view that Mahayanism was

so early as the beginning of the 1st century ac., but, if the view advanced

here that the Buddha had become a divinity much tailier than the sculptures

of Bharhut and Sanehi is accepted, it is not improbable that the origins of

Mahayanism should be much earlier than is believed.

To suggest a very early date for Mafiju-Stl, as has been done here, is to

risk a summary dismissal. But, to declinp to see Mafiju-Sri on the coin of

Maucs is to accept the modem interpretation of the seated figure and the

cross-bar in preference to that of Azes

8. Egyptian Analogues to Nandipada over Circle? (See Section XU,
jn. 106a.)

The combination of a pair of boms and a circular object occurs also in

Egypt in representations of the divinities Amon. Hathor, Isis, Khonsu.

146. Mmu Dkernta SOstra, 2.22-3.

147. Ailareya Btukmvna. 331.1. ; 5.14.

148. Maetrayvrti Samluia, 42.12
;
Aitareya Brikmana. 333.

149. Tarn, at any rate, can have no quarrel with this view, for he assigns an

early date for the rise of the Mahayana school
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Nephthys and Ra, and of rulers like Cleopatra* A large disc—sometimes
an object looking like a large globe- rests at the junction of a pair of horns
displayed as on the head of an animal, and. usually, the horns rise almost

hugging the disc. How artistically the combination can be presented will be
realised only when we look at sculptures of Hathor as cow and at the colossal

ram from Napata. Obviously, a pair of horns enclosing a disc was a symbol
of importance in Egypt.

Thts symbol and the nandipada over circle are similar in that boms
and a circular object are the elements composing the design, but the similarity

ends there Firstly, in the Indian symbol the circular object occurs below

the horns while it stands between the horns in the Egyptian symbol. Secondly,

the circular object in the Indian symbol appears to be a modification of the

lotus or the wheel, while the disc in the Egyptian symbol seems to be a vari-

ant of a globe Thirdly, the horns of the Egyptian symbol are but two and

they spring as from the head of an animal, but in the Indian symbol a third

member occurs at the junction of the horns,—a projection like a cup or

helmet or like a spike,—usually much shorter than the other two members,

but often as long a* the others, as in a trtfufo

Another symbol is known to Egypt (Fig. 16 : 5) which integrates the

horn -crown or nandijrada but it dues not incorporate the circle or disc as well.

The nandipada over circle seems therefore to have had no counterparts

in Egypt.

9. Origin of Name Harappa (See Section XVI, fn. 133.)

The name of Harappa itself is perhaps an instance of flotsam. The
name has not been attainted for in terms of any language of the area in

which this townkt lies. Even folk etymology confessed defeat, and tradition

had to resort to that desperate remedy,—the creation of an eponymous king.—
Harappa, to lend his name to the aty. So we may assume tentatively

that the name is an ancient one that has come down to modem times. Far

away in Iraq, a little to the cast of the Tigris and on the site of the

modem town of Karkuk. there stood a city the name of which has been

variously spdt as ArraphatJl' and Arrapkha. 131 The pronunciation of the

name of this city is almost identical with that of Harappa. 1” Though the

Iraqian city docs
-

not seem to have been known in the period of Ur (3000

BC.) it appears to have been taken by the kings of Gutium about

2400 B.C. ;
,i4 so its antiquity must be earlier than the latter of these two

dates- It is practically to this same period that the Indian city is assignable

and it is well established that Iraq and the Indus valley' were then in contact

with each other. Nothing short of a marvel could explain both cities having

150. Smith. EutIt Hist. Assyria. 88.

151. Langdon, in Cambridie Ancient History, 1 : <23

152. Especially when we bear in mind the special values of the intial vowel

and of the fe and the kh in these names.

153. Ibid.. 1 : 423, 154. Ibid.. 1 : 439.
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the same name if wc assume either that each of them came by its name
independently or that the Indian city adopted a name within recent centuries

which had been forgotten in Iraq long centuries ago. It looks extremely

probable that cnc of the two cities owed its name to the other, 1” though we
cannot yet say which bore the name earlier, and, therefore, lent it to the other

by way of recogoitko of mutual indebtedness. 150

10. Clue to Decipherment of Harafpa Script (Sec Appendix 9, /«. 155.)

Now that we know of a place-name which might have been current in the

days of the Harappa culture, it is worth attempting to trace the name in the

reals from Harappa. It is legitimate to assume that these seals bear the. names

of the respective owners, that some at least of the owners might have added

on the seals that they belonged to Harappa, that therefore the name of that

city may be found on a few at least of the seals found at Harappa, that the

name would not ordinarily have been used an the seals found at Mohenjo-

Daro, that therefore the groups of symbols expressing the name of Harappa

would not be found ordinarily in the seals from Mohcnjo-Daro, that conse-

quently the gioup must be peculiar to the seals that have turned up at Harappa,

that if the script was syllabic the name might have been expressed in three

characters and that they would occur together and in the same order. If such

a group of characters could be isolated,—frequent at Harappa and uncommon
at Mohenjo-Daro,—we may be almost confident of having settled the values

of three of the Harappa characters. At present this seems to be the only

possible basis for an attempt at fixing the values of a few of the character

on the seals of this culture.

11. Origin or Name Musiri (See Appendix 11, /«. 156.)

A second Indian place-name also may possibly have been derived from a

region not very distant from Arrapha. Some places in south India bear a

name. Musiri. which is not susceptible of being derived from the languages

of the areas in which they are situated. Muyir-k-kOtfu, on the Arabian sea,

near Cochin, was known to Ptolemy as Mouziris, which is equivalent in

modern Tamil to Musiri. Another town of the name Muiiri is now to be

found in the interior of the Tamil country.— in the Trichinopoly district

Muiir-p&kkam is a village in the Chingleput district In a part of ancient

Cappadocia,—the area north-west of Antioch and Alexandria, almost border-

ing on the Mediterranean.—a place known as Mtt$ri was conquered by a

descendant of Ashur-uballit, king of Assyria, between about 1385 and 1242

n.c. 1*’ May it be that the similarity of names is to be accounted for by com-

mercial intercourse between the coasts of the Mediterranean and the west coast

of south India?

155. See Appendix 10. 155. See Appendix 11.

157. Thompson, in Cambnd^e Afcitnt Hisitiy, 2 : 234, 241, 250.
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key to illustrations

NO. Provenance Object Date Reference

FIGURE 1

1 Mubeojo
Dare*

Sealing c 2830 b. c. Marshall, Mobenjo-Darc. — : U2
069)

2 Harap£a *• •• VATS, b ASL AR, 1927 : 107 : 23 (3)

3 Moheojo-
Daro

•# 9* Marshall. bUm^Daro, — : 130
(303)

4 N M r* MaCKAY. Makujo-Daro, — : 96 (520)

5
|

Ayodhya Coin Prob. 2nd
cent d. c.

Rjvett-Carnac, in JASB.. 49 . 1S8

:

wa)
6 •• •• 99 Allan, BM.CC. Anlni.1%9L 133:

17(2)

7 ! Madura
country

M Prob. 2nd
cent. A. D.

Loventbal, Gant TomtvtUy, 5 : 1 (11)

8 M N •»

,

6: 1(13)

9 Ceylon M
i

*#

1

1 Smith, L\t. CC.. 200 : 22 (19)

I CoDftlNGTON, Corns Ceylon. 24 : 2(16)

10 Ujjaia « 3-2nd cent.

B.C.
Allan, BM. CC. An. bid.. (145). 261

:

36(8)

u Audurnhara V* 1st cent.

IX.
(
D>, «4)

TCUMNWCRAM, Coins An. In-iui. 68 :

l 4 <Zl

12 Ayodhya •• Prub. 100*125

A.D.
Allan, BM. CC An. InA., (90). 137 :

17 (17)

13
]

Taxila Signet Rmg M Marshall, hi ASJ.AR. 1925: 50:
1115)

Cunningham, Coats An. bid.. 62 : $3)14 N Coin —
IS

|

FIGU1

Ku=a:n

IE 2

•» 152-144 B.C. Jayaswal, in WORS* (1934) 20 : 291,
296 : 2 (3)

1 Mohenjo*
Daro

Sealing c 2800
B.C

Marshall. Mo*\enio-Daro, 386: 111

(339)

2 Aialumbara Coin lat cent
B.C

Allan, BM. CC. An. btd.. (84). 123 :

14(17)

FIGURE J

1 Moteijo-
Daro

Scaliog C 2800
B.C

Marshall, AtoheqoDm. 387 ; 111 :

(351)

2 Taxi la Coin — ALLAN, BMCC. An. but.. (135), 225 :

32 (21)

3 Piprahwa Coin? c 450-200
’

B. C.

Smith & Perr*. in JRAS., 1896 :

585 : 1 (11
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No. Provenance Object Datb Reference

FIGURE 4

1 Aenus
|

Coin c 460 B.C. 5ELTMAN, Greek Coins, 145: 29 18)

2 Cyrene M c52S 480
B. C.

Robinson, BM. CC. CyremUa. 4 . 3 (7)

3 Maccdnn M c 413-399
B. C.

Skltman. Greek Corns, 139, 142:

27(14)

4 Athens M C 540 B. C- IK 51 : 4 (2)

FIGURE S

1 Mobenjo
Daro

Sealing c 2800 B. C. Marshall, Mohe^oDarv. —

:

110
(319)

2 Thurium Coin c 440 b. c. Hill. Greek & Roman Cams, 261 : 6(5)

3 Neapolis m c 420 B.C. Sbltman. Greek Coins. 115 : 18 |9)

4 Ur Sealing c 3O30-3W0
B.C.

Smith, Early H. Assyria. 49-50
: (3)

FIGURE 6

1 Mchenjo-
Diro

Sealing c2»wb.c. Marshall. Mohenjo-Daro

.

—: 106

(93)

2 i« N M
•

A* —: 110(302)

3 Chanhu-
Dwo

n c 2000 ». C. Majvmdar, Expins. Shut. 38 : 17 i3S)

4 Parlhia Coin c 230 a.C. GARDNER. ParOaan Cotnoftf, 26 : 1 (4)

5 BactriaA
N. W. India

» C 173-156

B.C.
Smith. Dd. CC., U : 7 (8)

6 Bactria •»

M

c 156-140
B.C.

1st cent
B.C.

IK 14 : 3 (3)

Allan, BM. CC. An. btd. (154) 280:

45(14)

FIGURE 7

1
1

Harappa Amulet

•

c 2800
B-C.

Marshall. Mokinyy-Darc, 63 : 12 (13)

2 #• M •9 Vats, la ASl AR. 1928: 83 : 34b.

3 Ceylcc Plaque 2nd cent.

B. C.

f Codrincton, Corns Ceylon. 29 : 2 (23)

1
Parker. AnesenJ Ceylon. 461. 475:

l 154(2)

4 Ceylon N •9 Codwnoton. Coins Ceylon. 28 ; 2 (22)

5 Harappa Amulet c 2800
a-c

VATS, m ASL AJL. 1928 83 : 34-b

6 N •• Marshall. Moheroo-Daro. 65 : 12 (20)

7 «• §0 - lb.. 69 ; 13 (19)
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No. Provrnaxce Object Date Reference
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No. Provenance Object Date Reverence

FIGURE 14

1 Mcticnjo-

Dsro
Sealing !c28CO b.C, MaCKAY. Mdtemo-Daro. 335 : 87 (222)

2 L’jJaim Com c 3-2nd cent.

B.C
Allan. BM. CC. An. Jnd. (145X 252 :

38(23)

3
i»

•• H Cunningham, Cans An, M „ 07

:

10(7)

4 m St m Allan. BM CC. An M.. (US), 252 :

38(25)

5 PanchaU c 25 B.C. a, (1201, 203 : 28 (20)

6 M M M 1 a, (120) 204 : 29 (1)

7 ’ Gaxxihara

'

•* C 75 B.C. Gardner. BMCC, Creeks & ScytAi-

anun : 17 (5)

FIGURE 15

1
4 Gandhara

'

Sculpture 100 B. C.-200
A. D.

Burgess, Ahc Mon- Temp. Saitp.

hd* 11 : 130 (2)

2 Aniaravati •» 150-200 a. D- BacCHOFER. Early Iml. SitJfr.—

:

128

3 Twtla *» 2nd cent. a d. ft.,-: 152 (5b)

4 Amaravati

i

i c 150 a. n. Fbxgusson. Tree «C Serp. Horshp.
191-2 : 71 (2)

FIGURE 16

1 Mcocnjo-
Ifcro

Seal c 28uo a.c. Marshall, kk/unjo-Dsn

2 Sanchi Sculpture 2ndoenLB.c.
(

Maisky, Saucku —

1

31 (4*

3 •t *» •• a.-: 31 (4)

4 Bharb.it
•t C150B.C. Cunningham, Stupa flfcarAwL 45 : 30(3)

5

6

ScdmciU

Taxila

C. 2800-2®

0

B.C.
c 150 a. a

Petrie, Decorative Designs. — :34

aSKSL 1*34 : 65 : 27(1)

7 w c 150 A. D. ASI. AR.

8 Persia Coin 5<h cent b. c. Hill. BM. CC. Arab*, tit* (135. 137)

9 ! Sanchi Sculpture
$2nd coil o c.

j

Majset, Sands. —: 39 (1) w

10
j " n a.-: 31 (6)

n i Taxila C 100 B. c. ASI. AR^ 1913 : 27 : 21b 6

12
!

Sanchi Sculpture 2nd cem. ft. c. Maisky. Sanch. 31 (4)
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No. Provenance Object Date Kefekekcf.

13 Mathura m 1st cent. A.a Cogmaraswamy. HilL fa fmfa Art,— : 71

14 Lahun — c 2000-1800
B.C.

Pittetb, Ckcurative Designs, — t 34
1M40)

IS Crew — c 2000-2400
B. C.

A.— : 34 (M37)

16 Pipnihwa Gold Leal c 450-2LK)

B. C.

Smith & Pwpe. in JRAS. 1838 :

585:1

FIGURE 17

1 ' Fnkomi Gold-ten c 1360 B.c. Evans, Palace oj Xtiws, 2 : 404 5

(300)

2 Saochi Sculpture c 6th cent.

A. D.

NlAlSET, SmtU. — : 15 (10)

FIGURE 18

1 Muhcnjo
Daiu

'

Figurine C B. c.

•
1 V t* - .

1 U]
Marshall, Xhhnxjc-Daro,

2 •i »* M Mac kay, Mohmfotfaro. 279:75
(15.16)

3 Nflgina Pottery Bp.eeks, /VriRfiitr Inbts NHgtris*
-:36



PLACE AND PERSONAL NAMES

IN THE EARLY LAND GRANTS OF ASSAM*

By

B. KAKATI. Gauhati.

1. The late MahamahopadhySya Pandit Padmanatha BhattAcarya,
M.a (formerly Senkn Professor of Sanskrit in the Cotton College, Gauhati)

published the Sanskrit capper-plate inscriptions of the early Hindu Kin#*

of Assam in 1838 b.s. (1931 ajx). The Pandit had compiled, deciphered

and worked at the grants over many years and after his retirement from

office put them in together under the comprehensive title of Kammipa s&sa.

ndvaR and got them published through the courtesy of the Rangpur Sahitya

Pari$ad. North Bengal. The Sanskrit text has been printed in the Dcva-
nAgarl script and the accompanying Bengali translation in the Bengali script.

There is also a long historical introduction in Bengali. Though the Bengali

translation takes away much of the usefulness of the publication in other

parts of India and abroad, the text may be relied upon as hating been very

carefully prepared

2. The inscriptions have all been composed in Sanskrit,—some in verse

and others in prose. The Sanskrit has been interspersed with Prakrit and
indigenous dtiya formations. Contrary to current practices, the editor, instead

of retaining the Prakrit formations in the text, substituted corresponding re-

constructed Sanskrit formations in their places. The original Prakritisir.s

have, however, been preserved in foot-notes under headings like "Original

readings

3 In the publication under discussion, there are ten inscriptions rang-

ing fmm the seventh to the twelfth century a.d., covering practically the

entire Hindu period of Assam history From the thuteenth century onwards,

Assam passed into tlie hands of the Sham. These land grants were ordered

by seven Hindu kings in different times measured by centuries. Their names,

regnal times and the places wherefrom the grants were issued are given in

the following table. The serial numbers of the grants arc put in just after

the names in Roman natation

* Abbreviations :

—

As. = Assamese
;

Bd. = Bodo ; Khas. = Khasi ; Md. =* MuixJari ; Sant. —
Sanial: ; A. F. D, — Assamese, Its Formation and Development.
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Names. Grant No. Tima. Pkce of issue.

1. Bhaskara Varma (I) 7th century Karoasuvama
••

Ml Harjara Vanna (II) 9th century llaruppcsvara

3. Vanamftla Deva (HI) 9lh century Haruppeivara

4. Bala Varma (IV) 10th century HitrQppeJvara

5. Ratnapfila (V. vn 11th century Durjaya

G. Indrapaia (VII. VIII) ltth century Durjava
rr
t • Dharmapala (IX. X) 12th century Kamarupa (city)

4- In tracing the genealogies of king3 and often afeo of the Brahmin

scholars to whom lands were granted, in recording the names of the persons

who composed the verses and who prepared the copper plates and inscribed

them, and also in defining the boundaries of the lands in terms of rivers,

tanks, trees, and adjoining cultivation fields, places and persons have been

named whose denominations are often of non-Sanskritic origin. The editor

passed them over as unintelligible and no comment was made In some

instances an attempt was made by the editor to explain a few terms- But

the explanations seem to be entirely fanciful, being metaphysical eg. Harup-

pe4vara is connected with Sdrupyamukli The explanations suggested in this

paper are entirely independent of the editor’s comment.

5. The indigenous d*fya elements are grouped below into (A) Personal

names— female and male ; < B) Place names. The Personal names arr mostly

of Sanskritie origin and those only have been included here that show some

morphological peculiarities from the point of view of N!-A languages. As

the non-Aryan terms arc unintelligible, only sound correspondences with

semantic approximations have been given

The number of the inscription is indicated by Roman notation and the

number of paragraph by Arabic notation.

(A)

Personal Names.

Ftmale.

G. Female nanus always end in -a ; e.g. Jivadd (IIMO) ;
STtmattaru

(III 15) ;
Ralna (1X.11) ; Jivi (X.15) ; Nttrt (X.17) ; Patio (X.19).

7. Female names, are often pleonastically lengthened by soffix—ayihi :

eg.

Sabkrayika (111.31); Svabkre- ; (S« + abkra).

Sydmdyikd (1V.28) ; SyamA ;

Cktppayika (VI.18) ; Ksepyd ; .

Scukkydyika (V1I.22) ;
*Saukhya ;

Pauka (IX. 19); Pax-aka uka ; (see § 7c)

As against Sydmdyikd of plate no. IV, occurs tlie honorific Skt. form

Sy&mSdtvi in plate no. 1.22.
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In modem female names like Rake. Pale. Make (A. F. D. § 188) in

the KAmarGpI dialect of Wpstem Assam, convergence of -dtvi and ayika

may be suspected.

Daluhangand (111.30) ; “women of daluha ",

It is an obscure word. In the foot-note the editor refers to an earlier

translator who rendered it into “the women of Danuha, (a nation) Tire

compound seems to mean ~ temple women Daluha seems to be an Austric

formation : cf. dal, hcleh. kai, hti, hi. H. 151, 152, 153. Modem As. retains

dol, a temple, shrine. Cf. also dig-dol (see § 16). In the context in the

inscription, other classes of women referred to arc kanidft. varasirt, ftaicira-

kilmim, nail. The presence of knndli seems to have misled the translator.

Male.

7. Pleonastic suffixes after male names :

(a) iyd; (A. F. D. 538a) ; Kiliyi ( 1.27 ) < A'rlii.

It is a very common personal name in current Assamese.

‘(M -e : Caitde ( -nauki ) (VI 21) ; a boatman named Cande,<Candra-.

The suffix « the samp as thp Standard Assamesp -at (A. F. D. {} 527) which

appears as -e m Western Aseamcse.

(c) oka ; Kkasoko (1.26) : Indoka (IIJ.32).

The termination -oka occurs also elsewhere : cf. Diwoka. Rudoka. names nf

Kaivarta rebel kings of early Bengal (P. L. Pal : Early History of Bengal.

p. 58). In the earlier form -auka, it appears in Jdtruka. a son of Asoka

Maurya (V. A. Smith : Early History of India, p. 191).

The suffix -oka>-o is preserved in modem Assamese ament names;

e.g Hilo. Haro. Haro
; (A. F. D. § 189).

Indoka. Kkdsoka of the inscriptions seem to be respectively related to

India and Bodo kkeuo, build anything across a road or a river.

(d) Two other endings are 4. -t (t) : e.g. .Abedlci (X-23) ; Orangi-

tanlra (IX.24) , a weaver named Orangi. Current Assamese has -i termina-

tion in personal names ; e.g. AnAtki, Bkadi. Orangi seems related to Malayan

Orang: Sant, horo, man. .(ft) : Bhijjata (111.30 1 ; cf. CuTTent As. names;

Bijit. Brnlcit. Bkdbit.

8. Two other names of historical and legendary fame seem to be ol

non-Aryan origin :

Harjera Deva (II) ; giver of grant no. II. He and the two other kings

of his dynasty Vanamala Deva and BalavarmS. givers of grants nos. Ill and

IV. with their capital at Hiruppeivara, are said to have belonged to a

mlecta dynasty. The name Harjara seems to be of Austric origin : cf. Sant

kora, hill ; Austric jurukrak. jubah. a chief, C 98 (sec § 10).

Noraka : The famous Pauranic king of PrSgjyotisa from whom most of

the Hindu kings of early KAmarupa trace their descent. His name occurs in

almost all the inscription?. According to Kilikd Puidna. he was bom of
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Earth in the sacrificial ground of king Janaka of Mithila along with SIlS.

The Pauranlc derivation of the name is ntna. man, kc. head. At the time

of his birth he placed his head on the skull of a man and so he came to be
known as Naraka. His being bom of Earth seems to point to some non-

Aryan origin of the name : cf. Khasi, run ; iron
; narsav. red hot iron

;

naisuk. a piece of iron rod used for roasting fish, flesh etc. cf Skt. naroze.
iron arrow.

(B)

Place Names.

9. Place names owe their origin to association with lakes, rivers, trees

or some striking natural characteristics or incidents that happened in the loca-

lities indicated. Similarly river names are associated with terms indicating

noise, breaking etc. The following list of place names has been arranged

according to the serial number of the inscriptions rather than the alphabeti-

cal order in order to give an idea of the perspective of the time when they

were recorded. Moreover words occurring in the same plate may throw some

light upon one another's origin by semantic or jound association

10. HirUpptsvora, (11.14! ; Sent of King Harjara and his descend-

ants. Situated near the prrsent town of Tezpur in the Darang district. Sup-

posed to be of Austric origin : cf. Sam. hara, hill ; Austric pau. hill. H. 93 :

also Sant, harup. to cover as with a basket or dish. Curiously enough, other

towns of the same region seem to have Austric affiliations : Tezpur, Austric.

/a/a. tijo, a snake, S 311. Sant, tijo, a creeping insect Darang, a rivcT and

a district : cf. Austric dorr, bridge. B 391 ; hong, mg. W 29.

11. DiijinHi (IV 16) : Locality of the land granted by plate no. Ill,

cf. Bodo dija(o), to melt ; jini. dirt.

Heng-Sibd ( IV261 ; Place . cf. B<!- keing. relation ; stboi, break.

Koppa (1V.33) ; Place ; cf. Khas. kop, to cover ; Austric. koi, C 156.

Diddesd (IV.23
1 ; a tank ; cf. Bd- di. water; disei, to sprinkle w3ter.

Sebd (IV,33) ; a tank ; cf Bd. sebai. to break.

12. Kalonga (VI. 16). Locality of land granted by plate no. VI in the

present district of Nowgong. Associated with the name of a river called

Kalong, cf. Austric ki/mg, a noise. N 90

Diyarnbara pla (VI.21 ) ; a tank ; cf. Bd- diyungma. flood ; bora, mouth

of a river. Jala is a common term indicating natural tanks or lakes, cf. Khas.

/’aw, to leak ; jaw-khdait. tathed in team ; Austric, loo, water.W 35 : Sant.

tola, a shallow or marsh.

13. Hopyoma (VII.21 ) ; Locality of land granted by plate no. VII.

cf. Bd. hap. to penetrate
;
yao, hand ; me, suffix indicating biggishness.

Koy.ha mdkkkiydna (VI125I : a tank ; Skt. koilkc, a granary; ydim,

passage ; Bd. niakJuro, a thief : = “ passage of the granary thief ".

Mckuli-mdkkhi-yina ( VII.2S ! ; also Makuli-Kumyard (§ 14). cf. Aus-

tric maku. egg E 34 ; tiong. ting, egg plant. Several Assamese names of plants
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with rgg-like fruits begin with mdka- ; cf. mdkcri-ghild, mdkat. In this con-

nection cf. also Skt. vdliga, latinga, brinjal.

Dirgurr.ma lVIl.25) ; a river; cf. Bd. dir, river, gu, grasshopper; ma
suffix indicating biggishness. = “ river of the big grass-hopper ",

14. Mandi (VIII 20). Locality of grant no. VII. cf. Bd. mtnidu, a hut

in a cultivated field.

Sfokuti (Kumymd rVIII.26) ; a place ; cf. Bd. khan, flower
;
y ft, to

increase, multiply.

Marka myikokkiui ( VII1.26) ;
a place, cf. markka, broken rice given ns

food to pigs : miyaeba. soft ; khockku. a ladle for cooking.

Hdkdiabi (V1II.26) ; a tank : Bd. ka, place ; raoba. uiobi, hard, firm ;

kakdri. frontier place.

Pidaka-grama (VI 1.26) ; a place; cf. Austric. phdak. to put or place

upon. H 153b ;
ya-pidul

;
dayak, village H 153a. b.

15. OlindapakrUc-kantiya-bhilti (1X.15) ; also Olinddsameta (IX. 16).

cf. Austric wid, deep hole in a stieam ; lien, hole. H 109. 112; du, earth.

E 12 ; Khas. deu. ground, kcnlftyd teems to be related to SkL kailja and

bkifvi to bkifki (see below ; bkellibkHki).

Ora-cofa ! IX.23) ; a natural tank. cf. Khas. or, to break into chinks, to

crack ; Sant, orte to tear, to rend.

Bkalld-bhUht (IX.23) ; bhatla seems to be related to Ski. bkall&la, a

tree ; for bki/ki, cf. Sant, bhitkd outlymg piece of cultivated high land. Mod-

ern Assamese has both bhiika. bkefi in the sense of a mound on which a

house is erected. As a place name it indicates a colony ; eg. btnbkiflia, the

big colony ; kocar bhi4kd the colony of the koc people ; bkald as a place

name occurs in bhald-guii. in the district of Nowgong.

16. Dig- dola (X.9> : a village ; cf. Austric dik, deg, house ; do/, place.

H. 153.

Nokka-dtbbmi (X.23) ; a place; cf. Bd. no, house : nokhtt, eaves of a

house ; debo, dubba. thick (as jungle) : rai, cane.

Sobbadl fX 23) ; a tank ; cf. Bd. sopba, pure dr, dt, water.

Camyald-joli (X.23), a tank
; cf Bd- saw. grass, gTeen food, miyaolai,

a mongoose.

Jaugallc (X. 23.1 ; a river; Bd jigclao, a draw-net used in water too

deep for fishing.

Nekka-deult (X.23) ; a tank ; Bd. ntkht. tip up; dilim, overflow.

Dijicrats-kadi (X.23) ; a river; Bd. dija, to melt; kadi, rains. The

element -toft is unintelligible.

Bekka (X.23) ; a river ; Austric btkah. to break into pieces, cf. Modem
A*, river name beki

Tkaisa-dobbhi (X.23) ; a place; Bd. ikeisa, lemon-fruit (that, fruit) ;

dubba. thick (as jungle), cf. As. the-kera
,
Bg. tkm-ktd, a kind of lemon.
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Cakko-jaiui (X-23) ; a place ; cf. Austric sek. seg. fruit F 170. jenayok.

tree ;
T 211. cf. Modem As. cakala. a kind of lemon.

Dija-makka (X.23) ; a river ; cf. Bd dijo. melt ;
makkam. cooked rice.

tiokko-taiabhumi (X-23) ; a place: cf. Bd nokhu, eaves of a house.

17. Certain place names that seem to exhibit similar terminations may

be considered together

.

(a) Puraji (X.23). Locality of grant no. X.

KrosaUja (IX 16), a village.

The termination seems to suggest association of the place names with

fruit trees. One Swwkritic place name is Idbu-kuli ksetra (V.16) " field of

gourd In puraji. Skt. pura is a citron tree, and ji may be affiliated to non-

Aryan source* ; cf. Md- P. to bear fruit ; Sant, janke. millet ; Khas. jcngeie.

jajtr, jajeur, various kinds of vegetable plants ; Austric joko, jihu. T 211. As.

karac, a kind of tree approximates the sound of krosa.

(

b

) Another category of formations is with bd(bka).

Kiiniabila-kkambka-bd-satka. .. .bhu (VII.25). Nokka-debberipala go-

ba-bka bhoga alipand (X.23),

fs'auku-bi sakasimd (111.34 >

bb.abijd bkumi (VII 20. 25).

The -bd- in all these suggests shares or share-holders. Cf Khas. bhah.

share ;
Austric ha, G 34 ;

bebagi. share ; S 129. Sant, bebosa, share.

<c) In the plant name kdSimbala{k)

.

indicating boundary, there is

fusion of rwn-Aryan Khasi ka. a timul tree, with Skt. Simbda. Tlie plant

k/isimbaid is ament Assamese kahimdd. Another similar formation is o/ji-

annul, a tree Mod. As. uridm. The term odi is lexical Sanskrit, probably

non-Aryan in origin and means “wild rice”. It exists in As. utidkdn, wild

rice. In odi-omma (dmra), it seems to suggest a tree helongmg to the same

genre as the mango.

18. An apology is needed for the suggested derivations of the place

names listed in this article. Even as it is, it is very difficult to find out any

rationale behind place names. Aryan or non-Aryan, except where the names

describe some striking characteristics or incidents known in history or legend.

Explanation of place names resolves itself into isolating and etymologically

identifying the component elements that go towards making up the names.

When the names are composed of unintelligible elements of extra-Aryan

languages whose linguistic peculiarities have not yet been fully explored, an

attempt in this direction cannot proceed beyond tracing approximations of

sound and sense. Explanations of this nature as ventured in this paper are

anything but scientific, and yet a beginning has got to be made somewhere ;

and this article does not claim to be anything but a collection of raw mate-

rials. For suggested explanations of other place names of Assam, reference

may be made to the present writer's publication
- “ Assamese, Its Formation

arui Development "
§§ 82-89.
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MISCELLANY

DATE OF ASAGA'S VARDHAMANACAR1TA

In hia Report for 1886-92
. pp. 163-6*1. Petejoon extract* the concluding portion

of a MS. of Area's Vardhamanacarita, dated Samvat 1679, as follows

:

C5*n: Wff? f^rsT*T%: rTW f*Tf

iTf^T RrRC: I

fPWhtfa: a^i «rctrJi

rftrTT: fT nft^(«n »7W R5IT3*n^PT; II II

*KI+M WUfiUMWl tfh || U II

ypH^rf^Tlfa: *CWT5J|t

5T»r^q?B^: I

•TOI 5* qjT: ^JfwIWjJVh:

<T5Rfaftf?! *m frga: vwttaj* 11 } it

rryift frgai q:

q atazpt iftilft i

ffcTtrufa

JT‘if^f*«73wj' jrasi u > ii

WW <R1C%?TT RJTWiWTfTI-

aren’t gftR^rar^ga^ft i

ww Rnri

II X II

3*fd'iK«iT piw#
W f5M: I

•isiyil^^rat >jt3 sipttot-

7RW 3H*»TITS:«fa<n{»TFI II V II

Ftwifunffar

tfSlftfl: slaw i

5?7WI:

II \ II

WTIHH. II

g^rftt 3^ ft*, u

Het Sarbvat 1679, i.e. aj>. 1622 is obviously the date of the MS. and not of the work.
There are three MSS of this work in the Government Oriental MSS. Library,
Madras. D. Noe. 12166-68. The second of these, which is noticed as complete cm

p. 8141 of the Descriptive Catalogue. VoL XXI, ends with the verse JW $MH<rrg4h
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tfTfi;: II Not 12166 is only a transcript from this. The third, viz. No. 12168. is

incomplete breaking oft in the 12th Sarga. In none of the*e is there any mention

of the date of the work. There is a paper transcript o( this work in the Adyar

Library, bearing the shelf-number 39 H 5. This* however, ends with the following

verses wherein is contained not only the date of tire work but aho informatica

regarding the nativity, etc, of the author.

$r*i ||

frT Vivfiwfcwz-

Oft II

finur mn wf8feqwnt« (\
tfawqwwftra iRfr>TfTft ( ft )

Sift 3 V|f«l«wqt

Wiftift wtf HOHlft cT?T*l. II

Colophon
: pwTfft q qnefftftaiirit «IH4HITO

flft: OTlff: U

The date of the work is here dearly given as Saka 910. i.e. aj>. 853. The author

w said to have belonged to Dharala in Co|adr$a and written eight work*.

In his History of Classical Sanskrit Literature, p. 296. Dr. NL Krishnama-
chariar mentions Asaga's Vardhaminacarita with the date of Samvat 1679 and

appears to mistake this date of the MS. for that of the work.

[AiM» thSi Nrtv wm K7it ID the PfO* I *« *Ud to know th&t lkit d**» of Aa«fl *A*ck 1

have given Wr# frvn rise \4yir MS. had the »ppror*l of it.j Prof. A. N- Upodfaj* who *bo

(aa t Irarunl tafer) l«i wnriro ol the war •ebjrrt ]

Adyar Library,

Madras.
1C Maumava SMDCA



SASTRATATTVANIRNAYA :

THE WORK AND ITS AUTHOR

By

SADASHIVA L. KATRE. Ujjain.

The main purpose of this paper is to introduce the readers ro an interest-

ing metrical work in Sanskrit entitled SashoMtvavimrnay

e

(=a complete

judgment regarding the truth of Scriptures) which was composed about a

century ago and U devoted to a rational refutation of the d<xtrines of Chris-

tianity and a simultaneous defence of the tenets of orthodox Hinduism. A

MS of the work has been procured by the Manuscripts Library (Prtcya*

Grantha-Samgraha) of the Scindia Oriental Institute, Ujjain. Its Accession

No. is 1682 and it was briefly detailed 1 in the Institutes Catalogue of MSS,

Part 1. It consists of forty-five folios of strawpfiper of the size U X 4]

inches with a margin of about an inch left on the foui sides of each page of

the folios. Kach page bears nine lines with about thirty-six DevanSgari letters

written in dark black ink on each line- However, two folios, viz. those bear*

ing the figures 31 and 32. are missing, but tire matter of those folios is duly

furnished by another fragmentary copy, 2 appearing in the same handwriting,

of the work enclosed with the MS. The scribe was one Nana Atri, a Maha-

raspa Br^hmana. as is evident from his concluding semi-Marathi colophon

(vide below i and he ha ;
. scribed the MS in bold and elegant characters with

considerable caution. HU date and place are not found mentioned in the

MS, but in both these respects he is possibly not much removed from the

original composition of the work. A different hand has written a stray verse

on the title-page as well as a few marginal notes elucidating some obscure

points in the main text on subsequent folios 3—matter that seems to have eome

1. Catalogue of (hunicl Manuscripts, Part I l Ujjain. IW6), Pagr 31. Stria!

XOh 8CM.

2. Many of the original folios of this copy are now missing A number of its

extant folios are marked with correction* and amendments noted in the margins by
a differnit hand. As the main MS has adopted the teat as corm.ird and amended
m the fragmentary copy, the latter was evidently written slightly earlier while the

work was being given the final form.

3. Kg., vide Folio 3b where the original v«ses read
u mj

wm*rrf*R i gjinqft TO* fornisrew »rft: u

ra?r: s Sxuflfo ti 3 i ^

=9 *?srfa (% *f?t % ii nffc i

3rn^: §?r* * g 11 jrh Irsninft? w?rt tw* i arfaRWR*

pr: ii 3PTTn*ftsf7 WK TiFTraipr qfe i 6RqRi IFTR II
”
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The contents of each chapter which can be discerned grossly from its

title noted in the respective coloplion may be outlined here very briefly.

In Chapter I the author after a short introduction sets to deal with the

question whether the creed of Christianity is worth accepting; or not. In the

course of a short discussion he examines the so-called rational mode of the

Christian missionaries of sifting the divine character ot otherwise of a parti-

cular creed and logically dismisses their conclusion that Christianity is a

creed of divine origin.4

swrri ifz^ipsni i g ^e«m=!inw>

*pfrqfir»IT: I SrJjfHHR: II ”, Folio 43* where the original verse reaitt
"

^flrfT5^T

jffiWT for*: I *T 1W WT II
” (Chap. Mb. Very;

153 and the marginal note thereon reads “ fe 'HWFrtwt qtTI ffiT’ZfcilfQ-

iitfa i 5? g 3ntri forfwnvRp s£>qqJt*}3

^ g^ntq. i liqftfc i *tr^n f? fprfli

41 iflqptT, qfflFJT. =1 ^riPWWlffari ‘jTMlwA ,
ffFaTT

ftjnr aw 1 *r o* i q<«rr*Mfg S3 ( p ) «l*i w?
cTgfa 1 =r*n wn;-. %: v * * 31

4. The author’* arfumenta in this passage nay be noted here by way ot

illustration— “ 33 dW^dHKI I fldluS^UlklfflM II

iT^T=TRj ql trtq giTHW: 1 PFftmr^TOTtP-q 11 dVTN

ftq$ej qfrfeffTH. 1 fifwa n[g * *rw feWRt 11 T3 swftd aft JHffgtTJi-

teir 1 favmr ^mrt vr- 11 'r^wyof *r$ ^rs?*pjm 33: 1 nd*$8 -

SWIg^ II Urm ?^W: JTFTT.^m. I %TrfW «SV fl4

<l3f: II flWlfa fllfeffa: SiyPfJTril RriFTt ffl: I 3 frf CWTfsqfcWrqfam. II

HUdU^lril gPT «4 3»T?T I g5=T «**n73T3 3 iPriiq; II ST: J3:

Writ!*!?! gqj ^ 3?J33: | jj dcyWIWfa&dq *VT 3t H

ftrsmr cH3!4, stn^rir. 1 ffwwiiift tiw g jf«*F3T 3 3»?r 11 ^mswum'ifaFT-

f-qrurwr 1 iriF>TO d£iw;-3W3P3wm 3*r 11 33

I 3 ?TR3 =033Eq3T II 3*TJ?r—

I

f^eiq: wra^iq-q S^TVTOTFriT^’rri 11 **J Sr+lrf&fiS'f I «W

riW II # ^TOUII** >WTI Wl l

3Wi: rn^tft f?3r<TiH. n -iuT fg arjt^nrsr: **n: i af^rTNig^r^r

awnUft ^f^r: II e^sd ^TTfdsfft 3^1 1 ffri I lUrfl

ii aflftfpjnfq «i#3i ir. «^rra?i n

yfcmfevtiEq ^TWHifagrnrit i w ii atarii^lsfq %
q^ m *3ra

rgwpi I ttSTlT %T?t «t% II
” (Chap- I. Verses 9-28).

The veteran* of Christianity ( i.c- the Christian miwioaarie*) lay down

that a creed to prove iteelf to be of divine origin requires its original pronrnl-
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In Chapter II the author refutes the Christian missionaries arguments

that Hindu systems of Philosophy are unreal inasmuch as they contradict each

otlter and abound in flaws. His main point is that the Heaven’s sense as

embodied in the Hindu SSstras *s very* deep and incomprehensible and it can-

not be dismissed simply because ignorant people hnd fault with it. He then

rhows that far more serious flaws are found plentifully in the Bible which

he logically proves to be a work of purely human composition. He finds fault

with the treatment in the Bible of a number of problems. c.g., necessity of

belief in Christ's divine powers as the only means of salvation, the fate cf

non-believers and ignorant persons alter death, blind and other crippled per-

sons being restored to their eyesight and other respective senses by Christ

simply due to their faith in him. a non-eternal character of soul and nort-recog-

niuon of past and future life and action. Christian conception of God, God's

creation oj the world and the worldly beings and the mode, motives, etc. rela-

ting to the same. His conferment on men of intellect and freedom of will and

action which often lead them astray and prove impediments in their way of

bliss thereby contradicting the conception of God as all-compa&^onatc, all-

gator to be endowed with divine and supernatural powers such as have bten

observed by eyx-witnesses, have btra sAica»*&fiilly tested by adversaries and have

been recorded by contemporary authors m thrir works
;
and they force the conclu-

sion that their religion is of divine or gin since it satisfied all these conditions How-

ever, our author denies a logical validity to the conciliator! on the greuno that no

part of the premia;* can be established logically. Hoar am we in the present ape

decide that Jesus Christ who flourished centuries ago was irally endowed with divine

and supernatural powers? The statement that the so-ralird powers in the prophet

had been marked by eye-witnc9«8 and had been successfully tested by adversaries

cannot be accepted except on the evidence of the myths recorded in the New Testa-

ment. Are we to accept everything recorded in the scripture a? tmr? If that be

the cuse, where is the necessity even of the testimony of those myths since the de-

sired conclusion can be dictated straight by the direct statements to the effect in the

scripture ? Cannot a scripture bent on falsely assigning a divine origin to its creed

invent unreal and imaginary' myths and counter-myths to support its statements?

The argument that the events of the myths had been recorded simultaneously with

their occurrence, too, cannot be pressed too far. How are we to ascertain that the

so-called observers observed $ric*mifically and recorded truly the prophet s miraculous

feats unless we rely blindly on die statemmts of the scripture itself ? Why arc the

chances of nu-scx>oc*ption or m2v«tateroent denied only in the case of the ccntcra

porary recorders and not in that of the other contemporaries who to the last did

not incur any faith in the prophet’* so-called powers and capacities? Even today

we find several wise and learned men readily accepting as real various mysterious

myth* which, as a matter of fact-, arr unreal in thrmsrlves and are coined only

freshly, but that does not go to prove that the myth* are real. To say that the

creed is of divine origin because others accepted it even at the cost of several hard*

ships and sacrifices is no argument : We find that people are prepared to undergo

hardships and make sacrifice* even Inr a fruit tha: has no direct testimony for its

existence simply due to their faith in it Vide, for instance, the case of people com-

mitting suicide at Allahabad (mth a view to attaining salvation or cleared birth

Ribsccjuently).

5. Vide St. Matthew 9, 17, etc, St. Mark 5, 7, 8, etc., etc
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knowinjl etc ,
the cause and purpose of human suffering, punishments to sin-

ner's and non-believers, the Satan's evil operations on human mind, advent of

sin and evil on the earth and absence thereof in the heaven, conception of

salvation as enjoyment of celestial pleasures, non-recognition of salvation etc.

in the case of birds and beasts, etc., etc., and demonstrates logically how ration-

ality really goes with Hindu Metaphysics and not with Christian Metaphysics

He does not fail to remark that the Bible passages discussed by him arc select-

ed simply by way. of illustration and that strictly shaking not a single pass-

age in the Scripture is logically free from flaws*

In Chapter HI the author states that genuine scriptures relating to God

or deriving their origin from God are generally pregnant with deep sense and

arc incomprehensible to human intellect in their entirety. The Hindu scrip-

tures (viz., the Srutis, the Smrtk the Pur&ias. the Darsanas. etc. ) arc of the

same type and one should not indulge in finding fault with them, for, human

reason in itself is quite incompetent to judge them. One must view with faith

alone the myths recorded and the rite9 prescribed thereui and must not ques-

tion their merit, propriety or authenticity. It is not possible for a layman to

discern exactly the Almighty's object behind performing some mysterious feat

or promulgating a particular religious code with a view to human welfare In

the case of the Bible, too. the charge of improbability can be levied against

several myths, e.g. the dialogue between Eve and the serpent'
; mutual in-

consistency is found in several passages, eg. narrations of various genealogies

etc ;
unscientific treatment is met with at many places, e g attribution of the

feature oi revolution or rotation to the Sun," etc. The reason why the dubious

6. 3 wmWTfTW: JJffrT 3==^: i

sg*us& ifa tpjtir || fta rr^:<3» <ryg ftsrrq. i H'tsitsf-i jmtf

ii 3t£1 i fror ftn ^iR5tm ft * ir? u

ft « : I II ?WT

?»2 i ^ w ng *rrmq n q«*ngvn-

^ i gsnft I ?fi» Wi# * II srrnw g m r^rcft

i u w ^ Fttcjift. i

sjCPpd 't’Jsmft tvi ii ft * frqmirftw i niieHnH:

«5Tt : TTTlft m^l: II qHH3«g§«y I $ts£f m
qipqwgftfl: n Mir^d w+ife.'fr i aM mi;jdif*» ft ftHwaqtawn II

Hrsfflnmrw ft u ft ^ vt$t

ifTl: <fB!UqftrtSWWd: I ^ it ft*i II rtWffrg^tJWlri

ijfldMUAi JRH. I fMt *TTRl *4 II W ^friTI 1?%

I 3 II
”

l Chap. II.. Verses 163-177>.

7. Genesis 3.

a. foTRl: ^<T^r I rffTtsft Misfimi&& wm l\”

(Chap. III. Verse 6) on which a marginal note na&s s ‘
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passages are not so numerous in the BibU as in the Puranas is that its bulk

as also its number of myths is extiemdy small. All the divine scriptures, not-

withstanding the difference in their treatments, unanimously aim at enhancing

men's addiction to God. It cannot be that salvation is attainable only by the

mode prescribed in the BibU ; in fact. God is equally concerned with the weal

of all countries and peoples, whether Christian or non Christian, The Chris-

tians are at liberty to place their faith in their own scriptures but they have

no business to condemn the Hindu scriptures which can be understood truly

only when the original sense and Bpirit behind them are grasped. It is in the

fitness of things that scriptures dealing with God who is Ilimself undefinable

should he of a very serious character and consequently unintelligible to ordi

nary persons. In fact they become quite intelligible and marked with logical

sequence when they are perused by enlightened persons with faith and in the

light of their original sense and spirit. On the other hand, the Christian

scriptures relating to God are evidently not divine as they arc quite easy to

grasp and reveal the raw intellect of their obviously human authors.0

The author then alludes again to the deficiencies in Christian metaphysics

and theology and defends1 * the Hindu customs of idol -worship and utterance

of God's name. Further on. however, he say*1: that it may be that God
originally published His own Philosophy in its entirety and true form in India

which was full of enlightened people and later on imparted in the Christian

I ftjpi JT '-HlSwpj.H i I ft ft Wpft: fcqft-

tewrH. I
” (Folio

9- “ aft* fi: i tot irpofri

ft m: ii sr-gnrft *^ *nr»b toft ton i * atwtriR gsrwfrftft

11 ^ i itkn frt wrft froi n

etc" : Chap. HI. Vena 36 8).

10 -
“

^fq-4

r

ISlfi^>nft i

Wf II ^ l

S*f!̂ % ^T ft&Tq ftajor « TO R
'

ryTffVTOq
.
II

ft *T»r rTW TOlfa TO4l4l TOTaft I TO: 3TTW SHTW II W?
ftt-tkH, l TOlfa (flft: II 3W Rmt 3«T: ftiT:

JTO I
II •

* a ftwrfo aftro n 5fif?ro: i Btnsmri
TO=*T<Tr II ST$(TT: t&j fw?T=t ?T5§<nft:«;iftTTr[ i fftTO ft

fTSfeft: II ’’(Chap. HI, Vents 42-50).

ii «ssrt «f*n fan i sufcwwft* f* ^vt
II 5TTOT TT^I I ihrit ^ fflftarq : II

arifr 91^3 i n toi ft *nprt

ITO I TOTOfauft »w»tn: n ar^uti fgftnnfit a

ftaRI I ahk agsqftyti ipw 1 II etc" (Chap. III. Verses 53 8.).

I •flmti’i *r*M riiH II
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and Islamic countries only such part-true forms of His worship as could be

picked up by their less intelligent inhabitant*. Finally, he appeals to the

antagonists of Hinduism to peruse the Hindu scriptures with faith alone whence

all doubts and misgivings concerning them would surely disperse.

Chapter IV is devoted mainly to show in detail how Sraddha ( = faith)

alone is essential in dealing with religious scriptures and how Tarlca ( = wordly

and conjectural reasoning) is quite foreign in that field. The author shows

elaborately and with illustrations how arguments after arguments would rise

up in a limitless manner and religion, along with all its environments, vlz.

God. divine worship and other rites, the heaven and the hell, etc., would low

itself into nothingness as soon as one resorts to Tarka which, though itself

based on no other footing than the fickle and fallible human intellect, strikes

at the very root of religion. However, the author says in agreement with

Alarm, it is not improper to employ Tarka concurrently with the Vedas and

the sastrsw with the object of gaining proficiency in religion and in matters

concerning it Finally the author remarks that wise Hindus cannot relax their

faith on their age-long religion although ignorant Christian missionaries rely-

ing solely on Tarka raise grave issues against it and he appeals to his co-

religionists longing for their own well-being to continue unhampered their im-

plicit faith in their own scriptures which are by all means the best of their

kind in the world.

In Chapter V the author says he would put forth (in the next chapter)

hi* lines of reasoning ( Upapattis) to justify such matters of Hindu SSstras

as though quite valid are difficult to explain. However, the scriptures are

themselves a self-evident proof and are not in the least dependent on reason-

ing for their establishment In lact. reasoning exists for the scriptures and

not the scriptures for reasoning l* One must take for granted their entire

statements and employ reasoning only to establish them and not to refute

them. Nothing of religion can be established if religious scriptures are made

10 depend on pure reasoning, 1* but once their self-validity is accepted primarily.

12. " srwigfratTTrevTfrmtigji g >vi i wrawroir inwyv/wg frfjt H
"

Chap. V, Verse 15). etc

•5. The author -ho***, by way of illustration, bo* srveral passage* in the B\bit

would be rSsnvwed if they axe put to pure logical test—
u

i II ft ^

I 3W-=1: II 5?*j4l$td ^
f r*f 'ir'rrswfa n 4 i wrsjui-

Ithnq If <JW§*U: I

situ. ii 4 stvrerij snf*n;ft i ?4 *fw«|jfl: 4W jitara 11

4 flwvT5i»iH5 i 4 ggAt+HWiwrtt u g jis-wra:

*g: ?t 4R l 4 4f*4 *i|l II <TC*n*T WM<<f|

Sfr *j+- i jTTFJT fS(7 II Wlv: 4.4’Vf 4 | sntT
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harmonious reasoning may be profitably employed with the help of illustra-

tions etc. to justify various matters concerning religion As regards his pro-

posed lines of reasoning to justify a few apparently dubious matters in the

Hindu scriptures, the author says that they are presented by him because

they appeared appropriate to his mind and not because they am final in their

own form In case some of them arc found to be faulty, intelligent persons

should replace them with others more appropriate and faultless but should

not use them to condemn the scriptures themselves on their account

Chapter VI is the lengthiest in the work and rs divided into two halves

In the first half the author puts forth his proposed solutions of a number

of dubious and vexed problems concerning orthodox Hinduism. The more
important of the solutions an?, to put very briefly, as follows : (i) As to why
there is such a big host of Hindu schools of thought contradicting each other

and bewildering the 9eekers of truth, the author says that there is. in fact,

no real conflict among them as regards the final aim. All the schools unani*

mously hold that the correct knowledge of the Supreme Self is the only means
of salvation. Of course it is mainly the Vedanta system that imparts that

knowledge in its true and exact form Still, other schools and systems (San

Ichya. NySya, Saivism. Vaijuavism. etc. i were created by the Almighty for the

benefit of persons of inferior qualification*, talents and tastes that are unable

to pick up or follow the lore of VedAnta. These secondary schools arid systems

lead their followers by various paths, roundabout though easier, thereby im-

prove their qualifications etc and thus render them fit enough for the acquisi-

tion of corred knowledge as imparted by Ltie Vedanta. Thus all those schools

and systems, passing by different and mutually opposed roads, ultimately

reach the same goal as the Vedanta, though after considerable delay. 1 * Since

11 w-TF-ad— wf awfot i -nnft

agrt q?i: n if flwramt me % 3 q^rwifwn: 1 w 'TOqqrwTO

5T TITH TOf II TO c I (RgsVlft 3TOF: dlTOp
?f TO3 11 aw <nt*W»TO % WITO: l TO *T tpWVT qqq II

ft ft ’iwUmI+t “nsw. tow i h b utopt q: nro* qr?* qqq. 11

ftftrfjpiq. I «WETTt ftfWNl *R <=5T% UffB ll ft q Htn»IT q-Hflif 1

qSfcur rroft 11 *3 nro* tow % writer: 1 qm^gqi-
fcw. l| wflflq ftfqqq l sntPTT

11 qqiqqw ft 3 atqt gw *73*3 aiqqir. 11

3WrW5U«<i frqqingrnttT: I qil grqft sjpsmff WTOW4 II 9

alw anfal^pm 1 TTTfa: SqhKsqr q farap 3 11
” (Chap. V, Verses

32-53). etc.

14. Chap. Via. Verses 2-3
(
“ TO^MTOcq. I g*«: flOTtfoTO-

n+Ki-m 5^3 ii TOqqjH^rrroq qf.f.wvrq i #1 gftg

FROlg q II ” ), 13 (
" $ ^7t WTO STriri qqrwrqwtriTO: I 3<M4 |qglfr» TO

TOWq: II ”), 14-25 (
“

l TO fafN
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their mutual conflict is finally resolved into naught and since men car. without

any difficulty lake recourse to any one of them suited to their qualification*

etc., no harm accrues to Hinduism on their account. ( ii i As to the exclusive

exaltations of particular deities in the various sectarian system* the author

says that all through these one and the same God is dealt with under the garb

of various distinguishing attributes, of different choices but really having no

concern with, or effect on. God Himself. It is an established practice or the

wise to take recourse to unreal descriptions (as in the case of stating that the

moon is on the branch ol a tree or on the top of a mansion I for explaining

subtle matters and hence their employment cannot render the divine Hindu

systems human or false. ( iii < As regards the deviations in the narrations of

myths in the various Puranas etc. the author says that they are due either to

KaJpabheda or to Arthav&da. Many a time the so called conflict in the pass-

ages « only apparent and it disappears as soon as the veiled sense in the pass-

ages is grasped with the hdp of logic, tiv i Answering the charge that the

various Vedic works differ from each other from the point of view of language

and style, the author says that he finds the language and style to be one and

the same through all the Vedic SariihitAs, Br&hmanas and Upar.isads. except

in the case of a fewr Atharvan LTpanisads which are obviously not genuine.

If the language and style of the Sarhhitas and the Brahmarias appear sometimes

to sound different from those of the Upanisads, it is due to their subject, and

not their authorship, being different. If a scholar were to write a work on

Vyakarana and another work on Nyiya. the style, though hi' own, would

seem to differ in each case. (*) The allusions in the divine scriptures to com-

paratively late events are obviously due to the all-knowing aod all -foreseeing

character of their author viz. God and to the ever-rotating character of the

cycle of worldly events. («') Prayer* oblations, etc. although addressed or

offered to minor Deities (via. Indra. Agni. etc.* all ultimately reach the Sup-

reme God (viz. Visgiu), who, pleased at their merits has appointed them to

function as His esteemed agents in the ritualistic worships. ( to i The charges

levied by critics against Krssa s character as God are refuted. There could

have been nc unmoral motive behind Ivr»a’s sports with the Copis in his

boyhood and the Puranic stories relating those sports are found invariably

arm ii i smM 3 *t?<**m. n

araMri—H-qwi Harare i
Jildd : n

nnffft *Tq7? i fc 3 am ii wr k%: jupto

strert: ftg: i astir srfa sirarat <r?r nqft ii fawsid

tfiwwiwwj i sriwsfd jorcim h j% qimjtSttq u^smirfanfdrn i

ii «<»n wtrstf faq&rynnw hft i

** ^ qf«rei fmq ii srarmratet: »T5fin*tH€T*w i

rTsl^T: dldf II MCSWt 1 fqv«3lfr*ld«rtl:

ii a^FfWTOWW'ri TOroa: i fuwifircban «

# I If: 'dn^: II " ), etc
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to promote pious devotion and not immoral practices among the people. More-
over. Krwa never indulged in those sports after he was invested with the
sacred thread but thenceforth his entire activities were directed towards the

propagation of Dharma alone. The statements in the Vifjfupurfyo etc. that

Krwa was only a partial incarnation of God Visou etc. are not meant to be
taken literally, («tt) The measurements of Akaia, Prthvi etc. recorded in the
Puranas are not to be taken in their literal sense. They only mean that the

Creator of those huge substances who is the main theme of the Pur&pas is

immeasurably huge. <£r) The caste-system laid down in the <astras is not
faulty or irrational. Persons, as a result of their good or evil deeds in the
pan lives, come, reasonably enough, to be bom in their subsequent lives as
Brithmarjas. Ksatriyas. Vaisyas or Sudras u) The non-Vedic Smftis have
been purposely created by the Almighty to be imposed, by way of punishment,
on persons of base tastes and vile temperaments who are easily deluded into

the snare. Pious and enlightened minds, however, discard or evade them, at

once detecting the Almighty's motive behind creating tliem.

In the second half the author gives a brief, yet lucid and vivid, exposition

of the ' Advaita ) Vedanta Philosophy and demonstrates logically and with the
help of illustrations how the entire structure of that divine system is built

on a most rational and unshakable foundation.

In both the halves of the ChaptP! as elsewhere the author incidentally

points out several deficient passages in the Christian Philosophy’ 3 and tries

15. E.|„ Chap Via, Vm*» 1538 " qqTnilf&TiATqtftfcurq ftij: | re

'Jhpsig: a 3tpj% (| wr % jnwalr WP!Pn?!% qgq i sif*-

ft a % 11 a fm: snpjRtsfir 1 *terer awh ft

II AJflfa>AI atr-VAl I WfTA AT gsqwi

a: 11 aanriR grarAi ftwwi g arq*Pr 1 a.q art *uit at argg: a;Aq ||

A Aqspsg-qyq AT I rffAttfat jftMUlftqFJff II

•l‘hJ.»T4*WtRAs«:T I 7fai^ II s;; 3 TSTATJI: *5: Tctf-^ ^ 1 sMTSAirti a^q arq 11 1

va: ttrerFBra^aTM^ 11 awRTtiflrswq a.q
1

i aia; I'hiw. -.

sagqq 11 pima a TPfmr aafeqpnrit aft 1 ThfntAw^flta toa
yaaiT 11 from sTfa^i tng

1 ffeft ngrwrre Atfetewftym 11 ”,

iu4 s “ Atfif a A^yirfriT iptg'^Niafla: 1 sm 5 qrAtffemit 11

want g?hai3r: swfwtsqar 1 awFggra! snm ^ 3t*t ftq, 11
”

etc.. Chap. Vlb. Verses 288“ AVf: wrNAbllU iPTgafa I&V4T, | ft g (Wflflt-

3T^ STHI fr-llf'Wq 11 AR qrz ipr aq AfP-d 'Ifa mr BP^q 1 q

qpHgt *kR?T || ”, 06 B *AFAA q jftATirft** ^g'
tSflgl-AWH I 'Tftjrf^fPT-

qm g%aRi 11 qg-. gftvsj %fstfam'’T3a!-. 1 fj: aiaaai fra;

SHpnfeq qa=A% 11 AAgtjgA g*AiRa ASMas'inA,! s f^usTa ft njAHtrAA-

ftrarq, 11 ", 91 s “ Tta3:iqgri
ivtiai«Hiaql iiid4r>-H: 1 gar
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to prove cm comparison how tl>e corresponding treatment in the Vedanta or

other Hindu systems alone is tenable He concludes after making an appro-

priate eulogy of Hindu Religion and noting the date and place of his com-

position of the present work.

Thus the SaStretattvattwiinayo is a work by a talented Pandit of much

religious zeal who had not only mastered die orthodox Hindu systems of

Philosophy and other branches of learning but had also studied closely and

critically the Old and New Tettaments of the Holy Bible and had also

acquainted himself with the elements of modem science: as current in his

time. His excellent command over Sanskrit is displayed abundantly in the

work and his complete grasp of the Hindu Sftstias. especially the Advaita

Vedanta and the Nyfiya-VaiAesika systems, is marvellous. His style, though

occasionally marked with repetitions, is luad and his treatment vivid and

dear. Although he generally treads the stock patn of the old-type Pandits,

one can easily follow his lines of arguments or counter-arguments as he very

often makes use of appropriate illustrations to explain his points.

A few personal detads regarding the author can be gathered from the in-

troductory and the concluding vei9ts in the work as quoted below :

II W*.T5M AWT *ffl 5 I *W!»WI**RtSRnfc fifcfeftwfrvffl tl

wfow *1 »m i ft (imuiiprilf'Nft u ft gtpupjpt

j:er -Trips V aft: i ftnr |hi n 3 *1% |:tf

zpt: 1 11 wsiw ffe 'rt a®

jpp fla: 1 swrr; wyqivw^tJt ferept 11 'fftwnwi

a?in ftqi 1 wwft m«n fcpfRUi ", 104 a

“
Jtg •? hih. 1 4/11 TtRT 3TKs*nI tflTl: ll 3T51T^*J5j

—

jpiTBjrta ‘Rtrptn t|f?l I ^T4R1 «rao|f?wfed|tJ. II JtrQSg

apfttf 7TTOT$M: I 45H rfild II ffft

i
spntftn jzrrVRj-iTtifa a ii *t?w=i|£’ ^ i

Twrrfa tRirswvtjRjift nmsqvi. 11 mr ytWRRfa i ftwf

jeris a *t rimt n HH^Tswra i yni smaifo

tft q: ii ’rsnwiwi^'MibW *rf*T7i i sft r

fl: U hi: § 4TftR: I qfaVNTOIR HRlft ll ft a

sw^rg?n^rfts»: I 5f5Ht 5SrTT f5?T **f «jfct 5TT7d II S«'

tft f?n irft i w *fria qft n rtfc gsr-wi 'rroft: arra^r i

wfcn arfq Tii^? to n s?gfe« 5?rii i wsifihraft

-aiw firaift II ft ^ J:44l5-4rsfl4|5^3Rflft 3 I VJ-W4 TOA3WS;

II ^qrfrmfe^Tf,NSjariflft H4^dl< I HTOW TO1 '*P̂ 1 lW-
ii "mi “...Hafzrtvf rrmruwr fro i ynr

•Tlai^lyfTR 11...”, etc., etc.
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Introductory ( Folio 1 b>

“ tfr»milTJl s-q: ||

aR^rasfaiH n n

T^fiifS ai PiRjIiMhih. i

fewiMlfiTOTST UWMIVIVW. II II

4ld ^ ftvwraJT: I

sft^rarcm: ^ gnwrraiqfSrTum n 3 «

‘W-ftl-WM I

Wfttllfa •ftftn’ff'iw 4^-^ II X II

vft tp; «r5ff5WTTni. 1

&»j % jiwikwiiv, q ff^n 11 h 11

^'=tt tT$m$ ?^T»n^rafn «af=ir: 1

, !'+i'-t dWdlft TftNIp^ I) r II

wr fe wwsn^gsVw^nwwq. 1

a jpf&r: 3 Kraft 11 » 11

anr?i4ir?^f-5#^<RT.EigT.: 1

sms^t-ft 5^*t ^ wn 11 c w

etc
”

Concluding (Folio 456)

“...StRtf: 'T^rn tUfFTH <ri***I^Sk|lHH*i: I

*WT Z <WT 3* Gfo II 1 C\ It

•far 3'*ai i

*ral? vf tut nra*kw^ u ii

ftllfadlfldSiW^ f*T?t I

iwii am: QTCRUqftfalfa: II \c* n

at-dMmft aVfai nwrgfw f?as; t

I^tTS^iI lift? J^RT ffet«$ : || ) *»\ ||

srft»tf <m am: u® wm a rawest i

dWdVH: 3«3PtT f? 3hET HiJWPI: II tci II

The stray verse on the title-page as quoted below embodies an appeal

from the author himself to the readers :

—

'Figrrsfafsvi s^Wffcr fiter; i

JIH ® SI ^ qpftrh

rtraft ? PW?INI stwniq; ||
”
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Thus the author’s name is Mlakamha. his Another's Girija and his father'?

Sivsrima. He wrote the present work SasluUdivciimrtiaya at Benares in

the year 1706 of the SiSivahana era i.e. about 1844 a.c. His main purpose m
writing it is to prove logically and in other ways that the cited of orthodox
Hinduism is good or real and that of Christianity evil or fahe. He is quite

conscious of the delicate nature of his task and requests the readers, obviously
the Christian readers, to give a patiem audience to his seemingly harsh words
m the work. He is very particular that his words should be interpreted only

in the sense in which he has used them and not in any other static undreamt
of by himself. From the passages in the work one cannot but conclude that

he was a staunch devotee of God Vi$nu and that his conviction in the creed of

orthodox Hinduism was unquestionable. There are also stray passages'" jn

the work which suggest that he. was sorely distressed m his heart at the migra-

tions of his co-religionists into the fold of Christianity as the result of the

strenuous preachings of Christian missionaries supplemented by their own ig-

norance and that he wrote the present work as a genuine measure to put a
check to that 9ort of affairs.

Who would believe that the author, who at hts own inspiration made and
put on permanent record such a strong cage for Hinduism against Christianity

in 1844, revolted against himself and, actually entering the fold of Christianity

only four years later, proved a most formidable antagonist to his original

faith ? And yet it was exactly the case ! For, I have bwn able to identify

our author with no othei personage than the renowned Pandit Nllakan(ha

fiastri Gore alias Father Nehcmiah Gorch.

After my previous attempts to identify him with his other namesakes had
failed for some reason or other, the strange identity was dimly suggested to

my mind by a recorded detail 11 in my memory that Father Goreh used to

preach vehemently against Christianity in his early' youth before his conver-

sion, Tliereupon 1 procured a copy of the genealogy of Father Gorch’s origi-

nal line from a descendant of one of his unconverted cousins at Benares and,

to the confirmation of the identity, therein found Father Goreh s father named
as Sivarama Dinakara Gore. Later on. I also came by a copy of a short

16. E.g., vide “ * anspt: HRV?: I JStFT

ii ( ii. • )
” “

frirth lift fro: i ?n*=r ws ft *n3*i mi

«RTl: wt*l: Ii ( IV. 56 )”, “ dWI-AfSdri STO JfftT *Tf«4Mgq,l fcpfjfesjBjM ^ir^j

M ( VI". 202 )", “ R»l?qs**W5 i-j?5 I rtRp

JKFT II (
VI*. 159 eUfll'rt I

ll
1 vi b. 179) nc.

17. Vide gWHS IHSH UFi prefixed to the Marathi

translation of the Arabian XigfUs 411141 3 ifl^T

(Powia 1908).
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Hindi biography of Father Goreh“ which, besides naming’- • his father and

mother respectively as Sivanama Pant arid Girijik Bai, furnishes some addi-

tional details justifying tire idenudeation. It is stated*" that Father Goreh

had for some years beiote his conversion been a staunch devotee of God

Vbjnu in ajpersessjoo of a form of God Siva that was the principal deity

worshipped in his family hereditarily In Use SOstTatainaimrtiayo. too, wc

meet with numerous passages’-' 1 bearing evidence to the author's dose attach-

ment to God Visnu or Kpsoa. Again, it is stated* 5 that Father Goreh ‘s first

wife Parvati Bai had died some time before 1844 in which year he married

his second wife Lateral Bai In the Satirelct lI'ai-inirriaya that was completed

just in 1844 we meet with a few passages'- that indirectly speak for the author s

Mate of bereavement at the time of his composition of the work. All these

facts combine to fimiy establish our author’s identity with Father Goreh

himself.

Pandit Nllakantha Sastri Gore was born in 1825 in a ChitpSvana Briih-

mana family of MahirS&ra that had lately migrated to Bennies. lie began

his studies in Sanskrit in his very childhood and attained proficiency in Vya-

karana. Nyaya. Vedanta, etc, at an early age. A staunch orthodox BrUhnuiga

as he was, be still used to listen patiently to the preachings of Christian mis-

sionaries on the ghats and the streets of Benares with a view to challenging

and refuting their points critically. He met Father Smith, the then dwf of

the missionaries at Benares, first in 1845 and held discussions with him on

some obviously weak points of Christian Metaphysics. Father Smith, when

18. Lift of Fathrr Goitk 5TTOT ^»T uiN»l published

by the Christian Literature Society for Indis 1 2nd edition, Allahabad. 1927). Tbank3

are due to Rev. A. Rovwtl Graham of the Canadian Mission, Ujjain, for having

taken the pains of procuring the ojpy for me.

19. Ibid. Page 1. 20. Ibid. Page 3.

21. E.g, Via. 136ff.‘* *MttSasfT$ l V. 4Nl: ipfiWw

a# frUWKW- II R=tT: WW JWt ^ I
dfftp=3 «rfo^rT7riT JTT^T

II Jff^dWrfWIS ^ I rPTT Wtfw.: ^

II TT7?T <*I3RT 5Wli WRUR: I ^115 9*1 3MMWI 11

ggwiMfc T’fi rfwi: 'tit-jr: i *sntrsd w.jnW ft: 'Tfawtr'rer n

fr4 trtTHU I St <TWf ifelRSt ll W'ti fTPT

anftwt yft: l wwlft iTTHri; jptiSHT^ * II «TTOr!t tMfiwWfT: •

STfeitft iRT ft* WOTPJIJinft^ II rpfl^st ntfts? fAOPt I
*

5W ft; a?TT H?rlt gi: II etc.". VI b. 165
n

OFRT*Tl%* jHIcti • 37TR:

^T&fTJ|*4 It’', etc. Vide also I. 1 and 3 quoted above.

22. Life *f Father Goreh etc., Pagt 3.

23. E.g. IL lIUf"arfJW«tlt I riftKlttinftm*t JPFT#

II sffR ftprr S?T% «T rfsfRR I R^snf»T*HJ HI 3 cnTETtf; -

tOTT3* ll etc.
"
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he saw that his answers could not stand the Sfatrins critical challenges in

the first and the subsequent meetings, simply requested him to read the Old

and the Sac Testaments more closely and in a strain of faith and further

presented him a copy of a Hindi translation-* of a work written by Rev Muir

in justification of Christianity and refutation of Hinduism. The Sastrin there-

upon prepared in Sanskrit a critical refutation of Rev MuiJt’S work and hand-

ed it over to Father Smith for being forwarded to Rev. Muir. However, what

could not even be imagined previously of being within the 2one of achieve-

ment by the missionaries per argument or persuasion was achieved by them,

strangely enough, without any human effort A mystic inspiration, it is said*

occurred all of a sudden to the SAstrin about 1847 that Christianity alone was

the real and divine faith, notwithstanding what fie hirreelf had said and writ-

ten previously. The said inspiration gradually took full possession of his

mind and in 184S he voluntarily get himself baptised in thcchurch at Jaunpur

near Benares in the face of extreme opposition and hostile demonstrations

both in family and in society. Thenceforth he dedicated himself exclusively

to the cause of piupagation o? Christianity in India and. under his new name

Rev. Nchcmiah Gorch. spent the remaining forty-seven years of his life in

preaching, most zealously and in various capacities* for Christianity and against

Hinduism and other faiths. His missionary activities were not confined to

one place but lay at Benares. Bombay, ftjona. Mau. Indore, Ahmednagar,

Cawnpore. Calcutta. Jubbulpore. Nagpur. Chanda. Ranchi. Panchaud, Par.-

dhnrpur. Sholapur, Delhi. Amritsar. Dchra-Dun. etc. etc., in an age when most

of Cho*e widely distant places of the country were not connected with each

other by railways He aiso crossed word* on behalf of Christianity with pro-

mulgators of new Indian faiths like Svarni Dayananda SarasvatJ of the Arya

Somaja, Babu Keshava Chandra Sen of the Brahmo Sarnia, etc He visited

England twice, onec as tutor to ex-Maharaja Dalip Singh, and was called there

for interview by great personage? like Queen Empies* Victoria, Prince Albert.

Mr. and Mrs. Gladstone and others. He also wrote or revised translations

of tlic books of the Bible in different Indian language* and prepared and pub-

lished a number of critical work* in Hindi. Marathi and English for the

uplift of his new cause The most important of his works is the $€<}d<7TiaHQ'

darfrxxQ in Hindi which i* devoted solely to lay bare logically several apparent

loopholes and weak points in the six Hindu systems of Philosophy with a

view to establishing the consequent superiority of the Christian scriptures over

them. The original work was published fir^t in I860 and its English trans-

lation .4 Rational Refutation of the Hindu Philosophical Systnns. prepared

24. The biography note* the title of the Hindi translation as Maieparihd.
\ ide H. D. Velaxkas

:

l Dtjivipriir Catalogue of Sanskjfa and Prdkrto Menus*
cript* in the Library of the Bombay Branch oi the Royal Asiatic Society. VoL II,

!*agc 330, No. 1159. for a short description of a MS of a metrical Sanskrit transla-

tion of this Mataparikso in five chapter? by Rev. John Mins him.-eh. It i* not

stated therein if Father Gon.h or any other Pandit had a hand in the preparation

of the Sanskrit translation.
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by the rencrwncd orientalist Fitx-Edward Hall with the aid of the original

author appeared in 1862. Father Goreh was highly proficient not only in

SansJcrit, Marathi, Hindi, Urdu. Bengali and English, but lately also in Greek,

Latin and Hebrew. He died at Bombay in 1895.

Wc are not concerned here with the merits or demerits of our author's

sudden and radical change of heart which at any rate is a rare specimen of

its kind for the Psychologist The acquisition of a cultured Pandit of rare

talents of Father Goreh’s type was indeed an unparalleled gain for the Christian

Mission in India and a correspondingly severe loss to Hinduism, although the

Hindus never realised it. It was the result of Father Goreh’s elaborate and

learned preachings that not only the masses but eminent persons of letters

and culture like PanditA Ramh Bai of Poona, Pandit Kharag Singh of the

Punjab, etc., as also some learned Maulvis and Parsis, got themselves convert-

ed to Christianity. Still, the wonder of the whole case was that Father Goreh

with his twenty years’ discussions could never prevail upon his own learned

younger brother Govmda regarding the advantage of Christianity over orthodox

Hinduism, although the latter had sincerely promised to become a Christian

as soon as it was solidly piovcd to him that the Christian views of men’s free-

dom of will and action, God's knowledge of the future, etc, were not inconsis-

tent with each other !

The SdsiratcttvQvimrnaya, although it is being brought to light for the

fim time today,23 has evidently lost its main importance since the cause for

which it was meant to exist was betrayed lately by its own author for spiritual

reasons. Still, ignoring its authors personal details, its vahic even today is

nothing less than that of the $o4d<rT5af;aduTpana. In fact, herein we find the

author, then only a youth of nineteen, not only forestalling but also repealing

m an intelligent manner a good deal of his adverse criticism of the Hindu
fcastras so prominently embodied by him lately in the §a4daTsatuxdcrp<»;G.

From the numerous second person addresses* 6 in the Sdstrat attvavinirnaya

one is naturally inclined to identify it with the work said to be composed by

25. The MS under renew was presented to the Pracya Grantha-Sariigraha of

thr Srindia Oriental Institute, Uijain, in 1984 by Pandit L. II. alias Bhausahcb
Katuk of Bcnare* who in his hereditary collection of MSS possesses a further copy
of the work appearing in the same handwriting. No other copy of the work has
hitherto been known to exhx. Altheckt takes no note of the work in the three

volumes of his CetoUziu CMaiogoTum. Dr. V. Kaghavan. joint editor of the AV»
Catalogue Cotdbg&Tum to be issued by the University of Madraa too, has recently

informed me about hi* failure in tracing out the work in the numerous other lfcts

of MSS collected so far in h** ofhee. Possibly the author did not allow the work

to circulate for any length of time.

26 . E.g„ " ^ ynw*”, “ fcrsnft

5T^7TT *KTR. ”, “3$ *=P?7T ^
1KRRH.’', “ ^ STf Jqriwj/’, “ ft *

”, etc.
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the author in refutation of Rev. Muir's wortc. However, the main difficulty,

though slight, in this identification is printed by the recorded dates. In

the Hindi Life of Father Ooroh- wc are told that our autlror’s first meeting

with Rev. Smith took place about 1845 and the subsequent account gives the

idea that his refutation of Rev. Muirs work was composed a year or two

after that event :.e. after 1846. But the Sdstratettvommrnaya. as wc arc told

therein by the author himself in non-equivocal terms, was composed definitely

by the dose of 1844 or the beginning of 1845. Possibly the reckoning of time

a> also the recording of dates has been done only grossly in the said Life.

27. PagaSff.



MISCELLANEA

REVOLUTION IN DISSEMINATION

( Especially by Writing nuchanicaUy multiplied

by means of Printing, with c few facts

on early Bengali Printing on Paper)

I

AH writing is symbolic. Every ^tiiencr, nay a word, or even a single letter,

ia the visual representation of idea. It may be a direct reflection, or a reflection

of reflectUm, or say, a reproduction—exact, miniature o

i

magnificd.

Erom time immemorial ideas have been preserved in language, either by sound
rung or by symbol drawn, one beim: called language spoken and the other that

written, which latter includes drawing. And the ideas have been transmitted from
man to man. notwithstanding the barriers of time and space.

Direcs transmission is rather limited, although its power can be enhanced by
repeated human agency When however the sound or symbol is multiplied by a
mechanical process. prospecL of transmis-sicn becomes unlimited The radio tram-
inks the sound, and the printing the symbol.

The word uttered or written is mightier than the sword or even the sceptre.

Armies have retreated before it. powerful people and parliaments have crime to

term* with the public will, aroused by the word spoken or written. I-ook at the
West at the dose of the eighteenth rentury when speeches delivered from the
platform and written copies thereof multiplied by printing in a word, pamphleteer-
ing— played so large a part m precipitating to wonderful success the popular move-
ments on either side of the Atlantic.

The Aryan in the Orient realized at a very early stage the significance of sound.

To him mhm . sound, as represented in the word-ia Brahma Cod IFurwelf

!

The word when preserved in the visual form U painted by' the pen. The power
of the pen has advanced multifold with the advent of the printing press. The
other auxiliary’ labour- saving and mukiplicatoiy processes, from typewriting to

photography, lave again greatly augmented the work mightily begun by printing.

As in many another matter the light originated from the cart. For it ia the

Chine** who had anticipated the occidental disoovvrrr by centuries, both in a whole-
some woodcut production known as block-printing, os afeo in movable types called

typography. Printing on paper in that great country was in use during the Han
dynasty of kings between 202 bxl and 221 n.c. From China the art wa* learnt by
Korea, Japan, Tibet and also by the Mongol and M&ndiu nuns.

It is rather striking that India, having direct business and cultural relations
with China and the other countries mentioned, more specially with Tibet where
many a Buddhist scholar went from our Universities and monasteries does hardly
furnish convincing evidence of paper-printing being in vogue for purposes of docu-
ment or dissemination of ideas or knowledge We have no doubt our very old inscrip-

tions on stone and metal manuscripts on paper 1 or like subrtanccs, coins with fine

imprint cut cart of the mint, bat am hardly find any primed book like what wr gel

i a w. l:-*
0 ***** *** ,n T0Sat during Alexander’s campaign in 327 B.c*. as chroni-

oed »y nia companion who wrote that paper made from cotton w*c used for writ-
mg.

|

C. H. UJHAS Piarhina lipimdla. p. 144) MAXMUUXX has also said thr
*arnc thing m his History ol Ancient Sanskrit Htnature. p. 367.
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;

.n ancient China. Printed designs and illustrations on calico or ocher sorts of woven

material, cotton or rilk, were however exported from India to remote countries and
the printed tubndrali sheets for wrapper and imban u>ed to be wont ini very ancien:

day* wl find tho us* still current.

n
Let us now see hov. and when printing on paper in tlie modern age wat intro-

cured, if not rc-introduced, in India, in the matter of Indian language* in general

and Bengali in particular.

In 1497 the Portuguese led by Vasco da Gama nmc to India for the first time

and the first printing pres* was c-stabluhed by them in Goa in the middle of the

16th century- From Europe they brought the Roman Types which were used in the

tin.t instance foe the Indian languages also, so far as printing wai concerned. By
means of printing in the Roman script the Portuguese in Goa were rather instru-

mental in developing a literature in the local vemaculai, the Southern branch of

Marathi, known as Kottkmxi.

Of Indian scripts Tamil had the good fortune of leading Uic printing of book*,

m any Indian language in India, for whatever printing u* find In earlrej days was

from woodcut blocks having design-4, symbolic or illustrative, on the one hand, end
on the other. pra*era. mantra* aiul repetition* of divine names in Kharo chti. Brahmi
and Bengali script* foe printing ml cm paper, but on calico oC silk for purposes of

wrapper and turban. In 1577 Tamil script is firv. printed in the city of Cochin,

in Malabar, by a J«u;l Misafonaiy Father, Joannes Gonsalves, who prepared the

types* in Tamil for the first time and rince then Tamil printing has been growing

steadily till to-day.

After that a Bengali Grammar as also a Bcogali-Portugoere Vocabulary, both
in the Rocr-in *np«, wrr* prepared by a Portuguese missionary Father XtmoH da
Awumpcum in 1734, and printed after 9 years in the same Roman :n 1743 at

l^rbor.. A fa-scimile reprint of that Grammar in the "Original Portugal*** with
Bengali translation and election from his Bengali-Portugue-v Vocabulary*" wai
ptibimhed in 1PG1 by the Calcutta University under the joint editorship of Pmf.
Dr. S. K. Ckattejui and Prof. P. Sen.

We must remember that this Bengali print was not done in India, nor in an
Indian script. The first regular Bengali book-printing m the Bengali script vras

however done* arfirr 200 yttti oi the first Tamil print. In 1778 Nathaniel Bra**?
Kalhtd * Grammar of ike /?< itgdJc Languaft was printed in the Bengali script at

Hugli. Sir Charles Wilkins* had prepared ' a set of Bengali punches with his own
hands * for founding Bengali lead-type*. He is therefore virtually the founder of

modem Bengali printing. Sir Charter had especially trained a local artisan,

Panchanan Karmakar, for this handicraft ; cm his retirement from India this Pan-
chanan Karmakar war engaged by Dr. William Carey of the missionaries of

Seramnur 'Srirampur/ and typedounding as a trade has been going on in Bengal
'ince then. ' Through tht labour* of Pkndianan Karmakiir and his relative and
roHraguc Manohar the art of punch-cutting became dottttisiicatfri m India '•*. Dr.
D. C. SEN ata> quotes frocn * The History of Cri Rarnpur Mission ", VoL 1, p. 179,
to sh<r>* that to P&nchajiaiM asdwant. Manohar Karrrjkar, who served the Sri-

2. Linguistic Surrey mf India. VoL 4, p. 31 Q.

3. Sir Charle* WlLKINS as one of the earliest Sanskrit!tt-Indologists wan a
ro-worKer with Six William Jones in founding the Asiatic flatelv. Royal Asiatic)
Society of Bengal.

SEN I Dr. D. C). History cf Bengali Language «£ Literature, Cal. 191!,
PP- 848 A- 848-9.

_
»*‘“ History of Bengali Utcmturc in the 19th century'* by Dr. S. K Dt

Cal. Lsuv.) pi 78 L *>q.
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Mmpur PtCr>» for 40 year*. ‘ Bengal i* mdebted fox die various beautiful founts

of the Bengali. NAgari. Persian. Arahir and other character* which have hem intro-

duced into the different prir.tmi; ostshh.ihments. '

( p. S52 J

Before 1778 we have rutly *pecimen illustration* nt the Bengali oaipt in two

or three beak* in European language*. (1) In 1725 George Jacnb Kkhr had ]£*

Latin book on Orirnta! mmiamatics, duelling on Auran*xtb\v mints for silver and
other coinh at Delhi or Jchaoabad. It was piihli;hrd from Leipzig. Germany.

On page 48 of this boot; the numeral* arc- shown in the Bengal script
; and cl.iewhcr*

a plate (opp. p. 51) consUu of the Bengali consonanK wish an example of the

transliterated form of a Crmian nanx-, Sergeant Wolfgang Nvycr. The BritwJi

Museum in London has a copy of this book. <2) In 1718 Johiuia Friedrich Friu

publhhcd Imm Leipxig hU German work entitled " Orietualiarhcr uid Ocridmta-

lisdier Sprachracistcr.*' In this book the illustration of the Hcngali consonants was

reproduced from C. J. Kchr’s I .atin woik (3) In 1743. from L^eyden (Holland),

\nw publidied Devid Mill'a v.otk in l-atin, * Di.v»enaio Selccia" in which wr had

illustrations of finely drawn Bengali and Dcvnmicari peripts.

The first illustrm.v: reproduction of Devana^ari script wa< hinrew found

early us in 1667 ir. Atheoasim Kircher's "China Musi rata ”, Published from Amas-

terdam, in 1667.
,t Prnting from movable typ;-* in Dcvaniigari and Kaelhi scripts

Is however found in 1761, being 17 vean before wc get Halhed* “Grammar of the

Bengali Limatupe “ (1778) and 1HI year* after v.i had tie ftr*t Tamil print in

Malabar, a* we have setn.

It will be worth while to not*- that Father Assumpcan;'* ‘ Bengali Grammar
-

and * Benga’.i-Portugueic vocabulary' were written by him while at Bhawal1
', which

va* in thoic days a great centre of Portugue*r Christian mi*4onarics It is alau

known that Father As^rmpeam wa* also the translator of a Portuguese work into

Bengali under the title * Crepar Xaxtrer Orthbcd*' an incomplete copy of which i*

in the Library of die Asiatic Society of Br-igni. and a wcwnd copy is found in

the l*ubl.c Library at Avora in Portugal A=*umpc;un was also intimately connected

with another early Bengali work in the form of a Christian dialogue by a Bengali

convert who had adopted the name Dora Antonio de Rorario. The MS of thi*

latter is found in tite Avora Library. Evidently he had taken the mnnurcript to

hi* own country either for printing or other realms.

It is intcre*4in« to note that a large numher n( Portugu**- wurtb axe found

in modem Bengali.10 It can bt taken that in the later 16th century' the PorUigtieft*

missionaries in Bengal had not only leamt the Bengali language but also enriched

it by introducing a thought-current on the lines of Christian ethics, and during the

years 1590*1600 a Bengali Christian literature (similar to that in Goa) developed

in the vicinity of Dacca, and tlu* same was current for about 150 years in the

Christian community of eastern Bengal Tavernier in his travel description, written

abmit 1600, speak* in praise of the architecture of the St. Agustus Church in Dacca.

Bernier, a Frenchman, again, about 1660, also writes to say that in Bengal alone

there were about eight to nine thousand families of Fermghccs or the Portuguese.

6. Dr. D. C. StX maintains that the an of printing in a crude form wa» known
!n Bengal before Ouulc* Wilkins came to the held. “ Wc have come aaosa a MS
2CO years old which was printed from engraved wooden blocks. But Lhe art was
not in general vote

M—Hiftory of Bengali <£ literature.. page M9.
7. ' Aurwik Szrh * and * D=hihanabad ’ in the original.
8. Cassiano Belkcatti's " Alphabetum Brahmanicum scu Indostanum Univer-

s;tatis Kaii.’ Rome. 1761 [Linguistic Survey of IruSur, Vol 9, pt. 1, pp. 4 & 9-101.

9. The name of this place has become well-known in rcccnl year* on account
of the interesting law ca*e known as the Bhawal Sannyasi case

10. "Vasigr Portuguese Prabhava ' by A. Ghc*h* in the Journal of the Van-
ziyo Sahi/ya Parishat. 1318 B . S. pt. 1 ; "HUtory of tl*e PorfJcuc^c in Bengal ” by
J. Campon, Cal. 1919.
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( lntro<hictoiy portion of the Calcutta University e&txo of A^intpcam's Bengali

Grammar, p. t). There U no doubt that the Pwtuguesc helped our modem printing

in *> many parts of India, notably in Gut and Bengal.

III

We have seen that the art of printing was in olden cay* known only in the

Orient In Europe six hundred years ago every copy of a bojk or document

written by hand. It U only in 1440 that type* were first cut by Johann Guicn

burg in Strassbujg (in Germany). In fact Europe re-discovered the art five hund.'ed

years back. But it is also true that Europe has amply honoured the fore-runners

by popularising the newer and quicker method* of operation to their slumbering

aucoeawra

This re-discovery of the printing pnxw* has revoluuonixed civilisation. Its

ftjciai and cultural influence is immense Formerly all composition or writing was

generally done in poetry, for the rattan that verse was a better vehicle foe ideal

to travel, more suited for memorising as a-so for oral dehvwy. than prose in tbo*r

days. The priming press » daily driving illiteracy ar.d ha* made the number of

lecture-listener* (except in the case of radio ol the rtcesit lime* comparatively

smaller, increased that of the readers by millions. Printing is a permanent uplift

to the purpose that has so enriched the literature e4 all countries tor half a milirnniuaj

at least. The democratising fora of printir* again is no lesx Aa a leveller it i»

perhape second to only Yamaraja. Death

!

With all the elevating qualities however, printing like all machinery, is not an

unmixed good. Just as it has thr power to preserve or improve aviluafion, it has

in itvlf the germ too of destruction, which may come to the forefront the moment

the Devil has an upper hand in the machinery. Look a: science to-day—how

it been lately used for the destruction of humanity rather than accelerating itt

evolution. Let us listen to Olive Schreiner, when he »y* * A train is better

than an ox*waggon only when it carries better men . rapid movement is an advant-

age only when we mow toward* beauty and troth : all motion is not advance, all

change not development.’

And finally, let us remember the principle enunciated by the Buodfca 20(X) year*

before the advent of the printing prer» of the modem age :

M Though a poem consists of a thoutttnd couplet* if these be lacking In

•one, better a single onupiet full of meaning, <*i hcanng which ooe is at

peace !

M

ARaluibad. S '
C GuM

Till- RAG1IUNATHABHL'PALTYA AND THE SAH1TYASAMRAJY

A

While noticing Stidhindra Tirtha’s SdhUyafamtajya. Mr. B. N. Knshnamurti

Sakma in his paper POst-VyaSAKAta Commentators (Xon-Poumicu.) says

“There is yet another SikuyasAurijyo alias RaihxKaihj-Btep&ij*, by

Knpra Diksita or yajvan ( Aijfvecht i. 485 and Madras T. C. to9d'.'

The detail furnished here scon* to be incorrect and misleading. So far as 1

can gather from R. Nos. 659(d), 2813. 3232. 5482, etc. of the Trumniol Calabeoa

of MSS of the Government Oriental Manuscripts Library. Madras, Sckityosdm-

Tijya‘ is not an alias of Kjv*» Data's RathmaikaikupaTtya but Sudhlndra's

SiMlyasomrifyo itself is an exhaustive commentary on Kr^u Ditoptas Raikunaito-

bhupcSyo which is an original work on Sanskrit Rhetoric in eight chapters

(= VilSsEts) eulogising King Raghunatha N'iyaka o( Tanjore in its iDuscitiom
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Berth the original work and the commentary were composed by their respective

authors at the instance of their hero and patron King Raghunfttha himself. An

neither of the works ia yet available in print, I quote below some relevant passes
at the beginning of the S&tuiyasem’ijyo as noted in Madras T. C. R. No. 2813

foe the information of the readers

^^T^lV-f?trjT^ldWr gwi^qr^T-

fa**. II

fT4iniwi'lH-il<*ik^ •*>'{<

iwtfeflfTT: II

flWI^hWQl wejr734<vpn ifort 3 Jffort't-

fJWPET ^tf^t ^IdH'flctlUttf I

3^55 if5«rww wT«6f;HT*Jjre<^

d^i?r«ry<xgKist|f ^ rari^t^rii^iMk: u

X X X X

?TOT? X X X X x

W3fn rjRTSifTvgfaTf't: l

afvqw: ??*?

uw «3*3jwi« ii

X X X X

(
5t: )M «fifM ygvfoiprfoTEr f*m i

sq<>yt
TT^ ngWSt CTa^WiKHllRdH II

5? «<3 WfTfl»«3 5? ttlmft tK<Tl*J'flMW

»ffT^q dmraiRjr® frarftftrnrf»mHt *nrtff ^rsar^s^flr^^^r-

4ft<iti'diTR^f H4^fg«'.yif“r=f3n u*cit-ftw iJfirwt’zsi^**!

etc."

The colophon* of the Sakityaxamroji'e as noted in Madras T. C. R. Nos. 2813 and

3232 generally read as follows :

—

9^1 fttftqi^ft

fferqr i ".

ui><* Sadasihva L. Kin*
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AyrtidunarajfnJra. 65.

Aca.-arfiifia. supposed to contain q .sta-

tion h from Nandipuivna.

Achillea. 67.

Adil Khan. 244.

Adityadariana. 81.

Acfatyavarman, 38.

Advaita, the spirit of. 88
Makmanda. 365.

Ahmed Nizam Shah 1. Baton, death of.

242-244 ;
different view* about the

date of the death nf, 242 f.

Aitchison, regard* the Fig as a native

of Afghanistan and Peiaia. 125.

Aiyangak. K. V. Rangaswami. Nandi-

pntjraiui, 157-161

Ajaka, deposed l^laka. 338.

Ai5ta*abtn, 62. 64, G5, 66. 67.

Aiitasatru, 338. 339 ;
confederacy

against. 339. 341.

Aia Udayin. 9, 10.

Antanjaya. 40.

Atagiva Siyana, called Perunji/iga. 3o2,

355; his death. 358.
.

Akppo, prevented from entering Goa.

144.

Albegaria, De, 94.

Alexander. 63.

Alican, 140.

Allan, regards coinage in India out

older than the Nanda period. 2, 3. 22.

2*1. 34. 68
Allimalla. 353. , ^
All-India Oriental Conference. The

Eleventh All-India Seiwon. Dec. 1941.

282 234.
Amatananda. disciple of Suktopealdkia,

his date. 365- . #

Amangal, attached by Vaitugi. 35<.

AmaroMa, 19. 78 n.

Amarlvati, 180
Amba. a emwal, 357

Amita. built many temples. 3a8.

Amrtamanjaii, 11, 112.

Anandabodha, 363 ;
identified with

Anandabodhaprabhu. 364 ;
his date,

365.
Ananditcian. 365.

Anariga Bhima III. 357.

Ananta BhnUa. son of ^adu Bhattn

composed Tirtharatnakara. ICd :

patronised by Anupawnha. 105.

Atxjayya a Kannada poet. 363
Anzustaramkaya, 32.

lll r nj.
by Bhavabhatw. 1C9

;

dnys with fan in music. 109 ; topic*
m, iw.

AxupmamttiaimStmwa by Bhava-
bhatw, 107-10B.

1

AripmrtttUniUM, 106. oxmpo^a by
BaavabhatlafSva. 106 . al*i knoan ai
AmipmUsa, 106; content, of. 106:
com. on by Raghunatha Gowamin.
106.

Anupaumha. and some of his fivotuiet
jehoiari 105-117. a Rathor prince. 106;
his date. 105.

hit favourite scholars. 105-117

;

his lineage. 113.
Anupovilaw, also known as

todki, p. 105
; written by die order

of Aaupasimhn 105.
Anupanvtka, 111, 113 ; Anupasimha’s

bnwifc in. 114.

Anufiatyarakaratiuota cumpofed by
Mannaira Dikpta. 110.

Anupeday'a, a coir. on Gi/tfputm/d, 1 12 .

ascribed to Anupniinha. 112.

Anuruddha, 64.

Apar&rka, identified with Aparaditva I

of Koiikan. 158, 159.

Apastamba. 77 n.

Aporambv dhsinui-sitw. 237.

Apow.ate-Motber, the. 237-239. ranno:

be associated in any art of Vedic
sagnificannr. 238.

Appava Dikaia, intermeted Srikaptha*
pfiiWphy as Saivadvaita, 87.

Apte. V. S., 14.

Apte. regards Anjira as a Peraan word.

132.

Aravamuthan, T. G- Some Survival*

of the Haiappa culture. 253-270.

294-336. 370-387.

Amhidaios, Philip, 32.

AitkatistT*, 2. 12. 19. 32. 237
;
mention,

an officer calico Rupadar^oka for check

in* currency. 33 ; not critically dated.

34 * 59 68.

Ary^mammirimulakalpa, a Buddhjsl

tantric work. 7. 60, 62. 63.

Asnka, 16. 6&
Awkamukhya. 62.

A-uam, Piacr and Personal Name* in

die Early Land Grants of, 388-394.

129- _
AilaLiyuna Grkye Sutra. 319 n.

Atharva Vida. 319 n.

Atmaprakiia. 365.
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20.

Avami, 10. 337. 339
Avantivanfiana, 338.

Avctta, 37.

AUFRECHT. identifies .YflJuflJ'iird**

with Sandxivarap. and Mondikc
ivarap. 157.

AyuldthamaIalt4*komak*tiko*9C. of Btiad

rarama, 105.

Baja. 98.

Babar, refers to Fie, 127.

Baladitya, nprllrd the Huns from

Centra* India, 36.

Baldaen*. 93. 96. 97, 139.

BaJlata. capital ol Sa-sidhvaja. 340

.

identified with K5tf. 340

BanavM, 350.

Binodara. defeated by Narasimha. 354.

Banten, 96.

Barker. 101.

Berkeley, 91.

Barley, found at Mahenjo-Daro, 17.

Baticaloa. 137.

Batura, refers to fig* 127.

Bittavia, 93.

Br-AL, fx. His Si yv ki, 37, 42.

BCNDftE. V. S., Death of Ahmad Ninon
Shah I. Bahari, 242 244

Bowie*, 132.

fkmu^s TravtU . 132 n.

Berccd Shah, 243.

BhigmmUr 339.
Bhadrarima, 105

;
a. of Avutck'uut-

lakf*k*makotikoma 105 ; suroamtd
Homign, 106.

Bhandarkak. D. R. considers coined

money oMi| in India as early as

the middle of the 3rd millennium B.C,

2 ; 17, 23, 33.

Bha.vdahkar R. G„ 78.

BhAnugupta, 39. 43.

Bhiak&ra, a commentator ol the Brah
masutra*. 86.

Bhflskara. a younger contemporary of

Sarhkara, 239 . criticises Sankara in

his BrahmasutrabhSsya. 239
;

piagi

arised from Sartikara. 239 ; cnticised

by Vlcaapati, 240 ; date of 240.

BKATTACARYA, 66. 67. 69. 70.

Bhavabhattaraya. son of Janardnnn
Bhatta. 106 : wrote on muse, 10$

,

his works. 106. 109.

Hka\ ovum tori, by Bhavabhatta. 14J7.

Bkavef.rjakasa 128. dote, 128a.
Bhillama. 350.

Bhufana kutukala composed by Raghu-
fuithagfsri about Ajk 1675. 1j>2.

Bible, 12.

Bids, 113.

Bijjaua, defeated by Naitaiinba. 350.

Bika. 113, 114

Bikaner, founded in 1488 Ait.. 113.

Bbnbisira, 8 : called Scgryl in thr

Abkidkanarajfndra 65 ;
no evidence

to show that he was ever called a
Saisunaga, 66, 67.

;
Haryanka 3T 338

. favoured
Jainism and Buddhism, 338 339
341. 342.

Bix. 108.

Bloomfield. 78.

Boorhan Nkam, fion of Ahmad Niam
Shah l 213.

BONKEL. Pieter, 141.

BoSanqitt. 87.

Bosschouwesc. 96,

Bothlingk. 14, 19, 82. 83.

Brahmadarsanii, 61.

Brahmadatta. 8.

Brewer, records usages of the Fig in

English language and literature, 130.

B/ftadaramy^ka Upanuexi. 330 n.

Broadben7, William, 102.

Buddha, 24. 32.

Gupta. 42, 43.

Buddhism, reasons far the antipathy of

the Advaitins towards. 86 ff ; did not
recognise the authority of the Vedas,

86
,
the spirit of, which is disliked by

the advaitin. 87.

Budha Gupta equated with one Praiasi
cfatyra. 7 ; 36 ;

was a predecessor of

Toramlpa, 39. 43.

Cab, 90.

Gftnkys 68.

Caudedvaft, quotes from Nandipurina,

160, plagiarise* from Lak$m?dhani‘*

work. 160
C^urvarga-otUdnumi, 157.

Ccdiyarayan, revolted againsl Vina-

kovaraiyan, 353.

Candolle, hw opinion about Fig, 126.

Candragupta Maurya, 10 : 36. 63, 64,

65. 66
CandratalA- halyard, 151.

Candravarman, ^vapura <Goa) Plate*

of. 181-184.

Caron Francois, stormed Negombo, 142.

Chanda Tara, his summary of the

Hun invasion, 36.

Chaudhari. J. B., The position oi tie

daughter in the Vedic Ritual, 77-85

Chetaka, :139.

Chettvyar, A. Chidambaranatha. the

language of Nakkirar, 174-178.

Chik-yu-lu. 42.

Chitde, 13,

Chinese, transcription of. for SrtM)-

lndian Studies, 285-293.

Christum Topngiaphy of Commas Indi-

copleusU*, composed abiut 535 AX.

37 ; gives some information about the

Hum m Garwfiara. 37.

Chou. T. F. Transcription of Chine*

for Sino-Indian Stucfirs, 285-298.
^

Cidananda. »n of Paranwprakasfl: 3C3-

Cikitsamaltrtimald. 111. 112.

Cimttm caritra date of. 367 n.
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Cinnamon, found in great abundance
in Ceylon. 93.

trade. The Ea=: India Com-
pany's, KMW ; 137-149.

Cobb, accused of quasi-privateering,

100 .

Cochin, 99.

Coinage, according to Allan appeared
in 5th cen. BA... 24 ; acc. to Kosambi
it appeared in 8di ccn ax 25

;

BHANCiARKAJt's view. 3rd millennium
ax.. 2 .

COUBROOKE, 14.

Colombo. 94, 96. 96.

Cofumbo, 138.

Connock, 1CI1.

Constantinople, 37.

Cook. 84.

Cord(nek. Rev. 98.

Ckamlk. 17.

Cunningham, thinks the Punch*
marked coins to belong to 1000 f.C

2 ; 3, 13 ;
criticised, 25, 41.

Cu trier. 102.

Cyr«. killed in 529 BX- 125 a.

D

Diimodara, 357.

Dinakalpatanj, 159.

Damraindkara of Ramabhatta 111 :

113, 114.

Dandanfiyaka, 350.

Darius 1. ruled in 522 at.. 24

Damka. 342
Dastur-i-Mamalik, 244.

Daughter, the position of the. in toe

Vcdic Ritual, 77-85; entitled to per-

form the Sraddha rite* after her

AjMhskira, 77 ;
not entitled to be

married within one year of her

father's or mother's death. 77 ; dis-

cretionary power of. in choosing her

husband, 8fl.

Deane. Richard, 99.

Deva. Francisco, 138.

DelbrCck, 83. ^
De. J. C Hie East India Company i

Cinmmcn Trade, 9Q-104. 137-149.

Dr. Queyhoz. Father, 93.

Devaladevf. a Calukya princess, 362

Devapila. 81.

Devapi, 340.

DcribhaiavuUi. 158
Dtvipurdno, gives the etymology far

the word Nandi i Pirvati). 157 ; 158,

159.

Dharuinanrfa. 64. 68.

D-ianvtmlttri Sij.Vtw/u no reference to

Mfiut in. 132.

Dhanvav^QU. brother of Toram.yia.

built a temple of NArayana. 39

.

erected a dhvaja^tambha, 39
DkarmimhodJii composed by MsQtr&ma

Diksita, 1C6 :
also known by the tide

4w^dtriUtf. 106 : contents 0!. 110-

Digha SikAya, 330 n.

Dikaia. Bhauoji Gojrnith. 9-1 n.

Diksiu, Maoirlma, <»f Gaiig5ratr.a,

1C6 . a. of Dkamdmbcdiu. 105
;
109-

110 , authorities quoted by, 110
,
al?o

wrote on Jyxxija. 110.

Diodotos. 32.

Own. K. N. 18, 59——Momhwnr G. Sivapura (Goa)
Plait» of Candnivannan, 181-134

DrOoapala. 350.

Duiga, a commentator of Nirukta. 83,

84.

Dubca Phased. 2. 3, 4, 5 ; his statement
about the Punch-ovarked coins 13, 67.

Dvaraiatisila. 112.

E

Early History of India by V. A. SMITH
38.

Edirili Pcruma). 351.
Eldridgr. 57.
Encyclopaedia Brillawca. 125

Epi^ropkva InJica 39.

Eran inscription of ToramJo)a. men-
tions that Dtiyana-Vinu built a
temple, 39 ; does not indicate whether
Toramarui was a foreigner or a Hun.
39.

F

Fan I Khan, twin of Afxal Khan. 189.

Krmrt, Lawrence; 109.

Fig. some notes on the hi*tor> of, 125

136 . one of the earliest object* ol

cultivation, 125; different views re.

126 L; usage* of, in English language
and literature. 130 ; unknown to

Makdbhdrata 131 ; not found in

AmaraM*. 131 Chronology ©I 135.

Fink. 67.

Fkaynb High, 101.

Fremlcn. 93.

Fu-Za-Lsong Yi-yuancbi*i, 42.

G

Cadya KawamrUk. gives an account o!

the expedition of Narasimha and
^melvara into the Cola country,

359 : refers to tbr death ol Kiltfcva

Njjfih'j. 351.

Calc. 86. 98.

Callc. 95 139 IK). 111.

Canapati. subdued Gangayya
_

SAhini

354 ; captured by Jaitugs. 357.

Candhara. 36.

CangArama father of Maonima CKk-

5*Ui. 105-

Gangavra SAhir.i. a Kakatiya general.

354/
*

Gannoruwa. 137.

Gmmr» 101.

Gautama 78 n.

Gibbon, 37.

Goa 23. 141.

Gvbkiia Gthya Sutra. 319 n.

Ccbhlla-rnrisjfca. 81 n.
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Cobhilaputra, 79-

Coda Varma 1C. " A study of the

Personal Pronouns in the South
Dravidian Lareuages * 201-217.

Code. P. K.. Some Notes on the

History of the Fie from Foreign and
Indian sources. 126-136.
• Date of SabhySIamkarapa, an

anthology by Govindajit, 366-369.

Coin* Van, 94.

Gokhale. V. V., Dr. 8, 9. 69.
- Vamdev, Rabindranath Tagore.

(obituary) 184-188.

Gofctkhpur hoard, 57.

Golla* king of Hunas. 37 : wrongly
identified with Mihirakula, 38.

Gofwtka Brdhmono. 320 n.

Gwho Ghat heard, 57.

Govmdfinanda, 77.

Govnnda Suri. father of Xi1ak£Q(lia

Cathnrdhara. 110.

Grky&somgraktt, 78, 79

Gunabhadra, a. of L'ttaiopurdna. 40.

Guha S. C., Revolution in dissemma
(too, 414 117.

Gupta Inscriptions, by Fleet 38, 39, 40.

Gwalior, 39.

H

Habao. cape. 98.

Hall. 99
I lamersley, Hugh. 101.

Harappa. 51.

Culture, some wrvival* of the,

253-270. 294-313. 317-336 I Su^e*-
tons of the Survivals. 253-254

;
II

Origins of Indian coinage and iu
afliiiation9 254-261 ; III A Feature of

Indian and Parthian Coinages, 212
213 ; IV Some Plagues frem Ceylon,
263-265

; V Oririn of the Buddha
Image: IV problem. 265-270, VI
Thr cults Behind the Image. 294-298

;

VII Cult Object between adorants,
296-306

; VIII From Preceptor to
Image, 306-310

; IX The Image in it*

setting. 310313
;
X The concent of

the Image, 317-322
;
XI The Image

on a com of Mauea. 322 326 : XII
Nandipada over Circle 326-332 ;

XIII The Deity in the Head drew,
332-336; XV Bull Sacrifice and Bull
Sports. 370-374 . XVI Conrhi*x>ns,
374-375

; APPENDIX—1 Scripts of
Harappa and Eastern Island. 375-
376

;
2 Analogues to the Harappa

•fieals, 375-377
; 3 Early Square coma.

377
;

I the Garada in a Buddhist
scene, 377-378 : 5 Patterns on Cylin-
der Seals, 378 379 ; 6 other affiliations

of the deer. 379 380; 7 Mann,
Mahju-4ri and Mahayaniam, 380 ;

8 Egyptian Analogues to Namfipada
over circles ? 380-381

; 9 Oririn of
name Harappa. 381-382

; 10 Clue to

decipherment of Harappa script.

382 ; U Ongin of name Miuiri. 382-
Key to illustrations. 383-387.

Hanhani, 350.
Haiimi4e sMra, 365.
HerircmAapurana, composed by Jin*,

srna. 39; date of. (783 a.C). 39, 40
Hemadri. 158. 159, 160.

Hemmy, 14, 15 ; criticized, 15 , states
that wmc of the salver punch-marked
cob* have an affinity with the Dane
standard, 16.

Heou Nan Chou. 37.

Herodotus, regards Figs unknown to the

Persians in the days of the Firtt

Cyrus, 125.

Hindustan, the Hut) Invasion of, 36-43.

Hiumyakcsi Grhya Sutra, 319 n.

Hiriya Baltala. 351 ; identified to be
Ballala I. 351

Hiticn-Tsang. 36 ; 40 . his account of

Mihirakula 41 ; his Mihirakula identi-

cal with Kathaoa's. 41.

Hiraoya. 40.

Hiranyakula, 41.

Hoeknle. 68.

Hulaka, a rite. 81.

Hume. 91. 92.

Hup invasion, the. of Hindufthan, a
myth. 36 ; Tara Chand a summary of.

36 : available evidence for the. 38

;

evidence of inscriptions re.. 38
Huriaa. mentioned in the Viwupui&ja.
37 m. in the Raghuramfa, 37 ; ruled

GandhAra in 535 A.G. 37 ; m. in the

Mandasor inscription of Yakxfnar-
man 38.

Hurin Li, disciple of Hmcn-Tsang, 42

;

his Life &f Hiufn-Tsan,f, 42.

Hyderabad, 59.

I

lk$vaku. known to Buddhist pali tradi-

tion as Okkaka. 8
Indrapura (Indore), 40.

hfasiddhi, of Vimuktatman, quoted in

the Atmasiddhi of Yimuniciiya,
239

;
quotes Bhisknra, 240.

Jagadekamalta, the Cahikya emperor,

350.
Jaganndika Vijaya by Rudrabhatta. 349.

Jaitugi, 350 ; an inscription of, 352

;

his activity, 357.

Janna. a Kannada poet. 365 ;
a- oi

YaAodiura Cmitc and inscriptions,

365 ; his date. 365 ; his Ananthandtha
panana, composed in Saka 1152,

365 ;
was a mantrin of Namamhf

Sarvajha. 365.

Jatavarma Kulasckhara I, 355.

Sundara, besieged Scndatrana-

lam, 359.

Jayarama, 77 n. 78 n.

Javasiriiha, 113, 114
JAYA5WAL. 7, a 10; criticized, 10.
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Jennings, Mir,.. 99.

jtnasens, ct)fnpc*»£d Hern OftitapuTOJiG

in Saka 706. 39 ; 40.

Jvva Mahipau 352. supposed to have
brlraied Raja Raja III, 352.

Jnanaichana. Ids dace, 241.

Inanakoic, 133 mention of Afljira in.

133.

JfiiknoUama, a commentator of Vi-

rr^iktatman. 239.

Jodhapura. 1*3.

Jolly. 78. 63.

Jones, Sir William, 14.

junnar. 192.

JyotpattuiTtK a wtick on geuenetry,

L'L-mooscd by VairfyanaLha, 110.

Kad&rrba Ravivarman. A New Copper-

plate Grant of, 178-181.

Kadavarayan. 353.

KakA7I, B., Place and Personal name*
in the Early Land Grants of Assam.

388-394.
Kaliboka. 61, 08.

Kalhana. 36, 40 ; mention* one Mihira-

kula. 41.

Kalidasa refers to Hupa> in the Ra^hu
\am.<a, 37.

Kilik*puid«t3. 1% 159.

Ksdki—the Earliest rhrek Ui Buddhinn,
337-343.

Kaikjporanii. 337, 339, 340.

KaJkiraja, 39.

Kallyanamalla, 113, 114.

Kalfutdiukoia, 132 n.

Kamalakara. quotes from Nancfipuraoa,

160. 161.

Komaputbo/ika, 112.

Kanu&utra. 80 n.. 112.

Karnaradcva. 357.

Kandy. 96, «. 97.

68. . .. _
Kapin (Kapisa). wrongly identified

with Kashmir, 37, 41.

KarisSJe. 350.

Karkfi. 78 n
/LtrTWJreflakacanJrite. attributed to

Anupwinha. 112; 113; Anftpasimha <

lineage in. 111.

Karoasimha, 113, 114.

Kzrruiiamha, of Bikaner, his death.

133.

Kail. 340.
Ka^ipati. a. of Mukundanandabhaha.

hh> date and works, 150 ff ;
informa-

tion about, 153.

Kfqhaka samhita, 82.

Katee. S&dashiva, L. Sastratauvamr-

naya : The work and its author

ppl 397-413; Kaghuvitkabhufidiyc

and Sahin-asarnraiye PT> 417-418

K TRf S M., On a The<*:r.ii Linguae

Sanwritar 271-279.

Kaia&mbi. 59.

Kautilya, 9, 67.

KrtUn^, 101.

Kiee Kong, the Chinese g<rc*iJ

K
Kka4v\ym Gihymutr*, 319 n.
Khanpaiar. 189.

Khdna, 189.

Kiliyur Cedi line. 353-54.
Kogtika, 65
Kofd.aridkhyina, a work. 183.
Kerala. 340.

Kosamiu, D. D. On the «tod} «jic
rnrtrolofry of Silver Punch-^arka:
cnciw, 1-33. 49-76.

Kosambl Dnarmanarda. 20. 69.

Koster, Itfl. 138, murdered, 139
Krishna Aiyangml a. n.. The Apts,

tate-Mother. 237 239
A'r/jaAffJpa.'fl/w. 158 ; mmaxr* quo

*

l-
ticn lrr*n XmaxtHhuptot&ng, ] 5f»

;

160. 161.

Kfonaka. 337. 340
KitwakxtukoJc ot K^ra»sa»:rrir. ca'r

129n. 133 TL

Kiirsnvami. 132 n.

Kulhackhaira. PincSvfi, dtco-ec, r*.'.

.

KullctuiOca 111. 3ol, 352.
Kullukabhatu. 78 n.

Kumal Khar, admin: ftratcr r.i Ifmail
Add Shah. 243.

Kurnifagupta 1, fiucctr«*ff uf Carer.-,

gupta. 36, 43.

II. 43.

Kvqjika, 65.

Kumya. 65.

Kurta*aoi, a village. 178, if*1

Kur.takivija. P&odva* trbuu ti> 559.

Kupiwtrur. attacked by Sidihaca, 350
Kurrsrni. 110

Lar-Lih. 37 ; wrongly identihre with

Codas by schoiars. 38.

Laicsridham. a of A’rJvcto>*}tfrk.

158 : was a devotee of Vi*jc. 11* .

159.

LakfjrJpala. 3S0.

LanrrMer. 96.

Lanman, Charles Rockwell, rctue cl,

116
Leitan. 93.

LUn 'cua wwm-C*m 4 . 42.

Lisboa. 93.

Livy, refers to rigs. 129.

LokakumB, 113. 114.

LCDEkS. 5. Hi* Du- SrtMrhra Mat 6 m

MalLLAN. ProL 69

Maetsuyker. 93. 94. 97.

Madanapila. 132 n.

Wmiaaavhmi*, 127 ; date of. 12K tef-

cribw properties of Anflrc, 128.

Madhva the Dvai? p&flt'cffcw* n •

date, 3S.
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Midhavacarya di^inguifhcs between
XaK&fiu row and .Vendikdvara

-

twrdna, 158. 161.

MaDHaVA Sarma K. Date of .Vaga*
Yardharnanacarita, 395 396.

A/ffAdfrftdroia BhargavaN responsible lor

rewriting the 68.

Mukab baratatitpeiya-nimuya, records

the date of birth of Madhva. 365.

Mahatosab, 339.

Mahinanefi, 62.

-eon ot Saiuniia, 342.

Mahipadma, 9. 60, 61. 66
ftiakamava. 113.

Mahidhara. son of Samgamana, 351.
MShifmati, 339.

Maiiniyani sarhhitA, 82, 83. 8:.

MajjJtim&-Nikdyd, 33(>a
Mjiavalli. 350.

Maliideva. Coda. 357.

Malhk£r\una, a. of S&kti Sudhdrnai-is.

381
son of Cidflnanda. 365.

Mali! Setti. 350.

Mantua Dkarma Sisire. 319 n.

Mindukya Karikas of GaudapAda. owes
much to Butkrustu: thought. 96.

Makkao. D. R., Kalki the Earliest

Check to Buddhism, 337-343,

Mantrabrahmaga. *ays that a girl

should be given in marriage only
when she longs for a husband 80.

Mann. 79

;

recognises Gandharva mar-
riage, A); 80 n. 81 n, 81. 85 n.

Manuma Stddhi, father of TSIcka, 356.
M '.THUSTM li, 19.

MAia Varman Sundara
1, 355 ;

levied

tribute from several princes 355.
Maima, Svally. 99. 100.

Maru, 340 ; calls himself Sumitra, 310
Maakdyne, N. S.. 14. 16.

Matrgupta, 41.

Maura. 141
Matp’rspu. brother of Dhaflyavt$QiL

erected a dhvajastarrbha. 39.
Matsyapurina, mentions Nandipurita.

MAviiunSge, a village. 350.

McCrkkkx. 37.

Mesopotamia. 13.

Mem. 11 23. 33.

MSLLO. Don Diego de. M3. 104.

Modiwold 100.

MlDDUCTON. Sir Henry, 101.
Mihinuuia. 36. 37. 38. 39 . hi* place

in Hindu Chronology 39. was defeated
by YaSodharman. 3.

Mihirakula, son of Vanlnita. 41.

Mihirapura, 41.

Milne. 34.

Miscellanea, 174-184. 237 244. 337-347,
395-396. 414-418

MitTamiira. 158.

Mitra, Ranjendralal. 112.

Mafaenjo-daro, 13, 14. 16. 17. 51. 53.

Moon, Edward, 132 a.

Mudrih&kfasa. 9.

Mtilguada, 350.

Munda. 64.
MukundanandabnAi^a. and .u author.

150-154 ; first enacted in the Spang
festival of CaQd^vara. at Bhadngki,
151a

Munivaraduya. presented an emerald
necklace to N&ra&kfcha, 354 . probably

chief of MAnijavid*. 354.
Mutita-kkabu-i-T&i'imkh. mentions 6p*

127.
5

MutalipjoJttia. bv Bhavabhauanui.
106. 108.

5

M&vindaraiyan, 353.

Nagadassaka. 64. 66.

Nigadera, 365.
Nagariuna, 91.

Na^ati Bhapiila. defeated by Reduia

Nahapfina. 10.

NaiknBv A. K. his Flowering Plant/, o)

Western India'. 134 n.

Nakkirar. the language? of. 174-178
; a

poet 121 . his date. 174 ; poems. 171
Naka-e-Rumura, inscription. 24.

NaOaml* 351. 352.

tfandiktii'asa putana. 158, 159, 161.

N*ndiput6na, 157-161 ; identified with
NandikeZvarapurana and \tmdiira7**
putim. 157

;
regarded as a high

authority between the 11th and 12th
cen. A-D. 158; 259, 160.

NailjarSia. a. of SangitagangatSiari.
151 ;

his datr, 151.

A'agmuJ 1 4 t .

NarsMamha I. 349. 357.
Narasimha IL 349- ; his expeditions
350 ; his march against Magna and
Kftptflk 354 : eroded a Jayastombh*.
355 ; his chief generals, 362-63 ; his

estimate. 364 ; temples built during
his reign. 364 ; Kannada authors in

the time of. 365.

III. date of his birth. 362.

NarasimhakavL a. of Snkiataja Ysi#-
bliupono, 151.

N&rasingadcva, 356.
NaytoddiylapTobodhakoahrauvapadcUika
composed by Bhavabhattarava. 106;
a work on music 108.

Njmda, 9, 58, 61. 63, 66; friend of

Paziini, 66, 68.

Nandm, 60, 66.

Nandi Vardhana, 9, 10, 62. 66.

N&rada, 79.

iStood# Smrti, 19.

Naiasaiihagupu, bears the title Bila-

ditya. 42. 43.

tfaiQsimhaptnGnu 159
NAriyaoa Panditacarya. a. of Alodhra*

vijayo. 86.

Necombo, 94 ; noted for cinnamon and
fahing industry. 94; 98. 102. 139.

captured by the Portuguese. 140
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N^zapacam. 138; crested [ram the
Portuguese, 141.

NenymSi Pcromsl. 351.
Niccolbs, Thomas, his instruction* re.

the trade survey of the Deccan, 192.

Niiagancarlya. .359.

Nibhanjha Caturdharn. conuncnLator
on Makdbh&SQt*. 1 10 ; son of

Govindasdri and PhulUmbikii, 110;
patronised by Anupaaiitiha, Ill ;

his com. on Siiatanfaia, 111.

Niiakastha iGorc). a. of SAitratattva-

nirnaya. 409.
Nilegale, a viiiaec. 139.

SiTrayaundhu 158
Nirukta. 83. 84.

Note* <»f the n>xith. 153-156 : 280-282.

344-346
Nutanapura. 150. 151, 152.

O

Old Testament, reference to fig in. 129.

Oman. 2*1

Oppiti Siddhi, ruled at Fottapi. 3a*.

Padatnata. wife of ViraballSb II, 349.
PahJadpur. 40.

Palaka 338, 339.

Palia coins, 56
Pa Hava Raya 351.
PuncafiadMvirarana of Praki*a:mm
240

P&iiin'i, 61
P&ittrama B&adya. 353.

Parama Praka^a. 365.

PAIUMASIVAN. Dr. S. 12, 57.

Paranjpyr. H. P. regards Arabia as the

original hnene of fig. 126; his view
about the fig. 126.

Par&ngi Hatane, 137.

Par&bra. 79.

Pardwamddltarlya. 161 n.

Pdraakaro Cfhya Sutra 319 fL

P-iar.iTER. 9, 64. 66.

ftlt&kputra, *10. 39.

Patna, 10.

Patani, 96.

Plvusa. 350. 354.

Pearson. John. 99.

Penmjinga I, Ka^tvi 352

Peruroinga II. succeeded hi* lather in

1227-28 A.D.. 358.

Peshawar coin* reveal a gradation of

weights, according to Spooner. 17.

Phullambika. mother of Nilaka&tha
Coturahnra. 110.

Pickering Helen. 99.

Pinto. Manori. 138.

Pliny, mention? fig-, 325.

Plutarch. 63.

Pftajva. 350.
- - dapdaniUha. 365.

Pocpirappinan Magadal PerujttiU, 353 ;

aeUkd disputes between Parlkranaa
P&rjdya and Vlra Pindya. 3S3.

Poona, 2i.

Pradyota, *on of Punika, 338 ; succeed-
ed Ripurtjaya, £18. 339.

PuJsarami. meaning o(, 8.

Prakavrman. 365 ; his date, 365 ; pr>
bablv a pupil of Citiukha 1, 365

Peak Nath, 3, 4.

Praaeruijii, 339.
Pravaiaaena I. 340.

II, 41.

Pndhara. 98.

Ptthvisvara. killed b> Tikka, 356.
Pliiomivi, 63, 64.
PuO-ika. minister ot Rjpuf.js)^
Puragupta, 43
Pusyamitra, 40.

Pyaart. Jan Thysroon. 97

Qua*. 93.

Queixnrnc. 93.

QuC)toz. dc. 138 ; hi* opinion about
the Dutch. 139.

Qua Kootb Shah. 243.

R

Raohakrishnan. E. P. AnupawWu
and <ome of his favourite scholars.

106-117 The Date of VimukLatmaic
239-242

Rdtai'ibodh*' 108.

Ragavibodkarivtka of Somanadw, 108,
RaghitnathibhupAliya and the Sahitya-

samrijya, 417-418.
Raghunatna Gosvamin, a. of a com. on

Anupaaamgltavildia, 106.

RaghunSthariin, composed Bkoyaxakutu-
haia nlxiuL A.O. 1675 132.

Raghuiamia mentions Huna* as being
conquered by Raghu. 37.

Rahula. mentioned in the Aikgvdku
King list, 64.

ffctjSdhiroja II. 351, 1452.

RSjagrha. captured by Ripunjaya, 337 ;

Siiunfcua ruiec at. 340 341. 342.
Raja Raja III. 351 ; succeeded Kufet-

turica 111. 352: 353. 351.
Raja?itiha. 96. 97 102. 103. 137, 138.

139. 140 : his letter to the Dutch. 140.
Ra:atar artiini of Kalhana. 40. 41.
Raipur. 145.

Rajendra II. 351.
Register. Dagh. 139.

Kaju. P. T.. The Buddhistic and the
Advaita view-points, 86-92,

RbjuvuUl 11.

Rama, daughter of Sasidhvaia. mart wed

to Kalkt. 341.
Rimabhatta. 111-117: his date. Ill:

favoured by Anupa-siriiha. Ill ; a. of
Ddnartitndiaia 111; his works. 111.

Raxdle, H. X. A Note on the India
Office Ra.$a-nrtl3 Collection. 162-173.
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Ration. 9; hi« J/itficti Omh*. 39. 14.

Rivtyodha, ancestor of Anupasimha.
113. 114.

UyaaUdia. 113. 114.

Rlthitlz Rudra, Gaoapati* general.

357
;
assumed many ticks, 357.

Revincion, Henry, taken prisoner by
Shivaji. 189.

Reviews

Vwtddtimeua e/ Buddhaghosdedrya
edited by Dharmanand Kosambj.
review by S. M. K, p. 44.

D. R Bhandarkci Vohtma. edited bv
Bimal Chum Law, rev***’ by S. M.
Katre, pp. 45-46.

The $tt{khax(jd£MU2 o\ Pufpadonta
and BhutaMi toith the commemory
Dkavoid of Vitnena. VoL I. edited

by Hinds! Jain etc. review by,
S. M. Katre. pp. 46-47.

Excavation* ai Harappa. by M. S
Vats, review by Hirananda Sasthj

BakarhUtn-i-Ghaylu. translated by
Dr. M. J. Bowah ; review by. N. B
ROT, pp. 119-123

Early Carter o/ Kanhofi Angela and
Other Papero, by Surcndra Nath
Sen

;
review by P. K. Gooc. 124

I’atfe Personal Hygiene, bv Sri

yocentha. review by S. \1. k.
The Success#?* of Ike Salat ahanm.

Lower Dream), by L>ine*b

Chandra Swcar, review bv P. K.
Gooe. 156.

Pdlimokkha ed. by R. D. Yadekar,
review by S. M K,

Dkan:nujsairtjQ$i. ed by P. \ Bapat
and R. D. Vadocar, review by
& M. K.

AWndapmUu*, ed by R. D. VadCKAR,
Itvfew by s. M. K.

Abkidhdnarat remold with Kanrutda

S
U*\ ed by A. Venkat Rao. and
. Scaha Aiyanoar. review by,

Sl M. K., 220.
Pie Buddhut India . by Ratilal N.
Mehta, review by, 5. M K. 245-

246.

Oyadhikdiatn, edited by A. Venkata
RaO and H. Seth* Aiyencah. re

view by. by S. M. K. 246.
The Student's Engtish-P&ya Dic-

tionary by H. R. Kapadia. review
by, S. M. K. 246-247.

Holy Places in India by BimaJ Chum
Law. review by, S. M. K. 247.

Alatnkdramafinisa edited by 5. L
Katre. review by, 247-248.

The State Museum. Pudutottoi re-

review by. S M. K. 249.

A Report on tkc Working of the State
Museum Pmjufcottar for Faali 1349.
review by S. M. K. 249-250,

Studies in the Puresgiic Records on
Hindu Rites and Customs, by R. R.
Hazra, review by P. K. Code. 250-
251.

I 'os..

iiamtlt, Its Fo; motion and Due-
lopvxcnt, by Banikanta Kakatl
review by A. M. Ghatace, 251-252.

Mol her- right in India, bv Baron
Omar Rolf Ehhenfels. review bv
I. KAJtvr. 314 316.

KiUe VHofgad. by P. B. Shutaalkar,
review by P. K. Gooc, 347-348.

Pttiicirdyrvijaya with com. ed. by
M. M. Dr. GauRISHANKar H.
OjHA, review by P. K. Gooe. 348.

Reyna**, 97.

Rhys Davids, Mrs. 90
Riheiro, 1C3.

Rice, not luund at Mohen)o-daro. 17.

Ridgeway, 13.

Ripunjaya, 337
;

murdered, 338 ; 242.
Roe, 101.
Roth, 14, 19. 82
KunnUva. 340.

Rudra 1 killed by Jaitugi, 357.
Rud'uksaJaksoKa. 112.

Rupakfidarsa, HU function, 33.

RYDBR 99, 102

S

Sabby3bmkaxaija. an anthology b)
Govindajit, date of. 366-359

;
analysis

of, 36uf; authorities quoted in.

366 368.

§adoxecakra, a particular mark of

Maunra (?) dynasty, 11, 49. 57. 58,

59. 66, 61, 65. 67.

Soadarsantbdtnpona, 411.

5a, de. 108.

Satfrtganu 141.

Sfigara, 9.

SaUunapa. 60.

Sakala Vidya Cakravarti 11, a. cf

Cadya Karndmjta, 359.

SakrAditya, 42. 43.

Saktiratndkoro. contains quotations from

Nandipuraija, 158

Samentapdsddikd, 20 ;
a Chinch trans-

lation of, (dated a.d. 488), 65.

Samarasdra of Ramarandra Somayaji,

6.

Sfcmasrami, Satvavraia, 78.

Senigffdnupcntusa. bv Bhavabhatt*’

rava. 106
Sambhala. a village, 339.

Sam gitanteparigara, by BMvabhlM**
106.

Sankaran. son of Sangarnana. 351.

Samymttfl-Hikaya, 350 n,

Sangaman. 351.
5ANKALIA. H. D \ New CoppCT-plate

Grant of Kadamba RaviVTOW.
178-181.

Sanxar, K. G. The Hun Invasion of

Hindustan, 36-43.

Sankara, called a fnecchonnabauddlta. in

the Bharifyatpurdno, 86.

Sitnkhagkanfa, 112.

Sankhyayana. Cfhya Sutra, 319 n.
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Sanknyiyana. Rahula* 9.

SiT^naia/ihi/art^ 11, 112.

Saivajnitman, au of Pameoprakrtya, 241,

ttitiu to the views of the author of

lUasiddhi 241 ;
his date. 24i.

Sarvavarman,
Safiidhvaja, 3-10 ; identified to be Sifiu-

ni^a Nar.divardhana. 340 ;
reasons

fox the above identification. 340; 341,

pledged alliance to Kalki. 341.
Sdsirataiilammaya. the work and its

author. 397-413
; its contents 399-

407 ; personal details about the author

of, 407-412 .
date oi. 4<».

Sastky, M. 1*. L. MuiundAnandabhaoa
and its author. 150-154.

Sa?thi. Shama, 33.

SAtakarjp. 10.

Satapatha tirahmewa. 332 n.

hayana. 83.

Schrader. 82. 83. 8f.

Senerfo. 96.

Shah Jahar-, 113 ;
contemporary of Anii-

Munha, 113.

Shivaji, contcrnpcrary Englishmans
estimate of, 190.

Thr Pobry ol, and the Enghsh,
189 200. 221-236; (1) The
first EttgU&h contacts with
Shu'aji 189; (2) The change
of the English attitude to-

wards Shiran niter 1667. 190-

191
;

13) The desire of the

English to trade in Shiran's
Kingdom. 191-193: 14) The
English trying to be on a
’ loir understanding ' u cth

Shiva’i. 1SM94 ; (5) The
English ready to me arms
against Shiraji if necessary,

194-196; <6) Summing up of
the policy, 196 198; <7) The
English granted at times
Shi i c i * requests and de-

mands. 19K2CO; (8) The
English shrewdness. 221-227

;

*9) The English 'prestige'.
' pintt eitnce ' and * Swadeshi

'

policy. 227 230. < 10> The
English wished HI of Shivafi,
230-231 ; (111 Shivan was
•rfieeMy kind to the English.

231; 112) Why Shiroji
troubled the English. 231-
234, 113) Thr English Potiry

teas of conciliation and sub-

mission, 234-237.
SiddhantakcMmudi. 20.

SidcErtha, mentioned in the Aik^vaku
King list 64.

Siddi Sohar, helped by the English
against Shivaji, 189.

&lad:tya Pratipasila. *11.

Silkhara Bboja, defeated by Sirhhapa.
350.

Sdva, Sancho da Fana da, 93.
Silver Punch-marked coiita. on the
«udy and metrology of. 1-35

;
I. Pos-

sible mitrprt tations of tile Marks, 1-

12 : meaning ol the marks on the. 3ff;

11. Present state of the Metrology, 12*

:8 ; important characteristic* ol, 12 ;

the study of, bav-d on two assump-
tions, 12 ; III. Major Groups : The
k*r*apana. 18-24

; Central charac-
teristics of, 18 ;

IV. I-C3££T Croup* :

The rcvenc mark*. 24-48
; V. Classi-

fication oJ Obverse .Marks
;

Indn<
Weights. 49-55 . VI. Comparison with

other finds. 55*59
;

VII. Dynamics
and K.ha.% 59-70 , VIII. Theoretical

consideration* 70.

SLnJiana, 350 ;
attacked Bandanike. 350;

nttcnsmn oi the Yadava empire by,

350
Sind Bommeya N’ayaka, 351.

Si^naga. 61

1. 64, 66.

II, 60 65. 66.

Nzifxlivardhana, 337 ; ennterr.-

porary of Sumiua, 340, 343.

SiS*ipaJa. father ol Kalkiraja. 10.

Sivnji. 137.

com. on. by NUakajtfhA
Caiurdhara, 111.

Sya Gangan, 353.

SkaadagujKc. 36. 38 . inflicted a heavy
defeat on thr Huns, 38, 43.

Skandasvnmm. 83.

Snfth. Vincent. 9, 36, 41

Sogen. 88.

SfiSi Kon. 359.

S6ma. follower of Dandanayaka, 350.

Scmanatha, son of Mudgala, a. of Rd&i-
libodka. 108.

Sucnwvara. 356 . made a grant to the

ahrine at Puxbiip'r.
Specix. conelia, 95.

SpilbeTgrn. Jon* Van. 94 granted aud3-

cncr by Vimaladharinasuiya. 94. 95,

Sponnrr. 3, 18. 57.

SrOddhah fiyA Kaumudik&a, 77.
SrAddha-mayukho. 77.

Srdddhopreyogacuitdfnenrr. 1 1 2.

Sraddhaiyveka. 77 n 6.

rananandini ascribed to Ki&pati.
151 : a com an the Somgitaierri't'

dheers by N'anjaraja. 151.
Sresthasera, 40.

Sri Har^a. 41.

Srikaptha. declares, hi* view a* V&isla
dvaita. 87.

SRtKANTHA SASTRi. S. Nara^mha IT,

349.
Srinagar. 41.

Srinfltha Stin, father of Vaidyanktha,
110 .

Sripati Pantfitiriirya, a commentator of

the Brahira.siit ras fifi
,
mils all the

advaitins pusethanrut bauddhas. 8fi.

Stun. 5, 112.

StokNIVAS. 34. 35. L

Suddhodana. mentioned in the Aik^cai-u
King fist, 64.

Sukhaprakasa 365,
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S'JKTHANKAK. 9, 51. 69.

Sukiiratnakara an anthology by Siirya,

364.
Sw*fi Sudbanyava o

i

MallMrjuna. refer;

to the marriage <K N'arasimha II. 360.

Sulapagi. regard-; the *j:i of tht? Pt-lrikl

proper person to perform ixoddha in

the absence of Uu? 13 kind* of sons,

77.

Sumitra. 337. 340. 343.

Sung-Yun, a Chine**; traveller. 37.

Surasena, 62.

Siiraiariiha. 113, 114.

Surat. 100. 138. 144.

Siteubhanigii or Subbanaqi, 66.

SuyiiMRa, 64, 67.

Simfki 88.

Syria. S3.

Suttolly 189.

Svayampeahha ( = Svayampraiciia IK
365.

Srrfdira* ura Upowtad. 320 n.

T

Tagore Rabindranath. obituary of.

183-188.

Taittiriy^samhita. 82. 84.

Tamaskar. Blaskar Copal Tiu* Policy

of Shivaji and the English 189-2M.

221-236.

Tarr.mu Siddiu. 357.

Tant7Q‘*ciTa, 320 n.

T&rAn.Vth. 10. 66. 67.

Taridlamickra, 78.

Tanma VAcaapati. I. of a corn. or.

Kdi yddatia, 365.

Taihiiiatagupta. 42. 43.

TetU'id'ifHMo of Akhanicjifvanda. 340.

241.

TaltvaSuddhi of JnAnaghana. refers to

the !$ta.uddhi, 241.

Taxi la, 58, 59. GO
Theobald. 3.

Theodcwicrs, Binhop of Alexandria, 37.

Thomas. Edward, his article on ' thr

initial coinage of Bcneal referred to,

14.

Thyssen. John. 139.

Tikka. 354. his activities. 356.

TmujtbeiM, 37.
TirthrratK&kora, composed by Atamtii-

bhatta. 106
Tolakippiycm. 175 n.

Toraroaga, 36. 37. 39 ; hi* place in

Hindu Chronology. 39-40
; identified

with KaRcraia, 40 : of Kaihana dif-

ferent from T. of Central Hindustan,

41. 43.

Trincomalai. 138.

Trivikrama. pupil of SakaUvidyi^ikta-
varu and the author of Kadambcth
idrusiwgrcto. 364.

U
Udaiyar Vikrama So|a. 351.
Udayi. a King. 7. 62. 65. 57. S3B. 340.

341. 344.

L-'dayibhaddaka. 64.

Cndcn-Khanded affair, 195.

Cpananda. 9.

Liia7a{>ura>:a. of (vjnabhadra, 40 ; \ib

date : 40 : gives details re Kalkiraia
40.

V

I dc/iipaiya. 20.

Vaidyar.aiha, *>n of Sri Nitliasun, 110.
wrote Jyotponudra. 110

; patronised
by Anupa'wjiiha. 110.

Vdjra. 42 43.

Vanakovarajvan, revolted agaatu kukx-
turiga. 353.

Vararuci. 63 : minister of Mahipadma,
66.

VendhapH'dr!*. emanation of Nandd in.

157.

Vardhanr.anacarita of Asiga. date of

395-3%
VarigakiL a place-namr. 180.

V’asiHha. 78 n.

Vasukula. 41.

Vila- Nandi, 9.

VcTwdudaiyar, 359
Verthema mention* Fig. 127.

Vidakada. 353
Vidyarakravani II. a San-irit poet, 361.
VldydJdfd UkaidkJxyd. 7.

Vijayapanktipara, 180: identified with
Vaijayanti or Banavasi, 180.

Vikramapala, a Yadava general, killed

by
Vimal.idharmasurya. King of Ceyktaf?),
gantwi

^
audience to Spilbergen, a

vnmuktitman. the date of. 239-242 ; acc.

in Prof. Hiriyanna flourished between
850-1050 a.d . 239 . fresh evidence re.

the lowet limit of, 240 f.; ^preceded
JAdnaghana, 241 : refers to Surens ara,

242.
Ytnoya PHaka. 20.

Vincent. William. 102.

Vi/a Ballala II. 349 ;
extent of his

empire. 350 ;
took active part in Cola

politics. 351 ;
352 : directed his atten

lion against Pcnmjinga, 352.

Vira Paodya. 353.

Viiakhoriipa. 337, 338. 339. 340
.
paid

homage to Katki, 340, 342, 343.

Vtfpai, 78 n.

Visougupta Canakya. 9 ; the name sup

posed to be derived I rum the A/udra*

toAjaj* tradition. 9.

Yijriutmrdna. mentions Hufias. 37.

Vi<gu\'ardhana, 349.

Viynuyasac, 339.

Visoka. 62.

Visuddhimagga, of Buddhagtana. 2. 20.

Viivanatha. Kanjagiani, 350.

VuveSvarabhatta, 112.

VyAsa. 80 n.
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Walsh, E. H. C 1, 3. 10, 11 : con«der?
the second Taxila hoard " debaied,’'

12 ; 13, 14, 16, 19, 21. 22. 25. 34, So
57, 67, 7U.

Walters, a. of * On Yuan Chtcn/iis
trmI m /mfur', 42.

Watt, records use ot the Fir in medr
cine. 126.

Wekrt. Dr, 137.

Wedccll, John, 100.

Welrt, De 9S.

Wrstoworld, 97. 103, 138; entered
into a treaty with Rijasbhha. 138.

Wheat, found in Mahenj»>Daio, 17.

Williams, Monter. 14.

y

Yadu Bhaua. lather of Anania Bhatca.
105.

Yimunadirya 2 . of Atmasidchj, 259 ;

spiritual grand-fat her of Ramanuja,

Yaska, a?.

Yafodharman, of Mandasor. finally ovct
thrrw the Hum about 528 A.D., 36

;

38 ; alw> called Vi>xjuvardhana, 38

;

defeated Mihirakula. 39 ; 41. 43.

Yotaratnakaa. date of. 127 ; mentions
properties of Anfira, 127.

Yusuf Adil Shah I. 243.




